DOCUMENTS NUMBERED 03331-05427

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----.-Original Message----- S
From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crin.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 -PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
r
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

00333

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/04/2006 02:28 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidatio

now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsaito@usdoj.gov>

'{

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig 'Donsanto@usdoj.
^ gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

p0;3;33^-

Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>

Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:,
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:41 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud DefinitionL

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the WG will have suggestions. I do plan to send packets to
you and Tova containing the same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't sent anything yet .
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for inclusion. (Still waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a very short meeting after the WG disperses, followed
by a teleconference the following Monday afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be out of the
office attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that day. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov'
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

Uf3:3;3.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
> be legitimate reasons
>
> for not doing so).
>
>
>
>

I have madecontact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 02:32

PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group

Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for the
Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)

0U333

Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you can
tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy

Perez bio 5 5 06.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM —_

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 03:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[

I have placed another call to his office (after one previous call to his assistant and an email to him). I, too,
am concerned about our dwindling chances. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:06 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Given the short time period, you may want to give
Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
our chances are of getting Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
> received a "No" from
> Ginsberg. --- Peg

00333:

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 02:33 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Sounds good to me.- If not Ginsburg try Braden.
>
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
> > I. will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, -yes, the
> > WG will have
> > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
> > Tova containing the
> > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> haven't
> > sent anything yet
> > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
(Still
> > inclusion.
> > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
>>
> > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > very short meeting after
> > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
> > following Monday
> > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
> > out of the office
> > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
> > day. --- Peggy
>>
>>

>
> "Job Serebrov"
>>
n
> > 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Fraud Definition
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> packets
> > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with

>
>
>
>
>

> Tova's response we will need to have a
> teleconference
> on the report once I return to Little Rock. We
will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > combined both of your
> > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > reference to the fraud having
> > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > (because fraud can be
> > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> changed
> > the results of the
> >.election), and taken out a couple of vague
> examples
> > (e.g.; reference to
> > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> may
> > be legitimate reasons
> > for not doing so)
> >
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/26/2006 04:37 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: interview analysisI

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so their
availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

0`0333

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 11:22 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that spreadsheet
you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so, maybe we can talk
son? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview conclusions.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---

wang@tcf.org
05/07/2006 12:33 PM

To sims
eac.
sbc 9
lobal.net
P
@ ov,
9 serebrov @
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

The bio for JR Perez tells us very little about him and there is pretty much nothing about him on the web.
Can you tell us more about him and how you decided on him? Thanks. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a^eac.gov
To : wang@tcf.org ;
Cc: dromig(2eac.g"
o
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
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Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
® contract, except for hours actually worked on the contracti.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you; including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:27 AM
cc

Subject Re: Court reported

Thanks for checking this out for me, Devon. I've asked Tom if there are funds available for this service.
Our consultants were very enthusiastic about the idea. --- Peg
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

0033j1:

p • 4L Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/10/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
®

is

I can also check around for different prices.

`9

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Eileen L. Collver/EACIGOV
05/04/2006 02:39 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Yes. Thanks. Depending on when Commissioner Davidson can spare you, we may need your help
putting materials together for the Working Group (probably next week). We also will have to print name
tags and place cards. If you are a good note-taker, we also will need people to take turns taking notes at
the meeting. --- Peggy
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:26 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Peggy,
0033r

Can I help on this working group?
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EACIGOV
s

05/04/2006 02:07 PM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov, rmartinez@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov,.ghillman@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 10:33 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Good News

Job:
Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to talk with the Chairman today about substituting Rogers
for Norcross. Do you have contact information for Rogers? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 05:20 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject

Q 0 ^^ 33 1
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RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[--^

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project. I am asking you to attend as
Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
e

Peg - - what is the name of the group? .
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoJ.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

0033`x

1.

SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??

--------------------------

0 U'3

Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in..
--- Peg
is

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference fou
r AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:34 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Fraud DefinitionE

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (Ill add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there

0033':

are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

"'

05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading,giy only comment would be that I.would like to restore "failingsto follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud De ini ion
Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
04/24/2006 12:13 PM
cc
Subject Re: invoiced

Tova:
The draft voucher looks fine except for two things (one of them is our fault):
(1) it appears that you worked 11 days, rather than 10, during the first two weeks; and
(2) you need to put the total dollar amount owed you ($9,102) somewhere on the form. (Last time you put
it in the box with the total hours worked this period.)
Don't forget to sign and date the voucher. Thanks.
Peggy Sims

U Q . ,3

Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject invoice
e

6

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or$, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Oki;

voucher 3.26- 4-22.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:10 PM

To Devon Romig
cc ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Barry Weinberg has confirmed he can attend the afternoon of May 18. He lives in the DC area, so we
won't have to worry about travel. I have contacted Pat Rogers office and left a voice mail for his assistant.
Hopefully, I will hear from them this afternoon. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang
04/27/2006 09:23 AM
cc

uuJ^c

Subject Bob Bauer

We have heard from Bob Bauer regarding his availability, so we don't need to have you pursue the matter.
Thanks for the offer, though. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/09/2006 05:17 PM

cc
Subject perez

I talked. to Adam, and I am OK with JR Perez. I'm working on the Barbra situation.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job

"
To psims@eac.gov

05/10/2006 12:25 PM

cc
Subject Travel

Peggy:
If I am calculating it right and I believe I am, it
would cost around $450 plus my meal allowance in
Virginia and Tenessee (coming and going).
All of this said, I am still a person down and there
is the bed problem.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
wang@tcf.org
05/06/2006 08:28 AM

To sims
p eac. gov
cc

UOJ351,.

Subject Fw: Your Priceline Hotel Reservation #103-967-342-62

Original Message ----From: Priceline Customer Service
To: WANG@TCF.ORG
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 9:21 PM
Subject: Your Priceline Hotel Reservation #103-967-342-62
-----

►'' Add A Rental Car to Your Tri pSee

S pecial Deals On Cruises

Hotel Details
Embassy Suites Hotel Washington, D.C.
1250 22Nd St Nw
Washington, DC 20037
202-857-3388

Summary of Charges

Frequently Asked Questions

Self hel p

►' Contact Us

U
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To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Hel p section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @09:21 :42p.m. AST'(GMT -4)
(407805)
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 08:51 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: wg

Thats great news. What happens with respect to hotels? Should I make my
own arrangements? I expect Job and I will want to stay the nights of the
17th and 18th. Thanks Pegs. And congratulations.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 5:47 PM
Subject: Re: wg

> Tova:
> Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not
> disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's next choice (Pat Rogers) as a
> replacement for Norcross.
> Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be
> unavailable that afternoon and I am scheduled for something else that
> morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you and
> Job
> regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy

>

>

wang@tcf.org

00J33r.

>
>
>

05/04/2006 05:21
PM

To
psims@eac.gov,
cc

>
>

Subject
wg

>

>

> Hi Peg,
>
>
>
>
>
>

a
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you.
know that,I think disinviting members of the working group 'wouldbe a very
unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the problem of getting
100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I
said, I'm free on Monday. Thanks. Tova

e^

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

LL

05/02/2006 01:11 PM

AQ ai

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

t

Subject Re: Barbara ArnwineI

Peggy,
I just received an update about Ms. Arnwine's schedule. She is not available on May 9th.
Thanks,
Devon
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 10:56 AM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationI

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? ---

00335`.

Peg
"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psim's@eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM

Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 , (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"priceline.com Customer
<hotel@trans.priceline.com>
05/05/2006 09:20 PM
Please respond to
hotel@trans.priceline.com

TO psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Plans for Tova Wang

q
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Responses to this e-mail will not go to a customer service representative.
To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Help section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:20:48 p.m. AST (GMT-4)
(407605)
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.
9•Donsanto
19ov
@ usdoj.
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

-.
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To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:

00335,

Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that.
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
`::'

003351

Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-31.27
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:13 AM
•

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectD

Unfortunately, I have to get the Working Group together before then, so that my consultants can prepare
the final report before June. (In June, I lose one of them to State employment.) In understand about the
crammed schedule. This month and next are chock full.
Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

•'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?

00;335:

Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims .
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello,Peg!

e

^

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I . ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of. the consultants' report, then let me
know.

UU335 ; .

Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --- "Job Ser
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:55 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes
to purposely and corruptly register voters who either
do not exist, or who are known by the putative
defendant to be ineligible to vote under applicable
state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in
the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt the voting
act of voters who do participate in the voting act to
a limited extent; and, schemes to knowingly prevent
voters qualified voters from voting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems
with the 4th paragraph.
Would you please just send me that paragraph within
the text of your
email so that I can paste it into the document? --Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"^
> 05/11/2006 03:4-3 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
> opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text..

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>.> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> > paragraph 4? --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:17 PM
>>
> > To.
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Literature Summary
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > >
> The
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> Can
> > >
> > >
> in
> > >
> > >
>>

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of
Federal Crime of
Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
something wrong in the fourth
paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
you please send a
replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it
.
an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/04/2006 03:57 PM

cc
UUJ;^^
J^^

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

R

Peggy sorry but I am out of town on the 18th of May. Good luck
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
"

To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

e

^
Peggy:

I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Conference Call[)

Job:
I'm afraid I don't have time to look up the Federal travel regulation. I can refer to GSA Form 87, which is
the Federal travel authorization form that is based on the travel regulations. There are two questions on
this form that would apply to your situation:
• Question 14 asks, "Is the employee making any deviations from the authorized itinerary for personal
convenience, taking any annual leave or using a different mode of transportation for personal
convenience?"

00336

• Question 17A asks, " Will POV be used for any travel between itinerary points? (/f 'Yes': check one
box below and complete item 178.7 This is followed by one check box with a statement, "Use of POV
is advantageous to the government" and another check box that states, "Use of POV is not
advantageous to the government. Use of POV has been determined to be for personal convenience
and reimbursement limited to constructive cost of common carrier."
Line 17 B is used to note mileage rate. These provisions apply to our Commissioners, our staff, and our
consultants. I understand that everyone has to make allowances for emergencies, but your emergency
has not yet arrived, and may well arrive after the May 18 meeting. Furthermore, personal emergencies
are considered personal matters. The government does not reimburse us for additional travel costs
resulting from our need to address personal matters.
Because you are not a Federal employee and we recognize that airlines do not and hotels may not offer
you government rate, we can reimburse the higher hotel rate so long as your total travel costs under the
current contract do not exceed the total amount budgeted for travel reimbursement for this contract
($3,500).
S:

Is

Regarding the Working Group meeting, I am pleased that you recognize that convening the Working
Group is a deliverable. You also should recall that the only reason Commission staff is involved in helping
to set up this meeting is that you and Tova told me that the two of you did not have the resources to do it
and that it would be better to have one central coordinator (i.e.; EAC). We have repeatedly talked about
holding the meeting in DC because so many of our working group members are here and because we can
support the meeting at EAC offices and stay within the EAC budget.
The date for the original Working Group meeting was presented by you and Tova to me in your work plan.
As you know, many of the dates in the plan had to slide because the two of you indicated that you needed
more time to complete the preliminary research to be presented at the meeting. Beginning in April, our
teleconferences honed in on possible weeks for the meeting. May 18 is the only day all but Norcross
could attend. Norcross was available only 2 days out of the three weeks we were considering. We are
attempting to fill his slot with, the person you recommended, Pat Rogers.
We can discuss any remaining concerns you have regarding the participation of Perez and of Pat Rogers
during this afternoon's teleconference. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all

UU336^}.

alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebrov".
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/03/2006 01:48 PM

cft

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
I expect that since Norcross can't make it either you
will try to get Rogers or cut one of Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
> to be the best
> possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
> available to attend in
> person that day (he is available only 2 days during
> the first three weeks
> of May). We won't have confirmation of the
> availability of Secretary
> Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.
> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peg -- I'll have check. I am pretty well clogged next month.
What do you need Peg?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu ava;ilable any days in te third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov)
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
e
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:25 AM

To Gavin Gilmour
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Working Group-Travel Costs

Can you help me respond to this ... and soon? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:25 AM ---"Job Serebrov"
fx
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene

u

J J 6^:

the Working Group and not the Commission and it never.
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With"that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there. are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed.I need for my. back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my.dogl& -today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.

''

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election A1sistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-14.71 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 01:41 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Job:

>>
> > I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
> > 41/2 hours. We really
> > need to have you here in person if you are to help
> > conduct the Working
> > Group meeting. You should make your travel
> > arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>.
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 10:1 AM
To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Hi, Folks:
>>>

> > > Teleconference
> > > Are both of you available for a teleconference
> > next
> > > Tuesday afternoon at
> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope . you have.
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> >. Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
>>a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground

..

> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
message truncated =__

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 05:46 PM

cc
Subject wg

Do you want

me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/11/2006 02:10 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

We accidentally left it out when we emailed all the summaries
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wang"
-^1

003301

<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"

05/11/2006 03:45 PM

cc

sims@eac.gov

Subject RE: new working group representative

He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have already established we are
not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about Ginsburg yet anyway,
right?
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net)
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:36 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
e
19Cc :
Subject: Re: new working group representative,

is

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
>
>
>
>
>

He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
the Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
Arnwine, the Executive
Director of the Lawyers Committee.

> His contact and mailing info is:
> jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> 202-662-8315
> 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> Suite 400
> Washington, DC 20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th.Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM - ---

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:17-7M
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> > Federal Crime of
> > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is

003 11.

>
>
>
>
>
>

> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 01:59 PM

To "J. R. Perez"

GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Bio for Perezn

0

Is

Thanks, J.R. Great to have you on board! We will get back to you shortly regarding travel arrangements.*
The meeting materials will be sent by Federal Express next week.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"J. R. Perez"
"J. R. Perez"
To Psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 01:23 PM

cc
Subject Bio for Perez

bio 5 5 06.doc
Hi Peggy, it was nice talking with you today and I would be glad to try and
add to the discussion. I am attaching a brief bio and will await your
instructions for the travel arrangements. I look forward to receiving the
current information on panel issues.
J.R. Perez
Elections Administrator
Guadalupe County
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007.04:23 PM --

0U337 .

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 12:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Origins essage ----From: psimsI eac.gov
To:
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 10:56 AIR
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
-----

.,

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? --Peg

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine

Original Message ----From: psims ,eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 042OO6 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
-----

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you

UU337:

said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:52 PM

cc

Subject Re:.Working Group List

List a vacancy---to be filled. If we don't hear from
Ginsberg by late afternoon please call Braden.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> What do you suggest I do with the list of Working
> Group members. I need
> to get the Fed Ex packages out by the end of the
> day, and have not heard
> back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a
> vacancy, or list Norcross
> with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a
> substitute, we can always
> provide an updated list next Thursday. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -•:.
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV @EAC
fit, .
05/09/2006 04:43 PM
cc

*

Subject Hotel for Job

Peggy,
A possible hotel suggestion for Job might be the Sheraton College Park in Beltsville, MD. They have
room availability for the nights of the 17th and the 18th for $159.00 a night.

UU3374_

They have what is called the Sheraton Sweet Sleeper Bed. More information at:
http://www.starwoodhotels.com/promotions/promo_landing.html?category=sweet_sleeper
This hotel is a little out of the way but the members of the Asian Language Working Group and others
have stayed there. The hotel does offer a shuttle to and from Reagan airport and the metro.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romigg
01:51 P' .
cc
Subject Wang & Serebov Fed Ex Info

Devon:
Here is the information you need for the Fed Ex forms for Job and Tova.
Tov Wanci

o e that the package may be left with the doorman.)
Job Serebrov

one:
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan9@
tcf.or 9>
To psims@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:52 PM

cc

Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

OK. I'll be out of the office for the next three days, and mostly unavailable on Thursday and Friday as you
know already. Tomorrow you can try me on my cell phone 917-656 -7905. I'll try to check email when
can. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 4:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org

003.37 E

Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a
teleconference to discuss our options. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

To dromig@eac.gov

e

cc psims @eac.gov
Subject RE:. Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group
B

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 04:39 PM

cc

Subject RE: interview analysis

I think I can help you at least with respect to Barbara. I'll be speaking to her today!
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

U O33 7k

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 3:38 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: interview analysis

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They havenot responded, so
their availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/26/2006 11:22 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC "'Job Serebrov"
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that
spreadsheet you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so,
maybe we can talk soon? Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 01:49 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject last of the literature

Hi Peg,
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Here is the last summary of existing research. Please let us know how to proceed from here. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Response to the CB Report FINAL.doc-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM –s Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
05/04/2006 05:47 PM
cc
Subject Re: wg[=)

Tova:
Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's
next choice (Pat Rogers) as a replacement for Norcross.
Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be unavailable that afternoon and I am
scheduled for something else that morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you
and Job regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 05:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject wg

Hi Peg,
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you know that I think disinviting
members of the working group would be a very unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the
problem of getting 100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I said, I'm free
on Monday. Thanks. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Job Se br v"
To

(10337 ,

psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:22 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

I would give him until Monday morning but I would also
call Braden today and tell him there may be an opening
for him on the WG and find out whether he is free.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have placed another call to his office (after one
> previous call to hi
assistant and an email to him). I, too, am
> concerned about our dwindling
> chances. --= Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 03:06 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Given the short time period, you may want to give
> Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
> our chances are of getting Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
>>

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
received a "No" from
Ginsberg. --- Peg

"Job Serebrov".
05/12/2006 02:33 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

UUU 37

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes,
> the
> > > WG will have
> > > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you
> and
> > > Tova containing the
> > > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> > haven't.
> > > sent anything yet
> > > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for.
> > > inclusion. (Still
> > > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
> > >
> > > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > > very short meeting after
> > > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference
> the
> > > following Monday
> > > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll
> be
> > > out of the office
> > > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin
> that
> > > day. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov"
> > > 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> > >
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > > cc
> > >
> > > Subject
> > > Re: Fraud Definition
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> > packets
> > > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure
> with
> > > Tova's response we will need to have a
> > > teleconference
> > > on the report once I return to Little Rock. We

QO `

(),;.

> > will
> > > need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>>>
> > > > Would you please take a look at the attached?
> I
> > > > combined both of your
> > > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > > reference to the fraud having'
> > > > to have an actual impact on the election
> results
> > > > (because fraud can be
> > >.> prosecuted without proving that it actually
> > > changed
> >.> > the results of the
> > > >. election), and taken out a couple of vague
> > > examples
> > > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > > failing to enforce state laws --- because
> there
> > > may
> > > > be legitimate reasons
> > > > for not doing so).
>>>>
> > > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> > and
> > > > am waiting to hear if
> > > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > > group.
> > > > --- Peggy
> >> >

> >> >
>>>
> >>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebrbv"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

0033SI

Case Summaries.doc Peggy:.
Please add this to the packet.
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"JobSerebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:51 AM

cc
Subject Re: Update
e

The bed is not what I need and Beltsville is a bit far
out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need
> to know as we continue
>, our search.) -- Peg

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 10:29 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Update
>

> Peggy:
> Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
> on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still
> no
> good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
> workable.
> Job

00333

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: new working group representatives

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each got to pick three members of the Working Group.
The Commission guidance regarding this particular member follows:

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy sectors - 2 to be chosen by Tova and
2 to be chosen by Job.
This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's pick
As I understand it, we are working on a replacement for Norcross. If Ginsberg is not viable, how about
Mark Braden, who includes public integrity in his areas of specialization. I would not try and stir up other
members of the Working Group, if I were you. The effort is likely to come back and bite you.

"Job Serebrov"^

- 1;1

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
> To
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> cc

UU33,' f:

> Subject
> Re: new working group representative
>
>

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> ---Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>

>.>

is Jon Greenbaum

c3

^9

>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>> 1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>

>
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-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting(

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check arounn for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Job Serebrov"
*'''
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 10:46 AM
cc
Subject Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

FYI
--- "Patrick J. Rogers"
> Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
> From:" Patrick J. Rogers"
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> tomorrow. Depositions all
> day today. Thanks, Pat
> What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

> Patrick J. Rogers
> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.

wrote:

>
>
>
>

P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
Tel:
505-848-1849
Fax:
505-848-1891

> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
> Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
> To: Patrick J. Rogers
> Subject: Working Group meeting
> Pat:
> The working group meeting for the voter fraud
> project is scheduled for
> May 18th
DC but David Norcross can't attend.
> Could you come? If so,
> we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.
> Regards,
> Job
-------------------------------------------------------------------> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
-------------------------------------------------------------------> THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> reader of this message is •not the intended recipient
> or agent
> responsible for delivering the message to the
> intended recipient, you
> are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> copying of this
> communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> received this
> electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> from your system
> without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> e-mail or by calling
> 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> corrected. Thank you.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:40 AM

To Serebrov
cc

Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

This is the original email with the attachment. If you still don't see the attachment on your end, I can
excerpt the content and send it in email text. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:39 AM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To " Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
^^
cc wang@tcf.org

a
^ GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Working Group-Perez)
IS

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme., something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-appt-partisan reshictions.doc
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"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM --"Jo

"
To psims@eac.gov

05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

Pki

Case Summaries.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Job Serebrov"

05/11/2006 10:16 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Today's Teleconference

The teleconference is on. However, I am still one
person down for the meeting and I am not comfortable.
This will have to be discussed since from the start it
was agreed that the WG would be equal and if I lost a
person Tova would have to loose one. Further and most
importantly, I don't yet have a hotel so my attendance
is still up in the air. Finally, the agenda is not
what we discussed and gives far too much time for
e areas.that can be covered in a short time.,
@ Not listed
are all of the questions that Tova's proposed agenda
had. All in all, it needs to be redone.

is

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I assume that we are still on for today's
> teleconference at 11 AM EST. I
> will call you. I have attached a draft agenda for
> your review and
> comment. --- Peggy

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/08/2006 01:52 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOVVEAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel -

I have given Adventure Travel the necessary credit card authorization on this. Devon please follow-up
with the reservations etc.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

00339-

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez.- Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EACIGOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 10:18 AM
cc
Subject RE: Working Group

I am more than happy to attend in person
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:15 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group

003391

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by teleconference. I also
share Tova's concern about the unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a

> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> however, is to give me a
> comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
Is
> and per diem of doing
> it. your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
' Job Serebr "
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 03:03 PM

cc
Subject Option

Peggy:
I may have the only option left but it is a risk time
wise. I could stay at the Baymont in Salem by Roanoke
and then leave early that morning and drive into DC or
to a park and ride (Metro). I would make it before
12:00 barring any unforeseen road issues. However, I
would have to leave to go home right after the
meeting. That would cancel the next day's meeting.
Job

®.

I need to run to West Little Rock so you can get me on
my cell if you want to talk.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/12/2006 02:46 PM
cc
Subject Working Group List

cs

Job:

e

What do you suggest I do with the list of Working Group members. I need to get the Fed Ex packages out
by the end of the day, and have not heard back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a vacancy, or list
Norcross with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a substitute, we can always provide an updated list
next Thursday. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Material I may not have included

news article review
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:23 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Material I may not have included

Would these go under literature review or news article review? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Material I may not have included

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based
on complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article
excel spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New. York, NY 10021
phone:
212P^ 212-452-7O4fax:
535-7534.
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov

05/11/2006 11:45 AM

cc
Subject Court Case Charts

Job
In preparing the CDs, we have run across the following files that appear to be duplicates. Which ones
should go on the CD? --- Peggy

Chart Election Accessible.doc Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc

ChartDenialVoterRegistrat.doc ChartDenialVoterRegistrat2.doc

Chart ProvisionalBallot©en.doc Chart ProvisionalBallotDen2.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

"
05/09/2006 12:03 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

Here is the issue---four of the five people who

ou J

selected Perez are Republicans. If the shoe were on
the other foot I would be uncomfortable. This one is
up to Tova to call but I am not sure that he can be
neutral.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:
> EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
> SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

> § 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY
> ELECTION COMMISSION.
>
(a) The position of county ,elections
> administrator is filled by
> appointment of the county election commission, which
>. consists of:
>
(1) the county judge, as chair;
>
(2) the county clerk, as vice
> chair;
>
(3) the county tax
> assessor-collector, as secretary; and
>
(4) the county chair of each
> political party that made
> nominations by primary election for the last general
> election for state
> and county officers preceding the date of the
> meeting at which the
> appointment is made.
>
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of
> the commission's
> membership is necessary for the appointment of an
> administrator.
>
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a
> written resolution or
> order signed by the number of commission members
> necessary to make the
> appointment. Not later than the third day after the
> date an administrator
> is appointed, the officer who presided at the
> meeting shall file a signed
> copy of the resolution or order with the county
> clerk. Not later than the
> third day after the date the copy is filed, the
> county clerk shall deliver
> a certified copy of the resolution or order to the
> secretary of state.
>
(d) The initial appointment may be made at
> any time after the
> adoption of the order creating the position.
>
> § 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
>
(a) A county elections administrator may
> not be a candidate for a
> public office or an office of a political party,

^c1 c_lt

O U J J

> hold a public office, or
> hold an office of or position in a political party.
> At the time an
> administrator becomes a candidate or accepts an
> office or position in
> violation of this subsection, the administrator
> vacates the position of
> administrator.
>
(b) A county elections administrator
> commits an offense if the
I
> administrator makes a political contribution or
> political expenditure, as
> defined by the law regulating political funds and
> campaigns, or publicly
> supports or opposes a candidate for public office or
> a measure to be voted
> on at an election. An offense under this subsection
> is a Cla4 A
> misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
> administrator's employment is
> terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible
> for future appointment
> as county elections administrator.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:38 M
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

> The code attachment did not work that is what I
> meant
> by it did not come through.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> > Code? --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/09/2006 11:23 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc

q

UUU%J_J

> > wang@tcf.org
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group-Perez
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired
>a
> > person just like Perez. However, given this, I
> would
> > still like to know if he has a party affiliation
> and
> > this brings up another issue. How is the county
> > election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> > CI irmen of the Republican and Democrat Partie or.
> > if.
> > he/she does not want to serve a person is elected
> in
> > his/her stead and a third member picked by the
> party
> > with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> > that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> > election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> > Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> > situation in Texas.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.

> > I
> > > proposed that I find
> > > someone from Texas because of that State's
> > colorful
> > > history of voting
> > > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> > it.
> > > In those Texas
> > > counties that hire Election Administrators to
> run
> > > elections, rather than
> > > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > > voter registration;
> > > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > > Administrator is hired by the
> > > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > > perform his or her duties in
> > > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts
> from
> > > Texas Election Code
> > > regarding election administrator hiring and

00339%

>
>
>
>
>
>

> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that
State.

>>
> > > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > > years experience as a county Election
> > Administrator
> > > in Texas. You won't
> > > find many news articles mentioning him because
> he
> > > has kept his nose clean.
> > > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > > country, prefers to
> > >report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
>
> association of Texas,
e.
> > > election officials and the two largest
> >.organizations
> > > of election officials
> > > in this country: the International Association
> of
> > > Clerks, Recorders,
> > > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
message truncated =__

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:59 PM

cc
Subject RE: research summaries

Job did this one
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: research summaries

Something is wrong in the fourth paragraph of the Federal Election Crime summary. Do you know
what it is supposed to say there?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

00339^

cc

Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...
•

Tova Andrea Wang

cs•
Democracy Fellow •

•

e

e

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 11:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Rev Agenda for Working Group Meeting

R

Agenda 5-18-06 Mtg.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:48 PM

To Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

Adam:
J.R. Perez's resume is attached, and I have forwarded my last explanatory email to Job in answer to his
concerns. I will tell Tova not to contact Ray, but that she may talk with you about this issue. Thanks! --Peggy

R

Perez bio 5_5_06.doc

00310`

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 02:45 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

To "Jo

a ov"
@GSAEXTERNAL

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezL

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties . that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County EleChon Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties.in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election,
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)•
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec

admin-appt .partisan restrictions.doc

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 04:35 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
> As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up

O
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> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> The effort is likely
> to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative
>
>
>

e

rs

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with

003It(1,

> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > >l
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting. Rights Project
>> for
> > > the Lawyers Committee.
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee._
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

e

>>
>>
>>
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:54 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summaryf

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems with the 4th paragraph. Would you please just send
me that paragraph within the text of your email so that I can paste it into the document? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov'
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

{
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

>
> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:17 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

>

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

rl ('

>

00

3

(* rl
U

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
Federal Crime of
Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
something wrong in the fourth
paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
you please send a
You can send it in
replacement fourth paragraph?
an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/24/1006 12:41 PM .'cc
Subject Re: Voucher

Ok. Thanks
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>

I've signed and submitted your voucher. I had to
correct the contract
(It is 2/26/06, not 4/22/06.) Everything
date.
else looked great. --Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:51 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject RE: Working Group-Perez["=`]

We are still on for 4 PM. Ray is out of the office due to a family emergency, so I suggest you NOT contact
him. You may contact his Special Assistant, Adam Ambrogi (aambrogi@eac.gov or 202-566-3105), who
also hails from Texas. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/09/2006 12:08 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc

UU34U[

Subject RE: Working Group-Perez

We are still doing the 4 pm call, right? We can discuss it more then. Would it be OK if I see if Ray knows
this person? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, M_ a 09 2006 10:14 AM
To:
Cc: Wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group-Perez

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpadisan local election official to
serve on the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
proposed that I find someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud
and their innovative approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election
Administrators to run elections, rather than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter
registration; County Clerk for balloting), the Election Administrator is hired by the County Election
Commission and is supposed to perform his or her duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached
excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election administrator hiring and restrictions on
partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation
schemes used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election
Administrator in Texas. You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept
his nose clean. (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad
news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the association of Texas election officials and the two largest
organizations of election officials in this country: the International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The Election Center. He is a past
President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas Association of Election
Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans the
educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's conferences.
His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
Perez also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and
The Election Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff
web page on the Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme..
something that might be useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered
voters (a number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's population claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The
county is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson,
and Bexar counties. In the 1980s, the county was predominately a farming community; but in
recent years, many people have moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County,
preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
--- Peggy

DUJ`t0r

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: Working Group

®Peggy:

A

What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:10 AM

To
cc

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:
This is to confirm my call to your office this morning inviting you to be a member of and attend the
upcoming meeting of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) Working Group on Voting
Fraud-Voter Intimidation. The meeting is scheduled to take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday,
May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue,
NW, 11th Floor, Washington, DC.
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute are the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241 (b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a high priority.
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

UUJ 1U

•

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
•
perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case law review),
identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding
these topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
•
establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
•
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation, and the results of the
preliminary research to the working group, and convene the working group to discuss potential
avenues for future EAC research on this topic; and
• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working
group deliberations that includes recommendations for future research, if any;
We strive to include bipartisan representation on the Working Group associated with this project. You
were recommended for this project by our Republican consultant, Job Serebrov. Your ideas for possible
19AC activities related to this topic will help the agency as it pins future actions to meet its HAVA
responsibilities.
If you can find the time in your busy schedule to participate, I will have an information packet delivered to
your office by COB, Monday, May 15. Please let me know if you are available. Thank you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
05/10/2006 09:25 AM
cc

Subject Re: arnwine(

I'm checking on this. Will get back to you as soon as I have more info. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/09/2006 05:28 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject arnwine

00.3^'t0..

She definitely cannot do it. Would you please find out if Wade Henderson would be possible? Now its my
turn to be upset!!! Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:28 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 2

Here is the second batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Aletha
Barrington/CONTRACTOR/E
To wang@tcf.org,
AC/GOV
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

S

04/19/2006 01:09 PM

I

Subject Voting fraudNoter intimidation

Good afternoon:
I like to introduce myself, I am Aletha Barrington, the new Contract Assistant, I will be replacing Nicole
Mortellito. You may address any questions regarding the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Contract to me
as well as cc all monthly reports. Thank you and I look forward to working with you!
Aletha Barrington
(202) 566-2209
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Sarah Ball Johnson
04/17/2006 04:33 PM
cc

wang@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241(b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.

This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.

Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging. equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants, moving
while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up extraneous electrical
signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready to
speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the operator/technicians
by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the recording when individuals are
dialing in.
^
s
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject RE: Interviews

Actually, 11 EST would be better. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM --

OU34I':

"Job Serebrov" _
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@ea(.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac..gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -0

• --

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

,.

4

To

04/19/2006 12:24 PM

$

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
!h

Subject Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission:I
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and . we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/20/2006 10:58 AM
cc DRomig@eac.gov
Subject wg meeting

Hi Peg,
I think I might have told you only that I am unavailable on the 5th. I'm actually unavailable on the 4th as
well. Any news on this front? We should also arrange a conference call next week about preparing for
the meeting, don't you think? Thanks Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/21/2006 12:18 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 3 (final)

c9.

Peg, I hope we will be able to review the binders you put together before they get sent out. Thanks. Just
one more research summary to come Monday. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

The Long Shadow of Jim Crow.doc The New Poll Tax (JS).doc Wisconsin Audit Report.doc Wisconsin Vote Fraud IF. doe
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/21/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject wg materials

I will now begin sending several emails with material for the working group meeting. Peg, we still have not
heard back from you on whether you like the agenda. I have attached it again. With respect to the
interview and research summaries, would you both please review them to make sure there are no glaring
mistakes?
Are we going on a hiatus next week? I'm a little confused about what happens from here. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

UU. r?

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

TW proposed agenda.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'

04/21/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 4 (final)

Please also double check that I have not left any out. 'Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Wade Henderson.doc Interview with Wendy Weiser. doe Interview with William Groth.doe
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
http ://www.amazon.com/qp/product/078671591 X/sr=8-1 /q id=1145390029/ref= pd bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5Fencodincj=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson

3

Executive Director

`^

State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 330-2734-cell
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system'without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: MMnday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson, Sa^^va
Cc:ng@tcf.org; ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1- 866-222 -9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.

If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission.
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

04/21/2006 11:19 AM

cc
Subject

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Summary of DOJ activities 0405.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 05:36 PM

To "Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

d

Sarah:
Thank you. I have not reviewed this myself, so I really appreciate the link. Professor Campbell was
among the people interviewed by our consultants.

001418

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)" <SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov>
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
h tt D://www.amazon.com/aD/Droduct/078671591 X/sr=8-1 /aid=1145390029/ref=Dd bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5Fencodinq=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director
State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 330-2734-cell
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson Sarah Ball (SBE)
Wang@tcf.org; ecortes@eac.gov
Cc:
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241(b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• . At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
04/17/2006 12:37 PM

lJ34

cc
Subject Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM
CST? --- Peg
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

04/21/2006 11:09 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 3
e

is

Is

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tef.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Lori Minnite.doc Interview_ with_ Neil_ Bradley final.doc Interview with Nina Perales final.doc

Interview with Pat Rogers.doc Interview with Rebecca Vigil-Giron.doc Interview with Sarah Ball Johnson.doc

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson.doc Interview with Tracy Campbell.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

04/19/2006 03:31 PM

"Tova Andrea

Subject Recent email from Aletha Barrington

Please ignore the messsage sent to you today by Aletha Barrington. It was sent in error. As COR for this
project, I remain your primary contact. Thanks.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@
04/21/2006 12:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'
cc
Subject existing research summaries 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 76th Street - New York, NY 16021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

e

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Donsanto IFES FINAL.doc Election Protection stories.doc fooled again review.doe GA litigation summary2.doc GAO Report (JS).doc

indiana litigation -official. doe Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum summary.doc Securing the Vote.doc Shattering the_ Myth.doc

Steal this Vote Review final.doc stealing elections review. doe
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 11:38 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

I have just forwarded to you the Feb 3 email I sent to EAC Staff.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
OU34 4:.

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana
Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/18/2006 10:13 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

R

What is the contact info for our conference call provider in case we run into trouble at the start of the call?
Nicole used to handle conference calls and I am not sure who I would speak to in that instance. Please let
me know. Thanks.
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

is

Is

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:33 PM

To sarahball.johnson@ky.gov
cc
, wang@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:

0034?`

• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!

®•

e

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/21/2006 11:05 AM

cc

Subject summaries of interviews

Part 1. I'm going to try not to overload

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview Justice Stratton.doc Interview w Tony Sirvello FINAL.doc

003^r *'4
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Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary of State . Larry Boyle.doc

Interview with Craig Donsanto FINAL.doc Interview with Doug Webber.doc Interview with former Secretary of State Sharon Priest.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 12:44 PM

cc
Subject Re: Conference Call This Afternoon

Yes but it needs to go no longer then 30 mins
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Are you two still available for the conference call
> we had scheduled for
> this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---x

# F,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:44 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

.

Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group[]

Yes, she is the assistant to David A. Norcross and she is unavailable until Monday. I spoke with the
woman who is filling in for her this week and she does not have access to Mr. Norcross's schedule.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:27 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

UO3`x4

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM
To:
Cc: Margaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group
Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based up'en Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The propd%ed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,^

04/17/2006 12:55 PM

cc
Subject RE: Conference Call This Afternoon

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
006 11:38 AM
Sent: Monday,
To:
j wang@tcf.org
Subject: Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM
EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/21/2006 11:18 AM

cc
Subject case charts 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
• The Century Foundation.
41 East 70th Street Tew York, NY 10021

14

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Voter Eligibility.doc ChartDenialVoterRegistrat.doc ChartDenialVoterRegistrat.doc ChartElectionCountingViolat.doc
ati

IR

ChartOverseasBallot.doc ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doc ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doc ChartTouchScreenVoteVoting.doc

ChartVoteVoterAfricanAmer. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/21/2006 11:14 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"!
Subject nexis article charts and overview/analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or$, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

absentee nexis chart 2.xls 'dead' voters and multiple voting nexis chart.xls deceptive practices nexis chart.xls

U ('I i'±

1,

Election official & addition-subtraction.xls intentional felon voting nexis chart.xls intimidation and suppression.xls noncititen voting.xls
vote buying nexis chart.xls voter registration fraud nexis chart.xls Wrongful Removal from Registration Lists.xls Nexis Analysis.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'
04/21/2006 11:22 AM
cc
Subject methodology review

e

e

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

methodology -- off icial.doc
- -- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
< wang@tcf.org>
j{
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <_^^
04/21/2006 11:07 AM
cc
Subject interview with Doug Webber — correct version

I sent the wrong version! Please use this one.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

003.4 2 4:

InterviewDougWebber final. doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
'r
To"
psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'
04/21/2006 12:13 PM
cc
Subject existing literature summaries 1

And there will be one more forthcoming next week.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

A Funny ThingReview.doc American Center Report FINAL.doc Americas Modern Poll Tax (JSJ.doc
Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc cb summary.doc Chandler Davidson summary -- official.doc Crazy Quilt.doc
Deliver the Vote Review.doc dnc ohio.doc DOJ Public Integrity Reports (JS).doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/21/2006 11:17 AM
cc
Subject job's case charts 1

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

00344`'

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Absentee Ballot.doe Chart Disenfranchisement.doe Chart Donsanto Cases.doe Chart Election Accessible. doe

Chart Election Irregularity.doc Chart Vote Buying.doc Chart Vote Felon. doe Chart Vote Fraud.doe Chart Vote Identification.doe

Chart Vote Inaccessible. doe Chart Vote Registration.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

04/19/2006 03:27 PM

Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:2
To:
Cc: argaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

003431

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/21/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject summaries of interviews 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson.doc Interview with Jason Torchinsky final.doc Interview with Joe Rich.doc

Interview with Joe SandlerFINAL.doc Interview with John Ravitz.doc Interview with John Tanner.doc

Interview with Kevin Kennedy. doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:39 PM

To Diana Scott
cc
Subject Teleconference Requested

Diana:
This is just to let you know that I have requested a teleconference on Wednesday, April 19, from 11 AM to
Noon EST. I asked for 6 lines to accommodate our research consultants and the folks that they will be
interviewing for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/17/2006 12:28 PM

cc
Subject RE: Interviews

n
U U 3 '± 3 `

Noon EST
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
i
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM

'S

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov©sbcgloba1.net>
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
>
http://www.fiei.gov/page2%aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htme^

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov, --^
cc
Subject interview analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Im
Interview conclusions. doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/03/2006 11:56 AM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's

00343^^

ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
• s'a

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

0* 05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

s+
*

Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---wang@tcf.org
A '}

05/05/2006
17 PM
09:17

ToP sims
ov, 9
@ eac.
cc

003434

Subject hotels

Literally, there is not a hotel room to be found in the district on these dates. The only thing I could find was
a room for $379 a night. I have booked it and will assume that since we are so under-budget on travel
that this will be OK
----- Original Message -----

;4

From: psimskeac.gov
To : wang(tcforg
Cc: dromig(a,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
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Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 02:36 PM
_JSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts[

OK, I will include all on the CD. Thanks. ---- Peggy
"Job Serebrd

e
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts

All. They are not duplicates. There are some cases
repeated and some not. It is a slight varient of the
word search.
psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job
> In preparing the CDs, we have run across the
> following files that appear
> to be duplicates. Which ones should go on the CD?
> --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -----

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 12:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov,'Tova Wang'
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject list of interviewees

00340^,

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

List of Experts Interviewed.doc
Fonvrded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---

"Donsanto; Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/05/2006 12:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter
Intimidation project meeting

Thank you, Peg - - see you then.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

The meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 18, 1- 5:30 PM (though we may finish earlier). It will be held
in EAC's large conference room (the one we use for public meetings, located off our lobby). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Cralg.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/05/2006 12:43 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjecRE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project
tmeeting

OU043::

If you tell me now I will put it into my calendar here, which in turn will remind me!

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:42 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

Hov?many.days in advance do you need the reminder? --- Peggy
-^– Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebr "
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Latham

00343

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 03:20 PM

To "Job Serebrov'
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Latham[

One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has vacancies and pillow top beds. Try 1-800-424-2979 or
202-353-8900.
"Job Serebrov
Serebrov"
•f

- ^_
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Latham

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 10:06 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have attached a
draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy

MRAgenda 5-1 8-D& Mtg-draft.doc

00343c

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebro "
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

e

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Would you please take a look at the attached? I
combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be
prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
(e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).

>
>
>
>

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
Tosims
eac. ov,
@
g wang@tcf.org
g@tcf.org
05/11/200604:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Dinner

Yes. My wife is a vegetarian and I can't eat wheat
products and don't eat pork. Non-toxic Oriental seems
to always work. I did not cc Tova on this until I
received your reaction. You probably want to include

r^ ' /I
Q
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Tova on replies to this e-mail.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
` art

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/09/2006 11:12 AM

cc
Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

s

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW,, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005 ..,
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM -To dromig@eac.gov
cc

05/09/2006 11:04 AM

Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, MMay 09
8:31 AM
To:
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note

003441

that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566:3128 fax
www.eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
s

s

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/03/2006 03:23 PM

•

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Ix

Subject David Norcross

Peggy,
I just spoke to Mr. Norcross's assistant, he cannot attend the meeting on the 18th, he will be out of town at
another event.
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 06:08 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"

Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsant^@usdoj.gov>

e

05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).

0U34t1

Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc

0034'

Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 --

30 okay? How long will they need??

Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone. in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

0 0 ;'

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:39 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by 7or so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53TW

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36F4
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

O 3/ It ,..%

>>

http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
>>
jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
^y
> > > 202-662-8315
> >.> 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL, Tova Andrea
Wang
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative j

Otl , £

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I seem to
recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a nearby place that
won't bust the budget. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov'^^^
-,a

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 04:39 PM

a

®

cc

Subject Re: new working group representative
e

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meetin, j to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
> As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up
> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> The effort is likely
> to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"

OQ345C

> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-Americans f you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.

r^

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
> > > Here' s his info in full:
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>>>
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
ay.
>.> >jgreeribaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims a@eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:45 AM

cc

00345

Subject RE: Case Summaries

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 10:38 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM —
"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Case Summaries

Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

I'm thankful it all worked out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Ginsberg has accepted our invitation! --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

4 05/02/2006 11:32 AMTo

^ Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc

r♦

Subject Barbara Arnwine

Peggy,
I just spoke to Valerie Johnson, Ms. Arnwine's assistant. The following are a list of dates that are possible
for her attendance;
8th - PM (2pm to 6pm)
9th - Possible PM
16th - PM (1:30pm - 5:30pm)
17th - All. day*
18th -All day*
19th - All day*

fy

*All day availability does not begin until after 9:30 or 10:00 AM
I will update this information on the shared drive.
Thanks,
Devon
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:

OQ.3`t

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

> Working Group Members
> We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
> nonpartisan local
> election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> Administrator for Guadalupe
> County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
> objections to him. He
> is available on May 18.. I'have place 2 calls to Pat
>, Rogers office, but
> have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
> pull with him, you
> may want to contact him, too.
> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
and per diem of doing

.'

> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

--- Forwarded by MargaretSims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto

05/11/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29

Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Y;

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.

After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
e-.
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov

cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc

c,

_•

SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

cg
cy.
Afternoon of . May 18 =- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
.

©^ J

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.
e

n

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

e

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 09:05 PM
cc
Subject Question

Peg:

u

®

is

Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/03/2006 12:40 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday through Wednesday are
taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive Committee, the full Standards Board, and the
Board of Advisors. Thursday, we have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants
in June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the consultants) by the end of
May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

003401

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:

s

We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/11/2006 02:08 PM
CC wang@tcf.org
Subject Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto.
There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can you please
send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will place it in the document. --Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/10/2006 10:32 AM
cc
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Devon:
We have the OK from Tom to obtain a court reporter. Per his response (attached), please coordinate with
Joyce. Also, I understand the reporter for the Asian Language Working Group arrived late. Please find
out how we can ensure the one for our meeting arrives on time. Thanks! --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:31 AM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV

003 its;,

05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting[

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
s..

I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
®.
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

0

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/03/2006 10:50 AM
cc

Subject Secretary Rokita's schedule

Peggy,
I just spoke to Nathan Cane (Secretary Rokita's assistant). He did not have any new information but they
are going to have a scheduling meeting tomorrow morning and he will ask specifically about the afternoon
of May 18th. I also reminded him to find out any of the days that he was not available or any of the days
that he had could attend the meeting in the morning or the afternoon.
Thanks,
Devon
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 01:05 PM
cc

Subject Re: VFVI Working GroupI

Devon:
I forgot to tell you that Thor Hearne's assistant is named Bethany. She can be reached at 314/613-2510.
--- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

00346,

•►

0
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
05/04/2006 12:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC

•i

Subject VFVI Working Group

Peggy,
I have called each of the participants. So far I have a definite confirmation from Kathy Rogers.
Here is the list of the out of town participants for the Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working
Group:
Mark Hearne I1- St. Louis, MO
Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, N
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA

e

Possible Participant.
Patrick Rogers - New Mexico
Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
•'
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 05:32 PM
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

I'm up for a short meeting afterward and a teleconference on Monday. And maybe when all of this is over,
you and I can have dinner! Have I told you that I am moving down to DC this summer?
I suspect you have put up with much more than I have and I really appreciate everything you have done.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 4:27 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: new working group representative

003 r 6 E

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours
away). He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night.
He won't drive back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this
project work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.)
Though we will be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group
disperses --- or we could do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into
three more days of meetings). --- Peggy

e.

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcrg>
05/11/2006 04:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative
plans. They can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday
morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursda Ma 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To:
wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov
04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

UU346t

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meetin j to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by 7or so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 M
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>>

>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
>>>
> > > Here' s his info in full:
>>>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >

> 1
>
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing

UU34:6

> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th .Street .- New York, Nv, 10021
> > > phone:. 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>>.>
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
o • ;;.
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 09:32 AM

To
assistant sos.in.gov,
krogers@sos.state.ga.us
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th,
2006

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C.. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on
Thursday May 18th, 2006.

The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) will cover the cost of your flight, the cost of your hotel room
and provide you with a daily per diem. The cost of the airfare and the hotel stay will be paid directly by the
EAC, as long as you book your travel through Adventure Travel.
To coordinate your flight and hotel stay, please contact Marvin Brokaw of Adventure Travel at (205)
444-4800, ext. 3501. Please note that the eligible dates of the hotel accommodation include the evenings
on May 17th and May 18th. Once you have contacted him and you have received the itinerary via e-mail
you must forward me a copy immediately so that I can complete a travel authorization form.
I have included two attachments with this email; the first attachment is a letter that contains important
information that you will need to know before calling the travel agent and the second attachment provides
some general information that should help you get around the city during your trip.
In addition to your travel itinerary, I will also need the following information by the
Friday May 12, 2006 in order to complete your travel authorization:
^
e
Full Name:
Title:
Entity for whom you work:
Address to Which the Reimbursement Check Will Be Mailed:
Work Telephone:
Fax Number:
Social Security #: (if uncomfortable e-mailing this, feel free to call me):

close of business this
e

Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

Per Diem Letter VFV1.doc Logistics Sheet VFVI.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

Tosims
eac.
p
@ ov,
g dromi g@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:30 PM

cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check and if
not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks. I'm kind of
doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang

OUJ47C

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

s

Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL doe Fed Crime Election Fraud (JS).doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 01:41 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Given the information I have Peggy, that is not going
to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
about the hotels, it is too much for me to front. Two
to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose money.

I simply do not see how we can do this in person given
the financial restrictions.

psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
> 41/2 hours. We really
> need to have you here in person if you are to help
> conduct the Working
> Group meeting. You should make your travel
> arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 10:14 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc

0U317

> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> in
> place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> money
> coming , to DC) and given the. cost of hotels at this.
> time (I can't afford to front thggse costs and wait
> for
>.months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> for
>.this working group meeting to take place in person.
> It
> is looking like the only way it will get done is by
> teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> the
> unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Hi, Folks:

>>
> > Teleconference
> > Are both of you available for a teleconference
> next
> > Tuesday afternoon at
> > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > please suggest another
> > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > preparations for the
> > Working Group meeting.

>>
> > Working Group Members
> > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> the
> > nonpartisan local
> > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> no
> > objections to him. He
> > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> Pat
> > Rogers office, but
> > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> any
> > pull with him, you
> > may want to contact him, too.

003474;

>>
> > Travel Arrangements
> > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > including hotel. Travel
> > time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> > hours actually worked on
> > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > preparation for the meeting,
> > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

>>
> > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > hotel taxes (if you
> > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > rates that are a little
> > higher)
> > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it
> is
> > $48 on the first and
e
> > last day of travel)
> > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> > mile
>>
> > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out
>a
> > travel authorization
> > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> > receipt (or mileage
> > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > transportation receipts and a
> > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > total travel expenses due
> > you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> > meal receipts.

>>
> > Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> > for personal reasons are
> > not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> > however, is to give me a
> > comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage,
> hotel,
> > and per diem of doing
> > it your way against the cost of a roundtrip
> flight,
> > ground transportation,
> > hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> > should be no problem to
> > cover the full cost. If your way is more
> expensive,
> > we may only pay up to
> > the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> > apply to me when I
> > travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> > you will spend the
> > night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

>>
> > Peggy
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

04/26/2006 08:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: wg

Let me check with Devon early tomorrow. If she did not hear from hits this .
afternoon, I'll have her contact you. Perhaps you wiil have more success than
we have.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 04/26/2006 05:46 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 04:04 PM

To Paul DeGregorio
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject New Working Group Member

FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for David Norcross, who was unavailable, could not attend
or Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov, suggested
Benjamin Ginsberg, who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with you on this beforehand --- things

00;347

happened so fast! --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

05/11/2006 03:56 PM

sims@eac.gov

Subject RE: new working group representative

That was not the only reason -- it was to have someone from the civil rights
community. I hardly think you can have a discussion about voter
intimidation and suppression without someone with that background at the
table. I know you agree with this given what you've said to me in the past.
------Original:Messa.g%----From: Job Serebrov [mailt
Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:48 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: new working group representative

We don't know about Ginsburg but it was only stated,
over my objection, that no current invitee was being disinvited. This does
not apply to representatives of those people in my mind, especially when the
main specific reason for inviting the person was her race.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have
> already established we are
> not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about
> Ginsburg yet anyway,
> right?
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:36 PM
To: Tova Wan •
v
Cc:
Subject: Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm

>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005
^:

®

>.>
> > Tova Andrea Wang
> > Democracy Fellow
> > The Century Foundation
> > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021.
> > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>>
> > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 M
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez.

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election

003 ;7f'

> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > ha gs kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65

,.

> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring.to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
>>
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"

> > 05/08/2006 11:30
>>
> > To
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

00347:

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto

05/03/2006 11:39 AM

cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Vrking Group meeting. Are you available the
afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:38 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov,
Subject existing literature list

Job, please double check to make sure I haven't missed anything

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 05:26 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: new working group representativeL

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours away).
He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night. He won't drive
back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this project
work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.) Though we will
be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group disperses --- or we could
do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into three more days of meetings). --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 04:54 PM

To @sims@e6c.gov,

q9

cc

Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative plans. They
can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, MMay 11 2006 3:47 PM
To:wang@tcf.org
Subs
Fe: new working group representative
Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad

UU:34S"

going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from. the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to.be • chosen by
>> Tova and 2 to be chosen %y Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 TM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:3
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>.>
> > ubject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.
>>

> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>

http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
>> >

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

His contact and mailing info is:
jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400

> > > Washington, DC 20005
> >>
> >>
> >>

> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>>>
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
receive our
> > > Click here
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---

wang@tcf.org

05/05/2006 06:08 PM

To Sims
P
@eac.9 ov ^^

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

For purposes of travel arrangements, Job do you want to plan to meet the day before and/or the day after
the meeting?
----- Original Message ----From: psimskeac.gov
To: wang c@tc£org ;
Cc: dromig_(21eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:

UU:34^4:

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for houf1.actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials ink reparation for the
meeting, and the. like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
_

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:18 PM

04/30/2007 04:26 PM

To
sims
eac. ov,^^
P
9
@
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

I'm finding there are no hotel rooms available
----- Original Message ----From: psims(a^eac.gov_
To : wan tcf.org ;

0U,' SE

Cc : dromig(eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election officwl: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him: He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims @eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:53 PM

cc

Subject Re: new working group representative

U
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I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>
>
> "Job Serebrov"
033b PM
> To
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org

> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>.>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >

202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.
es

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Tova Wang"
<wan
9@ tcf.or9>

To psims @eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

05/10/2006 12:16 PM

cc
Subject another one

Plus, I found a few typos on the nexis analysis. Sorry about this.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

votebuyingsummary. doc N exis Analysis. doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
^'

►

"Tova Wang"

034,

<wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov,^^
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;.
Subject: Fraud. DetrrTmon
Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Joyce Wilson
05/04/2006 10:52 AM
cc

Subject Large Conference Room Needed

This is just to confirm my request to reserve the large conference room on Thursday, May 18, from Noon-6
PM. We will be using it for a meeting of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group. Thanks! --Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To v1 ohnson@la
erscommittee.or 9.
^^^Y
05/08/2006 02:56 PM
barnwine la erscommittee.org,
41rgaW
aretims/EAC/G0V@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th
cc

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on

Thursday May 18th, 2006.
The office of the Election Assistance Commission is located at:
1225 New York Avenue NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
We will send more information about this meeting via Federal Express. If you would like this information to
be sent to an address other than your office please reply with the preferred address.
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:45 AM
cc

romig@eac.gov

Subject Material I may not have included

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based on
complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article excel
spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Wisconsin FINAL.doc South Dakota FINAL.doc Washington FINAL.doc
-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --.^To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/09/2006 11:24 AM

Subject Re: Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

"
LIM,_
I will hear from him tomorrow but that still does not
solve all of my issues---see my longer e-mail.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

®

> I had a voice mail message from him on Monday. I
> called him back but had
> to leave a voice mail message (telephone tag). If
> you hear from him and
> he is willing and able to come, I need to know this.
> We need to have him
> call our travel service to make travel arrangements
> ASAP. Thanks. --> Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 10:4
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

> FYI
> --- "Patrick J. Rogers"
> wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
From: "Patrick J. Rogers" <patrogers@modrall.com>
To: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
tomorrow. Depositions all
day today. Thanks, Pat
What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

>>
>>
> > Patrick J. Rogers
> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
> > P.O. Box 2168
> > Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
> > Tel:
505-848-1849
> > Fax:
505-848-1891

t3 s

>>
>>
>>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >

Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
To: Patrick J. Rogers
Subject: Working Group meeting
Pat:

The working group meeting for the voter fraud
project is scheduled for
May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
Could you come? If so,
> > we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.

>>

^y

> > Regards,
>>
> > Job
>>
-------------------------------------------------------------------> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
>>

> > THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> > INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> > WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> > THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> > CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> > APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> > reader of this message is not the intended
> recipient
> > or agent
> > responsible for delivering the message to the
> > intended recipient, you
> > are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> > copying of this
> > communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> > received this
> > electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> > from your system
> > without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> > e-mail or by calling
> > 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> > corrected. Thank you.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---

00349,;

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 04:42 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Barbara says that you have been working it out with her assistant Valerie, that they have spoken to you
several times.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 8:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in
May she is potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been
unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
—

•

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May O4 06 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

UJ349L

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret SimsAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/04/2006 02:08 PM
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationR

OK, thanks. I'll get back to you with more information. --- Peggy

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
"Weinbergand Utrecht
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?

00349`_.

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
inclusion.
(Still
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
> that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
> Tova's response we will need to have a
> teleconference
> on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > combined both ftf your
> > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > reference to the fraud having
> > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > (because fraud can be
> > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> changed
> > the results of the
> > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> examples
> > (e.g.; reference to
> > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> may
> > be legitimate reasons
> > for not doing so).

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:56 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud DeflnitionI

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have received a "No" from Ginsberg. --- Peg

00.1 ±91

"Job Serebrov"
"Job S br "
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "IjAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
(Still
inclusion.
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

S

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
> that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
> Tova's response we will need to have a
> teleconference
> on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

003 t9

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > combined both of your
> > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > reference to the fraud having
> > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > (because fraud can be
> > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> changed
> > the results of the
> > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> examples
> > (e.g.; reference to
> > failing "to enforce state laws --- because there
> may
> > be legitimate reasons
> > for not doing so).

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:35 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

I did not get any attachments.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23-AM

UO349^;

>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> electii commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud

rl , {l c
U0
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> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > E action Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); aid
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,

> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006

11:30

PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM - ---

r?

"Job

"

05/04/2006 11:17 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

003501

Subject Re: Good News

I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
today after surgery.
See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens
e
epatrogers@modrall.com

e

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to
> talk with the Chairman
> today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> you have contact
> information for Rogers? --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

--

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/03/2006 01:46 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Monday afternnon I have a commission meeting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
> to be the best
> possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
> available to attend in
> person that day (he is available only 2 days during
> the first three weeks
> of May). We won't have confirmation of the
> availability of Secretary
> Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.
> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

OU350^

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:33 PM

cc
Subject RE: research summaries

I did send yout the Brennan piece, but not the other one.
-----Original Message----From: Tova Wang
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:31 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; dromig@eac.gov
Subject: research summaries

to

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC[

Devon:
Send an email to Perez to remind him to contact Adventure Travel ASAP. We don't have confirmation of
Rogers participation yet, though we have had a number of voice mails flying back and forth, so we cannot
yet notify him to make travel arrangements immediately. --- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
lke woMargaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

00350;

1re,,

05/09/2006 11:12 AM

cc
t+^

Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM ---Is

is
To dromig@eac.gov

"Marvin Brokaw"

cc
05/09/2006 11:04 AM

Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
a09 2006 8:31 AM
Sent: Tuesda^M
To:
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note
that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.

003`^^:

Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----"Tova Wang"
I
<wang@tcf.org>
To dromig@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:06 PM
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/02/2006 05:41 PM
cc

Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a teleconference
to discuss our options. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dmig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group
Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov,.^^
05/03/2006 02:25 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Sounds good. I'm available any time on Monday. Tova
----- Original Message ----From: psims ,eac.gov
• wang@tcf.org
To:.
Cc: dromig^u eacov
Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2006 1:44 PM
Subject: Working Group Meeting
Job and Tova:

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears to be the best possible date for the meeting.
Norcross is not available to attend in person that day (he is available only 2 days during the first three
weeks of May). We won't have confirmation of the availability of Secretary Rokita until tomorrow --- but
am hopeful.
I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can schedule a teleconference on Monday afternoon. --Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Mitchell, Cynthia" <Cynthia.Mitchell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peg - I plan to be here tomorrow, although I may have to go to the main building during the day. If you are here
and I am out, just leave the packet with the receptionist. Thank you.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up throu@!h now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have 4 long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - -

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrit y Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
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Open Investigations
ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---`+

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc

Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

00350k=

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 3-26-4-22.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:23 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

e

w
Oops! I forgot to cc. you on this. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/04/2006 02:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07

PM

Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
To Hillman
twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EACIGOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -wang@tcf.org
05/13/2006 10:54 AM

psims@eac.gov
To sims
p
@
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Fw: research summary

Existing_research_thoughts.doc Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include so as
I said I'll just
Thanks again Job. T
present it if thats OK.

^u35 Vt.

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
Subject: Re: research summary

> T> Are you talking about this?
> J .>
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not, I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
>
cc

05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - _.. . .
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizi voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations
ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2

©^`'

Other: 8
Unclear: 3
- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/11/2006 03:33 PM

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working GroupI

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our pa4ticipants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based Mon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - ____--........... .___ _
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto psims@eac gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Dep artment of Justice, Public Inte g rity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
'Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Op en Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14

Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
-I,

Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject new working group representative

is

fs

is Jon Greenbaum
Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscom mittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffg reenbaum . htm l

He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights. He will be
representing Barbara Arnwine, the Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee.
His contact and mailing info is:
a.lawverscommittee.orq
iareenbaum(")
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Q
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To
05/09/2006 09:31 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject May 18th Meeting at EAC

00351

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be holding a
meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of state attendees to
contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note that all of
the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are May 17th and
18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel arrangements for
the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
e

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

OUT OF STATE PARTICIPANTS VFVI Meeting.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:05 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc

Subject Re: Working Groupl

Job:
I don't think we can put you on teleconference for 41/2 hours. We really need to have you here in person if
you are to help conduct the Working Group meeting. You should make your travel arrangements ASAP.
--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM

cc

Subject Re: Working Group

003` ^^`.

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
travel authorization
for you. I can approve your trip via email.
Afterwords, when you turn in
your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
transportation receipts and a
copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
total travel expenses due
you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
meal receipts.

> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> however, is to give me a ®
> comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
> and per diem of doing
> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

e

> Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
' x

To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 04:55 PM

cc
Subject Re: Latham

Do you have any other suggestions?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has
> vacancies and pillow top beds.
> Try 1-800-424-2979 or 202-353-8900.

(10351

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 02:3 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Latham

> The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
> out some possibilities but this is not looking good.
>
®

s

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: UpdateF

Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need to know as we continue our search.) -- Peg
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Se
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

cc
Subject Update

Peggy:
Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still no
good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
workable.
Job

0035 J

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/30/2007 06:25 PM

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc
bcc
Subject Vote fraud Study-Archived Email Part 1

Here is the first batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
08/02/200607:12 PM
cc
Subject Project

Peg:
Where are we on things?
Job

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 03:39 PM
cc
Subject Fw: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

I think this is the communication to which you referred this afternoon. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/25/2006 03:39 PM
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/30/2005 10:19 AM
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter IntimidationL--^j

Peggy,
Per our discussion, I have some initial concerns regarding the definitions that have been proposed.
1. Fraud is a legal term of art. Fraud is an intentional act or omission (i.e. actual fraud or constructive

UU-'l

fraud) of misrepresentation or deceit. There is no such thing as defacto fraud or quasi fraud. Fraud must
be intentional..., negligence alone is not fraud.
The general definition of voter fraud must concise and universally applicable (this in the
challenging part). After this definition is created and intellectually tested, one can then create examples
and explanations. These would 1) apply the definition to the entire election process (from beginning to
end) and (2) apply it to action by voters, 3rd parties and election officials. Through this process a
determination may be made regarding whether three definitions are needed or just one.
2. The document has no definition of voter intimidation. What is voter intimidation and how does it differ
from voter fraud? I assume this would also be an intentional act.
3. Definitions need to be concise and tight. Such definitions need to be able to be broken down into
elements. Each of these elements must have clear, applicable and enforceable meaning. This can be a
challenge. For example use of the term "any illegal act" is unclear, begs the question and suggests that
q9
fraud only occurs 41 the course of committing a related crime.
These are just my initial thoughts.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy
IR
combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
08/08/2006 12:05 PM
cc
Subject FW: bibiliographic form

v2

From: Tova Wang [mailto:wang@tcf.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2006 9:31 AM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: bibiliographic form
Hi Peg, Here is the list of literature reviewed in bibliographic form. Please let us know if you have been
able to look over any of the materials. Starting this afternoon, I will be pretty unavailable for the next two
weeks.
Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Lit review in bibliographic form.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
wang@tcf.org
To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
cc

08/11/2006 02:46 PM

Subject Re: direct deposit

I'm assuming we will get the extension for the revision period. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2006 2:39 PM
Subject: Re: direct deposit

> Tova:
> I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the
> form you requested. --- Peggy
> (See attached file: EFT Form.rtf)

>

wang@tcf.org

>

08/10/2006 08:34

>

PM

To

psims@eac.gov
cc

>
>
>

Subject
direct deposit

>9

t9

> Hey Peg,
> Hope you are well.
Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change
> the direct deposit to my new bank account.
Thanks so much.
> Tova
> PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
08/11/2006 02:39 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: direct depositL

Tova:
I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the form you requested. --- Peggy

EFT Form.rtf

wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
08/10/2006 08:34 PM

To psimst7
a eac.gov
cc
Subject direct deposit

0^

Hey Peg,
Hope you are well. Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change the direct deposit to my new
bank account. Thanks so much.
Tova
PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV

e

08/10/2006 04:24 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject John TAnner Comments

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 08/10/2006 04:25 PM
"Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov"
<Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov
>
08/10/2006 12:29 PM

To "jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov"
<jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

v_tr
Tova Wang.doc

Cameron P. Quinn
Counsel to the Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division, US Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 20530
202-305-9750

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
^4..

cc jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

J^J^

Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

Is

www.eac.gov brennan centt
ereriiiletter.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 01:56 PM
cc
Subject Fw: Letter from Barbara Arnwine

Any chance you could send a pdf version of the letter to me? --Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/10/2006 01:55 PM
rr
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GO
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/10/2006 12:12 PM
44~ x`' ++ / 7''
cc "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jthompson@eac.gov>, "Tom
Wilkey"
y <twilke y@eac.gov>, sbanks@eac.gov
Subject Re: Letter from Barbara Amwinea

The letter was addressed to the commissioners. I will ask Sheila to give a copy to you.
Per our normal procedures, I would guess a reply should be drafted for the Chairman's signature
(especially as he is the DFO for the Board of Advisors) but you should check that with Tom.
Thanks.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:45 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report D

-7.

I would hope that we can refer to it as a status report on the research project (prepared by EAC staff
based upon information available at the time from our consultants, Tova and Job). Calling it a preliminary
report has given rise to some confusion. That confusion has led to complaints from project working group
members and requests from outsiders, who mistakenly think that EAC has released the document written
by our consultant that fully reports on the preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation and
makes recommendations for future EAC action. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 12:33 PM

;o Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC.
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Thanks for the update. Per legal, the preliminary report is absolutely public information which is why we
had to give it to the reporter when he asked for it.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
10/13/2006 02:49 PM
cc
Subject Don't Believe Everything You Read

Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has completed
the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no attempt by the
Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along. Please be
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reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005.
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

VF-VI Study Status 5-17-06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 10:50 AM

To
cc
Subject Your inquiry

Mr. Levine,
Per your inquiry from yesterday, the status report on the EAC's voter fraud and intimidation research
project is attached. It was prepared by EAC staff and presented to our Standards Board and Board of
Advisors at a meeting that was open to the public in May of this year. EAC staff is currently working on a
final report.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance, and I'd be glad to add you to our distribution list so
you'll get updates on this and other EAC projects.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
it
www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5.17.06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 1020 AM
.` ... -."_

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request[

003`x`

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:34 AM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center

Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
--- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10111/2006 11:33 AM --"Wendy Weiser"

0O357
tl

To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(^) a report on voter fraud and. voter intimidation, outlinig a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:03 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?

u
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
s
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
•
•

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request[

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
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am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:57 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

The working group met prior to the meeting of the EAC boards, but too late for its deliberations to be
summarized in the written status report on the project that was delivered to the boards. The status report
notes that a meeting of the working group was about to be held to review the research so far and make
recommendations. ---- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 01:03 PM

cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[]

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
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Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing'. --Peggy

^s.

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV

e

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV

10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Requestg
Cc

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...

e

please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
Is To Margaret
09(28!2006 11:27 PM
9 Sims/EAC/GOV
cc .

Subject Speech

Peg,
I thought I would share with you the speech I am going to given on Fraud and Intimidation in Salt Lake City
at noon on Friday. If you have time, please read it over and let me know if you see anything I shouldn't
say. Thanks.

Speech on Fraud intimidation Sept 29 06 Salt Lake City .doc

Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 11:42 AM
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center

Tom,
e

Do we have a policy on distributing, the items she is requesting?
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM --"Wendy Weiser
To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

013353`

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey /EAC /GOV @EAC

10/11/2006 03:21 PM

cc Jeannie Layson /EAC /GOV @EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lynn-Dyson /EAC /GOV@ EAC, Margaret
Sims /EAC /GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[

Tom,
Thanks but Wendy Weiser seems to be under the assumption that we provided all of this material to USA
Today. As agreed to by the commissioners, counsel and staff, we only provided USA Today with the
public documents that were presented to the advisory boards at the May meetings. Should we not clarify
this to Wendy and provide her or anyone else with the same. I also just received the same request from
election officials in Cook County, IL and King County, WA. Reporters are pestering them for information
based on the USA Today article so election officials now want it from EAC. Looks like this is only the start
so we need to get ahead of the curve.

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey /EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener /EAC /GOV @EAC

10/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc Jeannie Layson /EAC /GOV @EAC, Margaret
Sims /EAC /GOV @EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson /EAC /GOV @EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC /GOV @EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Centern

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
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To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
Wend y I
W ' '
To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/11/200610:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 fax
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
08/22/2006 02:09 PM
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on –D

We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent yot before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on –

Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsa nto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

Topsims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc"Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbeli@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Sim mons@ usdoj.gov>
SubjectDoes EAC have access to stats on --

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:37 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[=

The answer is tricky. The working group met after the written report was submitted for the board
meetings, but before the status report was formally presented (orally) at the board meetings. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:27 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

So the answer is yes, they did meet after the status report was presented?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:26 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

The status report was written on May 17, 2006 (the last day it could be submitted for the upcoming board
meetings). The first and only meeting of the working group was May 18, 2006. --- Peggy
Jeannie. Layson/EAC/GOV
S
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:06 PM

s
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

Yes, that is what prompted my question. So the answer is no -- they have not met since May 17?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/13/2006 01:33 PM
cc
Subject Re: Funding(]

Peggy,
Could you give Jeannie a call she needs some help fashioning a statment regarding the USA Today article since Tova
and Job are hoping mad
Thanks
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/13/2006 01:30 PM
To: Thomas Wilkey; Diana Scott
Cc: Edgardo Cortes; Bola Olu
Subject: Fw: Funding

FYI.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 01:22 PM —
"Carrera, James A
10/10/2006 12:35 PM

S

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Funding

Peggy,
As noted in our recent status report, 75 percent of contract funding has been reached. The attached is
submitted in accordance with the contract requirements.
If you have any questions pleased contact me.
Regards,
Jim

James Carrera / KPMG LLP /

703 286-8106 (office)

03 995-0325 (fax) /

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it,
is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

09/27/2006 12:51 PM

To Bryan Whitener
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen

0035 rl[

Lyn n-Dyson/EAC/G OV@ EAC
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study

Bryan:
An electronic copy of the status report is attached, as requested for the USA Today inquiry. The status
report includes the attachment listing the Working Group members. I suggest that you check to ensure
that I have protected the copy against any manipulation, and protect it yourself if I have not, before
sending it out to anyone. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
--- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --'

^.

Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
1.0/12/2006 04:20 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letterI

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/12/2006 04:27 PM
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter[ j

I will IF they sign off on it

0035x"4

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:20 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggiImour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center ietterLink

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
10/12/2006 04:14 PM
ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
---- Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV

0035

10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV c@ EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com
202,9248.9320
deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?
FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 248-9320

Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six state where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.
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Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 10:59 AM

To Thomas.Hicks@mail.house.gov
cc

S

e.

Subject Research update

Tom,
Per our conversation, attached is the update the Standards Bd. and Bd. of Adv. received at their May
meeting. That's all it was -- a status report. And we clearly stated in our Fed. Register notice that we
would deliver an update on our research projects. And this meeting was open to the public.
Take care, and let's get together soon. Let me know if you need anything else.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5-17.06.pdf
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 05:26 PM

To ghillman@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject FOR YOUR APPROVAL

Commissioners,
Wendy Weiser of the Brennan Center has requested some of the information that was distributed to the
Bd. of Adv. and the Standards Bd. at the May meeting. Her request is below. Attached is a draft letter that
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suggest accompany the information we provide. Also enclosed would be the resolutions passed by both
entities. Please let me know if the letter meets your approval. (The letter would be from Tom.)

I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interestto release these reports since they will advance the
.public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>,
"Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc psims@eac.gov
08/22/2006 02:44 PM
Subject FW: Does EAC have access to stats on —

Ben - This forwards a short e-mail chain between me and Peg Sims at the EAC. Peg is an institution where this
sort of thing is concerned and if there were national stats available she would be the first place I would go
- - which come to think of it is why I did!
Her remarks bring-up another issue: apples and oranges.
There are a lot of categories of crime that could arguably fit under the umbrella of "election crime" but
which would not be the sort of thing we would find useful for present purposes. Examples would be theft
of election materials unrelated to an intent to corrupt the election, campaigning or assaults in or near polls,
"campaign slander" (i.e., lying about one's opponent) which is not a federal crime but is potentially a crime
in 20 or so states, corruption in the procurement of election equipment (i.e., Louisiana had a recent high
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profile case against its secretary of state who took bribes from voting equipment vendors in exchange for
buying their machines). This stuff is criminal, but it dopes not involve corruption of them electoral process
itself.
Also, some local prosecutors who do enforce the laws dealing with particularly vote buying - - for various
reasons - - chose to prosecute the voters for selling their votes rather than the corrupt political operatives
who buy the votes. Many times this is simply because slamming the voter rather than the corrupt pols is
easier, quicker and does not entangle the prosecutor in the caldron of local politics. In other instances it is
more sinister: I am aware of several instances where local prosecutors tried to charge voters whose
names surfaced as people whose votes locally prominent pols had been bought in order to silence them in
the federal case. Federally, we usually treat the voters as victims and go after those who tried to purchase
their birthright. In one case in Western North Carolina, the target of our case was a local DA. When our
indictment against him was returned it named the voters whose votes he was being charged with having
bought (we try to avoid this now!). His first act of defense was to charge all these voters with selling their
votes under N.C. law. We had to intercede for him - - through the U.S. Attorney at that time - -with the
N.C. Governor to pardon these voters so that they could testify concerning the material facts without
incriminating themselves.
e
^.
My point here is this:
Even if we can get some State stats, since the State concept of "election crime" and ours is usually
different, and since state prosecutors often approach this type of case from an entirely different
perspective than we do at the federal level, State stats will likely have minimal value to substantiating the
thesis we are trying to advance: that local law enforcement in the election crime area is not adequate.
----- Message from psims@eac.gov on Tue, 22 Aug 2006 14:09:06 -0400 -----

To: "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Subject: RE: Does EAC have access to stats on -We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW -Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) 01 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —

Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on -e
No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the; preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy. S immons@usdoj.gov>
Subje Does EAC have access to stats on —
ct

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2006 10:41 AM

To "Ambrogi, Adam (Rules)"
<Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Chapin Survey
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Thanks Adam. As the current project moves forward and then proceeds to phase 2, this will be a great
resource I'm sure. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang, Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
qS

is

From: Ambrogi, Adam (Rules) [mailto:Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 11:39 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Chapin Survey
Peggy and Tova:
I know that we had been looking for a state survey of election fraud and intimidation statutes—as you may
have seen, doug chapin recently released a report on this info-attached here. I hope all is well with the
both of you.
Best regards,
Adam

Adam D. Ambrogi
Democratic Professional Staff Member
Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
Russell Senate Office Building, Room 479
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-0279
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 04:40 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Jeannie:
Attached is the email I sent to Tova and Job, and Job's response. (I have not yet heard back from Tova.)

--- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 04:37 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov,wang@tcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM

cc
Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USi^Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush4.,imbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Wfi7
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
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document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.
Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@esc.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To psims@eac.gov
10/13/2006 04:11 PM
cc

Subject job and tova

Please forward me the email you sent Tova and Job, as he is calling me and I want to make sure I
understand what is being communicated to them. Thank you.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To pdegregorio@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov,
10/11/2006 08:22 AM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject USA Today

See story below that ran in today's USA Today. This reporter requested the info a few weeks ago, and we
had to release it b/c it was distributed at a Standards Bd. meeting, which is considered a public venue.
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Also, the document was not labeled draft.
I anticipate that we may get questions about why we haven't released it. I propose the following response.
Please let me know if you approve. The story follows.
"This was a preliminary report presented to our oversight committees. The EAC is waiting on a final report,
which we will release upon its completion."

Report refutes fraud at poll sites

Updated 10/11/2006 8:05 AM ET
By Richard Wolf, USA TODAY

a

WASHINGTON — At time when many states are instituting new requirements for voter registration .and
identification, a' preliminary report to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission has found little evidence of the
type of polling-place fraud those measures seek to stop.
USA TODAY obtained the report from the commission four months after it was delivered by two consultants
hired to write it. The commission has not distributed it publicly.
NEW LAWS: Thousands of voters shut out

At least 11 states have approved new rules for independent voter-registration drives or requirements that
voters produce specific forms of photo ID at polling places. Several of those laws have been blocked in court,
most recently in Arizona last week. The House of Representatives last month approved a photo-ID law, now
pending in the Senate.
The bipartisan report by two consultants to the election commission casts doubt on the problem those laws
are intended to address. "There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling-place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, 'dead' voters, non-citizen voting
and felon voters," the report says.
The report, prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think tank, and Job
Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney, says most fraud occurs in the absentee ballot process, such as through
coercion or forgery. Wang declined to comment on the report, and Serebrov could not be reached for
comment.
Others who reviewed the report for the election commission differ on its findings. Jon Greenbaum of the
liberal Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law says it was convincing. The committee wrote to the
commission Friday seeking its release.
Conservatives dispute the research and conclusions. Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting
Rights, notes that the Justice Department has sued Missouri for having ineligible voters registered, while dead
people have turned up on the registration rolls in Michigan. "It is just wrong to say that this isn't a problem," he
says.
That's one reason the commission decided not to officially release the report. "There was a division of opinion
here," Chairman Paul DeGregorio says. "We've seen places where fraud does occur."
The consultants found little evidence of that. Barry Weinberg, former deputy chief of the voting section in the
Justice Department's civil rights division, reviewed their work. "Fraud at the polling place is generally difficult
to pull off," he says. "It takes a lot of planning and a lot of coordination."

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
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Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Gracia Hillman/EAC/GO
`/J ;;
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 09:54 AM
4
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cc bwhitener@eac.gov, ddavidson@eac.gov,
jthompson@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: USA TodayI

The proposed response sounds okay but the story is out. Other media may want the information. That
the material given USA Today wasn't identified as draft or preliminary findings is now our problem.

I hope we are working post haste to have the report ready to release less we be seen as trying to bury
this. It seems to me that other articles will be written, if not from the document that we sent to USA
Today, then certainly from the USA Today article as the source document.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
09/22/2006 05:17 PM
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Media request - USA TodayI

My intial reaction is that both reports are currently under review by EAC staff.
I will entertain other thoughts but that is pretty much the what is the situation right now.
Both research projects were desgined to give the EAC issues and recommendations in both of these
areas and are currently being reviewd.
As a matter of fact the report from our consultants on Voter fraud and lntimaation has not been forwarded
by staff to the Commissioers but Peg will need to weigh in on that.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 09/22/2006 05:10 PM
To: Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Thomas Wilkey; Juliet Hodgkins; Gavin
Gilmour
Cc: Jeannie Layson
Subject: Media request - USA Today
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All
Richard Wolf of USA Today called and asked for the following. Jeannie and I ask that you consider this
carefully and let us know ASAP what to provide.
(1) The status report on voter fraud and consultant update that was presented to the advisory boards in
May, 2006.
(2) The status of the required guidance document on provisional voting and voter ID that is referenced in
the following passage in today's Electionline Weekly by Doug Chapin.
In addition to the EAC's considerable election management responsibilities (especially in the area of
voting equipment certification and testing), the agency has key policy issues to resolve in the
immediate to near-term future, including a required guidance document on provisional voting and
voter ID (now nearly two years overdue) and continued regulatory oversight over state implementation
of "motor voter". This latter issue will almost certainly involve questions about the intersection of state
and federal laws on voter registration- questions which vided the Commission when applied to
Arizona, and could divide it again as Republicans and Democrats continue their traditional struggle to
balance access to the franchise with concerns about the potential for fraud at the polls.
Thanks,
Bryan
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:19 PM

To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV@EAC

cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter[

I like this. .it needs to go to the 3 C's for review and approval.
We also need to be prepared as to what happens when they receive it.
Thanks for your help.
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
^ r

10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To tv,ilkey@eac.gov
CC

jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Brennan Center letter

. Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've_ incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov Brennan center letter.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 12:36 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants' definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS - final2.doc Working Group Recommendations final.doc

Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final. doe
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 05:29 PM

To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.

e

Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject AP voter fraud story posted

Report: Voter fraud may be overstated
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
Oct 11, 4:40 PM EDT
October 11, 2006
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The most common form of voter fraud involves absentee ballots, including forgery
and coercion in getting older or ailing voters to fill them out, according to a preliminary report to the U.S.
Election Assistance Commission.
But the report, delivered in May, suggested that reports of polling place fraud involving "dead" voters and
voting by felons and non-citizens might be overstated. The researchers said there is far more anecdotal
evidence about voter fraud than specific verifiable claims.
"On balance, more researchers find it to be less of a problem than is commonly described in political
debate," the report said.
"Many times people put their own partisan spin on voter fraud and voter intimidation," EAC Chairman Paul
DeGregorio said Wednesday.
DeGregorio said the report was only preliminary and cautioned that more investigation is needed to
understand the amount of voter fraud in this country.
"Many times you see people attempting to commit fraud, but it never gets to the level of being reported,"
said DeGregorio, a former elections official in St. Louis. He noted a case of more than 1,400 suspect voter
registration cards being investigated in St. Louis.
The preliminary report was prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think
tank and Job Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney.
Conservatives have argued the problem of voter fraud is severe in some states, while liberals generally
argue that voters face too many restrictions.
New state laws requiring voters to present identification at polling places have faced legal challenges in
states such as Arizona and Georgia.
"It's absolutely a serious problem," said Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights.
"It's an unfortunate reality, particularly in battleground states."
Those problems include voter fraud and voter intimidation, he said.
The final voter fraud report is expected after the Nov. 7 midterm elections, DeGregorio said.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 10:32 AM

04/30/2007 02:25 PM

To _______________
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Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.

003D9C

Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

04/27/2006 09:13 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectI

Unfortunately, I have to get the Working Group together before then, so that my consultants can prepare
the final report before June. (In June, I lose one of them to State employment.) In understand about the
crammed schedule. This month and next are chock full.
Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?

oo^o

Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
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Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>
05/11/2006 03:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes
to purposely and corruptly register voters who either
do not exist, or who are known by the putative
defendant to be ineligible to vote under applicable
state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in
the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt the voting
act of voters who do participate in the voting act to
a limited extent; and, schemes to knowingly prevent
voters qualified voters from voting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems
with the 4th paragraph.
Would you please just send me that paragraph within
the text of your
email so that I can paste it into the document? --Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:49 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary
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> I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
> opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
paragraph 4? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:17 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Literature Summary

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of
> The
> > > Federal Crime of
> > > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> > > something wrong in the fourth
> > > paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
> Can
> > > you please send a
> > > replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it
> in
> > > an email and I will
> > > place it in the document. --- Peggy
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/04/2006 03:57 PM

cc
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Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

F)

Peggy sorry but I am out of town on the 18th of May. Good luck
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --"Job Serebrov"
'

To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
'GSAEXTERNAL
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Conference Cail[=)

Job:
I'm afraid I don't have time to look up the Federal travel regulation. I can refer to GSA Form 87, which is
the Federal travel authorization form that is based on the travel regulations. There are two questions on
this form that would apply to your situation:
•

Question 14 asks, "Is the employee making any deviations from the authorized itinerary for personal
convenience, taking any annual leave or using a different mode of transportation for personal
convenience?"
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• Question 17A asks, " Will POV be used for any travel between itinerary points? (If 'Yes', check one
box below and complete item 178.)' This is followed by one check box with a statement, "Use of POV
is advantageous to the government" and another check box that states, "Use of POV is not
advantageous to the government. Use of POV has been determined to be for personal convenience
and reimbursement limited to constructive cost of common carrier."
Line 17 B is used to note mileage rate. These provisions apply to our Commissioners, our staff, and our
consultants. I understand that everyone has to make allowances for emergencies, but your emergency
has not yet arrived, and may well arrive after the May 18 meeting. Furthermore, personal emergencies
are considered personal matters. The government does not reimburse us for additional travel costs
resulting from our need to address personal matters.
Because you are not a Federal employee and we recognize that airlines do not and hotels may not offer
you government rate, we can reimburse the higher hotel rate so long as your total travel costs under the
current contract do not exceed the total amount budgeted for travel reimbursement for this contract
($3,500).
Regarding the Working Group meeting, I am pleased that you recognize that convening the Working
Group is a deliverable. You also should recall that the only reason Commission staff is involved in helping
to set up this meeting is that you and Tova told me that the two of you did not have the resources to do it
and that it would be better to have one central coordinator (i.e.; EAC). We have repeatedly talked about
holding the meeting in DC because so many of our working group members are here and because we can
support the meeting at EAC offices and stay within the EAC budget.
The date for the original Working Group meeting was presented by you and Tova to me in your work plan.
As you know, many of the dates in the plan had to slide because the two of you indicated that you needed
more time to complete the preliminary research to be presented at the meeting. Beginning in April, our
teleconferences honed in on possible weeks for the meeting. May 18 is the only day all but Norcross
could attend. Norcross was available only 2 days out of the three weeks we were considering. We are
attempting to fill his slot with the person you recommended, Pat Rogers.
We can discuss any remaining concerns you have regarding the participation of Perez and of Pat Rogers
during this afternoon's teleconference. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcgIobal.net>
Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
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alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

Sery

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/03/2006 01:48 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
I expect that since Norcross can't make it either you
will try to get Rogers or cut one of Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
> to be the best
> possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
> available to attend in
> person that day (he is available only 2 days during
> the first three weeks
> of May). We won't have confirmation of the
> availability of Secretary
> Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.
> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
04/26/2006 09:07 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
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Peg -- I'll have check. I am pretty well clogged next month.
What do you need Peg?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
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Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:25 AM

To Gavin Gilmour
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Working Group-Travel Costs

Can you help me respond to this ... and soon? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:25 AM
"Job S
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
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the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 0l: 1 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov
05/08/2006 10:14
To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Hi, Folks:
>>>

OOajü

> > > Teleconference
> > > Are both of you available for a teleconference
> > next
> > > Tuesday afternoon at
> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
> > a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
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> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
message truncated =__

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 05:46 PM

cc
Subject wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/11/2006 02:10 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

We accidentally left it out when we emailed all the summaries
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
T
Cc: Wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Tova Wang"
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<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"' <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have already established we are
not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about Ginsburg yet anyway,
right?
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:36 PM
ang;s
p ims@eac.gov
To: Tova
Cc:
Subject: Re: new working group representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Job SerebroV
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:1 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> > Federal Crime of
> > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
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>
>
>
>
>
>

> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 01:59 PM

To "J. R. Perez" <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Bio for PerezI

Thanks, J.R. Great to have you on board! We will get back to you shortly regarding travel arrangements.
The meeting materials will be sent by Federal Express next week.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"J. R. Perez" <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>
"J. R. Perez"
<jrperez50@sbcglobal. net>
05/05/2006 01:23 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Bio for Perez

ot.
bio 5 5 06.doc
Hi Peggy, it was nice talking with you today and I would be glad to try and
add to the discussion. I am attaching a brief bio and will await your
instructions for the travel arrangements. I look forward to receiving the
current information on panel issues.
J.R. Perez
Elections Administrator
Guadalupe County
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -
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"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>

To psims@eac.gov

05/05/2006 12:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Original Message ----From: psims(a^eac.gv
o
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 10:56 AM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
-----

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? --Peg

"Weinberg and Utrecht" < weinutr@verizon.net >
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psims eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: weinutr@verizon.net
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
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said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:52 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group List

List a vacancy---to be filled. If we don't hear from
Ginsberg by late afternoon please call Braden.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> What do you suggest I do with the list of Working
> Group members. I need
> to get the Fed Ex packages out by the end of the
> day, and have not heard
> back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a
> vacancy, or list Norcross
> with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a
> substitute, we can always
> provide an updated list next Thursday. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
qr •
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
sk ea
05/09/2006 04:43 PM
cc
r rk

Subject Hotel for Job

Peggy,
A possible hotel suggestion for Job might be the Sheraton College Park in Beltsville, MD. They have
room availability for the nights of the 17th and the 18th for $159.00 a night.
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They have what is called the Sheraton Sweet Sleeper Bed. More information at:
http://www.starwoodhotels.com/promotions/promo_landing.html?category=sweet_sleeper
This hotel is a little out of the way but the members of the Asian Language Working Group and others
have stayed there. The hotel does offer a shuttle to and from Reagan airport and the metro.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/12/2006 01:51 PM
cc

Subject Wang & Serebov Fed Ex Info

Devon:
Here is the information you need for the Fed Ex forms for Job and Tova.
Tova Wana

(Note that the package may be left with the doorman.)
Job Serebrov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:52 PM
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

OK. I'll be out of the office for the next three days, and mostly unavailable on Thursday and Friday as you
know already. Tomorrow you can try me on my cell phone 917-656-7905. I'll try to check email when
can. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 4:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
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Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a
teleconference to discuss our options. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/26/2006 04:39 PM

cc

Subject RE: interview analysis

I think I can help you at least with respect to Barbara. I'll be speaking to her today!
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 3:38 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: interview analysis

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so
their availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/26/2006 11:22 AM

To psims @eac.gov
CC "'Job Serebrov'
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that
spreadsheet you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so,
maybe we can talk soon? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
..........
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
''

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 01:49 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject last of the literature

Hi Peg,

Here is the last summary of existing research. Please let us know how to proceed from here. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
41

Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
05/04/2006 05:47 PM
cc
Subject Re: wg[

Tova:
Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's
next choice (Pat Rogers) as a replacement for Norcross.
Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be unavailable that afternoon and I am
scheduled for something else that morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you
and Job regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy
wang@ tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 05:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject wg

Hi Peg,
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you know that I think disinviting
members of the working group would be a very unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the
problem of getting 100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I said, I'm free
on Monday. Thanks. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
"Job
^1
v" —
To

00311 ^.

psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:22 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

I would give him until Monday morning but I would also
call Braden today and tell him there may be an opening
for him on the WG and find out whether he is free.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have placed another call to his office (after one
> previous call to his
> assistant and an email to him). I, too, am
> concerned about our dwindling
> chances. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 03:0 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Given the short time period, you may want to give
> Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
> our chances are of getting Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
>>

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
received a "No" from
Ginsberg. --- Peg

"Job Serebrov"
05/12/2006 02:3 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

003.121

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes,
> the
> > > WG will have
> > > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you
> and
> > > Tova containing the
> > > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> > haven't
> > > sent anything yet
> > > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
> > > inclusion.
(Still
> > > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
> > >
> > > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > > very short meeting after
> > > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference
> the
> > > following Monday
> > > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll
> be
> > > out of the office
> > > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin
> that
> > > day. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov"
> > > 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> > >
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > > cc
> > >
> > > Subject
> > > Re: Fraud Definition
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> > packets
> > > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure
> with
> > > Tova's response we will need to have a
> > > teleconference
> > > on the report once I return to Little Rock. We

003121

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.
>
>
>
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>> >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > > Would you please take a look at the attached?
I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election
results
> > > (because fraud can be
> > > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> > changed
> > > the results of the
> > > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because
there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
> > >
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Jo b Ser rov"
To psims @eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

003.12L.
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CaseSummaries.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebr "
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:51 AM
cc
Subject Re: Update

The bed is not what I need and Beltsville is a bit far
out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need
> to know as we continue
> our search.) -- Peg

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 10:29 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Update

> Peggy:
> Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
> on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still
> no
> good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
> workable.
> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: new working group representative[

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each got to pick three members of the Working Group.
The Commission guidance regarding this particular member follows:

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy sectors - 2 to be chosen by Tova and
2 to be chosen by Job.
This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's pick.
As I understand it, we are working on a replacement for Norcross. If Ginsberg is not viable, how about
Mark Braden, who includes public integrity in his areas of specialization. I would not try and stir up other
members of the Working Group, if I were you. The effort is likely to come back and bite you.

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Sereb "
To psims@eac.gov
0 5/11/2006 03:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
> To

> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> cc

0Q3121.

> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/10/2006 10:29 AM
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting I

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

11113121

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the [AC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 10:46 AM

cc
Subject Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

FYI
--- "Patrick J. Rogers"
> Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
> From: "Patrick J. Rogers"
> To: "Job Serebrov"^
> Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> tomorrow. Depositions all
> day today. Thanks, Pat
> What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

> Patrick J. Rogers
> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.

wrote:

>
>
>
>

P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
Tel:
505-848-1849
Fax:
505-848-1891

> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov [mailto.
> Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
> To: Patrick J. Rogers
> Subject: Working Group meeting
> Pat:
>
>
>
>
>

The working group meeting for the voter fraud
project is scheduled for
May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
Could you come? If so,
we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.

> Regards,
> Job
------------------------------------------------> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.

> THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> reader of this message is not the intended recipient
> or agent
> responsible for delivering the message to the
> intended recipient, you
> are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> copying of this
> communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> received this
> electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> from your system
> without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> e-mail or by calling
> 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> corrected. Thank you.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:40 AM

To Serebrov
cc

00312-

Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

This is the original email with the attachment. If you still don't see the attachment on your end, I can
excerpt the content and send it in email text. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:39 AM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Jo
"JobSerebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

GSAEXTERNAL

il

ang tc .org
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[]

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tic elec admin-appt-partisan restrictions.doc
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"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang
05/09/2006 11:38 AM
cc
Subject Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM ---"Jo^ov
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM
cc
Subject Case Summaries

Case Summades.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebrov"
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05/11/2006 10:16 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Today's Teleconference

The teleconference is on. However, I am still one
person down for the meeting and I am not comfortable.
This will have to be discussed since from the start it
was agreed that the WG would be equal and if I lost a
person Tova would have to loose one. Further and most
importantly, I don't yet have a hotel so my attendance
is still up in the air. Finally, the agenda is not
what we discussed and gives far too much time for
areas that can be covered in a short time. Not listed
are all of the questions that Tova's proposed agenda
had. All in all, it needs to be redone.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I assume that we are still on for today's
> teleconference at 11 AM EST. I
> will call you. I have attached a draft agenda for
> your review and
> comment. --- Peggy

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/08/2006 01:52 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOVVEAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel ,

I have given Adventure Travel the necessary credit card authorization on this. Devon please follow-up
with the reservations etc.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wan9@
tcf.or 9>
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 10:18 AM
cc
Subject RE: Working Group

I am more than happy to attend in person
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006':15 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group

003.13L

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by teleconference. I also
share Tova's concern about the unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a

O0
313 .

> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> however, is to give me a
> comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
> and per diem of doing
> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 03:03 PM

cc
Subject Option

Peggy:
I may have the only option left but it is a risk time
wise. I could stay at the Baymont in Salem by Roanoke
and then leave early that morning and drive into DC or
to a park and ride (Metro). I would make it before
12:00 barring any unforeseen road issues. However, I
would have to leave to go home right after the
meeting. That would cancel the next day's meeting.
Job
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I need to run to West Little Rock so you can get me on
my cell if you want to talk.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:46 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Working Group List

Job:
What do you suggest I do with the list of Working Group members. I need to get the Fed Ex packages out
by the end of the day, and have not heard back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a vacancy, or list
Norcross with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a substitute, we can always provide an updated list
next Thursday. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 04:25 PM

cc
Subject RE: Material I may not have included

news article review
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:23 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Material I may not have included

Would these go under literature review or news article review? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC
romig@eac.gov
Subject Material I may not have included

003.1.3E

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based
on complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article
excel spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov

05/11/2006 11:45 AM

cc
Subject Court Case Charts

Job
In preparing the CDs, we have run across the following files that appear to be duplicates. Which ones
should go on the CD? --- Peggy

Chart Section J cessible.doc Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc

Chart Denial VoterRegistrat.doc ChartDenialVoterRegistrat2.doc

Chart Provisional Ballot Den.doc Chart Provisional BallotDen2.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 12:03 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

Here is the issue---four of the five people who
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selected Perez are Republicans. If the shoe were on
the other foot I would be uncomfortable. This one is
up to Tova to call but I am not sure that he can be
neutral.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:
> EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
> SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

> § 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY
> ELECTION COMMISSION.
>
(a) The position of county elections
> administrator is filled by
> appointment of the county election commission, which
> consists of:
>
(1) the county judge, as chair;
>
(2) the county clerk, as vice
> chair;
>
(3) the county tax
> assessor-collector, as secretary; and
>
(4) the county chair of each
> political party that made
> nominations by primary election for the last general
> election for state
> and county officers preceding the date of the
> meeting at which the
> appointment is made.
>
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of
> the commission's
> membership is necessary for the appointment of an
> administrator.
>
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a
> written resolution or
> order signed by the number of commission members
> necessary to make the
> appointment. Not later than the third day after the
> date an administrator
> is appointed, the officer who presided at the
> meeting shall file a signed
> copy of the resolution or order with the county
> clerk. Not later than the
> third day after the date the copy is filed, the
> county clerk shall deliver
> a certified copy of the resolution or order to the
> secretary of state.
>
(d) The initial appointment may be made at
> any time after the
> adoption of the order creating the position.

> § 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
>
(a) A county elections administrator may
> not be a candidate for a
> public office or an office of a political party,
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> hold a public office, or
> hold an office of or position in a political party.
> At the time an
> administrator becomes a candidate or accepts an
> office or position in
> violation of this subsection, the administrator
> vacates the position of
> administrator.
>
(b) A county elections administrator
> commits an offense if the
> administrator makes a political contribution or
> political expenditure, as
> defined by the law regulating political funds and
> campaigns, or publicly
> supports or opposes a candidate for public office or
> a measure to be voted
> on at an election. An offense under this subsection
> is a Class A
> misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
> administrator's employment is
> terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible
> for future appointment
> as county elections administrator.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:38 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

> The code attachment did not work that is what I
> meant
> by it did not come through.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
>>

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
Code? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:23 AM
To
psims@eac.gov

' ' cc
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> > wang@tcf.org
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group-Perez
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired
>a
> > person just like Perez. However, given this, I
> would
> > still like to know if he has a party affiliation
> and
> > this brings up another issue. How is the county
> > election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> > Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> > if
> > he/she does not want to serve a person is elected
> in
> > his/her stead and a third member picked by the
> party
> > with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> > that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> > election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> > Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> > situation in Texas.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.

> > I
> > > proposed that I find
> > > someone from Texas because of that State's
> > colorful
> > > history of voting
> > > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> > it.
> > > In those Texas
> > > counties that hire Election Administrators to
> run
> > > elections, rather than
> > > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > > voter registration;
> > > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > > Administrator is hired by the
> > > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > > perform his or her duties in
> > > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts
> from
> > > Texas Election Code
> > > regarding election administrator hiring and

>
>
>
>
>
>

> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that
State.

>>
> > > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > > years experience as a county Election
> > Administrator
> > > in Texas. You won't
> > > find many news articles mentioning him because
> he
> > > has kept his nose clean.
> > > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > > country, prefers to
> > > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > > association of Texas
> > > election officials and the two largest
> > organizations
> > > of election officials
> > > in this country: the International Association
> of
> > > Clerks, Recorders,
> > > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
message truncated =__

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:59 PM

cc
Subject RE: research summaries

Job did this one
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: research summaries

Something is wrong in the fourth paragraph of the Federal Election Crime summary. Do you know
what it is supposed to say there?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
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cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 11:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Rev Agenda for Working Group Meeting

IR
=genda 5-13-06 Mtg.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:48 PM

To Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

Adam:
J.R. Perez's resume is attached, and I have forwarded my last explanatory email to Job in answer to his
concerns. I will tell Tova not to contact Ray, but that she may talk with you about this issue. Thanks! --Peggy

R

Perez bio 5 5 06.doc
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 02:45 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc Wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez(]

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

IN

tx elec admimappt-partisan rastrictions.doc

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

0 1)3 .1 4 c..

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
> As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up
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> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> The effort is likely
> to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:36 PM
To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
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> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:54 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature SummaryI

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems with the 4th paragraph. Would you please just send
me that paragraph within the text of your email so that I can paste it into the document? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov'

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov'
> 05/11/2006 03:1 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/24/2006 12:41 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voucher

Ok. Thanks
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I've signed and submitted your voucher. I had to
> correct the contract
> date.
(It is 2/26/06, not 4/22/06.) Everything
> else looked great. --> Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:51 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject RE: Working Group-Perez[D

We are still on for 4 PM. Ray is out of the office due to a family emergency, so I suggest you NOT contact
him. You may contact his Special Assistant, Adam Ambrogi (aambrogi@eac.gov or 202-566-3105), who
also hails from Texas. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/09/2006 12:08 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc

ou31^

Subject RE: Working Group-Perez

We are still doing the 4 pm call, right? We can discuss it more then. Would it be OK if I see if Ray knows
this person? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 10:14 AM
To:
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group-Perez

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to
serve on the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic.
proposed that I find someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud
and their innovative approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election
Administrators to run elections, rather than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter
registration; County Clerk for balloting), the Election Administrator is hired by the County Election
Commission and is supposed to perform his or her duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached
excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election administrator hiring and restrictions on
partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation
schemes used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election
Administrator in Texas. You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept
his nose clean. (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad
news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the association of Texas election officials and the two largest
organizations of election officials in this country: the International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The Election Center. He is a past
President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas Association of Election
Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans the
educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's conferences.
His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
Perez also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and
The Election Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff
web page on the Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme..
something that might be useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered
voters (a number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's population claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The
county is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson,
and Bexar counties. In the 1980s, the county was predominately a farming community; but in
recent years, many people have moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County,
preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
--- Peggy
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05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:10 AM
T
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:
This is to confirm my call to your office this morning inviting you to be a member of and attend the
upcoming meeting of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) Working Group on Voting
Fraud-Voter Intimidation. The meeting is scheduled to take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday,
May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue,
NW, 11th Floor, Washington, DC.
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute are the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a high priority.
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:
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•

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
•
perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case law review),
identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding
these topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
•
establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
•
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation, and the results of the
preliminary research to the working group, and convene the working group to discuss potential
avenues for future EAC research on this topic; and
• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working
group deliberations that includes recommendations for future research, if any;
We strive to include bipartisan representation on the Working Group associated with this project. You
were recommended for this project by our Republican consultant, Job Serebrov. Your ideas for possible
EAC activities related to this topic will help the agency as it plans future actions to meet its HAVA
responsibilities.
If you can find the time in your busy schedule to participate, I will have an information packet delivered to
your office by COB, Monday, May 15. Please let me know if you are available. Thank you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/10/2006 09:25 AM
cc

Subject Re: arnwine[

I'm checking on this. Will get back to you as soon as I have more info. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

• `'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/09/2006 05:28 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject arnwine
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She definitely cannot do it. Would you please find out if Wade Henderson would be possible? Now its my
turn to be upset!!! Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:28 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 2

Here is the second batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Aletha
Barrington/CONTRACTOR/E
AC/GOV
04/19/2006 01:09 PM

To wang@tcf.org, serevrov@sbcglobal.net
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting fraud/Voter intimidation

Good afternoon:
I like to introduce myself, I am Aletha Barrington, the new Contract Assistant, I will be replacing Nicole
Mortellito. You may address any questions regarding the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Contract to me
as well as cc all monthly reports. Thank you and I look forward to working with you!

Aletha Barrington
---- Forwarded by argaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:33 PM

To Sarah Ball Johnson
cc -

, wang@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.

This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
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Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants, moving
while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up extraneous electrical
signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready to
speak.
•
If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the operator/technicians
by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the recording when individuals are
dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
'
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 01:34 PM
cc
Subject RE: Interviews

Actually, 11 EST would be better. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM ---
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04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

003154-

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -• !^ Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Mt

To err•
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/19/2006 12:24 PM

♦ 1►

YySubject Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group
0

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005

(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/20/2006 10:58 AM

cc DRomig@eac.gov
Subject wg meeting

Hi Peg,
I think I might have told you only that I am unavailable on the 5th. I'm actually unavailable on the 4th as
well. Any news on this front? We should also arrange a conference call next week about preparing for
the meeting, don't you think? Thanks Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021

00315-

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/21/2006 12:18 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 3 (final)

Peg, I hope we will be able to review the binders you put together before they get sent out. Thanks. Just
one more research summary to come Monday. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IN
The Long Shadow of Jim Crow.doc The New Poll Tax (JS).doc Wisconsin Audit Report.doc Wisconsin Vote Fraud TF.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"

04/21/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject wg materials

I will now begin sending several emails with material for the working group meeting. Peg, we still have not
heard back from you on whether you like the agenda. I have attached it again. With respect to the
interview and research summaries, would you both please review them to make sure there are no glaring
mistakes?
Are we going on a hiatus next week? I'm a little confused about what happens from here. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
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Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IN

TW proposed agenda.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'

04/21/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 4 (final)

Please also double check that I have not left any out. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Wade Henderson.doc Interview with Wendy Weiser.doc Interview with William Groth.doe
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
04/1
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
http ://www.amazon.com/gp/product/078671591 X/sr =8-1 /ciid=1 1 45390029/ref=Dd bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5Fencoding=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director
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State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 330-2734-cell
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)
Cc:
wang@tcf.org; ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
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If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/21/2006 11:19 AM

cc
Subject

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452 -7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf. org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IN

Summary of DOJ activities 0405.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 05:36 PM

To "Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<Sarah Ball.Johnson@ky. gov>@GSAEXTER NAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

2

Sarah:
Thank you. I have not reviewed this myself, so I really appreciate the link. Professor Campbell was
among the people interviewed by our consultants.
n^r

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)" <SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov>
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
httD://www.amazon.com/aa/Droduct/078671591 X/sr=8-1/aid=1145390029/ref=Dd bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5Fencodinq=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director
State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 330-2734-cell
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)
twang@tcf.org; ecortes@eac.gov
Cc:
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

003161

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 12:37 PM

04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----

To

Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang

00316``-_

cc
Subject Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM
CST? --- Peg
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

04/21/2006 11:09 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 3

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Lori Minnite.doc Interview_with Neil Bradley final.doc Interview with Nina Perales final.doc

Interview with Pat Rogers.doc Interview with RebeccaVigil-Giron.doc Interview with Sarah Ball Johnson.doc

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson.doc Interview with Tracy Campbell.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

04/19/2006 03:31 PM

,'Tova Andrea

Subject Recent email from Aletha Barrington

Please ignore the messsage sent to you today by Aletha Barrington. It was sent in error. As COR for this
project, I remain your primary contact. Thanks.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00316.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

04/21/2006 12:16 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Donsanto IFES FINAL.doc Election Protection stories.doc fooled again review.doc GA litigation summary2.doc GAO Report (JS).doc

indiana litigation - official.doc Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum summary.doc Securing the Vote.doc Shattering the Myth.doc

Steal this Vote Review Final.doc stealing elections review. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 11:38 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06
2

I have just forwarded to you the Feb 3 email I sent to EAC Staff.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Co rt es/EAC/GOV

00316 °""

04/18/2006 10:13 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana
Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

D

What is the contact info for our conference call provider in case we run into trouble at the start of the call?
Nicole used to handle conference calls and I am not sure who I would speak to in that instance. Please let
me know. Thanks.
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:33 PM

To sarahball.johnson@ky.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:

00310'.

Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"-ova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov
/2006 11:05 AM
cc
Subject summaries of interviews

Part 1. I'm going to try not to overload

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview Justice Stratton.doc Interview w Tony Sirvello FINAL.doc

btr

Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary of State Larry Boyle. doc

Interview with Craig Donsanto FINAL.doc Interview with Doug Webber.doc Interview with former Secretary of State Sharon Priest.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Job Ser

"
To psims@eac.gov

04/17/2006 12:44 PM

cc
Subject Re: Conference Call This Afternoon

Yes but it needs to go no longer then 30 mins
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Are you two still available for the conference call
> we had scheduled for
> this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---^,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:44 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

• s

Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group[

Yes, she is the assistant to David A. Norcross and she is unavailable until Monday. I spoke with the
woman who is filling in for her this week and she does not have access to Mr. Norcross's schedule.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:27 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

00016

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM
To:
Cc: argaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,
04/17/2006 12:55 PM
cc
Subject RE: Conference Call This Afternoon

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 11:38 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM
EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
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"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'_
cc

04/21/2006 11:18 AM

Subject case charts 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Pkl

Chart Voter Eligibility. doe ChartDenialVoterRegistrat.doc ChartDenialoterRegistrat.doc ChartElectionCountingViolat.doc
ChartOverseasBallot.doc ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doc ChartProvisionalBallotD en. doe ChartTouchScreenVoteVoting.doc
ChartVoteVoterAfricanAmer. doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/21/2006 11:14 AM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject nexis article charts and overview/analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

EI

a

absentee nexis chart 2.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chart.xls deceptive practices nexis chart xis
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=LI

LI

Election official & addition-subtraction.xls intentional felon voting nexis chart.xls intimidation and suppression.xls noncitizen voting. xis
It
vote buying nexis chart.xls voter registration fraud nexis chart.xls Wrongful Removal from Registration Lists.xls Nexis Analysis. doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov "^
04/21/2006 11:22 AM
cc
Subject methodology review

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IR

methodology -- official.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/21/2006 11:07 AM
cc
Subject interview with Doug Webber — correct version

I sent the wrong version! Please use this one.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

lnterviewDougWebber Unadnc
—'—Forwarded by Margaret SimoEAC/GOVonO4/3O/2OO7O4:28PK8--'
"Tova Wan ^
<wong©un.ong>

To poimu000.gov.~JobSombmv~

04/21Q00612:13PK8

cc

-^^—

Subject existing literature summaries 1

And there will be one more forthcoming next week.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

A Funny ThingReview.doc American Center Report FINAL.doc Americas Modern Poll Ta US).doc

Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud R

FINAL.doc cb

doc Chandler Davidson summary --

Crazy Quilt. dcc

Deliver the Vote Review.doc dnoohiodou DOJ Public Integrity Reports (JS).doc
---Forwarded by Margaret Simo/EAC/3OVonO4/3O/%OO7O4:28PK8--'
"Tova Wang"
To
04/21/2006 11:17AM

~JobSorehrov~

cc
Subject job's case charts 1

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 Eas 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

MM^^^[
wvu^,-

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Absentee Ballot. doe Chart Disenfranchisement.doc Chart Donsanto Cases. doe Chart Election Accessible. doe

Chart Election Irregularity.doc Chart Vote Buying.doc Chart Vote Felon. doe Chart Vote Fraud. doe Chart Vote Identification.doc

Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc Chart Vote Registration. doe
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:27 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV ra7EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM
To:
Cc: Margaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'

04/21/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject summaries of interviews 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson.doc Interview with Jason Torchinsky final.doc Interview with Joe Rich.doc

Interview with Joe SandlerFINAL.doc Interview with John Ravitz.doc Interview with John Tanner.doc

Interview with Kevin Kennedy.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:39 PM

To Diana Scott
cc
Subject Teleconference Requested

Diana:
This is just to let you know that I have requested a teleconference on Wednesday, April 19, from 11 AM to
Noon EST. I asked for 6 lines to accommodate our research consultants and the folks that they will be
interviewing for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/17/2006 12:28 PM

cc

)
01.131

Subject RE: Interviews

7`

Noon EST
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM
"Job Serebrov" -^
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
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> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

04/17/2006 04:53 PM

cc
Subject interview analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview conclusions.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/03/2006 11:56 AM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
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ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
^; • ;

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

s

05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

n.,

Subject Court reporter

tx

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 09:17 PM

To sims
eac. 9ov,
P
@
cc

00317`.

Subject hotels

Literally, there is not a hotel room to be found in the district on these dates. The only thing I could find was
a room for $379 a night. I have booked it and will assume that since we are so under-budget on travel
that this will be OK
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a eac.gov
To: wang( tcf.org ;
.^
Cc: dromig(a,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
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Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:36 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts[1

OK, I will include all on the CD. Thanks. ---- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts

All. They are not duplicates. There are some cases
repeated and some not. It is a slight varient of the
word search.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job
> In preparing the CDs, we have run across the
> following files that appear
> to be duplicates. Which ones should go on the CD?
> --- Peggy

- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 12:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov, <wang@tcf.org>
Subject list of interviewees

"'Tova Wang"
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Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

List of Experts Interviewed.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/05/2006 12:56 PM

Subject RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter
Intimidation project meeting

Thank you, Peg - - see you then.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

The meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 18, 1- 5:30 PM (though we may finish earlier). It will be held
in EAC's large conference room (the one we use for public meetings, located off our lobby). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/05/2006 12:43 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjecRE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project
tmeeting
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If you tell me now I will put it into my calendar here, which in turn will remind me!

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:42 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

How many days in advance do you need the reminder? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Latham
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The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 03:20 PM

To "Job Serebro "
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Latham[

One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has vacancies and pillow top beds. Try 1-800-424-2979 or
202-353-8900.
"Job Serebrov
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Latham

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 10:06 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have attached a
draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy

IR

Agenda 5-18-06 Mtg-draft.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Would you please take a look at the attached? I
combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be
prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
(e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).

>
>
>
>

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Job Serebrov'

^
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

05/11/2006 04:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Dinner

Yes. My wife is a vegetarian and I can't eat wheat
products and don't eat pork. Non-toxic Oriental seems
to always work. I did not cc Tova on this until I
received your reaction. You probably want to include
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Tova on replies to this e-mail.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/09/2006 11:12 AM

cc

tM
#

Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM -"Marvin Brokaw"
To dromi g@eac.gov
cc

05/09/2006 11:04 AM

Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 8:31 AM
To
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note
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that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
1t

05/03/2006 03:23 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
c
Subject David Norcross

Peggy,
I just spoke to Mr. Norcross's assistant, he cannot attend the meeting on the 18th, he will be out of town at
another event.

Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/04/2006 06:08 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
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Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).
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Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc

003M

Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:39 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a
with Tova and me after the group meetin
the final report? As long as we are out
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to
she will be meeting me after the WG.

will be bad
dinner meeting
to discuss
by Tor so I am
be there as

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:

PM

too

o031 8

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
>> > Here' s his info in full:
> >

OU31S,C

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL, Tova Andrea
Wang
cc
Subject Re: new working group representativeL
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Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I seem to
recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a nearby place that
won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
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> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
> > > Here' s his info in full:

003199,.

>>>
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > >1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims @eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:45 AM

cc

0 0 319.

Subject RE: Case Summaries

yes

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 10:38 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM
"Job Serebrov"^
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Case Summaries

Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -"Job Serebrov"
•'

To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

I'm thankful it all worked out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Ginsberg has accepted our invitation! --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----

o

#► 14 Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
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05/02/2006 11:32 AM

To

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc
Subject Barbara Arnwine

Peggy,
I just spoke to Valerie Johnson, Ms. Arnwine's assistant. The following are a list of dates that are possible
for her attendance;
8th - PM (2pm to 6pm)
9th - Possible PM
16th - PM (1:30pm - 5:30pm)
17th - All day*
18th - All day*
19th - All day*
*All day availability does not begin until after 9:30 or 10:00 AM
I will update this information on the shared drive.
Thanks,
Devon
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>

r'

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> hotel taxes (if you
> cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> rates that are a little
> higher)
> Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
> $48 on the first and
> last day of travel)
> Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> mile
> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
and per diem of doing
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> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto

05/11/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29

0 031 9 '1

Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.

00319'

After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
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SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

0032UL

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
-^^
05/12/2006 09:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Question

Peg:
Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/03/2006 12:40 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday through Wednesday are
taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive Committee, the full Standards Board, and the
Board of Advisors. Thursday, we have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants
in June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the consultants) by the end of
May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

00320^.

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:08 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto.
There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can you please
send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will place it in the document. --Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:32 AM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Devon:
We have the OK from Tom to obtain a court reporter. Per his response (attached), please coordinate with
Joyce. Also, I understand the reporter for the Asian Language Working Group arrived late. Please find
out how we can ensure the one for our meeting arrives on time. Thanks! --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:31 AM --Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV

o032o-

05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting[

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,

I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
'M'

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/03/2006 10:50 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

t ^►

Subject Secretary Rokita's schedule

Peggy,
I just spoke to Nathan Cane (Secretary Rokita's assistant). He did not have any new information but they
are going to have a scheduling meeting tomorrow morning and he will ask specifically about the afternoon
of May 18th. I also reminded him to find out any of the days that he was not available or any of the days
that he had could attend the meeting in the morning or the afternoon.
Thanks,
Devon
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 01:05 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: VFVI Working Group[=

Devon:
I forgot to tell you that Thor Hearne's assistant is named Bethany. She can be reached at 314/613-2510.
--- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 12:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject VFVI Working Group

Peggy,
I have called each of the participants. So far I have a definite confirmation from Kathy Rogers.
Here is the list of the out of town participants for the Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working
Group:
Mark Hearne II - St. Louis, MO
Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
Possible Participant.

Patrick Rogers - New Mexico

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -----

"-ova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 05:32 PM

cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

I'm up for a short meeting afterward and a teleconference on Monday. And maybe when all of this is over,
you and I can have dinner! Have I told you that I am moving down to DC this summer?
I suspect you have put up with much more than I have and I really appreciate everything you have done.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 4:27 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: new working group representative

00320€

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours
away). He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night.
He won't drive back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this
project work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.)
Though we will be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group
disperses --- or we could do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into
three more days of meetings). --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 04:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative
plans. They can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday
morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday. MMay 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To:
-wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

00320':

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meetin 4 to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by 7or so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 O3:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>

00320

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:3 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
>>>1
>>>
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing

00320,

> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---a
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 09:32 AM

T

asses ant@sos.in.gov,
rogers@sos.state.ga.us
W
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th,
2006

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C.. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on
Thursday May 18th, 2006.

003211

The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) will cover the cost of your flight, the cost of your hotel room
and provide you with a daily per diem. The cost of the airfare and the hotel stay will be paid directly by the
EAC, as long as you book your travel through Adventure Travel.
To coordinate your flight and hotel stay, please contact Marvin Brokaw of Adventure Travel at (205)
444-4800, ext. 3501. Please note that the eligible dates of the hotel accommodation include the evenings
on May 17th and May 18th. Once you have contacted him and you have received the itinerary via e-mail
you must forward me a copy immediately so that I can complete a travel authorization form.
I have included two attachments with this email; the first attachment is a letter that contains important
information that you will need to know before calling the travel agent and the second attachment provides
some general information that should help you get around the city during your trip.
In addition to your travel itinerary, I will also need the following information by the close of business this
Friday May 12, 2006 in order to complete your travel authorization:
Full Name:
Title:
Entity for whom you work:
Address to Which the Reimbursement Check Will Be Mailed:
Work Telephone:
Fax Number:
Social Security #: (if uncomfortable e-mailing this, feel free to call me):
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

Per Diem Letter VFVI.doc Logistics Sheet VFVI.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:30 PM

cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check and if
not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks. I'm kind of
doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang

.

O O 3 21

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc Fed Crime Election Fraud (JS).doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 01:41 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Given the information I have Peggy, that is not going
to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
about the hotels, it is too much for me to front. Two
to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose money.

I simply do not see how we can do this in person given
the financial restrictions.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
> 41/2 hours. We really
> need to have you here in person if you are to help
> conduct the Working
> Group meeting. You should make your travel
> arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 10:14 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc

0^36A 4

> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> in
> place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> money
> coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> for
> months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> for
> this working group meeting to take place in person.
> It
> is looking like the only way it will get done is by
> teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> the
> unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Hi, Folks:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at
> about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> please suggest another
> date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> preparations for the
> Working Group meeting.

>>
> > Working Group Members
> > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> the
> > nonpartisan local
> > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> no
> > objections to him. He
> > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> Pat
> > Rogers office, but
> > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> any
> > pull with him, you
> > may want to contact him, too.

00321,

>>
> > Travel Arrangements
> > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > including hotel. Travel
> > time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> > hours actually worked on
> > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > preparation for the meeting,
> > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

>>
> > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > hotel taxes (if you
> > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > rates that are a little
> > higher)
> > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it
> is
> > $48 on the first and
> > last day of travel)
> > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> > mile
>>
> > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out
>a
> > travel authorization
> > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> > receipt (or mileage
> > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > transportation receipts and a
> > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > total travel expenses due
> > you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> > meal receipts.

>>
> > Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> > for personal reasons are
> > not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> > however, is to give me a
> > comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage,
> hotel,
> > and per diem of doing
> > it your way against the cost of a roundtrip
> flight,
> > ground transportation,
> > hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> > should be no problem to
> > cover the full cost. If your way is more
> expensive,
> > we may only pay up to
> > the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> > apply to me when I
> > travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> > you will spend the
> > night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

>>
> > Peggy

>>

003.21.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

04/26/2006 08:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: wg

Let me check with Devon early tomorrow. If she did not hear from him this
afternoon, I'll have her contact you. Perhaps you wiil have more success than
we have.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----

From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 04/26/2006 05:46 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 04:04 PM

To Paul DeGregorio
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject New Working Group Member

FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for David Norcross, who was unavailable, could not attend
or Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov, suggested
Benjamin Ginsberg, who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with you on this beforehand --- things

happened so fast! --- Peggy
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To "'Job Serebrov"'
05/11/2006 03:56 PM
cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: new working group representative

That was not the only reason -- it was to have someone from the civil rights
community. I hardly think you can have a discussion about voter
intimidation and suppression without someone with that background at the
table. I know you agree with this given what you've said to me in the past.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:48 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: new working group representative

We don't know about Ginsburg but it was only stated,
over my objection, that no current invitee was being disinvited. This does
not apply to representatives of those people in my mind, especially when the
main specific reason for inviting the person was her race.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have
> already established we are
> not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about
> Ginsburg yet anyway,
> right?
> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
> Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:36 PM
> To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
> Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject: Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
'

00321

>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Job Serebrov"
-''

To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:2 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
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> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65

tJU 21,
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> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
>>
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/08/2006 11:30 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peggy:

>>
> > What political party is Perez with? How political
> is
> > he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> > Who
> > appointed Perez?

>>
> > As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> > anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
> knocked
> > off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

>

4^322^

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto

05/03/2006 11:39 AM

cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group meeting. Are you available the
afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:38 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov,
Subject existing literature list

Job, please double check to make sure I haven't missed anything

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 05:26 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: new working group representatively

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours away).
He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night. He won't drive
back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this project
work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.) Though we will
be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group disperses --- or we could
do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into three more days of meetings). --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 04:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative plans. They
can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
2006 3:47 PM
Sent: Thursday,May
To:
wang@tcf.org
group representative
Subject: Re: new

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad

r

going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:5 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.

0 O 3`^

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> >
>>
> >
> >

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
>>>1
>>>
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400

l\ J

Dv

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>

Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:08 PM

To sims
eac. 9
ov
P
@
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

For purposes of travel arrangements, Job do you want to plan to meet the day before and/or the day after
the meeting?

Original Message ----From: psimsgeac.gv
o
To: wang_@tcf.org ; serebrov esbcglobal.net
Cc: dromig@eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group

-----

00^2^^
Hi, Folks:

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -wang@tcf.org
^.a
To psims@eac.gov,
05/05/2006 06:18 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

I'm finding there are no hotel rooms available
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gv
o
To: wang_@tcf.org ; serebrov n,sbcglobal.net

0

Cc: dromig(eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --Job Sere v^
To psims@eac.gov
►
05/11/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative
Or

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"^
> 05/11/2006 03:36`PM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:
> > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org

^c^2

>
>
>
>

202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@
05/10/2006 12:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject another one

Plus, I found a few typos on the nexis analysis. Sorry about this.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events:
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

votebuyingsummary. doc N exis Analysis. doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -----^^^

"Tova Wang"

0^

<wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov^^
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;^^
Subject: Fraud De inition
Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Joyce Wilson
05/04/2006 10:52 AM
cc
Subject Large Conference Room Needed

This is just to confirm my request to reserve the large conference room on Thursday, May 18, from Noon-6
PM. We will be using it for a meeting of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group. Thanks! --Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
0 • _;
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To vjohnson@Iawyerscommittee.org,
pit
05/08/2006 02:56 PM
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,
1t

cc Margaret Sims
/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Workin G
Meeting in Washington, D.C. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 Pf

L

Thursday May 18th, 2006.
The office of the Election Assistance Commission is located at:
1225 New York Avenue NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
We will send more information about this meeting via Federal Express. If you would like this information to
be sent to an address other than your office please reply with the preferred address.
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/10/2006 11:45 AM

cc.

iromig@eac.gov

Subject Material I may not have included

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based on
complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article excel
spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Wisconsin FINAL.doc South Dakota FINAL.doc Washington FINAL.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:24 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

oo^l'^^ t

I will hear from him tomorrow but that still does not
solve all of my issues---see my longer e-mail.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I had a voice mail message from him on Monday.
I
called him back but had
to leave a voice mail message (telephone tag).
If
you hear from him and
he is willing and able to come, I need to know this.
We need to have him
call our travel service to make travel arrangements
ASAP.
Thanks. --Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 10:4
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

> FYI
> --- "Patrick J. Rogers"
> wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
From: "Patrick J. Rogers"
To: "Job Serebrov"
Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms.
tomorrow. Depositions all
day today. Thanks, Pat

Sims

What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

>>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

Patrick J. Rogers
Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk,
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
Tel:
505-848-1849
Fax:
505-848-1891

P.A.

O^ J v

>>
>>
>>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
> > Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
> > To: Patrick J. Rogers
> > Subject: Working Group meeting
>>
> > Pat:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> The working group meeting for the voter fraud
> project is scheduled for
> May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
> Could you come? If so,
> we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.

>>
> > Regards,
>>
> > Job
>>
-------------------------------------------------------------------> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
>>
-------------------------------------------------------------------> > THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> > INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> > WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> > THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> > CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> > APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> > reader of this message is not the intended
> recipient
> > or agent
> > responsible for delivering the message to the
> > intended recipient, you
> > are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> > copying of this
> > communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> > received this
> > electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> > from your system
> > without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> > e-mail or by calling
> > 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> > corrected. Thank you.

>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 04:42 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Barbara says that you have been working it out with her assistant Valerie, that they have spoken to you
several times.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 8:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in
May she is potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been
unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"We^ ancLUtrecht'•..
4l ''

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/04/2006 01:34 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: sims
c. ov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 06 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

003234

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg a Utrecht"
05/04/2006 02:08 PM

GSAEXTERNAL
cc^^
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationL

OK, thanks. I'll get back to you with more information. --- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
<weinutr@verizon.net>
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message ----From: psimsna,eac.gov
T
Sent: Thursday, May 4, 006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
ob Serebro`
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
> WG will have
I do plan to send packets to you and
> suggestions.
> Tova containing the
> same materials being provided to the WG.
I haven't
> sent anything yet
> because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
> inclusion.
(Still
> waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
> Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> very short meeting after
> the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
> following Monday
> afternoon.
Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
> out of the office
> attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
> day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:5
> To
> psims@eac.gov,
> cc

wang@tcf.org

> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition
>

l\
OV

J

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > combined both of your
> > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > reference to the fraud having
> > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > (because fraud can be
> > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> changed
> > the results of the
> > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> examples
> > (e.g.; reference to
> > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> may
> > be legitimate reasons
> > for not doing so)
>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:56 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[D

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have received a "No" from Ginsberg. --- Peg

OU323

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
inclusion.
(Still
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:5

M

> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

00323E

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > combined both of your
> > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > reference to the fraud having
> > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > (because fraud can be
> > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> changed
> > the results of the
> > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> examples
> > (e.g.; reference to
> > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> may
> > be legitimate reasons
> > for not doing so)
>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --Serebrov
To
05/09/2006 11:35 AM

psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

I did not get any attachments.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM

00323c

>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
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> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election
Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest
organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
> at that organization's
> conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
Election
> Center have selected
> his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> his professional
> practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
Mr.
> Perez also has access
> to information from other States through his
> membership in IACREOT and The
> Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> which you will note if you
> access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> Elections web site and
> hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
that
> might be useful in the
> upcoming meeting.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
the
> county had over 65
> thousand registered voters (a number more than
> doubled the number of
> registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's
> population claims
> Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> Census Bureau. The county
> is in south central Texas and is bordered by
Comal,
> Hays, Cladwell,
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> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > What political party is Perez with? How political
> is
> > he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> > Who
> > appointed Perez?

>>
> > As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> > anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
> knocked
> > off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Job Serebr v"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 11:17 AM

cc

00321

Subject Re: Good News

I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
today after surgery.
See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens
patrogers@modrall.com
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job:
Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to
talk with the Chairman
today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
you have contact
information for Rogers? --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Job Serebro ..
05/03/2006 01:46 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Monday afternnon I have a commission meeting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
to be the best
possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
available to attend in
person that day (he is available only 2 days during
the first three weeks
of May). We won't have confirmation of the
availability of Secretary
Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.

> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:33 PM
cc
Subject RE: research summaries

I did send yout the Brennan piece, but not the other one.
-----Original Message----From: Tova Wang
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:31 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; dromig@eac.gov
Subject: research summaries
I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Fw: May 18th Meeting at EACE

Devon:
Send an email to Perez to remind him to contact Adventure Travel ASAP. We don't have confirmation of
Rogers participation yet, though we have had a number of voice mails flying back and forth, so we cannot
yet notify him to make travel arrangements immediately. --- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
o

1, ., ,

CW^ ,

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
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05/09/2006 11:12 AM

To
cc

rl, ♦

Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM
"Marvin Brokaw"
To dromig@eac.gov
cc
05/09/2006 11:04 AM
Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 8:31 AM
To:i
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note
that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.

0
2^^

Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 05:06 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/02/2006 05:41 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

D

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a teleconference
to discuss our options. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 05:06 PM

cc Psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
wang@tcf.org
To sims
P
@eac. 9ovT
05/03/2006 02:25 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Sounds good. I'm available any time on Monday. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a,eac.gov
To: serebrov(a^ cglobal.net ; wang(a^tcf.org
Cc: dromig(,eac.gov
Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2006 1:44 PM
Subject: Working Group Meeting
Job and Tova:

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears to be the best possible date for the meeting.
Norcross is not available to attend in person that day (he is available only 2 days during the first three
weeks of May). We won't have confirmation of the availability of Secretary Rokita until tomorrow --- but
am hopeful.
I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can schedule a teleconference on Monday afternoon. --Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

cc "Mitchell, Cynthia" <Cynthia.Mitchell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peg - I plan to be here tomorrow, although I may have to go to the main building during the day. If you are here
and I am out, just leave the packet with the receptionist. Thank you.
. .....
......_....
.,.,
.......
............_
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
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Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - -

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
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Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
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Visit our Web site, www.tcfor g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 3-26-4-22.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:23 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Oops! I forgot to cc. you on this. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/04/2006 02:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
To Hillman
twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
wang@tcf.org
05/13/2006 10:54 AM

To sims
eac. gov
p
@
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Fw: research summary

Existing_research_thoughts.doc Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include so as
I said I'll just
present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
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----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
Subject: Re: research summary

> T> Are you talking about this?
> J_
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
>> into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not, I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov

cc

05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy - I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High
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Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
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Other: 8
Unclear: 3
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:33 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group[=

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High
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Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations(note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
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Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/11/2006 01:10 PM

Subject new working group representative

is Jon Greenbaum
Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.html
He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights. He will be
representing Barbara Arnwine, the Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee.
His contact and mailing info is:
ioreenbaum(äIawverscommittee.ora
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
,:; Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 09:31 AM

To!
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject May 18th Meeting at EAC
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Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be holding a
meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of state attendees to
contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note that all of
the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are May 17th and
18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel arrangements for
the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

OUT OF STATE PARTICIPANTS VFVI Meeting.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:05 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group['

Job:
I don't think we can put you on teleconference for 41/2 hours. We really need to have you here in person if
you are to help conduct the Working Group meeting. You should make your travel arrangements ASAP.
--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group
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Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> however, is to give me a
> comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
> and per diem of doing
> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM - --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 04:55 PM

cc
Subject Re: Latham

Do you have any other suggestions?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has
> vacancies and pillow top beds.
> Try 1-800-424-2979 or 202-353-8900.

U^`345`

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 02:35
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Latham

> The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
> out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
SAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: UpdateB

Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need to know as we continue our search.) -- Peg
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

cc
Subject Update

Peggy:
Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still no
good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
workable.
Job

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:25 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote fraud Study-Archived Email Part 1

Here is the first batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
08/02/2006 07:12 PM

cc
Subject Project

Peg:
Where are we on things?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 03:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

I think this is the communication to which you referred this afternoon. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/25/2006 03:39 PM --Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:19 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation[

Peggy,
Per our discussion, I have some initial concerns regarding the definitions that have been proposed.
1. Fraud is a legal term of art. Fraud is an intentional act or omission (i.e. actual fraud or constructive

fraud) of misrepresentation or deceit. There is no such thing as defacto fraud or quasi fraud. Fraud must
be intentional..., negligence alone is not fraud.
The general definition of voter fraud must concise and universally applicable (this in the
challenging part). After this definition is created and intellectually tested, one can then create examples
and explanations. These would 1) apply the definition to the entire election process (from beginning to
end) and (2) apply it to action by voters, 3rd parties and election officials. Through this process a
determination may be made regarding whether three definitions are needed or just one.
2. The document has no definition of voter intimidation. What is voter intimidation and how does it differ
from voter fraud? I assume this would also be an intentional act.
3. Definitions need to be concise and tight. Such definitions need to be able to be broken down into
elements. Each of these elements must have clear, applicable and enforceable meaning. This can be a
challenge. For example use of the term "any illegal act" is unclear, begs the question and suggests that
fraud only occurs in the course of committing a related crime.
These are just my initial thoughts.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

08/08/2006 12:05 PM

cc
Subject FW: bibiliographic form

0U326IL,

From: Tova Wang [mailto:wang@tcf.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2006 9:31 AM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: bibiliographic form
Hi Peg, Here is the list of literature reviewed in bibliographic form. Please let us know if you have been
able to look over any of the materials. Starting this afternoon, I will be pretty unavailable for the next two
weeks.
Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

Lit review in bibliographic form.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----

wang@tcf.org
To Psims@
eac. 9ov
cc

08/11/2006 02:46 PM

Subject Re: direct deposit

I'm assuming we will get the extension for the revision period. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2006 2:39 PM
Subject: Re: direct deposit

> Tova:
> I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the
> form you requested. --- Peggy
> (See attached file: EFT Form.rtf)

00326:

>

wang@tcf.org

>

08/10/2006 08:34

>

PM

To

psims@eac.gov

>

cc
Subject

>
>

direct deposit

> Hey Peg,
> Hope you are well.
Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change
> the direct deposit to my new bank account.
Thanks so much.
> Tova
> PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
08/11/2006 02:39 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: direct depositI

Tova:
I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the form you requested. --- Peggy

EFT Form.rtf

wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
08/10/2006 08:34 PM

To Sims
@eac. 9ov
P
cc
Subject direct deposit

003264

Hey Peg,
Hope you are well. Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change the direct deposit to my new
bank account. Thanks so much.
Tova
PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV
08/10/2006 04:24 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject John TAnner Comments

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
----- Forwarded by Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 08/10/2006 04:25 PM
"Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov"
<Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov
08/10/2006 12:29 PM

To "jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov"
<jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

dk^'

Tova Wang.doc

Cameron P. Quinn
Counsel to the Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division, US Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 20530
202-305-9750

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

00326`,

Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

t

www.eac.goV brennan center letter.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 01:56 PM

To Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Letter from Barbara Arnwine

Any chance you could send a pdf version of the letter to me? --Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/10/2006 01:55 PM
/'

Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 12:12 PM

`o<<

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jthompson@eac.gov>, "Tom
Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>, sbanks@eac.gov
Subject Re: Letter from Barbara Arnwinel1

'/

The letter was addressed to the commissioners. I will ask Sheila to give a copy to you.
Per our normal procedures, I would guess a reply should be drafted for the Chairman's signature
(especially as he is the DFO for the Board of Advisors) but you should check that with Tom.
Thanks.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:45 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report,. Gc

I would hope that we can refer to it as a status report on the research project (prepared by EAC staff
based upon information available at the time from our consultants, Tova and Job). Calling it a preliminary
report has given rise to some confusion. That confusion has led to complaints from project working group
members and requests from outsiders, who mistakenly think that EAC has released the document written
by our consultant that fully reports on the preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation and
makes recommendations for future EAC action. --- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 12:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportE

Thanks for the update. Per legal, the preliminary report is absolutely public information which is why we
had to give it to the reporter when he asked for it.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
10/13/2006 02:49 PM
cc
Subject Don't Believe Everything You Read

Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has completed
the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no attempt by the
Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along. Please be

r

n'2•1(x'7

reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

VF-VI Study Status 5-17-06.pdf
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 10:50 AM

To artslevine@yahoo.com
cc
Subject Your inquiry

Mr. Levine,
Per your inquiry from yesterday, the status report on the EAC's voter fraud and intimidation research
project is attached. It was prepared by EAC staff and presented to our Standards Board and Board of
Advisors at a meeting that was open to the public in May of this year. EAC staff is currently working on a
final report.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance, and I'd be glad to add you to our distribution list so
you'll get updates on this and other EAC projects.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
PY 'T

www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5.17-06.pdf
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview RequestE

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:34 AM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center

Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM —
"Wendy Weiser"

00 39

<wendy.weiser@nyu.edu>

To bwhitener@eac.gov

10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:03 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?

DU32^^
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request[]

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which

003271

am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

10/11/2006 01:57 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The working group met prior to the meeting of the EAC boards, but too late for its deliberations to be
summarized in the written status report on the project that was delivered to the boards. The status report
notes that a meeting of the working group was about to be held to review the research so far and make
recommendations. ---- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 01:03 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey

00321,

Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
_--

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview RequestI

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...

please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

09/28/2006 11:27 PM

cc
Subject Speech

Peg,
I thought I would share with you the speech I am going to given on Fraud and Intimidation in Salt Lake City
at noon on Friday. If you have time, please read it over and let me know if you see anything I shouldn't
say. Thanks.

Speech on Fraud intimidation Sept 29 06 Salt Lake Gty.doc
Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:42 AM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[n

00327`^-

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM ----'a

"Wendy Weiser"
<wendy.weiser@nyu.edu>

To bwhitener@eac.gov

10111/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

00327E

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 03:21 PM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center1

Tom,
Thanks but Wendy Weiser seems to be under the assumption that we provided all of this material to USA
Today. As agreed to by the commissioners, counsel and staff, we only provided USA Today with the
public documents that were presented to the advisory boards at the May meetings. Should we not clarify
this to Wendy and provide her or anyone else with the same. I also just received the same request from
election officials in Cook County, IL and King County, WA. Reporters are pestering them for information
based on the USA Today article so election officials now want it from EAC. Looks like this is only the start
so we need to get ahead of the curve.

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
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To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
"Wendy Weiser"
To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/1112006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
08/22/2006 02:09 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on –[

We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

08/22/2006 01:54 PM

Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on –

Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

Topsims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc"Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
SubjectDoes EAC have access to stats on –

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:37 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report)

The answer is tricky. The working group met after the written report was submittedfor the board
meetings, but before the status report was formally presented (orally) at the board meetings. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:27 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[)

So the answer is yes, they did meet after the status report was presented?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
00327 ^.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:26 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The status report was written on May 17, 2006 (the last day it could be submitted for the upcoming board
meetings). The first and only meeting of the working group was May 18, 2006. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:06 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportE

Yes, that is what prompted my question. So the answer is no -- they have not met since May 17?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 01:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Funding[--^

Peggy,
Could you give Jeannie a call she needs some help fashioning a statment regarding the USA Today article since Tova
and Job are hoping mad
Thanks
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/13/2006 01:30 PM
To: Thomas Wilkey; Diana Scott
Cc: Edgardo Cortes; Bola Olu
Subject: Fw: Funding

FYI.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 01:22 PM
"Carrera, James A",^
10/10/2006 12:35 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Funding

Peggy,
As noted in our recent status report, 75 percent of contract funding has been reached. The attached is
submitted in accordance with the contract requirements.
If you have any questions pleased contact me.
Regards,
Jim

James Carrera / KPMG LLP /

703 286-8106

(office),

703 995-0325 (fax) /

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it,
is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter.
#i### i##'k'R##Y#i##i######iY`#i#Yr###iiiiiffi#######i ##RiR####f#V#tii#####irf#RRR1r#
-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener
09/27/2006 12:51 PM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen

UU3281.

Lynn-Dyson/EAC/G OV@ EAC
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study

Bryan:
An electronic copy of the status report is attached, as requested for the USA Today inquiry. The status
report includes the attachment listing the Working Group members. I suggest that you check to ensure
that I have protected the copy against any manipulation, and protect it yourself if I have not, before
sending it out to anyone. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doe
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:20 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter[]

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:27 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter["

I will IF they sign off on it

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey /EAC/GOV@EAC

10/12/2006 04:20 PM

CC

ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

Subject Re: Brennan Center Ietter Link

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:14 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and

4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
---- Forwarded by Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM
Bryan Whitener /EAC/GOV
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10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV©EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com
q2=
.248.=
9320
deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to ?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?
FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 248-9320

Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.

Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 10:59 AM

To Thomas.Hicks@mail.house.gov
cc
Subject Research update

Tom,
Per our conversation, attached is the update the Standards Bd. and Bd. of Adv. received at their May
meeting. That's all it was -- a status report. And we clearly stated in our Fed. Register notice that we
would deliver an update on our research projects. And this meeting was open to the public.
Take care, and let's get together soon. Let me know if you need anything else.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5-17-06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 05:26 PM

To ghillman@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject FOR YOUR APPROVAL

Commissioners,
Wendy Weiser of the Brennan Center has requested some of the information that was distributed to the
Bd. of Adv. and the Standards Bd. at the May meeting. Her request is below. Attached is a draft letter that
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suggest accompany the information we provide. Also enclosed would be the resolutions passed by both
entities. Please let me know if the letter meets your approval. (The letter would be from Tom.)

I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance the
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

IN

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
08/22/2006 02:44 PM

To "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>,
"Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject FW: Does EAC have access to stats on —

Ben - This forwards a short e-mail chain between me and Peg Sims at the EAC. Peg is an institution where this
sort of thing is concerned and if there were national stats available she would be the first place I would go
- - which come to think of it is why I did!
Her remarks bring-up another issue: apples and oranges.
There are a lot of categories of crime that could arguably fit under the umbrella of "election crime" but
which would not be the sort of thing we would find useful for present purposes. Examples would be theft
of election materials unrelated to an intent to corrupt the election, campaigning or assaults in or near polls,
"campaign slander" (i.e., lying about one's opponent) which is not a federal crime but is potentially a crime
in 20 or so states, corruption in the procurement of election equipment (i.e., Louisiana had a recent high

Q O Jn.

profile case against its secretary of state who took bribes from voting equipment vendors in exchange for
buying their machines). This stuff is criminal, but it dopes not involve corruption of them electoral process
itself.
Also, some local prosecutors who do enforce the laws dealing with particularly vote buying - - for various
reasons - - chose to prosecute the voters for selling their votes rather than the corrupt political operatives
who buy the votes. Many times this is simply because slamming the voter rather than the corrupt pols is
easier, quicker and does not entangle the prosecutor in the caldron of local politics. In other instances it is
more sinister: I am aware of several instances where local prosecutors tried to charge voters whose
names surfaced as people whose votes locally prominent pols had been bought in order to silence them in
the federal case. Federally, we usually treat the voters as victims and go after those who tried to purchase
their birthright. In one case in Western North Carolina, the target of our case was a local DA. When our
indictment against him was returned it named the voters whose votes he was being charged with having
bought (we try to avoid this now!). His first act of defense was to charge all these voters with selling their
votes under N.C. law. We had to intercede for him - - through the U.S. Attorney at that time - -with the
N.C. Governor to pardon these voters so that they could testify concerning the material facts without
incriminating themselves.
My point here is this:
Even if we can get some State stats, since the State concept of "election crime" and ours is usually
different, and since state prosecutors often approach this type of case from an entirely different
perspective than we do at the federal level, State stats will likely have minimal value to substantiating the
thesis we are trying to advance: that local law enforcement in the election crime area is not adequate.
----- Message from psims@eac.gov on Tue, 22 Aug 2006 14:09:06 -0400 -----

To: "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@crtn.usdoj.gov>
Subject: RE: Does EAC have access to stats on -We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on --
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Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subje Does EAC have access to stats on ct

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2006 10:41 AM

To "Ambrogi, Adam (Rules)"
<Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Chapin Survey
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Thanks Adam. As the current project moves forward and then proceeds to phase 2, this will be a great
resource I'm sure. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang, Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

From: Ambrogi, Adam (Rules) [mailto:Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 11:39 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Chapin Survey
Peggy and Tova:
I know that we had been looking for a state survey of election fraud and intimidation statutes—as you may
have seen, doug chapin recently released a report on this info-attached here. I hope all is well with the
both of you.
Best regards,
Adam

Adam D. Ambrogi
Democratic Professional Staff Member
Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
Russell Senate Office Building, Room 479
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-0279
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 04:40 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Jeannie:
Attached is the email I sent to Tova and Job, and Job's response. (I have not yet heard back from Tova.)
9
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--- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 04:37 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM

cc
Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,

psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
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document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.
Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To psims@eac.gov
10/13/2006 04:11 PM
cc

Subject job and tova

Please forward me the email you sent Tova and Job, as he is calling me and I want to make sure
understand what is being communicated to them. Thank you.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To pdegregorio@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov,
10/11/2006 08:22 AM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject USA Today

See story below that ran in today's USA Today. This reporter requested the info a few weeks ago, and we
had to release it b/c it was distributed at a Standards Bd. meeting, which is considered a public venue.
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Also, the document was not labeled draft.
I anticipate that we may get questions about why we haven't released it. I propose the following response.
Please let me know if you approve. The story follows.
"This was a preliminary report presented to our oversight committees. The EAC is waiting on a final report,
which we will release upon its completion."

Report refutes fraud at poll sites

Updated 10/11/2006 8:05 AM ET
By Richard Wolf, USA TODAY

WASHINGTON — At a time when many states are instituting new requirements for voter registration and
identification, a preliminary report to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission has found little evidence of the
type of polling-place fraud those measures seek to stop.
USA TODAY obtained the report from the commission four months after it was delivered by two consultants
hired to write it. The commission has not distributed it publicly.
NEW LAWS: Thousands of voters shut out

At least 11 states have approved new rules for independent voter-registration drives or requirements that
voters produce specific forms of photo ID at polling places. Several of those laws have been blocked in court,
most recently in Arizona last week. The House of Representatives last month approved a photo-ID law, now
pending in the Senate.
The bipartisan report by two consultants to the election commission casts doubt on the problem those laws
are intended to address. "There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling-place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, 'dead' voters, non-citizen voting
and felon voters," the report says.
The report, prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think tank, and Job
Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney, says most fraud occurs in the absentee ballot process, such as through
coercion or forgery. Wang declined to comment on the report, and Serebrov could not be reached for
comment.
Others who reviewed the report for the election commission differ on its findings. Jon Greenbaum of the
liberal Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law says it was convincing. The committee wrote to the
commission Friday seeking its release.
Conservatives dispute the research and conclusions. Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting
Rights, notes that the Justice Department has sued Missouri for having ineligible voters registered, while dead
people have turned up on the registration rolls in Michigan. "It is just wrong to say that this isn't a problem," he
says.
That's one reason the commission decided not to officially release the report. "There was a division of opinion
here," Chairman Paul DeGregorio says. "We've seen places where fraud does occur."
The consultants found little evidence of that. Barry Weinberg, former deputy chief of the voting section in the
Justice Department's civil rights division, reviewed their work. "Fraud at the polling place is generally difficult
to pull off," he says. "It takes a lot of planning and a lot of coordination."

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW

ati329 .

Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -/ :
^

Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC

^- 10/11/2006 09:54 AM

cc bwhitener@eac.gov, ddavidson@eac.gov,
jthompson@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: USA TodayI

f"

The proposed response sounds okay but the story is out. Other media may want the information. That
the material given USA Today wasn't identified as draft or preliminary findings is now our problem.

I hope we are working post haste to have the report ready to release less we be seen as trying to bury
this. It seems to me that other articles will be written, if not from the document that we sent to USA
Today, then certainly from the USA Today article as the source document.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC

09/22/2006 05:17 PM

Subject Re: Media request - USA Today[a]

My intial reaction is that both reports are currently under review by EAC staff.
I will entertain other thoughts but that is pretty much the what is the situation right now.
Both research projects were desgined to give the EAC issues and recommendations in both of these
areas and are currently being reviewd.
As a matter of fact the report from our consultants on Voter fraud and Intimaation has not been forwarded
by staff to the Commissioers but Peg will need to weigh in on that.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 09/22/2006 05:10 PM
To: Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Thomas Wilkey; Juliet Hodgkins; Gavin
Gilmour
Cc: Jeannie Layson
Subject: Media request - USA Today

00329:

All
Richard Wolf of USA Today called and asked for the following. Jeannie and I ask that you consider this
carefully and let us know ASAP what to provide.
(1) The status report on voter fraud and consultant update that was presented to the advisory boards in
May, 2006.
(2) The status of the required guidance document on provisional voting and voter ID that is referenced in
the following passage in today's Electionline Weekly by Doug Chapin.
In addition to the EAC's considerable election management responsibilities (especially in the area of
voting equipment certification and testing), the agency has key policy issues to resolve in the
immediate to near-term future, including a required guidance document on provisional voting and
voter ID (now nearly two years overdue) and continued regulatory oversight over state implementation
of "motor voter". This latter issue will almost certainly involve questions about the intersection of state
and federal laws on voter registration - questions which divided the Commission when applied to
Arizona, and could divide it again as Republicans and Democrats continue their traditional struggle to
balance access to the franchise with concerns about the potential for fraud at the polls.
Thanks,
Bryan
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:19 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter[=)

I like this. .it needs to go to the 3 C's for review and approval.
We also need to be prepared as to what happens when they receive it.
Thanks for your help.
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

00329`.

10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
CC
jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
Jki;

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 12:36 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants' definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS - final2.doc Working Group Recommendations final.doc

Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final. doe
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 05:29 PM

To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.

00329-

Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject AP voter fraud story posted

Report: Voter fraud may be overstated
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
Oct 11, 4:40 PM EDT
October 11, 2006
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The most common form of voter fraud involves absentee ballots, including forgery
and coercion in getting older or ailing voters to fill them out, according to a preliminary report to the U.S.
Election Assistance Commission.
But the report, delivered in May, suggested that reports of polling place fraud involving "dead" voters and
voting by felons and non-citizens might be overstated. The researchers said there is far more anecdotal
evidence about voter fraud than specific verifiable claims.
"On balance, more researchers find it to be less of a problem than is commonly described in political
debate," the report said.
"Many times people put their own partisan spin on voter fraud and voter intimidation," EAC Chairman Paul
DeGregorio said Wednesday.
DeGregorio said the report was only preliminary and cautioned that more investigation is needed to
understand the amount of voter fraud in this country.
"Many times you see people attempting to commit fraud, but it never gets to the level of being reported,"
said DeGregorio, a former elections official in St. Louis. He noted a case of more than 1,400 suspect voter
registration cards being investigated in St. Louis.
The preliminary report was prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think
tank and Job Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney.
Conservatives have argued the problem of voter fraud is severe in some states, while liberals generally
argue that voters face too many restrictions.
New state laws requiring voters to present identification at polling places have faced legal challenges in
states such as Arizona and Georgia.
"It's absolutely a serious problem," said Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights.
"It's an unfortunate reality, particularly in battleground states."
Those problems include voter fraud and voter intimidation, he said.
The final voter fraud report is expected after the Nov. 7 midterm elections, DeGregorio said.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 10:32 AM

To

cc
Subject today's posting

Dan,
Just wanted to let you know that the USAT article is not about a research report but a "status" report,
which was presented to the Standards Bd. and the Bd. of Advisors at a meeting held in May. During this
meeting, these entities received updates on many EAC activities, and the aforementioned status report
was just one of those updates. And by the way, the meeting was open to the public, and posted on our
website and in the Fed. Register. In the Fed. Register notice you'll see that the agenda included an update
on our research projects.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:26 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com[

A.) The "report" they refer to was a status report written by staff
B.) The full report is currently being reviewed by staff and the report was intended to give
recommendations to the EAC on how and what to do additional studies or guidance on.
C.) the report will be available at some future time after staff has had an opportunity to review and
evaluate it's contents.

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

00329:

(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:14 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
•--- Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com
20 .248.9320
deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to ?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?

I32:`.

FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
h ttp://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 248-9320
artslevine@yahoo.com
Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.
Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
_–
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
09/27/2006 12:36 PM
cc
Subject Re: Last Submission from Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation
ConsultantsE)

No big deal--and no big delay. Don't worry about it.
Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission

jp3 ^^C`

1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/27/2006 12:18 PM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov
cc
Subject Last Submission from Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Consultants

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The last submission from the Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study consultants is dated August 8. At this
time, EAC staff are reviewing all items submitted for the report to the Commission with an eye toward the
best way of presenting the information to the Commissioners for their consideration. There has been
some delay in this staff review process, for which I take full responsibility.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 02:03 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov
Subject response to Wendy Weiser

Attached is a proposed draft. I have to get this resolved ASAP as she is demanding a delivery time from
me. I literally cannot answer my phone. Unfortunately, the Brennan Center can and will make a big stink if
we don't respond. We don't need more accusations about us sitting on research.
The letter would be accompanied by the resolutions passed at the May meetings.

0

And, I need to know who is supposed to sign this letter.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

R

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 01:18 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc klynndyson@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Brennan Center

Please note that Wendy Weiser has asked me to provide a time frame for when I will provide the following
documents. Tom, per our conversation, I can write a letter, but how do we address her request for the
voter ID info? Also, is this something Karen should handle as these are for research docs? I need an
answer soon...

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance the
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser

^^330

Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/13/2006 04:18 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Research Project Descriptions

Jeannie:
Here are the changes I suggested for the Vote Count-Recount and the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research projects. I don't think they will help the current situation much, as the original VF-VI description
already stated that it is preliminary research. As it is preliminary research, we did not expect that it would
provide a total picture of voting fraud and voter intimidation in this country. We just wanted to get some
sense of what is going on, and a better idea of the direction future EAC research on the subject should
take. To ensure that the research would be balanced, we had consultants and project working group
members from opposing sides of the political spectrum.
According to folks intimately familiar with the development of HAVA, disputes over the extent to which
voting fraud and voter intimidation existed caused Congress to add the study of these subjects to EAC's
list of research projects. Given the nature of the subject (most offenders try to hide their activities,
sufficient evidence is hard come by with some types of activity, and prosecution of offenses may not occur
for political or budgetary reasons), it is doubtful that we will ever have completely reliable statistics on
occurrences of voting fraud and voter intimidation, but we may be able to obtain better statistics than
anyone else has. And we should be able to identify where in the voting process most offenses tend to
occur and to explore alternatives for addressing vulnerabilities that leave the process open to corruption.
--- Peggy

In

Rev Descriptions for Web Site Descriptions of Vote Counts- Recounts and Voting Fraud Research 9-6-06.doc

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM
cc

Qu330k)

Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
R.i7
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.

00330

Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas Wilkey
09/26/2006 12:50 PM
cc

Subject Fw: Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Here are the documents I sent you yesterday. Also attached is a copy of the status report on this research
that was provided to the Standards Board and Board of Advisors earlier this year. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF•VI Status Report. doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/26/2006 12:48 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 12:36 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy

IN
Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS • final2.doc Working Group Recommendations final. doc

Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --

Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 12:39 PM

To Margaret
g Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
°^ EAC

cc
Subject Re: Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in UtahD

Many, many thanks for keeping me in the loop on this
(I think)

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123

00330.

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us
know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wanotcf.org
Cc:
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C
referenced within the text. The formatting is still a little weird. Can
you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>

As you may recall, the working group expressed
interest in the risk analysis
method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
voting machines employs

^

> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
>

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:29 AM

cc "Job Serebrov'

wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to

^'33^ 7

have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims @eac.gov

cc ", fob Serebrov'
Subject final report

wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation

41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/20/2006 02:46 PM

04/30/2007 04:16

To

PM ---

Tova Andrea Wang

cc

00.9.1 n8

Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher today, signed it, and gave it to Finance. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
07/17/2006 12:25 PM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject RE: final report[i

wang@tcf.org

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"

wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the appendices
weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to have more
information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be presented in the same
manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this tonight during our
teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy
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> at that organization's
> conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election
> Center have selected
> his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> his professional
> practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
> Perez also has access
> to information from other States through his
> membership in IACREOT and The
> Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> which you will note if you
> access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> Elections web site and
> hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that
> might be useful in the
> upcoming meeting.
> Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the
> county had over 65
> thousand registered voters (a number more than
> doubled the number of
> registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's
> population claims
> Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> Census Bureau. The county
> is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal,
> Hays, Cladwell,
> Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
> the county was
> predominately a farming community; but in recent
> years, many people have
> moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> County, preferring to
> live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 11:30 M
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> What political party is Perez with? How political is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
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> Who
> appointed Perez?
> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
> off Tova's list?
> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Diana Scott

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 10:12 AM

cc
Subject RE: Today's Teleconference

This seems OK, I guess its a less detailed version of what I sent you. I hope you will advise us as to what
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we are supposed to talk about/go over since we have provided the group with everything we've done
ahead of time. I also hope that you will have an answer for me on Wade. It utterly essential that we have
a leader from the civil rights community at the table.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 9:07 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;'
Subject: Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have
attached a draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation

> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov^^
05/11/2006 02:12 PM
cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

It might be an Apple issue
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
To:
Cc: Wang@tc .
Subject: Literature Summary
Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 12:04 PM
cc
Subject Re: Good News

Peggy:
Rogers contact information is below on my last
message. My
---which they now
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suspect as the cause of the sudden. problems. If
- , the working group session could get
it is a
complicated.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Hope your A

_

's surgery goes well.

> I have the Chairman's OK to follow your
> recommendation and replace
> Norcross with Rogers. Do you have contact
> information for Rogers? --> Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/04/2006 11:17 A
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Good News

> I will have a better idea about my
> today after surgery.
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

$1's

condition

See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens
patrogers@modrall.com

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Job:
> Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going
to
> talk with the Chairman
> today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> you have contact
> information for Rogers? --- Peggy

00331.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - thank you. I will be there.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.govj
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 9:16 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

The non-election officials on the Working Group currently include:
• Barry Weinberg, whom you know
•
Barbara Arnwine, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (organization associated with
the Voting Rights Project and Election Protection)
• Bob Bauer, Perkins Coie, DC (Democrat attorney)
•
Mark "Thor" Hearne, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO (Republican attorney)
I am trying to recruit one other Republican attorney, Patrick Rogers, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and
Sisk, NM, who was recommended by our Republican consultant. He would replace an original member
who is no longer available.
I know that Barbara has associated at conferences and in legislative efforts with Wade Henderson,
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. Also, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights is listed as on of
many members of the Executive Committee for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (see
http://www.civilrights.org/about/Iccr/executive_commitee.html).
Does this information help? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 06:08 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

00331%:

Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
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Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
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To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
^ ,c11t^
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —
•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/09/2006 11:34 AM
•♦

cc
Subject Re: May 18 Meeting[]

No, but I have left a message for her assistant and I am waiting for her to return my call. I will let you know
as soon as I hear anything.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Jo

rebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 10:22 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel[

Peggy,
I will send these names to Adventure Travel (AT) authorizing AT to place the airfare and hotel charges on
our credit card. That is all I do on my end. BUT Devon has to follow up to make all the arrangements with
Marvin Brokaw at AT and whatever else is required as far as support servs. for the meeting is concerned.
I assume this is a separate meeting from the 2 Karen & Brian are having?

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must

take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my
--today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my ^.0 by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

>
> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 01:41 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 10:1T—AM
To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Hi, Folks:
>
> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at

0033:

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>> >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
>> >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
> > a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
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=== message truncated ===

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job S

"
To psims@eac.gov

05/05/2006 10:17 AM

cc
Subject WG Meeting

Peggy:
At this point and unless my uncle-before May 18,
the only way I will go to DC is to drive my car. I
will need it in case my
dies while I am there.
You will need to get approval for the use of my car
and the two days it will take me to get there and two
days back.

AM

Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----"Job Serebrov
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

The Commissioners made this an equal bi-partisan
issue. I am seen as representing the Republican Party.
I now have a responsibility to assure that this ends
up bi-partisan. I have been placed in a position of
dual obligations---both to the contract and to the
Party. I in fact see myself as carrying out what the
Commission wanted to the letter---equal bi-partisan
representation.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Your response suggests that you do not care what the
> Commissioners may
> think about the effort. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 04:35 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov

> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me
not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact,
one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.

> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> > got to pick three
> > members of the Working Group. The Commission
> > guidance regarding this
> > particular member follows:

>>
> > 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> > sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> > Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.

>>
> > This issue of allowing a designee relates to
> Tova's
> > pick.

>>
> > As I understand it, we are working on a
> replacement
> > for Norcross. If
> > Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> > includes public
> > integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> > not try and stir up
> > other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> > The effort is likely
> > to come back and bite you.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

nt)^

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I really don't care if he represents the
> > organization
> > or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> > because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> > going
> > to invite him without first having a replacement
> for
> > my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> > discuss
> > all of this.
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>>
> > > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > > her. He works for her
> > > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov"
> > > 05/11/2006 03:3 PM
> > >
> > > To
> > > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > > Subject
> > > Re: new working group representative
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I
> realize
> > he
> > > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a
> minority
> > > attorney and we already have a rep who worked
> with
> > > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather
> not
> > > fill
> > > that position since I am one down.
> > >
> > > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > >
> > > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >>
> > > > Here' s his info in full:

>>>>

^^7C

>>>
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > >
>>>>1
>>>>
> > > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights
> Project
> > > for
> > > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> > Barbara
> > > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > > >
> > > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > > >
> > > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > > 202-662-8315
> > > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > > Suite 400
> > > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > > Democracy Fellow
> > > > The Century Foundation
> > > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > > >
> > > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > > Click here to receive our
> > > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>>
>>>>
> >> >

> >>
> > >
> >>
>>
>>
>>
>>

1)1)3331

Dan,
Just wanted to let you know that the USAT article is not about a research report but a "status" report,
which was presented to the Standards Bd. and the Bd. of Advisors at a meeting held in May. During this
meeting, these entities received updates on many EAC activities, and the aforementioned status report
was just one of those updates. And by the way, the meeting was open to the public, and posted on our
website and in the Fed. Register. In the Fed. Register notice you'll see that .the agenda included an update
on our research projects.
e
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:26 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.comf

A.) The "report" they refer to was a status report written by staff
B.) The full report is currently being reviewed by staff and the report was intended to give
recommendations to the EAC on how and what to do additional studies or guidance on.
C.) the report will be available at some future time after staff has had an opportunity to review and
evaluate it's contents.

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

000^5`

(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey a@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:14 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
— Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:09 PM

Art Levine
Salon.com
2027 .x320
deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contented=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008
202 248-9320

Also,

w

Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.
Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.
###
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM

Paul DeGregorio /EAC /GOV
09/27/2006 12:36 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Last Submission from Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Consultants)

No big deal--and no big delay. Don't worry about it.
Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission

—'

003`3o:

1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/27/2006 12:18 PM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov
cc

e

Subject. Last Submission from Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Consultants

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The last submission from the Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study consultants is dated August 8. At this
time, EAC staff are reviewing all items submitted for the report to the Commission with an eye toward the
best way of presenting the information to the Commissioners for their consideration. There has been
some delay in this staff review process, for which I take full responsibility.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To twilkey@eac.gov
10/12/2006 02:03 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov
Subject response to Wendy Weiser

Attached is a proposed draft. I have to get this resolved ASAP as she is demanding a delivery time from
me. I literally cannot answer my phone. Unfortunately, the Brennan Center can and will make a big stink if
we don't respond. We don't need more accusations about us sitting on research.
The letter would be accompanied by the resolutions passed at the May meetings.

^^'

And, I need to know who is supposed to sign this letter.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 01:18 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc •klynndyson@eac.gov, jthompssn@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Brennan Center

Please note that Wendy Weiser has asked me to provide a time frame for when I will provide the following
documents. Tom, per our conversation, I can write a letter, but how do we address her request for the
voter ID info? Also, is this something Karen should handle as these are for research docs? I need an
answer soon...

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance the
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser

00351 r

Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
wendy.weiser@nyu.edu
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 11.00
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
.
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM =
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV@EAC
10/13/2006 04:18 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Research Project Descriptions

Jeannie:
Here are the changes I suggested for the Vote Count-Recount and the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research projects. I don't think they will help the current situation much, as the original VF-VI description
already stated that it is preliminary research. As it is preliminary research, we did not expect that it would
provide a total picture of voting fraud and voter intimidation in this country. We just wanted to get some
sense of what is going on, and a better idea of the direction future EAC research on the subject should
take. To ensure that the research would be balanced, we had consultants and project working group
members from opposing sides of the political spectrum.
According to folks intimately familiar with the development of HAVA, disputes over the extent to which
voting fraud and voter intimidation existed caused Congress to add the study of these subjects to EAC's
list of research projects. Given the nature of the subject (most offenders try to hide their activities,
sufficient evidence is hard come by with some types of activity, and prosecution of offenses may not occur
for political or budgetary reasons), it is doubtful that we will ever have completely reliable statistics on
occurrences of voting fraud and voter intimidation, but we may be able to obtain better statistics than
anyone else has. And we should be able to identify where in the voting process most offenses tend to
occur and to explore alternatives for addressing vulnerabilities that leave the process open to corruption.
--- Peggy

Rev Descriptions for Web Site Descriptions of Vote Counts- Recounts and Voting Fraud Research 9.6-06.doc

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
10/13
M
cc

UU356'-

Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
^

e

Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.

00356

Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas Wilkey
09/26/2006 12:50 PMcc

Subject Fw: Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Here are the documents I sent you yesterday. Also attached is a copy of the status report on this research
that was provided to the Standards Board and Board of Advisors earlier this year. --- Peggy

R

EAC Boards VF•VI Status Report. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/26/2006 12:48 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
09/25/2006 12:36 PM
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants' definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS • final2.doc Working Group Recommendations final.doc
q
Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final. doe
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
09/25/2006 12:39 PM

_

0 03 1 6

cc
Subject Re: Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah[

Many, many thanks for keeping me in the loop on this
(I think)

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123

003564

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/26/2007 05:24 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Project

A new email you may want to add to the collection.

Is

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/26/2007 05:22 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/26/2007 05:14 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: tovaJ

Do we know who received her letter? I haven't seen it. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
04/26/2007 04:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
cc
Subject tova

See her press release (third item).
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

0035'

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
03/09/2007 02:47 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/ E AC /G OV @ EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Response Requested - Fw: info request re: House
Appropriations subcommittee hearing

All,
Please see Dan Seligson's questions and request. Exactly what are we going to provide to the House
. subcommittee and when? Once they receive it, can the subcommittee or its members then release it to
anyone they choose? Do we plan to release it to everyone once we've provided it to the subcommittee?

----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 03/09/2007 02:29 PM --"Dan

03/09/2007 02:26 PM

Sell
To "Bryan Whitener" <bwhitener@eac.gov>
cc
Subject info request re: House Appropriations subcommittee hearing

Bryan As I mentioned on the phone, I am seeking information as a follow up to the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial Services. At the hearing, Rep. Maurice Hinchey,
D-N.Y., requested that the EAC submit the original version of a report written by Tova Wang
and Job Serebrov. Chairwoman Davidson said she would provide the original report (I believe)
within three days. Is that still the case? Will the subcommittee have the original report, as
submitted by the consultants, on Monday? And if so, may we have a copy as well?
Thanks,
Dan
Daniel Seligson
editor
electionline.org
1025 F St. NW Suite 900
Washington, DC 20004
202-552-2039

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
03/13/2007 02:31 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

UO356C

www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM
E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
—Juliet
To
/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Karen
Lynn-Dyson
04/02/2007 11:29 AM
Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC, Swolson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re:[

The info that is on the website should be . everything that you and she need. If you have trouble locating
that info, Jeannie can probably direct you to where you can find it.

S
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Karen Lynn-Dyson
----- Original Message ----From: Karen Lynn-Dyson
Sent: 04/02/2007 11:02 AM EDT
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Juliet Hodgkins;

PegThis week Heather Moss, a research intern will be starting with us. Heather is presently in law school and
worked for DOJ in the Voting Rights Division for four years. Heather's primary responsibility (for the next
month or so) will be helping us develop the follow- on research project for the Election Crimes study.
Also as an FYI- Commissioner Hunter and her Special Assistant, Stephanie Wolson have expressed an
interest in working closely with staff on this project.
I would like to schedule a call/meeting for later on this week so that everyone can be brought up to
speed on this work.
In preparation for this meeting I would like to give Heather the project materials which Job and Tova
worked on and any relevant material you may have.
Could you direct me to these files so that Heather may begin her work on this project? Could you also
let me know dates and times this week that might work for you?
Thanks
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV
To JeannieLayson /EAC/GOV@EAC

c
On
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04/03/2007 06:22 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Please review my responsesI

Julie has already raised the point that most concerned me: I don't think it is accurate to say the
consultant's recommendations were their findings. The recommendations were a combination of
consultant recommendations and working group recommendations for future EAC action. We did not ask
the consultants to provide "findings" because this research was never supposed to be the definitive study
on the subject. Instead, it was supposed to be an initial effort to see what relevant information is
available, to define voting fraud and voter intimidation, and to make recommendations to EAC regarding
how to pursue the subject (next steps). ---Peggy.
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

s
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Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/03/2007 05:33 PM

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Please review my responses

This are questions from a "freelance" reporter who is very hot about the "Tova Wang report." Please let
me know if my answers are accurate, and I welcome any suggestions you may have. I need to get your
input by COB tomorrow. I am also looking for more clarification on what didn't make it into the fraud report.
She is asking if we included all of their "findings" and their "research."
Thanks.

1) You said that the Wang/Serebrov report has not been released because it was
predecisional. Was the Moritz/Eagleton report released because it was not
predecisional? The Moritz/Eagleton report was a predecisional document. The
commissioners took an action not to adopt a final report based upon the
Moritz/Eagleton report, but to release all the predecisional information (the
draft report).
2) I understood you to say that the December
Wang/Serebrov recommendations but not all of
that correct? The report does include all of
their findings, and all of the research they

EAC report includes all of the
the Wang/Serebrov findings. Is
their recommendations, which were
conducted.

3) I understood you to say that EAC staff added results of their own research
to the December EAC report. Is that correct? What I said was EAC staff
reviewed the report for accuracy, for grammar and added language that
reflected the commission's decision to adopt the final version based upon the
initial research provided by the consultants.
4) If I'm correct on questions 2 and 3, would it be accurate to say that

00356`

readers of the December report cannot tell how much of that report does and
does not reflect the original Wang/Serebrov findings? The consultants'
recommendations are their findings. All of the recommendations are included in,
the final report, so readers can make the determination regarding the
recommendations.
5) I called earlier today requesting the Wang/Serebrov report, and you sent me
the December EAC report. I am concerned that if I had not already been
researching this closely, I would have thought that you'd sent me the
Wang/Serebrov report and would have reported incorrectly that you had. Does
the EAC have any comment on this manner of reponding to press inquiries? (I
contacted you to request the report after I read in the Statesman Journal of
Salem, Oregon, an article by Marie Cocco that says: "The bipartisan commission
didn't widely release the consultants' review, but makes it available on
request." Did the EAC indeed give Ms. Cocco a copy of the "consultants'
review"? Or has she misunderstood you in the way I'm concerned about?)I sent
you a link to the "EAC report" because it is what was adopted by the
commission basec£^upon the research conducted by the consultaxs. The final
report clearly, states how it was compiled and includes bios for both of.the
consultants. Regarding Ms. Cocco, I` explained the entire process to her. I
provided the staff update on the project which was presented at a public
meeting in May 2006 and the final report, which is posted on the EAC website.
Regarding "this manner of responding to press inquiries," I have forwarded
your comments to my supervisor so he can review my performance regarding the
handling of your inquiry.
6) I understood you to say that the EAC did not release the Wang/Serebrov
report in its original form because the EAC has to do due diligence and its
staff is small. Do I understand you correctly? As a small agency of 23
employees, including the four commissioners, it is necessary for the agency to
contract with consultants to gather the initial data for research projects.
After EAC receives the initial data, the agency reviews the data for accuracy.
What form of due diligence does the EAC's staff routinely conduct on research
that is contracted out to experts before that research is released? You
mentioned "vetting" the research. What does that vetting entail? It depends on
the project. For instance, if it is information directly related to a mandate
within the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), staff will make sure that the
information is consistent with the law. In addition, we often ask for input
from our Standards Board and Board of Advisors, which combined consist of more
than 147 members. If we are using research that will eventually become
guidance, we are required by HAVA to seek the input of these boards. Go here
for more information about these boards and its members. If the board members
have feedback, then we must make the determination whether to incorporate it,
and, if so, how to incorporate their changes. If the research is focused on
election laws throughout the country, we make sure the laws are cited
correctly and that state legislatures haven't changed or amended these laws
since the research was conducted. (As you probably know, there have been many
new election laws introduced at the state level since 2004.) Throughtout the
process, we review for grammar as well as make sure the document flows and is
arranged logically -- the basic tenets of editing.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone; 202 -566-3100
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 05:08 PM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcriptE

Most of the working files for this project are in a red folder sitting on my window sill; but I have some
individual files in manila folders for Job and Tova propped upright on my desk next to the computer. Isn't
this something that can wait until Monday? --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC /GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 04:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GQV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcript[)

Where are your working files maintained?
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 04/13/2007 04:27 PM EDT
To: Edgardo Cortes
Subject: Re: Working group meeting transcript
I don't maintain "official" contract files, just working copies (and I am missing a copy of one of Tova's
contracts). The official files should be with the other official EAC contract files. There were 4 personal
services contracts between Tova and Job. --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 02:06 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcript(

Peggy,
They are also requesting copies of the signed contracts. Where are your official contract files for that
contract? Let me know where they are and I will pull them to give Gavin the copies so he can review for
releasability. Thanks!
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 01:04 PM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcriptI

There is only one transcript. In addition to the electronic copy, I have a hard copy in the file. Job
Serebrov submitted one correction related to the information reported on his background, not the study.
Otherwise, the transcript has NOT been reviewed for accuracy and we have not released copies to
anyone but our consultants. --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 12:25 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Subject Working group meeting transcript

Peggy,
Is the transcript contained in T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER
INTIMIDATION\Working Group the only transcript that exists for that working group? Did you ever review
it for accuracy? Has it been released to anyone previously? We've had a request from Todd Rokita's
office for a copy and I want to be sure we are sending the correct file. Please let us know as soon as
possible. Thanks!
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM --

believe you can find it at the following link:
[attachment "20070411voters_draft _report.url" deleted by Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
I will need to get back with you regarding the Contract Employees scope of
work.

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCJMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT-OF
THE SENDER.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 01:27 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Vote fraud report[

As far as I know, you are absolutely correct! Julie did the bulk of the rewrite and used my analyses of the
preliminary info submitted by our contractors. I know that I had no contact with the administration
regarding this study. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 01:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC,
jthompson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Vote fraud report

The St. Louis Post Dispatch wrote an editorial that said the administration edited our report. I am almost
absolutely sure that is not true, but I wanted to confirm that with you before I request a correction. Thanks.
Jeannie Layson

U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 03:18 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Need emailsL
is

Julie:
The attached appears to be the Job Serebrov email, a portion of which was quoted in the NY Times. He
was responding to my email advising him that recent press reports were referring to the status report on
the vote fraud-voter intimidation project, and that we had not released the final report. (A copy of my email
is attached.) There are no follow-up emails on this topic. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2007 03:07 PM
"Job Serebrov"
Tosims
g@tcf.org
@
eac.
g
ov, wang@tcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM

cc
Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
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was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.
Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 02:58 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Need emails

Peggy,
Can you pull out the emails between you and Job that were quoted in the NYT? I need anything that has
to do with the subject that was referred to in the quoted email as well as any follow up to that email. We
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need it to be able to respond to the letter from Sen. Feinstein, and I figured you could identify those easier
than me searching through the reams of paper in Jeannie's office.
Juliet T. Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV@EAC
04/18/2007 05:40 PM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Need your help ASAP[

Jeannie:
I did not receive your request in time to type responses on my blackberry by 2 PM, given the information
needed. Here are the answers to your questions:
1. Why did we only contact DOJ officials regarding the accuracy of their interviews?
As far as I know, we didn't. contact DOJ officials about this except in response to concerns they had
previously expressed to us. Also, I don't believe we ever allowed DOJ to edit the summaries. (I certainly
didn't.) I believe the consultants and I discussed the idea of having all the interviewees review their
respective interview summaries, but the consultants objected to the idea and there were concerns that the
all of the money remaining available was needed to complete the final report.
Craig Donsanto, Election Crimes Branch, saw the summary of his interview among the documents
provided to the Working Group (prior to the meeting of that group), and pointed out an important factual
error. The summary, as originally written, portrayed DOJ as switching from the prosecution of
conspiracies to the prosecution of individuals. I was present at this interview and this was not what Craig
had said, nor is it supported by the information available on the election crimes pursued by that branch.
DOJ continues to pursue conspiracies and, in addition, has begun to pursue individuals (specifically,
double voting, felon voting and alien voting) in an effort to deter others from election crime.
To my knowledge, John Tanner, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, had not seen the consultants' full
summary of his interview; but he expressed concern to Tova Wang and EAC about the consultants'
characterization of the interviews with Donsanto and him that had been included in the May 2006 status
report. This report was provided to the members of the EAC Standards and Advisory Boards. Per HAVA
requirements, the Voting Section is represented on the Advisory Board. Tanner pointed to the following
errors:
• First, the consultants stated that DOJ was not pursuing voter suppression cases. Tanner responded
that "[t]he Department has brought two 11(b) cases, one of the two in this Administration. The focus of
DOJ activity has shifted, in fact, to voter suppression as there are fewer cases over voter dilution
(challenges to at-large election systems, etc.) being brought by anyone as the number of jurisdictions
with at-large election systems has shrunk dramatically.This Administration has, in fact, brought far
more voter-suppression cases ... than ever in the past, including a majority of all cases under
Sections 203 and 208 of the Act, and such key recent Section 2 cases as US v. City of Boston and US

v. Long County, Georgia."
• Second, the consultants implied that DOJ is not pursuing instances of unequal implementation of ID
rules. Tanner's response was that "[c]hallenges based on race and unequal implementation of ID
rules are indeed actionable and we have brought lawsuits, such as in Boston and Long County; we
have not identified instances of such discrimination in which we have not taken action."
Tanner also pointed to the consultants' refusal during the interview to define what they meant by "voter
intimidation", which Tanner suspected did not jibe with the meaning of the term in federal prosecutions
and probably contributed to misunderstandings. (Federal voter intimidation prosecutions require the
threat of economic or physical harm.)
By the way, both of these officials are career attorneys, not political appointees. They have years of
service at DOJ, working under a number of different administrations.
2. Exactly what did we change and why?

In the case of the Donsanto interview summary, I spoke with our consultants and asked them to makeihe
correction. At first, they both refused. Later, they revised, the summary to be a little less blatant, but the..
implication that there had been a complete change in approach remained. We revised the summary to
clearly indicate that prosecution of conspiracies continues. The revised paragraph is on page 4 of the
published summary. We also added an intro paragraph similar to other interview summaries submitted by
the consultants to summarize the enforcement authority of the Election Crimes Branch and to distinguish it
from the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division.
In the case of the actual John Tanner interview summary, we added an intro paragraph similar to other
interview summaries submitted by the consultants to summarize the enforcement authority of the Voting
Section and to distinguish it from the Election Crimes Branch. We also moved the consultants' note about
the refusal to share certain internal working papers to the end of the summary because it seemed to
distract from the main interview points if left as an introduction.
Making the distinction between the Election Crimes Branch and the Voting Section is important. The
Voting Section brings cases involving "systemic" discrimination because federal voting statutes focus on
discriminatory action by local governments. It is criminal statutes that involve malfeasance by individuals
and that are enforced by the Election Crimes Branch through Us Attorneys' offices. The difference is key
to understanding federal election law enforcement.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/18/2007 12:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Need your help ASAP

Peg,
If possible, I need answers for these questions in reference to the vote fraud/voter intimidation project by 2
p.m. today for an inquiry for Congressional Quarterly:
1. Why did we only contact DOJ officials regarding the accuracy of their interviews?
2. Exactly what did we change and why?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV@EAC
04/19/2007 08:53 AM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lyn n-Dyson /EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Correction to Cost of Vote Fraud Contracts

FYI - I noticed that some newsclips are saying we spent $100,000 on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
project. Each of the consultants had two contracts totaling almost $75,000 (not including funds set aside
for related travel), so the total between them would have been closer to $150,000. If anyone needs to
know the added travel costs, Wang spent about $4,500 and Serebrov $1,200 over the course of the 2
contracts.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/24/2007 03:57 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Voter Fraud Project Emails

Here are most of he emails from my active email files. A few did not hold the check mark, so I will send
them separately. I'm trying to work out the best way to hand off copies of the emails from my archived
files.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 . New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)

Is

Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

08/21/2006 12:16 PM

cc
Subject call

Hi Peg, I left you a voice message last week -- you might have been at NCSL. Anyway, would you give
me a call when you have a moment? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang, Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20037
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM ----Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 06:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 07:11 PM

cc
Subject Re: Job and TovaI

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/03/2006 07:14 PM
cc
Subject Re: Job and Tova[l
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I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
• Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded

by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/03/2006 07:41 PM
cc
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Subject Re: Job and TovaI

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
.Subject: Re: Job and Tova

S.
I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
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Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 11:07 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6.06. doe EAC Lit Review Notes 11-5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

Subject Re: Job and TovaI

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E.. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject. : Re: Job and Tova

^.

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 1,1:50 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[]

sorry, about that. Here's the outline...

I. BACKGROUND/INTRODUCTION
A. WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FRAUD
B. PURPOSE OF THE EAC STUDY
C. METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
II. DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
A. VOTER FRAUD IS TOO LIMITED
B. COLLOQUIAL DEFINITION IS TOO BROAD
C. ELECTION CRIMES
D. WHAT IS NOT AN ELECTION CRIME FOR PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY
III. RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
A. ACCEPTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. SURVEY LAW ENFORCEMENT, INVESTIGATORY AGENCIES, AND
PROSECUTORS
ii. REVIEW AMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINTS FILED WITH STATES
iii. REVIEW DOJ/USA ACTIONS
B. REJECTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. REASONS WHY REJECTED
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Reviewf

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Sinmaries. Hope these help. Let'me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6.06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11.5-06.doc
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

Subject Re: Job and Tova(

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\ReseareM Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I. would do it. The researchers did. not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

cc

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:21 PM
cc

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review

Is this an outline of an EAC staff report to accompany the consultants' report, or has there been a decision
not to publish the consultants' report at all? (Just curious, as I have been a little out of the loop.) --- Peg
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM —
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 12:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Reviewn

The consultant's report is a draft of an EAC report We will take the consultant's report and finalize it into
OUR report.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:21 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewD

Is this an outline of an EAC staff report to accompany the consultants' report, or has there been a decision
not to publish the consultants' report at all? (Just curious, as I have been a little out of the loop.) --- Peg
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM —
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 05:18 PM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review.

Peggy,
I wanted to let you know that I had a chance to review your summaries today. I think that these are some
excellent conclusions that we can definitely use in our report. Thank you for doing such a detailed and
thorough job. If tomorrow goes quietly, hopefully I will have some time to write.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
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General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/06/2006 11:07 AM

cc

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewII

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing, the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11.5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

cc

Subject Re: Job and TovaI

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
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Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet. Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

cc

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM —
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/06/2006 06:36 PM

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewI

Julie:
Happy to help, especially as I have to assume the blame for the report turned in by the consultants. I think
you were aware that I was disappointed that it was not a more professional product. As I was not clear
what the Commission's position is on editing such reports after receipt of the final, and as the consultants
insisted that their work not be changed, I felt a bit stymied. Let me know what else I can do.
In the meantiri , I'm revisiting some drafts received on. the Vote Count-Recount best practices to see if
can encourage. more improvements before submission of the final. We're still waiting for the state-by-state
summary of practices, originally delayed by the subcontractor's nonperformance, which could affect goes
into the best practices. I think some of the emphasis I see in the drafts on post election audits and proper
recordkeeping will help respond to some of the issues raised in the literature review for the voting
fraud-voter intimidation study.
--- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 05:18 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewI

Peggy,
I wanted to let you know that I had a chance to review your summaries today. I think that these are some
excellent conclusions that we can definitely use in our report. Thank you for doing such a detailed and
thorough job. If tomorrow goes quietly, hopefully I will have some time to write.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 11:07 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[
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Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

L
EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11-5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

cc

Subject Re: Job and TovaI

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
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To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ----Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 07:05 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: please investigate

HiIs this the kind of thing I should be passing on to you or Gavin?

00^^9
r

Thanks
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202- 566-3123
--- Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 11/07/2006 07:03 AM —
11/06/2006 07:47 PM

To
cc

HAVAinfo@eac.gov,_^^

Subject please investigate

Please investigate this incident or pass it on to the proper authority.
This morning, I received a recorded message saying that my polling place was
"St. Francis" something or other. Later in the day, I wondered why I was
informed of this change via a phone number with an out of state area code. I
just
check the Mahoning County Board of Elections site and the polling location is
still listed as "Frank Ohl School" which is where I've voted since moving
here.
Since I received another call about the same time, I'll give you information
on both numbers.
For the first call (which I believe is the culprit) the information on my
". They claimed they were from
caller ID was "Unknown Name
American
for Reform Now or something like that. When I dialed that number, I received
this message: "Mailbox for Rob Olsen is full." While writing this email, I
just
received another call from this number. Now the recorded message was from Ohio
for Fair Minimum Wage.
For the other call (from this morning) the information on my caller ID was
"Amer Voice Retr 206-706-2650". When I dialed that number I got a recording
which identified them as "People for Washington State Democrats.., authorized
by
Kl 2006."
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 09:33 AM
cc

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:45 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study ]

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\lnterview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC /GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:33 AM

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC /GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 09:47 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[

that would be great. I am also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the

consultants.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:45 AM

Subject Re: VF and VI study]
is

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:33 AM

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 11:29 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[I

OK, I will get started on the interview summaries today.
DOJ (Donsanto and Tanner) raised objections to the consultants' description of their interviews, wh}tli 3

5

(3

state that DOJ officials agreed they were bringing fewer intimidation and suppression cases. An advocacy_
group is going after DOJ, accusing the agency of doing just that for political reasons, so this is something
DOJ wants corrected.
Apart from the consultants pre-existing bias that "the feds aren't doing enough", a big part of the problem
appears to have been a misunderstanding over terminology. When our consultants used the term
"intimidation", they included all sorts of suppression activities. When Craig Donsanto used the tern
"intimidation', he was using the definition under federal criminal vote fraud statutes, which requires the
action be accompanied by threat of physical or economic harm. (He told me he has had only one such
case in 30 tears.) His office is actively pursuing voter suppression activities under statutes other than
federal voter intimidation laws (e.g.; the recent case in NH where a campaign operative conspired to block
election day GOTV telephone lines of the opposing party). A copy of Tanner's comments on the interview
summary in the status report for the Standards and Advisory Boards meetings is attached.
I had many long discussions with Tova and Job about this. I was able to get them to soften their
description (see 4th bullet on page 7 of the draft report), but not entirely to my satisfaction. Also, at the
Working Group meeting, it was agreed that theiconsultants would add a note to .their definition to clarify
that the working definition for purposes of the research includes activities that do not meet the federal
definition of voter intimidation. The resulting note on page 5 of the draft report is too vague.
DOJ has not seen everything the consultants put in the draft final report, so they may have additional
concerns. For example, the consultants' recommendations include the following:
Attend the Department of Justice's Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. The consultants
also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to include attendance at the next
Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According to the Department, DEOs are required to
attend annual training conferences centered on combating election fraud and voting rights abuses.
These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public
Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations by civil rights officials and senior
prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. According to the
Department, DEOs are required to attend annual training conferences centered on combating election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations by civil
rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices.
Footnote:
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
How DEOs are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their resources on; How they are instructed
to respond to various types of complaints; How information about previous elections and voting issues
is presented; and, How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
DOJ has stated that this is an internal meeting, involving only DOJ officials, US Attorneys and FBI. EAC
researchers cannot be admitted without opening the meeting to other outsiders. DOJ does not want to do
this, probably for two reasons: (1) confidential information on current enforcement cases may be
discussed; and (2) making enforcement strategies public could give unscrupulous individuals a virtual
"how to" manual for circumventing such strategies when committing election crimes.
We may also have a hard time gaining access to the DOE reports and the Voting Section records of
complaints, as they probably aren't considered public documents.
--- Peggy
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/07/2006 09:47 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[ j

that would be great.. I am also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the
consultants.
e:
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:45 AM

Subject Re: VF and VI studyI

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:33 AM

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

00359':

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ----Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/09/2006 11:41 AM
cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 12:04 PM
cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming ?I

Almost finished sorting through the interview summaries. I don't find them as helpful as the literature
summaries, but hope to have something to you by the end of the day. (I was at the clinic yesterday, and
could only work a half day.) --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 11:41 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/09/2006 12:08 PM
cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

Thanks. Currently, on the phone with Job. Ugh!!!!
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins.
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 110
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 12:04 PM

e

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming ?I

Almost finished sorting through the interview summaries. I don't find them as helpful as the literature
summaries, but hope to have something to you by the end of the day. (I was at the clinic yesterday, and
could only work a half day.) --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 11:41 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/12/2006 08:45 PM
cc
Subject VF-Vl Interviews

Sorry this is later than expected. I was missing the notes of one interview and had several computer
crashes when I tried to retrieve archived email to determine if I had failed to file it after one of the
consultants sent it. I finally gave up looking for it in favor of summarizing what I had.
Attached is a summary of points raised in the interviews. I found it more difficult to extract lessons learned
from the interview notes, so I used a summary format. (The interview notes make it appearhat the focus
of the interviews differed from one person to another, perhaps because, consultants were seeking different
information from interviewees). I've also attached a list of interviewees with pertinent interview notes.
(Some of the interview notes dealt with irregularities other than voting fraud and voter intimidation.) --Peggy

EAC-Summary of Info from Interviews 11-06.doc EAC-Experts Interviewed Notes 11-06.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/13/2006 10:27 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject VF-VI Another DOJ Objection

Julie:
I just remembered that there was one other DOJ objection. It was about the way the consultants
described the Election Crimes Branch focus on cases. In the interview with Donsanto (the only interview
attended), he made reference to the fact that the Election Crimes Branch used to only go after
conspiracies, not individuals. Now, however, they had begun prosecuting individuals for noncitizen and
felon voting. The consultants heard an unexpressed "instead", which would mean that DOJ had dropped
pursuing conspiracies in favor of going after individuals. Based on my previous experience, I heard and
unexpressed "in addition", meaning that DOJ was not just prosecuting conspiracies, the department also
had begun to prosecute individuals.
I had lengthy discussions with the consultants over this issue as well. Donsanto confirmed that he meant
"in addition", and the lists of cases he provided indicates that the department continues to pursue
conspiracies. (It doesn't make sense any other way, unless you believe that the government is out to get
the little guy.) --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/15/2006 09:58 AM
cc
Subject Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation
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Peggy,
I have attached a rough draft of the report that I think that we should propose to the Commissioners. I was
hoping that you could give it a read and give me your comments by Friday morning, as I have to deliver a
draft to the Commissioners on Friday. I also have a couple of questions. You will notice that I have noted
that several items will be attached as appendixes. First question: Should we attach these things?
Second question: In cases where you have provided summaries of the summaries, should we attach
yours or theirs?

EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY.doc
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM —
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/15/2006 12:23 PM
cc

e

Subject Thor Hearn

Do you have contact information for this guy?

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 01:52 PM
cc
Subject Re: Thor Hearn
R)

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member

0^3^0

Lathrop & Gage, LC
The Equitable Building
10 South Broadway, Suite 1300
St. Louis, MO 63102-1708
Phone: 314-613-2522; (or Assistant, Bethany at 314- 613-2510)
Fax: 314-613-2550
Email: mhearne(a^lathro pg ag e.com; (or Assistant, Bethany at bschuler@lathropgage.com)
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

1 111 5/2006 12:23 PM

cc
Subject Thor Hearn

Do you have contact information for this guy?

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:02 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation

Got it, and will get back to you by Friday AM. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:10 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation[

Thanks.
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:02 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation

Got it, and will get back to you by Friday AM. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/17/2006 09:28 AM
cc
Subject Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

Julie:
I really like the tone, focus, and organization of the paper. I also liked the way you interspersed the lists of
Working Group members, interviewees, and reports reviewed with the text (drawing the reader's attention
to the info, cutting down on the # of appendices, and giving the eye a break from regular text). Attached is
your document with my comments, questions, and suggested changes. I did not do much to it.
Regarding your questions about the appendices:
I really did not prepare my summaries with an eye toward publication, but the consultants' summaries
probably include incendiary info (particularly re DOJ interviews). As for the case law, we have multiple,
voluminous charts, but no list. We can create a list from the charts, but that will take time. The
Commissioners may want to see the consultants' or my summaries and the case law charts, but do we
need to publish them?
Do we need to put short bios for Tova and Job in an appendix? --- Peggy

ft

EAC VF-VI Report- rev 11.17-06.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report[
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Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
WashingtonC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:54 PM
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report[

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report)

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

00360 .

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/17/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation ReportI

Thanks so much for all of your help. Have a very Happy Thanksgiving.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
- -Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/17/2006 02:54 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc

11/26/2006 09:39 PM

Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation ReportE

Julie:
I reviewed our materials and refreshed my memory. The DOJ issues appear to be the only potential
pitfalls in the consultants' interview summaries. The only other issue that arose during the course of the
work was Secretary Rokita's objection to EAC doing the research. I think you have taken care of that in
your paper. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV

S

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/17/2006 04:05 PM

Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report(l

Thanks so much for all of your help. Have a very Happy Thanksgiving.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/17/2006 02:54 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/200609:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation ReportI

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
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DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/27/2006 10:58 AM
cc
q9

Subject Re: My Thoughts –PRIVILEGED COMMU.NICATIbN

Peggy,
Just to clarify... you only attended (by teleconference or otherwise) one of the interviews? I thought it was
more than that?
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:48 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: My Thoughts —PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[ j

Gavin:
This looks good to me. I just have a few questions/clarifications, both involving the second paragraph:
1. First sentence - Do you mean "intra-agency", rather than interagency?
2. Second sentence - If we plan to release an EAC report based on the material provided by the
consultants, then can we avoid implying that we are ever going to release a report written by the
consultants?

003607

3. Sixth sentence - I was present at only one interview, not all of them; but I did facilitate and help
schedule the interviews.
--- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/17/2006 01:39 PM

Subject My Thoughts –PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

0

Do Not Release

19

People for the American Way. doc

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/27/2006 11:30 AM
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts –PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

I attended only the interview with Craig Donsanto. --- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/27/2006 10:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts –PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONn
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Peggy,
Just to clarify.., you only attended (by teleconference or otherwise) one of the interviews? I thought it was
more than that?
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER,
cat

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:48 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: My Thoughts —PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

Gavin:
This looks good to me. I just have a few questions/clarifications, both involving the second paragraph:
1. First sentence - Do you mean "intra-agency", rather than interagency?
2. Second sentence - If we plan to release an EAC report based on the material provided by the
consultants, then can we avoid implying that we are ever going to release a report written by the
consultants?
3. Sixth sentence - I was present at only one interview, not all of them; but I did facilitate and help
schedule the interviews.
--- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 01:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject My Thoughts —PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

Do Not Release

003600

People for the American Way.doe
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.

S

e
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Juliet E. Hodgkins /EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Davidson, Donetta"
11/29/2006 05:35 PM
<ddavidson@eac.gov>, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Revised - Draft – Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

Attached is a revised version of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Draft Report. The changes that
Commissioner Hillman suggested have been made and highlighted in yellow. See pages 10-11.
Peggy and I are working on the revision of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries and will forward
that to you under a separate email.

Voter Fraud & Intimidation Report - 112906. doe
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/29/2006 05:35 PM
cc
Subject Interview Summaries

0036-tC
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Appendix 3 - Interview Summaries - consultants.doc
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/30/2006 04:37 PM
cc
Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews
e.

1

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.
If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy
q
Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
12/01/2006 03:17 PM
cc
Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner InterviewsIj

I made the correction on the titles in the report. There was one that was not correct.
There are a couple of things I may suggest that we leave in, as I don't think that DOJ would have a
problem with it, (e.g. the fact that they won't release information on pending cases).
I will forward to the Cs for their review.
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject . Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
•

I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
• I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
• I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.
If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/01/2006 03:52 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner Interviews)

Julie:
I assume you mean the note associated with the Tanner interview when you mentioned the pending
cases. That's fine by me. I was just a little concerned that the note as a whole was a little adversarial and
whiny. If any questions arise as to why certain items should be deleted from the Donsanto interview
summary, I have answers. --- Peggy

0036h

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

12/01/2006 03:17 PM

Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner InterviewsL

I made the correction on the titles in the report. There was one that was not correct.
There are a couple of things I may suggest that we leave in, as I don't think that DOJ would have a
problem with it, (e.g. the fact that they won't release information on pending cases).
I will forward to the Cs for4heir review.

e

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
•
•

•

I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.

If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To pmclennon@cookcountygov.com
12/04/2006 06:12 PM
cc
Subject Vote Fraud Report

Dear Peter:
I apologize for the delayed response. The paper that the media touted as an EAC statement on vote fraud
was actually just a report on the status of preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation.
conducted by EAC cc sultants. The document does not represent a consensus s+sfement on the subject
by EAC. The status report was presented to the EAC. Board of.Advisors and the EAC Standards Board
last spring. As these meetings were open to the public, the status report is available to the public. (See
attached.)
EAC plans to consider a draft of its own report, which is based on the preliminary research of our
consultants, at this Thursday's public meeting. (See agenda published at
http://www.eac. g ov/docs/Public%20Meeting %2012-07-06 %2OWash %20Revised%2OFinal%2OAgenda
pdf.) If the report is approved, EAC will publish it on our web page.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

VF-VI Study Status 5-17.06.pdf
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
12/06/2006 12:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Please review ASAP - Fw: Fraud Report Press Release DRAFT

Then I need to get commishes to okay.
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 12/06/2006 12:36 PM ----"RoseUtley, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.RoseUtley@bm.co
To bwhitener@eac.gov
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m>
12/05/2006 06:49 PM

cc jlayson@eac.gov
Subject Fraud Report Press Release - DRAFT

Brian,
Please find attached the draft fraud report press release for review. The other documents will
follow in a separate email.
Jennifer
NEW E-MAIi:^
Jennifer Rose-Utley
Manager, Public Affairs
Burson-Marsteller
202. 0.4505

We've Moved!
Please visit us at our new location:
Burson-Marsteller
1110 Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite uoo
Washington, DC 20005

p +_
Fraud Press Release - DRAFT v2.doc
-- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/06/2006 03:46 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject VF-VI Research Contacts

Bryan:
The two consultants were:
• Tova Wang (wang@tcf.org
• Job Serebro

00361 E

The contact information for the Project Working Group, including technical advisor, Craig Donsanto, is in
the attached spreadsheet.
You should also send notice to John Tanner, Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, DOJ
(john.k.tanner@usdoj.gov). --- Peggy

It
e^

Work Group Contact-Availability Info. xis
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

"Bryan Whitener"
<bwhitener@eac.gov>
12/07/2006 02:45 PM

on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject EAC Releases Findings of Voting Fraud and Voter
Intimidation Study, 12-07-06

U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW — Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

For Immediate Release
December 7, 2006
Contact:
Jeannie Layson
Bryan Whitener
(202) 566-3100

EAC Releases Findings of Voting Fraud and Voter
Intimidation Study
No consensus on the regularity of voting fraud and voting intimidation found
Agency accepts recommendations to conduct a comprehensive study on elections crimes

WASHINGTON - The United States Election Assistance Commission (EAC) today voted on the

findings of the "Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Study" and accepted recommendations to conduct

00361 (-.

a comprehensive assessment of all claims, charges and prosecutions of voting crimes.
The study represents the first phase of the information gathering process and includes a working
definition of election crimes. EAC will now proceed with the second phase, a more comprehensive
data-driven survey and study of elections crimes and voter intimidation. The new phase will offer
consistency to the study and will identify a common definition of the issue for dialogue among elections
officials, civil rights and voter advocacy groups, law enforcement officials, attorneys and the public.
The recommendations accepted by EAC today include:
Survey Chief Elections Officers to Review and Assess Administrative Complaints: EAC will survey
the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have been filed, investigated and resolved
since January 1, 2004.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed and Referred; EAC
will gather information on the numbers and types of complaints that have been received by, investigated.
and ultimately referred to local or state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since
January 1, 2004.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints and Charge of
Voting Crimes: EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges, or indictments, and pleas or
convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures: EAC will use the reliable data
gathered from each survey group to analyze the effectiveness of fraud prevention and reporting
measures.
In order to arrive at the findings, EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case
law on voting fraud and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field regarding their
experiences and research. According to the findings, while there is currently no consensus on the
frequency of voting fraud and voter intimidation, most participants agreed that absentee balloting is
subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts, followed by vote buying and voter registration
fraud.
Following today's vote to approve the survey recommendations, EAC will begin a comprehensive
survey and subsequent study on voting fraud and voter intimidation based on hard data. Section 241 of
the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) mandates that EAC research and study various issues
related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC in consultation with the
Standards Board and Board of Advisors selected voting fraud and voter intimidation from a list of
potential research topics that serve to improve the administration of elections for federal office.
For the EAC's full report on the Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Study or to view testimony from
today's hearing, visit www.eac.gov.
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EAC is an independent bipartisan commission created by HAVA. It is charged with administering
payments to states and developing guidance to meet HAVA requirements, implementing election
administration improvements, adopting voluntary voting system guidelines, accrediting voting system
test laboratories and certifying voting equipment and serving as a national clearinghouse and resource of
information regarding election administration. The three EAC commissioners are Paul DeGregorio,
chairman; Donetta Davidson and Gracia Hillman. One vacancy currently exists.
###

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -=—
as

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/13/2006 10:14 AM

e
To pdegregorio@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Rick Hasen response-need your approval

Commissioners,
I want to respond to Rick Hasen's post regarding EAC and the fraud report. My suggested response is
below, and his original post follows. Please let me know if you agree that I should attempt to correct the
misinformation he posted. If so, please let me know if you approve of my suggested response. Thank you.
Mr. Hason,
I write to point out incorrect information you posted on your website on December 11, 2006. You wrote:
"Note what's missing compared to the earlier version leaked to the USA Today Newspaper." No one at the
EAC leaked anything to USA Today. The reporter asked for a copy of the staff report about the fraud
resesarch that was presented at a public meeting in May to our Board of Advisors and the Standards
Board, and the EAC provided it to him. This information was presented and discussed at a meeting that
was open to the public, so we provided materials distributed at the meeting to anyone who requested it.
The staff report about the fraud project was also distributed to every member of both advisory boards. Go
here to view the Federal Register notice about the public meeting at which this project and many others
were discussed.
The statement you attribute to one of the consultants is absolutely correct. As stated by their contract,
these consultants were hired so that the EAC could "...obtain consulting services from an individual who
can provide advice drawn from broad professional and technical experience in the area of voter fraud and
intimidation."
As for your reference to what's "missing compared to the earlier version," the report contains the complete
summaries of every interview conducted by the consultants as well as every book, article, report or case
that was reviewed. It does not contain the synopsis of those interviews, which were written by the
consultants. EAC provided the individual summaries so readers could reach their own conclusions about
the substance of the interviews.
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EAC's interpretation of HAVA and its determination of what it will study and how it will use its resources to
study it are matters of agency policy and decision. These are not, nor should they be, determinations or
decisions made by consultants. The EAC has the ultimate responsibility for the reports it issues, and it is
incumbent upon the agency to conduct due diligence to ensure reports, data or any other information is
complete and accurate before it is adopted by the Commission.
As someone with a public platform who informs the public about matters regarding election administration,
I would appreciate it if you would extend the same professional courtesy most journalists do and contact
the agency in the future if you have questions or concerns about EAC policy or actions. You may reach
me directly at 202-566-3103. I appreciate your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
Jeannie. Layson
Director of Communications
US Election Assistance Commission

e

More on FL-13, and a Role for the EAC?
When I saw this headline on the Sarasota Herald Tribune web page, I thought
it must have been about the FL-13 race.
Over on the election law listserv, Doug Johnson, responding to my commentary
calling for the House to investigate the problems and declare a revote in the
FL-13 race, sugg ested that perhaps the EAC is better situated to conduct an
investigation than the House of the problems in the FL-13.
I'm afraid we might not be able to count on the EAC to conduct an investigation
that is well-funded, tough, and fair. Politics appears to be creeping in to
decisions of the EAC's advisory board, and there' s real concern about the
EAC's vote fraud report. Note what's missing compared to the earlier version
leaked to the USA Toda y newspaper. Tova Wang, who authored the draft report
for the EAC, issued the following statement to me: "My co-consultant and I
provided the EAC with a tremendous amount of research and analysis for this
project. The EAC released what is their report yesterday."
The EAC has also lost two commissioners, one Republican and one Democrat,
who appeared to be tough-minded and fair. I am very worried about the
fairness and non-partisanship of the new rumored nominees.
In short, the EAC has to prove it is up to the task of fair and serious inquiry
before it could be trusted with something like an investigation of the FL-13.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---,, ._.
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Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
12/13/2006 10:50 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Paul
DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV@ EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bryan
Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Rick Hasen response-need your approval

I agree that Jeannie should send the response.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
— Forwarded by-Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 0/24/2007 02:50 PM -f^;, =
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
To "Paul DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta
12/14/2006 12:07 PM
Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klyn n-dyson @eac.gov>
cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>
Subject People For

Is

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
12/14/2006 12:40 PM
cc "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, "Jeannie
Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul DeGregorio"
<pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac. ov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People Fort--

Commissioner Hillman:
PFAW was not represented on the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Also, I have had no communications with the organization about the study. I did work with
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Jeannie and Gavin on a response to PFAW's FOIA request for the study. Jeannie should have the final
copy of that reply.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV

,.,. \`: '

Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:07 PMDear
- Commissioner Hillman:
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To "Paul DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta
Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>
cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>
Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:55 PM
cc
Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
12/14/2006 01:08 PM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report[=)

I didn't get any comments from you regarding yesterday's response to Rick Hasen. Any thoughts on that?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
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Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:55 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 01:19 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report[

Sorry. I saw a message addressed to the Commissioners. I did not realize the fact that I was cc'd meant
that you wanted my comments as well. Will do better next time. In the case of PFAW, I think we may
need to address other points, as well. I can put some comments in bullet form, and you can take them or
leave them. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 01:08 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud ReportI

I didn't get any comments from you regarding yesterday's response to Rick Hasen. Any thoughts on that?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

O^

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

12/14/2006 12:55 PM

Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

12/14/2006 01:36 PM

cc "Donetta. Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.00v>, Gracia
Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
"Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul
DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac.91^o, v>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People For--

Peg, et.alI

not have any interaction with this group.

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:40 PM

To Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, "Jeannie
Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul DeGregorio"
<pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac. ov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People For(

Commissioner Hillman:
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PFAW was not represented on the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Also, I have had no communications with the organization about the study. I did work with
Jeannie and Gavin on a response to PFAW's FOIA request for the study. Jeannie should have the final
copy of that reply.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Gracia
Hillman /EAC /GOV
12/14/2006 12:07

PMDear Commissioner
Hillman:
c4

DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>,
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E. Thompson /EAC/GOV @EAC, Margaret
Sims /EAC /GOV @EAC, "Jeannie Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>.
^.

To "Paul

cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>

Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
^,'_ Gracia Hillman/EAC/GO
To de
@ ov,
9 Margaret
12/18/2006 12:44 PM
@ ov,
p re
gorio
g eac.
g Ddavidson eac.
9
Sims/EAC/GOV@EA
cc
Subject Suggested Timeline for Election Crimes Study

Attached is the suggested timeline that I offered for the Election Crimes Study.
It is an excel spreadsheet, which, if printed, should be done with Landscape layout. If printed on 8 1/2 x
11 paper, it will print as two pages.

It

Election Crimes. Proj 2007 Timeline.xls
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---
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Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

01/23/2007 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Fraud report

Was the report that was drafted after the working group meeting or the interviews done with eac
participant reviiewed after the draft was completed.
Need this right away
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
- --. Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV@EAC
01/26/2007 11:49 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re:

PegCould you get Elle and answer on this, if she hasn't already gotten one?
Thanks

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
01/23/2007 02:14 PM

To "Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynndyson@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

Hey Karen,
Did Barbara Arnwine ever attend ANY of the voter fraud working group meetings?
Thanks,
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Elle
Elle Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
To klynndyson@eac.gov@a EAC .
01/26/2007 11:54 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re:

I already got one, thanks!
Elle L.K. Kuala
Special Assistant to the Chair
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
01/26/2007 11:49 AM

To Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re:

PegCould you get Elle and answer on this, if she hasn't already gotten one?
Thanks

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123

0 ^3b

Eileen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
To "Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynndyson@eac.gov>
cc

01/23/2007 02:14 PM

Subject

Hey Karen,
Did Barbara Arnwine ever attend ANY of the voter fraud working group meetings?
,sThariks,
Elie . .
Elie Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
02/09/2007 05:45 PM
cc
Subject Fw: 1099

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 02/09/2007 05:44 PM
"Job Se
v"
To "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jhodgkins@eac.gov>
02/09/2007 05:33 PM
cc
Subject 1099
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/23/2007 02:58 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Re: documentation for evaluatio

I believe that the only items I have in hard copy, and not in electronic format, are my working copies of the
contracts (official copies would be in the agency contract files), the monthly pay invoices and travel
reimbursement requests submitted by the consultants, and some DOJ training documentation that was
given to us on condition that we keep it confidential.
Other than emails, the documentation that is in electronic form is housed in EAC's shared drawer at
T:\RESEARCH IN. PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION. Do you have read access to
e.
that?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV
Curtis Crider /EAC/GOV
04/23/2007 02:27 PM

To EAC Personnel

cc
Subject documentation for evaluation

All:
The Office of Inspector General has initiated an evaluation of the contracting process used by the EAC for
the voter fraud and voter intimidation projects. In order for us to complete our evaluation, we need
copies of all e-mails or other documents that you have regarding either project. Electronic documents
can be sent to an e-mail account that we have set up- eaccon@eac.gov.
If you have any hard copy documents, please let me know.
If you do not have any documents or e-mails, please send me an e-mail to that effect.
Thank you,
Curtis Crider
Office of Inspector General, Election Assistance Commission
Phone - (202) 566-3125
Fax - (202) 566-0957
Important: This electronic transmission is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is

addressed. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from
disclosure under applicable law.

Is
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/01/2007 08:58 PM

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 5

Fifth batch attached. More to come. --- Peggy Sims

Please do ask him. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03; 2006 4:14 P
To: wane@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw; DOJ Training Materials
Devon's response is attached. Guess I'll add this to the list of questions going to Donsanto.
---Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/03/2006 05:12 PM - Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

04/03/2006 04:21 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: DOJ Training MaterialsLiril(

Peggy,
The sections that you listed below are also empty in our copy. I have attached a copy of the
complete table of contents with all of the section that are empty in our copy of the 2004 DOJ
training binder.
Thanks,
Devon

Uu3b 3^

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:47 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject DOJ Training Materials

e

'S.

Devon:
One of our consultants noted that there are several sections appear to be missing from the 2004
DOJ training binder. She wasn't sure if it is because of what DOJ sent over to EAC or a problem
in the photocopying. From what she can see, some of the table of contents is missing and tabs
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. I think we must have provided the T of C because
don't see one in the binder.. Can you please retrieve the binder and check this out for me?
Thanks! --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Tony J. Sirveflo III
To psims@eac.gov
04/05/2006 05:01 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Hi Peg,
I will call J.R. on Thursday to run it by him and let you know what he says. As for
my availability on Wednesday, April 12, the answer is "yes". Morning is best for
me, although I could be available in the afternoon. You choose a time and I will be
here.
Thanks,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

.M

From: sims eac. ov
To:
Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
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Intimidation Working Group

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova_Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for,ie teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
ct Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Ton y J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any. kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
----^Jriginal Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto.
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: sims eac. o

To.
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background

UU3U3

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
,context of Federal elections;
2. perform . preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
ct Working Group
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Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

® ----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto:
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:1
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psims(eac. ov
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To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background
Section 241 'of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research oh election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005

0U3631

Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or
Fax: 202-566-3127

202-566-3120 (direct)

email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/06/2006 03:27 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello III"

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working GroupD

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on Wednesday,
April 12? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'

04/04/2006 09:49 AM

cc
Subject RE: Project Working Group Meeting

No, except it means pushing everything back, ie the final report. I suppose
we could, as we discussed, take a week or two off in May and tack it on to
June. Theres no way we could write a final report in ten days, obviously.
That would be fine with me.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 8:46 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Project Working Group Meeting

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in attending the meeting. Due
to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at the week of May 15.
Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/12/2006 12:30 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

psims@eac.gov

cc "Nicole Mortellito"' <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: working group meeting
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That's fine, just asking
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2O0ll:26 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; 'Nicole Mortellito'
Subject: Re: working group meeting

• It was my understanding that the meeting would be on
• the. 15th or later.
Tova, Peggy is out of the office lthis week.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I cannot do it on May 5 now. Any update on a date?
> I will be in DC for
> other meetings May 4 - May 7 if that makes any
> difference (EAC would not
> have to pay my transportation if it was on, for
> example, Monday May 8 or
> possibly even the 9th) Thanks.
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'

04/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc "'Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview
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As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST /11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(86.6-222-9. 044) and passcode.(62209).
s
e
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

_..__..,

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

cc psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'
04/1
04/11/2006
11:45 AM
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview[

the call is up and running!! you may dial in
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/11/2006 11:42 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'"
cc

353':

"'Nicole Mortellito'" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job 4erebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Nicole
- .. Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/10/2006 10:05 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference set u

are set for the 12th at 11 am
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>

04/09/2006 11:15 PM

cc "Edgardo Cortes" <ecortes@eac.gov>
Subject Tleconference set up

Nicole:
Could you please help me set up a teleconference for Wednesday, April 12 at 11 AM EST (for 1 hour)?
Please send me confirmation.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Weinbergand
andUtrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
04/04/2006 08:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry

Original Message
From: sims eac. ov
To:
Sent: onday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,
04/03/2006 03:45 PM
cc
Subject RE: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

I didn't have anything specific in mind yet, especially as I have not finished going through the voluminous
documentation, but I will let you know
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April . 03, 2006 2:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org,
Subject: Mentionin
7 Training Guidance

Tova and Job:
Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for him to assess the level of public attribution that
would be appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but recommends that I provide him with the draft text. He will review it to ensure we are
not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP, so that I can forward it to him for review.
suspect he will provide me with a prompt response, which I will forward to you.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Kennedy, Kevin"
`r'
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To " psims@eac.gov' <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/09/2006 11:13 AM
Subject RE: Interview

That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM

To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
•
To 'Job.Sere
brov"
04/03/2006 05:11 PM

@GSAEXTERNAL
cc__
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info[=

Thanks, Job! --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"^^^
"Job Serebrov"
04/03/2006 04:57 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info

Norcross's assistant is Maria Rivers:
Rivers@BlankRome.com
Rokita's assistant is:
Amy Miller
Executive Assistant
Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita

317-232-6536
assistant@sos.in.gov
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Please review the attached and let me know of any
> corrections that should
> be made. Thanks! --- Peggy
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Job Serebrove
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/03/2006 03:46 PM

cc
Subject Re: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Lets discuss this

in

10 minutes.

--- psims@ea4c.gov wrote:
> Tova and .Job:
>
> Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for
> him to assess the
> level of public attribution that would be
> appropriate without seeing the
> substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
> problem; but
> recommends that I provide him with the draft text.
> He will review it to
> ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldna€ t
> disclose.
> Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP,
> so that I can forward
> it to him for review. I suspect he will provide me
> with a prompt
> response, which I will forward to you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov" "'Tova Wang'
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject working group agenda
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Hi Peg,
Attached is a draft of an agenda for the working group. Let us know what you think. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or2, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

TW proposed agenda:doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"

l?

To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 12:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: Project Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
Here is my situation. I am to go to work full time for
the Governor at some time in June. I just don't know
when and because we are having a special session right
now, no one can give me any indications as to the
date. The special session will last for at least two
weeks. However, I had to arrange a job because the
contract ends at the end of May. So---all of this
said---if, for instance, I go to work for the Governor
the first week of June, I will only be able to work on
EAC matters after hours at night.
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:

> The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in
> attending the meeting. Due
> to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at
> the week of May 15.
> Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
''

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/11/2006 10:24 AM

cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

Sorry, you mean its today. OK, thanks. Tova
-----Original Message--prom: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac..gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
1:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
April

If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 01:24 PM

To Kevin Kennedy
cc
Subject Interview Request

Kevin:
Following up on yesterday's conversation, would you be available next Tuesday (4/11) to be interviewed
by phone by our consultants on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project? The interview is
likely to take less than an hour. You pick the time and I'll confirm it with our consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. Then, I'll send you an email with the toll-free number and pass code that you will need for
the teleconference.
EAC is conducting this preliminary research to determine how best to meet HAVA requirements. Section
241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration
issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

00304r

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

•
•

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.

e

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --=-Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea. Wang, Job Serebrov
04/03/200604:33 PM

S

cc

Subject Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

It

Work Group Contact Infoads
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:41 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"

<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectE

Thanks, Craig! --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

f'

"Donsanto, Craig"
< Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/03/2006 03:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!
God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

n ti
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As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of public attribution that would be
appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend
that you get me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
fs

First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter
Intimidation research project. As a technical advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly
important to me. Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the
first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance provided in the DOJ training
materials? I ask this because I understood that some materials in the materials are considered
confidential and we do not want to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/10/2006 11:04 AM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject small question for Donsanto

Could you please also ask him what the training materials are referring to when they discuss "ballot box
stuffing?" Does this mean elections workers add extra votes? Thanks so much. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

0036 r,

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
04/03/2006 05:01 PM
cc
Subject

RE: Working

Group Contact InfoI
IS

Craig is on the list because the Commission requested he serve as a technical advisory to the project.
Although not a member of the project working group, I do need to check his availability for the meeting.
I tried to tell you on the phone that we still are trying to confirm the El Paso County, TX election official for
the working group. (Several attempts have been made to contact the Election Director, but she has been
out of town.) If we can't get her, we will try for her deputy (also Hispanic). Once I have a response that
one of them is willing to serve, I'll update the contact info table and see if I can't get a bio for you two to
review. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

04/03/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info

Why is Craig Donsanto on the list? And what happened about the local election official? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:33 PM

To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Working Group Contact Info
Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<'wang@tcf.org>

0036"

04/11/2006 10:12 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

That gives us no time between interviews though, right? We've never been
able to really limit it to 30 minutes.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Job Serebrov"
04/06/2006 09:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

Peggy:
The interviews are ok with me.
Tova:
I think I should write the review on the IFES white
paper instead of the red book.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Job and Tova:
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> Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris
> County, TX and current
> Executive Director of the International Association
> of Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
> available for an
> interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on
> CST. Is there a time
> that works well for the two of you? How about 10 AM
> CST/11 AM EST? I saw
> Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office this past
> Tuesday. We are trying
> to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his
Prosecution of Election
Offenses. He responded that it is at the printers
and will not' be
available for a couple of months. In the interim,
he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached.
He said that the
white paper includes the same information on the
> prosecution of election
> fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

wang@tcf.org
04/02/2006 06:56 PM

•

To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

"Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

0036:3

04/05/2006 01:32 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello 111"

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working GroupI

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
"On a related matter, would u be available for ourconsultarits to interview you by teleplibne next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time.with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass. code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
"Ton

Sirvello III
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>

04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----

UU365_

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto.
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 P
To: Helen Jami4pn; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psims(2ieac.gov
To
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

OU365,

1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter. intimidation in
the contact of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
"Tony J. Sirvello
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

00363:.

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: I len Jamison
To Tony J..Sirvello. IIl
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
.. ,.
Original Message----.::
From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto:
o
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac.gov
To:
Sent: ursday, arc

, 2006 10:29 AM
U00365.

Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:•
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring,, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

00365(

1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

04/05/2006 05:45 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectI

OK, thanks. I can access the IFES web site. That will give the consultants something to work with. --Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/05/2006 05:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The fraud chapter has been published by IFES as part of their Money and
Politics Program. It's on their website. I tweeked the text a bit and
presented it in Abjua. The rest of it is regretably not public at present.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 17:26:12 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Is there any way to get an advance copy? Our consultants will need to review
it before you receive your printed versions. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

04/05/2006 04:14 PM

00365

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The 7th edition is done and on its way to the printer. It is my hope to get it
our in a couple months.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wi;eless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 13:05:15 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
In reviewing the great materials you gave our consultants, we have not found
an updated draft of your famous Prosecution of Election Offenses. Is that
available for review? If you have a pdf version, I could pass that on to our
consultants (noting any restrictions you may have on use).
Also, we noticed some gaps in the 2004 DOJ training binder. It appears that
we are missing the Chris Herren information from Panel 3 and something titled
"July 21, 2004" from Panel 4. If these were removed because we should not see
them, just let me know.
I also have to check your availability the week of May15. I'm still trying to
find a date that everyone will be available for the working group meeting.
Sorry to bug you. Hope all is going well.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

00305;-.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Barry Weinberg
04/03/2006 03:15 PM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
rs
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To. Edgardo Cortes
04/06/2006 03:33 PM
cc

.e

Subject Interview for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project

I've been trying to schedule an interview (by teleconference) among our two consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. and an election attorney, Colleen McAndrews (310/458-1405). I had to leave your name
with her assistant, today, just in case she calls back when I am out of the office.
The EAC consultants are available for interviews next week before 4:30 AM EST on Monday (4/10) and in
the afternoon on Wednesday (4/12). Email info on any teleconferences scheduled to Job
(serebrov@sbcglobal.net) and Tova (wang@tcf.org). Job operates on CST; Tova on EST.
Thanks! --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
wang@tcf.org
-'^
To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
04/06/2006 05:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

That time is fine for me. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

0030`x`

From: psimsna,eac. ov
To: serebrov e bcglobal.net ; wangna,tcf org
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 9:35 AM
Subject: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info
Hi, Job and Tova:
Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris County, TX and current Executive Director of the
International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on CST. Is there a time that works well
for the two of you? How about 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST? I saw Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office
this past Tuesday. We are trying to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
I asked Donsanto about an updated ve iori of his Prosecution of Election Offenses. He responded g[ hat it
is at the printers and will not be available for a couple of months. In the interim, he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached. He said that the white paper includes the same
information on the prosecution of election fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/10/2006 02:35 PM
Subject RE: Interview

Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 11:02 AM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Re: Interview

I am trying to arrange the teleconference for 10:30 AM CST tomorrow, April
11. Will get back to you once confirmed.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Kennedy, Kevin" [Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.wi.us]
Sent: 04/09/2006 11:13 AM
To: "'psims@eac.gov'" <psims@eac.gov>
Subject: RE: Interview
That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT

0036}6[

meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wie^eless.Handheld

IS

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --•
•

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" Hwang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject conf call is up and running[

all dial in info is the same!

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:18 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: doj training materials[

Tova:
I'm checking with Craig regarding reference in our report to the DOJ training materials. The 2004 DOJ
training materials did not have a table of contents. I think Devon added that to help you find your way

003661

through the materials. I'll have her check her copy and will get back to you.
Talk with you at 4. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov

04/02/2006 06:56 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

Hi Peg,

, "Tova Wang"

f*

I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
—DevonE.Rmig/ACGOV
To wang@tcf.org

04/07/2006 11:12 AM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel voucher

Ms. Wang,
My name is Devon Romig and I am working with Peggy and Edgardo at the EAC. I have completed a
travel voucher for you and I need your signature in order to submit the voucher.
If you could please respond with a fax number, I will send you a copy of the voucher.
Let me know if you have any other questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission

OU300-

1225 New York Ave Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
202.566.3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

I just saw what you did. I should be out of hours at
the end of May. I believe I.will be working for the
state in June vich will make it difficult to find
time to finish acid could slow things down but I am not
yet sure of that.

S

..

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 11:48 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next week. Do
you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM. --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
1117/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:

00300.

> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
>> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 10:48 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Invoice Schedule

Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY 06 contracts for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
project. --- Peggy

ft

FY06 Contracts Invoice Scheduleyis
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:45 AM
cc
Subject Re: Interviews

That's what I am concerned about. I think we need to
end all interviews with Sarah Ball Johnson. With the
literature reviews I am finishing, the case write up
and the Tova's Nexis research that I need to read, I
will have about 45 hours left for the . Working Group
meetin,4 and final write up.
e
y
--- psims@e.ac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have to check with Conny McCormack to see if
things have settled down
for her enough so that she would be available. I
have had no response to
my overtures to Colleen McAndrews' office. I can
try again, but I have to
be out of town again, from Wednesday through Friday
this week, on another
research contract and for EAC's public meeting in
Seattle. Were you able
to get through to Mike McCarthy?

>
>
>
>

Please remember to watch your time. We'll need to
reserve some of your
time for the working group meeting and the
subsequent reports. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 04/17/2006 10:1

M

> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

> Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
> this week. Is this the last interview that you were
> able to arrange?

aa
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova and Job:
>>

> > I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
>>

> > Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> > to say she would be
> > available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> > next week for the
> > interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> > Job?
>_ >

> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>.>
> >^g

c9

> > wang@tcf.org
>.> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!

>>

> > Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> > this latest initiative,
> > or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
>>
>>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"' <serebrov a@sbcglobal.net>, psims a@eac.gov

04/17/2006 10:21 AM

cc
Subject RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative
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We could skim it
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

Tova-Do we have time to review this?
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org>.wrote:
.> Is it possible to get the materials they are using
> for the.trainings?
> Thanks Peg.
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:08 AM
> To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> See Donsanto response below.--- Peggy
> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 10:07 AM ----> "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
>
> 04/17/2006 09:56 AM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative
>

> Peg - > This is essentially FBI's equivalent of the
> Department's Ballot Access and
> Integrity Initiative. The news conference on
> Thursday announced that FBI
> was enhancing its prioritization of campaign
> financing offenses. The main

as

6—

> feature of this initiative, aside from enhancing the
> priority these cases
> will get in the Bureau, is that each of the Bureau's
> 57 Field Divisions will
> have at least one "Election Coordinator Agent" who
> will be the equivalent of
> the District Election Officer AUSAs. We have been
> training these new
> FBI-types: the week before last we had roughly 75 of
> them in Denver in a
> very well received two-day session in election law enforcement at
> which several FEC people spoke. On Wednesday, I head out
> to Portland, Oregon for
> more of the same.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:00 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
Initiative

> Hi, Craig:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative
against election crimes (see
attached email). Is this something new, or is it
more of the same
initiative that you addressed in your interview? If
it is new, would you
have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to
answer any questions
they may have on the initiative?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 08:56 AM -----

> wang@tcf.org

> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM

00366c

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

>
>

>>

S

s

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

<http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

Peggy:
This is incorrect. Our project ends May 31. This
month's invoice is due on April 21 and is invoice
number 3. Invoice number 4 is due at the end od May.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

00360'_

> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

04/17/2006 09:20 AM

cc
Subject RE: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews
as

e

Any time Friday is fine for me. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 8:05 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
®^
Subject: Re: Follow up Donsantand KY"Tnterviews

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and Job?
--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

00367C

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -- .
"Job Serebrov"
To sims eac. ov, wangtcf.org
04/17/2006 10:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
this week. Is this the last interview that you were
able to arrange?

psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

003671

>
> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
>
>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

--. Forwarded. by Margaret Sites/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 .PM ---"Tony J_Sirv_ ello III"
To psims@eac.gov
04107/2006 08:52 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me... .1 will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message ----From: psims(eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, April 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation. Working Group

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 08:59 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

0036''

Hi, Craig:
Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative against election crimes (see attached email). Is this
something new, or is it more of the same initiative that you addressed in your interview? If it is new, would
you have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to answer any questions they may have on the
initiative?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-147J .(toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
emaill• psims@eac.gov

is

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 08:56 AM
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative, or somehow get more infomation?
Thanks. Tova
httr)://www.fbi.aov/oaae2/aoril06/electioncrimeO41406. htm
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

04/11/2006 03:40 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
I will make the call as scheduled. I am still in shock about Ray.
Tony

00357--

----- Original Message ----From: psims(a^eac. ov
To: Tony Sirvello
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 6:04 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
We have set up your telephone interview with our 2 consultants (Job Serebrov
and Tova Wang) as a teleconference. Please call 1-866-222-9044 (toll free) at
arond 10 AM CST on Wed 4/12. At the prompt for the passcode, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. This works best if you use a land
line, rather than a cell phone.
If you haveetrouble connecting, please call Nicole Morttllito at our office
(866-747-7421. Thanks!'
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----

From: "Tony J. Sirvello III" [tjsthree@msn.com]
Sent: 04/07/2006 08:52 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me.. ..I will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, April 6, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy

00367<I

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 08:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Stidy-Archived Email Part 4

The 4th batch. More to come tomorrow.
Peg Sims
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/09/2006 11:44 AM

GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group.Serezn

OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:

EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.
(a) The position of county elections administrator is filled by appointment
of the county election commission, which consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice chair;
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made nominations
by primary election for the last general election for state and county officers
preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's membership is
necessary for the appointment of an administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or order
signed by the number of commission members necessary to make the appointment.
Not later than the third day after the date an administrator is appointed, the officer
who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of the resolution or order with
the county clerk. Not later than the third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver a certified copy of the resolution or order to the secretary
of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the adoption of
the order creating the position.

00367

§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a public
office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an office of or
position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes a candidate or
accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or political expenditure, as defined by
the law regulating political funds and campaigns, or publicly supports or, opposes a
c#ndidate for public office or a measure to be vot94l on at an election. An offense
under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
administrator's employment is terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible for
future appointment as county elections administrator.
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

OU3Ui.

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.
t9 >

^g

g

> --- psims@eac..gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
to
> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on the Working
> Group. The three of us
> discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
I
> proposed that I find
> someone from Texas because of that State's
colorful
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election
Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the

01)3b'i.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest
organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials. that are conducted
> at that organization's
> conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
Election
> Center have selected
> his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> his professional
> practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
Mr.
> Perez also has access
> to information from other States through his
> membership in IACREOT and The
> Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> which you will note if you
> access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> Elections web site and
> hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
that
> might be useful in the
> upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>

0036'7-

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/08/2006 11:30 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group
>>
>>
>>
>>.
> >..

>>
> > Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

IN

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

0030"i`-

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You , can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:19 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Fraud Definition
Is

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Defintoniev 5.12-O6.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:24 AM

To "Weinberg

Utrecht
GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project1

Thanks! I'll get back to you. --- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
"Weinber and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
04/27/2006 07:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

0036^s -

Peggy:
You've hit the jackpot! I'm available, with 2 exceptions, every hour of every day from May 15 through
May 19. I am not available Thursday morning, May 18, or Friday afternoon, May 19.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims u,eac.gov
To: Barry Weinberg
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Barry:
Are you available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
----------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld.

-

----- Original Message ----From: "Weinberg and Utrecht"
Sent: 04/04/2006 08:14 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(eac.gov
To:^
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

003651

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 04:43 PM

@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

Subject Re: new working group representativeE

Your response suggests that you do not care what the Commissioners may think about the effort. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov'
"Job Serebrov"
02006To psims@eac:goV
04:35 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

01/

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who'
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

0036SL._

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:57-pm
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative
>>.

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:3 P"
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

UO36S :.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for . Civi-6 Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
> > >

>> >
>>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>

00308_

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/11/2006 03:46 PM

@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature SummaryI

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in paragraph 4? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"

-

"Job Serebrov"
To Psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:17 PM

s

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

---

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

psims@eac.gov wrote:

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
Federal Crime of
Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
something wrong in the fourth
paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
you please send a
replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/02/2006 09:45 AM

To wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in May she is
potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.

00365

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
@GSAEXTERNAL

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[j
--`

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy
IN
tx alec admin-appt-partisan restiictions.doc
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"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrox"
'{

W

_

cc psims@eac.gov
To

05/08/2006 1130 PM
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --,0

0 .£

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/24/2006 04:41 PM

r1

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

4F

Subject Updated scheduling list and Contact info

Peggy,
Here is the most updated version of the list that I have available.

Work Group Contact-Availability Info.xls

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

00365

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto(cj^usdoj.gov>

00368`

05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

B

Is

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Re: research summary

Peggy:

00365 .

What about my question on gas receipts?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I can email this out to our partcipants after I get
> back to the office, and we can have copies available
> at the meeting.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>.

e

> ----- Original Message-----> From: wang
> Sent: 05/13/2006 10:54 AM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Cc: "Job Serebrov"
> Subject: Fw: research summary
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e

Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include
so as I said I'll just
present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
Subject: Re: research summary

> > T>>
> > Are you talking about this?

>>
> > J>>
> > --- wang@tcf.org wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you
approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
>> into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not,
I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/22/2006 06:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

UO3

C.

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I don't know if its too late, but in the interview summary we actually said There is widespread but not
unanimous agreement that there is little polling place fraud. Thats quite different than saying, as
you do here, that there is disagreement.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 3:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: PowerPoint esentation to EAC Boards
FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local
election officials) and the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and
government agencies who play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and
technology-related professions appointed by Congressional members). I used your summaries as
the primary source of information for the presentation. --- Peggy

fs

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
05/25/2006 02:37 PM
d -

cc

Subjectry
Summaryfor VFVI workingg group meeting

Peggy,
Here is the summary that you requested. Let me know if this works.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

VFVI Meeting Summary. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret

Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 02:47 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov >@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

003;9:

Subject RE: Your Materials[--'j

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy
q9

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov^>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

00309:_

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an

OU3091-

election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
wang@tcf.org
a
To psims@eac.gov
P
@
9 ov
05/12/2006 09:48 PM

6

cc

Subject Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To : wang_@tc£org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition
Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there
are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the

00309..

requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;'
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to .hear if he accepts our invitation- to join
the working group. --- Peggy
B
"^
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 02:55 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
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went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: YFVr Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Cralg.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

UU3^9'-

• Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

00'-

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations Ad ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cares go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself: But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:37 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent Cards

Oops! I hit send prematurely. Here is the attachment. --- Peggy

Working Group Attendees 5-1 8-06.doc

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:38 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent Cards[

Please forward list.. .there was no attachment. thanks!
Elle L.K Collver
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:36 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Tent Cards

Attached is a list of folks who will be.attending the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting. I have asterisked the names that will require tent cards. I am working on a seating chart so that
we can be sure the Ds and the Rs aren't all seated together in a "them vs. us" pattern. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9• Donsanto@usdoj.
J 9ov
To psims@eac.gov, "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)"
>
<Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>, "Hillman, Noel"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
05/23/2006 02:49 PM
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Request to interview AUSAs

Peg
At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked to
interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election Officers in
connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the Fraud
Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision

00309:_

below - the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to
me, as the Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

05/24/2006 03:17 PM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: press interview

Thanks for the "heads up". --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/24/2006 02:52 PM

cc
Subject press interview

Hi Peg,
Just wanted to give you the heads up that I did an interview with a reporter from The Hill today on fraud.
As far as I know he is simply referring to me as a fellow at TCF and I did not discuss the project in any
way

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons,

UU3-7C)C

05/16/2006 09:43 AM

Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Campbell, Benton"
<Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Thank you for this, Peg.
The third bullet point is one I embrace fully. We lack the statutory took to do the job. Hopefully, that can
be remedied through legislation. But as things stand today large loopholes in the federal legal matrix
addressing electoral abuse and fraud exist - - particularly when such abuses occur in elections where
there were no federal candidates on the ballot.

0

t From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 8:44 AM'
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Here is the content of the email attachment:

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions from a
large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or scientific. The most
systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The most systematic look at voter
intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books written about this subject seem to all
have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation in a
scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective and would
require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As a result, there is
much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social scientists. It is hoped that this
gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little follow up.
As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage of being an
allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being investigated or prosecuted or
in any other way proven to be valid by an independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example,
with respect to allegations of voter intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to
fraud, John Fund's frequently cited book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be
addressed in the "second phase" of this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations
made in reports, books and newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
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• There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
•
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud, e.g.
double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On balance,
more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the political debate,
but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the opportunity
it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and b4imidation is varied and complex and yet may
nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as it might be.
•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation, were a
major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee_org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.or>;
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lat ropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>; jrperez50@sbcglobal.net <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state. a.us>; assis_
sos in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscomini -tre.org <jgreenbaum awyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@ erkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com
Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

L

Dear Working..Group Members and Pagticipants:

a

You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:03 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
Standards Board. --- Peggy

n
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----
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"Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 09:25 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
>'ranges used for the
> Nexis article research and the case law research?
> I'm drawing a blank and
> I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for this
> mornings Commissioner
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

e

----

"Job Serebrov"._____
f?

05/15/2006 09:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
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> Peg:
>
>
>
>
>

Since I am driving. to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.

> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/24/2006 04:57 PM

To "Tova Wang" <vvang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: presentation[

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation

You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sources --- you began to address this in the literature review summary).
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take another look at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. 1 doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later -so we won't know how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
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in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether.. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged.EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, drorriig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

0

•

Elle L.K Coliver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 02:25 PM
@
q
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group)

I have attached the list of the working groups participants. Peggy, you may want to double check this list
incase I have left anyone out.
In place of name tags we just used the tent cards for the APIA working group. This seemed to be effective
because it was easier to identify the person who was speaking but we could use both.
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ft
Meeting Participants for VFVI Working Group.doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM
e

To Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV @EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/Gt^V@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
^ 05/15/2006 03:28 PM
•cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group['--j
0 •-

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
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United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/200603 19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupE

e

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elie
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working grouP ULA

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
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to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
j'
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/17/2006 10:59 AM

cc
Subject RE: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peg - -
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This is a complicated issue largely because of two things: 1) there is a lot of ambiguity out there as to what
constitutes "intimidation." To the civil rights community, "intimidation" means anything that makes voting
uncomfortable or less than automatic. To us in the criminal law enforcement "intimidation" means threats
of economic or physical nature made to force or prevent voting. Only the latter involve aggravating factors
that warrant putting offenders in jail, and the statutes that address "intimidation" from a criminal
perspective are thus limited. We have never had many "intimidation" criminal cases. For one thing, in
this modern post voting rights era, there is not a lot of physical/economic duress out there in the voting
context - - at least not that I have seen. For another, where it does occur it is very hard to investigate and
detect as victims who have been physically or economically intimidated are not likely to come to the FBI.
The bottom line is that we take matters that do present predication for physical or economically based
"intimidation" very seriously, AND that we are being extremely proactive in trying to find ways to prosecute
matters involving voter suppression as in the Tobin cases in New Hampshire where the local GOP tried to
jam telephone lines for a GOTV effort run by the Dems. But even there - - the usual "suppression" matter
involves flyers that are passed around giving out misleading information about an election, and we have
investigated every one of those that came to our attention last elect ion cycle. We were not able to identify
the person(s) responsible for printing the misleading^lyers . in any of these. But we sure as heck tried.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 9:57 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the Department
of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on
matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public
Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting
while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group(1

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
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foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Coliver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, Q.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
qs

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To . Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM
•

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[I

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupE

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
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Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. Coiiver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupLIA

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
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Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

IS
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Cortes, Romig, Collver, Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Laiza N.
05/22/2006 05:01 PM
Otero
cc

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

If any of you took notes of the discussion during the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting, would you please provide a copy to Devon. Devon, would you please use the meeting agenda to
organize and consolidate any notes by topic, and send the consolidated notes to me? Thanks. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
05/15/2006 04:37 PM
cc jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org,
vjohnson lawyerscommittee.org,
Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or hand delivery, concerning
Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Attached is an analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports. This
summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last Friday, but may be of interest
to you. Our consultants and I look forward to having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
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Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

DOCvf vi litanalysis.pdf
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:39 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

Is

e

I haven't really looked into it. .I know that contractors and grantee's can order food and have the
government pay for it if the meeting is to disseminate information. Logic dictates that we can do the same,
but I am not sure of the process. I have been here when we ordered lunch for meetings. Diana would be
the one to ask. Perhaps the contractor can pay for it and put it on their next invoice but the COTR for the
contract would have to be in the loop on this call.
Gaylin Vogel
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3116
http://www.eac.gov
GVogel@eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupf

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decal). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
,^

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[I

I have arranged for a *anscriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about tl snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Coilver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group[^j

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elie
Elie L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group Link

Elle:
I think our nurr4er will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:52 PM
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re working group =

The contracts for the two consultants on this project do not cover such costs. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/19/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
•
State laws
•
State election offices
n
Specific states
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III
violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles and
literature review
â
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting

â

Risk-analysis for voting fraud
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•
•
•
•

Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

â
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to confirmation) to
identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â

Model statutes
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/19/2006 10:15 AMTo Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
• i
Subject Summary of notes for VFVI meeting

Peggy,
Here are the notes from the meeting.

q

Summary of VFVI Meeting. doc

Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers
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How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 11:11 AM

To "Job rebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Payment VouchersD=

I have to have a little time to focus on these issues and to check with our Finance Officer. Today and
tomorrow, most of my time is scheduled for the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 09:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Payment Vouchers
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Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:19 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[l

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

0037e=^=.

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 06:41 PM

To "Craig Donsanto" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

It could be a Berry problem. (I occasionally have that problem with
attachments I try to retrieve through my Blackberry.)
The attachment is a pdf file, but I have access to a Word version that I can
use to insert text in an email tomorrow. I don,t have access to the attachment
from my Berry.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]

O03'?s I-

Sent: 05/15/2006 04:53 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov •<psims@e0 c.gov>
To: barnwine@law erscommittee:org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;

krogers@sos.state.ga.us < ro ers@sos.state. a.0 ; assistant@sos.i.n.go
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscomi ee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee. ore _<v±ohnson@lawverscommittee.org>;
Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:02 PM

To Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV
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cc
Subject Replacement Handout for EAC Board

I found some typos in the Status Report. Please replace the one I gave you with the attached. Thanks. --Peggy

EM Boards VF-VI Status Report.dac
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 08:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards[

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The audience will
have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and findings. The paper provides
a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to
keep me on track and them interested in the presentation. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -'{

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

05/26/2006 10:41 AM

cc
Subject RE: Request to interview AUSAs

I still think we should include the recommendations in the report
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Fw: Request to interview AUSAs

Below is Craig's response to the request to interview AUSAs. It does not
appear that this avenue is likely because the AUSAs are so busy..
Also, he asked about permission for other folks to attendi the election
crimes training session, and the answer was "no". (I can't even get in, and
I'm a federal employee.). I understand that a good part of the reason is
practical -- they are having enough trouble accommodating the folks that are
required to come.
Peggy

003'7

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 05/23/2006 02:49 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)" <Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>;
"Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>; "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject: Request to interview AUSAs
Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked
to interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election
Officers in connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of. EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the
Fraud Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision below the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to me, as the
Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:50 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: board of advisers presentationD

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not have the
intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tied to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be having
email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

"Donsanto, Craig"
to<Crai Donsanto
usdoj.
ov
9•
@
19
05/17/2006 03:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Thank you, Peg. This is at least more accurate than what I read this morning. Thank you for taking the
time to discuss this with me. I shall see you tomorrow.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 3:04 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC

00372

Standards Board. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9 .Donsanto@usdoj.
J 9ov
To psims@eac.gov
05/17/2006 01:23 PM

cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peggy -- can you call me about this in about an hour?
202-514-1421.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 17 09:56:39 2006
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research
Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards
Board and EAC Board of Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research project. For the most part, I am using our consultants summaries for
the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter
intimidation actions. It is one of the places in which our consultants had
indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals. I have
reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for
various reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting
Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of
malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double
voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current
approach. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 02:13 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov >@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research j
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Shall I call you at about 2:30 PM? -- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/15/2006 05:09 PM
cc

Subject Mileage Rate for POV

Job:
The federal mileage rate for POVs is $.445 per mile (see
http://www. g sa.gov/Portal/gsa/ep/contentWiew.do?program ld = 9299&channel Id=-13224&ooid=10359&9bnt
entid=9646&pa'geTypeld=8203&contentType=GSA_BASIC&programPage=%2Fep%2Fprogram%2FgsaB
asic.jsp &P =MTT). Write down the number on you odometer at the beginning (starting at home) and end of
the trip (when you arrive back home). The difference should be your total mileage, unless you make any
side trips for personal convenience. The mileage for side trips should be deleted from the total. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@a tcf.org> a@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 03:16 PM
cc

Subject Re: presentation[^J

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards Board was
much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the research. Its
members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with getting anyone to
prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give Congress and political parties a
better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated
statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at
specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being
cast at the poll) and how the agency will research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with
disabilities (advocates want to pass on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign finance
crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of newspaper articles, or
were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their State. They made the point
that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number of articles about a specific State or
particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for determining the likelihood that problems will occur
in a given State or the frequency with which certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some
members thought it was at least implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into
prosecutions and/or unsuccessful referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others
want us to "quit throwing away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide
noted our statutory authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --saying that DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to review
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and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning, perhaps repeated at.
the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly explain how choices were
made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to clearly acknowledge both the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information used in the preliminary research. Finally,
when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may need to discuss the pros and cons of each
approach, what additional information we expect to retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang a@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 09:14 AM

Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
To psims@eac.gov
05/24/2006 03:27 PM
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like again,
guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy? I guess it goes to the
commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2? Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation
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I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation
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How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site,. www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive

weekly e-mail updates. ^

e.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 05:08 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

This looks fine otherwise, but I'm not sure I understand why you included the attachments you did. They
are not really representative of what we did for the project as a whole. The summaries are just meant to
supplement the nexis excel charts.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation
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Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit out Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinion,% and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims r@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

00373

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once .a subject for an
election .fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negoti0tions and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Job Serebrov"
-r
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org >, psims @eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims @eac.gov,^

05/16/2006 11:34 AM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

Should we send all of the interview summaries to the people we interviewed for review then?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Ma 16,
10:30 AM
To:

003x3`

Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Corrections
It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the
interview summaries. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 11:30 AM
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Corrections[

SAEXTERNAL

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the interview
summaries. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <^^
"Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

003731.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"
f`
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:06 AM
cc
Subject Re: Question

OK. Weather is not going to be great in DC Thursday. I
hope that does not delay me.
--= psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We don't need .a castle key, but we have to wait
until the Chairman returns
to the office tomorrow to confirm availability of
the parking pass. I
expect you will be on the road, then. Try calling
me our toll-free line
(1-866-747-1471) tomorrow afternoon, say after 2 PM
EST, so that we can
talk about this. --- Peg

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/15/2006 09:5
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Question

> Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
> parking spot?
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > You will need to submit hotel and parking
> receipts.
> > You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> > need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> > personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> > on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> > you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I
> am
> > at the office (this afternoon).
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> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

>>
>
>
19>
>
>
>
>

Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Question
Peg:

> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts,
do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or hgw will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have
to
> retain food receipts.

e

>>

> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:07 AM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its another
summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm very
embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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votebuyingsummary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 05:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

What is the information you need when you say:

The consultants jointly selected experts from ???
We chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the categories of types of people we
wanted to interview. Then we each filled those categories with a certain number of people,
equally. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers and
judges.
Is that what you need?

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
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having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Job.Serebrov"
''
To psims@eac.gov.
05/15/2006 09:28 AM
cc

-----

®

Subject Re: Fw: New Working Group Member

Excellent!
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Just thught you would like to see the Chairman's
> reaction to the Ginsberg choice, attached.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Paul DeGregorio
> Sent: 05/14/2006 12:01 PM
> To: CN=Margaret Sims/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV
> Subject: Re: New Working Group Member
> Ben Ginsberg is one of the most respected election
> law attorneys in the country. Great choice.
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Margaret Sims
> Sent: 05/12/2006 04:04 PM
> To: pdegregorio@eac.gov
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Subject: New Working Group Member
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> FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for
> David Norcross, who was
> unavailable, could not attend or Voting Fraud-Voter
> Intimidation Working
> Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov,
> suggested Benjamin Ginsberg,
> who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with
> you on this beforehand
> --- things happened so fast! --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 06:24 PM
! ^
^ pc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
-x
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group ---

Hello to all,
I would love to help, but I will not be in the office from today (Monday, May 15th) thru Wednesday, May
17th ------ I'll be back on Thursday morning. When is your meeting taking place? I had e-mailed Adam a
draft of the table tents I did for the APIA working group; perhaps he still has it archived in his Lotus notes
and could forward it to you. All you would have to do then is erase the APIA names and insert the ones for
the new working group. In case he does not have the document I sent him and you need them prior to me
returning to the office ---- in Microsoft Word, open a new document, go under Tools, then labels and
envelopes, choose Labels and then Options -- then choose the correct Avery product number for your tent
cards and click New document -- this will bring a blank template where you can begin to insert the names.
I hope this helps. I can be reached by phone at (610) 780-8551 in case you need my help. Also, the tent
card box usually brings an instruction sheet, it's not the most clear though.
Laiza N. Otero
Research Associate
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel. (202) 566-1707
Fax (202) 566-3128
-----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Date: 05/15/2006 12:19PM
cc: Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject: working group
Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect
for the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
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Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elie

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
--= Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on-14/30/2007 04:20 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/22/2006 04:55 PM
cc
Subject PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation research
project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local election officials) and
the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and government agencies who
play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and technology-related professions appointed by
Congressional members). I used your summaries as the primary source of information for the
presentation. --- Peggy

VF-VI Project Presentation. ppt
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --

Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
05/18/2006 04:36 PM

To cdonsanto@usdoj.gov,
assistant@sos.in. ov, kro ers@sos.state.ga.us,
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org
wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Senate and House Conference Reports

All,
As discussed in the meeting today, please find attached the House and Senate Conference Reports
associated with the passage of HAVA. In each document, the word "fraud" is capitalized, bolded, and
highlighted.
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Kind Regards,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar@eac.gov

House Conference Report.doc.
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Senate Conference Report.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:23 AM
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

OK, thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 7:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The
audience will have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and
findings. The paper provides a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the
PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to keep me on track and them interested in the
presentation. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 03:43 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Is there something separate I should fill out for the travel, or should I just submit a letter? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 2:30 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark
added for the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate
submission for the travel costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or
there are any corrections or clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the
voucher for payment of personal services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar
amount and travel dates from this voucher. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNA^
05/22/2006 03:58 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher[

A letter detailing the costs, noting the total reimbursement expected, and attaching your travel receipts is
fine. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
"Tova Wang"
•''
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 04:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Monday Teleconference

Thats fine for me. Thanks so much for doing such a great job running the show yesterday. Did you think it went well?
Also, is there any reason why we cannot talk about our findings with people now? Please let me know. Thanks. Have a great
weekend. Tova

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006 15:30:59 -0400
Subject: Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
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â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
•
State laws
•
State election offices
•
Specific states
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA
Title III violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
e

e.

â
Follow up . on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles
and literature review
â
n
â
•
•
•
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
Risk-analysis for voting fraud
Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

â
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to
confirmation) to identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â
Model statutes
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/ 5/2006 01:53 PM

cc
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Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/15/2006 01:56 PM

GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationI
e

^s
Barry:

Would you please take a moment to review the draft definition of election fraud? One of our consultants is
concerned that it does not sufficiently cover violations of the Voting Rights Act that would qualify. Thanks!
--- Peggy

"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinberg nd Utrec "
To psims@eac.gov
•

05/15/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 11:27 AM
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Your Materials[D

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9 Donsanto@usdoj.
19ov
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:

e.

I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request.- - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims @eac.gov
05/16/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

I'll be here for a while, I just wanted to make sure. If you send it to me anytime before 5 I can look at it in
time. If not, I'll try my best to look at it en route tomorrow.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

g

9

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be

having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since III be tied up tomorrow.
Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

I agree!
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I still think its sufficient for him to raise the
> points verbally. All of
> the interview summaries reflect what Job and I both
> understood the
> interviewees to say. This really opens to the door
> to people making, as Job
> says, "corrections"
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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>
>
>
>

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Subject: RE: Corrections

> Might not be a bad idea before the final report is
> prepared, but I would not
> worry about it for Thursday's meeting. I'm only
> concerned with the Donsanto
> interview summary because he will be attending the
> meeting. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC. /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20. PM ---

'Job Serebrov"
05/15/2006 09:55 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Ok
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
> Peg:
>
>
>
>
>

Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.
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> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:56 AM

cc psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: I'm sorry

Great -- thanks so much and apologies for the false alarm.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:51 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: I'm sorry

This article is on the CD, it is located in the "Nexis Article Charts" folder.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Thats good. I'm probably just getting crazy, trying to make sure everything is perfect. Devon,
maybe you can check? Otherwise I'll check it when it comes. Thanks. And be well Peg.
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:23 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang
Subject: Re: I'm sorry
Tova:
I think you did send this --- or is this a revised version of one you
sent earlier? It should be on the CD in the packet you should receive
today.. (Can't check that right now as I am at the clinic.) If I put
anything on the CD that you want to highlight at the meeting, let me
know and we'll make copies for those attending.
Peggy

Sent from . my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message , ----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 05/15/2006 09:07 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Devon Romig
Subject: I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its
another summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm
very embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
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is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

e

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs. corn
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
<jrperez50@sbcglobal net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;.
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnso @lawyerscommittee.org>;^.
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio1perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 08:43 AM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>Qa GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working GroupL

Here is the content of the email attachment:
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Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written tin this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
•
There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On
balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the
political debate, but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as
it might be.
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•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation,
were a major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9• Donsanto@usdoj.
19ov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathro a e om
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
<jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <kro ers so
a.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
<weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: j greenbaum@lawyerscomm j ttee.org
green aum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
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Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto
05/19/2006 02:51 PM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list follows. --- Peggy.

Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation

00375:

Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American

003'75F

Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee. ballot and1reject
Absentee ballot and challenge'
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective

O0J'i 3

Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier

00375'77

Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election. official and intimidation
Election.Infficial and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive

qS
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Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
---Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PMs--Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials[=)

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/16/2006 03:17 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

00375£

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

S

e

The first item is not as big a deal. as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

00373

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Is

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

003°lU

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of get0-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

00 ;37k
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Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literaturo-Report Review Summary.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007.04:19 PM --=e
"Tova Wang" .

<wan
tcf.or >
9@.
g
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - -

003 i0°

I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to. corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knotfiand Pike Courses in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Qounties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

•

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -=
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search
Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
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Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American

003'76;

Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballgt and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction

00370-

Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and..vote and.suppression
Vote and. suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive

003'76`__

Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening.
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

g,

s

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
`'

"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9 >
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes

UU37t3

Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and . intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge

00377 0

Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
8.
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge

is
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Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow

a
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Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating

00377

Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer. and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:37 PM

0

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials)

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims @eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!

003'•?`

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

• Topsims@eac.gov
e

e

cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
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represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM.
T^sims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

00377T

05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

s

is

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:51 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman

00377

cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
STh ►s
Election Research Specialist
Peggy

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
"Tova Wang"
`' a
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,
05/16/2006 11:03 AM
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM --"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto c@ usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials
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Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
e fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a H interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself.- But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
{
<Craig 'Donsanto@usdoj.
J 9ov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search
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Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot • box and stealing
Ile.ction and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic

el-
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Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud

to
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Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line

0

Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
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Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

q9

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
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Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and. counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino

e
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Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter , and deny and Asian Anrican
.Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon

s
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Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selectivts
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress

S
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Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating

00378

Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation..
Election judge Mid abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor, and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials[

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 03:17 PM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials
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Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
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To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials
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Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto c@ usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
tS

cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

^.

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
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at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials
Is

is

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
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New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of get0-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM --
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials ysu sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
05/19/2006 03:17 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Tova:
We can certainly discuss this at the Working Group meeting. (The draft
definition had already been sent out by the time I read your message.) There
may be other VRA provisions that should be considered as well, such as the
prohibition on removing the names of certain registrants, who were
registered by federal examiners, without obtaining prior approval of the
Justice Department..
B
..
After I received your email, I asked Barry. Weinberg to review the draft
definition and consider if we have left off examples of Voting Rights Act
violations that would qualify as election fraud. Barry, during his 25 years
with DOJ, led aggressive action against attempts to place police at the
polls to intimidate voters, challenges targeting minorities, failure to
provide election materials and assistance in languages other than English
(in covered jurisdictions), etc. His input should prove helpful. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current
document.) My concern is that there are a number of requirements in the
Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud, when
violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures
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is not treated as election fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To
ov,
cc
Subject
RE: Fraud Definition

9

e

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore
"failing to follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act" -----Original
Message---- From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Defrrrrtion

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud can be
prosecuted without provi zg that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto
05/17/2006 09:56 AM
cc
Subject Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research
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Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the
Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has
increased its focus on matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the
Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual
instances of felon, alien, and double voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes, that you think would further clarify the current approach. -=- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/15/2006 01:09 PM
cc

Subject Re: Thursday(

No problem. I've got the conference room reserved from Noon to 6 PM, so you can come earlier. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 11:36 AM

cc
Subject thursday

Is it OK if I come around 12:30 or so to make sure I have all my materials arranged properly for
presentation? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/01/2006 03:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: Travel Reimbursement

I did not realize that I had to itemize the per diem, so yes, that was an oversight. There was a $5 service
charge. I will forward you the documentation on that. Thanks so much. Tova
-----Original Message--------Fron* psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2006 1:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that
you did not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that
you would be eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ($48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for
Thursday 5/18, and $48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60,
but the amount you requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does
not show on the receipt. Can you clarify? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Craig C. Donsanto"
To "peggy sims" <psims@eac.gov>
05/30/2006 11:02 PM
cc
Subject Fwd: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail address

--- "Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Date: Tue, 30 May 2006 19:57:36 -0700 (PDT)
> From: "Craig C. Donsanto"
> Subject: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail
> address
> To: "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov>
> Mike - > As we say back where I come from: this article is
> "wicked pissah"!
> The woman mentioned in this piece towards the end
> has
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> been contracted with the Election Assistance
> Commission to do a study of electoral fraud in the
> US.
> She is my problem, and she doesn't have a clue -> despite the fact that she has had the rare
> opportunity
> to interview me and get stats from me and my
> colleagues on our electoral fraud cases.
> You should be most proud of this article as it
> accurately captures the soul of what you and I are
> trying to do in this very important area of federal
> law enforcement.
> And greetings from Hilton Head, South Carolina - -

--- '4lliott, Michael . (LA) (I.C) ".
> <Michael.Ell'iott@ic.fbi.gov> wrote:
>
> > Craig,
>>
>>
>>
> > As requested, please find below The Hill article
> on
> > the CF&BF
> > Initiative:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
http://thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/Frontpage/052506/news4.ht
> > ml
>>
>>
>>
> > Michael
>>
>>
>>
> > SSA Michael B. Elliott
>>
> > Public Corruption/Governmental Fraud Unit
>>
> > FBIHQ, Room.3975
>>
> > 202-324-4687 (Office)
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> Craig C. Donsanto
> cdonsanto@yahoo.com
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Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.apv
05/31/2006 01:50 PM
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Notes

Peg, I'm sorry, but this is really not helpful. Its another outline. I guess we have to wait for the transcript.
wish now I had taken notes myself! Thanks anyway. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2006 12:31 PM
To: wang@tcf.org

Cc:
Subject: Re: Working Group Notes
Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week.
This is Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject notes
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Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC
staff? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation

41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Is

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---=
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang
06/01/2006 02:50 PM
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that you did
not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that you would be
eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for Thursday 5/18, and
$48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60, but the amount you
requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does not show on the receipt.
Can you clarify? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/31/2006 01:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Notes1

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

0030:_

Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news,. analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Tova Wang"
`' a<wan g@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

06/02/2006 04:50 PM

Subject transcript

Hi Peg,
Do you have an ETA for the transcript? Seems like it should be around now. Thanks and have a great
weekend. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject
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Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/08/2006 09:35 AM
cc
Subject Re:j
e.

e

Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and preparations for today's testimony
before House Admin. We have not yet received the transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To psims@eac.gov
P^@
9 ov
cc "Job Serebrov"^
Subject

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
►
_
To Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
ltm,
9
06/07/2006 10:08 AM
•

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[]

Tim at Carol reporting said the transcript will be here today or tomorrow.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

003801

202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/09/2006 08:53 AM
cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

Hi Peg,
How do you recommend dealing with this? I have this feeling like he's trying
to create a situation where I will have to write it myself. Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.

00380E

Thank you,

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
> could talk then?
> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel
> costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> expensive hotels, and
> received the higher pq4 diem for 3 days (instead of
> . 1) .
I have .not yet
> received a response from her and she has been out of
> the office much of
> this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> --- Peggy

^y

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
>
> ubject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

'> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc

>>L

> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
>>
>>

S.

>>
>>
> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 20055 AM
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>>
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > >

>>
> > > Subject
>>>
>>>

Re: Re:
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>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > something you can email?
> > > And
> > >
> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> few
> > days? Thanks.
> > > ----- Original Message .----> > > From: <psuns@eac.gov>
> > > To:. <wang@tcf.org>
> > > Cc: .
> > > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > > Subject: Re:
>>>
>>>

e

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>
>>

> > >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>
> > >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
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> > responses from either one of
> > > you
> > >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> > two weeks if we can.
> > Did
> > >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> > >>

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

es

>
>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To : wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel
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Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'

06/09/2006 12:49 PM

cc
Subject more gao

Sorry, its 500 pages -- it also includes data on absentee fraud and voter intimidation

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/12/2006 05:09 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Will Call LaterD

00381

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/12/2006 04:46 PM

cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of the
afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
----=Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.govj
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---• 1 Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
a
i
To Margaret
9 Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
@
06/07/2006 10:01 AM
M`
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

I will call the transcript company and ask them about it.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting
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Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/09/2006 01:02 PM
cc

Subject Travel Reimbursement for Job Sebrebrov

Peggy,
Regarding his travel for the EAC's May 18 meeting, I would concur with you that we should reimburse Mr.
Serebrov in the amount of $1200.03 for travel related expenses (hotel/mileage/per diem). Since there is a
$577.95 dollar difference in cost (travel via air vs travel via POV), I believe the $1200.03 is more
economically advantageous to the Agency. Attached is your drafted memo.

J obS erebrov$1200.03reimbursement. pdf

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/09/2006 04:45 PM
cc

Subject RE: travelI

Got It! You should receive a total travel reimbursement of $1,533.02 for that trip. (I could not include the
internet service fee the hotel charged, but everything else counted.) --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
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<wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 04:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/12/2006 05:11 PM
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Perfect. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 4:09 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Will Call Later

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/12/2006 04:46 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of
the afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
06/05/2006 04:30 PM
cc
Subject

Q03S1'

recommendations

Here are my recommendations with the last one now included. Please let me know about the transcript
and when you all want to talk about getting the final report done. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions ;and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

future suggestions. doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/13/2006 09:10 AM

cc
Subject Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 11:07 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference[

4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
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wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.or >
Cc:
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
Subject: Re: Transcript
Teleconference

> I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an electronic copy. If we
> only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email it to the two of you.
> How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief teleconference? I
> really can't do it before them because of other commitments. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>

06/08/2006 09:42
AM

>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Re:

> How will you be getting it to us? Will it be something you can email?
> And
> can we set up a call for some time in the next few days? Thanks.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> Subject: Re:

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy

>>

wang@tcf.org

>>
>>

06/08/2006 09:15
AM.

>>
>>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Job Serebrov"

>>

Subject

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of
> you
.,
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next two weeks if we can. Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/13/2006 10:07 AM

To "'Job Serebrov" psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Transcripts, Etc.

I can't do that time, I'll be at an event in DC.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:10 AM

^.

03 8 ^p

To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM =—
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
06/09/2006 12:09 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov "'
cc
Subject gao report

This has information on many of our topics, but they also surveyed jurisdictions on voter reg fraud coming
up with a rate of 5%

Elections: The Nation's Evolving Election System as Reflected in
the November 2004 General Election. GAO-06-450, June 6.
http://www.gao.gov/cgi-binlgetrpt?GAO-06-450
Highlights - http://www.gao. ov/highlights/d06450high.pdf
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
41

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Joyce Wilson/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group MeetingI

UU381`

Not that I know of. Would it have gone to Bryan possibly? Our public meeting transcripts go to him.
Joyce H. Wilson
Staff Assistant
US Election Assistance Commission
202-566-3100 (office)
202-566-3128 (fax)
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
06/09/2006 04:50 PM

SAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Travel &TranqGripts(

Our Financial Officer accepted my arguments. You should receive a travel reimbursement totalling
$1,200.03. GSA will reimburse through electronic funds transfer. I don't usually receive notification when
our consultants are reimbursed.
I still have no transcripts. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
06/08/2006 10:42 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we

> could talk then?
> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel
> costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> expensive hotels, and
> received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
> 1). I have not yet
> received a response from her and she has been out of
> the office much of
> this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> --- Peggy
>
>.
> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:1
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
> recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>

00382':

>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Can we'make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
®> 3.
e
> > -----Original . Message , ----'
> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
.
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > >
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
>> >
>>
> > *W
u3secot
> > >
Re: Re:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

003 S2

>>>
>>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

is

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.or >
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>
>>

> > >> ubject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> > >>

00362 e.

>
>
>
>
>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
> >

>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —=
wang.@tcf.org
10:46 PM

" Serebrov""
To "Job
cc

sims@eac.gov
@eac.gov

Subject Re: teleconference

Could you do Friday in the morning?
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> -----Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
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>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should . talk about the organization

>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it

>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >> Tova
>> >> Tova Andrea . Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

e

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

>> >> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>

>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.

>> >
>> >

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Job e
"
f
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 01:10 PM
cc

---

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's

OU3^^^

recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy
>.
> wang,@tcf.org
> 06/08. /2006 10:10 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 200
:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> psims@eac.gov

003,-)--

> > cc
>>
>.
> > Subject
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Re: Re:

> > How will you. be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
>:> And
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e

-•

> can we set up a call for some time in. the next few
days? Thanks..
> -----Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> Subject: Re:

>>
>>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> >>

> >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> >>
003S211

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >> Hi, Whats going on? I'have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> >>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

>

tg

.

>

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 01:56 PM

cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need a cover
note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 05:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & TeleconferenceF

0U381.

What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we could talk then?
Re your question on the mileage, I have approached our Financial Officer with a request that you receive
full reimbursement on the grounds that your actual total travel costs are less than the estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more expensive hotels, and received the higher per diem for 3
days (instead of 1). I have not yet received a response from her and she has been out of the office much
of this week, so I don't know what she decided to do. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
e

Tosims
eac.
p
@ ov,
g wan g@tcf.org
cc

06/08/2006 ,01:10 PM

°

--Is

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
>
ject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

OU382

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wan @tcf.or >
Cc:
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 200 9:55 AM
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at , PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>
AM
> psims@eac.gov
> > cc

Subject
> >

Re: Re:

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
>
>
Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:

>>
>>

003S2

> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>

> >>
>>>
> >>
>>:>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc.
> >>
> Serebrov"
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

e
"Job

>> u sect

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova

>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"''`

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psimsQ
a eac.gov

3

06/09/2006 09:20 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 :17 AM
To: Tova Wang
Subject: RE: Transcript & Teleconference

Normally I am not home for ]unch.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> What about during a lunch hour?
> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2009:4 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>

I can't predict when I get home but it is between
5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late
to
have a teleconference.

> I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
> and work on my own as well as expanding the
> explanation of the case section.
> Please see what your financial officer did with
> regards to my travel.
> Thank you,
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps
> we
> > could talk then?

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel

00383

> > costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> > expensive hotels, and
> > received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead
> of
> > 1). I have not yet
> > received a response from her and she has been out
> of
> > the office much of
> > this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 06/08/2006 01:10 PMT
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peg:

r^

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer
take
> time during the work day for telephone
conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project
after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things
done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.

>>
> > Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> > the
> > mileage portion of my travel voucher?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
--> Peggy
>
>
>
>

003383

> > > wang@tcf.org
> > > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> > >
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > >
> > > Subject
> > > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at

> > 3.
> > > ----- Original Message - - --> > > From:'.<psims@eac.gov>
> > > To:.<wang@tcf.org>
> > > Cc:
> > > Sent: Thursday, June 08,
9:55 AM
> > > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
> > >
> > >
> > > >
> > > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive
> an
> > > electronic copy. If we
> > > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> > email
> > > it to the two of you.
> > > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> > brief
> > > teleconference? I
> > > > really can't do it before them because of
> other
> > > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > >
wang@tcf.org
> > > >
> > > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>>>
AM
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > > cc
> > > >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > ubject
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Re: Re:

001 s

> >> >
> >> >
> > > >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.or >
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 20ö9:35 AM
>.> Subject: Re:'
> >

> > > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > >> Sorry. We. have been swamped with other
program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered
today.
> > --- Peggy

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> >>
>
> >>
> >>

>>
>>
>>
>>

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

message truncated =__

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 11:00 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject nexis

Hi Peg and Job,

003('3'

absentee nexis chart 2F0RMAT.x!s 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chartFORMAT.xls intimidation and suppressionFORMAT.xls

voter registration fraud nexischartFORMAT.xls I don't know how we might be able to use these but here, finally, are
the super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we include them? Thanks. Tova
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject RE: voucher

e

^

Thats a first! Thanks -- I'll fax and send. Tova
----Original Message----- .
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 12:24 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Looks good to me! --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/19/2006 08:40 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are
we good for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

00383

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --wang@tcf.org
06/15/2006 03:30 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

psims@eac.gov
@
g ov

cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
-----'Original Message.----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >> Hi

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>> >> transcript early next week.
Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >>

00383

>> >>

Thanks.

>> >>

Tova

>> >>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>>>> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >
>> >

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 01:24 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucherI

Looks good to me! --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 08:40 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are we good
for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

003.31

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Ok^j

voucher 5.21 -- 6.17.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

—4tis

Devon. E. Romig/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/22/2006 03:44 PM

•

cc

t 1^

wang@tcf.org

Subject Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting
0

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM
"Carol

Thomas Renørtinn
To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov

06/22/2006 03:24 PM

Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on Wednesday,
May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.

051806.TXT Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221

003S3?:

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 04:28 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

I have been told that GSA expects to make the disbursement next week, probably on or around June 28.
--- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 0501 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkiris/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/c V@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
06/13/2006 08:04 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me: 202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"
Serebrov
To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 06:21 PM

cc

00383

Subject Re: Teleconference

It will need to be early next week. What news of the
transcript?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> teleconference originally scheduled
> for this evening. Is another day this week or early
next week good for you•
> two?
> Peggy

Ci

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/22/2006 10:29 AM

To sims
eac. gov
p
@
cc
Subject

Can I also get an answer on whether we can speak about the project publicly?
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:19 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: teleconferenceL

OK. I have marked my calendar for a 7 PM EST/6 PM CST teleconference for this Wednesday. Still no
transcript. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, psims@eac.gov

00384.

,;•

06/15/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:

e

> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have.to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

Tova

>> >> Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

^

UU3S4j_.

>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >
>> >

Is

>>

e

>

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Diana Scott
06/19/2006 02:28 PM
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/18/2006 12:31 PM
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----

00384::.

To: wang@tcf.org; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Monday at 7 EST is ok with me. What about you Peg?
Job
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

How about Monday at 6:30 or 7 est?
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Tova Andrea Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 6:21 PM
Subject: Re: Teleconference

> > It will need to be early next week. What news of
> the
> > transcript?

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
>> teleconference originally scheduled
>> for this evening. Is another day this week or
early
>> next week good for you
>> two?
>> Peggy

> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> >>
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:30 PM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Re: Fw: The 7th Edition!E

I have a copy of Donsanto's IFES paper, if you need it. We used it as one of the resources for the vote
fraud-voter intimidation research. --- Peggy

0035

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
— Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
{'
<Crai9.Donsanto@usdoj.
19ov
To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
06/13/2006 08:04 PM
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me: 202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 12:25 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Anyday anytime except tomorrow is OK by me. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Teleconference

I am sorry, but I have to postpone the teleconference originally scheduled
for this evening. Is another day this week or early next week good for you
two? Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EA%GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -"Job Serebro..
To psims@eac.gov

06/22/2006 09:27 PM

cc
Subject Suggestions

RECOMMENDATIONS.doc Peggy:
When Tova sent me her suggestions I made some changes
and additions. Tova later wrote to me and said she
expected me to come up with my own list. Due to time
constraints and at risk of duplication I rather go
with the corrected suggestions.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Job Serebrov"
f 'f
To "Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
g"
06/21/2006 06:25 PM
cc
Subject Re: nexis

I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the

> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang@tc .org>
cc

06/22/2006 10:31 AM

Subject Re: nexis

Fine by me.:
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 06:25 PM
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: nexis
I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the
> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/20/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject question

"Tova Andrea

Am I correct in assuming that I still cannot discuss the findings of our report? Thanks.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc f.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -"Job prahrn,"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/30/200910:02 PM
cc

S

Subject Re: Various

For Donsanto to be able to do this, we would need
enough time and money to contact all interviewees and
also permit comment from them. However, in this matter
I am 100% in agreement with Tova.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this
is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so
to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the
record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> > That would be great on the contract.

>>
> > If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
> be very, very
> > uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well.
> I know you don't want
> > to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
> rather important issue,
> > and I think Job does too. I would be happy to
> talk to you and Tom and any
> > of the commissioners about this further if that
> would be helpful. I am
> > available by cell over the next four days and in

00384`

> the office all next week.
>>
> > Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>>
> > Tova
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: "Job Serebrov"
> > Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> > Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> > Subject: Re: Various
>>
>>
> >> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> >> agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> >> be for'4arned that the paragraph has already
> raised red flags in DC of and
> >> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said
> about that.
>>>
> >> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you
> >> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> >> contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to
> >> incorporate comments received on the report and
> other efforts that fall
> >> within the tasks specified in the current
> contract. We won't get 60
> >> thou, but there might be a little year end money
> we can use to finish
> >> this off properly.
> >> Peg
> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> ----- Original Message ----> >> From: "Job Serebrov"
> >> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> >> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> >> Subject: Various
> >>
> >> Peg:
>>>
> >> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> >> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> >> reimbursement?
> >>
> >> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> >> agree about what we heard during the interview.
> We
> >> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> >> which we have so little left) and is a minor part

UQ3^4^-

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty
interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not
in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said
and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the
opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews
were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> int` rviewed, outside of our interview with that`
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the
paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other
DOJ
>> electoral investigations.

> >>

> >> Job
> >>
> >>
>>>
>>

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:47 PM
cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report[

Here it is. --- Peg
q
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

00354`-

To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC

06/27/2006 01:12 PM

cc

Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report[

Peg,
Would you please send me the document regarding this project that was submitted to the Standards Bd?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phgye: 202-566 -3100
www,eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/28/2006 04:37 PM
cc
Subject methodology

As you may recall, the working group expressed interest in the risk analysis method. The recent report by
the Brennan Center on voting machines employs this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the attached,
it provides a potential model. I think it might be worth including this as an appendix or footnote in the
methodology section. Please let me know what you think. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

brennan machine report.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:31 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc

Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

0033'

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

Serebrov Payment Trackingids
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,

`^

D

What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 200 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

-_

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed

UU3S

> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>
Is

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

f*

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

"Job Serebrov"
07/02/2006 10:28 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Please Change This

Peggy:
In the transcript, there is one serious mistake that
must be changed immediately. On page 5 it indicates
that I helped review and draft changes to the election
code of Libya. It should be Namibia not Libya. The
reason this is so serious if it stands is that at the
time I reviewed Namibia's Code it was illegal for
Americans to deal with Libya. I need to know that this
has been corrected any ALL parties who have seen the
transcript notified.
Job

UU3i4:.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 12:12 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject U.S. News & World Report

Jeannie
We suspect that someone from the Voting Fraud-Voter. Intimidation Project Working Group has been
talking to reporters, tipping them off about what we are finding in our preliminary study, and referring them
to our consultants (although the information could have come from anyone on the EAC boards, too).
Apparently, the U.S. News & World Report reporter who contacted me also contacted both consultants
working on the project.
Based on my recommendation, Tova Wang and, possibly, Job Serebrov, who are on EAC personal
services contracts for our voting fraud and voter intimidation research, will seek further clarification from
you about what they can and cannot say to reporters and in public fora about vote fraud and voter
intimidation and about EAC's research. I have previously advised Tova and Job not to discuss the work
they are doing for us as this is EAC research, the Commissioners have not yet received and accepted the
final report, and the Commission has not approved their speaking about the EAC research.
Tova plans to call you tomorrow (Tuesday, June 27) about the issue. In addition to the reporter's inquiry,
she has been invited to speak on the subject at the summer conference of the National Association of
State Legislatures. She has plenty of knowledge of the subject in her own right (apart from our study), but
is having trouble differentiating between her own work and the work she is doing for us. Please, just let
me know what you advise her to do.
--- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/27/2006 12:26 PM
cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

00365:"
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Table of Contents.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/30/2006 05:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: invoice[

Attached is an updated schedule showing 2 more invoice periods. I'll send separate spreadsheets to you
and Job showing what funds and hours have been used and what are available. --- Peggy
1s.

q9

FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule. xis
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.oru, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/30/2006 10:01 PM

cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

00355`1.

I would make time to discuss this. I feel that any
edit would be wrong while a comment at the end of the
interview by the Commission would not be. But in this
case, two of us remember it one way and one the other
way.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> That would be great on the contract.
>
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
> be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I
> know you don't want to
> spend anymore time on t iis, but I.consider it a,
> rather important issue,. and
> I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to
> you and Tom and any of
> the commissioners about this further if that would
> be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the
> office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov" <
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang
wang c org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> > agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> > be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised
> red flags in DC of and
> > is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about
> that.

>>
> > I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and
> > Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> > contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to incorporate
> > comments received on the report and other efforts
> that fall within the
> > tasks specified in the current contract. We won't
> get 60 thou, but there
> > might be a little year end money we can use to
> finish this off properly.
> > Peg
> > --------------------------

, `

> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:

>>
> > I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> > issues. Did you get an . answer as to my travel
> > reimbursement?

>>
> > . I spoke to Tova abput the Donsanto issue.. We both
> > agree about what we heard . during the interview. We
> >.also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> > which we have so little left) and is a minor part
> of
> > one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> > I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> > the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> > we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> > especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> > object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> > another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> > interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> > comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> > other interviews with, or lectures by person
> > interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> > person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> > statement in one interview that there is a
> > disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> > as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> > clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> > electoral investigations.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —%

1303,

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based
on complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article
excel spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov

05/11/2006 11:45 AM

cc
Subject Court Case Charts

Job
In preparing the CDs, we have run across the following files that appear to be duplicates. Which ones
should go on the CD? --- Peggy

Chart Election kcessible.doc Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc

ChartDenialVoterRegistrat.doc ChartDenialVoterRegistrat2.doc

Chart Provisional Ballot Den.doc Chart Provisional Ballot Den2.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Serebrov
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 12:03 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

Here is the issue---four of the five people who
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selected Perez are Republicans. If the shoe were on
the other foot I would be uncomfortable. This one is
up to Tova to call but I am not sure that he can be
neutral.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:
> EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
> SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR
> *,t*

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY
ELECTION COMMISSION.
(a) The position of county elections
administrator is filled by
appointment of the county election commission, which
consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice
chair;
(3) the county tax
assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each
political party that made
nominations b, primary election for the last general
election for state
and county officers preceding the date of the
meeting at which the
appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of
the commission's
membership is necessary for the appointment of an
administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a
written resolution or
order signed by the number of commission members
necessary to make the
appointment. Not later than the third day after the
date an administrator
is appointed, the officer who presided at the
meeting shall file a signed
copy of the resolution or order with the county
clerk. Not later than the
third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver
a certified copy of the resolution or order to the
secretary of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at
any time after the
adoption of the order creating the position.

> § 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
>
(a) A county elections administrator may
> not be a candidate for a
> public office or an office of a political party,

> hold a public office, or
> hold an office of or position in a political party.
> At the time an
> administrator becomes a candidate or accepts an
> office or position in
> violation of this subsection, the administrator
> vacates the position of
> administrator.
>
(b) A county elections administrator
> commits an offense if the
> administrator makes a political contribution or
> political expenditure, as
> defined by the law regulating political funds and
> campaigns, or publicly
> supports or opposes a candidate for public office or
> a measure to be voted
> on at an election. An offense under this subsection
> is a Class A
> misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
> administrator's employment is
> terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible
> for future appointment
> as county elections administrator.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:38 A
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

> The code attachment did not work that is what I
> meant
> by it did not come through.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
Code? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:23–AM
To
psims@eac.gov

00385 c

> > wang@tcf.org
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group-Perez
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired
>a
> > person just like Perez. However, given this, I
> would
> > still like to know if he has a party affiliation
> and
> > this brings up another issue. How is the county
> > election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> > Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> > if
> > he/she does not want to serve a person is elected
> in
> > his/her stead and a third member picked by the
> party
> > with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> > that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> > election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> > Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> > situation in Texas.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.

> > I
> > > proposed that I find
> > > someone from Texas because of that State's
> > colorful
> > > history of voting
> > > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> > it.
> > > In those Texas
> > > counties that hire Election Administrators to
> run
> > > elections, rather than
> > > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > > voter registration;
> > > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > > Administrator is hired by the
> > > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > > perform his or her duties in
> > > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts
> from
> > > Texas Election Code
> > > regarding election administrator hiring and
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>
>
>
>
>
>

> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that
State.

>>
> >> Mr. Perez has over 13
> > > years experience as a county Election
> > Administrator
> > > in Texas. You won't
> > > find many news articles mentioning him because
> he
> > > has kept his nose clean.
> > > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > > country, prefers to
> > > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > > association of Texas
> > > election officials and the two largest
> > organizations
> > > of election officials
> > > in this country: the International Association
> of
> > > Clerks, Recorders,
> > > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
message truncated =__

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:59 PM
cc
Subject RE: research summaries

Job did this one
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: research summaries
Something is wrong in the fourth paragraph of the Federal Election Crime summary. Do you know
what it is supposed to say there?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

UU33 _..

cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 11:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Rev Agenda for Working Group Meeting

In

Agenda 5-18-06 Mtg.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:48 PM

To Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

Adam:
J.R. Perez's resume is attached, and I have forwarded my last explanatory email to Job in answer to his
concerns. I will tell Tova not to contact Ray, but that she may talk with you about this issue. Thanks! --Peggy

t

Perez bio 5 5 06.doc

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 02:45 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

—_@GSAEXTERNAL

.org
cc wa
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-appt-partisan restiictions.doc

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
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> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> The effort is likely
> to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with

0038E

> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

00356

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:54 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary6

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems with the 4th paragraph. Would you please just send
me that paragraph within the text of your email so that I can paste it into the document? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:17 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>

00380

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/24/2006 12:41 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voucher

Ok. Thanks
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I've signed and submitted your voucher. I had to
> correct the contract
> date.
(It is 2/26/06, not 4/22/06.) Everything
> else looked great. --> Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:51 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject RE: Working Group-Perez[

We are still on for 4 PM. Ray is out of the office due to a family emergency, so I suggest you NOT contact
him. You may contact his Special Assistant, Adam Ambrogi (aambrogi@eac.gov or 202-566-3105), who
also hails from Texas. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/09/2006 12:08 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc

00356
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Subject RE: Working Group-Perez

We are still doing the 4 pm call, right? We can discuss it more then. Would it be OK if I see if Ray knows
this person? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesda May 09, 2006 10:14 AM
T
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group-Perez

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to
serve on the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic.
proposed that I find someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud
and their innovative approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election
Administrators to run elections, rather than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter
registration; County Clerk for balloting), the Election Administrator is hired by the County Election
Commission and is supposed to perform his or her duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached
excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election administrator hiring and restrictions on
partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation
schemes used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election
Administrator in Texas. You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept
his nose clean. (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad
news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the association of Texas election officials and the two largest
organizations of election officials in this country: the International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The Election Center. He is a past
President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas Association of Election
Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans the
educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's conferences.
His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
Perez also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and
The Election Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff
web page on the Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme..
something that might be useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered
voters (a number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's population claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The
county is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson,
and Bexar counties. In the 1980s, the county was predominately a farming community; but in
recent years, many people have moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County,
preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
--- Peggy
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"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:10 AM

To
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:
This is to confirm my call to your office this morning inviting you to be a member of and attend the
upcoming meeting of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) Working Group on Voting
Fraud-Voter Intimidation. The meeting is scheduled to take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday,
May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue,
NW, 11th Floor, Washington, DC.
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute are the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a high priority.
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

OOJ3 /^.

•

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case law review),
•
identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding
these topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
•
establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
•
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation, and the results of the
preliminary research to the working group, and convene the working group to discuss potential
avenues for future EAC research on this topic; and
• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working
group deliberations that includes recommendations for future research, if any;
We strive to include bipartisan representation on the Working Group associated with this project. You
were recommended for this project by our Republican consultant, Job Serebrov. Your ideas for possible
EAC activities related to this topic will help the agency as it plans future actions to meet its HAVA
responsibilities.
If you can find the time in your busy schedule to participate, I will have an information packet delivered to
your office by COB, Monday, May 15. Please let me know if you are available. Thank you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/10/2006 09:25 AM
cc

Subject Re: arnwineL

I'm checking on this. Will get back to you as soon as I have more info. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/09/2006 05:28 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject arnwine

003

She definitely cannot do it. Would you please find out if Wade Henderson would be possible? Now its my
turn to be upset!!! Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/30/2007 06:28 PM

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 2

Here is the second batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---Aletha
Barrington/CONTRACTOR/E
To wang@tcf.org,
AC/GOV
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
04/19/2006 01:09 PM
Subject Voting fraud/Voter intimidation

Good afternoon:
I like to introduce myself, I am Aletha Barrington, the new Contract Assistant, I will be replacing Nicole
Mortellito. You may address any questions regarding the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Contract to me
as well as cc all monthly reports. Thank you and I look forward to working with you!
Aletha Barrington
(202) 566-2209
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Sarah Ball Johnson
04/17/2006 04:33 PM
cc

.jng@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.

This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.

Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants, moving
while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up extraneous electrical
signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready to
speak.
If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the operator/technicians
by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the recording when individuals are
dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
•

04/17/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject RE: Interviews

Actually, 11 EST would be better. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM --

003874_

"Job Serebrov"
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

w.^

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

003.57

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
G^ ,

s=

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Rivers@BlankRome.com

04/19/2006 12:24 PM

s♦

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/20/2006 10:58 AM
cc DRomig@eac.gov
Subject wg meeting

Hi Peg,
I think I might have told you only that I am unavailable on the 5th. I'm actually unavailable on the 4th as
well. Any news on this front? We should also arrange a conference call next week about preparing for
the meeting, don't you think? Thanks Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

00387E.

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212 -535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --f'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/21/2006 12:18 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 3 (final)

Peg, I hope we will be able to review the binders you put together before they get sent out. Thanks. Just
one more research summary to come Monday. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

The Long Shadow of Jim Crow.doc The New Poll Tax (JS).doc Wisconsin Audit Report.doc Wisconsin Vote Fraud TF.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@
tcf.or
9>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" -^

04/21/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject wg materials

I will now begin sending several emails with material for the working group meeting. Peg, we still have not
heard back from you on whether you like the agenda. I have attached it again. With respect to the
interview and research summaries, would you both please review them to make sure there are no glaring
mistakes?
Are we going on a hiatus next week? I'm a little confused about what happens from here. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

003877

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

TW proposed agenda.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov

04/21/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 4 (final)

Please also double check that I have not left any out. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Wade Henderson.doc Interview with Wendy Weiser.doc Interview with William Groth.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
http ://www.amazon.com/gp /p roduct/078671591X/sr=8-1/gid=1145390029/ref=Dd bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5Fencodinq=IJTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director

00357€

State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
)
Bail
Cc:
To:
iiWw"wang@tcf-org; ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06
Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
•
The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
•
If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star
This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.

zero).

00`3377

If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

04/21/2006 11:19 AM

cc
Subject

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
L.=J
Summary of DOJ activities 0405.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 05:36 PM

To "Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBaII.Johnson@ky.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

D

Sarah:
Thank you. I have not reviewed this myself, so I really appreciate the link. Professor Campbell was
among the people interviewed by our consultants.

0033st:

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)" <SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov>
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
<SarahBall.Johnson@ky.gov
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
htta://www.amazon.com/ao/Droduct/078671591 X/sr=8-1 /aid=1145390029/ref=Dd bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5Fencoding=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director
State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson Sarah Ball (SBE)
C'wang@tcf.org; ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

003331.

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has giver
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
04/17/2006 12:37 PM

003ss4_

cc
Subject Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM
CST? --- Peg
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'

04/21/2006 11:09 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 3

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

R

Interview with Lori Minnite.doc Interview_with_NeilBradley final.doc Interview with Nina Perales final.doc

Interview with Pat Rogers.doc Interview with Rebecca Vigil-G iron.doc Interview with Sarah Ball Johnson.doc

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson. doe Interview with Tracy Campbell. doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

04/19/2006 03:31 PM

Tova Andrea

Subject Recent email from Aletha Barrington

Please ignore the messsage sent to you today by Aletha Barrington. It was sent in error. As COR for this
project, I remain your primary contact. Thanks.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00358

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/21/2006 12:16 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Donsanto IFES FINAL.doc Election Protection stories.doc fooled again review.doc GA litigation summary2.doc GAO Report (JS).doc

indiana litigation - official.doc Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum summary.doc Securing the Vote.doc Shattering the Myth. doc

Steal this Vote Review final.doc stealing elections review.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 11:38 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

R

I have just forwarded to you the Feb 3 email I sent to EAC Staff.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Co rtes/EAC/GOV

003884

04/18/2006 10:13 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana
Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06
n

What is the contact info for our conference call provider in case we run into trouble at the start of the call?
Nicole used to handle conference calls and I am not sure who I would speak to in that instance. Please let
me know. Thanks.
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:33 PM

To sarahball.johnson@ky.gov
cc•ang@tcf.org, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:

0038`

• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/21/2006 11:05 AM
cc
Subject summaries of interviews

Part 1. I'm going to try not to overload
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview Justice Stratton. doe Interview w Tony Sirvello FINAL.doc
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Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary of State Larry Boyle.doc

Interview with Craig Donsanto FINAL.doc Interview with Doug Webber.doc Interview with former Secretary of State Sharon Priest.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

'{
04/17/2006 12:44 PM

cc
Subject Re: Conference Call This Afternoon

Yes but it needs to go no longer then 30 mins
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Are you two still available for the conference call
> we had scheduled for
> this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:44 PM
s

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

# ' 4i

Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working GroupI

Yes, she is the assistant to David A. Norcross and she is unavailable until Monday. I spoke with the
woman who is filling in for her this week and she does not have access to Mr. Norcross's schedule.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:27 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

00383"

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM
To: Rivers@B1ankRome.com
Cc: Margaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,
04/17/2006 12:55 PM
cc
Subject RE: Conference Call This Afternoon

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 11:38 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM
EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg
-^
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --
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"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

04/21/2006 11:18 AM

cc
Subject case charts 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Voter Eligibility.doc ChartDenialloterRegistrat.doc ChartDenialoterRegistrat.doc ChartElectionCountingViolat.doc
akl_

ChartOverseasBallot.doc ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doc ChartProvisionalB allotD en. doe ChartTouchScreenVoteVoting.doc

IN

ChartVoteVoterAfricanAmer. doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/21/2006 11:14 AM

cc "'Job Serebrov'
Subject nexis article charts and overview/analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
iim
absentee nexis chart 2.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chart.xls dece

a practices nexis chart.xls

003.38
I

a
Election official & addition-subtraction.xls intentional felon voting nexis chart.xls intimidation and suppression.xls noncitizen voting.xls

vote buying nexis chart.xls voter registration fraud nexis chart.xls Wrongful Removal from Registration Lists.xls Nexis Analysis. doe
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov' -

04/21/2006 11:22 AM

cc
Subject methodology review

Tova Andrea. Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

methodology -- official.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
04/21/2006 11:07 AM

^^
To psims@eac.gov, Job
Serebrov"'
cc
Subject interview with Doug Webber — correct version

I sent the wrong version! Please use this one.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

003891
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InterviewDougWebber final.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
04/21/2006 12:13 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject existing literature summaries 1

And there will be one more forthcoming next week.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

A Funny ThingReview.doc American Center Report FINAL.doc Americas Modern Poll Tax (JS).doc

Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc cb summary.doc Chandler Davidson summary -- official.doc Crazy Quilt.doc

Deliver the Vote Review.doc dnc ohio.doc DOJ Public Integrity Reports (JS).doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'

04/21/2006 11:17 AM

cc
Subject job's case charts 1

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
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Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Absentee Ballot. doe Chart Disenfranchisement.doc Chart Donsanto Cases.doe Chart Election Accessible. doe

Chart Election Irregularity.doc Chart Vote Buying.doc Chart Vote Felon. doe Chart Vote Fraud. doe Chart Vote Identification.doc

Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc Chart Vote Registration.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/19/2006 03:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 M
To: a
Cc: Margaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

003S9L

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"

04/21/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject summaries of interviews 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson.doc Interview with Jason Torchinsky final.doc Interview with Joe Rich.doc

Interview with Joe SandlerFINAL.doc Interview with John Ravitz.doc Interview with John Tanner.doc

Interview with Kevin Kennedy.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:39 PM

To Diana Scott
cc
Subject Teleconference Requested

Diana:
This is just to let you know that I have requested a teleconference on Wednesday, April 19, from 11 AM to
Noon EST. I asked for 6 lines to accommodate our research consultants and the folks that they will be
interviewing for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,,

04/17/2006 12:28 PM

cc

.

Subject RE: Interviews

00389

Noon EST
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM --"Job Serebrov"
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

00399 _.

> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

04/17/2006 04:53 PM

cc

-

Subject interview analysis

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview conclusions. doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 11:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's

00339

ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
05/10/2006 09:54 AM
♦

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

a

Subject Court reporter

go

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 09:17 PM

To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
cc

t»

00389E

Subject hotels

Literally, there is not a hotel room to be found in the district on these dates. The only thing I could find was
a room for $379 a night. I have booked it and will assume that since we are so under-budget on travel
that this will be OK
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a^eac. ov
To: wang_cc tcf org ;
Cc: dromig_geac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwards, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

OU38y^

Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:36 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts1

OK, I will include all on the CD. Thanks. ---- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"

fa

i

1

05/11/2006 12:09 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts

All. They are not duplicates. There are some cases
repeated and some not. It is a slight varient of the
word search.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job
> In preparing the CDs, we have run across the
> following files that appear
> to be duplicates. Which ones should go on the CD?
> --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 12:06 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov,^

, "Tova Wan

Subject list of interviewees

003S9^.,

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

t

List of Experts Interviewed.doc
—

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/05/2006 12:56 PM
Subject RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter
Intimidation project meeting

Thank you, Peg - - see you then.
From: psims@eac.gov [ma ilto: psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

The meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 18, 1- 5:30 PM (though we may finish earlier). It will be held
in EAC's large conference room (the one we use for public meetings, located off our lobby). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/05/2006 12:43 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

SubjecRE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project
tmeeting

00339E

If you tell me now I will put it into my calendar here, which in turn will remind me!

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:42 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

How many days in advance do you need the reminder? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/04/2006 02:07 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/09/2006 11:19 AM
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --"Job Serebrov"
'f
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM
cc
Subject Latham

0039:01

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 03:20 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc___
Subject Re: Latham[

One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has vacancies and pillow top beds. Try 1-800-424-2979 or
202-353-8900.
"Job Serebrov
Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Latham

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 10:06 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have attached a
draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy

Agenda 5-13-06 Mtg-draft.doc

00O090J

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM

1

"

"Job Serebrov"____
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
/12/200612T52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
> be legitimate reasons
> for not doing so).
>
>
>
>

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's.office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---'Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
•

05/11/2006 04:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Dinner

Yes. My wife is a vegetarian and I can't eat wheat
products and don't eat pork. Non-toxic Oriental seems
to always work. I did not cc Tova on this until I
received your reaction. You probably want to include

003902:

Tova on replies to this e-mail.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM

—o'^!s

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:12 AM
r

1M

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM ---"
"Marvin
To dromig@eac.gov
cc
05/09/2006 11:04 AM
Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Ma _09 2006 8:31 AM
T
Cc.
eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note

00390-

that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
0
0
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
I►
05/03/2006 03:23 PM

•

j

cc
Subject David Norcross

Peggy,
I just spoke to Mr. Norcross's assistant, he cannot attend the meeting on the 18th, he will be out of town at
another event.
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/04/2006 06:08 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
--------------------------
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Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subj ect
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).
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Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
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Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
''

To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meetin ? to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
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> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:3 PH
To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>
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>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL, Tova Andrea
Wang
cc
Subject Re: new working group representatives
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Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I seem to
recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a nearby place that
won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
'

Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

0 112006 04:39 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a
with Tova and me after the group meetin
the final report? As long as we are out
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to
she will be meeting me after the WG.

will be bad
dinner meeting
to discuss
by 7or so I am
be there as

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
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> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I really don't care if he represents the
organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
discuss
all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:36 PM
To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
> > > Here' s his info in full:

X0391:

>>>
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>> >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:45 AM

cc
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Subject RE: Case Summaries

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 10:38 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM
"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Case Summaries

Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

I'm thankful it all worked out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Ginsberg has accepted our invitation! --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -4•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
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': 05/02/2006 11:32 AM

•i

To pegsimsl@aol.com, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Barbara Arnwine

Peggy,
I just spoke to Valerie Johnson, Ms. Arnwine's assistant. The following are a list of dates that are possible
for her attendance;
8th - PM (2pm to 6pm)
9th - Possible PM
16th - PM (1:30pm - 5:30pm)
17th - All day*
18th - All day*
19th - All day*
*All day availability does not begin until after 9:30 or 10:00 AM
I will update this information on the shared drive.
Thanks,
Devon
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> hotel taxes (if you
> cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> rates that are a little
> higher)
> Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
> $48 on the first and
> last day of travel)
> Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> mile
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
travel authorization
for you. I can approve your trip via email.
Afterwords, when you turn in
your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
transportation receipts and a
copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
total travel expenses due
you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
meal receipts.

>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
and per diem of doing
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> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto
cc

05/11/2006 02:35 PM

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
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Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
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After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov {ma ilto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
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SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

92`.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 09:05 PM

cc
Subject Question

Peg:
Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTER NAL
cc

05/03/2006 12:40 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation1

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday through Wednesday are
taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive Committee, the full Standards Board, and the
Board of Advisors. Thursday, we have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants
in June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the consultants) by the end of
May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 11:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:08 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto.
There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can you please
send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will place it in the document. --Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/10/2006 10:32 AM
cc
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Devon:
We have the OK from Tom to obtain a court reporter. Per his response (attached), please coordinate with
Joyce. Also, I understand the reporter for the Asian Language Working Group arrived late. Please find
out how we can ensure the one for our meeting arrives on time. Thanks! --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:31 AM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV

0039?t-

05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting[

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@ eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
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I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
•:

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/03/2006 10:50 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

t ^►

Subject Secretary Rokita's schedule

Peggy,
I just spoke to Nathan Cane (Secretary Rokita's assistant). He did not have any new information but they
are going to have a scheduling meeting tomorrow morning and he will ask specifically about the afternoon
of May 18th. I also reminded him to find out any of the days that he was not available or any of the days
that he had could attend the meeting in the morning or the afternoon.
Thanks,
Devon
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 01:05 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: VFVI Working Group[

Devon:
I forgot to tell you that Thor Hearne's assistant is named Bethany She can be reached at 314/613-2510.
--- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

UO3 321

• • ^
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
E'**
05/04/2006 12:33 PM
•

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject VFVI Working Group

Peggy,
I have called each of the participants. So far I have a definite confirmation from Kathy Rogers.
Here is the list of the out of town participants for the Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working
Group:
Mark Hearne II - St. Louis, MO
Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
Possible Participant
Patrick Rogers - New Mexico
Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 05:32 PM
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

I'm up for a short meeting afterward and a teleconference on Monday. And maybe when all of this is over,
you and I can have dinner! Have I told you that I am moving down to DC this summer?
I suspect you have put up with much more than I have and I really appreciate everything you have done.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 4:27 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: new working group representative

UU392

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours
away). He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night.
He won't drive back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this
project work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.)
Though we will be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group
disperses --- or we could do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into
three more days of meetings). --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 04:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative
plans. They can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday
morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative
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On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meetin 3 to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

>
>
>
>
>
>

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:53
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>

(10332 c

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> >
ec
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing

•
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> >
> > His contact and mailing info is:
> >
> > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > 202-662-8315
> > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > Suite 400
> > Washington, DC 20005
>>

>> >
> > >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---•
'

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
.lp 05/09/2006
09:32 AM

To bschuler@lathropgage.com, mhearne@lathropgage.com,
jrperez50@sbcglobal.net, assistant@sos.in.gov,
krogers@sos.state.ga.us
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th,
2006

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C.. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on
Thursday May 18th, 2006.

00393'

The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) will cover the cost of your flight, the cost of your hotel room
and provide you with a daily per diem. The cost of the airfare and the hotel stay will be paid directly by the
EAC, as long as you book your travel through Adventure Travel.
To coordinate your flight and hotel stay, please contact Marvin Brokaw of Adventure Travel at (205)
444-4800, ext. 3501. Please note that the eligible dates of the hotel accommodation include the evenings
on May 17th and May 18th. Once you have contacted him and you have received the itinerary via e-mail
you must forward me a copy immediately so that I can complete a travel authorization form.
I have included two attachments with this email; the first attachment is a letter that contains important
information that you will need to know before calling the travel agent and the second attachment provides
some general information that should help you get around the city during your trip.
In addition to your travel itinerary, I will also need the following information by the close of business this
Friday May 12, 2006 in order to complete your travel authorization:
Full Name:
Title:
Entity for whom you work:
Address to Which the Reimbursement Check Will Be Mailed:
Work Telephone:
Fax Number:
Social Security #: (if uncomfortable e-mailing this, feel free to call me):
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

Per Diem Letter VFVI.doc Logistics Sheet VFVI.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Tosims
eac. ov,g dromig@eac.gov
@
g@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:30 PM
cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check and if
not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks. I'm kind of
doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang

00393

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc Fed Crime Election Fraud (JS).doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov
sbc
@
9 lobal.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 01:41 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Given the information I have Peggy, that is not going
to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
about the hotels, it is too much for me to front. Two
to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose money.

I simply do not see how we can do this in person given
the financial restrictions.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 10:14 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc

003933

> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> in
> place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> money
> coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> for
> months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> for
> this working group meeting to take place in person.
> It
> is looking like the only way it will get done is by
> teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> the
> unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Hi, Folks:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at
> about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> please suggest another
> date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> preparations for the
> Working Group meeting.

>>
> > Working Group Members
> > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> the
> > nonpartisan local
> > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> no
> > objections to him. He
> > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> Pat
> > Rogers office, but
> > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> any
> > pull with him, you
> > may want to contact him, too.

>>
> > Travel Arrangements
> > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > including hotel. Travel
> > time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> > hours actually worked on
> > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > preparation for the meeting,
> > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

>>
> > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > hotel taxes (if you
> > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > rates that are a little
> > higher)
> > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it
> is
> > $48 on the first and
> > last day of travel)
> > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> > mile
>>
> > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out
>a
> > travel authorization
> > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> > receipt (or mileage
> > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > transportation receipts and a
> > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > total travel expenses due
> > you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> > meal receipts.

>>
> > Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> > for personal reasons are
> > not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> > however, is to give me a
> > comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage,
> hotel,
> > and per diem of doing
> > it your way against the cost of a roundtrip
> flight,
> > ground transportation,
> > hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> > should be no problem to
> > cover the full cost. If your way is more
> expensive,
> > we may only pay up to
> > the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> > apply to me when I
> > travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> > you will spend the
> > night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

>>
> > Peggy
>>
>>

003331

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wangQ
a tcf.org>

04/26/2006 08:04 PM

cc

Subject Re: wg

Let me check with Devon early tomorrow. If she did not hear from him this
afternoon, I'll have her contact you. Perhaps you will have more success than
we have.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----

From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 04/26/2006 05:46 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 04:04 PM

To Paul DeGregorio

cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject New Working Group Member

FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for David Norcross, who was unavailable, could not attend
or Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov, suggested
Benjamin Ginsberg, who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with you on this beforehand --- things

00393(.

happened so fast! --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9 >
^^ Serebrov"#
To Job
05/11/2006 03:56 PM
cc

-r

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: new working group representative

That was not the only reason -- it was to have someone from the civil rights
community. I hardly think you can have a discussion about voter
intimidation and suppression without someone with that background at the
table. I know you agree with this given what you've said to me in the past.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 20062:48
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: new working group representative

We don't know about Ginsburg but it was only stated,
over my objection, that no current invitee was being disinvited. This does
not apply to representatives of those people in my mind, especially when the
main specific reason for inviting the person was her race.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have
> already established we are
> not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about
> Ginsburg yet anyway,
> right?
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:36 PM
To: Tova Wang;
Cc:
Subjec
w w rkin*
ggov#^representative
**

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that positionsince I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm

0039
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> > 1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Sere
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.

00393

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election

Q(3393(

> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> thousand registered voters (a number more than
> doubled the number of
> registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's
> population claims
> Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> Census Bureau. The county
> is in south central Texas and is bordered by
Comal,
> Hays, Cladwell,
> Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
1980s,
> the county was
> predominately a farming community; but in recent
> years, many people have
> moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> County, preferring to
> live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > What political party is Perez with? How political
> is
> > he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> > Who
> > appointed Perez?

>>
> > As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> > anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
> knocked
> > off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

003.94.
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto

05/03/2006 11:39 AM

cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group meeting. Are you available the
afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
`' {

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:38 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov,
Subject existing literature list

Job, please double check to make sure I haven't missed anything

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 05:26 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: new working group representativeE

0039

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours away).
He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night. He won't drive
back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this project
work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.) Though we will
be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group disperses --- or we could
do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into three more days of meetings). --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang @tcf.org>

05/11/2006 04:54 PM

To Psims@eac.gov,^
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative plans. They
can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursda y, MMay 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To:
Wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"i
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad

0039;

going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by 7or so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
got to pick three
members of the Working Group. The Commission
guidance regarding this
particular member follows:

> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.

0039

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Su ject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
>>>1
>>>
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400

0039"t.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:08 PM

To sims
eac. ov,
P
@
9
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

For purposes of travel arrangements, Job do you want to plan to meet the day before and/or the day after
the meeting?
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(eac.gov
To : wang(,tc£org ;
Cc: dromig( eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:

UQ39 (

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----wang@tcf.org
•1
To sims
eac. 9ov,
P
@
05/05/2006 06:18 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

I'm finding there are no hotel rooms available
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To: wangCtcf.org ;

00391~'
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Cc: dromig_( eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

0039 t4'

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>> 1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:
> > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org

>
>
>
>

202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704
fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site,
<http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for th latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9 >

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
cc^-^

05/10/2006 12:16 PM

Subject another one

Plus, I found a few typos on the nexis analysis. Sorry about this.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

votebuyingsummary. doc N exis Analysis. doc
--_ Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"

003951

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/12/2006 12:45 PM

cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Joyce Wilson
05/04/2006 10:52 AM
cc
Subject Large Conference Room Needed

s
1

4

This is just to confirm my request to reserve the large conference room on Thursday, May 18, from Noon-6
PM. We will be using it for a meeting of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group. Thanks! --Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•e
To vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
05/08/2006 02:56 PM
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com, Rbauer@perkinscoie.com,
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th

Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on

0039-.

Thursday May 18th, 2006.
The office of the Election Assistance Commission is located at:
1225 New York Avenue NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
We will send more information about this meeting via Federal Express. If you would like this information to
be sent to an address other than your office please reply with the preferred address.
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:45 AM
cc

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Material I may not have included

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based on
complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article excel
spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Wisconsin FINAL.doc South Dakota FINAL.doc Washington FINAL.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:24 AM
cc
Subject Re: Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

003354-

I will hear from him tomorrow but that still does not
solve all of my issues---see my longer e-mail.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I had a voice mail message from him on Monday. I
> called him back but had
> to leave a voice mail message (telephone tag). If
> you hear from him and
> he is willing and able to come, I need to know this.
> We need to have him
> call our travel service to make travel arrangements
> ASAP. Thanks. --> Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 10:46 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

> FYI
> --- "Patrick J. Rogers"
> wrote:
> > Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> > Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
> > From: "Patrick J. Rogers"
> > To: "Job Serebrov"
>>
> > Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> > tomorrow. Depositions all
> > day today. Thanks, Pat
>>
> > What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

>>
>>
> > Patrick J. Rogers
> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
> > P.O. Box 2168
> > Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
> > Tel:
505-848-1849
> > Fax:
505-848-1891

O0 n J
9

>>
>>
>>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
> > Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
> > To: Patrick J. Rogers
> > Subject: Working Group meeting
>>
> > Pat:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> The working group meeting for the voter fraud
> project is scheduled for
> May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
> Could you come? If so,
> we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.

>>
> > Regards,
>>
> > Job
>>
--------------------------------------------------> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
>>

> > THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> > INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> > WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> > THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> > CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> > APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> > reader of this message is not the intended
> recipient
> > or agent
> > responsible for delivering the message to the
> > intended recipient, you
> > are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> > copying of this
> > communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> > received this
> > electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> > from your system
> > without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> > e-mail or by calling
> > 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> > corrected. Thank you.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --- '"^
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"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 04:42 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Barbara says that you have been working it out with her assistant Valerie, that they have spoken to you
several times.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 8:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in
May she is potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been
unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007.04:26 PM ---"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: sims eac. ov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

013395E

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/04/2006 02:08 PM

GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationE

OK, thanks. I'll get back to you with more information. --- Peggy

"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?

003951

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
inclusion.
(Still
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

00395T

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually
changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague
examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there
may
> be legitimate reasons
> for not doing so).

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on

04/30/2007 04:26

PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:56

PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have received a "No" from Ginsberg. --- Peg
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"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
inclusion.
(Still
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" ^

^r

> 05/12/2006 12:52 PN

> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually
changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague
examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there
may
> be legitimate reasons
> for not doing so).

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:35

AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

I did not get any attachments.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM
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>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
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> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
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> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 11:17 AM

cc

Subject Re: Good News

I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
today after surgery.
See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens
patrogers@modrall.com
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to
> talk with the Chairman
> today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> you have contact
> information for Rogers? --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM

"Job Serebrov"
To

05/03/2006 01:46 PM

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Monday afternnon I have a commission meeting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
to be the best
possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
available to attend in
person that day (he is available only 2 days during
the first three weeks
of May). We won't have confirmation of the
availability of Secretary
Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.

> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Tosims@
eac. ov,g dromig@eac.gov
g@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:33 PM
cc
Subject RE: research summaries

I did send yout the Brennan piece, but not the other one.
-----Original Message----From: Tova Wang
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:31 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; dromig@eac.gov
Subject: research summaries
I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Fw: May 18th Meeting at EACE

Devon:
Send an email to Perez to remind him to contact Adventure Travel ASAP. We don't have confirmation of
Rogers participation yet, though we have had a number of voice mails flying back and forth, so we cannot
yet notify him to make travel arrangements immediately. --- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
t ,
1

#

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
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05/09/2006 11:12 AM

To
cc

Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM --"Marvin Brokaw"
To dromig@eac.gov
cc
05/09/2006 11:04 AM
Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 8:31 AM
To:
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

AIL

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note
that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
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Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To dromig@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:06 PM
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/02/2006 05:41 PM
cc

Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

D

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a teleconference
to discuss our options. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 05:06 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

----- Forwarded

by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov,
05/03/2006 02:25 PM

.

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Sounds good. I'm available any time on Monday. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psimskeac.gov
To:
wan, e tcf.org
Cc: dromigeac.gov
Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2006 1:44 PM
Subject: Working Group Meeting
Job and Tova:
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As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears to be the best possible date for the meeting.
Norcross is not available to attend in person that day (he is available only 2 days during the first three
weeks of May). We won't have confirmation of the availability of Secretary Rokita until tomorrow --- but
am hopeful.
I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can schedule a teleconference on Monday afternoon. --Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

cc "Mitchell, Cynthia" <Cynthia.Mitchell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peg - I plan to be here tomorrow, although I may have to go to the main building during the day. If you are here
and I am out, just leave the packet with the receptionist. Thank you.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
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Peggy - I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - -

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integ rity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
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Open Investigations (note a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
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Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IN

voucher 3-26.4-22.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:23 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Oops! I forgot to cc. you on this. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/04/2006 02:23 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --wang@tcf.org
P sims@eac.9ov

05/13/2006 10:54 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"
toTo

Subject Fw: research summary

Existing_research_thoughts.doc Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include so as
I said I'll just
present it if thats OK
Thanks again Job. T
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----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
Subject: Re: research summary

> T> Are you talking about this?
> J> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
>> into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not, I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High
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Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations(note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
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Other: 8
Unclear: 3
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:33 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig "
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working GroupE

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High
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Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
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Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/11/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject new working group representative

is Jon Greenbaum
Here s his info in full:
htt p ://www.lawyerscom mittee.or g /2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum. htm
He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights. He will be
representing Barbara Arnwine, the Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee.
His contact and mailing info is:
iareenbaumCa)lawverscommittee.ora
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
o ^ ^' ^:;,
To
Ott
05/09/2006 09:31 AM
1►
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject May 18th Meeting at EAC
0

003,9 7 .

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be holding a
meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of state attendees to
contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note that all of
the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are May 17th and
18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel arrangements for
the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

f

OUT OF STATE PARTICIPANTS VFVI Meeting.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:05 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group[

Job:
I don't think we can put you on teleconference for 41/2 hours. We really need to have you here in person if
you are to help conduct the Working Group meeting. You should make your travel arrangements ASAP.
--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

OUVJ7^.

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> hotel taxes (if you
> cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> rates that are a little
> higher)
> Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
> $48 on the first and
> last day of travel)
> Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> mile
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> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
and per diem of doing
it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
ground transportation,
hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
should be no problem to
cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
we may only pay up to
the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
apply to me when I
travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
you will spend the
night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

> Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/10/2006 04:55 PM

Subject Re: Latham

Do you have any other suggestions?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has
> vacancies and pillow top beds.
> Try 1-800-424-2979 or 202-353-8900.

0039;(

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 02:35 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Latham

> The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
> out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
ii GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Updaten

Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need to know as we continue our search.) -- Peg
"Job Serebrov"
'Job Serebro
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

cc
Subject Update

Peggy:
Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still no
good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
workable.
Job

003931.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:25 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote fraud Study-Archived Email Part 1

Here is the first batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
08/02/2006 07:12 PM

cc
Subject Project

Peg:
Where are we on things?
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 03:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

I think this is the communication to which you referred this afternoon. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/25/2006 03:39 PM --Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:19 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation[

Peggy,
Per our discussion, I have some initial concerns regarding the definitions that have been proposed.
1. Fraud is a legal term of art. Fraud is an intentional act or omission (i.e. actual fraud or constructive
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fraud) of misrepresentation or deceit. There is no such thing as defacto fraud or quasi fraud. Fraud must
be intentional..., negligence alone is not fraud.
The general definition of voter fraud must concise and universally applicable (this in the
challenging part). After this definition is created and intellectually tested, one can then create examples
and explanations. These would 1) apply the definition to the entire election process (from beginning to
end) and (2) apply it to action by voters, 3rd parties and election officials. Through this process a
determination may be made regarding whether three definitions are needed or just one.
2. The document has no definition of voter intimidation. What is voter intimidation and how does it differ
from voter fraud? I assume this would also be an intentional act.
3. Definitions need to be concise and tight. Such definitions need to be able to be broken down into
elements. Each of these elements must have clear, applicable and enforceable meaning. This can be a
challenge. For example use of the term "any illegal act" is unclear, begs the question and suggests that
fraud only occurs in the course of committing a related crime.
These are just my initial thoughts.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

08/08/2006 12:05 PM

cc
Subject FW: bibiliographic form
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From Tova Wang [mailto:wang@tcf.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 26, 2006 9:31 AM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: bibiliographic form
Hi Peg, Here is the list of literature reviewed in bibliographic form. Please let us know if you have been
able to look over any of the materials. Starting this afternoon, I will be pretty unavailable for the next two
weeks.
Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Lit review in bibliographic form.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
wang@tcf.org
To sims
eac. 9ov
P^@
cc

08/11/2006 02:46 PM

Subject Re: direct deposit

I'm assuming we will get the extension for the revision period. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2006 2:39 PM
Subject: Re: direct deposit

> Tova:
> I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the
> form you requested. --- Peggy
> (See attached file: EFT Form.rtf)

l! r
`i.
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>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>

08/10/2006 08:34
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

>
>

direct deposit

> Hey Peg,
> Hope you are well.
Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change
> the direct deposit to my new bank account.
Thanks so much.
> Tova
> PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
08/11/2006 02:39 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: direct deposit[

Tova:
I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the form you requested. --- Peggy

LJ
EFT Form.rtf
wang@ tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
08/10/2006 08:34 PM

To sims
eac. 9ov
@
P
cc
Subject direct deposit
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Hey Peg,
Hope you are well. Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change the direct deposit to my new
bank account. Thanks so much.
Tova
PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV
08/10/2006 04:24 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject John TAnner Comments

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 08/10/2006 04:25 PM ----"Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov"
<Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov
>
08/10/2006 12:29 PM

To "jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov"
<jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

Tova Wang. doc

Cameron P. Quinn
Counsel to the Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division, US Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 20530
202-305-9750

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

0^^:7

Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 01:56 PM

To Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Letter from Barbara Arnwine

Any chance you could send a pdf version of the letter to me? --Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/10/2006 01:55 PM
y

Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 12:12 PM

^fl4 ,

1 f ,^"' '

To Margaret
EAC
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
9
cc "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jthompson@eac.gov>, "Tom
Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>, sbanks@eac.gov
Subject Re: Letter from Barbara Arnwine[1

The letter was addressed to the commissioners. I will ask Sheila to give a copy to you.
Per our normal procedures, I would guess a reply should be drafted for the Chairman's signature
(especially as he is the DFO for the Board of Advisors) but you should check that with Tom.
Thanks.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:45 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportL
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I would hope that we can refer to it as a status report on the research project (prepared by EAC staff
based upon information available at the time from our consultants, Tova and Job). Calling it a preliminary
report has given rise to some confusion. That confusion has led to complaints from project working group
members and requests from outsiders, who mistakenly think that EAC has released the document written
by our consultant that fully reports on the preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation and
makes recommendations for future EAC action. --- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 12:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

Thanks for the update. Per legal, the preliminary report is absolutely public information which is why we
had to give it to the reporter when he asked for it.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
10/13/2006 02:49 PM
cc
Subject Don't Believe Everything You Read

Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has completed
the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no attempt by the
Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along. Please be
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reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

VF-VI Study Status 5-17-06.pdf
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 10:50 AM

To
cc
Subject Your inquiry

Mr. Levine,
Per your inquiry from yesterday, the status report on the EAC's voter fraud and intimidation research
project is attached. It was prepared by EAC staff and presented to our Standards Board and Board of
Advisors at a meeting that was open to the public in May of this year. EAC staff is currently working on a
final report.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance, and I'd be glad to add you to our distribution list so
you'll get updates on this and other EAC projects.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5.17-06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview RequestL

0039Sc

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:34 AM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
CC

Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM ----"Wendy Weiser"
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To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:03 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report)

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
"Y _

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request[
Cc

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
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am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:57 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The working group met prior to the meeting of the EAC boards, but too late for its deliberations to be
summarized in the written status report on the project that was delivered to the boards. The status report
notes that a meeting of the working group was about to be held to review the research so far and make
recommendations. ---- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:03 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[l

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
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Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
^_ -- Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request[=

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...

please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
_..._,

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

09/28/2006 11:27 PM

cc
Subject Speech

Peg,
I thought I would share with you the speech I am going to given on Fraud and Intimidation in Salt Lake City
at noon on Friday. If you have time, please read it over and let me know if you see anything I shouldn't
say. Thanks.

IN

Speech on Fraud intimidation Sept 29 06 Sat Lake Cdy.doc

Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:42 AM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ;---From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
"Wendy Weiser"
To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/11/200610:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

0039E

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550(fax)

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 03:21 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan CenterE J

Tom,
Thanks but Wendy Weiser seems to be under the assumption that we provided all of this material to USA
Today. As agreed to by the commissioners, counsel and staff, we only provided USA Today with the
public documents that were presented to the advisory boards at the May meetings. Should we not clarify
this to Wendy and provide her or anyone else with the same. I also just received the same request from
election officials in Cook County, IL and King County, WA. Reporters are pestering them for information
based on the USA Today article so election officials now want it from EAC. Looks like this is only the start
so we need to get ahead of the curve.

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:42 AM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[]

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM

0[)3`^1-r

To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
"WendyWeiser"
10/11/2006 10:57 AM

I

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)

p0399<,

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
08/22/2006 02:09 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —f

We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —

Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@ usdoj.gov>

08/22/2006 12:50 PM

Topsims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc"Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
SubjectDoes EAC have access to stats on –

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:37 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

The answer is tricky. The working group met after the written report was submitted for the board
meetings, but before the status report was formally presented (orally) at the board meetings. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/200602:27 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

So the answer is yes, they did meet after the status report was presented?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:26 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The status report was written on May 17, 2006 (the last day it could be submitted for the upcoming board
meetings). The first and only meeting of the working group was May 18, 2006. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:06 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[l

Yes, that is what prompted my question. So the answer is no -- they have not met since May 17?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/13/2006 01:33 PM
cc
Subject Re: FundingI

Peggy,
Could you give Jeannie a call she needs some help fashioning a statment regarding the USA Today article since Tova
and Job are hoping mad
Thanks
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00 00t.

----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/13/2006 01:30 PM
To: Thomas Wilkey; Diana Scott
Cc: Edgardo Cortes; Bola Olu
Subject: Fw: Funding

FYI.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 01:22 PM
"Carrera, James A".
10/10/2006 12:35 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Funding

Peggy,
As noted in our recent status report, 75 percent of contract funding has been reached. The attached is
submitted in accordance with the contract requirements.
If you have any questions pleased contact me.
Regards,
Jim

James Carrera / KPMG LLP /

/703 286-8106 (office)

703 995-0325 (fax) /

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it,
is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter.
+++++++++++44V+ f4+4+++++++++++++++++4+++++++N+++++f`++++R +444+V4++m+M+f++44
-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/27/2006 12:51 PM

To Bryan Whitener
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen

00,x00-:.

Lyn n-Dyson/EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study

Bryan:
An electronic copy of the status report is attached, as requested for the USA Today inquiry. The status
report includes the attachment listing the Working Group members. I suggest that you check to ensure
that I have protected the copy against any manipulation, and protect it yourself if I have not, before
sending it out to anyone. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -----

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:20 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter[q

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/12/2006 04:27 PM
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letterF

I will IF they sign off on it

00;.00..

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/12/2006 04:20 PM

CC

ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

Subject Re: Brennan Center IetterLink

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:14 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
----- Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM --Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
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10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com

deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to ?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?
FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 248-9320

Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.

Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.
###
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Thomas.Hicks@mail.house.gov
10/12/2006 10:59 AM
cc
Subject Research update

Tom,
Per our conversation, attached is the update the Standards Bd. and Bd. of Adv. received at their May
meeting. That's all it was -- a status report. And we clearly stated in our Fed. Register notice that we
would deliver an update on our research projects. And this meeting was open to the public.
Take care, and let's get together soon. Let me know if you need anything else.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5.17-06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To ghillman@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
10/12/2006 05:26 PM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject FOR YOUR APPROVAL

Commissioners,
Wendy Weiser of the Brennan Center has requested some of the information that was distributed to the
Bd. of Adv. and the Standards Bd. at the May meeting. Her request is below. Attached is a draft letter that

OU ^UUt

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

05/01/2007 08:58 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 5

Fifth batch attached. More to come. --- Peggy Sims

Please do ask him. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 4:14 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: DOJ Training Materials

Devon's response is attached. Guess I'll add this to the list of questions going to Donsanto.
---Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/03/2006 05:12 PM —
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

04/03/2006 04:21 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: DOJ Training MaterialsLink

Peggy,
The sections that you listed below are also empty in our copy. I have attached a copy of the
complete table of contents with all of the section that are empty in our copy of the 2004 DOJ
training binder.
Thanks,
Devon

Margaret Sims/EACIGOV
04/03/2006 03:47 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject DOJ Training Materials

Devon:
One of our consultants noted that there are several sections appear to be missing from the 2004
DOJ training binder. She wasn't sure if it is because of what DOJ sent over to EAC or a problem
in the photocopying. From what she can see, some of the table of contents is missing and tabs
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. I think we must have provided the T of C because
don't see one in the binder. Can you please retrieve the binder and check this out for me?
Thanks! --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To psims@eac.gov
04/05/2006 05:01 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Hi Peg,
I will call J.R. on Thursday to run it by him and let you know what he says. As for
my availability on Wednesday, April 12, the answer is "yes". Morning is best for
me, although I could be available in the afternoon. You choose a time and I will be
here.
Thanks,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To:
Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

(10 :007

Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
ct Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

^Q^QQ^

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto:tjsthree@msn.com]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psimsgea
, c.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background

00400{

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW -Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
ct Working Group

ao401C;

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto:tjsthree@msn.com]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psims( eac.gov
6

To
Sent: Thursday, March T2006
2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005

c
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Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/06/2006 03:27 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello III"

f^GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group[l

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on Wednesday,
April 12? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'

04/04/2006 09:49 AM

cc
Subject RE: Project Working Group Meeting

No, except it means pushing everything back, ie the final report. I suppose
we could, as we discussed, take a week or two off in May and tack it on to
June. Theres no way we could write a final report in ten days, obviously.
That would be fine with me.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 8:46 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Project Working Group Meeting

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in attending the meeting. Due
to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at the week of May 15.
Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov'

04/12/2006 12:30 PM

cc "'Nicole Mortellito"' <nmortellito@eac.gov>

,psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: working group meeting
oo"ol

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview[=

the call is up and running!! you may dial in
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/11/2006 11:42 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'"
cc

"'Nicole Mortellito'" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----=

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/10/2006 10:05 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference set up[

You are set for the 12th at 11 am
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

Q
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/09/2006 11:15 PM

To "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
cc "Edgardo Cortes" <ecortes@eac.gov>
Subject Tleconference set up

Nicole:
Could you please help me set up a teleconference for Wednesday, April 12 at 11 AM EST (for 1 hour)?
Please send me confirmation.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Wein
To psims@eac.gov
^`
04/04/2006 08:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To •
_
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

00 ,101.

That's fine, just asking
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2006 11:26 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; 'Nicole Mortellito'
Subject: Re: working group meeting

It was my understanding that the meeting would be on
the 15th or later.
Tova, Peggy is out of the office this week.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I cannot do it on May 5 now. Any update on a date?
> I will be in DC for
> other meetings May 4 - May 7 if that makes any
> difference (EAC would not
> have to pay my transportation if it was on, for
> example, Monday May 8 or
> possibly even the 9th) Thanks.
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"

04/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

00 ` 01, `;

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or 9>
To psims@eac.gov,
04/03/2006 03:45 PM
cc
Subject RE: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

I didn't have anything specific in mind yet, especially as I have not finished going through the voluminous
documentation, but I will let you know
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 2:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Tova and Job:
Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for him to assess the level of public attribution that
would be appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but recommends that I provide him with the draft text. He will review it to ensure we are
not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP, so that I can forward it to him for review.
suspect he will provide me with a prompt response, which I will forward to you.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -•
"Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/09/2006 11:13 AM
Subject RE: Interview

That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM

1313 1

To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:11 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info[

Thanks, Job! --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/03/2006 04:57 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info

Norcross's assistant is Maria Rivers:
Rivers@BlankRome.com
Rokita's assistant is:
Amy Miller
Executive Assistant
Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita
317-232-6536
assistant@sos.in.gov
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Please review the attached and let me know of any
> corrections that should
> be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

00 x0^c

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/03/2006 03:46 PM
cc
Subject Re: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Lets discuss this in 10 minutes.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for
> him to assess the
> level of public attribution that would be
> appropriate without seeing the
> substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
> problem; but
> recommends that I provide him with the draft text.
> He will review it to
> ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldna€t
> disclose.
> Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP,
> so that I can forward
> it to him for review. I suspect he will provide me
> with a prompt
> response, which I will forward to you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM - ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject working group agenda

, "'Tova Wang"

OO fOa^^^:

Hi Peg,
Attached is a draft of an agenda for the working group. Let us know what you think. Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

TW proposed agenda.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
- "

To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 12:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: Project Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
Here is my situation. I am to go to work full time for
the Governor at some time in June. I just don't know
when and because we are having a special session right
now, no one can give me any indications as to the
date. The special session will last for at least two
weeks. However, I had to arrange a job because the
contract ends at the end of May. So---all of this
said---if, for instance, I go to work for the Governor
the first week of June, I will only be able to work on
EAC matters after hours at night.
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:

> The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in
> attending the meeting. Due
> to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at
> the week of May 15.
> Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>

/Ovy
OQ'Y

•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241 (b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
04/03/2006 04:33 PM
cc

Subject Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

Work Group Contact Info.xls
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:41 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"

<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectI

Thanks, Craig! --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

°

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/03/2006 03:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!
God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

00`20

i_

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan9@
tcf.or 9>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job
Job Serebrov"'
04/11/2006 10:24 AM
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

Sorry, you mean its today. OK, thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 01:24 PM

To Kevin Kennedy
cc
Subject Interview Request

Kevin:
Following up on yesterday's conversation, would you be available next Tuesday (4/11) to be interviewed
by phone by our consultants on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project? The interview is
likely to take less than an hour. You pick the time and I'll confirm it with our consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. Then, I'll send you an email with the toll-free number and pass code that you will need for
the teleconference.
EAC is conducting this preliminary research to determine how best to meet HAVA requirements. Section
241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration
issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

00404;

9,

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of public attribution that would be
appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend
that you get me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter
Intimidation research project. As a technical advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly
important to me. Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the
first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance provided in the DOJ training
materials? I ask this because I understood that some materials in the materials are considered
confidential and we do not want to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/10/2006 11:04 AM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject small question for Donsanto

Could you please also ask him what the training materials are referring to when they discuss "ballot box
stuffing?" Does this mean elections workers add extra votes? Thanks so much. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

00 r 02'.

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
04/03/2006 05:01 PM
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info]

Craig is on the list because the Commission requested he serve as a technical advisory to the project.
Although not a member of the project working group, I do need to check his availability for the meeting.
I tried to tell you on the phone that we still are trying to confirm the El Paso County, TX election official for
the working group. (Several attempts have been made to contact the Election Director, but she has been
out of town.) If we can't get her, we will try for her deputy (also Hispanic). Once I have a response that
one of them is willing to serve, I'll update the contact info table and see if I can't get a bio for you two to
review. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/03/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov, ,♦
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info

Why is Craig Donsanto on the list? And what happened about the local election official? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:33 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----'Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

00?0?`

04/11/2006 10:12 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

That gives us no time between interviews though, right? We've never been
able to really limit it to 30 minutes.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April
T
0 AM EST. Use the usual phone number

If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"JobServ

04/06/2006 09:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

Peggy:
The interviews are ok with me.
Tova:
I think I should write the review on the IFES white
paper instead of the red book.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Job and Tova:

OUIt 0.2-f

> Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris
> County, TX and current
> Executive Director of the International Association
> of Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
> available for an
> interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on
> CST. Is there a time
> that works well for the two of you? How about 10 AM
> CST/11 AM EST? I saw
> Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office this past
> Tuesday. We are trying
> to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his
Prosecution of Election
Offenses. He responded that it is at the printers
and will not be
available for a couple of months. • In the interim,
he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached.
He said that the
white paper includes the same information on the
prosecution of election
fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

wang@tcf.org
'To04/02/2006
psims@eac.gov
P^@
9 ov
06:56 PM
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@
a tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

"Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

i 02

04/05/2006 01:32 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello III"

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Groupn

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tony J. Sirvello III"

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----
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From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailtoL^
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be' able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
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1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOD's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
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Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psimsC eac.gov
To:
Sent:Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM

Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

04/05/2006 05:45 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project]

OK, thanks. I can access the IFES web site. That will give the consultants something to work with. --Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/05/2006 05:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The fraud chapter has been published by IFES as part of their Money and
Politics Program. It's on their website. I tweeked the text a bit and
presented it in Abjua. The rest of it is regretably not public at present.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 17:26:12 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Is there any way to get an advance copy? Our consultants will need to review
it before you receive your printed versions. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

04/05/2006 04:14 PM
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To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The 7th edition is done and on its way to the printer. It is my hope to get it
our in a couple months.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 13:05:15 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
In reviewing the great materials you gave our consultants, we have not found
an updated draft of your famous Prosecution of Election Offenses. Is that
available for review? If you have a pdf version, I could pass that on to our
consultants (noting any restrictions you may have on use).
Also, we noticed some gaps in the 2004 DOJ training binder. It appears that
we are missing the Chris Herren information from Panel 3 and something titled
"July 21, 2004" from Panel 4. If these were removed because we should not see
them, just let me know.
I also have to check your availability the week of May15. I'm still trying to
find a date that everyone will be available for the working group meeting.
Sorry to bug you. Hope all is going well.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Barry Weinberg
04/03/2006 03:15 PM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes
04/06/2006 03:33 PM
cc
Subject Interview for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project

I've been trying to schedule an interview (by teleconference) among our two consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. and an election attorney, Colleen McAndrews (310/458-1405). I had to leave your name
with her assistant, today, just in case she calls back when I am out of the office.
The EAC consultants are available for interviews next week before 4:30 AM EST on Monday (4/10) and in
the afternoon on Wednesday (4/12). Email info on any teleconferences scheduled to Job
(serebrov@sbcglobal.net) and Tova (wang@tcf.org). Job operates on CST; Tova on EST.
Thanks! --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
wang@tcf.org
To sims
P ^ Ceac. gov
04/06/2006 05:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

That time is fine for me. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----
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From: psimskeac.gov
To:
wang_(cr^,tc£org
Sent: ursday, April 06, 2006 9:35 AM
Subject: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info
Hi, Job and Tova:
Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris County, TX and current Executive Director of the
International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on CST. Is there a time that works well
for the two of you? How about 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST? I saw Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office
this past Tuesday. We are trying to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his Prosecution of Election Offenses. He responded that it
is at the printers and will not be available for a couple of months. In the interim, he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached. He said that the white paper includes the same
information on the prosecution of election fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"
Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
wi.us>
04/10/2006 02:35 PM

To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subject RE: Interview

Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 11:02 AM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Re: Interview

I am trying to arrange the teleconference for 10:30 AM CST tomorrow, April
11. Will get back to you once confirmed.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Kennedy, Kevin" [Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.wi.us]
Sent: 04/09/2006 11:13 AM
To: "'psims@eac.gov'" <psims@eac.gov>
Subject: RE: Interview
That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
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meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
_m,_..._ ..
Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
C/GOV
cc psims@eac.gov
04/11/200611:45.AM
Subject conf call is up and running[

all dial in info is the same!

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:18 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: doj training materials[

Tova:
I'm checking with Craig regarding reference in our report to the DOJ training materials. The 2004 DOJ
training materials did not have a table of contents. I think Devon added that to help you find your way

through the materials. I'll have her check her copy and will get back to you.
Talk with you at 4. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov

04/02/2006 06:56 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org
04/07/2006 11:12 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel voucher

Ms. Wang,
My name is Devon Romig and I am working with Peggy and Edgardo at the EAC. I have completed a
travel voucher for you and I need your signature in order to submit the voucher.
If you could please respond with a fax number, I will send you a copy of the voucher.
Let me know if you have any other questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission

1225 New York Ave Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
202.566.3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To sims eac. ov
04/17/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

I just saw what you did. I should be out of hours at
the end of May. I believe I will be working for the
state in June which will make it difficult to find
time to finish and could slow things down but I am not
yet sure of that.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 11:48 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next week. Do
you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
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> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 10:48 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Invoice Schedule

Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY 06 contracts for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
project. --- Peggy

FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule .ds
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:45 AM
cc
Subject Re: Interviews

That's what I am concerned about. I think we need to
end all interviews with Sarah Ball Johnson. With the
literature reviews I am finishing, the case write up
and the Tova's Nexis research that I need to read, I
will have about 45 hours left for the Working Group
meeting and final write up.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have to check with Conny McCormack to see if
things have settled down
for her enough so that she would be available. I
have had no response to
my overtures to Colleen McAndrews' office. I can
try again, but I have to
be out of town again, from Wednesday through Friday
this week, on another
research contract and for EAC's public meeting in
Seattle. Were you able
to get through to Mike McCarthy?

>
>
>
>

Please remember to watch your time. We'll need to
reserve some of your
time for the working group meeting and the
subsequent reports. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 04/17/2006 10:17 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

> Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
> this week. Is this the last interview that you were
> able to arrange?

>
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova acid Job:

>>
> > I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.

>>
> > Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> > to say she would be
> > available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> > next week for the
> > interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> > Job?

>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!

>>
> > Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> > this latest initiative,
> > or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
>>
>>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 10:21 AM

To "Job Serebrov"' •

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

We could skim it
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

Tova-Do we have time to review this?
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is it possible to get the materials they are using
> for the trainings?
> Thanks Peg.
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:08 AM
> To: wang@tcf.org;
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> See Donsanto response below.--- Peggy
> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 10:07 AM ----> "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

> 04/17/2006 09:56 AM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

> Peg - > This is essentially FBI's equivalent of the
> Department's Ballot Access and
> Integrity Initiative. The news conference on
> Thursday announced that FBI
> was enhancing its prioritization of campaign
> financing offenses. The main
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> feature of this initiative, aside from enhancing the
> priority these cases
> will get in the Bureau, is that each of the Bureau's
> 57 Field Divisions will
> have at least one "Election Coordinator Agent" who
> will be the equivalent of
> the District Election Officer AUSAs. We have been
> training these new
> FBI-types: the week before last we had roughly 75 of
> them in Denver in a
> very well received two-day session in election law enforcement at
> which several FEC people spoke. On Wednesday, I head out
> to Portland, Oregon for
> more of the same.

> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:00 AM
> To: Donsanto, Craig
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> Hi, Craig:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative
against election crimes (see
attached email). Is this something new, or is it
more of the same
initiative that you addressed in your interview? If
it is new, would you
have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to
answer any questions
they may have on the initiative?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 08:56 AM -----

> wang@tcf.org

> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM

>
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> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

<http://www.fbi.gov/page2/apriiO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

Peggy:
This is incorrect. Our project ends May 31. This
month's invoice is due on April 21 and is invoice
number 3. Invoice number 4 is due at the end od May.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM - ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 09:20 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Any time Friday is fine for me. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 8:05 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and Job?
--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
To
04/17/200610:17 AM

sims
@eac. ov,
g@tcf.org
g wang@tcf.org

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Next week is out fo`" '"me. I need to check my schedule
this week. Is this the last interview that you were
able to arrange?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

111)
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> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To psims@eac.gov
04/07/2006 08:52 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me....I will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message ----From: psims e,eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 08:59 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

00;04

Hi, Craig:
Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative against election crimes (see attached email). Is this
something new, or is it more of the same initiative that you addressed in your interview? If it is new, would
you have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to answer any questions they may have on the
initiative?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 08:56 AM ----wang@tcf.org
f,To psims@eac.gov
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative, or somehow get more infomation?
Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO41406.htm
--- FdrOvarded by Margaret ims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Ton J. Sirvello III"
'
To psims@eac.gov
04/11/2006 03:40 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
I will make the call as scheduled. I am still in shock about Ray.
Tony

0O^04

----- Original Message ----From: psims(a),eac. ov
To: Tony Sirvello
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 6:04 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
We have set up your telephone interview with our 2 consultants (Job Serebrov
and Tova Wang) as a teleconference. Please call 1-866-222-9044 (toll free) at
arond 10 AM CST on Wed 4/12. At the prompt for the passcode, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. This works best if you use a land
line, rather than a cell phone.
If you have trouble connecting, please call Nicole Mortellito at our office
(866-747-7421. Thanks!
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----

From: "Tony J. Sirvello III" [tjsthree@msn.com]
Sent: 04/07/2006 08:52 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me... .1 will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac.gov
To
Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy

00405(

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 08:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Stidy-Archived Email Part 4

The 4th batch. More to come tomorrow.
Peg Sims
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/09/2006 11:44 AM

GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[=

OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:

EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.
(a) The position of county elections administrator is filled by appointment
of the county election commission, which consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice chair;
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made nominations
by primary election for the last general election for state and county officers
preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's membership is
necessary for the appointment of an administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or order
signed by the number of commission members necessary to make the appointment.
Not later than the third day after the date an administrator is appointed, the officer
who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of the resolution or order with
the county clerk. Not later than the third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver a certified copy of the resolution or order to the secretary
of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the adoption of
the order creating the position.

00,051_

§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a public
office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an office of or
position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes a candidate or
accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or political expenditure, as defined by
the law regulating political funds and campaigns, or publicly supports or opposes a
candidate for public office or a measure to be voted on at an election. An offense
under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
administrator's employment is terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible for
future appointment as county elections administrator.
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

>

Q^nS

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
to
> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on the Working
> Group. The three of us
> discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
I
> proposed that I find
> someone from Texas because of that State's
colorfd'1
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code r,.
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election
Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the

o O,^ Or-`

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest
organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
> at that organization's
> conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
Election
> Center have selected
> his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> his professional
> practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
Mr.
> Perez also has access
> to information from other States through his
> membership in IACREOT and The
> Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> which you will note if you
> access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> Elections web site and
> hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
that
> might be useful in the
> upcoming meeting.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
the
> county had over 65
> thousand registered voters (a number more than
> doubled the number of
> registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's
> population claims
> Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> Census Bureau. The county
> is in south central Texas and is bordered by
Comal,
> Hays, Cladwell,
> Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
1980s,
> the county was
> predominately a farming community; but in recent
> years, many people have
> moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> County, preferring to
> live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
> >

r.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
> > As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> > anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
> knocked
> > off Tova's list?
>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:17 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

OOIt05IL,

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in ,.t-he.four.th
> paragraph (odd characters and missing textj. Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:19 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 5-12-06.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:24 AM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectI

Thanks! I'll get back to you. --- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
"Weinber and Utrecht"
sims
To P
@eac.
9ov
04/27/2006 07:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

00 r05E^

Peggy:
You've hit the jackpot! I'm available, with 2 exceptions, every hour of every day from May 15 through
May 19. I am not available Thursday morning, May 18, or Friday afternoon, May 19.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims a eac.gv
o
To: Barry Weinberg
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Barry:
Are you available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----

From: "Weinberg and Utrecht"
Sent: 04/04/2006 08:14 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a^eac.gov
To:
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
;.
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting,pf the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would yod please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NQT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

001x057

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/11/2006 04:43 PM

GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative2

Your response suggests that you do not care what the Commissioners may think about the effort. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative
.r:.

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- p . ms.@eac.gov.wrc

:

> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

00 405 IF

>
> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I really don't care if he represents the
organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
discuss
all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:36 PM
To
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

oo0^^

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > .41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
> > >

p.

> > >
> > >

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>

00-t00C:

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in paragraph 4? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" _"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:17 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
•Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
05/02/2006 09:45 AM

To wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

0

Subject Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in May she is
potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.

00.061

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To tob Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM

GSAEXTERNAL

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec a dminapptpartisan restrictions .doc
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"Job Serebrov"

"la

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --•. ,
^

F

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
04/24/2006 04:41 PM

a•

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Updated scheduling list and Contact info

Peggy,
Here is the most updated version of the list that I have available.

a
Work Group Contact-Availability Info.xls

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

0o tp63

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Re: research summary

Peggy:

What about my question on gas receipts?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>

I can email this out to our partcipants after I get
back to the office, and we can have copies available
at the meeting.
Peggy

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: wang
> Sent: 05/13/2006 10:54 AM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Cc: "Job Serebrov"
> Subject: Fw: research summary
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include
so as I said I'll just
present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
Subject: Re: research summary

> > T> >
> > Are you talking about this?

>>
> > J>>
> > --- wang@tcf.org wrote:

>>
> >> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
> >> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
> >> existing literature review (that Job, you
> approved)
> >> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
> >> into the office over the weekend, which is
> >> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not,
> I'll
> >> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
> >> get it to them ahead of time. Tova
>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
"-ova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/22/2006 06:07

04/30/2007 04:22

PM ---

To psims@eac.gov
PM

cc

00 06E.

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards
rn

There is widespread but not
unanimous agreement that there is little polling place fraud. Thats quite different than saying, as
you do here, that there is disagreement.
I don't know if its too late, but in the interview summary we actually said

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 3:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local
election officials) and the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and
government agencies who play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and
technology-related professions appointed by Congressional members). I used your summaries as
the primary source of information for the presentation. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM---3e

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/25/2006 02:37 PM

To Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV @EAC
cc
Subject Summary for VFVI working group meeting

Peggy,
Here is the summary that you requested. Let me know if this works.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

VFVI Meeting Summary. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 02:47 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

Subject RE: Your Materials[z]

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Workin Group? . --- Peggy ,.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials
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Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@a eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
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election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of get0-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48 PM

To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message -----

From: psims e,eac.gov
, f.org
To: wang_Atc
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition
Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there
are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like torestore"failing
restorefailing to follow the
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requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
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went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

00403

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver /EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:37 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent Cards[n

Oops! I hit send prematurely. Here is the attachment. --- Peggy

n
Working Group Attendees 5-1 3-06.doc

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:38 PM

To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent CardsI

Please forward list. ..there was no attachment. thanks!
Elle L.K Collver
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:36 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Tent Cards

Attached is a list of folks who will be attending the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting. I have asterisked the names that will require tent cards. I am working on a seating chart so that
we can be sure the Ds and the Rs aren't all seated together in a "them vs. us" pattern. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov, "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)"
>
<Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>, "Hillman, Noel"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
05/23/2006 02:49 PM
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Request to interview AUSAs

Peg
At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked to
interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election Officers in
connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the Fraud
Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision
00407 E.

below - the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to
me, as the Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

05/24/2006 03:17 PM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: press interviewR

Thanks for the "heads up". --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/24/2006 02:52 PM

cc
Subject press interview

Hi Peg,
Just wanted to give you the heads up that I did an interview with a reporter from The Hill today on fraud.
As far as I know he is simply referring to me as a fellow at TCF and I did not discuss the project in any
way

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons,
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05/16/2006 09:43 AM

Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Campbell, Benton"
<Benton.Campbeli@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Thank you for this, Peg.
The third bullet point is one I embrace fully. We lack the statutory took to do the job. Hopefully, that can
be remedied through legislation. But as things stand today large loopholes in the federal legal matrix
addressing electoral abuse and fraud exist - - particularly when such abuses occur in elections where
there were no federal candidates on the ballot.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 8:44 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Here is the content of the email attachment:

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions from a
large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or scientific. The most
systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The most systematic look at voter
intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books written about this subject seem to all
have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation in a
scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective and would
require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As a result, there is
much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social scientists. It is hoped that this
gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little follow up.
As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage of being an
allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being investigated or prosecuted or
in any other way proven to be valid by an independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example,
with respect to allegations of voter intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to
fraud, John Fund's frequently cited book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be
addressed in the "second phase" of this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations
made in reports, books and newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
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• There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
•
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud, e.g.
double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On balance,
more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the political debate,
but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the opportunity
it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and yet may
nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as it might be.
•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation, were a
major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>

<assistant@sos.1n.gov>; weinutr@verizon.net <weinutr@verizon.net>
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vlohnson@lawyers committee.org>;
Donsanto, Craig
<Craig. Donsanto@crm.usdoj .gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:03 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
Standards Board. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
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"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/16/2006 09:25 AM

cc
Subject Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
psims@eac.gov wrote:
^>...w;x:i r;;. ..;.ate•..
> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
> ranges used for the
> Nexis article research and the case law research?
> I'm drawing a blank and
> I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for this
> mornings Commissioner
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

"Job Serebrov"
05/15/2006 09:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question

>
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> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/24/2006 04:57 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject

RE:

presentation[

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
05/24/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

RE:

presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation

You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sorces --- you began to address this in the literature review summary).
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take another look at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. I doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later -so we won't know how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
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in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation

00 0S

41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EA
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 02:25 PM
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupn

I have attached the list of the working groups participants. Peggy, you may want to double check this list
incase I have left anyone out.
In place of name tags we just used the tent cards for the APIA working group. This seemed to be effective
because it was easier to identify the person who was speaking but we could use both.
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Meeting Participants for VFVI Working Group. doc
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---''
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
o Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
wwEAC
05/15/2006 03:28 PM
• +^►
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
1 4YJtIJJU
Subject Re: working group[y

T

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig

nc) 0S ,

United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[)

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

.M rgaret,Sims/EAC/GOV ..^
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupLink

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have

to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/17/2006 10:59 AM

Peg - -

on

04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

This is a complicated issue largely because of two things: 1) there is a lot of ambiguity out there as to what
constitutes "intimidation." To the civil rights community, "intimidation" means anything that makes voting
uncomfortable or less than automatic. To us in the criminal law enforcement "intimidation" means threats
of economic or physical nature made to force or prevent voting. Only the latter involve aggravating factors
that warrant putting offenders in jail, and the statutes that address "intimidation" from a criminal
perspective are thus limited. We have never had many "intimidation" criminal cases. For one thing, in
this modern post voting rights era, there is not a lot of physical/economic duress out there in the voting
context - - at least not that I have seen. For another, where it does occur it is very hard to investigate and
detect as victims who have been physically or economically intimidated are not likely to come to the FBI.
The bottom line is that we take matters that do present predication for physical or economically based
"intimidation" very seriously, AND that we are being extremely proactive in trying to find ways to prosecute
matters involving voter suppression as in the Tobin cases in New Hampshire where the local GOP tried to
jam telephone lines for a GOTV effort run by the Dems. But even there - - the usual "suppression" matter
involves flyers that are passed around giving out misleading information about an election, and we have
investigated every one of those that came to our attention last elect ion cycle. We were not able to identify
the person(s) responsible for printing the misleading flyers in any of these. But we sure as heck tried.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 9:57 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the Department
of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on
matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public
Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting
while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV a@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
05/15/2006 03:35 PM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
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foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
e•=

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM
•

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
4

Subject Re: working group]

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupD

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
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Elle L.K Coliver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/1
05/15/2006
02:48 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupLink

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
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Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Cortes, Romig, Collver, Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Laiza N.
05/22/2006 05:01 PM
Otero
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

If any of you took notes of the discussion during the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting, would you please provide a copy to Devon. Devon, would you please use the meeting agenda to
organize and consolidate any notes by topic, and send the consolidated notes to me? Thanks. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
05/15/2006 04:37 PM
cc jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org,
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com,
Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or hand delivery, concerning
Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Attached is an analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports. This
summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last Friday, but may be of interest
to you. Our consultants and I look forward to having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
fln1o$o

Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

DOCvf_vi Idanal sis.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----

Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:39 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupI

I haven't really looked into it. I know that contractors and grantee's can order food and have the
government pay for it if the meeting is to disseminate information. Logic dictates that we can do the same,
but I am not sure of the process. I have been here when we ordered lunch for meetings. Diana would be
the one to ask. Perhaps the contractor can pay for it and put it on their next invoice but the COTR for the
contract would have to be in the loop on this call.
Gaylin Vogel
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3116
http://www.eac.gov
GVogel@eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAG.
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decal). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM
^► A
t

Subject Re: working group[]

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupEl

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working group

LIA

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elie
-Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

n

fl

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:52 PM
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV [7EAC,
a
Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group –

The contracts for the two consultants on this project do not cover such costs. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/19/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
•
State laws
•
State election offices
Specific states
•
Local election officials
•
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III
violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles and
literature review
â
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting

â

Risk-analysis for voting fraud

00 ±og+

•
•
•
•

Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

â
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to confirmation) to
identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â
Model statutes
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/19/2006 10:15 AM
cc
t ^►
Subject Summary of notes for VFVI meeting

Peggy,
Here are the notes from the meeting.

IL_

Summary of VFVI Meeting.doc

Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
— -- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --_
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM
cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers
nn4o93

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 11:11 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers[`--^]

I have to have a little time to focus on these issues and to check with our Finance Officer. Today and
tomorrow, most of my time is scheduled for the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
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"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issi of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 09:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Payment Vouchers

I signed and submitted your personal services payment vouchers this morning. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/22/2006 09:24 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg, I have this all filled out -- would you quickly check before I fax? And I have all my travel receipts
which I will mail to you. Thanks. T!_^,

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 4-23 --520.'doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/22/2006 03:30 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucher[

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark added for
the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate submission for the travel
costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or there are any corrections or
clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the voucher for payment of personal
services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar amount and travel dates from this
voucher. --- Peggy

Tova voucher 4-23 --5-20 rev.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/16/2006 09:14 AM

cc

G04 0s

Subject RE: Date Ranges for Research

January 1, 2001 - January 1, 2006
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 7:41 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Date Ranges for Research

Would you please refresh my memory about the date ranges used for the Nexis article research
and the case law research? I'm drawing a blank and I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for
this mornings Commissioner briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[`]

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov o@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me-to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
.
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Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:19 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[]

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

^0409f

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GO
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 06:41 PM

To "Craig Donsanto" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

It could be a Berry problem. (I occasionally have that problem with
attachments I try to retrieve through my Blackberry.)
The attachment is a pdf file, but I have access to a Word version that I can
use to insert text in an email tomorrow. I don,t have access to the attachment
from my Berry.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]

Sent: 05/15/2006 04:53 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>

vlohnson@lawverscommittee.ore <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--=-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:02 PM

To Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV

cc
Subject Replacement Handout for EAC Board

I found some typos in the Status Report. Please replace the one I gave you with the attached. Thanks. --Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 08:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards[

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The audience will
have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and findings. The paper provides
a. lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to
keep me on track and them interested in the presentation. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --'
•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

05/26/2006 10:41 AM

cc
Subject RE: Request to interview AUSAs

I still think we should include the recommendations in the report
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Fw: Request to interview AUSAs

Below is Craig's response to the request to interview AUSAs. It does not
appear that this avenue is likely because the AUSAs are so busy..
Also, he asked about permission for other folks to attendi the election
crimes training session, and the answer was "no".
(I can't even get in, and
I'm a federal employee.). I understand that a good part of the reason is
practical -- they are having enough trouble accommodating the folks that are
required to come.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 05/23/2006 02:49 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)" <Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>;
"Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>; "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject: Request to interview AUSAs
Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked
to interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election
Officers in connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the
Fraud Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision below the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to me, as the
Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:50 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@
a tcf.org> a@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not have the
intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

^ ^041o:C

IN

EAC Board Status Repoit.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 03:47 PM

cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be having
email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/17/2006 03:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Thank you, Peg. This is at least more accurate than what I read this morning. Thank you for taking the
time to discuss this with me. I shall see you tomorrow.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 3:04 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
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Standards Board. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/17/2006 01:23 PM
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peggy -- can you call me about this in about an hour?
202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 17 09:56:39 2006
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards
Board and EAC Board of Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research project. For the most part, I am using our consultants summaries for
the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter
intimidation actions. It is one of the places in which our consultants had
indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals. I have
reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for
various reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting
Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of
malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double
voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current
approach. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 02:13 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research()

Shall I call you at about 2:30 PM? -- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 05:09 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Mileage Rate for POV

Job:
The federal mileage rate for POVs is $.445 per mile (see
http://www.gsa.gov/Portal/gsa/ep/contentView.do?programld=9299&channel ld=- 1 3224&ooid= 1 0359&cont
entld=9646&pageTypeld=8203&contentType=GSA_BASIC&programPage=%2Fep%2Fprogram%2FgsaB
asic.jsp&P=MTT). Write down the number on you odometer at the beginning (starting at home) and end of
the trip (when you arrive back home). The difference should be your total mileage, unless you make any
side trips for personal convenience. The mileage for side trips should be deleted from the total. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/24/2006 03:16 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: presentations

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards Board was
much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the research. Its
members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with getting anyone to
prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give Congress and political parties a
better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated
statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at
specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being
cast at the poll) and how the agency will research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with
disabilities (advocates want to pass on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign finance
crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of newspaper articles, or
were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their State. They made the point
that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number of articles about a specific State or
particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for determining the likelihood that problems will occur
in a given State or the frequency with which certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some
members thought it was at least implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into
prosecutions and/or unsuccessful referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others
want us to "quit throwing away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide
noted our statutory authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --saying that DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to review
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and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning, perhaps repeated at
the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly explain how choices were
made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to clearly acknowledge both the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information used in the preliminary research. Finally,
when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may need to discuss the pros and cons of each
approach, what additional information we expect to retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 09:14 AM

Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like again,
guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy? I guess it goes to the
commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2? Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation
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How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang @tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 05:08 PM

cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

This looks fine otherwise, but I'm not sure I understand why you included the attachments you did. They
are not really representative of what we did for the project as a whole. The summaries are just meant to
supplement the nexis excel charts.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation
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Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov

cc
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

o o4j o

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:34 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Corrections

Should we send all of the interview summaries to the people we interviewed for review then?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:30 AM
To:
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Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Corrections

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the
interview summaries. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/t OV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 11:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
@GSAEXTERNAL
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Corrections[=

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the interview
summaries. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.
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-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Question
.4.

OK. Weather is not going to be great in DC Thursday. I
hope that does not delay me.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We don't need a castle key, but we have to wait
until the Chairman returns
to the office tomorrow to confirm availability of
the parking pass. I
expect you will be on the road, then. Try calling
me our toll-free line
(1-866-747-1471) tomorrow afternoon, say after 2 PM
EST, so that we can
talk about this. --- Peg

>
>
>
>
>
>

"Job Serebrov"
05/15/2006 09:56 AM
.. ..

a•

To
psims@eac.gov
cc

> Subject
> Re: Question

> Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
> parking spot?
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > You will need to submit hotel and parking
> receipts.
> > You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> > need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> > personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> > on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> > you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I
> am
> > at the office (this afternoon).

> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Question
Peg:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Since I am- driving to DC, besides hotel receipts,
do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have
to
> retain food receipts.

>>

> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:07 AM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its another
summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm very
embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Im
votebuyingsummary. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 05:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

What is the information you need when you say:
The consultants jointly selected experts from ???
We chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the categories of types of people we
wanted to interview. Then we each filled those categories with a certain number of people,
equally. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers and
judges.
Is that what you need?

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation
I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
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having email. problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"

I
05/15/2006 09:28 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Fw: New Working Group Member

Excellent!
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Just thught you would like to see the Chairman's
> reaction to the Ginsberg choice, attached.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Paul DeGregorio
> Sent: 05/14/2006 12:01 PM
> To: CN=Margaret Sims/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV
> Subject: Re: New Working Group Member
> Ben Ginsberg is one of the most respected election
> law attorneys in the country. Great choice.
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Margaret Sims
> Sent: 05/12/2006 04:04 PM
> To: pdegregorio@eac.gov
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Subject: New Working Group Member
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> FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for
> David Norcross, who was
> unavailable, could not attend or Voting Fraud-Voter
> Intimidation Working
> Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov,
> suggested Benjamin Ginsberg,
> who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with
> you on this beforehand
> --- things happened so fast! --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 06:24 PM

To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV @ EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV ac EAC
Subject Re: working group[-

Hello to all,
I would love to help, but I will not be in the office from today (Monday, May 15th) thru Wednesday, May
17th ------ I'll be back on Thursday morning. When is your meeting taking place? I had e-mailed Adam a
draft of the table tents I did for the APIA working group; perhaps he still has it archived in his Lotus notes
and could forward it to you. All you would have to do then is erase the APIA names and insert the ones for
the new working group. In case he does not have the document I sent him and you need them prior to me
returning to the office ---- in Microsoft Word, open a new document, go under Tools, then labels and
envelopes, choose Labels and then Options -- then choose the correct Avery product number for your tent
cards and click New document -- this will bring a blank template where you can begin to insert the names.
I hope this helps. I can be reached by phone at (610) 780-8551 in case you need my help. Also, the tent
card box usually brings an instruction sheet , it's not the most clear though.
Laiza N. Otero
Research Associate
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel. (202) 566-1707
Fax (202) 566-3128
-----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Date: 05/15/2006 12:19 P M
cc: Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject: working group
Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect
for the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
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Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/22/2006 04:55 PM
cc
Subject PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation research
project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local election officials) and
the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and government agencies who
play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and technology-related professions appointed by
Congressional members). I used your summaries as the primary source of information for the
presentation. --- Peggy

0
VF-VI Project Presentation. ppt
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
05/18/2006 04:36 PM

To cdonsanto@usdoj.gov,
assistant@sos.in.gov, krogers@sos.state.ga.us,
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org
wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Senate and House Conference Reports

All,
As discussed in the meeting today, please find attached the House and Senate Conference Reports
associated with the passage of HAVA. In each document, the word "fraud" is capitalized, bolded, and
highlighted.
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Kind Regards,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar@eac.gov

House Conference Report.doc

Senate Conference Report.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/23/2006 09:23 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

OK, thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 7:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The
audience will have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and
findings. The paper provides a lot more detail: We did not plan toprovide a copy of the
PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to keep me on track and them interested in the
presentation. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 03:43 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Is there something separate I should fill out for the travel, or should I just submit a letter? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 2:30 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark
added for the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate
submission for the travel costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or
there are any corrections or clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the
voucher for payment of personal services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar
amount and travel dates from this voucher. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/22/2006 03:58 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher[]

A letter detailing the costs, noting the total reimbursement expected, and attaching your travel receipts is
fine. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 04:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Monday Teleconference

Thats fine for me. Thanks so much for doing such a great job running the show yesterday. Did you think it went well?
Also, is there any reason why we cannot talk about our findings with people now? Please let me know. Thanks. Have a great
weekend. Tova

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org,
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006 15:30:59 -0400
Subject: Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
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â
n
n

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
State laws
•
State election offices
•
•
Specific states
Local election officials
•
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA
Title III violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles
and literature review
â
n
â
•
•
•
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
Risk-analysis for voting fraud
Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

â
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to
confirmation) to identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â
Model statutes
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Weinber
recht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM
cc

oOU

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/15/2006 01:56 PM

SAEXTERNAL

c
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationD

Barry:
Would you please take a moment to review the draft definition of election fraud? One of our consultants is
concerned that it does not sufficiently cover violations of the Voting Rights Act that would qualify. Thanks!
--- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht" <weinutr@verizon.net>
"Weinber and Utrecht"
To Psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/200611:27 AM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Your Materials[ ]

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

QOU1

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg-- I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the.jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

I'll be here for a while, I just wanted to make sure. If you send it to me anytime before 5 I can look at it in
time. If not, I'll try my best to look at it en route tomorrow.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

I agree!
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I still think its sufficient for him to raise the
> points verbally. All of
> the interview summaries reflect what Job and I both
> understood the
> interviewees to say. This really opens to the door
> to people making, as Job
> says, "corrections"
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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>
>
>
>

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Subject: RE: Corrections

>
>
>
>
>
>

Might not be a bad idea before the final report is
prepared, but I would not
worry about it for Thursday's meeting. I'm only
concerned with the Donsanto
interview summary because he will be attending the
meeting. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----rebrg"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:55 AM

cc
Subject Re: Question

Ok
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
need to submit gas receipts because use of a
personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
at the office (this afternoon).
Peg

d"

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
> Peg:
>
>
>
>
>

Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.
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> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:56 AM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Great -- thanks so much and apologies for the false alarm.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:51 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: I'm sorry
This article is on the CD, it is located in the "Nexis Article Charts" folder.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Thats good. I'm probably just getting crazy, trying to make sure everything is perfect. Devon,
maybe you can check? Otherwise I'll check it when it comes. Thanks. And be well Peg.
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:23 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang
Subject: Re: I'm sorry
Tova:
I think you did send this --- or is this a revised version of one you
sent earlier? It should be on the CD in the packet you should receive
today.. (Can't check that right now as I am at the clinic.) If I put
anything on the CD that yo i want to highlight at the meeting, let me
know and we'll make copies for those attending.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 05/15/2006 09:07 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Devon Romig
Subject: I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its
another summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm
very embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
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is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;

krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@.sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsan o crm.us o^.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 08:43 AM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Groupd

Here is the content of the email attachment:
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Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
•
There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On
balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the
political debate, but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as
it might be.
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•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation,
were a major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.o<barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;

krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
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Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/19/2006 02:51 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list follows. --- Peggy.

Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation

a0U 2€

Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
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Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
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Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier

0O'±131

Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
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Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials

OK.---Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

sa'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

004134

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

004134

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

004134;

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

t00413.(.

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
CC twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

n ' { . r

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

R

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/16/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materia s

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ----"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - -

004135

I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search
Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
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Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American

004140

Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction

004141

Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive

Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 05:05 PM

cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
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Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge

flnr4 . ,

Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge

00414E

Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow

00414E

Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating

00414'

Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your MaterialsED

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!

D0414

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
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represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

004151

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

004151

05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
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cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

In
Literature-Report Review Summary .doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

"-ova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/16/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials
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Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search
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Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino

00415

Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
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Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
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Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating

00415

Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:37 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your MaterialsF

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Uo15C

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
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To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials
o o
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Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
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at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD
I have only one correction
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
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New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summarr.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM

.
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto @usdoj.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterdayI really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm. usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
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Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging

Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll

worker
worker
worker
worker
worker
worker

and
and
and
and
and
and

challenge
intimidate
intimidation
intimidating
threatening
abusive
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Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 05:05 PM

cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition
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Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Tova:
We can certainly discuss this at the Working Group meeting. (The draft
definition had already been sent out by the time I read your message.) There
may be other VRA provisions that should be considered as well, such as the
prohibition on removing the name s of certain registrants, who were
registered by federal examiners, without obtaining prior approval of the
Justice Department.
After I received your email, I asked Barry Weinberg to review the draft
definition and consider if we have left off examples of Voting Rights Act
violations that would qualify as election fraud. Barry, during his 25 years
with DOJ, led aggressive action against attempts to place police at the
polls to intimidate voters, challenges targeting minorities, failure to
provide election materials and assistance in languages other than English
(in covered jurisdictions), etc. His input should prove helpful. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current
document.) My concern is that there are a number of requirements in the
Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud, when
violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedu e^ ,

is not treated as election fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To
psims@eac. ov,
cc
Subject
RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore
"failing to follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act" -----Original
Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.govj
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud can be
prosecuted without provi ag that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 09:56 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research
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Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
... .,,,.
- .<
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the
Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has
increased its focus on matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the
Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual
instances of felon, alien, and double voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/15/2006 01:09 PM
cc
Subject Re: Thursday[M

No problem. I've got the conference room reserved from Noon to 6 PM, so you can come earlier. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 11:36 AM

cc
Subject thursday

Is it OK if I come around 12:30 or so to make sure I have all my materials arranged properly for
presentation? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/01/2006 03:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: Travel Reimbursement

I did not realize that I had to itemize the per diem, so yes, that was an oversight. There was a $5 service
charge. I will forward you the documentation on that. Thanks so much. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2006 1:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that
you did not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that
you would be eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for
Thursday 5/18, and $48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60,
but the amount you requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does
not show on the receipt. Can you clarify? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Craig C. Donsanto"
f?
To "peggy sims" <psims@eac.gov>
05/30/2006 11:02 PM
cc
Subject Fwd: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail address

--- "Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Date: Tue, 30 May 2006 19:57:36 -0700 (PDT)
> From: "Craig C. Donsanto"
> Subject: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail
> address
> To: "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov>
> Mike - > As we say back where I come from: this article is
> "wicked pissah"!
> The woman mentioned in this piece towards the end
> has

UUtl?

> been contracted with the Election Assistance
> Commission to do a study of electoral fraud in the
> US.
> She is my problem, and she doesn't have a clue -> despite the fact that she has had the rare
> opportunity
> to interview me and get stats from me and my
> colleagues on our electoral fraud cases.
> You should be most proud of this article as it
> accurately captures the soul of what you and I are
> trying to do in this very important area of federal
> law enforcement.
> And greetings from Hilton Head, South Carolina - -

> --- "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov> wrote:
> > Craig,
>>
>>
>>
> > As requested, please find below The Hill article
> on
> > the CF&BF
> > Initiative:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
http://thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/Frontpage/052506/news4.ht
> > ml
>>
>>
>>
> > Michael
>>
>>
>>
> > SSA Michael B. Elliott
>>
> > Public Corruption/Governmental Fraud Unit
>>
> > FBIHQ, Room 3975
>>
> > 202-324-4687 (Office)
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
> Craig C. Donsanto
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Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC
staff? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/01/2006 02:50 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that you did
not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that you would be
eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for Thursday 5/18, and
$48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60, but the amount you
requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does not show on the receipt.
Can you clarify? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/31/2006 01:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Notes[j

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

OOY1 1 ^

Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/02/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject transcript

Hi Peg,
Do you have an ETA for the transcript? Seems like it should be around now. Thanks and have a great
weekend. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To Sims
P
@eac. 9ov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/08/2006 09:35 AM
cc
Subject Re: [1

Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and preparations for today's testimony
before House Admin. We have not yet received the transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
Ppsims@eac.gov
@
9 ov
cc "Job Serebrov"
toTo
Subject
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova

c

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/07/2006 10:08 AM

•

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Tim at Carol reporting said the transcript will be here today or tomorrow
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

00`±1

/ r6

202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"-ova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/09/2006 08:53 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

Hi Peg,
How do you recommend dealing with this? I have this feeling like he's trying
to create a situation where I will have to write it myself. Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.

UO417,

Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
> could talk then?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
expensive hotels, and
received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
1). I have not yet
received a response from her and she has been out of
the office much of
this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
--- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

OO417

> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > >
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
>>>
>>
> > > Subject
> > >
Re: Re:
>>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>_
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> foi°'today's testimony befpre House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>
>>

> > >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
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> > responses from either one of
> > > you
> > >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> > two weeks if we can.
> > Did
> > >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> > >>

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel

0041

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

06/09/2006 12:49 PM

cc
Subject more gao

Sorry, its 500 pages -- it also includes data on absentee fraud and voter intimidation

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/12/2006 05:09 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later[

oo41S

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

06/12/2006 04:46 PM

Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of the
afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----+►
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/07/2006 10:01 AM
^I ♦

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group MeetingE

I will call the transcript company and ask them about it.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

0041

recommendations

1^_J

Here are my recommendations with the last one now included. Please let me know about the transcript
and when you all want to talk about getting the final report done. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

future suggestions.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/13/2006 09:10 AM

cc
Subject Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 11:07 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference[

4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
ooisE

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Cc: <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>
>
>
>
>

I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an electronic copy. If we
only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email it to the two of you.
How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief teleconference? I
really can't do it before them because of other commitments. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>

06/08/2006 09:42
AM

>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Re:

> How will you be getting it to us? Will it be something you can email?
> And
> can we set up a call for some time in the next few days? Thanks.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.or >
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> Subject: Re:

00418(:

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House-.Admin. We have' , of yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy

>>

wang@tcf.org

>>
>>
>>
>>

06/08/2006 09:15
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Job Serebrov"

>>

Subject

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next two weeks if we can. Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"

06/13/2006 10:07 AM

cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Transcripts, Etc.

I can't do that time, I'll be at an event in DC.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2006 8:10 AM

Out

To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

06/09/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject gao report

This has information on many of our topics, but they also surveyed jurisdictions on voter reg fraud coming
up with a rate of 5%

Elections: The Nation's Evolving Election System as Reflected in
the November 2004 General Election. GAO-06-450, June 6.
bin/getrpt?GAO-06-450
http://www.gao gov/cgi-binlgetrpt?GAO-06-450
Highlights - http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d06450high.pdf
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Joyce Wilson/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

UU418E

Not that I know of. Would it have gone to Bryan possibly? Our public meeting transcripts go to him.
Joyce H. Wilson
Staff Assistant
US Election Assistance Commission
202-566-3100 (office)
202-566-3128 (fax)
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
06/09/2006 04:50 PM
cc

J[LJGSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Travel & Transcripts[=

Our Financial Officer accepted my arguments. You should receive a travel reimbursement totalling
$1,200.03. GSA will reimburse through electronic funds transfer. I don't usually receive notification when
our consultants are reimbursed.
I still have no transcripts. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
06/08/2006 10:42 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we

0041'

> could talk then?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
expensive hotels, and
received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
1). I have not yet
received a response from her and she has been out of
the office much of
this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
--- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>

q..

>

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
> recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>

>>
out 19

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>ti.

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>
AM
> psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Re: Re:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

> > >>
> > >>
> > psims@eac.gov
> > >> cc
> > >>
> > Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>

> > >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> > >>
UQ41911.

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >

>>
>>
>>
>>

>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

wang@tcf.org
06/14/2006 10:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

P
@
9 ov
. psims@eac.gov

Subject Re: teleconference

Could you do Friday in the morning?
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

O

^`

transcript early next week.
Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

>> >>

>> >>

Tova

>> >>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >
>> >

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Job Serebrov"
Tosims
eac. ov,
g@tcf.org
g wang@tcf.org
@
06/08/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's

recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
`
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>
AM
> psims@eac.gov

OiJ 3 i 9^

> > cc

> > Subject
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Re: Re:

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days?
Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tc f.or g>
> > Cc.
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>
> >>

> >> Sorry.
We have been swamped with other program
> activities and
> >> preparations
> >> for today's testimony before House Admin.
We
> have not yet received the
> >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> checked with the court
> >> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
> --- Peggy
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>

> >>
> >>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> >>

> >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> >>
00419`:

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> >>
> >> Tova
>>>
> >>
>>
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 01:56 PM

cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need a cover
note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 05:09 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference[

O04 .9F.

What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we could talk then?
Re your question on the mileage, I have approached our Financial Officer with a request that you receive
full reimbursement on the grounds that your actual total travel costs are less than the estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more expensive hotels, and received the higher per diem for 3
days (instead of 1). I have not yet received a response from her and she has been out of the office much
of this week, so I don't know what she decided to do. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"

_IIF

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

06/08/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
>cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
>
Cc:
i_
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2 6 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>
AM
> psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Re: Re:

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wangItcf.orc>
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:

>>
>>

> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>

> >>
>>>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> >>

> >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
>-.>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> >>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

>,.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

`''

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 09:20 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 8:17 AM
To: Tova Wang
Subject: RE: Transcript & Teleconference

Normally I am not home for lunch.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> What about during a lunch hour?
>
>
>
>
>

----Original Message-----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>

I can't predict when I get home but it is between
5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late
to
have a teleconference.

> I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
> and work on my own as well as expanding the
> explanation of the case section.
> Please see what your financial officer did with
> regards to my travel.
> Thank you,
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps
> we
> > could talk then?

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel

> > costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> > expensive hotels, and
> > received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead
> of
> > 1). I have not yet
> > received a response from her and she has been out
> of
> > the office much of
> > this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > cc
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peg:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer
take
> time during the work day for telephone
conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project
after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things
done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.

>>
> > Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> > the
> > mileage portion of my travel voucher?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
--> Peggy
>
>
>
>

n Irr)''

> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

>
>
>
>
>
>

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

> > > Subject
> > > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
> > >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> >
> > > >

> > > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive
> an
> > > electronic copy. If we
> > > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> > email
> > > it to the two of you.
> > > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> > brief
> > > teleconference? I
> > > > really can't do it before them because of
> other
> > > commitments. --- Peggy
>> > >
>> >
>> >
>> >
> > >
> > >

>
>
>
>
>

> > > >
wang@tcf.org
>> > >
> > > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>>>
AM
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > > cc
> > > >
> > > > Subject
> > > >
>> >
>> >
>> >
> > >
>> >
> > >
>> >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re: Re:

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And

> > > >.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> few
> > days? Thanks.
> > > ----- Original Message ----> > > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > > To: <wang@tcf .or >
> > > Cc:.
> > > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > > Subject: Re:
>>>
>>>

> > > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other
program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered
today.
> > --- Peggy

> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >>

> > > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > > >>

> > > >>
> > > >>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

message truncated =__

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"'

06/21/2006 11:00 AM

cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject nexis

Hi Peg and Job,

00420

absentee nexis chart 2FORMAT.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chartFORMAT.xls intimidation and suppressionFORMAT.xIs

ft

i^
voter registration fraud nexischartFORMAT.xls I don't know how we might be able to use these but here, finally, are

the super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we include them? Thanks. Tova
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/19/2006 01:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Thats a first! Thanks -- I'll fax and send. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 12:24 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Looks good to me! --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/19/2006 08:40 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are
we good for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

00#?04

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
.....
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

wang@tcf.org
06/15/2006 03:30 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

psims@eac.gov
9 ov
@

Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?

00420E

>> >>

Thanks.

>> >>

Tova

>> >>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >
>> >

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 01:24 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucher[)

Looks good to me! --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

•{

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 08:40 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are we good
for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

004201

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY
phone: 212-452-7704 fax:

10021

212-535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 5-21 -- 6-17.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---

o

0

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/22/2006 03:44 PM

0 0
1
t v^

cc

ang@tcf.org

Subject Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM
"Carol J.
To dromig@eac.gov
cc wilson@eac.gov

06/22/2006 03:24 PM

Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on Wednesday,
May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
d

051806.TXT Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221

00420';.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 04:28 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

I have been told that GSA expects to make the disbursement next week, probably on or around June 28.
--- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
06/13/2006 08:04 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me: 202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 06:21 PM

cc

00¢20

Subject Re: Teleconference

It will need to be early next week. What news of the
transcript?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> teleconference originally scheduled
> for this evening. Is another day this week or early
> next week good for you
> two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/22/2006 10:29 AM

To sims
eac. gov
P^@
cc
Subject

Can I also get an answer on whether we can speak about the project publicly?
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:19 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: teleconference[--`"j

OK. I have marked my calendar for a 7 PM EST/6 PM CST teleconference for this Wednesday. Still no
transcript. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov"

psims@eac.gov

^O^t20^

06/15/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >>

004211

>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>> >
>> >

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To Diana Scott
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbu, sement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/18/2006 12:31 PM

cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:12 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: pay/travelI

Your personal services invoice should be paid this week (Thursday or Friday). The payment of travel
costs will take longer. I'll check with Finance to see if we can get an estimated date from GSA. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov

"FTiJ

"JobSerebrov"
06/18/2006 12:31 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

"Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov
06/20/2006 06:52 PM

To aambrogi@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov, "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Subject list of state election crimes

Adam, Craig thought you were looking for a list of federal statutes, which are discussed in our election
fraud manual. We don't have lists of state election crimes. Craig suggests that you contact Peggy Sims
at the EAC — she's a wonderful resource, and I'm including her in my reply. Good luck.
Nancy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---Diana Scott/EAC/GOV

06/19/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement for SerebrovI

Peggy--We sent the request to the Finance Center on 6/13. Finance quotes a 2 week turnaround.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To DScott@eac.gov
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/22/2006 10:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference

OK. Next Monday (6-26) at 7 PM EST. I'll call you.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 09:
PM

Tova Andrea

To: wang@tcf.org; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Monday at 7 EST is ok with me. What about you Peg?
Job
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> How about Monday at 6:30 or 7 est?
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Tova Andrea Wang"
> <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 6:21 PM
> Subject: Re: Teleconference

> > It will need to be early next week. What news of
> the
> > transcript?
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>>
> >>
> >> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> >> teleconference originally scheduled
> >> for this evening. Is another day this week or
> early
> >> next week good for you
> >> two?
> >> Peggy
> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:30 PM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV a@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: The 7th Edition![

I have a copy of Donsanto's IFES paper, if you need it. We used it as one of the resources for the vote
fraud-voter intimidation research. --- Peggy

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
06/13/2006 08:04 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me: 202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -•
'

"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
06/21/2006 12:25 PM

' Serebrov'
To psims@eac.gov, "Job
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Anyday anytime except tomorrow is OK by me. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]t.
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Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Teleconference

I am sorry, but I have to postpone the teleconference originally scheduled
for this evening. Is another day this week or early next week good for you
two? Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/22/2006 09:27 PM

cc
Subject Suggestions

RECOMMENDATIONS.doc Peggy:
When Tova sent me her suggestions I made some changes
and additions. Tova later wrote to me and said she
expected me to come up with my own list. Due to time
constraints and at risk of duplication I rather go
with the corrected suggestions.
Job
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --- -

"Job S

rov"
To "Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
g"
cc

06/21/2006 06:25 PM

Subject Re: nexis

I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the

U^1`t

> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
06/22/2006 10:31 AM
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

"Tova Andrea

Subject Re: nexis

Fine by me.
Peggy
• •.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 06:25 PM
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: nexis
I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the
> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/20/2006 11:10 AM
cc
Subject question

00
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Am I correct in assuming that I still cannot discuss the findings of our report? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 10:02 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Various

For Donsanto to be able to do this, we would need
enough time and money to contact all interviewees and
also permit comment from them. However, in this matter
I am 100% in agreement with Tova.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this
> is to allow Donsanto
> and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so
> to provide a statement
> that would be included in the report and in the
> record.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <wang@tcf.org>
> To: < sims@eac. ov>; "Job Serebrov"
NW>
>__
> Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > That would be great on the contract.
>>

> > If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
> be very, very
> > uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well.
> I know you don't want
> > to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
> rather important issue,
> > and I think Job does too. I would be happy to
> talk to you and Tom and any
> > of the commissioners about this further if that
> would be helpful. I am
> > available by cell over the next four days and in

(l
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> the office all next week.
>>
> > Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>>
> > Tova
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: "Job Serebrov"
> > Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> > Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> > Subject: Re: Various
>>
>>
> >> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> >> agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> >> be forwarned that the paragraph has already
> raised red flags in DC of and
> >> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said
> about that.
> >>
> >> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you
> >> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> >> contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to
> >> incorporate comments received on the report and
> other efforts that fall
> >> within the tasks specified in the current
> contract. We won't get 60
> >> thou, but there might be a little year end money
> we can use to finish
> >> this off properly.
> >> Peg
> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> ----- Original Message ----> >> From: "Job Serebrov"
> >> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> >> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> >> Subject: Various
> >>
> >> Peg:
> >>
> >> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> >> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> >> reimbursement?
> >>
> >> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> >> agree about what we heard during the interview.
> We
> >> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> >> which we have so little left) and is a minor part

0 Q_t2;1

> of
> >> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> >> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not
> in on
> >> the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> >> we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> >> especially given how long ago the interviews
> were, to
> >> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants , to give
> us
> >> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> >> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> >> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> >> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> >> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> >> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> >> statement in one interview that there is a
> >> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> >> as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> >> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other
> DOJ
> >> electoral investigations.
> >>

> >> Job
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:47 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World ReportL

Here it is. --- Peg

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doc
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

004221L

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

06/27/2006 01:12 PM

Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report[-)

Peg,
Would you please send me the document regarding this project that was submitted to the Standards Bd?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To'
psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/28/2006 04:37 PM
cc
Subject methodology

As you may recall, the working group expressed interest in the risk analysis method. The recent report by
the Brennan Center on voting machines employs this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the attached,
it provides a potential model. I think it might be worth including this as an appendix or footnote in the
methodology section. Please let me know what you think. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

brennan machine report.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:31 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

ou

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£oru, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

interest in the risk analysis
method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
voting machines employs
this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
attached, it provides a
potential model. I think it might be worth
including this as an appendix or
footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
know what you think.
Tova

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"Job S

rov"
To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 10:28 AM

cc
Subject Please Change This

Peggy:
In the transcript, there is one serious mistake that
must be changed immediately. On page 5 it indicates
that I helped review and draft changes to the election
code of Libya. It should be Namibia not Libya. The
reason this is so serious if it stands is that at the
time I reviewed Namibia's Code it was illegal for
Americans to deal with Libya. I need to know that this
has been corrected any ALL parties who have seen the
transcript notified.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 12:12 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject U.S. News & World Report

Jeannie
We suspect that someone from the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group has been
talking to reporters, tipping them off about what we are finding in our preliminary study, and referring them
to our consultants (although the information could have come from anyone on the EAC boards, too).
Apparently, the U.S. News & World Report reporter who contacted me also contacted both consultants
working on the project.
Based on my recommendation, Tova Wang and, possibly, Job Serebrov, who are on EAC personal
services contracts for our voting fraud and voter intimidation research, will seek further clarification from
you about what they can and cannot say to reporters and in public fora about vote fraud and voter
intimidation and about EAC's research. I have previously advised Tova and Job not to discuss the work
they are doing for us as this is EAC research, the Commissioners have not yet received and accepted the
final report, and the Commission has not approved their speaking about the EAC research.
Tova plans to call you tomorrow (Tuesday, June 27) about the issue. In addition to the reporter's inquiry,
she has been invited to speak on the subject at the summer conference of the National Association of
State Legislatures. She has plenty of knowledge of the subject in her own right (apart from our study), but
is having trouble differentiating between her own work and the work she is doing for us. Please, just let
me know what you advise her to do.
--- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -"Tova Wang"
<Wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/27/2006 12:26 PM

cc

Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

Table of Contents.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/30/2006 05:27 PM

cc^
Subject Re: invoice["

Attached is an updated schedule showing 2 more invoice periods. I'll send separate spreadsheets to you
and Job showing what funds and hours have been used and what are available. --- Peggy

It

FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule. ds

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/30/2006 10:01 PM

cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

OO^^ZZ

I would make time to discuss this. I feel that any
edit would be wrong while a comment at the end of the
interview by the Commission would not be. But in this
case, two of us remember it one way and one the other
way.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I
know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to
you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would
be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the
office all next week.

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> > agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> > be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised
> red flags in DC of and
> > is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about
> that.

>>
> > I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and
> > Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> > contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to incorporate
> > comments received on the report and other efforts
> that fall within the
> > tasks specified in the current contract. We won't
> get 60 th ,u, but there
> > might be a little year end money we can use to
> finish this off properly.
> > Peg
> > --------------------------

o o ^f
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> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [^
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:

>>
> > I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> > issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> > reimbursement?

>>
> > I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> > agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> > also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> > which we have so little left) and is a minor part
> of
> > one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> > I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> > the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> > we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> > especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> > object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> > another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> > interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> > comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> > other interviews with, or lectures by person
> > interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> > person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> > statement in one interview that there is a
> > disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> > as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> > clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> > electoral investigations.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

CC

"Job Serebrov"'

Subject Re: outline of final reportL

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of it. I am sure that your product will
be much better than this quickly pulled together thing. --- Peggy
J
EAC Boards VF•VI Status Report.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Table of Contents.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

' Job Serebr "

I^.^

To psims@eac.gov
06/29/2006 07:58 PM

cc
Subject Travel Pay

t^^tx22

Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----

"-ova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
01:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov._j'1j'
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang

for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOJ's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or- , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 05:31 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL

cc

twilkey@eac.gov

Subject RE: donsanto interviewI

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOJ's earlier policy was to prosecute organized conspiracies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and resources available. Donsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have`highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOJ's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully
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provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

06/29/2006 01:24 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang

for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

QOt2;.:

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:29 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc

i
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks.
Peggyt

Wang Payment Tracking. xis
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 06:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov'

f

cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of

July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -- From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:5 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
reimbursement?
I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebro
`'

To
sims eac. ov,
wang@tcf.or
07:100 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.
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Job
- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has already raised red flags in
DC of and is likel to result in an edit. (Enough
said about that.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
mod to provide for some additional hours and money
to incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall within the tasks specified
in the current contract. We won't get 60 thou, but
there might be a little year end money we can use to
finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:5M
> To: psims@eac.gov;
> Subject: Various
> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty
interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were,
to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments
from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/26/2006 04:38 PM

To "Tova Wang" .SAEXTERNAL
cc dromig@eac.gov; "
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meetingl j

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang"
"Tova Wan "
0 /23/2006 01:04 PM

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: psims@eac. ov
Cc:
sJjJ
Subs ct: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

0 0'22,x.

— Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM
"Carol J. Thomas Reporting" <caroithomasreporting@cox.net>
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/27/2006 10:07 PM

cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
--- Tova Wang

wrote:

> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

U423

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

"Job Serebrov"
{
06/26/2006 06:52 PM

To — psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

IN

Methodology for Case Review.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiry f=

Jeannie:
Here are my responses:
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.
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As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
If the reporter has spoken to Secretary Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
research, you may want to note that EAC initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
intimidation in accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].

At its 2005 meeting, EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc
Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. 1 don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC

07/10/2006 02:29 PM

cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
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before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC /GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 10:55 AM

cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins

General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.

.
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I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:38 AM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:25 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology[^j
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The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
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> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

07/05/2006 02:49 PM

cc
Subject Contract Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
this off properly.
Peg

>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:40 PM

To Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:25 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc^
Subject Re: FW: methodologyd

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doe
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM

To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

07/03/2006 11:04 AM

cc
Subject Re: final report[]

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"

=a
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<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 09:10 AM

cc
Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/03/2006 10:14 PM

cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/05/2006 07:19 PM

cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

In

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its
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not there. If it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 07/05/2006 08:13 AM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement
> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:30 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours NeededL

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@
a tcf.org>
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"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/09/2006 06:00 PM
cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?
'
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Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:35 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodologyl

I've asked Devon to do it. She,can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:18 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Subject: Re: FW: methodo ogy

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us
know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C
referenced within the text. The formatting is still a little weird. Can
you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
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> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:29 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"'

Wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
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have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

ang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

IN

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed. doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM —

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/20/2006 02:46 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
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Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher today, signed it, and gave it to Finance. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
07/17/2006 12:25 PM
cc "Job Serebrov"

, wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final reportL

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject RE: final report

► wang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the appendices
weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to have more
information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be presented in the same
manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this tonight during our
teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

wang@tcf.org

C3

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not missing
anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a summary of the
case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not include all of the individual
summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working group and which have not changed.
Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you plan to give to the commissioners, et.al.,
before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks
so much and look forward to talking to you at 7 EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

IN

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 01:41 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final reportI
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Here is the list of Working Group members with some information highlighted about each individual. Yes,
you can email me later in the day to let me know if I should call you at home or at work. --- Peggy

n
Working Group Members 5-12-06.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 12:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

"4

Subject RE: final report

Can you send it over? As I recall, it includes bios, right? I'm assuming on the interviewees you think we
should have very short biographical information? Also, Peg, I'm not sure if I'll still be at work at 7 or home.
Is it ok if I email you late in the day as to where I am? My home phone (for only two more weeks!) is
212-362-5223. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 11:26 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: final report

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject RE: final report

wang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members?
In any case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps
even Devon or someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and
probably shouldn't even be writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to
the list of interviewees, but we can talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC
"'Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

,wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
07/17/2006 10:36 AM
cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject final report

Wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
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plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
..............

...

.........

_..........

IN
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--

voucher 6-18 to 7-16.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
07/17/2006 05:51 PM
cc
Subject contacting Job

He asks that you call him on his cell, 501-626-0440
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/19/2006 11:23 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher this morning, signed it, and submitted it to Finance. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
07/17/2006 05:36 PM
cc
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Subject I'll be in my office:(

212-452-7704

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GO
V

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/17/2006 10:18 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report[

That's good.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 10:15 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Julie:
I received pieces of the draft final report on voting fraud-voter intimidation this morning. If it is OK with
you, I'll hold it until all I have all of the pieces, so that you can review it as a whole document. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/18/2006 03:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

Subject RE: final reportI

I'm sorry I did not get back to you on this yesterday. I reviewed the voucher this morning and found that
only two corrections are needed (coverage dates and # of days worked during the first two weeks). I've
made the corrections in red on the attached copy of your voucher. --- Peggy

Wang voucher 6-18 to 7-15.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@
n tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:36 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"

vang@tcf.org

Subject final report
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Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
oaa'
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7.16.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --

Karen Lynn-Dyson /EAC/GOV
07/28/2006 09:30 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

I assume that in light of our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation project, we will have an EAC presence
there?
K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

-
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tel:202-566-3123
--- Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 07/28/2006 09:27 AM
"Melissa Slemin"
To soverton@law.gwu.edu, dena@omidyar.net,
maidenberg@knightfdn.org, "'GPM"' <GPM@carnegie.org>,
"'Kristen Engberg"' <KEngberg@JehtFoundation.org>,
"Michael Caudell-Feagan"
<MCaudell-Feagan@pewtrusts.org>, "Daniel Tokaji"
<tokaji.l@osu.edu>, "Charles Stewart III'
<cstewart@MIT.EDU>, klynndyson@eac.gov,
Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov,'_
cc

07/27/2006 07:25 PM

Subject Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Please find attached an invitation to attend the Election Fraud Conference
co-sponsored by the Center for Public Policy and Administration at the
University of Utah and the Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project, September
29-30, 2006 in Salt Lake City, UT.
Regards,
Melissa Slemin
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
California Institute of Technology
Voting Technology Project
MC 228-77
1200 E California Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91125
phone: 626.395.4089
fax: 626.405.9841
or
http: //votingtechnologyproject.org NonPres-memo.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
07/25/2006 08:27 AM

cc
Subject Re: No teleconference today

There was no telephone conference scheduled yesterday.
If you all remember, due to my current job and
grandchildren situation we were unable to arrange a
teleconference.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> Whats going on? Where are we at? Thanks. Tova
> ----- Original Message -----
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> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; "Job
> Serebrov"
> <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> Sent: Monday, July 24, 2006 5:14 PM
> Subject: No teleconference today

>>
>>
> > -------------------------> > Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>>
>>
>
>
>

:xr

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

wang@tcf.org
07/29/2006 03:32 PM

To Undisclosed-Recipient:;
P^ ent:;
cc

Subject moving to our DC office

Dear friends and colleagues,
As some of you know, I have decided to voluntarily give up many of my voting rights and become a
resident of the District of Columbia. As I will be simply transferring to The Century Foundation's DC office,
my email will remain the same (wangt tcf.orq). My new work contact information as of August 8 is as
follows:
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW
10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 741-6263
I look forward to speaking with you and seeing you soon.
Tova Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:33 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 3

The 3rd batch.
Peg Sims
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---- "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

-
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Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/03/2006 04:59 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationI

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling conflicts of Working Group
members. There remain two members from whom we have not yet received confirmations of their
schedule (with some, it is like pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
><Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
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We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —

05/05/2006 06:06 PM

To sims
P
@eac. 9ov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Tuesday at 4 is OK for me.
----- Original Message -----

From: psimskeac.gov
To:
Cc : dromiggeac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
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Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/04/2006 03:13 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[]

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05103/2006 05:59 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
CKe]

Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
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I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:33 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezI

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas Code? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
this brings up another issue. How is the county
election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
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Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or if
he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
with the most constitutional officers. Practically
that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
situation in Texas.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to
> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on the Working
> Group. The three of us
> discussed the desirability of having a Hlspanic. I
> proposed that I find
> someone from Texas because of that State's colorful
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
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> at that organization's
> conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election
> Center have selected
> his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> his professional
> practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
> Perez also has access
> to information from other States through his
> membership in IACREOT and The
> Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> which you will note if you
> access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> Elections web site and
> hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that
> might be useful in the
> upcoming meeting.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the
county had over 65
thousand registered voters (a number more than
doubled the number of
registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's
population claims
Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau. The county
is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal,
Hays, Cladwell,
Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was
predominately a farming community; but in recent
years, many people have
moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
County, preferring to
live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <
> 05/08/2006 11:30 P
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> What political party is Perez with? How political is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
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Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Diana Scott

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 10:12 AM
cc
Subject RE: Today's Teleconference

This seems OK, I guess its a less detailed version of what I sent you. I hope you will advise us as to what

we are supposed to talk about/go over since we have provided the group with everything we've done
ahead of time. I also hope that you will have an answer for me on Wade. It utterly essential that we have
a leader from the civil rights community at the table.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 9:07 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have
attached a draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --'Job Serebrov"
r'

To "Tova Wang'
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

ims@eac.gov

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
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> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net

05/11/2006 02:12 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

It might be an Apple issue
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 12:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

Peggy:
Rogers contact information is below on my last
message. My uncle is having a complicated procedure
where they are both cementing his spine to shore it up
and testing for a malignant tumor---which they now
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suspect as the cause of the sudden bone problems. If
it is a tumor, the working group session could get
complicated.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Hope your uncle's surgery goes well.
> I have the Chairman's OK to follow your
> recommendation and replace
> Norcross with Rogers. Do you have contact
> information for Rogers? --> Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/04/2006 11:17 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Good News

> I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
> today after surgery.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Job:
> Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going
to
> talk with the Chairman
> today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> you have contact
> information for Rogers? --- Peggy
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
`'
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/05/2006 12:09 PM
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - thank you. I will be there.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 9:16 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

The non-election officials on the Working Group currently include:
• Barry Weinberg, whom you know
• Barbara Arnwine, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (organization associated with
the Voting Rights Project and Election Protection)
• Bob Bauer, Perkins Coie, DC (Democrat attorney)
•
Mark "Thor" Hearne, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO (Republican attorney)
I am trying to recruit one other Republican attorney, Patrick Rogers, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and
Sisk, NM, who was recommended by our Republican consultant. He would replace an original member
who is no longer available.
I know that Barbara has associated at conferences and in legislative efforts with Wade Henderson,
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. Also, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights is listed as on of
many members of the Executive Committee for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (see
http://www.civiIrights.org/about/Iccr/executive_commitee.html).
Does this information help? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 06:08 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
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Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
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To
psims@eac.gov

Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --0 "
00 •
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/09/2006 11:34 AM

cc

,

Subject Re: May 18 Meeting[

No, but I have left a message for her assistant and I am waiting for her to return my call. I will let you know
as soon as I hear anything.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting
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Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -----

Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 10:22 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel[']

Peggy,
I will send these names to Adventure Travel (AT) authorizing AT to place the airfare and hotel charges on
our credit card. That is all I do on my end. BUT Devon has to follow up to make all the arrangements with
Marvin Brokaw at AT and whatever else is required as far as support servs. for the meeting is concerned.
I assume this is a separate meeting from the 2 Karen & Brian are having?
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job Serebrov"
'{
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
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take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 01:41 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.

>>

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 10:14 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> Hi, Folks:
>
> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at

(^
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> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls tc
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
>>a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
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=== message truncated ===

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
rüiUv
To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 10:17 AM

cc
Subject WG Meeting

Peggy:
At this point and unless my uncle dies before May 18,
the only way I will go to DC is to drive my car. I
will need it in case my uncle dies while I am there.
You will need to get approval for the use of my car
and the two days it will take me to get there and two
days back.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

The Commissioners made this an equal bi-partisan
issue. I am seen as representing the Republican Party.
I now have a responsibility to assure that this ends
up bi-partisan. I have been placed in a position of
dual obligations---both to the contract and to the
Party. I in fact see myself as carrying out what the
Commission wanted to the letter---equal bi-partisan
representation.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Your response suggests that you do not care what the
> Commissioners may
> think about the effort. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 04:35 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
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> cc
>
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me
not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact,
one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.

> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> > got to pick three
> > members of the Working Group. The Commission
> > guidance regarding this
> > particular member follows:

>>
> > 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> > sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> > Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.

>>
> > This issue of allowing a designee relates to
> Tova's
> > pick.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> As I understand it, we are working on a
replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up
> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.

> > The effort is likely
> > to come back and bite you.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

>>

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

O101,2T,

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I really don't care if he represents the
> > organization
> > or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> > because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> > going
> > to invite him without first having a replacement
> for
> > my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> > discuss
> > all of this.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > > her. He works for her
> > > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov"
> > > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
> > >
> > > To
> > > "Tova Wang"
J$ psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > > Subject
> > > Re: new working group representative
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I
> realize
> > he
> > > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a
> minority
> > > attorney and we already have a rep who worked
> with
> > > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather
> not
> > > fill
> > > that position since I am one down.
> > >
wrote:
> > > --- Tova Wang
> > >
> > > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > > >
> > > > Here' s his info in full:
>>>>

X0429

>>
>>
http //www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
>>
>> > > 1
>> >>
>> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights
> Pr oject
>> > for
>> > > the Lawyers Committee
>> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
>> Barbara
>> > > Arnwine, the Executive
>> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
>> >>
>> > > His contact and mailing info is:
>> >>
>> > >
>> > > 202-662-8315
>> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
>> > > Suite 400
>> > > Washington, DC 20005
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> > > Tova Andrea Wang
>> > > Democracy Fellow
>> > > The Century Foundation
>> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> >>
>> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
> <m ailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> > > Click here to receive our
>> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/30/2007 06:28 PM

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 2

Here is the second batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---Aletha
Barrington/CONTRACTOR/E
To wang@tcf.org,
AC/GOV
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
04/19/2006 01:09 PM
Subject Voting fraud/Voter intimidation

Good afternoon:
I like to introduce myself, I am Aletha Barrington, the new Contract Assistant, I will be replacing Nicole
Mortellito. You may address any questions regarding the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Contract to me
as well as cc all monthly reports. Thank you and I look forward to working with you!
Aletha Barrington
(202) 566-2209
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Sarah Ball Johnson
04/17/2006 04:33 PM
cc

, ecortes@eac.gov

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.

This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.

0 Qf 29

Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants, moving
while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up extraneous electrical
signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready to
speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the operator/technicians
by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the recording when individuals are
dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject RE: Interviews

Actually, 11 EST would be better. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM --

00430.

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang"
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

00430=.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----• ^;:
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Rivers...®
04/19/2006 12:24 PM
•

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group
gi

g.

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/20/2006 10:58 AM
cc DRomig@eac.gov
Subject wg meeting

Hi Peg,
I think I might have told you only that I am unavailable on the 5th. I'm actually unavailable on the 4th as
well. Any news on this front? We should also arrange a conference call next week about preparing for
the meeting, don't you think? Thanks Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

00430s.

phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
04/21/2006 12:18 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 3 (final)

Peg, I hope we will be able to review the binders you put together before they get sent out. Thanks. Just
one more research summary to come Monday. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

The Long Shadow of Jim Crow.doc The New Poll Tax (JS).doc Wisconsin Audit Report.doc Wisconsin Vote Fraud TF.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wan
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/21/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject wg materials

I will now begin sending several emails with material for the working group meeting. Peg, we still have not
heard back from you on whether you like the agenda. I have attached it again. With respect to the
interview and research summaries, would you both please review them to make sure there are no glaring
mistakes?
Are we going on a hiatus next week? I'm a little confused about what happens from here. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

QU430.:

Visit our Web site, www.tef.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

R

TW proposed agenda. doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'
04/21/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 4 (final)

Please also double check that I have not left any out. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Wade Henderson.doc Interview with Wendy Weiser.doc Interview with William Groth.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
To psims@eac.gov
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
http://www.amazon co m/gp / p roduct/078671591X/sr-8 1/g id =
1145390029/ref pd bbs
1 /103-8923253-6647806?%5Fencoding=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director

0' 01±30

State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 330-2734-cell
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

-------...-..

—

-------...-

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)
Cc:
ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter In imidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241 (b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866-222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
• If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.

OOO•

If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/21/2006 11:19 AM
cc
Subject

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Summary of DOJ activities 0405.doc
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
04/18/2006 05:36 PM
<
cc

SAEXTERNAL

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

I1

Sarah:
Thank you. I have not reviewed this myself, so I really appreciate the link. Professor Campbell was
among the people interviewed by our consultants.

00430:.

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
"Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)"
Lt
04/18/2006 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

Peggy,
I am attaching a link to a recent book published by a Kentucky History Professor, Tracy
Campbell, which details voter fraud on state and national level. It is very interesting
reading.
http ://www.amazon.com/g p/product/078671591 X/sr=8-1 / g id=1145390029/ref=pd bbs
1/1 03-8923253-6647806?%5Fencoding=UTF8

Sarah Ball Johnson
Executive Director
State Board of Elections
140 Walnut Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 573-7100
(502) 330-2734-cell
(502) 573-4369-fax
NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission is for the use of the named individual or entity to which it is directed and may contain information
that is privileged or confidential. It is not to be transmitted to or received by anyone other than the named addressee (or a person authorized to
deliver it to the named addressee). It is not to be copied or forwarded to any unauthorized persons. If you have received this electronic mail
transmission in error, delete it from your system without copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by replying via email or by
calling the Kentucky State Board of Elections at (502) 573-7100, so that our address record can be corrected.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 4:34 PM
To: Johnson, Sarah Ball (SBE)
Cc:
ecortes@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

00430

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241(b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office; and
•
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1-866- 222-9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:
• Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
• The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
•
If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operatoritechnicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.
If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
04/17/2006 12:37 PM

00430

cc
Subject Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM
CST?---Peg
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -"Tova Wan "
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov
04/21/2006 11:09 AM

cc
Subject interview summaries 3

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Lori Minnite.doc Interview – with– Neil–Bradley final.doc Interview with Nina Perales final.doc

Interview with Pat Rogers.doc Interview with Rebecca Vigil-Giron.doc Interview with Sarah Ball Johnson.doc

Interview with Steve Ansolobohere.and Chandler Davidson.doc Interview with Tracy Campbell.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
Wang"
cc

04/19/2006 03:31 PM

"Tova Andrea

Subject Recent email from Aletha Barrington

Please ignore the messsage sent to you today by Aletha Barrington. It was sent in error. As CUR for this
project, I remain your primary contact. Thanks.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00430:

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
•

"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'
04/21/2006 12:16 PM

cc
Subject existing research summaries 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Donsanto IFES FINAL.doc Election Protection stories.doc fooled again review.doc GA litigation summary2.doc GAO Report (JS).doc

indiana litigation - official.doc Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum summary.doc Securing the Vote.doc Shattering the Myth.doc

Steal this Vote Review iinal.doe stealing elections review. doe
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
04/18/2006 11:38 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06
n
CC

I have just forwarded to you the Feb 3 email I sent to EAC Staff.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV

00431.i,

04/18/2006 10:13 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana
Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19-06

9
What is the contact info for our conference call provider in case we run into trouble at the start of the call?
Nicole used to handle conference calls and I am not sure who I would speak to in that instance. Please let
me know. Thanks.
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:33 PM

To
cc

cortes@eac.gov

Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Teleconference 4-19 -06

Hi, Sarah:
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday, April 19, by the consultants for EAC's initial
research on voting fraud and voter intimidation, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang. Our consultants are
conducting interviews as part of preliminary research to determine how EAC may best meet the
requirements of Section 241(b)6 and 7 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002. As you may recall, Section
241 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues, including the development of:
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
•
elections for Federal office; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation.
This is what I need you (and the Secretary, if he is available) to do:
• At approximately 11 AM EST on April 19, call 1- 866-222 -9044.
• At the prompt for the pass code, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. We have arranged for the line to be open for an hour, with 10
minutes extra on the front end (for folks who have not synchronized their watches).
You mentioned that Secretary Grayson may be using a cell phone. Our teleconference provider has given
us the following information regarding the use of cell phones during the teleconference:

00:31_

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
To "'Job Serebrov"
06/27/2006 01:31 PM

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject definition

Is this OK now?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IR

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.
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Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang"
06/29/2006 01:00 PM
Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov

AEXTERNAL, Job

Subject Re: donsanto interviewI

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOD's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve
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coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang"
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov"'
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:36 AM

To Thomas Wilkey
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM —
09:45 PM

T ^^ P @
sims eac. ov,
"Job
g Job
Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
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> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang"
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>>
Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov;
>> Subject: Various
>> -----

>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that

0 0 4 3 1:'

>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel Funds['

Peggy:
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I am assuming you are referring to the 6/9/06 payment in the amount of $1,200.03. I checked with
Finance and the payout date is today.

Bola Olu
Financial Administrative Specialist
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite - 1100
Washington, DC 20005
P:202-566-3124
F:202/566-3127
http://www.eac.gov/
"Integrity - Treat everyone with the same principle, be loyal to those who are not present"
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola OIu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:51 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc

Subject Payments for Personal Services

00431

Job:
I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. --- Peggy

IN
Serebrov Payment Tracking. xis

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
07/03/2006 10:35 AM
cc "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>, "Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various[=

Most of the Commissioners and Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to attend the
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences. I'll let Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To sims
eac. ov,9 "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@
sbc 9
lobal.net>
P^@

06/30/2006 09:42 PM

cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang"
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>
>
>
>

>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
tasks specified in the current contract.
We won't get 60 thou, but there
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov;
Subject: Various

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.

> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---d^

^! :

Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To

00432°

0 • 0

;:#^

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/06/2006 08:25 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
07/03/2006 12:19 PM
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Q
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed
^i
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We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang"
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To•
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To

uf

1Lg>@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Neededn

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.

Wang Payment Tracking.xls

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 12:19 PM
to

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang"
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

00432.

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To:
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"

I

07/07/2006 08:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc

00432'

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To:
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
07/01/2006 05:30 PM

To psjms@eac.gov
P
9 ov
@
c
Subject Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us know. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To:
CC:rL Ti
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

00432"

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang"
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To IDsims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

PM

Agreed
--- Tova Wang

y^g>

wrote:

> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang

> phone:

4 tax:

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Travel FundsL

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you

know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" "Jo^ovj^
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
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I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 12:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study(=^

I think it is this one. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc

Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV
07/11/2006 11:38 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation StudyD

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 10:55 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

UUO2^

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

00432-

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

004330

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:28 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[]

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

004331

Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>

00433:

Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:41 PM

To "Job S

"

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the WG will have suggestions. I do plan to send packets to
you and Tova containing the same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for inclusion. (Still waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a very short meeting after the WG disperses, followed
by a teleconference the following Monday afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be out of the
office attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that day. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

00433.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
> be legitimate reasons
> for not doing so).
>
>
>
>

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 02:32

PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group

Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for the
Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)

Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you can
tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy

Perez bio 5 5 06.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 03:19 PM

To "Job

ov"

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[]

I have placed another call to his office (after one previous call to his assistant and an email to him). I, too,
am concerned about our dwindling chances. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/12/2006 03:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Given the short time period, you may want to give
Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
our chances are of getting Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
> received a "No" from
> Ginsberg. --- Peg

00433'x'

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/12/2006 02:33 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
> > WG will have
> > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
> > Tova containing the
> > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> haven't
> > sent anything yet
> > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
> > inclusion.
(Still
> > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
>>
> > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > very short meeting after
> > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
> > following Monday
> > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
> > out of the office
> > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
> > day. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/12/2006 12:

>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Fraud Definition
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> packets
> > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with

00433.

>
>
>
>
>

> Tova's response we will need to have a
> teleconference
> on the report once I return to Little Rock. We
will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > > (because fraud can be
> > > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> > changed
> > > the results of the
> > > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
>>>
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
> > >
> > >

>>
>>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/26/2006 04:37 PM

To "Tova Wang"
cc
Subject Re: interview analysist

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so their
availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

00433'-,:

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tov
To psims@eac.gov
04/26/2006 11:22 AM

cc "'Job Serebrov"
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that spreadsheet
you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so, maybe we can talk
soon? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Oki.

Interview conclusions.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -----

wang@tcf.org
05/07/2006 12:33 PM

ToP sims
ov^
@ eac.
9
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

The bio for JR Perez tells us very little about him and there is pretty much nothing about him on the web.
Can you tell us more about him and how you decided on him? Thanks. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psimskeac.gov
To"
Cc • romi eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:

004338

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:27 AM
cc
Subject Re: Court reporterI

Thanks for checking this out for me, Devon. I've asked Tom if there are funds available for this service.
Our consultants were very enthusiastic about the idea. --- Peg
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•

00433=

♦

f♦

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/10/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:39 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

R

Yes. Thanks. Depending on when Commissioner Davidson can spare you, we may need your help
putting materials together for the Working Group (probably next week). We also will have to print name
tags and place cards. If you are a good note-taker, we also will need people to take turns taking notes at
the meeting. --- Peggy
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:26 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
Subj
Subject
Re:

Peggy,

00434

Can I help on this working group?
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov, rmartinez@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Been L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 10:33 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Good News

Job:
Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to talk with the Chairman today about substituting Rogers
for Norcross. Do you have contact information for Rogers? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 05:20 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTE RNAL
cc
Subject

00434_.

RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project. I am asking you to attend as
Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

00434:.

SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??

--------------------------

OQ434

Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

00434-.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:34 PM

To "Tova Wang'^
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition)

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there

00434`=

are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang
"Tova n!_ To psims@eac.gov,^
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Fjithy May 12 2006 9:20 AM
To:
Subject: FraudDefinition
a

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang"
04/24/2006 12:13 PM
cc
Subject Re: invoice[]

Tova:
The draft voucher looks fine except for two things (one of them is our fault):
(1) it appears that you worked 11 days, rather than 10, during the first two weeks; and
(2) you need to put the total dollar amount owed you ($9,102) somewhere on the form. (Last time you put
it in the box with the total hours worked this period.)
Don't forget to sign and date the voucher. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
UU'1J1•

Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang"^^
"Tova

"

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?
Tova Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 3-26-4-22.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/04/2006 02:10 PM
cc ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Barry Weinberg has confirmed he can attend the afternoon of May 18. He lives in the DC area, so we
won't have to worry about travel. I have contacted Pat Rogers office and left a voice mail for his assistant.
Hopefully, I will hear from them this afternoon. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang
04/27/2006 09:23 AM
cc
y

r

/

Subject Bob Bauer

We have heard from Bob Bauer regarding his availability, so we don't need to have you pursue the matter.
Thanks for the offer, though. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Tova Wang"

05/09/2006 05:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc
Subject perez

I talked to Adam, and I am OK with JR Perez. I'm working on the Barbra situation.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

jjj1Serebrovj

05/10/2006 12:25 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel

Peggy:
If I am calculating it right and I believe I am, it
would cost around $450 plus my meal allowance in
Virginia and Tenessee (coming and going).
All of this said, I am still a person down and there
is the bed problem.
Job

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM —
?5/0612006 08:28 AM

To sims
eac.gov
p @
cc

UU34

To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Hel p section of our website.
This a-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:21:42 p.m. AST (GMT-4)

(407805)
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --

05/04/2006 08:51 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: wg

Thats great news. What happens with respect to hotels? Should I make my
own arrangements? I expect Job and I will want to stay the nights of the
17th and 18th. Thanks Pegs. And congratulations.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 5:47 PM
Subject: Re: wg

> Tova:
> Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not
> disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's next choice (Pat Rogers) as a
> replacement for Norcross.
> Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be
> unavailable that afternoon and I am scheduled for something else that
> morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you and
> Job
> regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

00435:

05/04/2006 05:21
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
wg

Hi Peg,
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you
know that I think disinviting members of the working group would be a very
unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the problem of getting
100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I
said, I'm free on Monday. Thanks. Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
rn

05/02/2006 01:11 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

•

Subject Re: Barbara ArnwineI

Peggy,
I just received an update about Ms. Arnwine's schedule. She is not available on May 9th.
Thanks,
Devon
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 10:56 AM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationR

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? ---

(35-I

Peg
"Weinberg and Utrecht

"M^

"Weinbergecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: sims eac. ov
To:
Sent: hursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -"priceline.com Customer
Service"
To psims@eac.gov
<hotel c@trans.priceline.com>
cc
05/05/2006 09:20 PM
I Subject Travel Plans for Tova Wang
Please respond to
hotel@trans.priceline.com

Responses to this e-mail will not go to a customer service representative.
To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Help section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:20:48 p.m. AST (GMT-4)
(407605)
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

04/26/2006 09:19 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the SAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud–Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:

004353

Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.

oofi:a54

Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

04/27/2006 09:13 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ProjectI

Unfortunately, I have to get the Working Group together before then, so that my consultants can prepare
the final report before June. (In June, I lose one of them to State employment.) In understand about the
crammed schedule. This month and next are chock full.
Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?

00435':

Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.

004351.

Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:55 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes
to purposely and corruptly register voters who either
do not exist, or who are known by the putative
defendant to be ineligible to vote under applicable
state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in
the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt the voting
act of voters who do participate in the voting act to
a limited extent; and, schemes to knowingly prevent
voters qualified voters from voting.
psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems
with the 4th paragraph.
Would you please just send me that paragraph within
the text of your
email so that I can paste it into the document? --Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

00435-

> I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
> opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> > paragraph 4? --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 O3:JTPrr
>>

> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Literature Summary

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>

> > > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of
> The
> > > Federal Crime of
> > > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> > > something wrong in the fourth
> > > paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
> Can
> > > you please send a
> > > replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it
> in
> > > an email and I will
> > > place it in the document. --- Peggy
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Donetta L.
Davidson /EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/04/2006 03:57 PM

cc

00435.E

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
U)

Peggy sorry but I am out of town on the 18th of May. Good luck
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -"Job Serebrov
'{
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM
cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebr
CC

ey eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov

Subject Re: Conference Call[I

Job:
I'm afraid I don't have time to look up the Federal travel regulation. I can refer to GSA Form 87, which is
the Federal travel authorization form that is based on the travel regulations. There are two questions on
this form that would apply to your situation:
•

Question 14 asks, "Is the employee making any deviations from the authorized itinerary for personal
convenience, taking any annual leave or using a different mode of transportation for personal
convenience?"

00435:

• Question 17A asks, " Will POV be used for any travel between itinerary points? (If 'Yes" check one
box below and complete item 17B.)' This is followed by one check box with a statement, "Use of POV
is advantageous to the government" and another check box that states, "Use of POV is not
advantageous to the government. Use of POV has been determined to be for personal convenience
and reimbursement limited to constructive cost of common carrier."
Line 17 B is used to note mileage rate. These provisions apply to our Commissioners, our staff, and our
consultants. I understand that everyone has to make allowances for emergencies, but your emergency
has not yet arrived, and may well arrive after the May 18 meeting. Furthermore, personal emergencies
are considered personal matters. The government does not reimburse us for additional travel costs
resulting from our need to address personal matters.
Because you are not a Federal employee and we recognize that airlines do not and hotels may not offer
you government rate, we can reimburse the higher hotel rate so long as your total travel costs under the
current contract do not exceed the total amount budgeted for travel reimbursement for this contract
($3,500).
Regarding the Working Group meeting, I am pleased that you recognize that convening the Working
Group is a deliverable. You also should recall that the only reason Commission staff is involved in helping
to set up this meeting is that you and Tova told me that the two of you did not have the resources to do it
and that it would be better to have one central coordinator (i.e.; EAC). We have repeatedly talked about
holding the meeting in DC because so many of our working group members are here and because we can
support the meeting at EAC offices and stay within the EAC budget.
The date for the original Working Group meeting was presented by you and Tova to me in your work plan.
As you know, many of the dates in the plan had to slide because the two of you indicated that you needed
more time to complete the preliminary research to be presented at the meeting. Beginning in April, our
teleconferences honed in on possible weeks for the meeting. May 18 is the only day all but Norcross
could attend. Norcross was available only 2 days out of the three weeks we were considering. We are
attempting to fill his slot with the person you recommended, Pat Rogers.
We can discuss any remaining concerns you have regarding the participation of Perez and of Pat Rogers
during this afternoon's teleconference. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psimseac.gov
@
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all

00436

alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov^
*/03/2006 01:48 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

{

Peggy:
I expect that since Norcross can't make it either you
will try to get Rogers or cut one of Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
> to be the best
> possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
> available to attend in
> person that day (he is available only 2 days during
> the first three weeks
> of May). We won't have confirmation of the
> availability of Secretary
> Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.
> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
04/26/2006 09:07 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

00136_

Peg -- I'll have check. I am pretty well clogged next month.
What do you need Peg?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

00436:.

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:25 AM

To Gavin Gilmour
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Working Group-Travel Costs

Can you help me respond to this ... and soon? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:25 AM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene

^,1^^

the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

> If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
> caused by including the
> travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
> can always process
> your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 0l:4rrii
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.

00 3 6

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Job:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>

I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
41/2 hours. We really
need to have you here in person if you are to help
conduct the Working
Group meeting. You should make your travel
arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 10:14 AM
To
psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Hi, Folks:

>>>
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> > > Teleconference
> > > Are both of you available for a teleconference
> > next
> > > Tuesday afternoon at
> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
>>a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground

_ _

n n C/. ''f"`7

> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
message truncated =__

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —

"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
04/26/2006 05:46 PM

cc
Subject wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Tova Wang"
05/11 /2006 0110 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

We accidentally left it out when we emailed all the summaries
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
To'
Cc:
Subject: Literature SflThmary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Tova Wang"
_IFS'

<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcgloba[.net>, psims@eac.gov
cc

05/11/2006 03:45 PM

IP

Subject RE: new working group representative

He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have already established we are
not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about Ginsburg yet anyway,
right?
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 200
To: Tova Wan
psims@eac.gov
Cc:
Subjenew woLiiI1y
ip representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
Tova Wang

rote:

> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

1^

r ^J

V

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
n
"Jnb

To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:lTPM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> > Federal Crime of
> > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is

oo^ 7 a

> > something wrong in the fourth
> > paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> > you please send a
> > replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> > an email and I will
> > place it in the document. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 01:59 PM

To "J. R. Perez"

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc

Subject Re: Bio for Pereza

Thanks, J.R. Great to have you on board! We will get back to you shortly regarding travel arrangements.
The meeting materials will be sent by Federal Express next week.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"J. R. Perez" <jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>
"J R. Perez"
To psims@eac.go

0/05/2006 01:23 PM
Subject Bio for Perez

asa',
bio 5 5 06.doc
Hi Peggy, it was nice talking with you today and I would be glad to try and
add to the discussion. I am attaching a brief bio and will await your
instructions for the travel arrangements. I look forward to receiving the
current information on panel issues.
J.R. Perez
Elections Administrator
Guadalupe County
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---

-

00437)

n

To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 12:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Roosevelt St.
Bethesda, MD 20814

5201

301-493-5343

Original Message ----From: psimsnn,eac.gov
To:
Sent: Fri ay, May 05, 20010:56 AM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
-----

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? --Peg

"Weinberg and Utrecht
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psimsCcbeac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims a(eac.gov
To:
Sent: hursday, May 04, 2 6 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you

W3/2

said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job
"
y '{
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:52 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group List

List a vacancy---to be filled. If we don't hear from
Ginsberg by late afternoon please call Braden.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> What do you suggest I do with the list of Working
> Group members. I need
> to get the Fed Ex packages out by the end of the
> day, and have not heard
> back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a
> vacancy, or list Norcross
> with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a
> substitute, we can always
> provide an updated list next Thursday. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

•

t

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 04:43 PM

♦

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Hotel for Job

Peggy,
A possible hotel suggestion for Job might be the Sheraton College Park in Beltsville, MD. They have
room availability for the nights of the 17th and the 18th for $159.00 a night.

00437.:

They have what is called the Sheraton Sweet Sleeper Bed. More information at:
http://www.starwoodhotels.com/promotionsIpromo_landing . html?category=sweet_sleeper
This hotel is a little out of the way but the members of the Asian Language Working Group and others
have stayed there. The hotel does offer a shuttle to and from Reagan airport and the metro.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
05/12/2006 01:51 PM
cc

Subject Wang & Serebov Fed Ex Info

Devon:
Here is the information you need for the Fed Ex forms for Job and Tova.
Tova Wang
201 West 74th Street, Apt 11 F
New York, NY 10023
Phone: 212-362-5223
(Note that the package may be left with the doorman.)
Job Serebrov
2110 South Spring Street
Little Rock, AR 72206
Phone: 501-374-2176
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:52 PM
cc
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

OK. I'll be out of the office for the next three days, and mostly unavailable on Thursday and Friday as you
know already. Tomorrow you can try me on my cell phone 917-656-7905. I'll try to check email when
can. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 4:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org

00437

Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a
teleconference to discuss our options. --- Peggy

05/02/2006 05:06 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

"Tova Wang"
^
426I200604:39Kr

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: interview analysis

I think I can help you at least with respect to Barbara. I'll be speaking to her today!
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
.
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Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 3:38 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: interview analysis

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so
their availability is not, yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

04/26/2006 11:22 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc °'Job Serebrov'
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that
spreadsheet you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so,
maybe we can talk soon? Thanks. Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tef.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wan Q"
To psims@eac.gov
4724/2006 :49 PPM
cc "Job Serebrov"'
Subject last of the literature

Hi Peg,

0007,

Here is the last summary of existing research. Please let us know how to proceed from here. Thanks.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Response to the CB Report FINAL.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 05:47 PM

To
cc
Subject Re: wg[=^j

Tova:
Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's
next choice (Pat Rogers) as a replacement for Norcross.
Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be unavailable that afternoon and I am
scheduled for something else that morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you
and Job regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy

05/04/2006 05:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject wg

Hi Peg,
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you know that I think disinviting
members of the working group would be a very unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the
problem of getting 100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I said, I'm free
on Monday. Thanks. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To

00437

psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:22 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

I would give him until Monday morning but I would also
call Braden today and tell him there may be an opening
for him on the WG and find out whether he is free.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have placed another call to his office (after one
> previous call to his
> assistant and an email to him). I, too, am
> concerned about our dwindling
> chances. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 03:0
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Given the short time period, you may want to give
> Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
> our chances are of getting Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
received a "No" from
Ginsberg. --- Peg

"Job Serebrov"
05/12/2006 02:s FM

>>
> > To

> >
> >
>>
> >
>>

psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

004371

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes,
> the
> > > WG will have
> > > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you
> and
> > > Tova containing the
> > > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> > haven't
> > > sent anything yet
> > > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
> > > inclusion.
(Still
> > > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
> > >
> > > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > > very short meeting after
> > > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference
> the
> > > following Monday
> > > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll
> be
> > > out of the office
> > > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin
> that
> > > day. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > "Job Serebrov"
> > > 05/12/2006 l2:5FM
> > >
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov,
> > > cc
> > >
> > > Subject
> > > Re: Fraud Definition
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> > packets
> > > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure
> with
> > > Tova's response we will need to have a
> > > teleconference
> > > on the report once I return to Little Rock. We

00437

> will
> > need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Would you please take a look at the attached?
I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election
results
> > > (because fraud can be
> > > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> > changed
> > > the results of the
> > > election), and taken out a couple of vague
> > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because
there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
> > >
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"
"Job
- To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

00438.

R
CaseSummaries.doc

Peggy:

Please add this to the packet.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job arfihrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:51 AM

cc
Subject Re: Update

The bed is not what I need and Beltsville is a bit far
out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need
> to know as we continue
> our search.) -- Peg

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/10/2006 10:29 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Update

> Peggy:
> Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
> on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still
> no
> good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
> workable.
> Job

00438:

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job

05/11/2006 04:09 PM

brov"

cc
Subject Re: new working group representativeL

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each got to pick three members of the Working Group.
The Commission guidance regarding this particular member follows:
4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy sectors - 2 to be chosen by Tova and
2 to be chosen by Job.
This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's pick.
As I understand it, we are working on a replacement for Norcross. If Ginsberg is not viable, how about
Mark Braden, who includes public integrity in his areas of specialization. I would not try and stir up other
members of the Working Group, if I were you. The effort is likely to come back and bite you.

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
eac.gov
03:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:3PM
> To
> "Tova Wang"
> cc

ims@eac.gov

00438'.

> serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
rote:

> --- Tova Wang
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Tova Andrea Wang
>>l-_>>

on

> > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>

0043&3

>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -----

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

00438

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Jo b Serebrov"
-'''
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 10:46 AM

cc
Subject Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

FYI
"Patrick J. Rogers"

wrote:

> Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:
0
> From: "Patrick J. Rogers"
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> tomorrow. Depositions all
> day today. Thanks, Pat
> What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

> Patrick J. Rogers
> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.

00438:

>
>
>
>

P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
505-848-1849
Tel:
505-848-1891
Fax:

>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
41 PM
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006
To: Patrick J. Rogers
Subject: Working Group meeting

ON

> Pat:
>
>
>
>
>

The working group meeting for the voter fraud
project is scheduled for
May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
Could you come? If so,
we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.

> Regards,
> Job
-------------------------------------------------------------------> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
-------------------------------------------------------------------> THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> reader of this message is not the intended recipient
> or agent
> responsible for delivering the message to the
> intended recipient, you
> are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> copying of this
> communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> received this
> electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> from your system
> without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> e-mail or by calling
> 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> corrected. Thank you.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:40 AM

To Serebrov
cc

0043S^.

Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

This is the original email with the attachment. If you still don't see the attachment on your end, I can
excerpt the content and send it in email text. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:39 AM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
"
To "Jo
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezE1

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

t

tx elec admin-appt-partisan restrictions .doc
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"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

Gk J`

Case Summaries.doc Peggy:

Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Job Serebrov"

00438

<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

05/11/2006 10:16 AM

cc
Subject Re: Today's Teleconference

The teleconference is on. However, I am still one
person down for the meeting and I am not comfortable.
This will have to be discussed since from the start it
was agreed that the WG would be equal and if I lost a
person Tova would have to loose one. Further and most
importantly, I don't yet have a hotel so my attendance
is still up in the air. Finally, the agenda is not
what we discussed and gives far too much time for
areas that can be covered in a short time. Not listed
are all of the questions that Tova's proposed agenda
had. All in all, it needs to be redone.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I assume that we are still on for today's
> teleconference at 11 AM EST. I
> will call you. I have attached a draft agenda for
> your review and
> comment. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:52 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group TravelI

I have given Adventure Travel the necessary credit card authorization on this. Devon please follow-up
with the reservations etc.

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@ eac.gov

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 10:18 AM
cc
Subject RE: Working Group

I am more than happy to attend in person
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Monday, May O,
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group

00439.

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by teleconference. I also
share Tova's concern about the unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements,
including hotel. Travel
time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
hours actually worked on
the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
preparation for the meeting,
and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

> Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> hotel taxes (if you
> cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> rates that are a little
> higher)
> Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
> $48 on the first and
> last day of travel)
> Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> mile
> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a

00439_

> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> however, is to give me a
> comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
> and per diem of doing
> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
To psims o@eac.gov
05/10/2006 03:03 PM

cc
Subject Option

Peggy:
I may have the only option left but it is a risk time
wise. I could stay at the Baymont in Salem by Roanoke
and then leave early that morning and drive into DC or
to a park and ride (Metro). I would make it before
12:00 barring any unforeseen road issues. However, I
would have to leave to go home right after the
meeting. That would cancel the next day's meeting.
Job
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I need to run to West Little Rock so you can get me on
my cell if you want to talk.
501-626-0440

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/12/2006 02:46 PM
cc
Subject Working Group List

Job:
What do you suggest I do with the list of Working Group members. I need to get the Fed Ex packages out
by the end of the day, and have not heard back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a vacancy, or list
Norcross with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a substitute, we can always provide an updated list
next Thursday. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -"Tova Wan "Topsims@eac.gov
#11/2006 04:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Material I may not have included

news article review
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
My
2006 3:23 PM
To
I may not have included
Su

Se0"ll

Would these go under literature review or news article review? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang"
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectM!ñaI I may not nave inc uded

-004393

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based
on complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article
excel spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.

Tova Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov

05/11/2006 11:45 AM

cc
Subject Court Case Charts

Job
In preparing the CDs, we have run across the following files that appear to be duplicates. Which ones
should go on the CD? --- Peggy

Chart Bection Accessible.doc Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc

Chart Denial Vot
—
erRegistrat.doc ChartDenialVoterRegistrat2.doc

Chart Provisional Ballot Den.doc Chart Provisional Ballot Den2.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

"Jo

erebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

5/09/2006 12:03 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

Here is the issue-- -four of the five people who
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selected Perez are Republicans. If the shoe were on
the other foot I would be uncomfortable. This one is
up to Tova to call but I am not sure that he can be
neutral.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:
> EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
> SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

> § 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY
> ELECTION COMMISSION.
>
(a) The position of county elections
> administrator is filled by
> appointment of the county election commission, which
> consists of:
>
(1) the county judge, as chair;
>
(2) the county clerk, as vice
> chair;
>
(3) the county tax
> assessor-collector, as secretary; and
>
(4) the county chair of each
> political party that made
> nominations by primary election for the last general
> election for state
> and county officers preceding the date of the
> meeting at which the
> appointment is made.
>
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of
> the commission's
> membership is necessary for the appointment of an
> administrator.
>
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a
> written resolution or
> order signed by the number of commission members
> necessary to make the
> appointment. Not later than the third day after the
> date an administrator
> is appointed, the officer who presided at the
> meeting shall file a signed
> copy of the resolution or order with the county
> clerk. Not later than the
> third day after the date the copy is filed, the
> county clerk shall deliver
> a certified copy of the resolution or order to the
> secretary of state.
>
(d) The initial appointment may be made at
> any time after the
> adoption of the order creating the position.

> § 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
>
(a) A county elections administrator may
> not be a candidate for a
> public office or an office of a political party,

00439,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

hold a public office, or
hold an office of or position in a political party.
At the time an
administrator becomes a candidate or accepts an
office or position in
violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of
administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator
commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or
political expenditure, as
defined by the law regulating political funds and
campaigns, or publicly
supports or opposes a candidate for public office or
a measure to be voted
on at an election. An offense under this subsection
is a Class A
misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
administrator's employment is
terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible
for future appointment
as county elections administrator.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 ll:3AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

> The code attachment did not work that is what I
> meant
> by it did not come through.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> > Code? --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/09/2006 11:2

>>

j

> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc

00439.

> > u sect
> > Re: Working Group-Perez
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired
>a
> > person just like Perez. However, given this, I
> would
> > still like to know if he has a party affiliation
> and
> > this brings up another issue. How is the county
> > election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> > Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> > if
> > he/she does not want to serve a person is elected
> in
> > his/her stead and a third member picked by the
> party
> > with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> > that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> > election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> > Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> > situation in Texas.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.

> > I
> > > proposed that I find
> > > someone from Texas because of that State's
> > colorful
> > > history of voting
> > > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> > it.
> > > In those Texas
> > > counties that hire Election Administrators to
> run
> > > elections, rather than
> > > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > > voter registration;
> > > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > > Administrator is hired by the
> > > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > > perform his or her duties in
> > > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts
> from
> > > Texas Election Code
> > > regarding election administrator hiring and
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>
>
>
>
>
>

> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that
State.

>>
> > > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > > years experience as a county Election
> > Administrator
> > > in Texas. You won't
> > > find many news articles mentioning him because
> he
> > > has kept his nose clean.
> > > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > > country, prefers to
> > > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > > association of Texas
> > > election officials and the two largest
> > organizations
> > > of election officials
> > > in this country: the International Association
> of
> > > Clerks, Recorders,
> > > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
message truncated =__

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --"Tova Wang'
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:59 PM

cc
Subject RE: research summaries

Job did this one
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, a 11, 2006 12:56 PM
To:
e: reseai.fl summaries
Su

Something is wrong in the fourth paragraph of the Federal Election Crime summary. Do you know
what it is supposed to say there?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov

00439

cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wan

4
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or>?, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 11:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Rev Agenda for Working Group Meeting

R

Agenda 5-18-06 Mtg.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:48 PM

To Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

Adam:
J.R. Perez's resume is attached, and I have forwarded my last explanatory email to Job in answer to his
concerns. I will tell Tova not to contact Ray, but that she may talk with you about this issue. Thanks! --Peggy

q

Perez bio 5 5 O6.doc
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 02:45 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[']

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

IN

tx elec admin-appt partisan restiictions.doc

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group
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Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---"Job Serebr "
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
> As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up
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> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
> The effort is likely
> to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:

P

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job /200brov"_______________.
05/11/2006 03:

>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang"sims@eac.gov
> > c
> >
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
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> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > ->>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > 1
> >
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> >
> > His contact and mailing info is:
>>
>>
>>
> >
ue, NW
>

>>
> >
>>>
>>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> Tova Andrea iLang
>
>
>

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serehmv"
05/11/2006 03:54 PM
c
cc_
Subject Re: Literature Summary)

When I opened the attachment, I still had problems with the 4th paragraph. Would you please just send
me that paragraph within the text of your email so that I can paste it into the document? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

-.1

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:17 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

00440...

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---"Job

"
To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 12:41 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voucher

Ok. Thanks
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I've signed and submitted your voucher. I had to
> correct the contract
> date.
(It is 2/26/06, not 4/22/06.) Everything
> else looked great. --> Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 02:51 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject RE: Working Group-Perez[j

We are still on for 4 PM. Ray is out of the office due to a family emergency, so I suggest you NOT contact
him. You may contact his Special Assistant, Adam Ambrogi (aambrogi@eac.gov or 202-566-3105), who
also hails from Texas. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang'
"Tova Wang"
•

To Psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
f

9

PM

cc

00440F^

Subject RE: Working Group-Perez

We are still doing the 4 pm call, right? We can discuss it more then. Would it be OK if I see if Ray knows
this person? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Ma 99, 200 10:14 AM
To•
Cc:
Subject: Re: Working Group-Perez

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to
serve on the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
proposed that I find someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud
and their innovative approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election
Administrators to run elections, rather than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter
registration; County Clerk for balloting), the Election Administrator is hired by the County Election
Commission and is supposed to perform his or her duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached
excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election administrator hiring and restrictions on
partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation
schemes used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election
Administrator in Texas. You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept
his nose clean. (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad
news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the association of Texas election officials and the two largest
organizations of election officials in this country: the International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The Election Center. He is a past
President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas Association of Election
Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans the
educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's conferences.
His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
Perez also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and
The Election Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff
web page on the Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme..
something that might be useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered
voters (a number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the
county's population claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The
county is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson,
and Bexar counties. In the 1980s, the county was predominately a farming community; but in
recent years, many people have moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County,
preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
--- Peggy

0044::;.

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:10 AM

To
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:
This is to confirm my call to your office this morning inviting you to be a member of and attend the
upcoming meeting of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) Working Group on Voting
Fraud-Voter Intimidation. The meeting is scheduled to take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday,
May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue,
NW, 11th Floor, Washington, DC.
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute are the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a high priority.
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

00440

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
• perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case law review),
identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding
these topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
• establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
•
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation, and the results of the
preliminary research to the working group, and convene the working group to discuss potential
avenues for future EAC research on this topic; and
• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working
group deliberations that includes recommendations for future research, if any;
We strive to include bipartisan representation on the Working Group associated with this project. You
were recommended for this project by our Republican consultant, Job Serebrov. Your ideas for possible
EAC activities related to this topic will help the agency as it plans future actions to meet its HAVA
responsibilities.
If you can find the time in your busy schedule to participate, I will have an information packet delivered to
your office by COB, Monday, May 15. Please let me know if you are available. Thank you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:25 AM

To "Tova Wang"
cc
Subject Re: arnwineI

I'm checking on this. Will get back to you as soon as I have more info. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang

To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 05:28 PM

cc
Subject arnwine

She definitely cannot do it. Would you please find out if Wade Henderson would be possible? Now its my
turn to be upset!!! Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
i
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

00440
';,.i

Signals are often in and out and the audio bridging equipment cannot compensate fast enough by
adjusting the signal. This affects all participants connected. If participants must use a cell phone
– they should be stationary in a location where they can pick up the other participants,
moving while using a cell phone causes the signal to go in and out and often will pick up
extraneous electrical signals that will cause heavy static on the call.
The cell phone should be well charged and muted, if possible, until the individual is ready
to speak.
If there is a problem, anybody who dials into a conference can contact the
operator/technicians by simply pressing *0 (star zero). This information is part of the
recording when individuals are dialing in.

•

If you have any problems accessing the teleconference, please call Edgardo Cortes. You can reach him
at 1-866-747-1471 (toll-free) or 202-566-3126. He can contact our service provider to correct any
problems. (I will be on my way to Seattle and unable to help.)
Thanks, again!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wang"
-''

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'
"
T-.'05XMcc
V

Subject summaries of interviews

Part 1. I'm going to try not to overload

Tova Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM

To: Rivers@B1ankRome.com
Cc: Margaret Sims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ----"Tova Wang"
`'

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
04/17/2006 12:55 PM

cc
Subject RE: Conference Call This Afternoon

yes
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 11:38 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Conference Call This Afternoon

Are you two still available for the conference call we had scheduled for this afternoon at 4,PM
EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM

00441-
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Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the Secretary of State Larry Boyle. doc

fr
Interview with Craig Donsanto FINAL.doc Interview with Doug Webber.doc Interview with former Secretary of State Sharon Priest.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Job Sereb "
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 12:44 PM

cc
Subject Re: Conference Call This Afternoon

Yes but it needs to go no longer then 30 mins
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Are you two still available for the conference call
> we had scheduled for
> this afternoon at 4 PM EST/3 PM CST? --- Peg

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM ---f► % Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
r

04/19/2006 03:44 PM

ate

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group[j

Yes, she is the assistant to David A. Norcross and she is unavailable until Monday. I spoke with the
woman who is filling in for her this week and she does not have access to Mr. Norcross's schedule.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/19/2006 03:27 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy
It

oo441 _

`

"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'
71/2O06 11:18 AM

cc
Subject case charts 2

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Voter Eligibility.doc ChartDenialoterRegistrat.doc ChartDenialloterRegistrat.doc ChartElectionCountingViolat.doe

ChartOverseasBallot.doc ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doe ChartProvisionalBallotDen.doc ChartTouchScreenVoteVoting.doc

IN

ChartVoteVoterAfricanAmer. doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
"Ta Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov"'
Subject nexis article charts and overview/analysis

I
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

absentee nexis chart 2.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chart.xls deceptive practices nexis chart.xls

•
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anfl
Election official & addition-subtraction.xls intentional felon voting nexis chart.xls intimidation and suppression.xls noncitizen voting.xls

vote buying nexis chart. As voter registration fraud nexis chart.xls Wrongful Removal from Registration Lists.xls Nexis Analysis. doc
--- Forwarded by Marqaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM —
"
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'
04/21/2006 11:22 AM

cc
Subject methodology review

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

In

methodology -- official. doe
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM
"Tova

"

To psims@eac.gov, ,,, Job Serebrov.,,^^

04/21/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject interview with Doug Webber -- correct version

I sent the wrong version! Please use this one.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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InterviewDougWebber final.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -"
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"
/200612.::13 PM
"0
4/21&

cc
Subject existing literature summaries 1

And there will be one more forthcoming next week.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

A Funny ThingReview.doc American Center Report FINAL.doc Americas Modern Poll Tax (JS).doc
Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc cb summary.doc Chandler Davidson summary -- official.doc Crazy Quilt. doc
Deliver the Vote Review.doc dnc ohio.doc DOJ Public Integrity Reports (JS).doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --"Tova Wan
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"
4/21 /2006 11:17 AM
cc
Subject job's case charts 1

Tova Andrea Wang
n

Visit our Web site, www.tef.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events. `' a ,: ";,; s
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Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Chart Absentee Ballot.doc Chart Disenfranchisement.doc Chart Donsanto Cases.doc Chart Election Accessible. doc

Chart Election Irregularity.doc Chart Vote Buying.doc Chart Vote Felon. doc Chart Vote Fraud.doc Chart Vote Identification.doc

IN

Chart Vote Inaccessible.doc Chart Vote Registration. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC

04/19/2006 03:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Was this message sent to someone's assistant? We have noone named Rivers on our working group.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Devon E. Romig
From: Devon E. Romig
Sent: 04/19/2006 12:24 PM
To:
Cc: rlarudrec iims
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group
Ms. Rivers,
My name is Devon Romig and I am writing to you on behalf of the Election Assistance Commission.
believe that you have been contacted previously by our consultant Job Serebrov about the Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group that we are organizing.
We are in the process of setting a date for this event and we would appreciate any suggestions that you
may contribute based upon Mr. Norcross's availability in the month of May. The proposed dates are May
1,2,3,8,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19. The meeting will only last for one day. Please let me know any and all
of the listed dates that will work with Mr. Norcross's schedule.
Also, I tried to contact you by phone but I received a disconnected notification. Could you please provide
me with you most current contact information?
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:28 PM --" ova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
04/21/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject summaries of interviews 2

Tova Andrea Wang

021

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson.doc Interview with Jason Torchinsky final.doc Interview with Joe Rich.doc

Interview with Joe SandlerFINAL.doc Interview with John Ravitz.doc Interview with John Tanner.doc

Interview with Kevin Kennedy.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 04:39 PM

To Diana Scott
cc
Subject Teleconference Requested

Diana:
This is just to let you know that I have requested a teleconference on Wednesday, April 19, from 11 AM to
Noon EST. I asked for 6 lines to accommodate our research consultants and the folks that they will be
interviewing for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Tova

"To psims@eac.gov

04/17/2006 12:28 PM

cc
Subject RE: Interviews

Noon EST
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 10:49 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next
week. Do you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
----- Forwarde
"Job Serebrov"

a

ims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM

04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?

cFc

> --- Peggy

>

9 AM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
>
c
c
> "Tova Wang"

^^

t

^.t

4

n

> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
"0
4117"
/2006 04:53 PM

cc
Subject interview analysis

Tova Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Interview conclusions.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 11:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's

0Q4^1q
j^4.

ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --fl

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
" 05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---wang@tcf.org
'

05/05/2006 09:17 PM

To sims
eac.
sbc 9
lobal.net
P
@ ov,
9 serebrov @
cc

1:

Subject hotels

Literally, there is not a hotel room to be found in the district on these dates. The only thing I could find was
a room for $379 a night. I have booked it and will assume that since we are so under-budget on travel
that this will be OK
----- Original Message -----

From: psims c@eac.gov
To•
Cc • romig,(a,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

X0442

Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:36 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts[

OK, I will include all on the CD. Thanks. ---- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject Re: Court Case Charts

All. They are not duplicates. There are some cases
repeated and some not. It is a slight varient of the
word search.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job
> In preparing the CDs, we have run across the
> following files that appear
> to be duplicates. Which ones should go on the CD?
> --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 12:06 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov

"Tova Wan

1Tôfinterviewees

(04-'42 .

Tova Andrea Wang
i
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

List of Experts Interviewed.doc
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/05/2006 12:56 PM
Subject RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter
Intimidation project meeting

Thank you, Peg - - see you then.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

The meeting is scheduled for Thursday, May 18, 1- 5:30 PM (though we may finish earlier). It will be held
in EAC's large conference room (the one we use for public meetings, located off our lobby). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/05/2006 12:43 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjecRE: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project
tmeeting

If you tell me now I will put it into my calendar here, which in turn will remind me!

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 12:42 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Please remind me of time and place for Voter Intimidation project meeting

How many days in advance do you need the reminder? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Eileen L.
Coliver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job
rov"
Sereb
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Latham

t}Q4 4-z^

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 03:20 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Latham(

One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has vacancies and pillow top beds. Try 1-800-424-2979 or
202-353-8900.
"Job Serebrov'
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Latham

The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 10:06 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Today's Teleconference

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have attached a
draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy

Agenda 5-18-06 N tg-draft.doc

GO

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
'

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Would you please take a look at the attached? I
combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be
prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
(e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).

>
>
>
>

I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
--- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---•

"Job Serebrov"
Tosims
eac. ov,
@
g wang@tcf.org
g@tcf.org
05/11/2006 04:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Dinner

Yes. My wife is a vegetarian and I can't eat wheat
products and don't eat pork. Non-toxic Oriental seems
to always work. I did not cc Tova on this until I
received your reaction. You probably want to include
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Tova on replies to this e-mail.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM

0

• ,..

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:12 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

ri

Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM
"Marvin Brokaw"
To dromig@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:04 AM

cc
Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 8:31 AM
To: marvin.brokaw@adtray.com
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note

that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----0
• ;m;
Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
05/03/2006 03:23 PM
cc
•v
IM

Subject David Norcross

Peggy,
I just spoke to Mr. Norcross's assistant, he cannot attend the meeting on the 18th, he will be out of town at
another event.
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims @eac.gov
cc
05/04/2006 06:08 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"

O28
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Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).

,2.

Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am
very happy that you can find time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda
and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
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Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov

Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

oa443:

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcgloba1.net>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:39 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by Tor so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I really don't care if he represents the
organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
discuss
all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:3
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang"•sims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.
> > --- Tova Wang
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

rote:

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>
4q

oo
i4-

>>

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > 1
> >
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> >
> > His contact and mailing info is:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Tova Andrea Wan

> >
> > •-

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

1

Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>@GSAEXTERNAL, Tova Andrea
Wang
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative[

004435

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I seem to
recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a nearby place that
won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
________
05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To P Sims @eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a
with Tova and me after the group meetin
the final report? As long as we are out
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to
she will be meeting me after the WG.

will be bad
dinner meeting
to discuss
by 7or so I am
be there as

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
got to pick three
members of the Working Group. The Commission
guidance regarding this
particular member follows:

> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
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> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >

Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
her. He works for her
organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:

>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang"
psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.
> > --- Tova Wang

rote:

> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
> > > Here' s his info in full:
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>> >
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
>> >1
>>>
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:

>> >
>>>
>>>
>>
>>>
>>>

> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.

>> >
>> >
>>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/09/2006 11:45 AM

cc

i0.0-443E3

Subject RE: Case Summaries

yes

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 10:38 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM ---"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Case Summaries

Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
"Job Serebrov

•

To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

I'm thankful it all worked out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Ginsberg has accepted our invitation! --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM —
c^

•

Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV

05/02/2006 11:32 AM

To pegsimsl@aol.com, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Barbara Arnwine

Peggy,
I just spoke to Valerie Johnson, Ms. Arnwine's assistant. The following are a list of dates that are possible
for her attendance;
8th - PM (2pm to 6pm)
9th - Possible PM
16th - PM (1:30pm - 5:30pm)
17th - All day*
18th - All day*
19th - All day*
*All day availability does not begin until after 9:30 or 10:00 AM
I will update this information on the shared drive.
Thanks,
Devon
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 10:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

> Travel Arrangements
> You should make your own travel arrangements,
> including hotel. Travel
> time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> hours actually worked on
> the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> preparation for the meeting,
> and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
and per diem of doing
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> it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
> Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto

05/11/2006 02:35 PM

cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
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Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
.....
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.

-
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After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
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SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 09:05 PM
cc
Subject Question

Peg:
Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/03/2006 12:40 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation['?

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday through Wednesday are
taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive Committee, the full Standards Board, and the
Board of Advisors. Thursday, we have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants
in June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the consultants) by the end of
May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 11:56 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:27 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 02:08 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto.
There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can you please
send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will place it in the document. --Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:32 AM

To Devon Romig
cc
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Devon:
We have the OK from Tom to obtain a court reporter. Per his response (attached), please coordinate with
Joyce. Also, I understand the reporter for the Asian Language Working Group arrived late. Please find
out how we can ensure the one for our meeting arrives on time. Thanks! --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:31 AM --Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
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05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meetin

please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
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I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.
I can also check around for different prices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

0o

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
.,
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/03/2006 10:50 AM

s♦

cc

Subject Secretary Rokita's schedule

4

Peggy,
I just spoke to Nathan Cane (Secretary Rokita's assistant). He did not have any new information but they
are going to have a scheduling meeting tomorrow morning and he will ask specifically about the afternoon
of May 18th. I also reminded him to find out any of the days that he was not available or any of the days
that he had could attend the meeting in the morning or the afternoon.
Thanks,
Devon
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 01:05 PM
cc

Subject Re: VFVI Working GroupE

Devon:
I forgot to tell you that Thor Hearne's assistant is named Bethany. She can be reached at 314/613-2510.
--- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 12:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC

•
t

Subject VFVI Working Group

Peggy,
I have called each of the participants. So far I have a definite confirmation from Kathy Rogers.
Here is the list of the out of town participants for the Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working
Group:
Mark Hearne II - St. Louis, MO
Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
Possible Participant

Patrick Rogers - New Mexico

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -----

"Tova Wanc
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 05:32 PM

cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

I'm up for a short meeting afterward and a teleconference on Monday. And maybe when all of this is over,
you and I can have dinner! Have I told you that I am moving down to DC this summer?
I suspect you have put up with much more than I have and I really appreciate everything you have done.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 4:27 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: new working group representative
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Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours
away). He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night.
He won't drive back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this
project work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.)
Though we will be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group
disperses --- or we could do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into
three more days of meetings). --- Peggy

05/11/2006 04:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative
plans. They can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday
morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative
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On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad
going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by 7or so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:5

M

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I really don't care if he represents the
organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
discuss
all of this.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
>
> > 05/11/2006 03:3
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang"
psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.
> > --- Tova Wang
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>

>>
>>>1
>>>
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing

> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
>>>
> > > His contact and mailing info is:

>>>
>> >> >> Tr
>>>
—

>
>
>
>

> > Tova AndreWan
>>
>A
>>

>>>
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>

c

--_ Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
• % Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
r1
A

05/09/2006 09:32 AM

To
n sos.in.gov,
ogers sos.state.ga.us
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th,
2006

Dear Meeting Participants,
Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C.. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on
Thursday May 18th, 2006.

00.4`45^

The Election Assistance Commission (EAC) will cover the cost of your flight, the cost of your hotel room
and provide you with a daily per diem. The cost of the airfare and the hotel stay will be paid directly by the
EAC, as long as you book your travel through Adventure Travel.
To coordinate your flight and hotel stay, please contact Marvin Brokaw of Adventure Travel at (205)
444-4800, ext. 3501. Please note that the eligible dates of the hotel accommodation include the evenings
on May 17th and May 18th. Once you have contacted him and you have received the itinerary via e-mail
you must forward me a copy immediately so that I can complete a travel authorization form.
I have included two attachments with this email; the first attachment is a letter that contains important
information that you will need to know before calling the travel agent and the second attachment provides
some general information that should help you get around the city during your trip.
In addition to your travel itinerary, I will also need the following information by the close of business this
Friday May 12, 2006 in order to complete your travel authorization:
Full Name:
Title:
Entity for whom you work:
Address to Which the Reimbursement Check Will Be Mailed:
Work Telephone:
Fax Number:
Social Security #: (if uncomfortable e-mailing this, feel free to call me):
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

Per Diem Letter VFVI.doc Logistics Sheet VFVI.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/11/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject research summaries

I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check and if
not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks. I'm kind of
doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...

Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Brennan Analysis Voter Fraud Report FINAL.doc Fed Crime Election Fraud (JS).doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Job
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To psims@eac.gov
41 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Given the information I have Peggy, that is not going
to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
about the hotels, it is too much for me to front. Two
to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose money.

I simply do not see how we can do this in person given
the financial restrictions.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
> 41/2 hours. We really
> need to have you here in person if you are to help
> conduct the Working
> Group meeting. You should make your travel
> arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 l0:lur
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc

O'04'57

> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> in
> place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> money
> coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> for
> months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> for
> this working group meeting to take place in person.
> It
> is looking like the only way it will get done is by
> teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> the
> unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Hi, Folks:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Teleconference
> Are both of you available for a teleconference
next
> Tuesday afternoon at
> about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> please suggest another
> date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> preparations for the
> Working Group meeting.

>>
> > Working Group Members
> > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> the
> > nonpartisan local
> > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> no
> > objections to him. He
> > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> Pat
> > Rogers office, but
> > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> any
> > pull with him, you
> > may want to contact him, too.

O95

>>
> > Travel Arrangements
> > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > including hotel. Travel
> > time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
> > hours actually worked on
> > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > preparation for the meeting,
> > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

>>
> > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > hotel taxes (if you
> > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > rates that are a little
> > higher)
> > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it
> is
> > $48 on the first and
> > last day of travel)
> > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> > mile
>>
> > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out
>a
> > travel authorization
> > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> > receipt (or mileage
> > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > transportation receipts and a
> > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > total travel expenses due
> > you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> > meal receipts.

>>
> > Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> > for personal reasons are
> > not normally accommodated. What you can do,
> > however, is to give me a
> > comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage,
> hotel,
> > and per diem of doing
> > it your way against the cost of a roundtrip
> flight,
> > ground transportation,
> > hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
> > should be no problem to
> > cover the full cost. If your way is more
> expensive,
> > we may only pay up to
> > the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> > apply to me when I
> > travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> > you will spend the
> > night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

>>
> > Peggy
>>
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/26/2006 08:04 PM

To
cc
Subject Re: wg

Let me check with Devon early tomorrow. If she did not hear from him this
afternoon, I'll have her contact you. Perhaps you wiil have more success than
we have.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Mes

e

From: "Tova Wang"^
Sent: 04/26/2006 05:46 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: wg

Do you want me to call both Bob too?

T va Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 04:04 PM

To Paul DeGregorio
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject New Working Group Member

FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for David Norcross, who was unavailable, could not attend
or Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov, suggested
Benjamin Ginsberg, who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with you on this beforehand --- things

..
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happened so fast! --- Peggy
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---"-ova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"'

05/11/2006 03:56 PM

cc

rims@eac.gov

Subject RE: new working group representative

That was not the only reason -- it was to have someone from the civil rights
community. I hardly think you can have a discussion about voter
intimidation and suppression without someone with that background at the
table. I know you agree with this given what you've said to me in the past.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 200 2:
P
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: new working group representative

We don't know about Ginsburg but it was only stated,
over my objection, that no current invitee was being disinvited. This does
not apply to representatives of those people in my mind, especially when the
main specific reason for inviting the person was her race.
Tova Wang

rote:

> He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have
> already established we are
> not disinviting anyone.
We still don't know about
> Ginsburg yet anyway,
> right?
> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
> Sent: Thursday, May 11, 200
2:36 PM'
> To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
> Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject: Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang

wrote:

> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.h

0(

>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:

NW

>
>

-

-=;_

__

iii:.
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38

AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election

c/^

0044oL.J

> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65

„..

0446

> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" <
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
> > As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> > anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
> knocked
> > off Tova's list?
>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

.0044^^

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Craig Donsanto

05/03/2006 11:39 AM

cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group meeting. Are you available the
afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:38 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject existing literature list

Job, please double check to make sure I haven't missed anything

Tova Andrea Wang

phone:

ax

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 05:26 PM

To "Tova Wa
cc
Subject RE: new working group representative[

00446 (Q

Tova:
I understood Job to say that he could only find a hotel room with the right bed in Roanoke (hours away).
He will drive in Thursday morning for the meeting and return to that hotel Thursday night. He won't drive
back into DC for a Friday morning meeting.
We don't have to do dinner. I recognize that you have spent a lot of time and energy to make this project
work, and I don't want to put you out. (You have done a lot under difficult circumstances.) Though we will
be bushed, we may want to have a short meeting right after the Working Group disperses --- or we could
do a teleconference the following Monday afternoon (before I head into three more days of meetings). --Peggy
"Tova Wang"
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, serebrov@sbcglobal.net
05/11/2006 04:54 PM

cc

Subject RE: new working group representative

It would not be my first preference to do this right after the meeting, and I sort of had tentative plans. They
can be changed if necessary of course, but what happened to meeting on Friday morning?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:47 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: new working group representative

Dinner sounds like a great idea. Do either of you have any dietary restrictions of preferences? (I
seem to recall that Tova would prefer a place that has vegetarian options). I'll try to locate a
nearby place that won't bust the budget. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov" 05/11/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

On another note entirely, since traffic will be bad

+ 0 446 ;
O

going to Roanoke, do you want to have a dinner meeting
with Tova and me after the group meeting to discuss
the final report? As long as we are out by 7or so I am
ok with it. Also, my wife would have to be there as
she will be meeting me after the WG.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.

oO ^^

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
He works for her
> > her.
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
psims@eac.gov
> > "Tova Wang"
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

>>
> > --- Tova
>>
> > > is Jon
> > >
> > > Here'
> > >

Wang

rote:

Greenbaum
s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum
.htm
>>
> > > 1
>> >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights.
He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> >
.
> >
> > E

> >>L-_.>>>L_

"•

^.

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
> Tova Andrea Wang

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
Click here to receive our
weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>
>>

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:08 PM

To sims
eac.
sbc 9
lobal.net
P
@ ov,
9 serebrov @
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

For purposes of travel arrangements, Job do you want to plan to meet the day before and/or the day after
the meeting?
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(aiieac.gov
To:
Cc: dromi (a^eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:

X0447

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----To sims
eac.
sbc 9
lobal.net
P
@ ov,
9 serebrov @

05/05/2006 06:18 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Working Group

I'm finding there are no hotel rooms available
----- Original Message -----

From:psims eac. ov
To:

I;

004.f71L

Cc : dromi ,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

004472

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
"Tova Wang" i
cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject
Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang

wrote:

> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http:
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
>>
> >
He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:
>>
>>

>-j-

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
ate,

Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
05/10/2006 12:16 PM

cc
Subject another one

Plus, I found a few typos on the nexis analysis. Sorry about this.
Tova Andrea Wang

0021

3
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

n
votebuyingsummary.doc N exis Analysis. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---"Tova Wang"

pq 4

<wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To:
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Joyce Wilson
05/04/2006 10:52 AM
cc
Subject Large Conference Room Needed

This is just to confirm my request to reserve the large conference room on Thursday, May 18, from Noon-6
PM. We will be using it for a meeting of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group. Thanks! --Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --To -_

•.

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group, May 18th

Thank you for confirming your participation in the upcoming Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
Meeting in Washington, D.C. This meeting will take place at our office from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on

U04.4?^

Thursday May 18th, 2006.
The office of the Election Assistance Commission is located at:
1225 New York Avenue NW, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
We will send more information about this meeting via Federal Express. If you would like this information to
be sent to an address other than your office please reply with the preferred address.
Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

cc
Subject Material I may not have included

Peg,
Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think I omitted sending you these specific summaries that are based on
complex cases that could not be adequately described within the confines of the nexis article excel
spreadsheets. If we can, these should be included, probably on the disc. Sorry.
Tova Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Wisconsin FINAL.doc South Dakota FINAL.doc Washington FINAL.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
W r ,,

To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:24 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

o0441e:

I will hear from him tomorrow but that still does not
solve all of my issues---see my longer e-mail.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I had a voice mail message from him on Monday. I
called him back but had
to leave a voice mail message (telephone tag). If
you hear from him and
he is willing and able to come, I need to know this.
We need to have him
call our travel service to make travel arrangements
ASAP. Thanks. --Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 10:46 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

> FYI
> --- "Patrick J. Rogers"
> wrote:
>
>
>
>

> Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
> From: "Patrick J. Rogers"
> To: "Job Serebrov" <

>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
tomorrow. Depositions all
day today. Thanks, Pat
What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

>>
>>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Patrick J. Rogers
>
>
>
> T
>

0044?

>>
>>
>>
> > -----Original Message----> > From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
> > Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
> > To: Patrick J. Rogers
> > Subject: Working Group meeting
>>
> > Pat:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

The working group meeting for the voter fraud
project is scheduled for
May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
Could you come? If so,
we need to arrange travel and a hotel for you.

>>
> > Regards,
>>
> > Job
>>
--------------------------------------------------> > Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.
>>

> > THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> > INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> > WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> > THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> > CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> > APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> > reader of this message is not the intended
> recipient
> > or agent
> > responsible for delivering the message to the
> > intended recipient, you
> > are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> > copying of this
> > communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> > received this
> > electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> > from your system
> > without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> > e-mail or by calling
> > 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> > corrected. Thank you.

>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded

by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/02/2006 04:42 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Barbara says that you have been working it out with her assistant Valerie, that they have spoken to you
several times.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 8:46 AM
To:
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in
May she is potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been
unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -----

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
-"

To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine

Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
ov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/04/2006 02:08 PM
cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[

OK, thanks. I'll get back to you with more information. --- Peggy

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psimskeac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
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Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
inclusion.
(Still
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"

> 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition
>

00 4.4 81..

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually
changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague
examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there
may
> be legitimate reasons
> for not doing so).

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 02:56 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition)

I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have received a "No" from Ginsberg. --- Peg

"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:33 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
WG will have
suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
Tova containing the
same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't
sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
inclusion.
(Still
waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
very short meeting after
the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
following Monday
afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
out of the office
attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
day. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov,
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a
teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually
changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague
examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there
may
> be legitimate reasons
> for not doing so).

>>
> > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and
> > am waiting to hear if
> > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> group.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on

04/30/2007 04:26

PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov

•
05/09/2006 11:35

AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

I did not get any attachments.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM

Qp.^4

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
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> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> > Mr. Perez has over 13
> > years experience as a county Election
> Administrator
> > in Texas. You won't
> > find many news articles mentioning him because he
> > has kept his nose clean.
> > (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> > country, prefers to
> > report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.

>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
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> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 11:17 AM

cc

II.

004.4x'7.

Subject Re: Good News

I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
today after surgery.
See:

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to
> talk with the Chairman
> today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> you have contact
> information for Rogers? --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:26 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/03/2006 01:46 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Monday afternnon I have a commission meeting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
to be the best
possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
available to attend in
person that day (he is available only 2 days during
the first three weeks
of May). We won't have confirmation of the
availability of Secretary
Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.

> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov, dromig@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:33 PM
cc
Subject RE: research summaries

I did send yout the Brennan piece, but not the other one.
-----Original Message----From: Tova Wang
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 12:31 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; dromig@eac.gov
Subject: research summaries
I have the feeling we didn't include these in the original batch I sent you. Could you double check
and if not, would you please include them in the existing research materials? Sorry and thanks.
I'm kind of doing all of this on my own in case you couldn't tell. List is coming...
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:23 AM
cc
Subject Re: Fw: May 18th Meeting at EACE

Devon:
Send an email to Perez to remind him to contact Adventure Travel ASAP. We don't have confirmation of
Rogers participation yet, though we have had a number of voice mails flying back and forth, so we cannot
yet notify him to make travel arrangements immediately. --- Peggy

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•::
tp

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
!s

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
oow

O

05/09/2006 11:12 AM

'~

To
cc

►

a

Subject Fw: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:12 AM ---"Marvin Brokaw"
To dromig@eac.gov
cc
05/09/2006 11:04 AM
Subject RE: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hi Devon:
We have heard from Mark Hearne and Todd Rokita. They are both flying in and out on
the 18th and will not need hotel rooms. We're kind of waiting to see if Perez and Rogers
need rooms before booking any hotel. As soon as we get approval of Hearne and
Rokita air schedules and get them booked, we'll forward their itineraries to you.
Kind Regards,
Marvin
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 8:31 AM
To: marvin.brokaw@adtray.com
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: May 18th Meeting at EAC

Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be
holding a meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of
state attendees to contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note
that all of the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are
May 17th and 18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel
arrangements for the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
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Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -----.a

To dromig@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang"
05/02/2006 05:41 PM
cc

NAL

Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

D

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a teleconference
to discuss our options. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang"
"Tova Wang"
To dromig@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ----To suns
eac. ov,
P
9
@
cc dromig@eac.gov

05/03/2006 02:25 PM

Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Sounds good. I'm available any time on Monday. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: Sims eac. ov
To: s
Cc: dromig_geac.gov
Sent: Wednesday, May 03, 2006 1:44 PM
Subject: Working Group Meeting
Job and Tova:

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears to be the best possible date for the meeting.
Norcross is not available to attend in person that day (he is available only 2 days during the first three
weeks of May). We won't have confirmation of the availability of Secretary Rokita until tomorrow --- but
am hopeful.
I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can schedule a teleconference on Monday afternoon.
Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM

cc "Mitchell, Cynthia" <Cynthia.Mitchell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peg - I plan to be here tomorrow, although I may have to go to the main building during the day. If you are here
and I am out, just leave the packet with the receptionist. Thank you.
.._
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
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Peggy - I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - -

From: psims@eac.gov [ma ilto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
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Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -"Tova Wang"
To psims@eac.gov
04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

^Q449^

Visit our Web site, www.tc£ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 3-26-4-22.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:23 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Oops! I forgot to cc. you on this. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/04/2006 02:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
cc Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Voting
Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
Subject
To

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---05/13/2006 10:54 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov
Subject Fw: research summary

Existingjesearch_thoughts.doc Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include so as
I said I'll just
present it if thats OK
Thanks again Job
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----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
Subject: Re: research summary

> T> Are you talking about this?
> J>

> -->> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
>> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
>> existing literature review (that Job, you approved)
>> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
>> into the office over the weekend, which is
>> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not, I'll
>> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
>> get it to them ahead of time. Tova

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy - I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - ....__

.....

...

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

• D0449rj

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations(note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2

n^

Other: 8
Unclear: 3
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 03:33 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group[

Craig:
I would love to have an updated list for our research files. For purposes of getting this information out to
our participants, I will note that the consultants' summary is based upon information provided as of
January 2006. Thanks.
Do you expect to be at your office tomorrow afternoon? I can walk over with the information packet we will
have put together for the Working Group. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/11/2006 02:55 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy-I have Cynthia Mitchell in here with me now.
She says that the figures you listed in your attachment are your analysis of our product, and that
there3fore we cannot re-evaluate them.
I do not see anything in these raw numbers that impacts adversely any privacy or privilege issues.
We can update the public list and send that to you, if you'd prefer. That would allow you to represent that
the numbers are current up through now. But if you would prefer, you can use what you have as long as it
is represented as complete only through January, 2006.
Let us know your desires - - From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:35 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Importance: High

oo449q

Craig:
I think we have resolved the issue of Barbara Arnwine's absence from the upcoming meeting by having
one of her staff represent her (and her organization). Please review the attached rough summary of DOJ
Cases ASAP and let me know if I need to delete reference to the open investigations. Hopefully, we won't
have to remove this information as it does not specify the defendants or States involved. --- Peg

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, October
2002-January 2006

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1
Open Investigations
ions (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2
Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence
Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14

Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -"Tova Wan
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject new working group representative

is Jon Greenbaum
Here' s his info in full:

He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights. He will be
representing Barbara Arnwine, the Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee.
His contact and mailing info is:

Tova Andrea Wang

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -* ,kw
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 09:31 AM

To marvin.brokaw@adtray.com
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject May 18th Meeting at EAC

Yom':. ,..-
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Hello Marvin,
I just wanted to follow up with the voicemail message that I left for you yesterday. We will be holding a
meeting at our offices in Washington DC on May 18, 2006. I have informed the out of state attendees to
contact you for their travel arrangements.
We have been authorized to pay for the attendees airfare and hotel arrangements. Please note that all of
the participants are authorized for a two night hotel room stay, as long as the dates are May 17th and
18th.
I attached the list of the meeting participants that will be contacting you about their travel arrangements for
the May 18th meeting in Washington DC.
Let me know if you have any questions for me or if you need any more information from me.
Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

OUT OF STATE PARTICIPANTS VFVI Meeting.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:05 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

<

@GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Working GroupC

Job:
I don't think we can put you on teleconference for 41/2 hours. We really need to have you here in person if
you are to help conduct the Working Group meeting. You should make your travel arrangements ASAP.
--- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/08/2006 10:14 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group
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Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by
teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about the
unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Folks:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the
nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements,
including hotel. Travel
time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
hours actually worked on
the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
preparation for the meeting,
and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

> Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> hotel taxes (if you
> cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> rates that are a little
> higher)
> Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
> $48 on the first and
> last day of travel)
> Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
> mile

00 50

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
for personal reasons are
not normally accommodated. What you can do,
however, is to give me a
comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
and per diem of doing
it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
ground transportation,
hotel, and per diem. If your way costs less, it
should be no problem to
cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
we may only pay up to
the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
apply to me when I
travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
you will spend the
night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

> Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on

04/30/2007 04:25

PM --

'Job Serebrov'
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 04:55 PM

cc

Subject Re: Latham

Do you have any other suggestions?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> One sources suggests the Georgetown Inn has
> vacancies and pillow top beds.
> Try 1-800-424-2979 or 202-353-8900.

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 02:35 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Latham

> The Latham is booked solid. I called. I am checking
> out some possibilities but this is not looking good.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 11:45 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Updatef

Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need to know as we continue our search.) -- Peg
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

cc
Subject Update

Peggy:
Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still no
good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
workable.
Job

004505

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:25 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote fraud Study-Archived Email Part 1

Here is the first batch of my archived email related to the vote fraud study.
Peg Sims

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----:a

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
08/02/2006 07:12 PM

cc
Subject Project

Peg:
Where are we on things?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 03:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

I think this is the communication to which you referred this afternoon. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/25/2006 03:39 PM ----Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:19 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter IntimidationL

Peggy,
Per our discussion, I have some initial concerns regarding the definitions that have been proposed.
1. Fraud is a legal term of art. Fraud is an intentional act or omission (i.e. actual fraud or constructive

00450(Q

fraud) of misrepresentation or deceit. There is no such thing as defacto fraud or quasi fraud. Fraud must
be intentional..., negligence alone is not fraud.
The general definition of voter fraud must concise and universally applicable (this in the
challenging part). After this definition is created and intellectually tested, one can then create examples
and explanations. These would 1) apply the definition to the entire election process (from beginning to
end) and (2) apply it to action by voters, 3rd parties and election officials. Through this process a
determination may be made regarding whether three definitions are needed or just one.
2. The document has no definition of voter intimidation. What is voter intimidation and how does it differ
from voter fraud? I assume this would also be an intentional act.
3. Definitions need to be concise and tight. Such definitions need to be able to be broken down into
elements. Each of these elements must have clear, applicable and enforceable meaning. This can be a
challenge. For example use of the term "any illegal act" is unclear, begs the question and suggests that
fraud only occurs in the course of committing a related crime.
These are just my initial thoughts.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

combined defining Fraud 11-13-05.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---

"Tova Wan "
To psims@eac.gov
08/08/2006 12:05 PM

cc
Subject FW: bibiliographic form

00,4: Q7

_...... . _ ._.._
From: Tova Wang
Sent: Wednesday, Ju y 26, 2006 9:31 AM
To: psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: bibiliographic form
Hi Peg, Here is the list of literature reviewed in bibliographic form. Please let us know if you have been
able to look over any of the materials. Starting this afternoon, I will be pretty unavailable for the next two
weeks.
Thanks

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Lit review in bibliographic form.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --To sims
eac. 9ov
P
@
cc

08/11/2006 02:46 PM

Subject Re: direct deposit

I'm assuming we will get the extension for the revision period
----- Original Message ----From:
sims@ev>
To:
Sent: Friday, August 11, 2006 2:39 PM
Subject: Re: direct deposit

Thanks.

> Tova:
> I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the
> form you requested. --- Peggy
> (See attached file: EFT Form.rtf)
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>
>
>

08/10/2006 08:34
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc

>
>

Subject
direct deposit

> Hey Peg,
> Hope you are well.
Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change
> the direct deposit to my new bank account.
Thanks so much.
> Tova
> PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
08/11/2006 02:39 PM

To

SAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: direct deposit(

Tova:
I show only 2 hours left on your contract as of 7/15/06 -- but here is the form you requested. --- Peggy

EFT Form.rtf
wang@tcf.org

10/2006 08:34 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
P
@
9 ov
cc
Subject direct deposit

Hey Peg,
Hope you are well. Whenever you have a chance, I need the form to change the direct deposit to my new
bank account. Thanks so much.
Tova
PS -- Keep me posted on what's going on with the report

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

08/10/2006 04:24 PM
Subject John TAnner Comments

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
----- Forwarded by Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 08/10/2006 04:25 PM ----"Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov"
<Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov
>
08/10/2006 12:29 PM

To "jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov"
<jthompsonhodgkins@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

Tova Wang.doc
Cameron P. Quinn
Counsel to the Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division, US Dept. of Justice
Washington DC 20530
202-305-9750

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

IN
www.eac.goV brennan center letter.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 01:56 PM

To Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Letter from Barbara Arnwine

Any chance you could send a pdf version of the letter to me? --Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/10/2006 01:55 PM ---Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
10/10/2006 12:12 PM

To Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
EAC
g
cc "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jthompson@eac.gov>, "Tom
Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>, sbanks@eac.gov
Subject Re: Letter from Barbara ArnwineD

The letter was addressed to the commissioners. I will ask Sheila to give a copy to you.
Per our normal procedures, I would guess a reply should be drafted for the Chairman's signature
(especially as he is the DFO for the Board of Advisors) but you should check that with Tom.
Thanks.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:45 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov y
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report1

I would hope that we can refer to it as a status report on the research project (prepared by EAC staff
based upon information available at the time from our consultants, Tova and Job). Calling it a preliminary
report has given rise to some confusion. That confusion has led to complaints from project working group
members and requests from outsiders, who mistakenly think that EAC has released the document written
by our consultant that fully reports on the preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation and
makes recommendations for future EAC action. --- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 12:33 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

Thanks for the update. Per legal, the preliminary report is absolutely public information which is why we
had to give it to the reporter when he asked for it.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
10/13/2006 02:49 PM
cc
Subject Don't Believe Everything You Read

Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has completed
the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no attempt by the
Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along. Please be

0045V_

reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

VF-VI Study Status 5-17-06.pdf
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 10:50 AM

To
cc

Subject Your inquiry

Mr. Levine,
Per your inquiry from yesterday, the status report on the EAC's voter fraud and intimidation research
project is attached. It was prepared by EAC staff and presented to our Standards Board and Board of
Advisors at a meeting that was open to the public in May of this year. EAC staff is currently working on a
final report.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance, and I'd be glad to add you to our distribution list so
you'll get updates on this and other EAC projects.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

•

www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5-17.06.pdf
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --ry
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 10:20 AM
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview RequestI

004513

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 11:34 AM
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center

Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM ----"Wendy Weiser"
6'0451=

To bwhitener@eac.gov
10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 01:03 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?

00 '

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request[

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us iri a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which

'sue;;

am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...
please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

10/11/2006 01:57 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The working group met prior to the meeting of the EAC boards, but too late for its deliberations to be
summarized in the written status report on the project that was delivered to the boards. The status report
notes that a meeting of the working group was about to be held to review the research so far and make
recommendations. ---- Peggy

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 01:03 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

Has the working group met since the preliminary report was given to the Standards Bd?
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/11/2006 12:34 PM
To: Paul DeGregorio; Jeannie Layson; Thomas Wilkey
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Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Juliet Hodgkins; Bryan Whitener; Tamar Nedzar
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report

Just a note to clarify that we are not releasing the preliminary report on voting fraud and voter intimidation
(Tova & Job's report) because the draft report is going through EAC review. The only document we can
offer at this time is the status report on the research project, which was delivered to our boards and which
apparently is considered public information. The status report does not address any recommendations for
future EAC action.
I am using some of my work at home time on the draft report. Hopefully, I can meet with Julie and Tamar
next week. After that, we will have a better idea of when it will be ready for a Commissioner briefing. --Peggy

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
-

Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 10:20 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Interview Request(

Find a time that works. There's a story in today's St Louis PD that points to over 1000 suspect voter registrations.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Jeannie Layson
Sent: 10/11/2006 10:15 AM
To: Paul DeGregorio
Cc: Arnie Sherrill; Margaret Sims
Subject: Interview Request

Mr. Chairman,
Will Lester of the Associated Press wants to interview you briefly via phone about the preliminary fraud
report. I recommend you accomodate him, as he has dutifully covered EAC, and plans to include us in a
story next week about the election lanscape. He has requested a copy of the preliminary report, which
am sending to him. He only needs a few minutes, and as we discussed, i think the message is that these
are preliminary findings that we presented to our advisory boards to get their input. When the final report is
complete, we will release it. You can also use some of the talking pts from your speech, such as the
challenge related to the very definition of the term "fraud," as people define it differently. How about I set it
up for noon?
The only question he asked that I don't know the answer to is when we expect the final report. Peg...

qog

please weigh in on this.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

09/28/2006 11:27 PM

cc

^.....,

Subject Speech

Peg,
I thought I would share with you the speech I am going to given on Fraud and Intimidation in Salt Lake City
at noon on Friday. If you have time, please read it over and let me know if you see anything I shouldn't
say. Thanks.

IR

Speech on Fraud intimidation Sept 29 06 Salt Lake Clty.doc
Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 11:42 AM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan CenterI
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Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
"Wen

"
To bwhitener@eac.gov

10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,
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Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 03:21 PM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[

Tom,
Thanks but Wendy Weiser seems to be under the assumption that we provided all of this material to USA
Today. As agreed to by the commissioners, counsel and staff, we only provided USA Today with the
public documents that were presented to the advisory boards at the May meetings. Should we not clarify
this to Wendy and provide her or anyone else with the same. I also just received the same request from
election officials in Cook County, IL and King County, WA. Reporters are pestering them for information
based on the USA Today article so election officials now want it from EAC. Looks like this is only the start
so we need to get ahead of the curve.

Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center[

Both of these reports are draft reports to the EAC and are currently being reviewed by staff.
While we have relaesed some of the data tables that Eagleton nether of these reports can be released.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message -----

From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 10/11/2006 11:34 AM
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To: Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Jeannie Layson; Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Fw: request for reports - Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Tom,
Do we have a policy on distributing the items she is requesting?
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 10/11/2006 11:33 AM
"Wendy Weiser"
To bwhitenerQa eac.gov
10/11/2006 10:57 AM

cc
Subject request for reports

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance
the public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect
to receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to
why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser
Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

08/22/2006 02:09 PM

Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on --°J

We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@ usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc

08/22/2006 01:54 PM

Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —

Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?
......... __

From: psims@eac.gov [mai!to:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

Topsims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc"Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Na ncy. S i m m ons@ usdoj. gov>
SubjectDoes EAC have access to stats on –

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:37 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation ReportI

The answer is tricky. The working group met after the written report was submitted for the board
meetings, but before the status report was formally presented (orally) at the board meetings. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:27 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[]

So the answer is yes, they did meet after the status report was presented?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:26 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report[

The status report was written on May 17, 2006 (the last day it could be submitted for the upcoming board
meetings). The first and only meeting of the working group was May 18, 2006. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 02:06 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Report["]

Yes, that is what prompted my question. So the answer is no -- they have not met since May 17?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/13/2006 01:33 PM
cc
Subject Re: FundingI

Peggy,
Could you give Jeannie a call she needs some help fashioning a statment regarding the USA Today article since Tova
and Job are hoping mad
Thanks
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 10/13/2006 01:30 PM
To: Thomas Wilkey; Diana Scott
Cc: Edgardo Cortes; Bola Olu
Subject: Fw: Funding

FYI.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 01:22 PM
"Carrera, James A"
10/10/2006 12:35 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Funding

Peggy,
As noted in our recent status report, 75 percent of contract funding has been reached. The attached is
submitted in accordance with the contract requirements.
If you have any questions pleased contact me.
Regards,
Jim

James Carrera / KPMG LLP / icarrera(äknm g.com /703 286-8106 (office) / 202 390-2781 (cell) / 703 995-0325 (fax) /

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this
email by anyone else is unauthorized.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it,
is prohibited and may be unlawful. When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the
terms and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter.
#+44!!!!4+##4#++4#i#!!##!!! fifilfifififi++ 4##R###!#!fi!######rt!!##+!###!!!!#######+#
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/27/2006 12:51 PM

To Bryan Whitener
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
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Lyn n-Dyson/EAC/G OV@ EAC
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study

Bryan:
An electronic copy of the status report is attached, as requested for the USA Today inquiry. The status
report includes the attachment listing the Working Group members. I suggest that you check to ensure
that I have protected the copy against any manipulation, and protect it yourself if I have not, before
sending it out to anyone. --- Peggy

EAC BoardsVF•VI Status Report. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:20 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letterI

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/12/2006 04:27 PM
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter[=

I will IF they sign off on it
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Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC

1
10/12/2006 04:20 PM

CC

ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

Subject Re: Brennan Center Iette link

Who is signing the letter?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:14 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov, psims @eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov
Cc

Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM ----Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV

003

10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com

deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to ?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?
FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
http://www.dic.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008

Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.

.
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Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.
###
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Thomas.Hicks@mail.house.gov
10/12/2006 10:59 AM
cc
Subject Research update

Tom,
Per our conversation, attached is the update the Standards Bd. and Bd. of Adv. received at their May
meeting. That's all it was -- a status report. And we clearly stated in our Fed. Register notice that we
would deliver an update on our research projects. And this meeting was open to the public.
Take care, and let's get together soon. Let me know if you need anything else.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov VF-VI Study Status 5-17-06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To ghillman@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
10/12/2006 05:26 PM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject FOR YOUR APPROVAL

Commissioners,
Wendy Weiser of the Brennan Center has requested some of the information that was distributed to the
Bd. of Adv. and the Standards Bd. at the May meeting. Her request is below. Attached is a draft letter that

:.
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suggest accompany the information we provide. Also enclosed would be the resolutions passed by both
entities. Please let me know if the letter meets your approval. (The letter would be from Tom.)

I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance the
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
IR
www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>,
>
"Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>.=
cc
psims@eac.gov
08/22/2006 02:44 PM
Subject FW: Does EAC have access to stats on --

Ben - This forwards a short e-mail chain between me and Peg Sims at the EAC. Peg is an institution where this
sort of thing is concerned and if there were national stats available she would be the first place I would go
- - which come to think of it is why I did!
Her remarks bring-up another issue: apples and oranges.
There are a lot of categories of crime that could arguably fit under the umbrella of "election crime" but
which would not be the sort of thing we would find useful for present purposes. Examples would be theft
of election materials unrelated to an intent to corrupt the election, campaigning or assaults in or near polls,
"campaign slander" (i.e., lying about one's opponent) which is not a federal crime but is potentially a crime
in 20 or so states, corruption in the procurement of election equipment (i.e., Louisiana had a recent high
.
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profile case against its secretary of state who took bribes from voting equipment vendors in exchange for
buying their machines). This stuff is criminal, but it dopes not involve corruption of them electoral process
itself.
Also, some local prosecutors who do enforce the laws dealing with particularly vote buying - - for various
reasons - - chose to prosecute the voters for selling their votes rather than the corrupt political operatives
who buy the votes. Many times this is simply because slamming the voter rather than the corrupt pols is
easier, quicker and does not entangle the prosecutor in the caldron of local politics. In other instances it is
more sinister: I am aware of several instances where local prosecutors tried to charge voters whose
names surfaced as people whose votes locally prominent pols had been bought in order to silence them in
the federal case. Federally, we usually treat the voters as victims and go after those who tried to purchase
their birthright. In one case in Western North Carolina, the target of our case was a local DA. When our
indictment against him was returned it named the voters whose votes he was being charged with having
bought (we try to avoid this now!). His first act of defense was to charge all these voters with selling their
votes under N.C. law. We had to intercede for him - - through the U.S. Attorney at that time - -with the
N.C. Governor to pardon these voters so that they could testify concerning the material facts without
incriminating themselves.
My point here is this:
Even if we can get some State stats, since the State concept of "election crime" and ours is usually
different, and since state prosecutors often approach this type of case from an entirely different
perspective than we do at the federal level, State stats will likely have minimal value to substantiating the
thesis we are trying to advance: that local law enforcement in the election crime area is not adequate.
----- Message from psims@eac.gov on Tue, 22 Aug 2006 14:09:06 -0400 -----

To: "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Subject: RE: Does EAC have access to stats on -We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —
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Peggy - - I can take whatever

you got!!! What does the data you got show?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on --

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
To psims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

cc "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subje Does EAC have access to stats on -ct

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2006 10:41 AM

To "Ambrogi, Adam (Rules)'
<Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Chapin Survey

'
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Thanks Adam. As the current project moves forward and then proceeds to phase
resource I'm sure. Tova

2,

this will be a great

Tova Andrea Wang, Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

.....

_ _.

From: Ambrogi, Adam (Rules) [mailto:Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 11:39 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Chapin Survey
Peggy and Tova:
I know that we had been looking for a state survey of election fraud and intimidation statutes—as you may
have seen, doug chapin recently released a report on this info-attached here. I hope all is well with the
both of you.
Best regards,
Adam

Adam D. Ambrogi
Democratic Professional Staff Member
Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
Russell Senate Office Building, Room 479
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-0279

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
10/13/2006 04:40 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Jeannie:
Attached is the email I sent to Tova and Job, and Job's response. (I have not yet heard back from Tova.)
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--- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/13/2006 04:37 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM

cc
Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
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document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.
Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To psims@eac.gov
10/13/2006 04:11 PM
cc

Subject job and tova

Please forward me the email you sent Tova and Job, as he is calling me and I want to make sure
understand what is being communicated to them. Thank you.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To pdegregorio@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov,
10/11/2006 08:22 AM
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov,
bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject USA Today

See story below that ran in today's USA Today. This reporter requested the info a few weeks ago, and we
had to release it b/c it was distributed at a Standards Bd. meeting, which is considered a public venue.
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Also, the document was not labeled draft.
I anticipate that we may get questions about why we haven't released it. I propose the following response.
Please let me know if you approve. The story follows.
"This was a preliminary report presented to our oversight committees. The EAC is waiting on a final report,
which we will release upon its completion."

Report refutes fraud at poll sites

Updated 10/11/2006 8:05 AM ET
By Richard Wolf, USA TODAY

WASHINGTON — At a time when many states are instituting new requirements for voter registration and
identification, a preliminary report to the U.S. Election Assistance Commission has found little evidence of the
type of polling-place fraud those measures seek to stop.
USA TODAY obtained the report from the commission four months after it was delivered by two consultants
hired to write it. The commission has not distributed it publicly.
NEW LAWS: Thousands of voters shut out

At least 11 states have approved new rules for independent voter-registration drives or requirements that
voters produce specific forms of photo ID at polling places. Several of those laws have been blocked in court,
most recently in Arizona last week. The House of Representatives last month approved a photo-ID law, now
pending in the Senate.
The bipartisan report by two consultants to the election commission casts doubt on the problem those laws
are intended to address. "There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling-place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, 'dead' voters, non-citizen voting
and felon voters," the report says.
The report, prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think tank, and Job
Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney, says most fraud occurs in the absentee ballot process, such as through
coercion or forgery. Wang declined to comment on the report, and Serebrov could not be reached for
comment.
Others who reviewed the report for the election commission differ on its findings. Jon Greenbaum of the
liberal Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law says it was convincing. The committee wrote to the
commission Friday seeking its release.
Conservatives dispute the research and conclusions. Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting
Rights, notes that the Justice Department has sued Missouri for having ineligible voters registered, while dead
people have turned up on the registration rolls in Michigan. "It is just wrong to say that this isn't a problem," he
says.
That's one reason the commission decided not to officially release the report. "There was a division of opinion
here," Chairman Paul DeGregorio says. "We've seen places where fraud does occur."
The consultants found little evidence of that. Barry Weinberg, former deputy chief of the voting section in the
Justice Department's civil rights division, reviewed their work. "Fraud at the polling place is generally difficult
to pull off," he says. "It takes a lot of planning and a lot of coordination."

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
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Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/11/2006 09:54 AM
,^,•s^ ^' ;^,
cc bwhitener@eac.gov, ddavidson@eac.gov,
jthompson@eac.gov, pdegregorio@eac.gov,
''
psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: USA TodayI

The proposed response sounds okay but the story is out. Other media may want the information. That
the material given USA Today wasn't identified as draft or preliminary findings is now our problem.

I hope we are working post haste to have the report ready to release less we be seen as trying to bury
this. It seems to me that other articles will be written, if not from the document that we sent to USA
Today, then certainly from the USA Today article as the source document.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
09/22/2006 05:17 PM
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Media request - USA Today[=

My intial reaction is that both reports are currently under review by EAC staff.
I will entertain other thoughts but that is pretty much the what is the situation right now.
Both research projects were desgined to give the EAC issues and recommendations in both of these
areas and are currently being reviewd.
As a matter of fact the report from our consultants on Voter fraud and Intimaation has not been forwarded
by staff to the Commissioers but Peg will need to weigh in on that.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Bryan Whitener
----- Original Message ----From: Bryan Whitener
Sent: 09/22/2006 05:10 PM
To: Margaret Sims; Karen Lynn-Dyson; Thomas Wilkey; Juliet Hodgkins; Gavin
Gilmour
Cc: Jeannie Layson
Subject: Media request - USA Today

OQ 530,

All
Richard Wolf of USA Today called and asked for the following. Jeannie and I ask that you consider this
carefully and let us know ASAP what to provide.
(1) The status report on voter fraud and consultant update that was presented to the advisory boards in
May, 2006.
(2) The status of the required guidance document on provisional voting and voter ID that is referenced in
the following passage in today's Electionline Weekly by Doug Chapin.
In addition to the EAC's considerable election management responsibilities (especially in the area of
voting equipment certification and testing), the agency has key policy issues to resolve in the
immediate to near-term future, including a required guidance document on provisional voting and
voter ID (now nearly two years overdue) and continued regulatory oversight over state implementation
of "motor voter". This latter issue will almost certainly involve questions about the intersection of state
and federal laws on voter registration - questions which divided the Commission when applied to
Arizona, and could divide it again as Republicans and Democrats continue their traditional struggle to
balance access to the franchise with concerns about the potential for fraud at the polls.
Thanks,
Bryan
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ----Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/12/2006 04:19 PM
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Brennan Center letter[]

I like this. .it needs to go to the 3 C's for review and approval.
We also need to be prepared as to what happens when they receive it.
Thanks for your help.
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
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10/12/2006 04:08 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Brennan Center letter

Tom,
A draft letter is attached. I've incorporated comments from Gavin and Julie.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov brennan center letter.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 12:36 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants' definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS - final2.doc Working Group Recommendations final.doc

IN

Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/11/2006 05:29 PM

To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
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Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject AP voter fraud story posted

Report: Voter fraud may be overstated
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
Oct 11, 4:40 PM EDT
October 11, 2006
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The most common form of voter fraud involves absentee ballots, including forgery
and coercion in getting older or ailing voters to fill them out, according to a preliminary report to the U.S.
Election Assistance Commission.
But the report, delivered in May, suggested that reports of polling place fraud involving "dead" voters and
voting by felons and non-citizens might be overstated. The researchers said there is far more anecdotal
evidence about voter fraud than specific verifiable claims.
"On balance, more researchers find it to be less of a problem than is commonly described in political
debate," the report said.
"Many times people put their own partisan spin on voter fraud and voter intimidation," EAC Chairman Paul
DeGregorio said Wednesday.
DeGregorio said the report was only preliminary and cautioned that more investigation is needed to
understand the amount of voter fraud in this country.
"Many times you see people attempting to commit fraud, but it never gets to the level of being reported,"
said DeGregorio, a former elections official in St. Louis. He noted a case of more than 1,400 suspect voter
registration cards being investigated in St. Louis.
The preliminary report was prepared by Tova Wang, an elections expert at the Century Foundation think
tank and Job Serebrov, an Arkansas attorney.
Conservatives have argued the problem of voter fraud is severe in some states, while liberals generally
argue that voters face too many restrictions.
New state laws requiring voters to present identification at polling places have faced legal challenges in
states such as Arizona and Georgia.
"It's absolutely a serious problem," said Thor Hearne, counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights.
"It's an unfortunate reality, particularly in battleground states."
Those problems include voter fraud and voter intimidation, he said.
The final voter fraud report is expected after the Nov. 7 midterm elections, DeGregorio said.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To tokaji.1@osu.edu
10/12/2006 10:32 AM

cc
Subject today's posting

Dan,
Just wanted to let you know that the USAT article is not about a research report but a "status" report,
which was presented to the Standards Bd. and the Bd. of Advisors at a meeting held in May. During this
meeting, these entities received updates on many EAC activities, and the aforementioned status report
was just one of those updates. And by the way, the meeting was open to the public, and posted on our
website and in the Fed. Register. In the Fed. Register notice you'll see that the agenda included an update
on our research projects.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/12/2006 04:26 PM
cc ggilmour@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com[

A.) The "report" they refer to was a status report written by staff
B.) The full report is currently being reviewed by staff and the report was intended to give
recommendations to the EAC on how and what to do additional studies or guidance on.
C.) the report will be available at some future time after staff has had an opportunity to review and
evaluate it's contents.

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:14 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov
cc
Subject Fw: reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

See questions below. I can answer the first two, but see if this language is acceptable for questions 3 and
4.
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang? If not, why not? EAC staff is currently reviewing the data,
and we have not compiled a final report. I will make sure you receive the final report when it is issued.
This answer will probably not make him happy, but it's the best I can come up with. Suggestions?
--- Forwarded by Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV on 10/12/2006 04:06 PM --Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 04:09 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject reporter - Art Levine, Salon.com

Art Levine
Salon.com

deadline today or tomorrow
What exactly is the document USA Today refers to ?
Is it a report or just a staff document ?
Can I get full report submitted by Tova Wang ?
If not, why not ?
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FYI
Google search shows this on the DLC website
h tt p://www.dlc.org/ndol ci.cfm?kaid=139&subid=275&contentid=253439
Art Levine
Senior Fellow
Progressive Poliy Institute
3003 Van Ness St. NW, Apt. W-516
Washington, D.C. 20008

Also,
Salon's shameful six
There was Florida in 2000 and Ohio in 2004. Here are the six states where vote suppression could cost
voters their voice -- and Democrats the election -- in 2006.
Salon News
By Art Levine
Eva Steele has a son in the military who is supposed to be fighting for freedom in Iraq, but sitting in a
wheelchair in her room in a Mesa, Ariz., assisted-living facility, she wonders why it's so hard for her to
realize a basic freedom back here in America: the right to vote.
Arriving in Arizona in January from Kansas City, weakened by four heart attacks and degenerative disk
disease, Steele, 57, discovered that without a birth certificate she can't register to vote. Under a draconian
new Arizona law that supposedly targets illegal immigrants, she needs proof of citizenship and a
state-issued driver's license or photo I.D. to register. But her van and purse were stolen in the first few
weeks after she moved to Mesa, and with her disability checks going to rent and medicine, she can't afford
the $15 needed to get her birth certificate from Missouri. Her wheelchair makes it hard for her to navigate
the bus routes or the bureaucratic maze required to argue with state bureaucrats. She's unable to
overcome the hurdles thrown in her way -- and in the way of as many as 500,000 other Arizona residents
-- by the state's Republican politicians.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
—V_ 09/27/2006 12:36 PM
cc
Subject Re: Last Submission from Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation
ConsultantsI

No big deal--and no big delay. Don't worry about it.
Paul DeGregorio
Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/27/2006 12:18 PM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov
cc

Subject Last Submission from Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Consultants

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The last submission from the Vote Fraud-Voter Intimidation Study consultants is dated August 8. At this
time, EAC staff are reviewing all items submitted for the report to the Commission with an eye toward the
best way of presenting the information to the Commissioners for their consideration. There has been
some delay in this staff review process, for which I take full responsibility.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To twilkey@eac.gov
10/12/2006 02:03 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, ggilmour@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov
Subject response to Wendy Weiser

Attached is a proposed draft. I have to get this resolved ASAP as she is demanding a delivery time from
me. I literally cannot answer my phone. Unfortunately, the Brennan Center can and will make a big stink if
we don't respond. We don't need more accusations about us sitting on research.
The letter would be accompanied by the resolutions passed at the May meetings.
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And, I need to know who is supposed to sign this letter.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.goV brennan center letter.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM ---Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
10/12/2006 01:18 PM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc klynndyson@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
Subject Brennan Center

Please note that Wendy Weiser has asked me to provide a time frame for when I will provide the following
documents. Tom, per our conversation, I can write a letter, but how do we address her request for the
voter ID info? Also, is this something Karen should handle as these are for research docs? I need an
answer soon...

Mr. Whitener,
I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months ago. It is in the public interest to release these reports since they will advance the
public discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Sincerely,

Wendy R. Weiser

p0454^

Deputy Director, Democracy Program
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law
161 Avenue of the Americas, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10013
(212) 998-6130 (direct)
(212) 995-4550 (fax)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/13/2006 04:18 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Research Project Descriptions

Jeannie:
Here are the changes I suggested for the Vote Count-Recount and the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research projects. I don't think they will help the current situation much, as the original VF-VI description
already stated that it is preliminary research. As it is preliminary research, we did not expect that it would
provide a total picture of voting fraud and voter intimidation in this country. We just wanted to get some
sense of what is going on, and a better idea of the direction future EAC research on the subject should
take. To ensure that the research would be balanced, we had consultants and project working group
members from opposing sides of the political spectrum.
According to folks intimately familiar with the development of HAVA, disputes over the extent to which
voting fraud and voter intimidation existed caused Congress to add the study of these subjects to EAC's
list of research projects. Given the nature of the subject (most offenders try to hide their activities,
sufficient evidence is hard come by with some types of activity, and prosecution of offenses may not occur
for political or budgetary reasons), it is doubtful that we will ever have completely reliable statistics on
occurrences of voting fraud and voter intimidation, but we may be able to obtain better statistics than
anyone else has. And we should be able to identify where in the voting process most offenses tend to
occur and to explore alternatives for addressing vulnerabilities that leave the process open to corruption.
--- Peggy

Rev Descriptions for Web Site Descriptions of Vote Counts- Recounts and Voting Fraud Research 9-6-06.doc

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM
cc
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Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,

psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.

Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas Wilkey
09/26/2006 12:50 PM
cc

Subject Fw: Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Here are the documents I sent you yesterday. Also attached is a copy of the status report on this research
that was provided to the Standards Board and Board of Advisors earlier this year. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 09/26/2006 12:48 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 12:36 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, twilkey@eac.gov
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah

Matt (and Amy) are working on a speech for the Chairman to deliver at the Vote Fraud conference in Utah
at the end of the week. Matt has asked for the consultants' definition of vote fraud/voter intimidation and
the draft recommendations. As neither have been through full Commission review, I would like to speak
with one or both of you before I drop this information in any one Commissioner's lap. Matt is looking for
this information today. FYI, attached are copies of the consultants' definition and the draft
recommendations from the consultants and others from the working group. Also attached is a summary of
concerns expressed by the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc RECOMMENDATIONS - final2.doc Working Group Recommendations final.doc

Key Working Group Comments and Observations AND concerns final.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM - —

Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
09/25/2006 12:39 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc
Subject Re: Preparation for Vote Fraud Conference in Utah[^j

Many, many thanks for keeping me in the loop on this
(I think)

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/26/2007 05:24 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Project

A new email you may want to add to the collection.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/26/2007 05:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/26/2007 05:14 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: tovaI

Do we know who received her letter? I haven't seen it. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/26/2007 04:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
cc
Subject tova

See her press release (third item).
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

oo^5^a-

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
03/09/2007 02:47 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Response Requested - Fw: info request re: House
Appropriations subcommittee hearing

All,
Please see Dan Seligson's questions and request. Exactly what are we going to provide to the House
subcommittee and when? Once they receive it, can the subcommittee or its members then release it to
anyone they choose? Do we plan to release it to everyone once we've provided it to the subcommittee?

---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 03/09/2007 02:29 PM --"Dan Seligson"
<dseligson@electionline.org>

To "Bryan Whitener" <bwhitener@eac.gov>
cc

03/09/2007 02:26 PM
Subject info request re: House Appropriations subcommittee hearing

Bryan As I mentioned on the phone, I am seeking information as a follow up to the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial Services. At the hearing, Rep. Maurice Hinchey,
D-N.Y., requested that the EAC submit the original version of a report written by Tova Wang
and Job Serebrov. Chairwoman Davidson said she would provide the original report (I believe)
within three days. Is that still the case? Will the subcommittee have the original report, as
submitted by the consultants, on Monday? And if so, may we have a copy as well?
Thanks,
Dan
Daniel Seligson
editor
electionline.org
1025 F St. NW Suite 900
Washin g ton DC 20004

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
03/13/2007 02:31 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

0O4^59

cc ddavidson@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voter ID, Fraud & Intimidation–Need your inputI

Looks fine to me. Of course, she is probably referring to our decision not to release the consultants' draft
final report. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
03/13/2007 02:25 PM

To jthompson@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Voter ID, Fraud & Intimidation–Need your input

Hello all,
A columnist from the WaPo has asked for info about both the voter ID and the fraud and intimidation
reports. This was prompted by the accusation that the president was concerned that the fired prosecutors
were not aggressively pursuing voter fraud cases. She had heard that we were refusing to release this
information, so I am trying to demonstrate otherwise, as well as show that we have discussed these
projects numerous times in public meetings. Please take a look at my draft email to her and let me know if
you have any suggestions. She needs to hear back from me by 4 p.m. Thanks for your help with this.
Ms. Cocco,
Per your questions, go here to view the testimony regarding voter ID from our Feb. 2 public meeting. As
mentioned, at this meeting EAC Chair Donetta Davidson requested that staff review the initial research
provided by Eagleton and produce a final report, which would include recommendations for further study
on this subject. Currently, staff is working to finalize the voter ID report.
Regarding the voter fraud and intimidation research, at a May 2006 public meeting of our Standards Board
and Board of Advisors, the EAC project manager for this research presented a staff update on the project.
Go here to view the agenda, page 3. The document you referred to was the update the project manager
gave at this public meeting, and it has been made available to anyone who asked for it. The final
culimation of this project can be found here, and links to the attachments provided by the consultants are
available by going to page 24 of this report. The commissioners adopted this report at a public meeting in
Dec. 2006.
As a small agency of 23 employees, including the four commissioners, it is necessary for the agency to
contract with consultants to gather the initial data for these projects. After EAC receives the initial data, the
agency reviews the data for accuracy and then releases a final report.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

Q^1455^3

www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM —
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Swolson@eac.gov
cc

04/02/2007 11:29 AM

Subject Re:[)

The info that is on the website should be everything that you and she need. If you have trouble locating
that info, Jeannie can probably direct you to where you can find it.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Karen Lynn-Dyson
----- Original Message ----From: Karen Lynn-Dyson
Sent: 04/02/2007 11:02 AM EDT
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Juliet Hodgkins; stephanie.wolson@gmail.com

PegThis week Heather Moss, a research intern will be starting with us. Heather is presently in law school and
worked for DOJ in the Voting Rights Division for four years. Heather's primary responsibility (for the next
month or so) will be helping us develop the follow- on research project for the Election Crimes study.
Also as an FYI- Commissioner Hunter and her Special Assistant, Stephanie Wolson have expressed an
interest in working closely with staff on this project.
I would like to schedule a call/meeting for later on this week so that everyone can be brought up to
speed on this work.
In preparation for this meeting I would like to give Heather the project materials which Job and Tova
worked on and any relevant material you may have .
Could you direct me to these files so that Heather may begin her work on this project? Could you also
let me know dates and times this week that might work for you?
Thanks
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
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04/03/2007 06:22 PM
cc jthompson@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Please review my responses[]

Julie has already raised the point that most concerned me: I don't think it is accurate to say the
consultant's recommendations were their findings. The recommendations were a combination of
consultant recommendations and working group recommendations for future EAC action. We did not ask
the consultants to provide "findings" because this research was never supposed to be the definitive study
on the subject. Instead, it was supposed to be an initial effort to see what relevant information is
available, to define voting fraud and voter intimidation, and to make recommendations to EAC regarding
how to pursue the subject (next steps). --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/03/2007 05:33 PM

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
klynndyson@eac.gov, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Please review my responses

This are questions from a "freelance" reporter who is very hot about the "Tova Wang report." Please let
me know if my answers are accurate, and I welcome any suggestions you may have. I need to get your
input by COB tomorrow. I am also looking for more clarification on what didn't make it into the fraud report.
She is asking if we included all of their "findings" and their "research."
Thanks.

1) You said that the Wang/Serebrov report has not been released because it was
predecisional. Was the Moritz/Eagleton report released because it was not
predecisional? The Moritz/Eagleton report was a predecisional document. The
commissioners took an action not to adopt a final report based upon the
Moritz/Eagleton report, but to release all the predecisional information (the
draft report).
2) I understood you to say that the December EAC report includes all of the
Wang/Serebrov recommendations but not all of the Wang/Serebrov findings. Is
that correct? The report does include all of their recommendations, which were
their findings, and all of the research they conducted.
3) I understood you to say that EAC staff added results of their own research
to the December EAC report. Is that correct? What I said was EAC staff
reviewed the report for accuracy, for grammar and added language that
reflected the commission's decision to adopt the final version based upon the.
initial research provided by the consultants.
4)

If I'm correct on questions 2 and 3, would it be accurate to say that

^ Qs^S

readers of the December report cannot tell how much of that report does and
does not reflect the original Wang/Serebrov findings? The consultants'
recommendations are their findings. All of the recommendations are included in
the final report, so readers can make the determination regarding the
recommendations.
5) I called earlier today requesting the Wang/Serebrov report, and you sent me
the December EAC report. I am concerned that if I had not already been
researching this closely, I would have thought that you'd sent me the
Wang/Serebrov report and would have reported incorrectly that you had. Does
the EAC have any comment on this manner of reponding to press inquiries? (I
contacted you to request the report after I read in the Statesman Journal of
Salem, Oregon, an article by Marie Cocco that says: "The bipartisan commission
didn't widely release the consultants' review, but makes it available on
request." Did the EAC indeed give Ms. Cocco a copy of the "consultants'
review"? Or has she misunderstood you in the way I'm concerned about?)I sent
you a link to the "EAC report" because it is what was adopted by the
commission based upon the research conducted by the consultants. The final
report clearly states how it was compiled and includes bios for both of the
consultants. Regarding Ms. Cocco, I explained the entire process to her. I
provided the staff update on the project which was presented at a public
meeting in May 2006 and the final report, which is posted on the EAC website.
Regarding "this manner of responding to press inquiries," I have forwarded
your comments to my supervisor so he can review my performance regarding the
handling of your inquiry.
6) I understood you to say that the EAC did not release the Wang/Serebrov
report in its original form because the EAC has to do due diligence and its
staff is small. Do I understand you correctly? As a small agency of 23
employees, including the four commissioners, it is necessary for the agency to
contract with consultants to gather the initial data for research projects.
After EAC receives the initial data, the agency reviews the data for accuracy.
What form of due diligence does the EAC's staff routinely conduct on research
that is contracted out to experts before that research is released? You
mentioned "vetting" the research. What does that vetting entail? It depends on
the project. For instance, if it is information directly related to a mandate
within the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), staff will make sure that the
information is consistent with the law. In addition, we often ask for input
from our Standards Board and Board of Advisors, which combined consist of more
than 147 members. If we are using research that will eventually become
guidance, we are required by HAVA to seek the input of these boards. Go here
for more information about these boards and its members. If the board members
have feedback, then we must make the determination whether to incorporate it,
and, if so, how to incorporate their changes. If the research is focused on
election laws throughout the country, we make sure the laws are cited
correctly and that state legislatures haven't changed or amended these laws
since the research was conducted. (As you probably know, there have been many
new election laws introduced at the state level since 2004.) Throughtout the
process, we review for grammar as well as make sure the document flows and is
arranged logically -- the basic tenets of editing.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:22 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 05:08 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcript

Most of the working files for this project are in a red folder sitting on my window sill; but I have some
individual files in manila folders for Job and Tova propped upright on my desk next to the computer. Isn't
this something that can wait until Monday? --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 04:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcriptI

Where are your working files maintained?
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 04/13/2007 04:27 PM EDT
To: Edgardo Cortes
Subject: Re: Working group meeting transcript

I don't maintain "official" contract files, just working copies (and I am missing a copy of one of Tova's
contracts). The official files should be with the other official EAC contract files. There were 4 personal
services contracts between Tova and Job. --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 02:06 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcriptD

Peggy,
They are also requesting copies of the signed contracts. Where are your official contract files for that
contract? Let me know where they are and I will pull them to give Gavin the copies so he can review for
releasability. Thanks!
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist

n
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 01:04 PM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working group meeting transcriptI

There is only one transcript. In addition to the electronic copy, I have a hard copy in the file. Job
Serebrov submitted one correction related to the information reported on his background, not the study.
Otherwise, the transcript has NOT been reviewed for accuracy and we have not released copies to
anyone but our consultants. --- Peggy
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV
04/13/2007 12:25 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Subject Working group meeting transcript

Peggy,
Is the transcript contained in T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER
INTIMIDATION\Working Group the only transcript that exists for that working group? Did you ever review
it for accuracy? Has it been released to anyone previously? We've had a request from Todd Rokita's
office for a copy and I want to be sure we are sending the correct file. Please let us know as soon as
possible. Thanks!
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM ---
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/16/2007 04:01 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ecortes@eac.gov, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Your Information Requestf

Gavin:
For the most part, the appendices published on our website appear to be cleaned up versions of what was
on the CD. One big exception: the appendices do not include the charts of Nexis articles reviewed, which
were on the CD. Also, I can't tell at a glance if all of the case law charts were put on the website. --Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
04/16/2007 03:24 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ecortes@eac.gov, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Your Information RequestEl

Is this the same thing (with subsequent research collected) that appears in the 4 appendix to the final
report as posted on our website?
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/16/2007 02:18 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ecortes@eac.gov, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Your Information Request[

Gavin:
We put the bulk of the raw research, as it stood just prior to the Working Group meeting, on a CD that was
included in the folder provided to all meeting participants. You can access the contents that we put on the
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CD in the shared drawer at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER
INTIMIDATION\Working Group\CD Contents. --- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

04/16/2007 01:38 PM

Subject Fw: Your Information Request

Peggy,
Do you know the CD that is being referenced, below?
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
--- Forwarded by Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV on 04/16/2007 01:34 PM
"Bonnet, Jerry (SOS)"
<jbonnet@sos.IN.gov>
To ggilmour@eac.gov
04/16/2007 01:22 PM
cc
Subject RE: Your Information Request

Thank you.
I would also like to obtain a certain CD (I presume this contains
data from the Serebrov/Wang research) that is referred to many time in the
transcript of the May 18, 2006 EAC Voting Fraud Meeting. Do you know if this
is available? I believe it was sent to the meeting participants before the
meeting - but we cannot locate a copy in our office materials. A copy sent by
mail to my attention would be most helpful. Thank you. Jerry Bonnet
-----Original Message----From: ggilmour@eac.gov [mailto:ggilmour@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2007 11:11 AM
To: Bonnet, Jerry (SOS)
Subject: Re: Your Information Request

Here are the docs, zipped per your request.

(See attached file: Requested docs.zip)
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SENDER.

Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To
04/16/2007 10:45
AM

jbonnet@sos.in.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Your Information Request
(Document link: Gavin S. Gilmour)

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SENDER.

Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To
04/13/2007 05:30
PM

jbonnet@sos.in.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Your Information Request
(Document link: Gavin S. Gilmour)
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Jerry,

The employment agreements you requested.
[attachment "Employee Agreements Fraud Project.pdf" deleted by Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
Let me know if you have questions

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SENDER.

Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To
04/13/2007 04:49
PM

jbonnet@sos.in.gov
cc
Subj ect
Your Information Request

Jerry,
Per your request, please find a copy of the meeting transcript.
[attachment "Transcript 051806.TXT" deleted by Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
Additionally, you will find the final SAC report (including the
attachments--see page 24) on our website. The link is posted, below.

[attachment "Votero20Fraud°%20&o2OIntimidation%2OReporto20-POSTED.url"
deleted by Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
A copy of a draft report has been posted on the NY Times Website. I
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believe you can find it at the following link:
[attachment "20070411voters_draft _report.url" deleted by Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV]
I will need to get back with you regarding the Contract Employees scope of
work.

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT AND SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF
THE SENDER.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 01:27 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Vote fraud report[)

As far as I know, you are absolutely correct! Julie did the bulk of the rewrite and used my analyses of the
preliminary info submitted by our contractors. I know that I had no contact with the administration
regarding this study. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 01:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC,
jthompson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Vote fraud report

The St. Louis Post Dispatch wrote an editorial that said the administration edited our report. I am almost
absolutely sure that is not true, but I wanted to confirm that with you before I request a correction. Thanks.
Jeannie Layson
qa
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U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 03:18 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Need emails[]

Julie:
The attached appears to be the Job Serebrov email, a portion of which was quoted in the NY Times. He
was responding to my email advising him that recent press reports were referring to the status report on
the vote fraud-voter intimidation project, and that we had not released the final report. (A copy of my email
is attached.) There are no follow-up emails on this topic. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2007 03:07 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
10/13/2006 03:26 PM

cc
Subject Re: Don't Believe Everything You Read

Peg:
We saw both the USA Today article and a similar thing was reported on Rush Limbaugh's show
naming both of us. I had a talk this morning with folks at the EAC. I told them at this point there
needs to be a press release sent out by the Chairman saying just what you stated. This is the only
way to rehabilitate the work we did, the Chairman's credibility, and our reputations. I also fear
that if this is not done the EAC will begin to receive calls from Congressman and Senators
regarding the "report" and its effect on voter ID requirements.
Peg, up to now Tova and I have refused to speak with the press at all out of respect for the EAC
and its mission. We both stand by our work and its conclusions. We both also feel that if a
statement (as well phrased as you did in this e-mail clarifying the issue) is not forthcoming from
the Chairman then I will have to correct this error with the Press. I explained this in my
conversation this morning with the EAC.
Tova and I worked hard to produce a correct, accurate and truthful report. I could care less that
the results are not what the more conservative members of my Party wanted. Neither one of us
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was willing to conform results for political expediency. I think its important for me to note that I
was very impressed with Tova's members of the Working Group and I can't say enough about
Tova's partnership effort in this endeavor. While neither one of us really care about outside
opinions, we do care that the Chairman was quoted or misquoted in a way that would disparage
our year-long effort and all of the tax payer money that went into it. For this reason, we believe
that a press release clarifying the situation is necessary from either the Chairman or from me.
Regards,
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Tova and Job:
I am home recuperating, but see that in my absence, a USA Today article has gotten everyone stirred up.
The report to which the article refers is only the status report on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project that was delivered to our Standards Board and Board of Advisors last spring. I provided
a copy of this document to both of you. but have attached another copy for your information. This
document is subject to public release because it was presented at a pubic meeting.
Due to internal resource allocation problems, your final report has not yet been reviewed by the
Commissioners. It is considered a working document (not subject to public release) until it has
completed the review process and the Commissioners have agreed to release it. There has been no
attempt by the Commission to hold up the report. I bear responsibility for any delays in moving it along.
Please be reassured that we would not release your report without letting you know.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
04/17/2007 02:58 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Need emails

Peggy,
Can you pull out the emails between you and Job that were quoted in the NYT? I need anything that has
to do with the subject that was referred to in the quoted email as well as any follow up to that email. We
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need it to be able to respond to the letter from Sen. Feinstein, and I figured you could identify those easier
than me searching through the reams of paper in Jeannie's office.
Juliet T. Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
04/18/2007 05:40 PM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Need your help ASAP[

Jeannie:
I did not receive your request in time to type responses on my blackberry by 2 PM, given the information
needed. Here are the answers to your questions:
1. Why did we only contact DOJ officials regarding the accuracy of their interviews?
As far as I know, we didn't. contact DOJ officials about this except in response to concerns they had
previously expressed to us. Also, I don't believe we ever allowed DOJ to edit the summaries. (I certainly
didn't.) I believe the consultants and I discussed the idea of having all the interviewees review their
respective interview summaries, but the consultants objected to the idea and there were concerns that the
all of the money remaining available was needed to complete the final report.
Craig Donsanto, Election Crimes Branch, saw the summary of his interview among the documents
provided to the Working Group (prior to the meeting of that group), and pointed out an important factual
error. The summary, as originally written, portrayed DOJ as switching from the prosecution of
conspiracies to the prosecution of individuals. I was present at this interview and this was not what Craig
had said, nor is it supported by the information available on the election crimes pursued by that branch.
DOJ continues to pursue conspiracies and, in addition, has begun to pursue individuals (specifically,
double voting, felon voting and alien voting) in an effort to deter others from election crime.
To my knowledge, John Tanner, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, had not seen the consultants' full
summary of his interview; but he expressed concern to Tova Wang and EAC about the consultants'
characterization of the interviews with Donsanto and him that had been included in the May 2006 status
report. This report was provided to the members of the EAC Standards and Advisory Boards. Per HAVA
requirements, the Voting Section is represented on the Advisory Board. Tanner pointed to the following
errors:
•

First, the consultants stated that DOJ was not pursuing voter suppression cases. Tanner responded
that "[t]he Department has brought two 11(b) cases, one of the two in this Administration. The focus of
DOJ activity has shifted, in fact, to voter suppression as there are fewer cases over voter dilution
(challenges to at-large election systems, etc.) being brought by anyone as the number of jurisdictions
with at-large election systems has shrunk dramatically.This Administration has, in fact, brought far
more voter-suppression cases ... than ever in the past, including a majority of all cases under
Sections 203 and 208 of the Act, and such key recent Section 2 cases as US v. City of Boston and US
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•

v. Long County, Georgia."
Second, the consultants implied that DOJ is not pursuing instances of unequal implementation of ID
rules. Tanner's response was that "[c]hallenges based on race and unequal implementation of ID
rules are indeed actionable and we have brought lawsuits, such as in Boston and Long County; we
have not identified instances of such discrimination in which we have not taken action."

Tanner also pointed to the consultants' refusal during the interview to define what they meant by "voter
intimidation", which Tanner suspected did not jibe with the meaning of the term in federal prosecutions
and probably contributed to misunderstandings. (Federal voter intimidation prosecutions require the
threat of economic or physical harm.)
By the way, both of these officials are career attorneys, not political appointees. They have years of
service at DOJ, working under a number of different administrations.
2 Exactly what did we change and why?
In the case of the Donsanto interview summary, I spoke with our consultants and asked them to make the
correction. At first, they both refused. Later, they revised the summary to be a little less blatant, but the
implication that there had been a complete change in approach remained. We revised the summary to
clearly indicate that prosecution of conspiracies continues. The revised paragraph is on page 4 of the
published summary. We also added an intro paragraph similar to other interview summaries submitted by
the consultants to summarize the enforcement authority of the Election Crimes Branch and to distinguish it
from the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division.
In the case of the actual John Tanner interview summary, we added an intro paragraph similar to other
interview summaries submitted by the consultants to summarize the enforcement authority of the Voting
Section and to distinguish it from the Election Crimes Branch. We also moved the consultants' note about
the refusal to share certain internal working papers to the end of the summary because it seemed to
distract from the main interview points if left as an introduction.
Making the distinction between the Election Crimes Branch and the Voting Section is important. The
Voting Section brings cases involving "systemic" discrimination because federal voting statutes focus on
discriminatory action by local governments. It is criminal statutes that involve malfeasance by individuals
and that are enforced by the Election Crimes Branch through Us Attorneys' offices. The difference is key
to understanding federal election law enforcement.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
04/18/2007 12:17 PM

To

psims@eac.gov

cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Need your help ASAP
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Peg,
If possible, I need answers for these questions in reference to the vote fraud/voter intimidation project by 2
p.m. today for an inquiry for Congressional Quarterly:
1. Why did we only contact DOJ officials regarding the accuracy of their interviews?
2. Exactly what did we change and why?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/19/2007 08:53 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lyn n-Dyson/EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Correction to Cost of Vote Fraud Contracts

FYI - I noticed that some newsclips are saying we spent $100,000 on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
project. Each of the consultants had two contracts totaling almost $75,000 (not including funds set aside
for related travel), so the total between them would have been closer to $150,000. If anyone needs to
know the added travel costs, Wang spent about $4,500 and Serebrov $1,200 over the course of the 2
contracts.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/24/2007 03:57 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Voter Fraud Project Emails

Here are most of he emails from my active email files. A few did not hold the check mark, so I will send
them separately. I'm trying to work out the best way to hand off copies of the emails from my archived
files.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
08/21/2006 12:16 PM
cc
Subject call

Hi Peg, I left you a voice message last week -- you might have been at NCSL. Anyway, would you give
me a call when you have a moment? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang, Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20037
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM ---Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 06:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?

OOGt

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:52 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/03/2006 07:11 PM
cc
Subject Re: Job and Tova[

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/03/2006 07:14 PM
cc
Subject Re: Job and Tova[
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I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/03/2006 07:41 PM
cc
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Subject Re: Job and Tova[

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
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Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 11:07 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF_Vl Literature Review[`]

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11.5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 06:41 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Job and TovaE

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with anysummary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
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Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 11:50 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[sj

sorry, about that. Here's the outline...

I. BACKGROUND/INTRODUCTION
A. WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FRAUD
B. PURPOSE OF THE EAC STUDY
C. METHODOLOGY OF THE EAC STUDY
II. DEFINITION OF ELECTION CRIMES
A. VOTER FRAUD IS TOO LIMITED
B. COLLOQUIAL DEFINITION IS TOO BROAD
C. ELECTION CRIMES
D. WHAT IS NOT AN ELECTION CRIME FOR PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY
III. RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO STUDY ELECTION CRIMES
A. ACCEPTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. SURVEY LAW ENFORCEMENT, INVESTIGATORY AGENCIES, AND
PROSECUTORS
ii. REVIEW AMINISTRATIVE COMPLAINTS FILED WITH STATES
iii. REVIEW DOJ/USA ACTIONS
B. REJECTED RECOMMENDATIONS
i. REASONS WHY REJECTED
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11 /06/2006 11:07 AM

cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review)

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11-5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

Subject Re: Job and Tova[

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova
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I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:21 PM
cc
ol

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewI

Is this an outline of an EAC staff report to accompany the consultants' report, or has there been a decision
not to publish the consultants' report at all? (Just curious, as I have been a little out of the loop.) --- Peg
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 12:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewE

The consultant's report is a draft of an EAC report. We will take the consultant's report and finalize it into
OUR report.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 12:21 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[=]

Is this an outline of an EAC staff report to accompany the consultants' report, or has there been a decision
not to publish the consultants' report at all? (Just curious, as I have been a little out of the loop.) --- Peg
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/06/2006 05:18 PM
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[

Peggy,
I wanted to let you know that I had a chance to review your summaries today. I think that these are some
excellent conclusions that we can definitely use in our report. Thank you for doing such a detailed and
thorough job. If tomorrow goes quietly, hopefully I will have some time to write.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
'•
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General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/06/2006 11:07 AM

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewI

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11- 6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11-5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

Subject Re: Job and TovaL

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
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Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/03/2006 05:42 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --

0045SO

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/06/2006 06:36 PM

Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Reviewn

Julie:
Happy to help, especially as I have to assume the blame for the report turned in by the consultants. I think
you were aware that I was disappointed that it was not a more professional product. As I was not clear
what the Commission's position is on editing such reports after receipt of the final, and as the consultants
insisted that their work not be changed, I felt a bit stymied. Let me know what else I can do.
In the meantime, I'm revisiting some drafts received on the Vote Count-Recount best practices to see if
can encourage more improvements before submission of the final. We're still waiting for the state-by-state
summary of practices, originally delayed by the subcontractor's nonperformance, which could affect goes
into the best practices. I think some of the emphasis I see in the drafts on post election audits and proper
recordkeeping will help respond to some of the issues raised in the literature review for the voting
fraud-voter intimidation study.
--- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 05:18 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature Review[]

Peggy,
I wanted to let you know that I had a chance to review your summaries today. I think that these are some
excellent conclusions that we can definitely use in our report. Thank you for doing such a detailed and
thorough job. If tomorrow goes quietly, hopefully I will have some time to write.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/06/2006 11:07 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF_VI Literature ReviewE

0045s.-

Julie:
I have not received the outline, but went ahead with reviewing the literature researched. Attached are my
perspectives on what we learned and a listing of the literature with portions of the analysis for each. Both
of these documents are on the shared drive under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. Hope these help. Let me know what else you
need from me. --- Peggy

EAC-Learned from Lit Review 11-6-06.doc EAC Lit Review Notes 11.5-06.doc

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 06:41 PM

Subject Re: Job and TovaFf]

I appreciate it. I will send you a copy of the outline that I am working from. It is somewhat subject to
change as I am still trying to gel in my mind what goes first, second ....
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:38 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I can review them over the weekend and attempt to summarize what they tell us.--- Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Hodgkins
----- Original Message ----From: Juliet E. Hodgkins
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:14 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

I think we should use the content of those articles or some summary of them as a background of what we
know about VF and VI. I just didn't want to have to read all of those articles to be able to make some
generalized statements about their contents.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/03/2006 06:11 PM

004582,

To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Job and Tova

Julie:
All of the summaries received are in the shared drawer under T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING
FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Research Summaries. There are too many of them to append to this
message, or I would do it. The researchers did not propose to include these summaries in the report. Are
you considering adding them?
If you want, I can cross reference each of these with the list of articles and ID any missing summaries.
could do that over the weekend. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/03/2006 05:42 PM

Subject Job and Tova

I spoke to Job about the documents that I need. He will send me his summary of the articles/books that
he read. However, he said that Tova also summarized some of those articles/books. I don't have a
contact number/email for Tova. Could you contact her and ask her to provide us with any summary of the
articles/books that she read as they are listed in Appendix 2?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 07:05 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: please investigate

HiIs this the kind of thing I should be passing on to you or Gavin?

Thanks
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
--- Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 11/07/2006 07:03 AM -----

11/06/2006 07:47 PM

To
cc

@eac.
9o
^ HAVAinfo

Subject please investigate

Please investigate this incident or pass it on to the proper authority.
This morning, I received a recorded message saying that my polling place was
"St. Francis" something or other. Later in the day, I wondered why I was
informed of this change via a phone number with an out of state area code. I
just
check the Mahoning County Board of Elections site and the polling location is
still listed as "Frank Ohl School" which is where I've voted since moving
here.
Since I received another call about the same time, I'll give you information
on both numbers.
For the first call (which I believe is the culprit) the information on my
caller ID was "Unknown Name 320-230-0961". They claimed they were from
American
for Reform Now or something like that. When I dialed that number, I received
this message: "Mailbox for Rob Olsen is full." While writing this email, I
just
received another call from this number. Now the recorded message was from Ohio
for Fair Minimum Wage.
For the other call (from this morning) the information on my caller ID was
"Amer Voice Retr 206-706-2650". When I dialed that number I got a recording
which identified them as "People for Washington State Democrats.., authorized
by
Kl 2006."
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Cheryl Bollinger
Austintown, OH
330.318.7993

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -----

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:33 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

00456 i

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:45 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:33 AM

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 09:47 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI studyI

that would be great. I am also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the

1004585

consultants.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:45 AM

Subject Re: VF and VI study[

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:33 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/07/2006 11:29 AM
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[l

OK, I will get started on the interview summaries today.
DOJ (Donsanto and Tanner) raised objections to the consultants' description of their interviews, which

state that DOJ officials agreed they were bringing fewer intimidation and suppression cases. An advocacy
group is going after DOJ, accusing the agency of doing just that for political reasons, so this is something
DOJ wants corrected.
Apart from the consultants pre-existing bias that "the feds aren't doing enough", a big part of the problem
appears to have been a misunderstanding over terminology. When our consultants used the term
"intimidation", they included all sorts of suppression activities. When Craig Donsanto used the tern
"intimidation", he was using the definition under federal criminal vote fraud statutes, which requires the
action be accompanied by threat of physical or economic harm. (He told me he has had only one such
case in 30 tears.) His office is actively pursuing voter suppression activities under statutes other than
federal voter intimidation laws (e.g.; the recent case in NH where a campaign operative conspired to block
election day GOTV telephone lines of the opposing party). A copy of Tanner's comments on the interview
summary in the status report for the Standards and Advisory Boards meetings is attached.
I had many long discussions with Tova and Job about this. I was able to get them to soften their
description (see 4th bullet on page 7 of the draft report), but not entirely to my satisfaction. Also, at the
Working Group meeting, it was agreed that the consultants would add a note to their definition to clarify
that the working definition for purposes of the research includes activities that do not meet the federal
definition of voter intimidation. The resulting note on page 5 of the draft report is too vague.
DOJ has not seen everything the consultants put in the draft final report, so they may have additional
concerns. For example, the consultants' recommendations include the following:
Attend the Department of Justice's Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. The consultants
also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to include attendance at the next
Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium. According to the Department, DEOs are required to
attend annual training conferences centered on combating election fraud and voting rights abuses.
These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division and the Public
Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations by civil rights officials and senior
prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. According to the
Department, DEOs are required to attend annual training conferences centered on combating election
fraud and voting rights abuses. These conferences sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations by civil
rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the U.S. Attorneys' Offices.
Footnote:
By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:
How DEOs are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their resources on; How they are instructed
to respond to various types of complaints; How information about previous elections and voting issues
is presented; and, How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal laws governing election fraud and
intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and the Help America Vote Act are described and
explained to participants.
DOJ has stated that this is an internal meeting, involving only DOJ officials, US Attorneys and FBI. EAC
researchers cannot be admitted without opening the meeting to other outsiders. DOJ does not want to do
this, probably for two reasons: (1) confidential information on current enforcement cases may be
discussed; and (2) making enforcement strategies public could give unscrupulous individuals a virtual
"how to" manual for circumventing such strategies when committing election crimes.
We may also have a hard time gaining access to the DOE reports and the Voting Section records of
complaints, as they probably aren't considered public documents.
--- Peggy
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Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:47 AM

Subject Re: VF and VI study

that would be great. I am also interested in identifying the points of contention between DOJ and the
consultants.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/07/2006 09:45 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: VF and VI study[I

Yes (at T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION\Interviews\Interview
Summaries). Do you want me to do the same with those as I did with the literature summaries? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/07/2006 09:33 AM

Subject VF and VI study

Did Tova and Job provide us with summaries or notes of their interviews?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

00 588

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/09/2006 11:41 AM
cc
Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/09/2006 12:04 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming ?L

Almost finished sorting through the interview summaries. I don't find them as helpful as the literature
summaries, but hope to have something to you by the end of the day. (I was at the clinic yesterday, and
could only work a half day.) --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/09/2006 11:41 AM

Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ---Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/09/2006 12:08 PM

Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming ?F

Thanks. Currently, on the phone with Job. Ugh!!!!
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2006 12:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: How are the summaries of the interviews coming?]

Almost finished sorting through the interview summaries. I don't find them as helpful as the literature
summaries, but hope to have something to you by the end of the day. (I was at the clinic yesterday, and
could only work a half day.) --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/09/2006 11:41 AM

Subject How are the summaries of the interviews coming?

I am getting close to having a first cut at a report, minus a few key sections. Just wondering how those
summaries are coming along.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

004591

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/12/2006 08:45 PM
cc
Subject VF-Vl Interviews

Sorry this is later than expected. I was missing the notes of one interview and had several computer
crashes when I tried to retrieve archived email to determine if I had failed to file it after one of the
consultants sent it. I finally gave up looking for it in favor of summarizing what I had.
Attached is a summary of points raised in the interviews. I found it more difficult to extract lessons learned
from the interview notes, so I used a summary format. (The interview notes make it appear that the focus
of the interviews differed from one person to another, perhaps because consultants were seeking different
information from interviewees). I've also attached a list of interviewees with pertinent interview notes.
(Some of the interview notes dealt with irregularities other than voting fraud and voter intimidation.) --Peggy

EAC-Summary of Info from Interviews 11 .06.doc EAC-Experts Interviewed Notes 11-06.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/13/2006 10:27 AM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject VF-VI Another DOJ Objection

Julie:
I just remembered that there was one other DOJ objection. It was about the way the consultants
described the Election Crimes Branch focus on cases. In the interview with Donsanto (the only interview
attended), he made reference to the fact that the Election Crimes Branch used to only go after
conspiracies, not individuals. Now, however, they had begun prosecuting individuals for noncitizen and
felon voting. The consultants heard an unexpressed "instead", which would mean that DOJ had dropped
pursuing conspiracies in favor of going after individuals. Based on my previous experience, I heard and
unexpressed "in addition", meaning that DOJ was not just prosecuting conspiracies, the department also
had begun to prosecute individuals.
I had lengthy discussions with the consultants over this issue as well. Donsanto confirmed that he meant
"in addition", and the lists of cases he provided indicates that the department continues to pursue
conspiracies. (It doesn't make sense any other way, unless you believe that the government is out to get
the little guy.) --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ----Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/15/2006 09:58 AM
cc
Subject Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation

004594

Peggy,
I have attached a rough draft of the report that I think that we should propose to the Commissioners. I was
hoping that you could give it a read and give me your comments by Friday morning, as I have to deliver a
draft to the Commissioners on Friday. I also have a couple of questions. You will notice that I have noted
that several items will be attached as appendixes. First question: Should we attach these things?
Second question: In cases where you have provided summaries of the summaries, should we attach
yours or theirs?

n
EAC REPORT ON VOTER FRAUD AND VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY.doc

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:51 PM ---Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/15/2006 12:23 PM

cc
Subject Thor Hearn

Do you have contact information for this guy?

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 01:52 PM

To Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Thor Hearn

Il

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member

0009Z

Lathrop & Gage, LC
The Equitable Building
10 South Broadway, Suite 1300
St. Louis, MO 63102-170
Phone: 314-613-2522;
Fax: 314-613-2550
Email:
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/15/2006 12:23 PM

cc
Subject Thor Hearn

Do you have contact information for this guy?

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:02 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation

Got it, and will get back to you by Friday AM. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:10 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation

Thanks.

0045

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/15/2006 04:02 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation[

Got it, and will get back to you by Friday AM. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/17/2006 09:28 AM
cc
Subject Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report

Julie:
I really like the tone, focus, and organization of the paper. I also liked the way you interspersed the lists of
Working Group members, interviewees, and reports reviewed with the text (drawing the reader's attention
to the info, cutting down on the # of appendices, and giving the eye a break from regular text). Attached is
your document with my comments, questions, and suggested changes. I did not do much to it.
Regarding your questions about the appendices:
I really did not prepare my summaries with an eye toward publication, but the consultants' summaries
probably include incendiary info (particularly re DOJ interviews). As for the case law, we have multiple,
voluminous charts, but no list. We can create a list from the charts, but that will take time. The
Commissioners may want to see the consultants' or my summaries and the case law charts, but do we
need to publish them?
Do we need to put short bios for Tova and Job in an appendix? --- Peggy

EAC VF-VI Report- rev 11.17.06.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report[

0045`9'f

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:54 PM
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report[]

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/17/2006 09:44 AM

Subject Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report[

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

/^ /r

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/17/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report]

Thanks so much for all of your help. Have a very Happy Thanksgiving.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/17/2006 02:54 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV a@EAC

11/17/200609:44 AM

cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report

n

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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11/26/2006 09:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report[

Julie:
I reviewed our materials and refreshed my memory. The DOJ issues appear to be the only potential
pitfalls in the consultants' interview summaries. The only other issue that arose during the course of the
work was Secretary Rokita's objection to EAC doing the research. I think you have taken care of that in
your paper. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 04:05 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report[l

Thanks so much for all of your help. Have a very Happy Thanksgiving.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Margaret Sims
----- Original Message ----From: Margaret Sims
Sent: 11/17/2006 02:54 PM
To: Juliet Hodgkins
Subject: Re: Draft Voter Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

I'll need to refresh my memory. I'll take a look at them one more time and get back to you. Hope you enjoy
your time out of the office, and have a happy turkey day. --- Peggy
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 09:44 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Draft Voter FraudNoter Intimidation Report[l

Thanks for your comments.
Last night, I took the case charts and assembled into one 200 -page document. So, that is compiled.
have also amended to include Job and Tova's bios as appendix "1". I have established both your
summaries and theirs into alternative appendixes and will talk to the commissioners about that. One
question that I have is whether we would need to go through and "clean up" their summaries? I have
compiled them into a single document (that is one for interviews and one for literature). Other than the
q o4ssri

DOJ issue, are there any other "problems" that you recall?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/27/2006 10:58 AM
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts —PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

Peggy,
Just to clarify.., you only attended (by teleconference or otherwise) one of the interviews? I thought it was
more than that?
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:48 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: My Thoughts —PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[.

Gavin:
This looks good to me. I just have a few questions/clarifications, both involving the second paragraph:
1. First sentence - Do you mean "intra-agency", rather than interagency?
2. Second sentence - If we plan to release an EAC report based on the material provided by the
consultants, then can we avoid implying that we are ever going to release a report written by the
consultants?

3. Sixth sentence - I was present at only one interview, not all of them; but I did facilitate and help
schedule the interviews.
--- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

11/17/2006 01:39 PM

Subject My Thoughts —PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

Do Not Release

People for the American Way. doc

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/27/2006 11:30 AM
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts --PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

I attended only the interview with Craig Donsanto. --- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/27/2006 10:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: My Thoughts --PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

Peggy,
Just to clarify.., you only attended (by teleconference or otherwise) one of the interviews? I thought it was
more than that?
Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 02:48 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: My Thoughts --PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION[

Gavin:
This looks good to me. I just have a few questions/clarifications, both involving the second paragraph:
1. First sentence - Do you mean "intra-agency", rather than interagency?
2. Second sentence - If we plan to release an EAC report based on the material provided by the
consultants, then can we avoid implying that we are ever going to release a report written by the
consultants?
3. Sixth sentence - I was present at only one interview, not all of them; but I did facilitate and help
schedule the interviews.
--- Peggy
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
11/17/2006 01:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject My Thoughts --PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

Do Not Release
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People for the American Way. doc

Gavin S. Gilmour
Deputy General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
THIS MESSAGE IS FOR ITS INTENDED RECIPIENT ONLY. IT IS A PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT AND
SHALL NOT BE RELEASED TO A THIRD PARTY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE SENDER.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Davidson, Donetta"
11/29/2006 05:35 PM
<ddavidson@eac.gov>, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Revised - Draft – Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Report

Attached is a revised version of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Draft Report. The changes that
Commissioner Hillman suggested have been made and highlighted in yellow. See pages 10-11.
Peggy and I are working on the revision of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries and will forward
that to you under a separate email.

Voter Fraud & Intimidation Report -112906.doc

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/29/2006 05:35 PM
cc
Subject Interview Summaries

...,

`i00460^.

IN
Appendix 3 - Interview Summaries - consultants.doc

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/30/2006 04:37 PM
cc

Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
•

I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
• I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
• I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.
If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy
Lr_1
Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
12/01/2006 03:17 PM

PM ----

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner Interviews(

I made the correction on the titles in the report. There was one that was not correct.
There are a couple of things I may suggest that we leave in, as I don't think that DOJ would have a
problem with it, (e.g. the fact that they won't release information on pending cases).
I will forward to the Cs for their review.

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
•

•
•

I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.

If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
12/01/2006 03:52 PM
cc
Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner Interviews-

Julie:
I assume you mean the note associated with the Tanner interview when you mentioned the pending
cases. That's fine by me. I was just a little concerned that the note as a whole was a little adversarial and
whiny. If any questions arise as to why certain items should be deleted from the Donsanto interview
summary, I have answers. --- Peggy

0046(}3

Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

12/01/2006 03:17 PM

Subject Re: Donsanto-Tanner Interviews)

I made the correction on the titles in the report. There was one that was not correct.
There are a couple of things I may suggest that we leave in, as I don't think that DOJ would have a
problem with it, (e.g. the fact that they won't release information on pending cases).
I will forward to the Cs for their review.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
11/30/2006 04:37 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Donsanto-Tanner Interviews

Julie:
I made some suggested edits in the attached excerpts of the Donsanto and Tanner interview summaries.
You may be able to better phrase them. The most important edits are:
I noticed that the consultants had listed Donsanto's and Tanner's titles incorrectly (which we may also
need to correct in our report where we list the interviewees). Donsanto and Tanner might be
amused that our consultants "promoted" them, but their bosses may not.
I redacted two sentences that I thought we should not publicize and one that I thought was in error
from the Donsanto description. I also tried to correct the paragraph that discusses DOJ's pursuit of
individual offenders.
I moved the note about Tanner's failure to provide data and information to the end of the description
(the highlighted paragraph) so that its isn't so "in your face". I also tried to edit it, but am still a bit
concerned about including it at all.
If you have any questions, or want to talk about this, give me a call (703-323-9277). Also, I may be in the
office tomorrow, if my insides cooperate. --- Peggy

IN

Summaries of Interviews with Donsanto-Tanner redacted-revised.doc
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
T
12/04/2006 06:12 PM
Subject Vote Fraud Report

Dear Peter:
I apologize for the delayed response. The paper that the media touted as an EAC statement on vote fraud
was actually just a report on the status of preliminary research into voting fraud and voter intimidation
conducted by EAC consultants. The document does not represent a consensus statement on the subject
by EAC. The status report was presented to the EAC Board of Advisors and the EAC Standards Board
last spring. As these meetings were open to the public, the status report is available to the public. (See
attached.)
EAC plans to consider a draft of its own report, which is based on the preliminary research of our
consultants, at this Thursday's public meeting. (See agenda published at
http://www.eac.ciov/docs/Public%2OMeetinp,%201 2-07-06 %a2OWash. %20Revised%2OFinal%2OAgenda
^df.) If the report is approved, EAC will publish it on our web page.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

VF-VI Study Status 5-17.06.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
12/06/2006 12:39 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Please review ASAP - Fw: Fraud Report Press Release DRAFT

Then I need to get commishes to okay.
---- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 12/06/2006 12:36 PM
"RoseUtley, Jennifer"
<Jennifer.RoseUtley@bm.co
To bwhitener@eac.gov

0046'

m>
12/05/2006 06:49 PM

cc jlayson@eac.gov
Subject Fraud Report Press Release - DRAFT

Brian,
Please find attached the draft fraud report press release for review. The other documents will
follow in a separate email.
Jennifer
NEW E-MAIL
Jennifer Rose-Utley
Manager, Public Affairs
Burson-Marsteller
202.530.4505

We've Moved!
Please visit us at our new location:
Burson-Marsteller
uio Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite iioo
Washington, DC 20005

Fraud Press Release - DRAFT v2.doc
-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/06/2006 03:46 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject VF-VI Research Contacts

Bryan:
The two consultants were:
• Tova Wang (wang@tcf.org)
• Job Serebrov (

QO1±60Q

The contact information for the Project Working Group, including technical advisor, Craig Donsanto, is in
the attached spreadsheet.
You should also send notice to John Tanner, Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, DOJ
(john.k.tanner@usdoj.gov). --- Peggy

Work Group Contact-Availability Into. xis
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

"Bryan Whitener"
<bwhitener@eac.gov>
12/07/2006 02:45 PM

on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ---To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject EAC Releases Findings of Voting Fraud and Voter
Intimidation Study, 12-07-06

U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW – Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

For Immediate Release
December 7, 2006
Contact:
Jeannie Layson
Bryan Whitener
(202) 566-3100

EAC Releases Findings of Voting Fraud and Voter
Intimidation Study
No consensus on the regularity of voting fraud and voting intimidation found
Agency accepts recommendations to conduct a comprehensive study on elections crimes
WASHINGTON - The United States Election Assistance Commission (EAC) today voted on the

findings of the "Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Study" and accepted recommendations to conduct

a comprehensive assessment of all claims, charges and prosecutions of voting crimes.
The study represents the first phase of the information gathering process and includes a working
definition of election crimes. EAC will now proceed with the second phase, a more comprehensive
data-driven survey and study of elections crimes and voter intimidation. The new phase will offer
consistency to the study and will identify a common definition of the issue for dialogue among elections
officials, civil rights and voter advocacy groups, law enforcement officials, attorneys and the public.
The recommendations accepted by EAC today include:
Survey Chief Elections Officers to Review and Assess Administrative Complaints: EAC will survey
the states' chief election officers regarding complaints that have been filed, investigated and resolved
since January 1, 2004.
Survey State Election Crime Investigation Units Regarding Complaints Filed and Referred: EAC
will gather information on the numbers and types of complaints that have been received by, investigated.
and ultimately referred to local or state law enforcement by election crime investigation units since
January 1, 2004.
Survey Law Enforcement and Prosecutorial Agencies Regarding Complaints and Charge of
Voting Crimes: EAC will survey law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies at the local, state and
federal level to determine the number and types of complaints, charges, or indictments, and pleas or
convictions of election crimes since January 1, 2004.
Analyze Survey Data in Light of State Laws and Procedures: EAC will use the reliable data
gathered from each survey group to analyze the effectiveness of fraud prevention and reporting
measures.
In order to arrive at the findings, EAC consultants reviewed existing studies, articles, reports and case
law on voting fraud and intimidation and conducted interviews with experts in the field regarding their
experiences and research. According to the findings, while there is currently no consensus on the
frequency of voting fraud and voter intimidation, most participants agreed that absentee balloting is
subject to the greatest proportion of fraudulent acts, followed by vote buying and voter registration
fraud.
Following today's vote to approve the survey recommendations, EAC will begin a comprehensive
survey and subsequent study on voting fraud and voter intimidation based on hard data. Section 241 of
the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) mandates that EAC research and study various issues
related to the administration of elections. During Fiscal Year 2006, EAC in consultation with the
Standards Board and Board of Advisors selected voting fraud and voter intimidation from a list of
potential research topics that serve to improve the administration of elections for federal office.
For the EAC's full report on the Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Study or to view testimony from
today's hearing, visit www.eac.gov.

OO-46Q'`.

EAC is an independent bipartisan commission created by HAVA. It is charged with administering
payments to states and developing guidance to meet HAVA requirements, implementing election
administration improvements, adopting voluntary voting system guidelines, accrediting voting system
test laboratories and certifying voting equipment and serving as a national clearinghouse and resource of
information regarding election administration. The three EAC commissioners are Paul DeGregorio,
chairman; Donetta Davidson and Gracia Hillman. One vacancy currently exists.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/13/2006 10:14 AM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov, ghillman@eac.gov,
ddavidson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov,
ggilmour@eac.gov, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Rick Hasen response-need your approval

Commissioners,
I want to respond to Rick Hasen's post regarding EAC and the fraud report. My suggested response is
below, and his original post follows. Please let me know if you agree that I should attempt to correct the
misinformation he posted. If so, please let me know if you approve of my suggested response. Thank you.
Mr. Hason,
I write to point out incorrect information you posted on your website on December 11, 2006. You wrote:
"Note what's missing compared to the earlier version leaked to the USA Today Newspaper." No one at the
EAC leaked anything to USA Today. The reporter asked for a copy of the staff report about the fraud
resesarch that was presented at a public meeting in May to our Board of Advisors and the Standards
Board, and the EAC provided it to him. This information was presented and discussed at a meeting that
was open to the public, so we provided materials distributed at the meeting to anyone who requested it.
The staff report about the fraud project was also distributed to every member of both advisory boards. Go
here to view the Federal Register notice about the public meeting at which this project and many others
were discussed.
The statement you attribute to one of the consultants is absolutely correct. As stated by their contract,
these consultants were hired so that the EAC could "...obtain consulting services from an individual who
can provide advice drawn from broad professional and technical experience in the area of voter fraud and
intimidation."
As for your reference to what's "missing compared to the earlier version," the report contains the complete
summaries of every interview conducted by the consultants as well as every book, article, report or case
that was reviewed. It does not contain the synopsis of those interviews, which were written by the
consultants. EAC provided the individual summaries so readers could reach their own conclusions about
the substance of the interviews.

O:OS

EAC's interpretation of HAVA and its determination of what it will study and how it will use its resources to
study it are matters of agency policy and decision. These are not, nor should they be, determinations or
decisions made by consultants. The EAC has the ultimate responsibility for the reports it issues, and it is
incumbent upon the agency to conduct due diligence to ensure reports, data or any other information is
complete and accurate before it is adopted by the Commission.
As someone with a public platform who informs the public about matters regarding election administration,
I would appreciate it if you would extend the same professional courtesy most journalists do and contact
the agency in the future if you have questions or concerns about EAC policy or actions. You may reach
me directly at 202-566-3103. I appreciate your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
Jeannie Layson
Director of Communications
US Election Assistance Commission

More on FL-13, and a Role for the EAC?
When I saw this headline on the Sarasota Herald Tribune web page, I thought
it must have been about the FL-13 race.
Over on the election law listserv, Doug Johnson, responding to my commentary
calling for the House to investigate the problems and declare a revote in the
FL-13 race, sug g ested that perhaps the EAC is better situated to conduct an
investigation than the House of the problems in the FL-13.
I'm afraid we might not be able to count on the EAC to conduct an investigation
that is well-funded, tough, and fair. Politics appears to be creeping in to
decisions of the EAC's advisory board, and there' s real concern about the
EAC's vote fraud report. Note what's missing compared to the earlier version
leaked to the USA Toda y newspaper. Tova Wang, who authored the draft report
for the EAC, issued the following statement to me: "My co-consultant and I
provided the EAC with a tremendous amount of research and analysis for this
project. The EAC released what is their report yesterday."
The EAC has also lost two commissioners, one Republican and one Democrat,
who appeared to be tough-minded and fair. I am very worried about the
fairness and non-partisanship of the new rumored nominees.
In short, the EAC has to prove it is up to the task of fair and serious inquiry
before it could be trusted with something like an investigation of the FL-13.

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM ----
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Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
12/13/2006 10:50 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Paul
DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Bryan
Whitener/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Rick Hasen response-need your approval

I agree that Jeannie should send the response.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GO
`flag

,p

To "Paul DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta
Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>
cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>

12/14/2006 12:07 PM

Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:40 PM

To Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, "Jeannie
Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul DeGregorio"
<pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac. ov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People For[

Commissioner Hillman:
PFAW was not represented on the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Also, I have had no communications with the organization about the study. I did work with
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Jeannie and Gavin on a response to PFAW's FOIA request for the study. Jeannie should have the final
copy of that reply.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
{^ -- 12/14/2006 12:07 PMDear
f
Commissioner Hillman:
Y/2-

To "Paul DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta
Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>
cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>
Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV, Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:55 PM
cc
Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
12/14/2006 01:08 PM
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud ReportRl

I didn't get any comments from you regarding yesterday's response to Rick Hasen. Any thoughts on that?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW

OO 61Z

Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:55 PM

To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
12/14/2006 01:19 PM
cc
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report[`]

Sorry. I saw a message addressed to the Commissioners. I did not realize the fact that I was cc'd meant
that you wanted my comments as well. Will do better next time. In the case of PFAW, I think we may
need to address other points, as well. I can put some comments in bullet form, and you can take them or
leave them. --- Peggy
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 01:08 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report Q

I didn't get any comments from you regarding yesterday's response to Rick Hasen. Any thoughts on that?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
A^^
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To Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Jeannie
Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

12/14/2006 12:55 PM

Subject PFAW Response to EAC Vote Fraud Report

Are there any plans to rebut the PFAW response? If so, may I help? --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM —
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

12/14/2006 01:36 PM

cc "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, Gracia
Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Jeannie Layson"
<jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
"Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul
DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac. ov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People Fort

Peg, et.alI

not have any interaction with this group.

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
12/14/2006 12:40 PM

To Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>, "Jeannie
Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"
<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>, "Paul DeGregorio"
<pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Sheila Banks"
<sbanks@eac. ov>, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: People Form

Commissioner Hillman:

00461.

PFAW was not represented on the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Also, I have had no communications with the organization about the study. I did work with
Jeannie and Gavin on a response to PFAW's FOIA request for the study. Jeannie should have the final
copy of that reply.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Gracia
Hillman /EAC /GOV
12/14/2006 12:07

PMDear Commissioner
Hillman:

To "Paul DeGregorio" <pdegregorio@eac.gov>, "Donetta Davidson" <Ddavidson@eac.gov>,
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC /GOV @EAC, Juliet E. Thompson/EAC /GOV @EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC /GOV @EAC, "Jeannie Layson" <jlayson@eac.gov>, "Karen Lynn-Dyson"

<klynn-dyson@eac.gov>
cc "Sheila Banks" <sbanks@eac.gov>

Subject People For

I know that People For the American Way delivered petitions to EAC about release of the Fraud report but
I need to know what other communications EAC has had with People For about the study.
Was it represented on the study's working group? If so, by whom? Did they write to us and did we
answer? Did anybody from there talk with anybody at EAC about the study and our work? Thanks.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
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12/18/2006 12:44 PM

To pdegregorio@eac.gov, Ddavidson@eac.gov, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Suggested Timeline for Election Crimes Study

Attached is the suggested timeline that I offered for the Election Crimes Study.
It is an excel spreadsheet, which, if printed, should be done with Landscape layout. If printed on 8 1/2 x
11 paper, it will print as two pages.

Election Crimes. Proi 2007 Timeline. ds
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -----

,
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Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

01/23/2007 02:35 PM

Subject Fraud report

Was the report that was drafted after the working group meeting or the interviews done with eac
participant reviiewed after the draft was completed.
Need this right away
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM -Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV@EAC
01/26/2007 11:49 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: I j

PegCould you get Elle and answer on this, if she hasn't already gotten one?
Thanks

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
01/23/2007 02:14 PM

To "Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynndyson@eac.gov>
cc
Subject

Hey Karen,
Did Barbara Arnwine ever attend ANY of the voter fraud working group meetings?
Thanks,

00,61

Elie
Elie Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Eileen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
01/26/2007 11:54 AM
y.-

To klynndyson@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re:

I already got one, thanks!
Elle L.K. Kuala
Special Assistant to the Chair
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
01/26/2007 11:49 AM

To Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fi

PegCould you get Elle and answer on this, if she hasn't already gotten one?
Thanks

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Director
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
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Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Kuala/EAC/GOV
To "Karen Lynn-Dyson" <klynndyson@eac.gov>

01/23/2007 02:14 PM

cc
Subject

Hey Karen,
Did Barbara Arnwine ever attend ANY of the voter fraud working group meetings?
Thanks,
Elle
Elle Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 566-2256
www.eac.gov

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/24/2007 02:50 PM
Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
02/09/2007 05:45 PM
cc
Subject Fw: 1099

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV on 02/09/2007 05:44 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To "Julie Thompson-Hodgkins" <jhodgkins@eac.gov>
02/09/2007 05:33 PM
cc
Subject 1099

00461;.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/23/2007 02:58 PM

To Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
bcc
Subject Re: documentation for evaluationL

Curtis:
I believe that the only items I have in hard copy, and not in electronic format, are my working copies of the
contracts (official copies would be in the agency contract files), the monthly pay invoices and travel
reimbursement requests submitted by the consultants, and some DOJ training documentation that was
given to us on condition that we keep it confidential.
Other than emails, the documentation that is in electronic form is housed in EAC's shared drawer at
T:\RESEARCH IN PROGRESS\VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION. Do you have read access to
that?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV
Curtis Crider/EAC/GOV
04/23/2007 02:27 PM

To

EAC Personnel

cc

Subject documentation for evaluation

All:
The Office of Inspector General has initiated an evaluation of the contracting process used by the EAC for
the voter fraud and voter intimidation projects. In order for us to complete our evaluation, we need
copies of all e-mails or other documents that you have regarding either project. Electronic documents
can be sent to an e-mail account that we have set up- eaccon@eac.gov.
If you have any hard copy documents, please let me know.
If you do not have any documents or e-mails, please send me an e-mail to that effect.
Thank you,
Curtis Crider
Office of Inspector General, Election Assistance Commission
Phone - (202) 566-3125
Fax - (202) 566-0957
Important: This electronic transmission is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

05/01/2007 08:58 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 5

Fifth batch attached. More to come. --- Peggy Sims

Please do ask him. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03 2006 4:14 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: DOJ Training Materia s

Devon's response is attached. Guess I'll add this to the list of questions going to Donsanto.
---Peggy
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/03/2006 05:12 PM ----

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

04/03/2006 04:21 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: DOJ Training MaterialsLink

Peggy,
The sections that you listed below are also empty in our copy. I have attached a copy of the
complete table of contents with all of the section that are empty in our copy of the 2004 DOJ
training binder.
Thanks,
Devon

00462:..

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:47 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject DOJ Training Materials

Devon:
One of our consultants noted that there are several sections appear to be missing from the 2004
DOJ training binder. She wasn't sure if it is because of what DOJ sent over to EAC or a problem
in the photocopying. From what she can see, some of the table of contents is missing and tabs
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. I think we must have provided the T of C because
don't see one in the binder. Can you please retrieve the binder and check this out for me?
Thanks! --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To psims@eac.gov
04/05/2006 05:01 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Hi Peg,
I will call J.R. on Thursday to run it by him and let you know what he says. As for
my availability on Wednesday, April 12, the answer is "yes". Morning is best for
me, although I could be available in the afternoon. You choose a time and I will be
here.
Thanks,
Tony
----- Original Message ----From: sims eac. ov
To.
Sent. ednes ay, April 05, 2006 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
•'-
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Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Y`

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
ct Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

aO462:

----- Original. Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 P
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group
Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Sims eac. ov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background
''•
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Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
•email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
ct Working Group

004625

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailt
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psims a,eac.gov
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To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/06/2006 03:27 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello III'

GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working GroupI

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/11 AM EST on Wednesday,

April 12? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

04/04/2006 09:49 AM

cc

>

Subject RE: Project Working Group Meeting

No, except it means pushing everything back, ie the final report. I suppose
we could, as we discussed, take a week or two off in May and tack it on to
June. Theres no way we could write a final report in ten days, obviously.
That would be fine with me.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 8:46 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Project Working Group Meeting

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in attending the meeting. Due
to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at the week of May 15.
Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov" <

04/12/2006 12:30 PM

cc "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: working group meeting

004622-
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That's fine, just asking
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2006 11:26 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; 'Nicole Mortellito'
Subject: Re: working group meeting

It was my understanding that the meeting would be on
the 15th or later.
Tova, Peggy is out of the office this week.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I cannot do it on May 5 now. Any update on a date?
I will be in DC for
other meetings May 4 - May 7 if that makes any
difference (EAC would not
have to pay my transportation if it was on, for
example, Monday May 8 or
possibly even the 9th) Thanks.

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9 >
04/11/2006 11:42 AM

^^ Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, Job
cc "'Nicole Mortellito <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

004629

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview[

the call is up and running!! you may dial in
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

04/11/2006 11:42 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'"
cc
V

00463:.

"'Nicole Mortellito'" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---

Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
C/GOV
WVcc
04/10/2006 10:05 AM
Subject Re: Teleconference set up[=^
-_

You are set for the 12th at 11 am 866-222-9044 pass code 62209
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

'

004631.

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/09/2006 11:15 PM

To "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
cc "Edgardo Cortes" <ecortes@eac.gov>
Subject Tleconference set up

Nicole:
Could you please help me set up a teleconference for Wednesday, April 12 at 11 AM EST (for 1 hour)?
Please send me confirmation.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----'Weinbergand Utrecht"
`
To psims@eac.gov
04/04/2006 08:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry

Original Message ----From: psims(a,eac.gov
To:
Sent: MV day, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

OOr^632

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or9>
To psims@eac.gov'
9@
04/03/2006 03:45 PM

cc
Subject RE: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

I didn't have anything specific in mind yet, especially as I have not finished going through the voluminous
documentation, but I will let you know
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 2:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Tova and Job:
Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for him to assess the level of public attribution that
would be appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but recommends that I provide him with the draft text. He will review it to ensure we are
not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP, so that I can forward it to him for review.
suspect he will provide me with a prompt response, which I will forward to you.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Kennedy, Kevin"
•'
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/09/2006 11:13 AM
Subject RE: Interview

That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM

00463.=

To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:11 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info[

Thanks, Job! --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/03/2006 04:57 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info

Norcross's assistant is Maria Rivers:
Rivers@BlankRome.com
Rokita's assistant is:
Amy Miller
Executive Assistant
Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita
317-232-6536
assistant@sos.in.gov
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Please review the attached and let me know of any
> corrections that should
> be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

1
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Job Serebrov"
Y"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/03/2006 03:46 PM
cc
Subject Re: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Lets discuss this in 10 minutes.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for
> him to assess the
> level of public attribution that would be
> appropriate without seeing the
> substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
> problem; but
> recommends that I provide him with the draft text.
> He will review it to
> ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldna€t
> disclose.
> Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP,
> so that I can forward
> it to him for review. I suspect he will provide me
> with a prompt
> response, which I will forward to you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov"'
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject working group agenda

"'Tova Wang"

004635

Hi Peg,
Attached is a draft of an agenda for the working group. Let us know what you think. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

TW proposed agenda.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---,a

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" Hwang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 12:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: Project Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
Here is my situation. I am to go to work full time for
the Governor at some time in June. I just don't know
when and because we are having a special session right
now, no one can give me any indications as to the
date. The special session will last for at least two
weeks. However, I had to arrange a job because the
contract ends at the end of May. So---all of this
said---if, for instance, I go to work for the Governor
the first week of June, I will only be able to work on
EAC matters after hours at night.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in
> attending the meeting. Due
> to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at
> the week of May 15.
> Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy,
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

00463(O

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"'
04/11/2006 10:24 AM
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

Sorry, you mean its today. OK, thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 01:24 PM

To Kevin Kennedy
cc
Subject Interview Request

Kevin:
Following up on yesterday's conversation, would you be available next Tuesday (4/11) to be interviewed
by phone by our consultants on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project? The interview is
likely to take less than an hour. You pick the time and I'll confirm it with our consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. Then, I'll send you an email with the toll-free number and pass code that you will need for
the teleconference.
EAC is conducting this preliminary research to determine how best to meet HAVA requirements. Section
241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration
issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

00463`1

•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
04/03/2006 04:33 PM
cc

Subject Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

Work Group Contact Info.xis
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"

04/03/2006 03:41 PM

<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[

Thanks, Craig! --- Peggy
]
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/03/2006 03:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!
God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

•- 004628

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of public attribution that would be
appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend
that you get me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter
Intimidation research project. As a technical advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly
important to me. Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the
first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance provided in the DOJ training
materials? I ask this because I understood that some materials in the materials are considered
confidential and we do not want to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----"Tova Wang"
'
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
04/10/2006 11:04 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject small question for Donsanto

Could you please also ask him what the training materials are referring to when they discuss "ballot box
stuffing?" Does this mean elections workers add extra votes? Thanks so much. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

004639

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:01 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info[,

Craig is on the list because the Commission requested he serve as a technical advisory to the project.
Although not a member of the project working group, I do need to check his availability for the meeting.
I tried to tell you on the phone that we still are trying to confirm the El Paso County, TX election official for
the working group. (Several attempts have been made to contact the Election Director, but she has been
out of town.) If we can't get her, we will try for her deputy (also Hispanic). Once I have a response that
one of them is willing to serve, I'll update the contact info table and see if I can't get a bio for you two to
review. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/03/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info

Why is Craig Donsanto on the list? And what happened about the local election official? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:33 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

00464

04/11/2006 10:12 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

That gives us no time between interviews though, right? We've never been
able to really limit it to 30 minutes.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

`

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/06/2006 09:56 AM
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

Peggy:
The interviews are ok with me.
Tova:
I think I should write the review on the IFES white
paper instead of the red book.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Job and Tova:

004641

> Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris
> County, TX and current
> Executive Director of the International Association
> of Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
> available for an
> interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on
> CST. Is there a time
> that works well for the two of you? How about 10 AN
> CST/11 AM EST? I saw
> Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office this past
> Tuesday. We are trying
> to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
> I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his
> Prosecution of Election
> Offenses. He responded that it is at the printers
> and will not be
> available for a couple of months. In the interim,
> he referred me to the
> white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached.
> He said that the
> white paper includes the same information on the
> prosecution of election
> fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

wang@tcf.org
04/02/2006 06:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov

cc "Job Serebrov".
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

"Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

004642

04/05/2006 01:32 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello III"

GSAEXTERNAL

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group[

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tony J. Sirvello Ill"^
"Ton J. Sirvello III"
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony
----- Original Message

• 0046

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony 3. Sirvello III [mailt
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psimskeac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
"Ton J. Sirvello III"
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group

^1^1
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Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message ----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:1M
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: sims eac. ov
To
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM

JTI

004646

Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov > @GSAEXTERNAL
cc

04/05/2006 05:45 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[

OK, thanks. I can access the IFES web site. That will give the consultants something to work with. --Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/05/2006 05:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The fraud chapter has been published by IFES as part of their Money and
Politics Program. It's on their website. I tweeked the text a bit and
presented it in Abjua. The rest of it is regretably not public at present.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 17:26:12 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Is there any way to get an advance copy? Our consultants will need to review
it before you receive your printed versions. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

04/05/2006 04:14 PM
oo4s^$

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The 7th edition is done and on its way to the printer. It is my hope to get it
our in a couple months.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 13:05:15 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
In reviewing the great materials you gave our consultants, we have not found
an updated draft of your famous Prosecution of Election Offenses. Is that
available for review? If you have a pdf version, I could pass that on to our
consultants (noting any restrictions you may have on use).
Also, we noticed some gaps in the 2004 DOJ training binder. It appears that
we are missing the Chris Herren information from Panel 3 and something titled
"July 21, 2004" from Panel 4. If these were removed because we should not see
them, just let me know.
I also have to check your availability the week of May15. I'm still trying to
find a date that everyone will be available for the working group meeting.
Sorry to bug you. Hope all is going well.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Barry Weinberg
04/03/2006 03:15 PM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/06/2006 03:33 PM

To Edgardo Cortes
cc
Subject Interview for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project

I've been trying to schedule an interview (by teleconference) among our two consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. and an election attorney, Colleen McAndrews (310/458-1405). I had to leave your name
with her assistant, today, just in case she calls back when I am out of the office.
The EAC consultants are available for interviews next week before 4:30 AM EST on Monday (4/10) and in
the afternoon on Wednesday (4/12). Email info on any teleconferences scheduled to Job
(serebrov@sbcglobal.net) and Tova (wang@tcf.org). Job operates on CST; Tova on EST.
Thanks! --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----wang@tcf.org
04/06/2006 05:05 PM

To sims
eac. gov
p
@
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

That time is fine for me. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

004650

From: psims@eac.gov
wang-gtc£org
To.
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 9:35 AM
Subject: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info
Hi, Job and Tova:
Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris County, TX and current Executive Director of the
International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on CST. Is there a time that works well
for the two of you? How about 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST? I saw Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office
this past Tuesday. We are trying to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his Prosecution of Election Offenses. He responded that it
is at the printers and will not be available for a couple of months. In the interim, he referred me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached. He said that the white paper includes the same
information on the prosecution of election fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
wi.us>

To "'psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
cc

04/10/2006 02:35 PM
Subject RE: Interview

Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 11:02 AM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Re: Interview

I am trying to arrange the teleconference for 10:30 AM CST tomorrow, April
11. Will get back to you once confirmed.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Kennedy, Kevin" [Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.wi.us]
Sent: 04/09/2006 11:13 AM
To: "'psims@eac.gov "' <psims@eac.gov>
Subject: RE: Interview
That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT

00465

meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —
Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject conf call is up and runningI

all dial in info is the same!

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:18 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc —

Subject Re: doj training materials[

Tova:
I'm checking with Craig regarding reference in our report to the DOJ training materials. The 2004 DOJ
training materials did not have a table of contents. I think Devon added that to help you find your way

through the materials. I'll have her check her copy and will get back to you.
Talk with you at 4. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov

04/02/2006 06:56 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

, "Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org
04/07/2006 11:12 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel voucher

Ms. Wang,
My name is Devon Romig and I am working with Peggy and Edgardo at the EAC. I have completed a
travel voucher for you and I need your signature in order to submit the voucher.
If you could please respond with a fax number, I will send you a copy of the voucher.
Let me know if you have any other questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission

0046.5.3

1225 New York Ave Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
202.566.3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

I just saw what you did. I should be out of hours at
the end of May. I believe I will be working for the
state in June which will make it difficult to find
time to finish and could slow things down but I am not
yet sure of that.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 11:48 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next week. Do
you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:

004654

> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 10:48 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Invoice Schedule

Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY 06 contracts for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
project. --- Peggy

a
FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedulexis

004655

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
''

To psims@eac.gov
04/17/200610:45 AM

cc
Subject Re: Interviews

That's what I am concerned about. I think we need to
end all interviews with Sarah Ball Johnson. With the
literature reviews I am finishing, the case write up
and the Tova's Nexis research that I need to read, I
will have about 45 hours left for the Working Group
meeting and final write up.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have to check with Conny McCormack to see if
things have settled down
for her enough so that she would be available. I
have had no response to
my overtures to Colleen McAndrews' office. I can
try again, but I have to
be out of town again, from Wednesday through Friday
this week, on another
research contract and for EAC's public meeting in
Seattle. Were you able
to get through to Mike McCarthy?

>
>
>
>

Please remember to watch your time. We'll need to
reserve some of your
time for the working group meeting and the
subsequent reports. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 04/17/2006 10:17
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

> Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
> this week. Is this the last interview that you were
> able to arrange?

004656

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova and Job:

>>
> > I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.

>>
> > Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> > to say she would be
> > available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> > next week for the
> > interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> > Job?

>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!

>>
> > Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> > this latest initiative,
> > or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
>>
>>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO4l406.htm
>>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"

04/17/2006 10:21 AM

cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

00465 `1

We could skim it
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9.:13 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

Tova-Do we have time to review this?
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is it possible to get the materials they are using
> for the trainings?
> Thanks Peg.
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.govl
> Sent: Monday, April 17.
> To: wang@tcf.org;
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> See Donsanto response below.--- Peggy
> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 10:07 AM ----> "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

> 04/17/2006 09:56 AM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

> Peg - > This is essentially FBI's equivalent of the
> Department's Ballot Access and
> Integrity Initiative. The news conference on
> Thursday announced that FBI
> was enhancing its prioritization of campaign
> financing offenses. The main

1

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

feature of this initiative, aside from enhancing the
priority these cases
will get in the Bureau, is that each of the Bureau's
57 Field Divisions will
have at least one "Election Coordinator Agent" who
will be the equivalent of
the District Election Officer AUSAs. We have been
training these new
FBI-types: the week before last we had roughly 75 of
them in Denver in a
very well received two-day session in election law enforcement at
which several FEC people spoke. On Wednesday, I head out
to Portland, Oregon for
more of the same.

> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:00 AM
> To: Donsanto, Craig
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> Hi, Craig:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative
against election crimes (see
attached email). Is this something new, or is it
more of the same
initiative that you addressed in your interview? If
it is new, would you
have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to
answer any questions
they may have on the initiative?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 08:56 AM -----

> wang@tcf.org

> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM

>

w

004659

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

<http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---"Job S

"
To psims @eac.gov

04/17/2006 10:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

Peggy:
This is incorrect. Our project ends May 31. This
month's invoice is due on April 21 and is invoice
number 3. Invoice number 4 is due at the end od May.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
jµ=

'004f 6r..
#;3

> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 09:20 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Any time Friday is fine for me. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 8:05 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and Job?
--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

00466,E

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
04/17/2006 10:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
this week. Is this the last interview that you were
able to arrange?

- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

004662.

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Ton J. Sirvello III"
To psims@eac.gov
04/07/2006 08:52 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me... .1 will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message ----From: psims(a^eac.gov
To
Sent: Thursday,
6, 2006 2:27 PM
YApril
P
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

Intimidation Working Group

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/11 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 08:59 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

004663

Hi, Craig:
Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative against election crimes (see attached email). Is this
something new, or is it more of the same initiative that you addressed in your interview? If it is new, would
you have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to answer any questions they may have on the
initiative?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 08:56 AM --wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative, or somehow get more infomation?
Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/apriIO6/electioncrime041406.htm
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Ton J. Sirvello III"
•
To psims@eac.gov
04/11/2006 03:40 PM

cc

Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
I will make the call as scheduled. I am still in shock about Ray.
Tony

004664

----- Original Message ----From: psims(c^eac.gov
To: Tony Sirvello
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 6:04 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
We have set up your telephone interview with our 2 consultants (Job Serebrov
and Tova Wang) as a teleconference. Please call 1-866-222-9044 (toll free) at
arond 10 AM CST on Wed 4/12. At the prompt for the passcode, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. This works best if you use a land
line, rather than a cell phone.
If you have trouble connecting, please call Nicole Mortellito at our office
(866-747-7421. Thanks!
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message -----

From: "Tony J. Sirvello III"
Sent: 04/07/2006 08:52 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
.Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me... .1 will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims e eac.gov
To
Sent: urs ay, pn 6, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy

00466

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 08:39 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Stidy-Archived Email Part 4

The 4th batch. More to come tomorrow.
Peg Sims
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

05/09/2006 11:44 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[

OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:

EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.
(a) The position of county elections administrator is filled by appointment
of the county election commission, which consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice chair;
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made nominations
by primary election for the last general election for state and county officers
preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's membership is
necessary for the appointment of an administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or order
signed by the number of commission members necessary to make the appointment.
Not later than the third day after the date an administrator is appointed, the officer
who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of the resolution or order with
the county clerk. Not later than the third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver a certified copy of the resolution or order to the secretary
of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the adoption of
the order creating the position.
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§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a public
office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an office of or
position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes a candidate or
accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or political expenditure, as defined by
the law regulating political funds and campaigns, or publicly supports or opposes a
candidate for public office or a measure to be voted on at an election. An offense
under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor. On a final conviction, the
administrator's employment is terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible for
future appointment as county elections administrator.
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23—
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez
>

i.. 004667

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election
Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
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> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> > sessions for election officials that are conducted
> > at that organization's
> > conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.
>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>

w

"

,,Al

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> What political party is Perez with? How political
is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> Who
> appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
`

05/11/2006 03:17 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

IR

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc
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--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:19 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy

n
Fraud Project Definition-rev 5-12d}&.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:24 AM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project!

Thanks! I'll get back to you. --- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
be
To psims@eac.gov
04/27/2006 07:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

• 004E7i.

Peggy:
You've hit the jackpot! I'm available, with 2 exceptions, every hour of every day from May 15 through
May 19. I am not available Thursday morning, May 18, or Friday afternoon, May 19.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims e,eac.gov
To: Barry Weinberg
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Barry:
Are you available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Weinberg and Utrecht"
Sent: 04/04/2006 08:14 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a,eac.gv
o
To:
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:43 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative2

Your response suggests that you do not care what the Commissioners may think about the effort. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov"

To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.
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> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:53 P
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.
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>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:46 PM
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary[)

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in paragraph 4? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
" ob Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:17 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Pkg...

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -----

Va, +
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/02/2006 09:45 AM

To wan9@
tcf.or 9
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in May she is
potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.

004?G

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[D

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-apptpattisan restnctions.doc
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"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---;I
la

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
' 04/24/2006 04:41 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Updated scheduling list and Contact info

Peggy,
Here is the most updated version of the list that I have available.

E.
Work Group Contact-Availability Info.xls
Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials
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Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

0046?,.

05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Re: research summary

Peggy:

What about my question on gas receipts?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I can email this out to our partcipants after I get
> back to the office, and we can have copies available
> at the meeting.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: wang
> Sent: 05/13/2006 10:54 AM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Cc: "Job Serebrov" <
> Subject: Fw: research summary
> Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include
> so as I said I'll just
> present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" <
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
> Subject: Re: research summary

> > T>>
> > Are you talking about this?

>>
> > J>>
> > --- wang@tcf.org wrote:

>>
> >> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
> >> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
> >> existing literature review (that Job, you
> approved)
> >> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
> >> into the office over the weekend, which is
> >> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not,
> I'll
> >> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
> >> get it to them ahead of time. Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/22/2006 06:07

on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---- -

To psims@eac.gov
PM

cc

00468::..

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I don't know if its too late, but in the interview summary we actually said There is widespread but not

unanimous agreement that there is little polling place fraud. Thats quite different than saying, as
you do here, that there is disagreement.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 3:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;'
Subject: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local
election officials) and the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and
government agencies who play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and
technology-related professions appointed by Congressional members). I used your summaries as
the primary source of information for the presentation. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -• :.:$
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
1
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/25/2006
02:37 PM
ws
cc

Subject Summary for VFVI working group meeting

Peggy,
Here is the summary that you requested. Let me know if this works.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

VFVI Meeting Summary. doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:47 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"

<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

OOt6S:

Subject RE: Your Materials[

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

`•'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

O0^t6sf

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
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election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
P
@
9 ov
05/12/2006 09:48 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To: wanggtcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition
Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there
are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc

Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the

D046S.

requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definition

-N

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 02:55 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
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went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials
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Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials
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Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Tova:
We can certainly discuss this at the Working Group meeting. (The draft
definition had already been sent out by the time I read your message.) There
may be other VRA provisions that should be considered as well, such as the
prohibition on removing the name s of certain registrants, who were
registered by federal examiners, without obtaining prior approval of the
Justice Department.
After I received your email, I asked Barry Weinberg to review the draft
definition and consider if we have left off examples of Voting Rights Act
violations that would qualify as election fraud. Barry, during his 25 years
with DOJ, led aggressive action against attempts to place police at the
polls to intimidate voters, challenges targeting minorities, failure to
provide election materials and assistance in languages other than English
(in covered jurisdictions), etc. His input should prove helpful. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current
document.) My concern is that there are a number of requirements in the
Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud, when
violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures
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is not treated as election fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

To

05/12/2006 12:45 PM
Sims

cc
Subj ect
RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore
"failing to follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act" -----Original
Message ----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud can be
prosecuted without provi ig that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 09:56 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the
Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has
increased its focus on matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the
Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual
instances of felon, alien, and double voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/15/2006 01:09 PM
cc
Subject Re: Thursday[

No problem. I've got the conference room reserved from Noon to 6 PM, so you can come earlier. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 11:36 AM

cc
Subject thursday

Is it OK if I come around 12:30 or so to make sure I have all my materials arranged properly for
presentation? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/01/2006 03:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: Travel Reimbursement

I did not realize that I had to itemize the per diem, so yes, that was an oversight. There was a $5 service
charge. I will forward you the documentation on that. Thanks so much. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 01, 2006 1:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that
you did not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that
you would be eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for
Thursday 5/18, and $48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60,
but the amount you requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does
not show on the receipt. Can you clarify? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Craig C. Donsanto"
<cdonsanto@yahoo.com>
@Y
To "peggy sims" <psims@eac.gov>
05/30/2006 11:02 PM
cc
Subject Fwd: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail address

--- "Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Date: Tue, 30 May 2006 19:57:36 -0700 (PDT)
> From: "Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.com>
> Subject: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail
> address
> To: "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov>
> Mike - > As we say back where I come from: this article is
> "wicked pissah"!
> The woman mentioned in this piece towards the end
> has
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> been contracted with the Election Assistance
> Commission to do a study of electoral fraud in the
> US.
> She is my problem, and she doesn't have a clue -> despite the fact that she has had the rare
> opportunity
> to interview me and get stats from me and my
> colleagues on our electoral fraud cases.
> You should be most proud of this article as it
> accurately captures the soul of what you and I are
> trying to do in this very important area of federal
> law enforcement.
> And greetings from Hilton Head, South Carolina - -

> --- "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov> wrote:
> > Craig,
>>
>>
>>
> > As requested, please find below The Hill article
> on
> > the CF&BF
> > Initiative:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
http://thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/Frontpage/052506/news4.ht
> > ml
>>
>>
>>
> > Michael
>>
>>
>>
> > SSA Michael B. Elliott
>>
> > Public Corruption/Governmental Fraud Unit
>>
> > FBIHQ, Room 3975
>>
> > 202-324-4687 (Office)
>>
> > 310-210-8511 (Cellular)
>>
>>
>>
>>

> Craig C. Donsanto
> cdonsanto@yahoo.com
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Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

05/07/2007 04:31 PM

cc
bcc Juliet E. Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Subject Voting Fraud Project-Archived Email Batch 8 (Final)

This is the last batch of archived emails related to the voting fraud study. I have some records concerning
the study that are available in hard copy only. I will photocopy them for you as soon as I am able to do so.
--- Peggy Sims

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
10/10/2005 10:44 AM

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peggy:
Any word on getting us a copy of our contracts?
Job
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
Karen Lynn -Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/03/2005 02:25 PM

cc
Subject Tova and Job contracts

Job Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow. doe on
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Karen Lynn-Dys
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 09:00 AM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DOJ
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Jeannie:
Thanks for helping me out on this. I talked to Donsanto by phone about the need for his assistance. He
said he needs a letter from the chair spelling out the Commission's mandate and how he can help it, and
asking him to do so. Attached is the draft. I would appreciate your wordsmithing. --- Peggy

IN

Chair Ltrto Donsanto-DRAFT.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/16/2005 03:51 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Moving Along

Dear Tova and Job:
Rest assured that I have not ignored your emails. We have a lot going on around here, and have had to
use a triage system to tackle all of the things that currently need our attention. I understand that Julie has
responded to Tova's question about the September monthly report, indicating that the nomenclature refers
to work done in September, not a monthly report due in September. Here are responses to other
questions you have raised, and some concerns of mine:
Teleconference - We do need a teleconference this week to discuss some procedural issues and any
remaining concerns that you may have. At the moment, my schedule for the remainder of the week is
flexible. When would a teleconference be convenient for you two?
Working Group - I am circulating your lists of possible working group members to our Commissioners for
review and comment. I will get back to you as soon as I have heard from everyone. This may take
awhile, probably through the end of November, as one of our Commissioners is out of the office for an
extended period due to a death in the family.
Revised Workplan - Due to political sensitivities regarding this project, it is more important than usual that
you act as a team. I noticed several instances on the revised workplan where only one of you is
scheduled to be involved. While it seems to me that it would be OK for one or the other to take the lead on
a particular aspect of the work (e.g.; developing Westlaw search terms, drafting a research instrument, or
setting up interviews), it is very important that both of you be involved in making final decisions on the
information gathering process and in the resulting information gathering effort (e.g.; finalizing the Westlaw
search terms and reviewing the search results; finalizing the proposed research instrument, administering
the survey, and reviewing the survey responses; and conducting interviews).
DOJ Contact - I am working through the DOJ bureaucracy to obtain the input we need from the Election
Crimes Branch. I have spoken to the career attorney I mentioned in previous teleconferences, Craig
Donsanto. He is very interested in providing information and perspectives that will be useful to the
project; but may have to obtain his superior's permission to participate. I will keep you posted on my
efforts. Once we have access to him, it will be important to schedule an initial interview at the earliest
time convenient for him and the two of you.
Contacting Other EAC Contractors - Questions for other EAC contractors need to be fielded through me.
I realize this may seem cumbersome, but there are a number of reasons for this, some involving
contractual issues, some procedural and policy issues. I will have to coordinate our activities on this
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project with the EAC project manager for the other EAC research project(s). Together, we will ascertain
what the other contractors already have provided to EAC that may answer your questions, perhaps
without an interview being necessary, or if the research is not far enough along to provide the information
you seek.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Job Sereb
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
11/17/2005 02:44 PM
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference

Its ok.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> How about 2 PM EST tomorrow (Friday)? I'll call
> each of you and bring you
> into the conference. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
10/19/2005 12:22 PM
cc
Subject Working Group List

Benjamin L Ginsberg.doc Cleta Mitchell Bio.doc David A Norcross.doc E. Mark Braden.doc TER. official.shortbio.7.15.05.doc
Thor- Hearne_Resume 5 05.pdf W0528922.DOC Dear Peggy:
Here is my list for the Working Group. I still have
two out who have not yet responded but there are seven
on my current list and you need to pick three. I
recommend Roketa, Rogers and Hearne.
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Please let me know your picks asap.
The seven are:
Cleta Mitchell (DC)
Patrick Rogers (NM)
Mark (Thor) Hearne II (MO)
Mark Braden (DC)
David Norcross (DC)
Ben Ginsberg (DC)
Todd Roketa, Sec of State, Indiana (IN)
Regards,
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
10/21/2005 04:02 PM

cc
Subject Re: Contracts

I guess I will have to drive folks crazy Monday to
make the Tuesday deadline.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I am sorry to say that I have no further information
> for you at this time.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 10/21/2005 12:38 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Contracts

> Peggy:
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> Any word on either the final signed contracts or the
> form for the invoice or will I have to become a
> general nuisance on Monday the 24th?
> Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
'

"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or9 >

To psims@eac.gov,

10/03/2005 03:54 PM

cc ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peg, This all sounds good. Will you be calling us on Wednesday?
I should not need a hotel for the 28th. Just let me know what time. Are there expense forms we should
have for reimbursement?
On the work product, we did send Karen a very preliminary draft of a work plan. I attach it again here and
we can talk about it more on Wednesday.
My only money question is, are we being paid on a monthly basis? And if so, when does that begin?
assume this all is in the contracts we'll be getting...
Thanks.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2005 2:48PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Tova and Job:
Teleconference Let's schedule the teleconference for 4:00 PM on Wednesday, October 5. Gavin Gilmour will join
us.
Meeting October 28 is fine for the face-to-face meeting in DC. We have allocated $5,000 to each of you to
cover reasonable and necessary travel and other incidental expenses. Expenses claimed for
reimbursement need to be itemized, with appropriate receipts provided. You should be able to
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obtain the Federal government rate at an area hotel (if you plan to stay overnight). If the hotel
needs a letter from EAC (in lieu of showing them your signed contract), just let me know. Airlines
apparently no longer honor government rates for government contractors. Rail carriers may
provide government rates for government contractors. If you drive, the current government rate
for a personally owned vehicle (POV) is 48.5 cents per mile.
Deliverables The first item on the list of deliverables is the draft project workplan, which is due ASAP after
award. Would it be possible for the two of you to deliver a draft workplan to me via email by
10/11? That would be after we have had our teleconference to work out lingering questions.
Questions for Finance If you have questions for our Finance Officer, you can reach her via email at dscott@eac.gov
would appreciate it if you would cc: me on such emails, so that I know to follow up with her.

tw plan 0907.doc

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
11/18/2005 04:51 PM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject information you requested

Hi Peg,
Attached please find our joint working definition of voter fraud and intimidation.
This is also to let you know that Job and I have agreed that I may speak with political and social scientists
with expertise in methodology and data collection alone.
Finally, the types of expenses that we are incurring unrelated to travel include such items as long distance
phone calls, particularly between Job and myself, but also between me and the political scientists
mentioned above; and books such as John Fund's "Stealing Elections," Andrew Gumbel's "Stealing the
Election," and "Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, an American Political Tradition-1 742-2004"
by Tracy Campbell, which cost in the $25 range each. I also ordered the 2005 National Directory of
Prosecuting Attorneys for $50. Another potential expense might be shipping fees if we want to exchange
material that cannot be emailed.Please let us know how you would like us to arrange for reimbursement
for such expenses.
Thanks.
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Tova
Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
combined defining Fraud. doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM

Juliet E.
Thompson /EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

09/27/2005 10:32 AM

Subject Voter Fraud

Peg and Gavin,
Peg, I know you are out sick today. Hope you are feeling better by the time you get this message.
While we had a kick off conference scheduled for the Legal Resources Website, we did not have one for
the Voter Fraud project. We should probably try to schedule a telephone kick off this week. I don't forsee
any reason that the conference would have to be in person, do you?
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005

(202) 566-3100
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:12 PM -:f

AWAN"Mm
11/08/2005 06:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Re: Various

Peggy:
As to the clips, your solution will be fine. Do you
think the chair will sign the contracts in the next
two or so days? Also, when the contracts are signed
please make sure our first month invoices are sent for
processing.
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> I found Gavin. He said that the Chair has the
> letters that have to
> accompany the contracts for you and Tova. Once she
> signs them, the
> finance folks will fax a copy to you and send the
> original by mail.
> After we have the signed contracts:
> Adjusted Workplan - You and Tova should look at the
> workplan to determine
> what should be revised due to the contract issues.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group - I will ask for a one or two
sentences for each person you
have on the list of potential working group members.
The sentences should
summarize why you think the person would be perfect
for this particular
project. What in their particular experience
qualifies them to help
develop recommendations for future avenues of EAC
research on voting fraud
and voter intimidation? (Remember, other research
efforts already are
underway to address items such as provisional
voting, voter ID issues, and
contested elections and recounts.) If you want to
put an asterisk next to
the names that you especially recommend, that would
be fine. I have to
discuss the potential working group members with our
Commissioners, only
one of which is in the office now. Others are in
the field and I can
speak with them as they return. I'll bet that this
will take some time,
probably through next week.

> Westlaw Search - You and Tova can provide more
> information about the
> Westaw search. I spoke with our Executive Director
> and he authorized me
> to use a part-time legal intern to conduct the
> search and provide the
> results to you and Tova.
>
>
>
>
>

Meetings - The three of us should probably decide a
time for a
teleconference and a tentative in-person meeting
date in the
not-to-distant future.

> Regarding the election fraud newsclips, Tova was in
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> town this morning for
> a non-EAC meeting. While here, she took the
> opportunity to look over the
> newsclips in one of my files. (I have another file
> that I have yet to
> unearth from my FEC boxes.) I mentioned to Tova
> that one of our EAC
> interns could sort the clips, put them in pdf, and
> drop them on a CD for
> each of you. Tova thinks that it would be most
> useful to have the clips
> organized by type of voting fraud (e.g.; absentee
> ballot, voter
> registration, etc.) and, within that sorting, by
> State. Does this work
> for you, or would you prefer a different
> organization?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 11/08/2005 03:40 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Various

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova and I will need copies of your vote fraud
literature file. Also, do you want a one liner on
all
of the people proposed for the working group or just
the three that we are recommending for the final
group?
Any work from Gavin?
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> Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
"Job Serebrov"

•

11/16/2005 06:11 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Moving Along

Peggy:
Friday is best for me to teleconference.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Dear Tova and Job:
> Rest assured that I have not ignored your emails.
> We have a lot going on
> around here, and have had to use a triage system to
> tackle all of the
> things that currently need our attention. I
> understand that Julie has
> responded to Tova's question about the September
> monthly report,
> indicating that the nomenclature refers to work done
> in September, not a
> monthly report due in September. Here are responses
> to other questions
> you have raised, and some concerns of mine:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference - We do need a teleconference this
week to discuss some
procedural issues and any remaining concerns that
you may have. At the
moment, my schedule for the remainder of the week is
flexible. When would
a teleconference be convenient for you two?

> Working Group - I am circulating your lists of
> possible working group
> members to our Commissioners for review and comment.
> I will get back to
> you as soon as I have heard from everyone. This may
> take awhile, probably
> through the end of November, as one of our
> Commissioners is out of the
> office for an extended period due to a death in the
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

004704

05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
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cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
To psims@eac.gov._
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials
See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ----"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials
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Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search
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Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
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Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
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Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
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Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
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Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
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Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
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Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
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Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
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Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsa nto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials[)

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

'

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 03:17 PM

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials
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Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
...........

..

.........

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM

. ^^

To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials
I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

^^^ lg

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution

at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
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New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

literature-Report Review Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 959 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ----
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can,you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
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Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
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Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll
Poll

worker
worker
worker
worker
worker
worker

and
and
and
and
and
and

challenge
intimidate
intimidation
intimidating
threatening
abusive
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Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 05:05 PM

cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

004726

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:37 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent CardsE

Oops! I hit send prematurely. Here is the attachment. --- Peggy

t

Working Group Attendees 5-13-06.doc

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent Cards[]

Please forward list.. .there was no attachment. thanks!
Elle L.K Collver

U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:36 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Tent Cards

Attached is a list of folks who will be attending the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting. I have asterisked the names that will require tent cards. I am working on a seating chart so that
we can be sure the Ds and the Rs aren't all seated together in a "them vs. us" pattern. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov, "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)"
>
<Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>, "Hillman, Noel"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
05/23/2006 02:49 PM
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Request to interview AUSAs

Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked to
interview the over-l00 AUSAs who are serving as District Election Officers in
connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the Fraud
Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision
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below - the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to
me, as the Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/24/2006 03:17 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: press interviewI

Thanks for the "heads up". --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 02:52 PM

Subject press interview

Hi Peg,
Just wanted to give you the heads up that I did an interview with a reporter from The Hill today on fraud.
As far as I know he is simply referring to me as a fellow at TCF and I did not discuss the project in any
way

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
><Craig,Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov,."Simmons,

0p729

• There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
•
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud, e.g.
double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On balance,
more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the political debate,
but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the opportunity
it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and yet may
nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as it might be.
•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation, were a
major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

A04131

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathro
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;"
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <k gers sos.state.ga.us>; asslstant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:03 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
Standards Board. --- Peggy

EA.0 Boards VFNI Status Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----`
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"Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 09:25 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
> ranges used for the
> Nexis article research and the case law research?
> I'm drawing a blank and
> I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for this
> mornings Commissioner
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -"Job Serebrov"
'-^
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:56 AM
cc

--

Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:
PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question

,004133-

> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
> Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 04:57 PM
cc
Subject RE: presentation[

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
05/24/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation

You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sources --- you began to address this in the literature review summary).
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take another look at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. I doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later -so we won't know how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones

735 ,

in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 02:25 PM
t4

cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I have attached the list of the working groups participants. Peggy, you may want to double check this list
incase I have left anyone out.
In place of name tags we just used the tent cards for the APIA working group. This seemed to be effective
because it was easier to identify the person who was speaking but we could use both.
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Meeting Participants for VFVI Working Group. doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
•
EAC
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:28 PM
@
♦4
O

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig

tJ04738

United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupF

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. CoIIver/EAC/GOV ra@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupUnk

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
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to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC /GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV @EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC /GOV @EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/17/2006 10:59 AM
Subject RE: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peg--

0^04:14'0

This is a complicated issue largely because of two things: 1) there is a lot of ambiguity out there as to what
constitutes "intimidation." To the civil rights community, "intimidation" means anything that makes voting
uncomfortable or less than automatic. To us in the criminal law enforcement "intimidation" means threats
of economic or physical nature made to force or prevent voting. Only the latter involve aggravating factors
that warrant putting offenders in jail, and the statutes that address "intimidation" from a criminal
perspective are thus limited. We have never had many "intimidation" criminal cases. For one thing, in
this modern post voting rights era, there is not a lot of physical/economic duress out there in the voting
context - - at least not that I have seen. For another, where it does occur it is very hard to investigate and
detect as victims who have been physically or economically intimidated are not likely to come to the FBI.
The bottom line is that we take matters that do present predication for physical or economically based
"intimidation" very seriously, AND that we are being extremely proactive in trying to find ways to prosecute
matters involving voter suppression as in the Tobin cases in New Hampshire where the local GOP tried to
jam telephone lines for a GOTV effort run by the Dems. But even there - - the usual "suppression" matter
involves flyers that are passed around giving out misleading information about an election, and we have
investigated every one of those that came to our attention last elect ion cycle. We were not able to identify
the person(s) responsible for printing the misleading flyers in any of these. But we sure as heck tried.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 9:57 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the Department
of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on
matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public
Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting
while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break

foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
't►
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:28 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

set+

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group["

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[]

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle

^4a4"1`^2

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Eileen L. Coiiver/EAC/GOV@EAC
5/2006 02:48 PM
05/1
CC
dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group

UA

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.

ao043-

Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Cortes, Romig, Collver, Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Laiza N.
05/22/2006 05:01 PM
Otero
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

If any of you took notes of the discussion during the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting, would you please provide a copy to Devon. Devon, would you please use the meeting agenda to
organize and consolidate any notes by topic, and send the consolidated notes to me? Thanks. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
05/15/2006 04:37 PM
cc jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org,
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com, bschuler@lathropgage.com,
Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or hand delivery, concerning
Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Attached is an analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports. This
summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last Friday, but may be of interest
to you. Our consultants and I look forward to having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100

U"

Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

DOCvF_vi litanalyysis.pdf
-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:39 PM
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[]

I haven't really looked into it. I know that contractors and grantee's can order food and have the
government pay for it if the meeting is to disseminate information. Logic dictates that we can do the same,
but I am not sure of the process. I have been here when we ordered lunch for meetings. Diana would be
the one to ask. Perhaps the contractor can pay for it and put it on their next invoice but the COTR for the
contract would have to be in the loop on this call.
Gaylin Vogel
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3116
http://www.eac.gov
GVogel@eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/200603 35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elie L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

004745

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
;

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

004746

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006
02:48 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupLink

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:52 PM

To Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Eileen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group

The contracts for the two consultants on this project do not cover such costs. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/19/2006 03:30 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

Surveys
State laws
•
State election offices
•
Specific states
•
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III
violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles and
literature review
â
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting

â

Risk-analysis for voting fraud

'O04748

•
•
•
•

Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

>
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to confirmation) to
identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â
Model statutes
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
•
ea
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
0 pis
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0

05/19/2006 10:15 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Summary of notes for VFVI meeting

K

Peggy,
Here are the notes from the meeting.

Summary of VFVI Meeting.doc

Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Job Serebrov"
-.a

To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

Qp47 49

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 11:11 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Payment VouchersI

I have to have a little time to focus on these issues and to check with our Finance Officer. Today and
tomorrow, most of my time is scheduled for the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 09:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Payment Vouchers

004750

I signed and submitted your personal services payment vouchers this morning. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 09:24 AM
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg, I have this all filled out -- would you quickly check before I fax? And I have all my travel receipts
which I will mail to you. Thanks. T
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 4-23 -- 5- 20.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/22/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: voucherE

---

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark added for
the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate submission for the travel
costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or there are any corrections or
clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the voucher for payment of personal
services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar amount and travel dates from this
voucher. --- Peggy
IR

Tova voucher 4-23 -- 5 -20 rev.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,
05/16/2006 09:14 AM
cc

004751

Subject RE: Date Ranges for Research

January 1, 2001 - January 1, 2006
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 7:41 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Date Ranges for Research

Would you please refresh my memory about the date ranges used for the Nexis article research
and the case law research? I'm drawing a blank and I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for
this mornings Commissioner briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupf

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:19 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[]

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupE

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

OO47 2

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Craig Donsanto" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 06:41 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

It could be a Berry problem. (I occasionally have that problem with
attachments I try to retrieve through my Blackberry.)
The attachment is a pdf file, but I have access to a Word version that I can
use to insert text in an email tomorrow. I don,t have access to the attachment
from my Berry.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]

'-004753►

Sent: 05/15/2006 04:53 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>"
assisn sos.i .
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:02 PM

To Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV

004754

cc
Subject Replacement Handout for EAC Board

I found some typos in the Status Report. Please replace the one I gave you with the attached. Thanks. --Peggy

IN
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Repoit.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 08:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards[

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The audience will
have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and findings. The paper provides
a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to
keep me on track and them interested in the presentation. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"
05/26/2006 10:41 AM
cc
Subject RE: Request to interview AUSAs

I still think we should include the recommendations in the report
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Fw: Request to interview AUSAs

Below is Craig's response to the request to interview AUSAs. It does not
appear that this avenue is likely because the AUSAs are so busy..
Also, he asked about permission for other folks to attendi the election
crimes training session, and the answer was "no".
(I can't even get in, and
I'm a federal employee.). I understand that a good part of the reason is .
practical -- they are having enough trouble accommodating the folks that are
required to come.
Peggy

.

Q0475

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 05/23/2006 02:49 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)" <Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>;
"Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>; "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject: Request to interview AUSAs
Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked
to interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election
Officers in connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the
Fraud Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision below the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to me, as the
Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 03:50 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang a@tcf.org > @GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: board of advisers presentationI

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have
intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

so

far, which does not have the

I-
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EC Board Status Report.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be having
email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/17/2006 03:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Thank you, Peg. This is at least more accurate than what I read this morning. Thank you for taking the
time to discuss this with me. I shall see you tomorrow.
.... .... .
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 3:04 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
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Standards Board. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/17/2006 01:23 PM
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peggy -- can you call me about this in about an hour?
202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 17 09:56:39 2006
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards
Board and EAC Board of Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research project. For the most part, I am using our consultants summaries for
the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter
intimidation actions. It is one of the places in which our consultants had
indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals. I have
reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for
various reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, doubleavoting, and felon voting. While the Voting
Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of
malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double
voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current
approach. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM - ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 02:13 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research['
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Shall I call you at about 2:30 PM? -- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/15/2006 05:09 PM
cc

Subject Mileage Rate for POV

Job:
The federal mileage rate for POVs is $.445 per mile (see
http://www.gsa.gov/Portal/gsa/ep/contentView.do?programld=9299&channel ld=-13224&ooid=10359&cont
entld=9646&pageTypeld=8203&contentType=GSA_BASIC&programPage=%2Fep%2Fprogram%2FgsaB
asic.jsp&P=MTT). Write down the number on you odometer at the beginning (starting at home) and end of
the trip (when you arrive back home). The difference should be your total mileage, unless you make any
side trips for personal convenience. The mileage for side trips should be deleted from the total. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 03:16 PM
cc

Subject Re: presentationL

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards Board was
much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the research. Its
members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with getting anyone to
prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give Congress and political parties a
better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated
statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at
specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being
cast at the poll) and how the agency will research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with
disabilities (advocates want to pass on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign finance
crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of newspaper articles, or
were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their State. They made the point
that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number of articles about a specific State or
particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for determining the likelihood that problems will occur
in a given State or the frequency with which certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some
members thought it was at least implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into
prosecutions and/or unsuccessful referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others
want us to "quit throwing away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide
noted our statutory authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --saying that DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to review

'
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and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning, perhaps repeated at
the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly explain how choices were
made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to clearly acknowledge both the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information used in the preliminary research. Finally,
when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may need to discuss the pros and cons of each
approach, what additional information we expect to retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 09:14 AM

Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like again,
guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy? I guess it goes to the
commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2? Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto: psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation
.

0047.60

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation
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How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 05:08 PM

cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

This looks fine otherwise, but I'm not sure I understand why you included the attachments you did. They
are not really representative of what we did for the project as a whole. The summaries are just meant to
supplement the nexis excel charts.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

OiQ7.62

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
....
_._. _.
y
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims @eac.gov
cc

SubjectYour Materials

004763

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org >, psims @eac.gov
g"
05/16/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:34 AM

To psims @eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Corrections

Should we send all of the interview summaries to the people we interviewed for review then?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:30 AM
To:

Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Corrections

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the
interview summaries. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 11:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
CC

wan tc .org

Subject Re: Correction

wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the interview
summaries. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
{

<wan 9@
tcf.or 9
>,P
sims @
eac. 9ov
To "Tova Wang"
9'^
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

X04765

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"

I

05/16/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

OK. Weather is not going to be great in DC Thursday. I
hope that does not delay me.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We don't need a castle key, but we have to wait
until the Chairman returns
to the office tomorrow to confirm availability of
the parking pass. I
expect you will be on the road, then. Try calling
me our toll-free line
(1-866-747-1471) tomorrow afternoon, say after 2 PM
EST, so that we can
talk about this. --- Peg

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/15/2006 09:56 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Question

> Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
> parking spot?
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > You will need to submit hotel and parking
> receipts.
> > You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> > need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> > personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> > on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> > you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I
> am
> > at the office (this afternoon).
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> > Peg
>>
> > -------------------------> > Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>>
>>
>>
> > ----- Original Message
-> > From: "Job Serebrov" [^
> > Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> > To: psims@eac.gov
> > Subject: Question
>>
> > Peg:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts,
do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have
to
> retain food receipts.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:07 AM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its another
summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm very
embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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votebuyingsummary.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/16/2006 05:04 PM

cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

What is the information you need when you say:

The consultants jointly selected experts from ???
We chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the categories of types of people we
wanted to interview. Then we each filled those categories with a certain number of people,
equally. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers and
judges.
Is that what you need?

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be

004168

having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or- , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Jo a rov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:28 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: New Working Group Member

Excellent!
psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Just thught you would like to see the Chairman's
> reaction to the Ginsberg choice, attached.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Paul DeGregorio
> Sent: 05/14/2006 12:01 PM
> To: CN=Margaret Sims/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV
> Subject: Re: New Working Group Member
> Ben Ginsberg is one of the most respected election
> law attorneys in the country. Great choice.
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Margaret Sims
> Sent: 05/12/2006 04:04 PM
> To: pdegregorio@eac.gov
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Subject: New Working Group Member

004769

> FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for
> David Norcross, who was
> unavailable, could not attend or Voting Fraud-Voter
> Intimidation Working
> Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov,
> suggested Benjamin Ginsberg,
> who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with
> you on this beforehand
> --- things happened so fast! --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -

Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 06:24 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EA
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group --

Hello to all,
I would love to help, but I will not be in the office from today (Monday, May 15th) thru Wednesday, May
17th ------ I'll be back on Thursday morning. When is your meeting taking place? I had e-mailed Adam a
draft of the table tents I did for the APIA working group; perhaps he still has it archived in his Lotus notes
and could forward it to you. All you would have to do then is erase the APIA names and insert the ones for
the new working group. In case he does not have the document I sent him and you need them prior to me
returning to the office ---- in Microsoft Word, open a new document, go under Tools, then labels and
envelopes, choose Labels and then Options -- then choose the correct Avery product number for your tent
cards and click New document -- this will bring a blank template where you can begin to insert the names.
I hope this helps. I can be reached by phone at (610) 780-8551 in case you need my help. Also, the tent
card box usually brings an instruction sheet , it's not the most clear though.
Laiza N. Otero
Research Associate
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel. (202) 566-1707
Fax (202) 566-3128
-----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Date: 05/15/2006 12:19PM
cc: Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject: working group
Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect
for the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
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Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/22/2006 04:55 PM
cc
Subject PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation research
project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local election officials) and
the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and government agencies who
play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and technology-related professions appointed by
Congressional members). I used your summaries as the primary source of information for the
presentation. --- Peggy

VF-VI Project Presentation.ppt
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----

Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
05/18/2006 04:36 PM

To cdonsanto@usdoj.gov,
assistant@sos.in.gov, krogers@sos.state.ga.us,
jrperez50@sbcglobal.net, mhearne@Iathropgage.com,
bginsberg@pattonboggs.com, Rbauer@ erkinscoie.com,
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,^^^
wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Senate and House Conference Reports

All,
As discussed in the meeting today, please find attached the House and Senate Conference Reports
associated with the passage of HAVA. In each document, the word "fraud" is capitalized, bolded, and
highlighted.

Kind Regards,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
h tt p://www.eac.gov
TNedzar@eac.gov

House Conference Report.doc

t

Senate Conference Report.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/23/2006 09:23 AM
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

OK, thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [ma ilto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 7:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The
audience will have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and
findings. The paper provides a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the
PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to keep me on track and them interested in the
presentation. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 03:43 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Is there something separate I should fill out for the travel, or should I just submit a letter? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 2:30 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark
added for the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate
submission for the travel costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or
there are any corrections or clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the
voucher for payment of personal services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar
amount and travel dates from this voucher. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/22/2006 03:58 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher[

A letter detailing the costs, noting the total reimbursement expected, and attaching your travel receipts is
fine. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 04:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Monday Teleconference

Thats fine for me. Thanks so much for doing such a great job running the show yesterday. Did

you think it went well?

Also, is there any reason why we cannot talk about our findings with people now? Please let me know. Thanks. Have a great

weekend. Tova

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org,
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006 15:30:5VO400
400
Subject: Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
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>
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
State laws
•
State election offices
•
Specific states
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA
•
Title III violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles
and literature review
â
n
â
•
•
•
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
Risk-analysis for voting fraud
Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

â
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to
confirmation) to identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â
Model statutes
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM
cc

004774

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 01:56 PM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation)

Barry:
Would you please take a moment to review the draft definition of election fraud? One of our consultants is
concerned that it does not sufficiently cover violations of the Voting Rights Act that would qualify. Thanks!
--- Peggy

'Weinberg and Utrecht'

-

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 11:27 AM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Your Materials[

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

004775

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

I'll be here for a while, I just wanted to make sure. If you send it to me anytime before 5 I can look at it in
time. If not, I'll try my best to look at it en route tomorrow.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job S erebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

I agree!
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I still think its sufficient for him to raise the
> points verbally. All of
> the interview summaries reflect what Job and I both
> understood the
> interviewees to say. This really opens to the door
> to people making, as Job
> says, "corrections"
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

J
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>
>
>
>

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: Corrections

>
>
>
>
>
>

Might not be a bad idea before the final report is
prepared, but I would not
worry about it for Thursday's meeting. I'm only
concerned with the Donsanto
interview summary because he will be attending the
meeting. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:55 AM

cc
Subject Re: Question

Ok
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
need to submit gas receipts because use of a
personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
at the office (this afternoon).
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05N1
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
> Peg:
>
>
>
>
>

Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
car
use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
retain food receipts.

> Job

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To dromig@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:56 AM
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Great -- thanks so much and apologies for the false alarm.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:51 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: I'm sorry

This article is on the CD, it is located in the "Nexis Article Charts" folder.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Thats good. I'm probably just getting crazy, trying to make sure everything is perfect. Devon,
maybe you can check? Otherwise I'll check it when it comes. Thanks. And be well Peg.

.-004779

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:23 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang
Subject: Re: I'm sorry
Tova:
I think you did send this --- or is this a revised version of one you
sent earlier? It should be on the CD in the packet you should receive
today.. (Can't check that right now as I am at the clinic.) If I put
anything on the CD that yo u want to highlight at the meeting, let me
know and we'll make copies for those attending.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 05/15/2006 09:07 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Devon Romig
Subject: I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its
another summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm
very embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

•

05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file

is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com> • mhearne@lathrop age.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
<
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers sos s a
assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscoiirnittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 08:43 AM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group[

Here is the content of the email attachment:
.
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Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
•
There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
•
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On
balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the
political debate, but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as
it might be.
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•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation,
were a major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
<jrperez50@sbcglobal.net>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/19/2006 02:51 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list follows. --- Peggy.

Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation

004784:

Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American

X047^^'

Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
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Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier

Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
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Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials[=

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

•.004789

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

'
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

Uil^^ ?91

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

004792

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:51 PM

To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

304793

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

PM

To psims @eac.gov,

i

cc

Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Ma 16 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ----"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - -
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I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm. usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud

Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American

2 . .
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Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction

••

Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive

Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes

UO9

Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge

Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge

00Itso

Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow

Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
•ou4so^.

Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 03:37 PM
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your MaterialsI

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!

40^#8ay

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto^Dusdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries

00^^05

represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

::Of

> family.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Revised Workplan - Due to political sensitivities
regarding this project,
it is more important than usual that you act as a
team. I noticed several
instances on the revised workplan where only one of
you is scheduled to be
involved. While it seems to me that it would be OK
for one or the other
to take the lead on a particular aspect of the work
(e.g.; developing
Westlaw search terms, drafting a research
instrument, or setting up
interviews), it is very important that both of you
be involved in making
final decisions on the information gathering process
and in the resulting
information gathering effort (e.g.; finalizing the
Westlaw search terms
and reviewing the search results; finalizing the
proposed research
instrument, administering the survey, and reviewing
the survey responses;
and conducting interviews).

> DOJ Contact - I am working through the DOJ
> bureaucracy to obtain the
> input we need from the Election Crimes Branch. I
> have spoken to the
> career attorney I mentioned in previous
> teleconferences, Craig Donsanto.
> He is very interested in providing information and
> perspectives that will
> be useful to the project; but may have to obtain his
> superior's permission
> to participate. I will keep you posted on my
> efforts. Once we have
> access to him, it will be important to schedule an
> initial interview at
> the earliest time convenient for him and the two of
> you.
> Contacting Other EAC Contractors - Questions for
> other EAC contractors
> need to be fielded through me. I realize this may
> seem cumbersome, but
> there are a number of reasons for this, some
> involving contractual issues,
> some procedural and policy issues. I will have to
> coordinate our
> activities on this project with the EAC project
> manager for the other EAC
> research project(s). Together, we will ascertain
> what the other
> contractors already have provided to EAC that may
> answer your questions,
> perhaps without an interview being necessary, or if
> the research is not
> far enough along to provide the information you
> seek.

U04S0'?

> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 10:52 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: TeleconferenceED

Hi Peggy,
I got the email, but not the attachment...
This week, I will be in the office on Friday, but can participate in a conference call during the following
times:
Today: Any time after 4 PM
Wednesday: Between 12 and 1 and any time after 3:30 PM
Thursday: Any time after 4 PM
Friday: I'm in the office
Hope one of those times works!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar(a)eac.aov
-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/28/2005 11:49AM
Subject: Teleconference
Tamar:
The contractors for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research want to have another teleconference
involving you this week. I have received an initial list of search terms (see attached), but have some
questions about why some items are on the list (e.g.; overvotes, undervotes, paper & ballot).

I've forgotten when you usually come in. Even if you are not in the office, perhaps you might be available
by phone. When might you NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 02:27 PM
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference[

Tamar:
I will try to set up the teleconference for tomorrow. I'll confirm the time, once I hear back from Tova and
Job regarding the times you thought you would be available. Below is the search term attachment that
you did not receive with the earlier email. Tova later noted that everywhere we have a term, such as
African American and .... or Latino and .... we should also have the following:
Asian American (and if possible, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese)
Native American
Indian
Indian Country
We may receive a revised search term listing before our teleconference, in which case I will forward it to
you. Also attached is a separate list of search terms proposed for a Nexis search, which I received just
today.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Word Search Terms DRAFT 11-22-05.doc nexis word search 1128.doc

Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV

Oo!tso.
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11/29/2005 10:52 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Teleconferences

Hi Peggy,
I got the email, but not the attachment...
This week, I will be in the office on Friday, but can participate in a conference call during the following
times:
Today: Any time after 4 PM
Wednesday: Between 12 and 1 and any time after 3:30 PM
Thursday: Any time after 4 PM
Friday: I'm in the office
Hope one of those times works!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzari eac.gov
----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/28/2005 11:49AM
Subject: Teleconference
Tamar:
The contractors for the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation research want to have another teleconference
involving you this week. I have received an initial list of search terms (see attached), but have some
questions about why some items are on the list (e.g.; overvotes, undervotes, paper & ballot).
I've forgotten when you usually come in. Even if you are not in the office, perhaps you might be available
by phone. When might you NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

a0481O

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/23/2005 03:50 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other
Expenses[

Just to be on the safe side, I'll prepare an authorization that covers estimated roundtrip cab fare. Hope
you, too, have a great holiday. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
11/23/2005 02:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other
Expenses

Thanks Peg. The only immediate issue is the cab fares between the Capitol Hilton and American
University next Thursday. You might know better than me what thats likely to cost. I also assume from this
that we can submit our invoices after the weekend. I hope thats OK, because I'll be out of reach in about
15 minutes until Saturday.
Have a great holiday.
Tova

Original Message ----From: psims(aieac. ov
; wang(a,tcf.org
To:
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2005 2:24 PM
Subject: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other Expenses
Job and Tova:
I've been busy seeking answers from our attorneys and our Finance Officer, Diana Scott, regarding your
reimbursement questions. The results follow:
InvoicesNouchers for Personal Services
In order to meet legal requirements and provide what is needed by our Finance Officer, we have
developed the attached form that you may use for your monthly invoices for consulting services on the
Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Project. This form is optional. If you prefer, you can provide the
same information in a letter. Please see your contract for specifics regarding hours that can be worked
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and compensation.
I also confirmed with Diana Scott that under the contract recently ratified, EAC considers that your
service began on September 1, 2005. Consequently, you do not have to wait until the 25th of the
month to file your vouchers for services provided during the previous month. Each voucher should cover
one month, and may be filed immediately after the end of the month.
If you fax your invoice/voucher for personal services to me, please drop the original in the mail. We can
begin processing your voucher based on the fax, but would like to have the original document for our
files.
Travel Authorizations and Vouchers
Apparently, we need to prepare travel authorizations for any travel that you do on behalf of this project.
know how to prepare them, but will need input from you for each trip regarding the expected costs of
transportation (separate costs of airfare, train fare, ground transportation), hotel (including taxes), other
expected travel expenses (e.g.; airport parking), the points between which you will travel, and the days of
travel. I'll prepare the authorization based on this information and put it into the pipeline for the
appropriate officials' signatures. Once it is signed, I will fax a copy to you. It is important that we work
together to prepare these authorizations well in advance of the travel dates .
Once the travel is concluded, we can prepare the travel vouchers to obtain reimbursement for your travel
costs, in accordance with federal travel regulations. You will need to send me your receipts for the hotel,
the plane or train, ground transportation (if you did not use your personal vehicle), and parking (if you
parked at the airport). You will get a set amount for meals, so you do not need to provide meal receipts.
will prepare the voucher and fax it to you for your signature. If you see any problems with the voucher,
this is the time to fix them. Once you are satisfied with the voucher, you will need to return the signed
voucher by mail or in person. I'll attach the receipts you provided and a copy of the travel authorization,
and send it forward for processing.
Other Expenses
Because your contracts do not provide for the reimbursement of other expenses, we have to look for
other ways to deal with them.
For the publications, there are two options: (1) you can pay for them yourself and mark them up as you
please; or (2) I can find them in our library or order them through our supply person. Anything paid for by
EAC is EAC property, which would mean turning them over to EAC with no marks in them.
If you need to messenger items to accomplish the work under contract, I can authorize the use of EAC's
Federal Express account number on a case-by-case basis. I'll need some advance notice and will have
to supply our finance folks with the tracking number, who is sending the package, to whom, and when.
That way, they won't be surprised when they see item on the FedEx invoice. (An easy way to provide all
the information would be to fax a copy of the FedEx Airbill to me.)
At this time, our consultants pay their phone expenses out of their personal services compensation.
When it works for you, we can bypass the need for you to incur phone charges by using EAC's
teleconferencing capabilities.
Hope you have a Happy Thanksgiving I

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:31 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Updated Word Search ListL

Hi again Peggy,
I just looked at the list, and I have to tell you that I'm a bit concerned. I know of ways to condense
searching to encompass many of the terms in one session (example: vote% & fraud would bring up voter
fraud, vote fraud, etc.). However, the list is still 9 pages long. I will do my best to start on it tomorrow, but it
will take me more than a day to complete it given the other projects I have on my plate. I just want you to
be aware that it will take me some time to complete the task given the current parameters.
Talk to you later.
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar(c eac.gov
-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/30/2005 08:50AM
Subject: Fw: Updated Word Search List
Tamar:
Here is an updated word search list for the case law/administrative decisions search. I am still trying to
confirm the time for the teleconference. As it stands right now, I will probably call you at 3:45 PM today.
should call your home phone (703-528-1863), right?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
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Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/30/2005 08:47 AM ----"Job Serebrov"
Towang@tcforg, psims@eac.gov
11/29/2005 07:07 PM

cc
SubjectUpdated Word Search List

Peggy & Tova:
Here is the updated case law word search list.
Job

IR

Word Search Terms. doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

11/30/2005 10:58 AM

To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
cc Devon E. Romig/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: Updated Word Search List(

Tamar:
Don't worry about responding to this email , as I know you have to pay attention in class .

I questioned the length of the search term list and also thought that there would be ways to combine some
of the search terms. It has been awhile since I have done a Westlaw search, however, which is why
need your input during the teleconference. Yes, I recognize that going through the list of search terms and
printing off or saving the resulting references will take time. I'll need you to provide that feedback to our
consultants so that we all are on the same page.
Devon has not done a Nexis search before; but, if EAC has access to that database, she is willing to
conduct that search. The work would go along with other help she is providing. She will be sorting
through my huge files of press clippings on voting fraud, will PDF the sorted clippings, and drop the PDF
files onto CDs for our consultants' review.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)

Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
11 /09/2005 11:35 AM

To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc ddavidson@eac.gov, Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Raymundo
Martinez/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Call from Paul VinovichE

Vice ChairmanThanks, as always, for sharing feedback from our major stakeholders.
I have forwarded this e-mail on to Peg Sims, who has day-to-day oversight responsibility for this project.
I'm certain Peg will be monitoring this project extremely closely and I'm pleased to have a pro like Peg
watching out for EAC's best interests.
RegardsKaren
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
`f'
9@ tcf.or9 >
To psims@eac.gov,
11/29/2005 02:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

I am available any of those times. Remind us of their names again please? Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 2:18 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Tova and Job:
Are you two available for a teleconference with our Law Clerk and Intern tomorrow at either of the
times listed below?
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Between 12 and 1 PM EST; or
Any time between 3:30 and 5:30 PM EST
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 03:18 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very sharp. Our intern's name is Devon Romig.
Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and may have questions about them. Devon will need to
know how you want the press clippings sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to give her a
specific list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For example, do you want her to sort using the term Absentee
Ballot
Fraud when that can involve voter intimidation/coercion/undue influence, vote buying, ballot tampering,
and ballot box stuffing (by voting in the name of another or under a fictitious name).
We need to discuss this because I am concerned that we currently do not have a full written description of
what does and does not constitute voting fraud and voter intimidation. The current written definition
excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet, voter registration applications submitted with fictitious
names or that falsely affirm eligibility to vote are considered election crimes that can have an impact on
election results. Specifically, they are used in schemes to vote more than once or to have ineligible
persons participate in voting. Also, an increasing number of States are including as an election crime the
knowing and willful destruction of voter registration applications by voter registration drives and their
failure to transmit such applications to the election office in a timely manner.
If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that has a clear and direct distorting impact on the election
results, then administrative mistakes that violate federal or State law could be included. For federal
elections, administrative mistakes definitely are not considered voting fraud. The examples provided for
"de facto" fraud and "quasi" fraud also are not likely to be considered part of voting fraud and voter
intimidation without evidence that there also is ballot box stuffing, vote buying, tampering with ballots or
vote tallies, voter intimidation, etc. Although a number of things other than voting fraud and voter
intimidation can (and do) distort election results, EAC is handling such issues under separate research
efforts.
For your information, I have attached a speech presented by Craig Donsanto (complete with typos) that
addresses the issue of defining voting fraud. Perhaps it will be of interest to you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
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Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Ponencia: Dr.%20Craig 42ODonsanto.? 2OVIDTER.FR. UD.MEXICO Az20W2Tpdf
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/05/2005 01:19 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Teleconference Today

Job:
This is just to remind you that I will be calling today at 4:00 PM EST (3:00 PM CST). --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 05:25 PM

To wang@tcf.org,
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Search Results Example

Tova and Job,
It was good to talk to you today. Hope you are doing well. I've attached my African American search
results below. It encompasses all of the terms you suggested having to do with African Americans.
The following is a search I used to truncate words and combine terms, but I still got a large number of
results:
Vot! and deny and black or vot! and black and challenge or vot! and black and reject or vot! and black or
vot! And deny and African w/s American or vot! And African w/s American and reject or challenge or vot!
And African w/s American or election and black and deny or challenge or reject or election and black or
election and African w/s American and deny or challenge or reject or election and African w/s American or
ballot and security and black or ballot and security and African w/s American or black and vot! And
suppress! Or African w/s American and vot! And suppress or African w/s and disenfranchis! or black and
disenfranchis!
If this search yields useful cases for you, I can continue searching using the same strategy. If not, please
provide me with additional guidelines and I will do my best!
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions or need additional information.
Thank you,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

ao a16

1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
h tt p: //www.eac.gov

TNedzar(abeac.9oy African American Search.pdf

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 11:12 AM

To Diana Scott
cc
Subject Fw: One Month Extension

Diana:
Where are we on getting the first payment to Job Serebrov? Will GSA be able to transfer funds this week?
--- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---- "Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
10/03/2005 05:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peggy:
We needed to schedule the face to face meeting for Oct
28. Talk with you on Weds.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

I will initiate the calls to you two on Wednesday.
The number I have for
Tova is 212-452-7704. For Job, I have 501-374-2176.
Let me know if I
should use a different number for you on Wednesday.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks, Tova, for the copy of the draft workplan you
provided to Karen.
I'll take a look at it and, hopefully, provide some
feedback on Wednesday.
I have not yet caught up to all the paperwork and
emails that preceded my
assignment to this project. Karen just handed me a
folder full of
documents that should help.

> I think you may have received an email from Nicole
> Mortellito regarding an

f

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

October 14 meeting. If you two cannot come in
person but can attend via
phone, just let me know. Nicole's message has
information regarding hotel
rates that conflicts with what I've just sent you.
I've asked her to
double check her information because I have another
contractor that has
had no problem obtaining government rate at hotels.

> Yes, you will be paid on a monthly basis. You can
> file your first invoice
> on October 25, according to Diana Scott.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> 10/03/2005 03:54 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov,
cc
ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work
Schedule

> Peg, This all sounds good. Will you be calling us
> on Wednesday?
>
>
>
>

I should not need a hotel for the 28th. Just let me
know what time. Are
there expense forms we should have for
reimbursement?

>
>
>
>

On the work product, we did send Karen a very
preliminary draft of a work
plan. I attach it again here and we can talk about
it more on Wednesday.

> My only money question is, are we being paid on a
> monthly basis? And if
> so, when does that begin? I assume this all is in
> the contracts we'll be
> getting...

> Thanks.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2005 2:48 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Cc: ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work
Schedule

> Tova and Job:
> Teleconference > Let's schedule the teleconference for 4:00 PM on
> Wednesday, October 5.
> Gavin Gilmour will join us.
> Meeting > October 28 is fine for the face-to-face meeting in
> DC. We have allocated
> $5,000 to each of you to cover reasonable and
> necessary travel and other
> incidental expenses. Expenses claimed for
> reimbursement need to be
> itemized, with appropriate receipts provided. You
> should be able to
> obtain the Federal government rate at an area hotel
> (if you plan to stay
> overnight). If the hotel needs a letter from EAC
> (in lieu of showing them
> your signed contract), just let me know. Airlines
> apparently no longer
> honor government rates for government contractors.
> Rail carriers may
> provide government rates for government contractors.
> If you drive, the
> current government rate for a personally owned
> vehicle (POV) is 48.5 cents
> per mile.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Deliverables The first item on the list of deliverables is the
draft project workplan,
which is due ASAP after award. Would it be possible
for the two of you to
deliver a draft workplan to me via email by 10/11?
That would be after we
have had our teleconference to work out lingering
questions.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Questions for Finance If you have questions for our Finance Officer, you
can reach her via email
at dscott@eac.gov. I would appreciate it if you
would cc: me on such
emails, so that I know to follow up with her.
Peggy Sims

Uo' si9

> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/15/200505:02 PM

To Nicole Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Revised Work Plan-Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Contract

Nicole:
I am forwarding the most recent workplan for the voting fraud-voter intimidation research contract.
Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/15/2005 05:02 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
11/09/2005 04:27 PM

cc
Subject Revised Work Plan

Revised Work Plan.doc Peggy:
Here is the revised work plan that Tova and I worked
on today. Any word from the Chair on signing?
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"

11/28/2005 05:30 PM

cc

sims@eac.gov

Subject word searches
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In the course of compiling a list of search terms for the nexis research, I thought of some major omissions
to the WESTLAW list.
Everywhere we have a term such as African American and .... or
Latino and.
we should also have the following:
Asian American (and if possible, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese)
Native American
Indian
Indian Country
Moreover, everwhere we have poll worker or poll inspector we should also have the following:
Poll judges
Poll monitors
Poll observers
Let me know if you want me to re-do the list.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tef.org>
11/29/2005 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Can you give us a better idea of the other EAC research projects that you think we might overlap with if we
include these activities? Job and I had strong reasons for what we did and did not include and how we
wanted to frame the term fraud, so we do indeed need to discuss this -- perhaps before or after the
discussion with Tamar and Devon?
Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 3:18 PM

OOAR21

To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Subject: RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very sharp. Our intern's name is Devon Romig.
Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and may have questions about them. Devon will
need to know how you want the press clippings sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to
give her a specific list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For example, do you want her to sort using
the term Absentee Ballot
Fraud when that can involve voter intimidation/coercion/undue influence, vote buying, ballot
tampering, and ballot box stuffing (by voting in the name of another or under a fictitious name).
We need to discuss this because I am concerned that we currently do not have a full written
description of what does and does not constitute voting fraud and voter intimidation. The current
written definition excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet, voter registration applications
submitted with fictitious names or that falsely affirm eligibility to vote are considered election
crimes that can have an impact on election results. Specifically, they are used in schemes to vote
more than once or to have ineligible persons participate in voting. Also, an increasing number of
States are including as an election crime the knowing and willful destruction of voter registration
applications by voter registration drives and their failure to transmit such applications to the
election office in a timely manner.
If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that has a clear and direct distorting impact on the
election results, then administrative mistakes that violate federal or State law could be included.
For federal elections, administrative mistakes definitely are not considered voting fraud. The
examples provided for "de facto" fraud and "quasi" fraud also are not likely to be considered part
of voting fraud and voter intimidation without evidence that there also is ballot box stuffing, vote
buying, tampering with ballots or vote tallies, voter intimidation, etc. Although a number of things
other than voting fraud and voter intimidation can (and do) distort election results, EAC is handling
such issues under separate research efforts.
For your information, I have attached a speech presented by Craig Donsanto (complete with
typos) that addresses the issue of defining voting fraud. Perhaps it will be of interest to you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ---"Job Sere
"
'
To psims@eac.gov
11/15/2005 12:34 PM

cc
Subject One or More Line Info Bios

IN

Working Group One Line Info.doc Peggy:

I am requesting that we be able to have four instead
of three from each side. I have four very good people
who have a lot of experience in this area. I left you
a telephone call on this matter. I know we have to
watch the budget but one of my picks is in DC and will
not cost much if anything to get to meetings. I know
that Tova also had Dc people that she could add as a
fourth.
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To Juliet Thompson, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
11/30/2005 04:50 PM
cc
Subject Tamar and Devon Contact Information

Tova and Job:
This is to confirm the email addresses and best phone numbers to reach Tamar Nedzar and Devon
Romig. I would appreciate it if you would cc: me on any emails to them. That way you can keep me in the
loop without my serving as a road block or go-between. Thanks! --- Peggy
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
Phone (cell): 703-861-2055
Email: TNedzar@eac.gov
Devon Romig
Intern
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Phone: 202-566-1707
Email: DRomig@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM -"Tova Wang"
Horan g@ tcf.or9>
• '°'
To psims@eac.go
10/31/2005 03:51 PM
•
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference Needed

I am available. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2005 2:45 PM
wang@tcf.org
To: 4
Subject: Teleconference Needed

Would both of you be available for a teleconference tomorrow at 2 PM EST concerning contract
issues? The teleconference would include Julie Thompson, our General Counsel, and me. We
would call you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/31/2005 04:10 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Serebrov
cc

Subject RE: Teleconference Needed[

We are confirmed for a teleconference tomorrow at 2 PM EST. We will call you at the following phone
numbers, unless you tell me otherwise:
Tova 212-452-7704
Job
501-374-2176
Thanks!
--- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/05/2005 02:47 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
cc

Subject Fw: Tova and Job contracts

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 10/05/2005 02:48 PM —
Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/03/2005 02:25 PM
cc
Subject Tova and Job contracts

Job Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow.doc on
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Karen Lynn-Dys
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/06/2005 12:28 PM
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voter Fraud ContractF

GavinA few answers to your questions:
They have not received contracts but did receive a Statement of Work about a month ago.
That Statement of Work does not reference use of Westlaw or a law clerk. I have no recollection of
offering such services. I have, however, had many conversations with Tova and Job. At some point I may
have said that because the EAC has Westlaw and legal interns, there may or may not be a way from Job
and Tova to avail them of these services.
The Statements of Work developed (see draft attached) were used in place of an RFP. Tova and Job are
to serve as consultants on a project that may or may not result in their developing an RFP on voting fraud
and intimidation for the EAC.

Job Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow.doc

K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue , NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
10/06/2005 11:50 AM

To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud Contract

Karen/Tom,
Peggy held a meeting with voting fraud/intimidation contractors. In this meeting they noted that
despite the fact that the contract requires them to perform legal research, they do not have the means to
do so (no access to Westlaw, etc..). They noted that in discussions with the two of you, they were told that
the EAC would provide them access to West Law and, possibly, a law clerk with office space. None of
this is noted in the contract. They claim to have never seen the contract? Do we have their response to
our REP? We will all need to meet to clarify this.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —
Carol A. Paque tte/EAC/GOV
To klynndyson@eac.gov@EAC
10/06/2005 01:07 PM
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voter Fraud Contract(=]

The SOWs that Karen provides below were revised for these contracts. I have attached one of these for
your information, since they are identical.

IN
Wang consulting contract.doc

Carol A. Paquette
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202)566-3125 cpaquette@eac.gov
Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
Karen
Lynn-Dyson /EAC/GOV
10/06/2005 12:28 PM

To Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
cc Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Voter Fraud ContractI

GavinA few answers to your questions:
They have not received contracts but did receive a Statement of Work about a month ago.
That Statement of Work does not reference use of Westlaw or a law clerk. I have no recollection of
offering such services. I have, however, had many conversations with Tova and Job. At some point I may
have said that because the EAC has Westlaw and legal interns, there may or may not be a way from Job
and Tova to avail them of these services.
The Statements of Work developed (see draft attached) were used in place of an RFP. Tova and Job are
to serve as consultants on a project that may or may not result in their developing an RFP on voting fraud
and intimidation for the EAC.

Job Serebrov sow.doc Tova Wang sow.doc

K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
10/06/2005 11:50 AM

To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Thomas R.
Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC

Subject Voter Fraud Contract

Karen/Tom,
Peggy held a meeting with voting fraud/intimidation contractors. In this meeting they noted that
despite the fact that the contract requires them to perform legal research, they do not have the means to
do so (no access to Westlaw, etc..). They noted that in discussions with the two of you, they were told that
the EAC would provide them access to West Law and, possibly, a law clerk with office space. None of
this is noted in the contract. They claim to have never seen the contract? Do we have their response to
our RFP? We will all need to meet to clarify this.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —
Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV
11/16/2005 03:58 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Letter with Tova and Job contracts

to the best of my knowledge the letters that went with the Tova and Job letters were the following:

Wang contract cover letter.doc Serebrov contract cover letter.doc

Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —
"Craig . Donsanto @usdoj .gov
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.go
v>
11/16/2005 07:28 PM

To "Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>,
"psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subject Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting
Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Peg -Please have your Chair send ME a letter spelling out what your Commission's
mandate, how I can help it, and asking me to do so. I will take it from there.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Nov 16 17:34:08 2005
Subject: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and Voter
Intimidation
Hi, Craig:
As I mentioned in my telephone call earlier today, I have been assigned to
manage the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) preliminary research
project on voting fraud and voter intimidation. I know these are subjects
with which you are intimately familiar and recognize that the project needs
the information and insights that you can provide, so I am asking for your
help.
As you know, section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the issues listed
in the statute are:
*
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
*
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a
high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants
(Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
*
develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting
fraud and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
*
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these topics,
and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
*
establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC,
composed of key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable
about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
*

provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and
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voter intimidation and the results of the background research to the working
group;
*
convene the working group to discuss potential avenues for future
EAC research on this topic;
*
produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the
preliminary research effort and working group deliberations that includes
recommendations for future research, if any;
*
draft the project scope and Statement of Work for future research
on these topics, if EAC decides to pursue one or more recommendations for
future research.

At minimum, I hope that you can serve as an information resource for the team
of two EAC consultants hired to conduct the research and me. I also would
like to explore the feasibility of your participation in meetings of the
project working group.
If EAC needs to submit a more formal request for your help, please advise me
how to do so. Also, it would help me to know if there are any restrictions on
your participation, other than anticipated restrictions on the time you have
available.
Let me know if you have any questions about this request or the research
project. I look forward to hearing from you and hope you are doing well.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM ----"Jo erebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
11 /15/2005 10:37 AM

cc
Subject Question

Peggy:
We need to have a conference call this week if
possible. I will have the one liner bios to you today.
Also, when do you think the Commission with make its
choices?

Job
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
"Job Serebrov
To psims@eac.gov
10/25/2005 04:04 PM

cc
Subject Work Activity List for October under Contract #05-66

The following activities were performed in the month
of October:
Sent draft work plan
Developed and sent list of potential working group
members with short bios.
Drafted definition of fraud/intimidation
Developed partial list of people to interview (full
list must wait for vetting of the working group list)
Developed preliminary working list of existing
research
Discussed the use of a law clerk with the EAC who
would perform given word searches on Westlaw regarding
vote fraud and voter intimidation (waiting on EAC
legal department for response).

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov

1 1/1 5/2005 01:33 PM

cc
Subject contract

Just one question on the receipt of contract -- it says that the first invoice was for September, but it
actually was for October when we really got started, right? Should this be adjusted to say October 1 to
October 31?
Thanks.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

001"33.x,.

Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2005 3:28 PM
To:
wang@tcf.org
Subject: Letters Were Signed

Job and Tova:
The Chair signed your letters this afternoon. Diana Scott has them and plans to fax everything to
you. Have a good weekend!
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —
Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
10/31/2005 10:43 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Carol A. Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Statement of Work to be circulated to the voting
fraud/voter intimidation consultant candidates

Julie
As you might imagine, there are many e-mails that were sent to Job and Tova regarding their work. This
attached e-mail started the most definitive train of thought or work on this.
While there was not one definitive call or e-mail that said that the contract is ready, signed and sealed,
there are many e-mails that imply that. I will send several of those on to you.
CarolCan you check your file for the final "contract/SOW " language that was used. I remember that in the
beginning of September, Carol made some revisions to this piece and I believe, sent it on to Diana or to
Gaylin.

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 10/30/2005 09:37 AM
Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/E

To Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
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•

AC/GOV
08/24/2005 05:27 PM

cc

Subject Fw: Statement of Work to be circulated to the voting
fraud/voter intimidation consultant candidates

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Assistant to the Executive Director - Thomas R. Wilkey
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.3114 phone
202.566.3127 fax
-- Forwarded by Nicole Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV on 08/24/2005 05:26 PM -Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
To Nicole Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV@EAC
08/17/2005 04:29 PM

cc Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Diana Scott/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet
E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Statement of Work to be circulated to the voting fraud/voter
intimidation consultant candidates

NicoleAttached please find the Statement of Work which should be sent to each of the three candidates who are
being considered for the consulting position:
Steve A.
Tova W.
Job S.
Please be certain they are sent separately and not collectively to all three and that it is sent by COB
today.
Thanks so much for your help.
K

voterfraud project consultants.doc

Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:11 PM —

> (202) 566-3100

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
11/09/2005 04:27 PM
cc
Subject Revised Work Plan

q
Revised Work Plan.doc Peggy:
Here is the revised work plan that Tova and I worked
on today. Any word from the Chair on signing?
Job
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

11/09/2005 05:46 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Revised Work PlanI

Job:
I have been in meetings all afternoon, but I did find a moment to speak with the Chair's special assistant.
She expected the Chair to sign off on the letters this afternoon. Unfortunately, this may have been done
after our finance folks had gone home. For obvious reasons, the finance folks lock up before they go, so
cannot check their in-boxes tonight. I will check with them tomorrow AM.
I'll take a look at the revised workplan tomorrow.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM -Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret

10/24/2005 10:17 AM

Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Invoice information

u^^^3

Peggy & Edgardo,
I got an email and call from Job Serebrov this morning. I have meant to ask you two to get together on the
invoice information. I know that we do not currently have a "standard", but I thought that the information
that Edgardo gave out to Contractors was quite good. Perhaps Edgardo could just jot down his information
in email format and send it to Tova and Job. I have Job's email if that would be helpful.
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
Edgardo Cortes /EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV@EAC
10/24/2005 10:20 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Invoice information[=i

I can certainly put the information together in an email to send out to them (I got all that info from Carol). I
won't be able to get it done until later today though. .
Edgardo Cortes
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Ste. 1100
Washington, DC 20005
866-747-1471 toll free
202-566-3126 direct
202-566-3127 fax
ecortes@eac.gov
Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson /EAC/GOV
10/24/2005 10:17 AM

To Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Invoice information

Peggy & Edgardo,
I got an email and call from Job Serebrov this morning. I have meant to ask you two to get together on the
invoice information. I know that we do not currently have a "standard", but I thought that the information
that Edgardo gave out to Contractors was quite good. Perhaps Edgardo could just jot down his information
in email format and send it to Tova and Job. I have Job's email if that would be helpful.

oo4g3J

Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 04:41 PM

To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Devon E.
Romig/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Tova and Job Contact Information

Tamar and Devon:
The phone numbers and email addresses for Tova and Job follow. I would appreciate it if you would cc:
me on any emails you send to them and summarize any phone calls with them. That way, I can be kept in
the loop without serving as a roadblock or go-between. Thanks! --- Peggy
Tova Wang (New York)
Phone: 212-452-7704
Email: wang@tcf.org
Job Serebrov (Arkansas - one hour earlier time zone)
Phone: 501-374-2176
Email: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
11/30/2005 10:08 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: One Month Extension

I understand government procedures. I just checked my
bank account and still no funds. I need you to look
into what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have already made a strong argument to that
> effect. Everyone here
> understands. We shouldn't have any trouble
> budgetwise. We just have to
> ensure we follow the correct legal procedures. --> Peggy

004 3E^

> "Job Serebrov"
> 11/29/2005 05:52 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: One Month Extension

> Please remind everyone that without the extension
> the
> project will not be finished.
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > I have discussed this matter with Julie. She is
> > looking into legal
> > issues. I have also discussed the matter with
> > Karen, as we are preparing
> > our FY 06 department budget plans. (Any funds set
> > aside for an additional
> > month would have to come out of our FY 06 budget.)
> > I'll give you an
> > update when I have more information.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 11/28/2005 12:4 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
wang@tcf.org
Subject
One Month Extension

o0 4 g '7
1:

> > Peggy:
> > I understand that you and Tova spoke this
> morning.
> > Have you been able to discuss the one month salary
> > extension with Julie any further? As you recall
> our
> > six month project now needs to be seven because
> the
> > start date was moved back to Sept 1 to cover work
> > done
> > during that month. We still need the project to go
> > through March which requires approval of an extra
> > month's salary.
> > Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
11/30/2005 11:13 AM
cc

— ---

Subject Re: One Month Extension[D

Job:
I have asked Diana to check with GSA on the status of your first payment (which will cover October work).
--- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ---Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/30/2005 10:19 AM
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter IntimidationD

Peggy,
Per our discussion, I have some initial concerns regarding the definitions that have been proposed.
1. Fraud is a legal term of art. Fraud is an intentional act or omission (i.e. actual fraud or constructive
fraud) of misrepresentation or deceit. There is no such thing as defacto fraud or quasi fraud. Fraud must

004,$38

be intentional..., negligence alone is not fraud.
The general definition of voter fraud must concise and universally applicable (this in the
challenging part). After this definition is created and intellectually tested, one can then create examples
and explanations. These would 1) apply the definition to the entire election process (from beginning to
end) and (2) apply it to action by voters, 3rd parties and election officials. Through this process a
determination may be made regarding whether three definitions are needed or just one.
2. The document has no definition of voter intimidation. What is voter intimidation and how does it differ
from voter fraud? I assume this would also be an intentional act.
3. Definitions need to be concise and tight. Such definitions need to be able to be broken down into
elements. Each of these elements must have clear , applicable and enforceable meaning. This can be a
challenge. For example use of the term "any illegal act" is unclear, begs the question and suggests that
fraud only occurs in the course of committing a related crime.
These are just my initial thoughts.
GG
Gavin S. Gilmour
Associate General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 09:28 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Definition of Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Attached discusses the definitions that Job and Tova would like to use. I have already taken issue with
the exclusion of all voter registration shenanigans and the inclusion of administrative mistakes. Would be
pleased to have your feedback and, if possible, your assistance for 15 minutes of a teleconference today
(3:30 PM to 3:45 PM). --- Peggy

combined defining Fraud 11-18-05.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM -----

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/31/2005 04:07 PM

To Juliet Thompson
cc

Subject Re Teleconference with Job and Tova

Julie:
Tova and Job have confirmed that they are available for a teleconference tomorrow afternoon at 2 PM.
Job asked for more particulars and I mentioned the subject of billing for services. He said that both he
and Tova had strenuously objected to the suggestion that they bill by the hour when the details of the
contract were being discussed (I guess, with Karen) and that he might have to drop out if he has to do
that. I suggested we save discussion of this issue for the teleconference.
We can call them from your office. I'll bring the phone numbers. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/19/2005 03:57 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group Members[`

Tova:
Yes, everyone here recognizes that we will have to amend the timelines associated with all of the
contracts involved in the hold up. I suggest that we wait to do this until after the contract is signed.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
wang@tcf.org
wang @tcf.org
10/19/2005 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject Re: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group Members

OK, but Peg, I think the timeline we originally proposed may have to be
moved forward if we are not in a position to do the work we need to do yet.
Will that be possible? Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Cc: <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2005 2:16 PM
Subject: Re: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group Members
> Tova:

> I don't have travel booked yet and want to wait until
> everything is in order.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Would it be possible for Job and I just to use the
EAC office as a meeting place since we already have
the travel booked? He and I should meet. Thanks.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org ; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2005 11:11 AM
Subject: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group
Members

>> Dear Tova and Job:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

I have been advised by our Counsel that, since the
contracts have not yet been signed, we will have to
postpone our October 28th meeting. Tova, for future
reference, the per diem rates for DC (the Greater
Washington, DC area) can be accessed through that
web site I provided by clicking on the District of
Columbia link on the map.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

I also have to ask you to hold any further efforts
on the Working Group until further notice. We are
going to have to limit the number in the group to no
more than six. EAC has to pay for the travel for
these folks out of FY 2006 dollars. The agency
currently is operating under a continuing
resolution, and may not have its FY 2006 budget
until December 2005 , or later. When you submit the
names of possible Working Group members, I will need
a summary of their work in studying or enforcing
laws against voting fraud and voter intimidation.
(It is not sufficient to have expressed an interest
in these matters, we need experienced folks.) The
working group can include nonpartisan members, so
long as any partisan-leaning members are balanced
(i.e.; 1 R for 1 D).

>> I am sorry for any inconvenience that this may
>> cause. I wish I had the power to change the
>> situation, but I don't.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"mil

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or9>
11/03/2005 05:11 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

Do we need to mail you the original of the EFT form? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2005 3:55 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Invoices and Payments

Job and Tova;
The attorneys have advised me that each of you should amend your invoice to indicate the total
hours worked (20) during the first month. You should submit a letter ASAP to Diana Scott with
that clarification.
I have been told that it takes our agent, the General Services Administration (GSA), two to three
weeks to process our requests for payment. I understand that using the electronic funds transfer
(EFT) process will reduce the time for payment by up to five days, because it takes additional time
for GSA to cut and mail a paper check.
Diana does not have a completed EFT form from either of you, which would permit the electronic
transfer of the funds directly to your chosen bank account. I can find no evidence that Karen
suggested you should submit the form, so I have attached a blank form below. Please complete it
and return it with the invoice amendment to Diana. If you have any questions about how to fill out
the EFT form, let me know. I'll do my best to help you out.
I understand that the contract matters are moving forward. I hope to have more news for you on
Monday afternoon.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

004842

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
10/03/2005 12:57 PM

cc
Subject Re: Meetings

Peggy:
I am getting an answer from Tova. I need Diana Scott's
e-mail. Can you find out when we will receive our
checks if we submit an invoice on 10/25. I am a little
concerned that if we submit that late we will not be
paid for the next three weeks. Would it not make more
sense to submit early in the month for payment to
arrive by the end of the month?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am available for a 3-way teleconference after Noon
> on Wednesday this
> week. My schedule on Thursday and Friday is
> flexible, as well. When
> would be best for you two? I can call the telephone
> numbers you prefer
> and set up the conference call from my desk.
>
>
>
>
>

Both the 24th or the 28th are fine with me for the
face-to-face meeting.
Which do you prefer? If you have no preference, I
suggest we pick the
earlier of the two.

> Regarding your contracts, I understand that the
> contract will carry the
> date of 9/25/05. All contracts have to be signed by
> the Chair, who has
> been out of the office on Commission business. I
> have been told that she
> will sign off on your contracts, among others,
> today. Our financial
> officer will send it to you after that. I'll try to
> obtain copies and fax
> the appropriate one to you as soon as they have been
> signed.
> Regarding your pay, the contract will state that you
> should submit a
> monthly invoice to EAC for payment of your fee for

0o4'.r

>
>
>
>
>
>

that month. The
contract is for 6 months, so our Finance Officer,
Diana Scott, wants you
to submit an invoice to her each month for 1/6th of
the total payment,
beginning 10/25/05.

> I look forward to talking again with the two of you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 10/03/2005 10:08 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Mettings

> Peggy:
> Just spoke with Tova. We would like to have a three
> way telephone conference with you this week if
> possible. The best dates for our face to face are
> Oct
> 24th or 28th. Please let me know what works for you.
> Talk with you when you get answers to my questions.
> Regards,
> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson /EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

10/19/2005 09:59 AM

cc

Subject Tova/Job meeting that is coming up

We are going to need to put this off until we can get these contract reviews completed. If you need some
language on this, let me know.
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/04/2005 12:41 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: TuesdayE

Tova:
Look forward to seeing you between 2 and 3 PM next Tuesday. If you need to make it later, that's OK. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/03/2005 05:28 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Tuesday

That's great. I'll probably come by between 2 and 3 if thats ok. I look forward to seeing you, even if only
briefly. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2005 5:23 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Tuesday

Tova:
I should be available during the mid to late afternoon, provided we are not besieged with
election-related calls. Regardless, I can provide the file with the news clippings for your review.
--- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
11/03/2005 02:00 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject tuesday

Hi Peg,
I will be down in DC next Tuesday for a meeting. I wonder if it would be useful for me to come by
-- I think you mentioned at one point you had a big collection of articles. It would be great to be
able to take a look at them. I'm available mid to late afternoon. Let me know.
Any word on the contract situation?
Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ----" ob Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
11/21/2005 05:4PM
cc
Subject RE: In-Person Meeting

I probably could give two to three days in January.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I mentioned to Job earlier, I think we need to
meet as soon as possible
in order to develop and pare down our lists of who
we want to interview,
determine how we are going to go about doing the
interviews (in-person,
phone, email), schedule such meetings, decide what
themes we agree to
discuss with them; go over existing research and how
we will work on
summarizing existing findings; hammer out what is
within the scope of our
research; meet with the intern and law clerk;
discuss how we are going to do
the case law research; etc. Up to now, we both
agreed, we have been
operating in a bit of a void. We've been trying to
do this meeting for
months.

>
>
>
>
>

Is it that you think we can combine this meeting
with a meeting with Craig?
I actually think they need to be separate since I
think both will be very
laborious and very different in nature.

>
>
>
>

However, I will defer to whatever you, Peg, think
best. I don't fee so
strongly about it that I will be extremely upset if
we wait until January.

> Thanks.
> Tova
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Mon
er 21, 2005 5:09 PM
> To:
wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Re: In-Person Meeting

> Job and Tova:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you both agree, a meeting in early January in
lieu of a December meeting
would be fine with me. As it would be good for you
two to pick Craig
Donsanto's brain when you are here, I'll find out
when he is not available
so that we can avoid that time.

> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
oo^s4"

> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 11/21/2005 04:02 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Word Search Terms

> What do you think about moving the meeting to
> January
> after all of the holidays?
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Thanks for the update. I'll let Tamar know. --> > Peggy

> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 11/21/2005 12:07 PM
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > Subject
> > Word Search Terms

> > Peggy:
> > I sent the words search terms to Tova yesterday to
> > review. Unfortunately, she will not be able to do
> so
>> until late today or tomorrow. Consequently, I need
> > to
> > wait to send them to you.
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> > As far as a trip to DC goes, I gave Tova two
> > possible
> > dates---Friday December 16 or Monday December 19.
> > Regards,
> > Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM --"Craig.Donsanto @usdoj.gov
•

To "Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov"
< Nancy.Simmon s@usdoj.gov>, "Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "psims@eac.gov"
<psims@eac.gov>
cc

<Craig .Donsanto @usdoj.go
v>
11/16/2005 05:58 PM

Subject Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting
Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Noel -This forwards a long request from Peg Sims, formerly of FEC's Office of
Election Adminidtration and currently with the EAC.
The long and the short of her est is that EAC is required by HAVA to conduct
research into election frand, Peg has been put in charge of this project, and
EAC through Peg want me to provide them input to this EAC activity.
I would be delighted to do this.
My question for you is whether I can just do this, or doAC have to submit a
more formal request. If the latter, to whom should it be sent??
Thanks Chief.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Nov 16 17:34:08 2005
Subject: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and Voter

oo4s43

Intimidation
Hi, Craig:
As I mentioned in my telephone call earlier today, I have been assigned to
manage the U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) preliminary research
project on voting fraud and voter intimidation. I know these are subjects
with which you are intimately familiar and recognize that the project needs
the information and insights that you can provide, so I am asking for your
help.
As you know, section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the issues listed
in the statute are:
*
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
*
identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a
high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants
(Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
*
develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting
fraud and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
*
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these topics,
and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC,
*
composed of key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable
about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
*
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and
voter intimidation and the results of the background research to the working
group;
*
convene the working group to discuss potential avenues for future
EAC research on this topic;
*
produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the
preliminary research effort and working group deliberations that includes
recommendations for future research, if any;
*
draft the project scope and Statement of Work for future research
on these topics, if EAC decides to pursue one or more recommendations for
future research.

At minimum, I hope that you can serve as an information resource for the team

of two EAC consultants hired to conduct the research and me. I also would
like to explore the feasibility of your participation in meetings of the
project working group.
If EAC needs to submit a more formal request for your help, please advise me
how to do so. Also, it would help me to know if there are any restrictions on
your participation, other than anticipated restrictions on the time you have
available.
Let me know if you have any questions about this request or the research
project. I look forward to hearing from you and hope you are doing well.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

10/05/2005 05:26 PM

cc ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject fraud/intimidation project

tw plan 1005.doc Attached please find the revised work plan and schedule. Let me know if you have any
questions, comments or suggested changes. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Job Sereb v"
`'

To psims@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov
11/03/2005 12:03 PM

cc
Subject Question

Peggy and Julie:
Were the contracts approved yet? Also, someone at the
EAC was going to tell us how long it will take to
process our Oct 25 invoices.
Job

004851

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 1033 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference

ED

Last email and then I have to get back to paying attention in class. (!) As I remember, Devon was going to
do the Nexis search. Is that still the case?
Thanks,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar (^eac.gov
o
-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/29/2005 02:27PM
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Tamar:
I will try to set up the teleconference for tomorrow. I'll confirm the time, once I hear back from Tova and
Job regarding the times you thought you would be available. Below is the search term attachment that
you did not receive with the earlier email. Tova later noted that everywhere we have a term, such as
African American and .... or Latino and .... we should also have the following:
Asian American (and if possible, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese)
Native American
Indian
Indian Country
We may receive a revised search term listing before our teleconference, in which case I will forward it to
you. Also attached is a separate list of search terms proposed for a Nexis search, which I received just
today.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

004852

Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV

Tamar
Nedzar/EAC/GO
V
ToMargaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
11/29/2005 10:52
AM
cc
SubjectRe: Teleconference

Hi Peggy,
I got the email, but not the attachment...
This week, I will be in the office on Friday, but can participate in a conference call during the following
times:
Today: Any time after 4 PM
Wednesday: Between 12 and 1 and any time after 3:30 PM
Thursday: Any time after 4 PM
Friday: I'm in the office
Hope one of those times works!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar cDeac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/28/2005 11:49AM
Subject: Teleconference
Tamar:
The contractors for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research want to have another teleconference
involving you this week. I have received an initial list of search terms (see attached), but have some
questions about why some items are on the list (e.g.; overvotes, undervotes, paper & ballot).
I've forgotten when you usually come in. Even if you are not in the office, perhaps you might be available
by phone. When might you NOT be available?

004853

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Word Search Terms DRAFT 11-22-05.doc nexis word search 1128.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM
"Job Serebrov"

jthompson@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject Addition
To

10/31/2005 03:26 PM

Julie/Peggy:
In addition to my question about completion of our
contracts---I am wondering whether you had a chance to
address the working group issue and the law clerk
issue?
Also, Peggy have you been able to get a response from
DOJ?
Regards,
Job
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM

"Tova Wang"
io<wang@tct.org>
11/04/2005 03:44 PM

To

--

psims@eac.gov

cc

Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

Hi Peg,
I'm sorry to bother you with this, but the EAC receptionist will not put me through to Diana and she has not
responded to my email. Do you know if she got my EFT fax? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday,November 03, 2005 3:55 PM
To:
; wang@tcf.org
Subjecti Invoices an ayments
• 00485

Job and Tova;
The attorneys have advised me that each of you should amend your invoice to indicate the total
hours worked (20) during the first month. You should submit a letter ASAP to Diana Scott with
that clarification.
I have been told that it takes our agent, the General Services Administration (GSA), two to three
weeks to process our requests for payment. I understand that using the electronic funds transfer
(EFT) process will reduce the time for payment by up to five days, because it takes additional time
for GSA to cut and mail a paper check.
Diana does not have a completed EFT form from either of you, which would permit the electronic
transfer of the funds directly to your chosen bank account. I can find no evidence that Karen
suggested you should submit the form, so I have attached a blank form below. Please complete it
and return it with the invoice amendment to Diana. If you have any questions about how to fill out
the EFT form, let me know. I'll do my best to help you out.
I understand that the contract matters are moving forward. I hope to have more news for you on
Monday afternoon.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To klynndyson@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov

08/23/2005 05:58 PM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Kick off activities for the EAC Voting fraud/voter
intimidation project

Karen and Tom,
Thanks so much. I am looking forward to working with you and my co-consultants on what I think is an
extremely important topic.
I am pretty much available any day that week except Monday the 12th, so whatever is most convenient for
everyone else any other day is fine by me. Please let me know the contract specifics when possible so
Ocx^'ss

Based on your feedback, I would like to schedule a teleconference among the three of us at 3:30 PM EST
today --- to discuss any remaining issues regarding what we mean by voting fraud and voter intimidation,
and what we want in the search terms. Then, I can bring Tamar and Devon in to join us at 3:45. Does that
work for you two?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or9 >
11/30/2005 09:25 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Wednesday Teleconference

Sounds good. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 8:41 AM
To:
ang@tcf.org
Subject: Wednesday Teleconference

Based on your feedback, I would like to schedule a teleconference among the three of us at 3:30
PM EST today --- to discuss any remaining issues regarding what we mean by voting fraud and
voter intimidation, and what we want in the search terms. Then, I can bring Tamar and Devon in
to join us at 3:45. Does that work for you two?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:10 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
10/31/2005 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Teleconference Needed

0u!S5
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Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —

"Tova Wang"

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/17/2005 02:39 PM

cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Fine by me. Thanks.Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2005 2:33 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Teleconference

How about 2 PM EST tomorrow (Friday)? I'll call each of you and bring you into the conference.
--- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
11/29/2005 06:04 PM

cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Peggy:
I think that you have hit the major problem in voter
fraud---the federal/state system. We are essentially
operating under state laws that control federal
elections. Administrative mistakes can amount to voter
fraud because the state system controls voting
procedure. I must strongly disagree with you as to
whether de facto or quasi fraud needs anything else.
In my 15 years of election practice and administration
it needed nothing else.
We can discuss the rest of your additions to our
difinition at our conference call.

Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very
> sharp. Our intern's
> name is Devon Romig.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and
may have questions
about them. Devon will need to know how you want
the press clippings
sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to
give her a specific
list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For example,
do you want her to
sort using the term Absentee Ballot
Fraud when that can involve voter
intimidation/coercion/undue influence,
vote buying, ballot tampering, and ballot box
stuffing (by voting in the
name of another or under a fictitious name).

> We need to discuss this because I am concerned that
> we currently do not
> have a full written description of what does and
> does not constitute
> voting fraud and voter intimidation. The current
> written definition
> excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet, voter
> registration
> applications submitted with fictitious names or that
> falsely affirm
> eligibility to vote are considered election crimes
> that can have an impact
> on election results. Specifically, they are used in
> schemes to vote more
> than once or to have ineligible persons participate
> in voting. Also, an
> increasing number of States are including as an
> election crime the knowing
> and willful destruction of voter registration
> applications by voter
> registration drives and their failure to transmit
> such applications to the
> election office in a timely manner.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that
has a clear and direct
distorting impact on the election results, then
administrative mistakes
that violate federal or State law could be included.
For federal
elections, administrative mistakes definitely are
not considered voting
fraud. The examples provided for "de facto" fraud
and "quasi" fraud also
are not likely to be considered part of voting fraud
and voter
intimidation without evidence that there also is
ballot box stuffing, vote

> buying, tampering with ballots or vote tallies,
> voter intimidation, etc.
> Although a number of things other than voting fraud
> and voter intimidation
> can (and do) distort election results, EAC is
> handling such issues under
> separate research efforts.
> For your information, I have attached a speech
> presented by Craig Donsanto
> (complete with typos) that addresses the issue of
> defining voting fraud.
> Perhaps it will be of interest to you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
'1+
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Tamar Nedzar /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 10:18 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

iTJ11i11Nfll

Subject Re: Fw: Updated Word Search ListE

Home should work, but the number you have is my old number. The new one is (703) 979-1863.
I'll talk to you at 3:45!
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac. ci ov
TNedzar(d eac.gov

-----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Date: 11/30/2005 08:50AM
Subject: Fw: Updated Word Search List
Tamar:

00':85

Here is an updated word search list for the case law/administrative decisions search. I am still trying to
confirm the time for the teleconference. As it stands right now, I will probably call you at 3:45 PM today.
should call your home phone (703-528-1863), right?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/30/2005 08:47 AM
"Job Serebrov"
Towang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
11/29/2005 07:07 PM

cc
SubjectUpdated Word Search List

Peggy & Tova:
Here is the updated case law word search list.
Job

R

Word Search Terms.doc
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/24/2005 11:31 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV
cc Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Karen
Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, Carol A.
Paquette/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Invoice information[I

Whatever happened to the training we were going to have on this and other aspects of recordkeeping for
our contracts, or are we supposed to find this information as best we can? Also, what is the status of the
contracts with Job and Tova. Can they submit an invoice without a signed contract? --- Peggy
Juliet E. Thompson/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson/EAC/GOV
10/24/2005 10:17 AM

Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
To Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
t

004860

Subject Invoice information

Peggy & Edgardo,
I got an email and call from Job Serebrov this morning. I have meant to ask you two to get together on the
invoice information. I know that we do not currently have a "standard", but I thought that the information
that Edgardo gave out to Contractors was quite good. Perhaps Edgardo could just jot down his information
in email format and send it to Tova and Job. I have Job's email if that would be helpful.
Juliet E. Thompson
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang @tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11 /29/2005 11:37 AM

cc
Subject intern and law clerk

Do you know yet if we will be able to speak to them today or tomorrow? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 7oth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Karen
Lynn-Dyson /EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

11/09/2005 12:57 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Call from Paul Vinovich

That saga continues :-)
Karen Lynn-Dyson

UO S61

Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3123
— Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 11/08/2005 12:56 PM —
/'–" `' Gracia Hillman/EAC/GOV
'
11/09/2005 1240 PM

To Paul DeGregorio/EAC/GOV@EAC, Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV, Raymundo Martinez/EAC/GOV, Juliet
E. Thompson/EAC/GOV, Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV

F•il

Subject Re: Call from Paul Vinovich

What Paul V said is NOT at all an accurate statement of what Tova said. I was there. This is very
dissappointing to read. I may call Mr. V myself.
I watched and heard what was said and by whom. I will be glad to brief you tomorrow morning.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Paul DeGregorio
From: Paul DeGregorio
Sent: 11/09/2005 11:28 AM
To: Gracia Hillman; Donetta Davidson; Raymundo Martinez; Juliet Thompson;
Thomas Wilkey
Cc: Karen Lynn-Dyson
Subject: Call from Paul Vinovich
I took a telephone call this morning from Paul Vinovich. He had attempted to reach Gracia, but since she
was not here, he asked Sheila if I was in the office so he spoke to me.
Paul was very upset with comments that Tova Wang had made at yesterdays AEI's meeting in which she
basically indicated that voter fraud did not exist in the USA. He asked how a person who believes that
voter fraud does not exist--or not seem at least willing to listen to both sides--can be hired by the EAC to
do a study on voter fraud/voter intimidation. I explained to Paul (as I have now had to explain to many
others) that Tova was "balanced" on the study with Job Severbrov. He did not know Job but was
well-aware of Tova's positions and was concerned that her public comments indicate that she will not be
fair in looking at this issue. I explained to Paul that we were monitoring the work of our consultants on this
study and no report would be issued publicly without the support of at least three commissioners. I sent
him some background information on Job. I think this study will need close monitoring.
Paul DeGregorio
Vice Chairman
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
1-866-747-1471 toll-free
202-566-3100
202-566-3127 (FAX)
pdegregorio@eac.gov

www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
W
"Job
S rebrov.
To psims@eac.gov
10/03/2005 01:20 PM
cc
Subject Re: Meetings

Peggy:
I just received an e-mail from Tova. She is also ok
with the 28th which is better for me.
I am interested in your answer to her question about
work product.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am available for a 3-way teleconference after Noon
on Wednesday this
week. My schedule on Thursday and Friday is
flexible, as well. When
would be best for you two? I can call the telephone
numbers you prefer
and set up the conference call from my desk.

>
>
>
>
>

Both the 24th or the 28th are fine with me for the
face-to-face meeting.
Which do you prefer? If you have no preference, I
suggest we pick the
earlier of the two.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Regarding your contracts, I understand that the
contract will carry the
date of 9/25/05. All contracts have to be signed by
the Chair, who has
been out of the office on Commission business. I
have been told that she
will sign off on your contracts, among others,
today. Our financial
officer will send it to you after that. I'll try to
obtain copies and fax
the appropriate one to you as soon as they have been
signed.

>
>
>
>
>

Regarding your pay, the contract will state that you
should submit a
monthly invoice to EAC for payment of your fee for
that month. The
contract is for 6 months, so our Finance Officer,

U U 4 3 V:r:

>
>
>
>

Diana Scott, wants you
to submit an invoice to her each month for 1/6th of
the total payment,
beginning 10/25/05.

> I look forward to talking again with the two of you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 10/03/2005 10:08 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Mettings

> Peggy:
>
>
>
>
>

Just spoke with Tova. We would like to have a three
way telephone conference with you this week if
possible. The best dates for our face to face are
Oct
24th or 28th. Please let me know what works for you.

> Talk with you when you get answers to my questions.
> Regards,
> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ----Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

10/11/2005 02:54 PM

cc

004$6`;

Subject Re: Address for Federal Express
rt

^tl

You can send it to The Century Foundation, that's fine. For future reference, I have a doorman
so sending stuff to my house is fine too. Thank you! Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Date: Tue, 11 Oct 2005 13:41:38 -0400
Subject: Address for Federal Express

Tova:
I am about to Federal Express some material to you. Should I use your Century Foundation address, or
your apartment address? If you want it sent to your apartment, Is it OK for Fed Ex to leave the Fed Ex at
your apartment building or should I mark it to be held for pick up at the nearest Fed Ex office?
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
g@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
10/03/2005 04:50 PM
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

That's the right number. On the 14th I do want to be on by phone. I probably will only be able to be on for
the beginning though. I may be able to rejoin again at the end. Will someone be taking notes?
Thanks for everything. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2005 3:42 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

I will initiate the calls to you two on Wednesday. The number I have for Tova is
For Job, I have
Let me know if I should use a different number for you on

:)O!S6

Wednesday.
Thanks, Tova, for the copy of the draft workplan you provided to Karen. I'll take a look at it and,
hopefully, provide some feedback on Wednesday. I have not yet caught up to all the paperwork
and emails that preceded my assignment to this project. Karen just handed me a folder full of
documents that should help.
I think you may have received an email from Nicole Mortellito regarding an October 14 meeting. If
you two cannot come in person but can attend via phone, just let me know. Nicole's message has
information regarding hotel rates that conflicts with what I've just sent you. I've asked her to
double check her information because I have another contractor that has had no problem
obtaining government rate at hotels.
Yes, you will be paid on a monthly basis. You can file your first invoice on October
to Diana Scott.

25,

according

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866 -747-1471 (toll free) or 202- 566 -3120 (direct)
Fax: 202- 566 -3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2005 03:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc ggilmour@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Peg, This all sounds good. Will you be calling us on Wednesday?
I should not need a hotel for the 28th. Just let me know what time. Are there expense forms we
should have for reimbursement?
On the work product, we did send Karen a very preliminary draft of a work plan. I attach it again
here and we can talk about it more on Wednesday.
My only money question is, are we being paid on a monthly basis? And if so, when does that
begin? I assume this all is in the contracts we'll be getting...

Thanks.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2005 2:48 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: ggilmour@eac.go
Voting Fraud Telecconference-Meeting-Work Schedule

Tova and Job:
Teleconference Let's schedule the teleconference for 4:00 PM on Wednesday, October 5. Gavin Gilmour will join
us.
Meeting October 28 is fine for the face-to-face meeting in DC. We have allocated $5,000 to each of you to
cover reasonable and necessary travel and other incidental expenses. Expenses claimed for
reimbursement need to be itemized, with appropriate receipts provided. You should be able to
obtain the Federal government rate at an area hotel (if you plan to stay overnight). If the hotel
needs a letter from EAC (in lieu of showing them your signed contract), just let me know. Airlines
apparently no longer honor government rates for government contractors. Rail carriers may
provide government rates for government contractors. If you drive, the current government rate
for a personally owned vehicle (POV) is 48.5 cents per mile.
Deliverables The first item on the list of deliverables is the draft project workplan, which is due ASAP after
award. Would it be possible for the two of you to deliver a draft workplan to me via email by
10/11? That would be after we have had our teleconference to work out lingering questions.
Questions for Finance If you have questions for our Finance Officer, you can reach her via email at dscott@eac.gov.
would appreciate it if you would cc: me on such emails, so that I know to follow up with her.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --`

Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/29/2005 02:15 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"'_
Subject nexis search

004866

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To "'Job Serebrov"
11/22/2005 03:28 PM
cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Word Search Terms

I'm sorry, I don't understand
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto.
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2005 3:22 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Word Search Terms
Peggy:
Attached are the word search terms.
Job

Tova:
I placed the few words that you added in the middle of
my list into my existing file so some terms are out of
order from the last list that you sent me.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.o
9@
r9 >

To psims@eac.gov

11/28/2005 05:00 PM

cc
Subject RE: September invoice

I wasn't sure what it should be since we weren't doing the 20 hours a week at that point. Should it be the

00486'

same amount?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2005 4:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: September invoice

Tova:
I received your faxed invoices, but the one for the pay period September 1-30, 2005 is missing the
total dollar amount claimed. Would you please send that one again, with the dollar amount
inserted? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
11/28/2005 11:45 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject September invoice

Hi Peg:
I'm faxing you the September and October invoices. I will fax you the November one on
Wednesday. Thanks. Tova
The following was done in September in furtherance of a project Providing Consulting
Services in the Development of a Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation
Project # E4019698
Invoice # 1: September 1, 2005-September 30, 2005
50 hours:

September Time Spent on EAC Project
Preparation for two teleconferences;
Two teleconferences and calls with Job;

Calls with EAC staff
Conceptualize project;
Draft work plan;
Draft preliminary definition of fraud;
Background research into vote fraud & voter intimidation.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday. November 23, 2005 2:25 PM
To
wang@tcf.org
Subject: Personal Services Invoices-Travel Vouchers-Other Expenses

Job and Tova:
I've been busy seeking answers from our attorneys and our Finance Officer, Diana Scott,
regarding your reimbursement questions. The results follow:
InvoicesNouchers for Personal Services
In order to meet legal requirements and provide what is needed by our Finance Officer, we have
developed the attached form that you may use for your monthly invoices for consulting services
on the Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation Project. This form is optional. If you prefer, you can
provide the same information in a letter. Please see your contract for specifics regarding hours
that can be worked and compensation.
I also confirmed with Diana Scott that under the contract recently ratified, EAC considers that your
service began on September 1, 2005. Consequently, you do not have to wait until the 25th of
the month to file your vouchers for services provided during the previous month. Each voucher
should cover one month, and may be filed immediately after the end of the month.
If you fax your invoice/voucher for personal services to me, please drop the original in the mail.
We can begin processing your voucher based on the fax, but would like to have the original
document for our files.
Travel Authorizations and Vouchers
Apparently, we need to prepare travel authorizations for any travel that you do on behalf of this
project. I know how to prepare them, but will need input from you for each trip regarding the
expected costs of transportation (separate costs of airfare, train fare, ground transportation), hotel
(including taxes), other expected travel expenses (e.g.; airport parking), the points between which
you will travel, and the days of travel. I'll prepare the authorization based on this information and
put it into the pipeline for the appropriate officials' signatures. Once it is signed, I will fax a copy to
you. It is important that we work together to prepare these authorizations well in advance of the
travel dates.

Once the travel is concluded, we can prepare the travel vouchers to obtain reimbursement for
your travel costs, in accordance with federal travel regulations. You will need to send me your
receipts for the hotel, the plane or train, ground transportation (if you did not use your personal
vehicle), and parking (if you parked at the airport). You will get a set amount for meals, so you do
not need to provide meal receipts. I will prepare the voucher and fax it to you for your signature.
If you see any problems with the voucher, this is the time to fix them. Once you are satisfied with
the voucher, you will need to return the signed voucher by mail or in person. I'll attach the
receipts you provided and a copy of the travel authorization, and send it forward for processing.
Other Expenses
Because your contracts do not provide for the reimbursement of other expenses, we have to look
for other ways to deal with them.
For the publications, there are two options: (1) you can pay for them yourself and mark them up
as you please; or (2) I can find them in our library or order them through our supply person.
Anything paid for by EAC is EAC property, which would mean turning them over to EAC with no
marks in them.
If you need to messenger items to accomplish the work under contract, I can authorize the use of
EAC's Federal Express account number on a case-by-case basis. I'll need some advance notice
and will have to supply our finance folks with the tracking number, who is sending the package, to
whom, and when. That way, they won't be surprised when they see item on the FedEx invoice.
(An easy way to provide all the information would be to fax a copy of the FedEx Airbill to me.)
At this time, our consultants pay their phone expenses out of their personal services
compensation. When it works for you, we can bypass the need for you to incur phone charges by
using EAC's teleconferencing capabilities.
Hope you have a Happy Thanksgiving !
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
Y"

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/30/2005 04:25 PM

cc
Subject monthly report

Please see attached. I will be faxing my invoice. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

November report. doc

`

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, dscott@eac.gov
11/16/2005 09:18 AM
cc
Subject travel expense pre-approval request

I will be down in DC 12/1-12/2 to speak at an election reform conference. While my major expenses will
be charged to this other project, while I am there I would like to meet with a couple of people who are on
our list of experts to interview. Would it be possible to get reimbursed for my travel within DC? For
example, I'll be staying at the Capitol Hilton and one of the interviewees is a professor out at American
University. Please let me know.
Also, I would still like to know if expenses unrelated to travel should simply be added to our monthly
invoices.
Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
10/25/2005 02:29 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: wgl

Tova:

If you have to spend time and effort pulling the information together, let's wait until the contract is signed.
If you already have the information on hand, please forward it to me.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

10/24/2005 05:30 PM

cc
Subject wg

Hi Peg,
Do you want the information on the proposed working group members you requested (their backgrounds
on this issue) now or should I wait until the contract situation is clear? I understand more information on
that is forthcoming imminently.
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
11/03/2005 03:00 PM

cc
Subject tuesday

ODf^874

Hi Peg,
I will be down in DC next Tuesday for a meeting. I wonder if it would be useful for me to come by -- I think
you mentioned at one point you had a big collection of articles. It would be great to be able to take a look
at them. I'm available mid to late afternoon. Let me know.
Any word on the contract situation?
Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM -----

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/03/2005 06:23 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Tuesday[)

Tova:
I should be available during the mid to late afternoon, provided we are not besieged with election-related
calls. Regardless, I can provide the file with the news clippings for your review.
Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

11/03/2005 02:00 PM

cc
Subject tuesday

Hi Peg,
I will be down in DC next Tuesday for a meeting. I wonder if it would be useful for me to come by -- I think
you mentioned at one point you had a big collection of articles. It would be great to be able to take a look

at them. I'm available mid to late afternoon. Let me know.
Any word on the contract situation?
Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 03:26 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voter Fraud/IntimidationI

Tamar:
Job notified me today that he had sent the key word search terms to Tova yesterday to review.
Unfortunately, she will not be able to do so until late today or tomorrow. Consequently, he needs to wait to
send them to me. I'll let you know as soon as I know. --- Peggy
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 02:58 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voter Fraud/Intimidation

Hi Peggy,
Just wondering if you had heard anything from Tova and Job about the terms they want me to search for
on Lexis. If they don't get back to you today, just forward anything they send you to this email. I check it at
least once a day and can do work from home.
Thanks,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk

> Job:
>
>
>
>
>

I am about to Federal Express some material to you.
Is it OK for Fed Ex
to leave the package at your Spring Street address,
or should I mark it to
be held for pick up at the nearest Fed Ex office?

> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/30/2005 11:00 AM

To Devon E. Romig/CONTRACTOR/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Nexis Search Terms

Devon:
In preparation for this afternoon's teleconference, you may want to review the attached list of Nexis search
terms. If you have any questions, we can discuss them before the teleconference or, if I can't provide
answers, we can ask our consultants who prepared the list. --- Peggy

R

nos word search 11 28.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---wang@tcf.org
10/17/2005 11:08 AM

To sims
eac. 9ov
P^@
cc
Subject working group

Hi Peg,
I'd like to talk to you briefly about the development of the working group when you have a moment.
understand you are in a meeting right now -- is there a good time for me to give you a buzz today and/or
tomorrow? Thanks so much. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --Diana Scott /EAC/GOV
11/18/2005 03:15 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

O O' S 7 `.:

cc
Subject Contract:/invoice: Job Serebrov

Peggy,
Serebrov has submitted a few versions of his invoice via email. I will provide you with paper copies of his
emails. As we have been speaking recently about this, his invoice should contain:
Date
name and address of payee
Act Number that is on the contract
Detailed description of services rendered --no 1 or 2 liners
$ amount of invoice
If invoice amount contains any reimbursement for travel expenses, the expenses need to be itemized (and
of course, pre-approved). These expenses should not be on a travel voucher although the legal dept.
stated that in the SOW This is not so.
Finally, we previously required vendors to submit invoices via the mail. However, in the recently revised
contracts, the legal dept. omitted this and used language "should be delivered" instead. I am not
entertaining any invoice via email. I have brought this to Julie's attention.

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Job Serebrov"

11/10/2005 03:33 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Letters Were Signed

And they say there is no Santa Claus
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
> The Chair signed your letters this afternoon. Diana
> Scott has them and
> plans to fax everything to you. Have a good
> weekend!
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist

> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
11/29/2005 05:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Only between 3:30 and 5:30
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> Are you two available for a teleconference with our
> Law Clerk and Intern
> tomorrow at either of the times listed below?
> Between 12 and 1 PM EST; or
> Any time between 3:30 and 5:30 PM EST
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 05:08 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
Tova Andrea
Wang
cc
Subject Re: In-Person Meeting['

Job and Tova:
If you both agree, a meeting in early January in lieu of a December meeting would be fine with me. As it

> As far as a trip to DC goes, I gave Tova two
> possible
> dates---Friday December 16 or Monday December 19.
> Regards,
> Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
11/10/2005 02:06 PM

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Contracts Update

Peggy:
Any word from finance as to the status of the
contracts?
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 03:27 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Word Search Terms(

Thanks for the update. I'II let Tamar know. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job

"
@
To psimseac.gov

/2005 12:07 PM
11/21/2005

cc
Subject Word Search Terms

Peggy:
I sent the words search terms to Tova yesterday to
review. Unfortunately, she will not be able to do so
until late today or tomorrow. Consequently, I need to
wait to send them to you.
As far as a trip to DC goes, I gave Tova two possible
dates---Friday December 16 or Monday December 19.
Regards,
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 04:57 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: InvoicesI

Dear Job:
I checked with the finance folks regarding your question about when you should submit your next invoice.
They told me that it will not help to submit the invoice early because not all of the people who need to sign
off on it will be in the office.
Also, Friday evening, Diana Scott asked for more information on your invoice (perhaps based on feedback
from GSA). In addition to the total hours and total dollar amount that you have provided in your second
email, she needs:
•
Date of Invoice
• Name and Address of Payee
• Act Number, which is listed on your contract (E4019698)
• Pay Period
• # of days on which you worked
Diana also told me on Friday that she is not sure she can accept invoices by email. Until I can confirm
with our attorneys that email is OK, I suggest that you fax the amended invoice and future invoices to me
at the fax number listed below, and send the original by mail.
I understand that all of this back-and-forth must be as aggravating to you as to me. I am working with
folks here to develop a form that you may use for invoices that will provide all of the information that our
finance folks and GSA need. (We have not located a government form that we can use for personal
services contracts.) The form would be strictly optional. Alternatively, you could send a letter that
provides the same information. I also have reminded people about the federal government's prompt
payment requirements. Although we have to process all of our payments through our agent, GSA, we
remain bound by these provisions.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

004SSC

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 04:55 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern[

We have initiated research projects on:
Provisional Ballots and Voter ID;
Laws and Practices Regarding Vote Counting (including pre-election testing, security, post-election
audits), Recounts, and Contested Elections;
• Management Guidelines for Voting Systems;
• Technical Issues in the Implementation of the Statewide Voter Registration Database; and
•
Pollworker Recruitment, Training, and Retention.
•
•

At minimum, I think we need to look at knowing and willful violations. Mistakes involving
misunderstandings; unintentional errors in processing voter registration applications, absentee ballots, or
provisional ballots; unintentional election coding errors on vote counting programs; unintentional errors in
preparing or distributing ballots and voting equipment; unintentional errors in preparing vote tallies; and
badly trained poll workers do not rise to the level of voting fraud--- though they can definitely affect the
integrity of the election.
Although some Voting Rights Act provisions are used to prosecute voter intimidation, the Department of
Justice's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, also has initiated action against States for failure to
properly implement other provisions of the Voting Rights Act, the National Voter Registration Act
(including the list maintenance requirements) and the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting
Act. Failure of States and local jurisdictions to properly implement these provisions is not considered
voting fraud, but is actionable.
We do have gaps in federal election crimes laws, however. For example, I remember when we first saw
votes being auctioned on ebay and when we heard of voter registration drives destroying or failing to turn
in voter registration applications they had collected, there was concern that current law did not provide
leverage for federal prosecution. As it turned out, State prosecution under State election laws was more
effective in those cases.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127

0043.81

email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

`' f

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/29/2005 04:02 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

Can you give us a better idea of the other EAC research projects that you think we might overlap with if we
include these activities? Job and I had strong reasons for what we did and did not include and how we
wanted to frame the term fraud, so we do indeed need to discuss this -- perhaps before or after the
discussion with Tamar and Devon?
Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 3:18 PM
To: w
tcf.or
Cc:
Subject: RE: Teleconference With Legal Clerk and Intern

The Law Clerk's name is Tamar Nedzar. She is very sharp. Our intern's name is Devon Romig.
Tamar has the most recent lists of search terms and may have questions about them. Devon will
need to know how you want the press clippings sorted by type of voting fraud. I think we need to
give her a specific list. that, I hope, will not overlap. For example, do you want her to sort using
the term Absentee Ballot
Fraud when that can involve voter intimidation/coercion/undue influence, vote buying, ballot
tampering, and ballot box stuffing (by voting in the name of another or under a fictitious name).
We need to discuss this because I am concerned that we currently do not have a full written
description of what does and does not constitute voting fraud and voter intimidation. The current
written definition excludes voter registration shenanigans; yet, voter registration applications
submitted with fictitious names or that falsely affirm eligibility to vote are considered election
crimes that can have an impact on election results. Specifically, they are used in schemes to vote
more than once or to have ineligible persons participate in voting. Also, an increasing number of
States are including as an election crime the knowing and willful destruction of voter registration
applications by voter registration drives and their failure to transmit such applications to the
election office in a timely manner.
If we define voting fraud as any illegal act that has a clear and direct distorting impact on the
election results, then administrative mistakes that violate federal or State law could be included.
For federal elections, administrative mistakes definitely are not considered voting fraud. The
examples provided for "de facto" fraud and "quasi" fraud also are not likely to be considered part
of voting fraud and voter intimidation without evidence that there also is ballot box stuffing, vote
buying, tampering with ballots or vote tallies, voter intimidation, etc. Although a number of things
other than voting fraud and voter intimidation can (and do) distort election results, EAC is handling

tz

such issues under separate research efforts.
For your information, I have attached a speech presented by Craig Donsanto (complete with
typos) that addresses the issue of defining voting fraud. Perhaps it will be of interest to you.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM -_

"Job Se b v"
To psims@eac.gov
10/19/2005 11:59 AM

cc
Subject Re: Travel to DC and Proposed Working Group Members

Peggy:
What form do you want use to submit our invoice in for
this month?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Dear Tova and Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have been advised by our Counsel that, since the
contracts have not yet
been signed, we will have to postpone our October
28th meeting. Tova, for
future reference, the per diem rates for DC (the
Greater Washington, DC
area) can be accessed through that web site I
provided by clicking on the
District of Columbia link on the map.

> I also have to ask you to hold any further efforts
> on the Working Group
> until further notice. We are going to have to limit
> the number in the
> group to no more than six. EAC has to pay for the
> travel for these folks
> out of FY 2006 dollars. The agency currently is
> operating under a
> continuing resolution, and may not have its FY 2006
> budget until December
> 2005 , or later. When you submit the names of

',

> possible Working Group
> members, I will need a summary of their work in
> studying or enforcing laws
> against voting fraud and voter intimidation. (It is
> not sufficient to
> have expressed an interest in these matters, we need
> experienced folks.)
> The working group can include nonpartisan members,
> so long as any
> partisan-leaning members are balanced (i.e.; 1 R for
> 1 D).
> I am sorry for any inconvenience that this may
> cause. I wish I had the
> power to change the situation, but I don't.
> Peggy Sims
> Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
> 1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

10/14/2005 10:59 AM

cc
Subject

Hi Peggy,
Just an FYI -- Job and I have developed our own draft of a definition of fraud and intimidation and are
working on compiling existing research. With respect to the working group, I have sent him the names
and bios of my first choices, most of whom I have not yet spoken to. My thought was that I would have
you vet them before asking them if they could do it, so I wouldn't have to turn around and say no. I have
plenty of "plan B" people should some of my first choices not work out. Job has gone ahead and inquired
as to people's availability before putting them on his list, which he expects to send me today.
Hope you had a great weekend.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, October 11 2005 4:33 PM
To:wang@tcf.org
Per Diem Rates
SubjFôñtract I

phone from home on the Job and Tova call. I have also asked Gavin to sit in as the drugs have left me a
little foggy.
Let me know if you will call me or if I need to call you.
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Donetta Davidson
11/18/200503:06 PM
cc Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: RESPONSE REQUESTED-Working Group for Voting
Fraud and Voter Intimidation Project

Dear Commissioner Davidson:
Attached is the earlier email requesting feedback on potential Working Group members for the voting
fraud and voter intimidation research project. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/18/2005 03:03 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/16/2005 01:12 PM

Gracia Hillman, Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta
To Davidson
Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
cc Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject RESPONSE REQUESTED-Working Group for Voting Fraud
and Voter Intimidation Project

Dear Commissioners:
The consultants' contracts for EAC's voting fraud and voter intimidation project require Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov to work in consultation with EAC staff and the Commissioners "to identify a working group of
key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud and
voter intimidation". The contracts do not specify the number of working group members but, as EAC has
to pay for the group's travel and we want the size of the group to be manageable, I recommend that we
limit the number to 6 or 8. Please let me know if you think that this limit is too conservative .
Attached for your review and comment are two lists of potential working group members for this project.
One list was submitted by Job, the other by Tova. Tova and Job have provided brief summaries of each
candidate's relevant experience and have placed asterisks next to the names of the individuals whom they
particularly recommend. I can provide more extensive biographies of these individuals, if you need them.
If EAC agrees that the recommended working group members are acceptable, an equal number may be
selected from each list in order to maintain a balanced perspective.
Absent from the attached lists is the name of a representative from the U.S. Department of Justice's
Election Crimes Branch. At this time, I am working through the DOJ bureaucracy to determine to what
degree Craig Donsanto will be permitted to participate. If he cannot be named as a working group

member, we may still be able to use him as a resource.
Please provide your feedback to me no later than Monday , November 28. I am available to meet with
you if you would like to discuss this matter further.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist

Possible Working Group Members -Serebrov.doc Possible Working Group Members- WWWang.doe
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 02:20 PM

To Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DOJ

Attached is Jeannie's edited version of the letter to DOJ. Would you please copy it to your file, accept all
changes, and run it on the Chair's letterhead. Once she signs it, I will want to fax a copy to Donsanto and
send the original by mail. Thanks. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 11/21/2005 02:20 PM
Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
11/21/2005 02:17 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DOJI

Peg,
My suggested edits are attached.

Chair Ltr to Donsanto-DFRAFFT it edits.doc

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/03/2005 06:07 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments(1

I think Diana Scott needs the original with the original signature. If you want to fax a copy to her, as well,
fax it to her at 202-566-3127. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
11/03/2005 04:11 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

Do we need to mail you the original of the EFT form? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2005 3:55 PM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Invoices and Payments

Job and Tova;
The attorneys have advised me that each of you should amend your invoice to indicate the total
hours worked (20) during the first month. You should submit a letter ASAP to Diana Scott with
that clarification.
I have been told that it takes our agent, the General Services Administration (GSA), two to three
weeks to process our requests for payment. I understand that using the electronic funds transfer
(EFT) process will reduce the time for payment by up to five days, because it takes additional time
for GSA to cut and mail a paper check.
Diana does not have a completed EFT form from either of you, which would permit the electronic
transfer of the funds directly to your chosen bank account. I can find no evidence that Karen
suggested you should submit the form, so I have attached a blank form below. Please complete it
and return it with the invoice amendment to Diana. If you have any questions about how to fill out
the EFT form, let me know. I'll do my best to help you out.
I understand that the contract matters are moving forward. I hope to have more news for you on
Monday afternoon.
Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, klynndyson@eac.gov, nmortellito@eac.gov

09/27/2005 11:14 AM

cc
Subject

Hi Peg, Nicole and Karen,
Just FYI, I will be out of the office after today for the rest of the week (actually speaking at conferences
down in DC). My cell is 917-656-7905 if you need to reach me, and I should be able to check email
sporadically. Thanks
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:09 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV

11/04/2005 05:34 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Paymentsl

Tova:
Yes, she has received your EFT fax. All is well. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

11/04/2005 02:44 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Invoices and Payments

0n 8S8

Peg:
Tova and I talked about the voter fraud project last
evening and we believe that a face to face DC meeting
is needed in t?e next few weeks. If you are in today,
I hope to hear from you.
Regards,
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GO' on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM -"Craig . Donsanto @usdoj.gov
"
<Craig.Donsanto @usdoj .go
v>
11/22/2005 05:52 PM

To "Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "psims@eac.gov"
<psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subject Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting
Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Hello Peg and greetings from Mexico City.
Interesting way you put that question!! When will I NOT be available!!!
Peg -- I have a speech to deliver to the Illinois Association of Election
Commissioners December 7-8. After that, my wife says she will arise in protest
if I don't stay put for the next couple months!!!
So I guess anytime after December 8 will work.
I hope I can help you and the EAC on this.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Sent: Tue Nov 22 16:50:20 2005
Subject: Re: Requesting Your Help-Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and
Voter Intimidation
Craig:
This is just to let you know that I have drafted a letter for the Chair's
signature, but she may want to make some changes before she signs. Once it is
signed, I'll fax a copy to you and send the original by mail. For planning
purposes, can you tell me when you don't expect to be available during the
next 3 months (Dec-Feb)?
Peggy Sims
Phone: 202-566-3120 (direct)
email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To jthompson@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
10/28/2005 10:25 AM

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Contracts

Dear Julie and Peggy:
I am writing today to see if the contracts have
finally been approved. Julie, you had indicated
several days ago that your staff would take a few days
to complete its review. Completion of the contract
process affects our ability to proceed to month two
scheduled work and, just as important, our getting
paid by mid-November---which is financially critical
at this point. Finally, I will need a copy of the
contract by next week for the final stage of an
interview process. The amount I am being paid for this
project in effect pushes me to the upper end of the GS
rating for this position.
Peggy, when do you think the final working group
members will be selected? We need to know this as many
of those who were not selected will default to the
group of folks that we interview.
Job
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
11/29/2005 05:04 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Thad[

Tova:
Thad's research on threat assessment is not being conducted under an EAC contract. The requirement to
work through EAC only applies to contact with EAC contractors about EAC research. Thad's EAC
contract is for Vote Counts/Contested Elections and Recounts. At this time, the contractor is analyzing
State laws and procedures and contacting appropriate federal agencies regarding any pertinent consent
agreements. Currently, there are no plans to do a survey that would be subject to the Paperwork
Reduction Act requirements.
If your interest in Thad involves his non-EAC research, I would have no problem with you contacting him
directly. If you think he will not respond unless I forward your request to him, I will see what I can do.

00459`

Peggy Sims
Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To Psims@eac.gov

11/29/2005 04:16 PM

cc
Subject thad

Hi Peg,
I would like to talk to Thad Hall about the methodology of our research and about the threat assessment
survey he is doing with Electionline and Caltech htt p://www.vote.caltech.edu/media/threat risk. pdf. Can
you please facilitate that? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Senior Program Officer and Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/07/2007 04:08 PM ---

11 /30/2005 10:05 AM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Wednesday Teleconference

Yesterday, before I got food poisoning , I would have
said yes. While I can participate in the conference, I
don't know how focused I will be.
Job

2

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"'
Subject Re: outline of final reportI

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of it. I am sure that your product will
be much better than this quickly pulled together thing. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" cc

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
pk^'

Table of Contents.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —

}
06/29/2006 07:58 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Pay

Q043-92

Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

06/29/2006 01:24 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov®
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 P
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang

UOig9`=

for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by. EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppres^lon schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation . .
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'fob Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang-

Is

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 05:31 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

twilkey@eac.gov

Subject RE: donsanto interviewI

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOJ's earlier policy was to prosecute organized conspiracies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and resources available. Donsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOD's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully

provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.go

06/29/2006 01:24 PM

cc twiy@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;^
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang

for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute vTher suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking, case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'Job Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:29 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

Wang Payment Tracking. xis
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 06:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of
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July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message
From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov;.wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
reimbursement?

0

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 07:10 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.

0( 899

Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has already raised red flags in
DC of and is likely to result in an edit. Enough
said about that.

> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
> if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
> mod to provide for some. additional hours and money
> to incorporate comments received on the report and
> other efforts that: fall within the tasks specified
> in the current contract. We won't get 60 thou, but
•> there'might be a little year end money we . can :.use to
> finish this off properly.
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Messag ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 P
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Various
> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
> especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> statement in one interview that there is a
> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/26/2006 04:38 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 MeetingR)

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/23/2006 01:04 PM

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: * s
Cc:
wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM --"Carol J. Thomas Reporting"
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/27/2006 10:07 PM

cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/26/2006 06:52 PM
cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

Methodology for Case Review.doc
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiryI

Jeannie:
Here are my responses:
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.

As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
If the reporter has spoken to Secretary Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
research, you may want to note that EAC initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
intimidation in accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
•
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].
^
e
At its 2005 meeting, EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc
Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
=a

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"'

06/27/2006 01:31 PM

cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject definition

Is this OK now?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow.
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY ioo2i
phone: 212-452 -7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

IN

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov"'
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes..
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 01:00 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL, Job
Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: donsanto interviewI

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOJ's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve
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coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"'
Subject .donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
" ob

brov"
To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Jobs

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:36 AM

To Thomas Wilkey
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
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> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I. did attend, but I
>> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time.. I just wanted you to
>> be forwarned that the paragraph . has.alreadj raised red flags in DC of and
> is likely to result in an edit
Enough said about that.
>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg

>> ------------------------->> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
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>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>>clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

--^ Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 1112 AM

To. Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel FundsI

Peggy:

00491 :.;:

I am assuming you are referring to the 6/9/06 payment in the amount of $1,200.03. I checked with
Finance and the payout date is today.

Bola Olu
Financial Administrative Specialist
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite - 1100
Washington, DC 20005
P:202-566-3124
F:202/566-3127
http://www.eac.gov/
"Integrity - Treat everyone with the same principle, be loyal to those who are not present"
• Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

0

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:51 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc

Subject Payments for Personal Services

OQ491-:

Job:
I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. --- Peggy

E

Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
--- Forwarded by Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:35 AM To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various[

"Tova Wang"

Most of the Commissioners and Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to attend the
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences. I'll let Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:42 PM

To sims
eac.
@ ov,
P
9 "Job Serebrov"
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.g >
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang c .org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60 thou, but there
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> -----Original brow"
> From:: "Job Seebrov
> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.or4
> Subject: Various
>
> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.

> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----4
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Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To wangt7
a tcf.org

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EA

•

Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center
•^1

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac:gov
--= Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
t'
To psims@eac.gov
07/06/2006 08:25 AM
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan9C
tcf.or 9>
To psims@eac.gov
07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

IOpsims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional •Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;_
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM - ---

0.0!; x'

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours NeededD

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.

Wang Payment Tracking. xis

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
9@
9
07/03/2006 12:19 PM

>
To psims@eac:gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. it is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. Ir),order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal .services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/07/2006 08:06 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc
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Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; n^^^
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tovakend Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to . help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
07/01/2006 05:30 PM
cc n
Subject Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us know. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(c ,eac.gv
o
To : wang@tcf.orrg
Cc:
Sent: Friday, June 30, 20063:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

.00!91`

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wan tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims(cDeac.aoov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:TUPM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

.B

Subject Re: Travel Funds[

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:

C^0
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I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.

0

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded byMargaretSims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007,44:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 12:05 PM

to

cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[=

I think it is this one. --- Peggy

R

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc

Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/11/2006 11:38 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[--^^

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 10:55 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

00X92=.

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

o
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Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@a EAC
cc

07/10/2006 02:29 PM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document

before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/^OV on 04/301200704:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
07/11/2006 10:55 AM
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins

General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the. report that was delivered to the. EAC boards. Let's find out ghat his
concerns: are so that we can address them.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins

Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.

I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and. Intimidation Study

I received a call from Jolt Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some daft paper that he:
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study: I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have riot received a copy'of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:38 AM

04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

To Devon Romig
cc

Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
c

Subject Re: FW: methodology[`

00492'_

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy
q
Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology
To

9 -

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>

4

> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

07/05/2006 02:49 PM

Subject Contract Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

•

cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.

00492:

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
>> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
>> be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
>> . is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
>> I am concerned about the number of hours left or this project. If you.
>> aid Tova both agree,. I'll I see .if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg

>> ------------------------->> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph

Q Q 4 9 2^

>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To Serebrov

07/03/2006 12:40 PM

cc

e

Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/30/2006 05:25 PM

cc
Subject Re: F : methodologyI

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

In

Risk Analysis Methodology- Brennan Center excerpt.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM

Oo 93L,

To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let . me
> know what you think.
•
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:04 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: final report[

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
04 93 _

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
c

07/03/2006 09:10 AM

Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street .New York, NY 1.0021
phone:, 21 2-452-.7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -"Job Serebrov"
4

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/03/2006 10:14 PM

cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --"

rov"
To psims@eac.gov

•

07/05/2006 07:19 PM

cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its

:0193 `w,

not there. If it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 07/05/2006 08:1
> To: •psims@eac.gov
>.Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement
>
> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:30 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org•
'Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -- "

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/09/2006 06:00 PM

cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?

0'04 s31,:

Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:35 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodologyl

I've asked Devon to do it. She can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Is

"Tova Wang"
• <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:18 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: FW: methodology

i4,

suggest accompany the information we provide. Also enclosed would be the resolutions passed by both
entities. Please let me know if the letter meets your approval. (The letter would be from Tom.)

I write to request a copy of the following two reports submitted to the Election Assistance
Commission:
(1) a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation, outlining a future research agenda, prepared
by Tova Wang and Job Serebrov, and discussed in this morning's USA TODAY;
(2) a report on provisional ballots and voter ID, prepared by the Moritz School of Law at Ohio
State University in collaboration with others.
It is my understanding that these reports were commissioned by and submitted to the EAC
several months agoo It is in the public interest to release these reports sincesthey will advance the
public, discussion and understanding of important election administration issues.
Thank you very much for your attention to this request. Please let me know when I can expect to
receive a copy of these reports. If this request is denied, please provide an explanation as to why.
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100

www.eac.gov Brennan center letter.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM
•

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
08/22/2006 02:44 PM

To "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>,
"Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject FW: Does EAC have access to stats on —

Ben - This forwards a short e-mail chain between me and Peg Sims at the EAC. Peg is an institution where this
sort of thing is concerned and if there were national stats available she would be the first place I would go
- - which come to think of it is why I did!
Her remarks bring-up another issue: apples and oranges.
There are a lot of categories of crime that could arguably fit under the umbrella of "election crime" but
which would not be the sort of thing we would find useful for present purposes. Examples would be theft
of election materials unrelated to an intent to corrupt the election, campaigning or assaults in or near polls,
"campaign slander" (i.e., lying about one's opponent) which is not a federal crime but is potentially a crime
in 20 or so states, corruption in the procurement of election equipment (i.e., Louisiana had a recent high

s
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profile case against its secretary of state who took bribes from voting equipment vendors in exchange for
buying their machines). This stuff is criminal, but it dopes not involve corruption of them electoral process
itself.
Also, some local prosecutors who do enforce the laws dealing with particularly vote buying - - for various
reasons - - chose to prosecute the voters for selling their votes rather than the corrupt political operatives
who buy the votes. Many times this is simply because slamming the voter rather than the corrupt pols is
easier, quicker and does not entangle the prosecutor in the caldron of local politics. In other instances it is
more sinister: I am aware of several instances where local prosecutors tried to charge voters whose
names surfaced as people whose votes locally prominent pols had been bought in order to silence them in
the federal case. Federally, we usually treat the voters as victims and go after those who tried to purchase
their birthright. In one case in Western North Carolina, the target of our case was a local DA. When our
indictment against him was returned it named the voters whose votes he was being charged with having
bought (we try to avoid this now!). His first act of defense was to charge all these voters with selling their
votes under N.C. law. We had to intercede for him - -.through the U.S. Attorney at that time - -with the
N.C. Governor to pardon these voters so that they could testify concerning the material facts without
incriminating themselves.
My point here is this:
Even if we can get some State stats, since the State concept of "election crime" and ours is usually
different, and since state prosecutors often approach this type of case from an entirely different
perspective than we do at the federal level, State stats will likely have minimal value to substantiating the
thesis we are trying to advance: that local law enforcement in the election crime area is not adequate.
----- Message from psims@eac.gov on Tue, 22 Aug 2006 14:09:06 -0400 -----

To: "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Subject: RE: Does EAC have access to stats on -We don't have a summary in numbers. We just have a summary of cases, some of which do not appear to
reach the level of election fraud, and the charts of newspaper articles, some of which only contain
allegations and some of which report convictions. These charts were on the CD I sent you before the
Working Group meeting. Unfortunately, we have a long way to go before we have what I would classify as
statistics.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 01:54 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Does EAC have access to stats on —

Peggy - - I can take whatever you got!!! What does the data you got show?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:53 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Does EAC have access to stats on -e

,

e

No reliable, comprehensive data --- just the preliminary research results from case law, literature review,
and interviews. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
08/22/2006 12:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov, bhancock@eac.gov
cc "Campbell, Benton" <Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy. Sim mons@ usdoj.gov>
Subje Does EAC have access to stats on —
ct

-- State and local level prosecutions dealing with electoral fraud?

This message was brought to you by Dr. D's fabulous Blackberry!
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 02:25 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
10/03/2006 10:41 AM

To "Ambrogi, Adam (Rules)"
<Adam_Ambrogi@rules.senate.gov>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Chapin Survey

00493

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

05/01/2007 08:58 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 5

Fifth batch attached. More to come. --- Peggy Sims

Please do ask him. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.goy]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 4:14 PM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: DOJ Training Materials

Devon's response is attached. Guess I'll add this to the list of questions going to Donsanto.
---Peggy
---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/03/2006 05:12 PM

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

04/03/2006 04:21 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: DOJ Training MaterialsLlflk

Peggy,
The sections that you listed below are also empty in our copy. I have attached a copy of the
complete table of contents with all of the section that are empty in our copy of the 2004 DOJ
training binder.
Thanks,
Devon

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 03:47 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject DOJ Training Materials

Devon:
One of our consultants noted that there are several sections appear to be missing from the 2004
DOJ training binder. She wasn't sure if it is because of what DOJ sent over to EAC or a problem
in the photocopying. From what she can see, some of the table of contents is missing and tabs
14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. I think we must have provided the T of C because
don't see one in the binder. Can you please retrieve the binder and check this out for me?
Thanks! --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Ton J. Sirvello III"
To psims@eac.gov
04/05/2006 05:01 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Hi Peg,
I will call J.R. on Thursday to run it by him and let you know what he says. As for
my availability on Wednesday, April 12, the answer is "yes". Morning is best for
me, although I could be available in the afternoon. You choose a time and I will be
here.
Thanks,
Tony
----- Original Message ----From: psimsaeac.;ovv
o

To
Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 12:32 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter

00494`:;

Intimidation Working Group

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consultants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants, Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang.. Then, I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III'___________________
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
ct Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony
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----- Original Message ----From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future . meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message ----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailto
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background

004.:t`:;

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research c these topics (including. Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
cc
Subje Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
ct Working Group
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Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message ----

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III [mailt
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working
Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a member of
the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of days if one of you
will be able to participate. If you need more information, call me and I will
conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message ----From: psimsgeac.gov

oc494=;.

Tor
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve on our
Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and voter
intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration: issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in the
context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and case law
review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy organizations, and
deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and representatives of
organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working group,
and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and working group
deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort (probably
in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of the Working Group
are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State election officials, and Barry
Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division. Craig Donsanto, Director
of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the Working
Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005

00494F:^

Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tony J. Sirvello III"
04/06/2006 03:27 PM
cc

GSAEXTERNAL

Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group[

Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST /11 AM EST on Wednesday,
April 12? --- Peggy
`^
----- Forwarded. by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/04/2006 09:49 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'
cc
Subject RE: Project Working Group Meeting

No, except it means pushing everything back, ie the final report. I suppose
we could, as we discussed, take a week or two off in May and tack it on to
June. Theres no way we could write a final report in ten days, obviously.
That would be fine with me.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 8:46 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Project Working Group Meeting

The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in attending the meeting. Due
to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at the week of May 15.
Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "Job Serebrov"'

04/12/2006 12:30 PM

cc "'Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>

n-

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: working group meeting

00494:.

That's fine, just asking
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2006 11:26 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; 'Nicole Mortellito'
Subject: Re: working group meeting

It was my understanding that the meeting would be on
the 15th or later.
Tova, Peg' is .out of the office this week.

^.

--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> I cannot do it on May 5 now. Any update on a date?
> I will be in DC for
> other meetings May 4 - May 7 if that makes any
> difference (SAC would not
> have to pay my transportation if it was on, for
> example, Monday May 8 or
> possibly even the 9th) Thanks.
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

'{

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"

04/11/2006 11:42 AM

cc "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

00494

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.govJ
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone. number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Nicole
- . Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov,
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview[

the call is up and running!! you may dial in
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/11/2006 11:42 AM

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov'"
cc

0049 IS

"'Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

As I have alerted Nicole, the call is not working. Someone ought to get in
touch with Kevin -- I do not have his contact information.
-----Original Message----From: .psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.govj
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
Tc T.ova Andrea Wang; Job .Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy . Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
C/GOV
cc
04/10/2006 10:05 AM
Subject Re: Teleconference set upF

You are set for the 12th at 11 am 866-222-9044 pass code 62209
Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

r"

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Nicole Mortellito" <nmortellito@eac.gov>

04/09/2006 11:15 PM

cc "Edgardo Cortes" <ecortes@eac.gov>
Subject Tleconference set up

Nicole:
Could you please help me set up a teleconference for Wednesday, April 12 at 11 AM EST (for 1 hour)?
Please send me confirmation.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV. on 05/01%2007 08:46 PM =---"Wei nberg and Utre
To psims@eac.gov
04/04/2006 08:14 AM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psimskeac.gov
To:^
Sent: Monday, April006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

00495'.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,^^
04/03/2006 03:45 PM
cc
Subject RE: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

6

I didn't have anything specific in mind yet, especially as I have not finished going through the voluminous
documentation, but I will let you know
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
• Sent: Monday, Ap '
06 2:41 PM
• To: wang@tcf.org,
Subject: Mentioning DO]. Training Guidance

Tova and Job:
Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for him to assess the level of public attribution that
would be appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
problem; but recommends that I provide him with the draft text. He will review it to ensure we are
not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP, so that I can forward it to him for review.
suspect he will provide me with a prompt response, which I will forward to you.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims d©eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "psims@eac.gov"' <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/09/2006 11:13 AM
Subject RE: Interview

That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM

00495i

e.

To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:11 PM

.

To "1nbSerebrov"

Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info[1

Thanks, Job! --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov
..
To psims@eac.gov
04/03/2006 04:57 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Contact Info

Norcross's assistant is Maria Rivers:
Rivers@BlankRome.com
Rokita's assistant is:
Amy Miller
Executive Assistant
Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita
a

s an so .in.gov

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Please review the attached and let me know of any
> corrections that should
> be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

0 0 4 95
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc

04/03/2006 03:46 PM

Subject Re: Mentioning DOJ Training Guidance

Lets discuss this in 10 minutes.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>> Tova and Job:.
> Craig Donsanto responds that it is not possible for
> him to assess the
> level of public attribution that would be
> appropriate without seeing the
> substantive stuff in context. He does not foresee a
> problem; but
> recommends that I provide him with the draft text.
> He will review it to
> ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldnaEl"t
> disclose.
> Therefore, please provide the draft text to me ASAP,
> so that I can forward
> it to him for review. I suspect he will provide me
> with a prompt
> response, which I will forward to you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>

04/04/2006 01:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject working group agenda

"Tova Wang"

004953

Hi Peg,
Attached is a draft of an agenda for the working group. Let us know what you think. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly a-mail updates.

TW proposed agenda.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
'Job Serehrov"
04/04/2006 12:35 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc
Subject Re: Project Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
Here is my situation. I am to go to work full time for
the Governor at some time in June. I just don't know
when and because we are having a special session right
now, no one can give me any indications as to the
date. The special session will last for at least two
weeks. However, I had to arrange a job because the
contract ends at the end of May. So---all of this
said---if, for instance, I go to work for the Governor
the first week of June, I will only be able to work on
EAC matters after hours at night.
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:

> The Chairman and Vice Chairman are interested in
> attending the meeting. Due
> to schedule conflicts, they are asking us to look at
> the week of May 15.
> Does that pose a problem for either of youpeggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'
04/11/2006 10:24 AM
cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

Sorry, you mean its today. OK, thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.ilov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Kennedy Interview

'S

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/05/2006 01:24 PM

To Kevin Kennedy
cc
Subject Interview Request

Kevin:
Following up on yesterday's conversation, would you be available next Tuesday (4/11) to be interviewed
by phone by our consultants on the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project? The interview is
likely to take less than an hour. You pick the time and I'll confirm it with our consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. Then, I'll send you an email with the toll-free number and pass code that you will need for
the teleconference.
EAC is conducting this preliminary research to determine how best to meet HAVA requirements. Section
241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election administration
issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

00495:=_

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

•
•

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-----'Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---=
Margrxet Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang,. Job Serebrov
04/03/2006 04:33 PM
cc

Subject Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --- Peggy

Work Group Contact Infoxls
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"

04/03/2006 03:41 PM

<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Projector

Thanks, Craig! --- Peggy
]
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

,

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/03/2006 03:16 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!
God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

Q0495^.^

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of public attribution that would be
appropriate without seeing the substantive stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend
that you get me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we shouldn't disclose.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter.
Intimidation research project. As a technical advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly
important to me. Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the
first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance provided in the DOJ training
materials? I ask this because I understood that some materials in the materials are considered
confidential and we do not want to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

• '

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/10/2006 11:04 AM

cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject small question for Donsanto

Could you please also ask him what the training materials are referring to when they discuss "ballot box
stuffing?" Does this mean elections workers add extra votes? Thanks so much. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang

00495;

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/03/2006 05:01 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
C(

Subject RE: Working Group Contact InfoI
^

s

Craig is on the list because the Commission requested he serve as a technical advisory to the project.
Although not a member of the project working group, I do need to check his availability for the meeting.
I tried to tell you on the phone that we still are trying to confirm the El Paso County, TX election official for
the working group. (Several attempts have been made to contact the Election Director, but she has been
out of town.) If we can't get her, we will try for her deputy (also Hispanic). Once I have a response that
one of them is willing to serve, I'll update the contact info table and see if I can't get a bio for you two to
review. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/03/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Working Group Contact Info

Why is Craig Donsanto on the list? And what happened about the local election official? Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, Apr'
PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Working Group Contact Info

Please review the attached and let me know of any corrections that should be made. Thanks! --Peggy

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
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To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"
04/11/2006 10:12 AM

cc
Subject RE: Kennedy Interview

That gives us no time between interviews though, right? We've never been
able to really limit it to 30 minutes.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 8:45 PM
To:. Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov.
Subject: Kennedy Interview

It appears that the teleconference with Kevin Kennedy is set for tomorrow,
April 11, at 10:30 AM CST/11:30 AM EST. Use the usual phone number
(866-222-9044) and passcode (62209).
If you have trouble connecting, contact Nicole..
Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
—"JobServ
To sims
eac.
9@tcf.org
@ ov,
P
9 wang@tcf.org
04/06/2006 09:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

Peggy:
The interviews are ok with me.
Tova:
I think I should write the review on the IFES white
paper instead of the red book.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Hi, Job and Tova:
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> Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris
> County, TX and current
> Executive Director of the International Association
> of Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
> available for an
> interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on
> CST. Is there a time
> that works well for the two of you? How about 10 AM
> CST/11 AM EST? I saw
> Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office this past
> Tuesday. We are trying
> to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
> I asked Donsanto about an updated version of his
> Prosecution of Election
> Offenses. He responded that it is at the printers
> and will not be
>
for a couple of months. In the interim,
> he referred me to the
> white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached.
> He said that the
> white paper includes the same information on the
> prosecution of election
> fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

Is

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

wang@tcf.org
04/02/2006 06:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

, "Tova Wang"

Hi Peg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
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04/05/2006 01:32 PM

To "Tony J. Sirvello III"
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working GroupE

Tony:
Which one do you think would be best? J.R. Perez, as Election Administrator, should have knowledge of
voting fraud and voter intimidation in both voter registration and voting. I assume that, though Patricia is
the voter registration supervisor, she also would have knowledge of voting fraud and voter intimidation in
balloting. Would they be available in May for a meeting of the project working group? Who could best
stand up to the DNC and RNC counsels?
On a related matter, would you be available for our consuMants to interview you by telephone next
Wednesday? If so, let me know a convenient time. I'll confirm the time with the two consultants,. Job
Serebrov and Tova Wang. Then,. I'll get back to you with the toll-free line and pass code you will need to
use for the teleconference.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
j{

YjSijjlIolll
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>
04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----
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e

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19 PM
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psimsgeac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2006 10:29 AM
Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:

0 04961'

1. nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
•

1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research On these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.

Is

The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

"Tony J. Sirvello III" <tjsthree@msn.com>
"Tony J. Sirvello III"
To "Peggy Sims" <psims@eac.gov>

04/04/2006 02:17 PM

cc
Subject Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group
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Good Afternoon Peg,
How about J. R. Perez, Elections Administrator, Guadalupe County or Patricia
Benavides, Voting Registration Supervisor, Tarrant County, Texas?
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: Helen Jamison
To: Tony.J. Sirvello III
Sent: Tuesday,.April 04, 2006 11:46 AM
Subject: RE: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group
Dear Tony,
Unfortunately both Javier and myself have to decline in being members of the woking group from Texas.
It is a bad time of the year where we have so many elections and would not be able to contribute enough
time to doing research of any kind. Please keep us in mind for future meetings.
Helen Jamison
-----Original Message----From: Tony J. Sirvello III
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 1:19
To: Helen Jamison; Javier Chacon
Subject: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation
Working Group

Helen, Javier,
Attached is the information from the EAC requesting your services as a
member of the working group from Texas. Please let me know in a couple of
days if one of you will be able to participate. If you need more information,
call me and I will conference in with Peggy Sims, who can give you more
details.
Thanks,
Tony

----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a^eac.gov
To:
Sent: Thursday, Marc 16, 2006 10:29 AM

0.0496

Subject: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
Thanks for being willing to help me identify a qualified, nonpartisan local election official to serve
on our Project Working Group for the preliminary research being conducted on voting fraud and
voter intimidation.
Background
Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 requires EAC to conduct research on election
administration issues. Among the issues listed in the statute are the development of:
1. nationwide statistics and metrtods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud ire.
elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
2. methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [section
241 (b)(7)].
EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that EAC make research on these topics a high priority.
Preliminary EAC Research
Subsequently, the Commission contracted with two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov)
to:
1. develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation in
the context of Federal elections;
2. perform preliminary research on these topics (including Federal and State administrative and
case law review), identify related activities of key government agencies and civic and advocacy
organizations, and deliver a summary of this research and all source documentation;
3. convene a meeting of a project working group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of
voting fraud and voter intimidation, provide the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and record the working group's deliberations; and
4. produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research effort and
working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future EAC action, if any.
The Project Working Group will probably meet only once during this preliminary research effort
(probably in late April) to review the consultants research and provide input. Other members of
the Working Group are lawyers from advocacy groups and major political parties, two State
election officials, and Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief of DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights
Division. Craig Donsanto, Director of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch will serve as a technical
advisor to the group.
I really appreciate any help you can offer in identifying a qualified individual to fill the slot on the
Working Group that has been reserved for an experienced, nonpartrisan local election official.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
04/05/2006 05:45 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[--^1

Is
OK, thanks. I can access the IFES web site. That will give the consultants something to work with. --Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/05/2006 05:32 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The fraud chapter has been published by IFES as part of their Money and
Politics Program. It's on their website. I tweeked the text a bit and
presented it in Abjua. The rest of it is regretably not public at present.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 17:26:12 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Is there any way to get an advance copy? Our consultants will need to review
it before you receive your printed versions. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

04/05/2006 04:14 PM
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To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

The 7th edition is done and on its way to the printer. It is my hope to get it
our in a couple months.
Sent. from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerr.y Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 05 13:05:15 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
In reviewing the great materials you gave our consultants, we have not found
an updated draft of your famous Prosecution of Election Offenses. Is that
available for review? If you have a pdf version, I could pass that on to our
consultants (noting any restrictions you may have on use).
Also, we noticed some gaps in the 2004 DOJ training binder. It appears that
we are missing the Chris Herren information from Panel 3 and something titled
"July 21, 2004" from Panel 4. If these were removed because we should not see
them, just let me know.
I also have to check your availability the week of May15. I'm still trying to
find a date that everyone will be available for the working group meeting.
Sorry to bug you. Hope all is going well.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Barry Weinberg
04/03/2006 03:15 PM
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would . NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Edgardo Cortes
04/06/2006 03:33 PM
cc
Subject Interview for Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project

I've been trying to schedule an interview (by teleconference) among our two consultants, Tova Wang and
Job Serebrov. and an election attorney, Colleen McAndrews (310/458-1405). I had to leave your name
with her assistant, today, just in case she calls back when I am out of the office.
The EAC consultants are available for interviews next week before 4:30 AM EST on Monday (4/10) and in
the afternoon on Wednesday (4/12). Email info on any teleconferences scheduled to Job
(serebrov@sbcglobal.net) and Tova (wang@tcf.org). Job operates on CST; Tova on EST.
Thanks! --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM ----wang@tcf.org
r
To psims@eac.gov
P^@
04/06/2006 05:05 PM
9 ov
cc
Subject Re: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info

That time is fine for me. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

u
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From: psims@eac. ov
To;
wang(a
_ tcf.org
ay,"
Sent: Thursday,
DrIO62ffO6 9:35 AM
Subject: Upcoming Interviews-DOJ Info
Hi, Job and Tova:
Tony Sirvello (former election director for Harris County, TX and current Executive Director of the
International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers) can make himself
available for an interview next Wednesday morning (4/12). He is on CST. Is there a time that works well
for the two of you? How about 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST? I saw Kevin Kennedy at a meeting in our office
this past Tuesday. We are trying to set up an interview with him next Tuesday (4/11).
I asked Donsar about an updated version of his Prosecution of Election Offenses. He responded that it
is at the printers and will not be available for a couple of months. In the interim, he referred_ me to the
white paper he did for IFES, which I have attached. He said that the white paper includes the same
information on the prosecution of election fraud that will be in the book. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Kennedy, Kevin"
<Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.
To "psims@eac.gov" <psims@eac.gov>
wi.us>
cc
04/10/2006 02:35 PM
Subject RE: Interview

Thank you.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 11:02 AM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Re: Interview

I am trying to arrange the teleconference for 10:30 AM CST tomorrow, April
11. Will get back to you once confirmed.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Kennedy, Kevin" [Kevin.Kennedy@seb.state.wi.us]
Sent: 04/09/2006 11:13 AM
To: "'psims@eac.gov'" <psims@eac.gov>
Subject: RE: Interview
That time is fine. A half hour earlier would be better. I also have a 12 CDT
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meeting.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2006 12:27 PM
To: Kevin Kennedy
Subject: Interview

Kevin:
I'm just following up on my request for your availability to be interviewed
by our consultants for our voting fraud/voter intimidation project. Are you
available Tuesday, April 11 at 11 AM CST?
Peggy Sims

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

e..

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Nicole
Mortellito/CONTRACTOR/EA
C/GOV
04/11/2006 11:45 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject conf call is up and runningI

all dial in info is the same!

Regards,
Nicole K. Mortellito
Research Assistant
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue - Suite 1100
Washington, DC
202.566.2209 phone
202.566.3128 fax
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
04/03/2006 03:18 PM
cc
Subject Re: doj training materials

Tova:
I'm checking with Craig regarding reference in our report to the DOJ training materials. The 2004 DOJ
training materials did not have a table of contents. I think Devon added that to help you find your way
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through the materials. I'll have her check her copy and will get back to you.
Talk with you at 4. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
Wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov

04/02/2006 06:56 PM

"Job Serebrov"
cc "Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject doj training materials

HiVeg,
I've just made it through the 2004 binder of materials and have two questions. First, I. understand that
these materials are confidential, but may we refer to guidance provided in them in our report? Otherwise
they are of not much use to us. There's not that much in it that would add to what Donsanto and Tanner
told us, but there are a few issues raised that I believe might be germane.
Second, there are several sections evidently missing from the 2004 binder and I'm not sure if thats
because of what Donsanto sent over or a problem in the photocopying. From what I can see, some of the
table of contents is missing and tabs 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23 and 26 are all empty. Can you please look into
this?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking to you tomorrow. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org
04/07/2006 11:12 AM
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel voucher

Ms. Wang,
My name is Devon Romig and I am working with Peggy and Edgardo at the EAC. I have completed a
travel voucher for you and I need your signature in order to submit the voucher.
If you could please respond with a fax number, I will send you a copy of the voucher.
Let me know if you have any other questions.
Sincerely,
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission

OO?,j.

1225 New York Ave Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
202.566.3100
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
"Job Serebrov"
•`

To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 11:03 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

I just saw what you did. I should be out of hours at
the end . of May. I believe I will, be working for the.
state in June which will make it difficult to find
e time to finish and could slow things down b$$ I am not
yet sure of that.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 11:48 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Interviews

I know you preferred Friday, but Job is not available then. He also said he is not available next week. Do
you have any time available this Wednesday? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 11:45 AM ---"Job Serebrov"
®
04/17/2006 11:06 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

I can't do it Friday but Wednesday is ok.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
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> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
> To
> psims@eac..gov
> cc
> "Tova'Wang" <wang@tcf.org>'
> Subject
> donsanto again

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/april06/electioncrimeO4l406.htm

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 10:48 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Invoice Schedule

Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY 06 contracts for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation
project. --- Peggy
39
rata.

FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule xis
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— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
04/17/2006 10:45 AM
cc
Subject Re: Interviews

That's what I am concerned about. I think we need to
end all interviews with Sarah Ball Johnson. With the
literature reviews I am finishing, the case write up
and the Tova's Nexis research that I need to read, I
will have about 45 hours left • for the Working Group
meeting and final write up.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have to check with Conny McCormack to see if
things have settled down
for her enough so . that she would be available. I
have had no response to
my overtures to Colleen McAndrews' office. I can
try again, but I have to
be out of town again, from Wednesday through Friday
this week, on another
research contract and for EAC's public meeting in
Seattle. Were you able
to get through to Mike McCarthy?

>
>
>
>

Please remember to watch your time. We'll need to
reserve some of your
time for the working group meeting and the
subsequent reports. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 04/17/2006 10:1
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

> Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
> this week. Is this the last interview that you were
> able to arrange?

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
>>
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>. >.

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and
next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and
Job?
--- Peggy

> > wang@tcf.org.
> > 04/16/2006 11:39.AM
>>..
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> > Subject
> > donsanto again
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"'.

04/17/2006 10:21 AM

cc

ims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative
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We could skim it
-----Original Mess
From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

Tova-Do we have time to review this?
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is it possible to get the materials they are using
> for the trainings?
,
> Thanks Peg.
> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:08 AM
> To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> See Donsanto response below.--- Peggy
> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 10:07 AM ----> "Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

> 04/17/2006 09:56 AM

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> RE: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

> Peg - > This is essentially FBI's equivalent of the
> Department's Ballot Access and
> Integrity Initiative. The news conference on
> Thursday announced that FBI
> was enhancing its prioritization of campaign
> financing offenses. The main

1

> feature of this initiative, aside from enhancing the
> priority these cases
> will get in the Bureau, is that each of the Bureau's
> 57 Field Divisions will
> have at least one "Election Coordinator Agent" who
> will be the equivalent of
> the District Election Officer AUSAs. We have been
> training these new
> FBI-types: the week before last we had roughly 75 of
> them in Denver in a
> very well received two-day session in election law enforcement at
> which several FEC people spoke. On Wednesday, I head out
> to Portland, Oregon for
> more of the same.

>

> From:.psims@eac.gov..[mailto:psims@eac._gov]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 9:00 AM
> To: Donsanto, Craig
> Subject: Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes
> Initiative

> Hi, Craig:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative
against election crimes (see
attached email). Is this something new, or is it
more of the same
initiative that you addressed in your interview? If
it is new, would you
have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to
answer any questions
they may have on the initiative?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

> ----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on
> 04/17/2006 08:56 AM -----

> wang@tcf.org

> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM

004977

> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Subject
> donsanto again

>.
>
>
>
> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

<http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm>
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --"Job Ser

"
To psims@eac.gov

04/17/2006 10:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Invoice Schedule

Peggy:
This is incorrect. Our project ends May 31. This
month's invoice is due on April 21 and is invoice
number 3. Invoice number 4 is due at the end od May.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

00 97

> Attached is an updated invoice schedule for the FY
> 06 contracts for the
> Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation project. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/17/2006 09:20 AM

To psims@eac.go
cc
Subject RE: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Any time Friday is fine for me. Thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 8:05 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Tova and Job:
I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back to say she would be
available Wednesday through Friday this week and next week for the
interview. Which day and time is best for you and Job?
--- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
04/16/2006 11:39
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

00.1979

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative,
or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova
http://www.fbi.gov/page2/apri106/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM

'Job Serebrov"
04/17/2006 10:17 AM

Tosims
eac. ov,.
9@tcf.org.
^@
9 wang@tcf.org.
cc
Subject Re: Follow up Donsanto and KY Interviews

Next week is out for me. I need to check my schedule
this week. Is this the last interview that you were
able to arrange?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova and Job:
> I've passed Tova's request on to Craig.
> Also, Sarah Ball Johnson, KY, finally called back
> to say she would be
> available Wednesday through Friday this week and
> next week for the
> interview. Which day and time is best for you and
> Job?
> --- Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 04/16/2006 11:39 AM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject
donsanto again

41O 390'..

> Hi Peg,
> Happy Easter!
> Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about
> this latest initiative,
> or somehow get more infomation? Thanks. Tova

http://www.fbi.gov/page2/aprilO6/electioncrimeO4l4O6.htm

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PIV—
-"Tony J. Sirvello lll"
To psims@eac.gov
04/07/2006 08:52 AM

cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me....I will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac. ov
T
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:

How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/1 1 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/17/2006 08:59 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Fw: Announcement of FBI Election Crimes Initiative

0049,1,

Hi, Craig:
Tova noticed an article about an FBI initiative against election crimes (see attached email). Is this
something new, or is it more of the same initiative that you addressed in your interview? If it is new, would
you have time for a teleconference with Job and Tova to answer any questions they may have on the
initiative?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York.Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
e• Fax: 202-566-3127
e
email: psims@eac.gov

e

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/17/2006 08:56 AM —
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
04/16/2006 11:39 AM
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject donsanto again

Hi Peg,
Happy Easter!
Would it be possible to talk to Mr. Donsanto about this latest initiative, or somehow get more infomation?
Thanks. Tova
http ://www.fbi. gov/page2/a p r il06/electioncrimeO41406. htm
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/01/2007 08:46 PM --

"Ton J. Sirvello III"
04/11/2006 03:40 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for
Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Afternoon Peg,
I will make the call as scheduled. I am still in shock about Ray.
Tony

004952:

----- Original Message ----From: psims( eac. gv
o
To: Tony Sirvello
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2006 6:04 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
We have set up your telephone interview with our 2 consultants (Job Serebrov
and Tova Wang) as a teleconference. Please call 1-866-222-9044 (toll free) at
arond 10 AM CST on Wed 4/12. At the prompt for the passcode, enter 62209.
Tova and Job will join you on the line. This works . best if you use a land
line, rather than a cell phone.
If you have trou ^e connecting, please call .Nicole Mortellit* at our office
Peggy,
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Tony J. Sirvello III"
Sent: 04/07/2006 08:52 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting
Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group

Good Morning Peg,
That works for me....I will stay off the phone and wait on the call.
Have A Great Weekend,
Tony
----- Original Message -----

From: psimsaeac.gov
Toa
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2006 2:27 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Nonpartisan Local Election Official Needed for Voting Fraud/Voter
Intimidation Working Group
Tony:
How about scheduling the teleconference with our consultants for 10 AM CST/11 AM EST on
Wednesday, April 12? --- Peggy

00 r9

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc

04/30/2007 08:39 PM

bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Stidy-Archived Email Part 4
The 4th batch. More to come tomorrow.
Peg Sims
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Ser
"
05/09/2006 11:44 AM
cc'
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezI

OK, I get it. The text in the attachment follows:

EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE
SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR
***

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.
(a) The position of county elections administrator is filled by appointment
of the county election commission, which consists of:
(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice chair;
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made nominations
by primary election for the last general election for state and county officers
preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is made.
(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's membership is
necessary for the appointment of an administrator.
(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or order
signed by the number of commission members necessary to make the appointment.
Not later than the third day after the date an administrator is appointed, the officer
who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of the resolution or order with
the county clerk. Not later than the third day after the date the copy is filed, the
county clerk shall deliver a certified copy of the resolution or order to the secretary
of state.
(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the adoption of
the order creating the position.
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***

§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a public
office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an office of or
position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes a candidate or
accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the administrator
vacates the position of administrator.
(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or political expenditure, as defined by
the law regulating political funds and campaigns, or publicly supports or opposes a
candidate for public office or a measure to be voted on .at an election. An offense
under this s ibsection is a Class A misdemeanor.. On .a final conviction, the
administrator's employment is terminated, and the person convicted is ineligible for
future appointment as county elections administrator.
"Job Serebrov"
°Jo
To psimseac.gov
@
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

The code attachment did not work that is what I meant
by it did not come through.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas
> Code? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/09/2006 11:23 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> wang@tcf.org
> Subject
> Re: Working Group-Perez

00 r9S

> We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
> person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
> still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
> this brings up another issue. How is the county
> election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the
> Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or
> if
> he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
> his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
> with the most constitutional officers. Practically
> that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
> election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
> Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
> situation in Texas.
>

`g

e

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:'
> > As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me
> to
> > find a nonpartisan
> > local election official to serve on the Working
> > Group. The three of us
> > discussed the desirability of having a HIspanic.
> I
> > proposed that I find
> > someone from Texas because of that State's
> colorful
> > history of voting
> > fraud and their innovative approaches to combat
> it.
> > In those Texas
> > counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> > elections, rather than
> > having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> > voter registration;
> > County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> > Administrator is hired by the
> > County Election Commission and is supposed to
> > perform his or her duties in
> > a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> > Texas Election Code
> > regarding election administrator hiring and
> > restrictions on partisan
> > activity.)
> > Any experienced Texas election official will be
> > familiar with voting fraud
> > and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election
Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the

> > association of Texas
> > election officials and the two largest
> organizations
> > of election officials
> > in this country: the International Association of
> > Clerks, Recorders,
> > Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and
> The
> > Election Center. He
> > is a past President and past Chairman of the
> > Legislative Committee for the
> > Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> > currently serves on
> > IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which
> plans
> > the educational
> >.sessions for election' 'officials that are. conducted
> > at.that organization's
> >. conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The
> Election
> > Center have. selected
> > his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
> > his professional
> > practices papers (Election Center) for awards.
> Mr.
> > Perez also has access
> > to information from other States through his
> > membership in IACREOT and The
> > Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
> > which you will note if you
> > access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
> > Elections web site and
> > hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something
> that
> > might be useful in the
> > upcoming meeting.
>>
> > Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004,
> the
> > county had over 65
> > thousand registered voters (a number more than
> > doubled the number of
> > registered voters in 1988). A third of the
> county's
> > population claims
> > Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> > Census Bureau. The county
> > is in south central Texas and is bordered by
> Comal,
> > Hays, Cladwell,
> > Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the
> 1980s,
> > the county was
> > predominately a farming community; but in recent
> > years, many people have
> > moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> > County, preferring to
> > live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.

>>
> > --- Peggy
>>

flpii951

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
> •

"Job Serebrov"
05/08/2006 11:30 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

e

>

>>
> > Peggy:
>>
> > What political party is Perez with? How political
> is
> > he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?
> > Who
> > appointed Perez?

>>
>
>
>
>

> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting
knocked
> off Tova's list?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@
o eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:17 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

00t9S

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 10:19 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc•
Subject Fraud Definition

B

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy

Fraud Project Definition-rev 5-12-06.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:24 AM

on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Projector

Thanks! I'll get back to you. --- Peggy
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
04/27/2006 07:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

0098

Peggy:
You've hit the jackpot! I'm available, with 2 exceptions, every hour of every day from May 15 through
May 19. I am not available Thursday morning, May 18, or Friday afternoon, May 19.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: Barry Weinberg
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 8:28 PM
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Barry:
Are you available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy

0

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Weinberg and Utrecht"
Sent: 04/04/2006 08:14 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Peggy:
May looks pretty good right now. I will not be available May 1, or in the morning (before 12:30) on May
4 or May 11, or in the afternoon on May 10.
Barry
----- Original Message -----

From: psims e,eac.gov
To.
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:15 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Hi, Barry:
I'm trying to arrange a meeting of the Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation project.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days during the first 2 weeks of
May that you would NOT be available?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

00±99

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:43 PM

To 'JobSerebrov"
cc
Subject Re: new working group representativeI

Your response suggests that you do not care what the Commissioners may think about the effort. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
b Serebrov"
To Psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:35 PM
Subject Re: new working group representative

Peggy:
Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me not
to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
back to bite me. I know these people well enought to
say they will also want a balanced group. In fact, one
of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> got to pick three
> members of the Working Group. The Commission
> guidance regarding this
> particular member follows:
> 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.
> This issue of allowing a designee relates to Tova's
> pick.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As I understand it, we are working on a replacement
for Norcross. If
Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
includes public
integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
not try and stir up
other members of the Working Group, if I were you.
The effort is likely
to come back and bite you.

00499

> "Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
> 05/11/2006 03:53 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

>

e

S

>.I really don't care if he represents the
> organization
> or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> going
> to invite him without first having a replacement for
> my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> discuss
> all of this.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
>>
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> > serebrov@sbcglobal.net
> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.

00499Z

>>
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

> is Jon Greenbaum
>
> Here' s his info in full:
>

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >

> 1
>
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
for
>.> > the Lawyers. Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine., the Executive
> > > Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
> > > His contact and mailing info is:
> > >
> > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > 202-662-8315
> > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > Suite 400
> > > Washington, DC 20005
>> >
>>>
>>>
> > > Tova Andrea Wang
> > > Democracy Fellow
> > > The Century Foundation
> > > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> > >
> > > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > > analysis, opinions, and events.
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>
>

>
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:46 PM
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary[j
--t

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in paragraph 4? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To Psims@a eac.gov
05/11/2006 0317 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Fed Crime Election Fraud.doc

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> Federal Crime of
> Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
> replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it in
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy
- -- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---

•:
•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/02/2006 09:45 AM

To wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project Working Group

Dear Tova,
I am working with Peggy Sims in order to set a date for the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Project
Working Group. I have been trying to reach Barbara Arnwine in order to find out which days in May she is
potentially available to attend this meeting but all of my attempts have been unsuccessful.
I would appreciate any help that you could provide in this matter.

'i

• 00 x99..

Sincerely,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
cc wang
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[=

As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

IR
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"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"_
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral..or political? Who
appointed. Perez?

.

As to Pat I will contact. him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
►
•p 04/24/2006 04:41 PM
'► s_

To Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV @ EAC
9
Subject Updated scheduling list and Contact info

Peggy,
Here is the most updated version of the list that I have available.

ft

Work Group Contact-Availability Info. xis

Thanks,
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM -"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9 Donsanto@usdoj.
J 9ov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

0 O ;t 9 9

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I, am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior_ to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>

00 499'

05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims @eac.gov
cc

SubjectYour Materials

q9

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —
"Job Serebrov"
,a
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:54 AM
cc
Subject Re: research summary

Peggy:

00= 99:'

What about my question on gas receipts?
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I can email this out to our partcipants after I get
> back to the office, and we can have copies available
> at the meeting.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>
> ----- Original. Message . ----> From: wang
> Sent: 05!13/2006.10:54 AM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Cc: "Job Serebrov"
> Subject: Fw: research summary
> Job found it. I'm assuming its too late to include
> so as I said I'll just
> present it if thats OK. Thanks again Job. T
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" <
> To: <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Saturday, May 13, 2006 10:12 AM
> Subject: Re: research summary

> > T>>
> > Are you talking about this?

>>
> > J>>
> > --- wang@tcf.org wrote:

>>
> >> In the middle of the night I got the feeling that
> >> you may be right, that I did do a summary of the
> >> existing literature review (that Job, you
> approved)
> >> . I'll have to look for it on Monday (unless I go
> >> into the office over the weekend, which is
> >> possible). I may be hallucinating, but if not,
> I'll
> >> just present it at the meeting rather than try to
> >> get it to them ahead of time. Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/22/2006 06:07 PM

cc

004999

Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

There is widespread but not
unanimous agreement that there is little polling place fraud. Thats quite different than saying, as
you do here, that there is disagreement.
I don't know if its too late, but in the interview summary we actually said

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, Ma 22 2006 3:56 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards.

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation onthe voting fraud-voter intimidation
research project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local
election officials) and the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and
government agencies who play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and
technology-related professions appointed by Congressional members). I used your summaries as
the primary source of information for the presentation. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ---Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
'^
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
k"
05/25/2006 02:37 PM

s,WJ

cc

Subject Summary for VFVI working group meeting

Peggy,
Here is the summary that you requested. Let me know if this works.
Thanks!
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 02:47 PM

<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL

cc

00500..

Subject RE: Your Materials['

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

005001

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your..Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an

00500 Z,

election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM ----wang@tcf.org
^.
Topsims@eac.gov
sms
@eac. gov .
05/12/2006 09:48 PM
cc
•

Subject Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message -----

From: psims(a^eac.gov
To: wang tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition
Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there
are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To psims @eac.gov,_^
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow the

requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted the list,
removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud
can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the election), and taken out a
couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be
legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation to join
the working group. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
•'
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/16/2006 02:55 PM
Subject RE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
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went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectR(our Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

:0.0.5fl05

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg; that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 02:37 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: Tent CardsI

Oops! I hit send prematurely. Here is the attachment. --- Peggy

Woiicing Group Attendees 5-13 06.doc

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:38 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: Tent CardsI

Please forward list. ..there was no attachment. thanks!
Elle L.K Collver

005U`^

U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 01:36 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Tent Cards

Attached is a list of folks who will be attending the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting. I have, asterisked the names that will require tent cards. I am working on a seating chart so that
we can be sure the Ds and the Rs aren't all seated together in a "them vs. us" pattern. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.
9•Donsanto@usdoj.1 9ov
To psims@eac.gov, "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)"
>
<Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>, "Hillman, Noel"
<Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons, Nancy"
05/23/2006 02:49 PM
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Request to interview AUSAs

Peg
At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked to
interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election Officers in
connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the Fraud
Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision

005008

below - the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to
me, as the Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 03:17 PM
cc Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV@EAC, bwhitener@eac.gov
Subject Re: press interviewF

Thanks for the "heads up". --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 02:52 PM

Subject press interview

Hi Peg,
Just wanted to give you the heads up that I did an interview with a reporter from The Hill today on fraud.
As far as I know he is simply referring to me as a fellow at TCF and I did not discuss the project in any
way

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>, "Simmons,
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05/16/2006 09:43 AM

Nancy" < Nancy .Simmons@usdoj.gov>, "Campbell, Benton"
<Benton.Campbell@usdoj.gov>
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Thank you for this, Peg.
The third bullet point is one I embrace fully. We lack the statutory took to do the job. Hopefully, that can
be remedied through legislation. But as things stand today large loopholes in the federal legal matrix
addressing electoral abuse and fraud exist - - particularly when such abuses occur in elections where
there were no federal candidates on the ballot.
From: rims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May'l6, 2006 8:44 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Here is the content of the email attachment:

Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions from a
large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or scientific. The most
systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The most systematic look at voter
intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books written about this subject seem to all
have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation in a
scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective and would
require resources beyond the means of most social and political scientists. As a result, there is
much more written on this topic by advocacy groups than social scientists. It is hoped that this
gap will be filled in the "second phase" of this EAC project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little follow up.
As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage of being an
allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being investigated or prosecuted or
in any other way proven to be valid by an independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example,
with respect to allegations of voter intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to
fraud, John Fund's frequently cited book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be
addressed in the "second phase" of this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations
made in reports, books and newspaper articles.
Other items of note:

005010

• There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
•
There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud, e.g.
double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On balance,
more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the political debate,
but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the opportunity
it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidations is varied and complex and yet may
nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as it might be.
•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation, were a
major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathro a e.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <kr gers sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
t-,U rg>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyersco___________y ;green ,_aum _awy e _ sco„m„i
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

• eDear Working Group Members and Participants:B
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:03 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC
Standards Board. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM

OU5Ol2.

"Job Se
I'

Tosims
eac.
g wan g@tcf.org
p
@ ov,
05/1
6/2006 09:25 AM
Subject
cc Re: Date Ranges for Research

Cases were from 2000 to the present.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

Is

> Would you please refresh my memory about the date
> ranges used for the
> Nexis_article research.and . the case law research?
> I'm drawing a blank and
> I don't see it in the summaries.-. I need it for this
> mornings Commissioner
> briefing. Thanks! --- Peggy

Is

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---

To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:56 AM

cc
Subject Re: Question

Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
parking spot?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
> at the office (this afternoon).
> Peg
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> -----OriginalMessage
> From:: "Job Serebrov" [
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
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> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
> Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To nova Wang" <wang@tcf.org >@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 04:57 PM
cc

Subject RE: presentation[D

The Standards Board has the reputation of being crankier than the Board of Advisors. They beat up on
the Commissioners last year.
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Is such a roasting usual? I mean, do they think we did a bad job???
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 3:43 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: presentation

You have most of the pieces of the report now. We absolutely need to put the statutory authority
for the research up front. We need to add the definition. We also need to add a short piece
addressing the approach for this preliminary research (including short statements on the pros and
cons of information sources --- you began to address this in the literature review summary).
expect that the biggest project will be fleshing out the possible avenues for subsequent research
in this area. It would be great if we could come up with cost estimates. If we can't, we need to at
least identify what info we hope to get, what we are likely to miss, and any pitfalls.
Given today's roast, I will take another look at what we have now to highlight remarks that might
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needlessly tick board members off. We can discuss whether or not editing or removing the
remark would be detrimental to or have no real effect on the final report. (An example of such a
remark is the reference to the number of articles out of Florida. A local official from that State
objected on the grounds that the number of articles does not reliably indicate the number of
problems.) I know we can expect a challenge from Board of Advisors member Craig Donsanto
regarding the focus of the Election Crimes Branch prosecutions.
Yes, we can discuss the organization and "look" of the report after Job returns. Yes, the
Commissioners will want to review it and submit their changes before the report goes to the
boards.
It is too early to tell what EAC efforts may be mounted in FY 2007. I doubt that fire from the
Standards Board will prevent Commissioners from doing what they think is needed. But, given
that it is an election year, appropriations legislation may not be signed until December or later -so we won't know how much money we have for awhile. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like
again, I guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy?
guess it goes to the commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2?
Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
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in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that.
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research..
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation

QU5O.16

41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 12:19 PM
y^ g^

cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
r0
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 02:25 PM
s i
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[
F

I have attached the list of the working groups participants. Peggy, you may want to double check this list
incase I have left anyone out.
In place of name tags we just used the tent cards for the APIA working group. This seemed to be effective
because it was easier to identify the person who was speaking but we could use both.
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Meeting Participants for VFVI Working Group. doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
^A

05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@ea&gov@EAC
Subject .working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----'

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:28 PM

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group['--j

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
oosot

United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[]

..

a

is

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. Co11ver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupLink

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
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to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
CC Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/17/2006 10:59 AM

cc
Subject RE: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peg - -

005020

This is a complicated issue largely because of two things: 1) there is a lot of ambiguity out there as to what
constitutes "intimidation." To the civil rights community, "intimidation" means anything that makes voting
uncomfortable or less than automatic. To us in the criminal law enforcement "intimidation" means threats
of economic or physical nature made to force or prevent voting. Only the latter involve aggravating factors
that warrant putting offenders in jail, and the statutes that address "intimidation" from a criminal
perspective are thus limited. We have never had many "intimidation" criminal cases. For one thing, in
this modern post voting rights era, there is not a lot of physical/economic duress out there in the voting
context - - at least not that I have seen. For another, where it does occur it is very hard to investigate and
detect as victims who have been physically or economically intimidated are not likely to come to the FBI.
The bottom line is that we take matters that do present predication for physical or economically based
"intimidation" very seriously, AND that we are being extremely proactive in trying to find ways to prosecute
matters involving voter suppression as in the Tobin cases in New Hampshire where the local GOP tried to
jam telephone lines for a GOTV effort run by the Dems. But even there - - the usual "suppression" matter
involves flyers that are passed around giving out misleading information about an election, and we have
investigated every one of those that came to our attention last elect ion cycle. We were not able to identify
the person(s) responsible for printing the misleading flyers in any of these. But we sure as heck tried. ^s
. --.....

..........

...._ .......

.........

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto : psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 9:57 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the Department
of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on
matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting Section of the Civil
Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public
Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting
while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.govt7
a EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group[-

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
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foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
• Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV`^
t

'-

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupI

I have arranged for a transcriptionist to be at the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[]

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
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Elie L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working.groupLlllk
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Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.

0050.23

Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Cortes, Romig, Coliver, Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV, Laiza N
05/22/2006 05:01 PM
Otero
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

If any of you took notes of the discussion during the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting, would you please provide a copy to Devon. Devon, would you please use the meeting agenda to
organize and consolidate any notes by topic, and send the consolidated notes to me? Thanks. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
05/15/2006 04:37 PM
cc jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org,
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org,
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com, bschuler@lathropgage.com,
Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or hand delivery, concerning
Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research
project. Attached is an analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports. This
summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last Friday, but may be of interest
to you. Our consultants and I look forward to having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100

005Q2't

Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

DOCvf_vi litanal ysis.pdf
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ---

Gaylin Vogel /EAC /GOV
05/15/2006 03:39 PM

To Been L. Collver /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV@EAC, Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupl
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I haven't really. looked into it. I know that contractors and grantee's can order food and have the
government pay for it if the meeting is to disseminate information. Logic dictates that we can do the same,
but I am not sure of the process. I have been here when we ordered lunch for meetings. Diana would be
the one to ask. Perhaps the contractor can pay for it and put it on their next invoice but the COTR for the
contract would have to be in the loop on this call.
Gaylin Vogel
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
tel:202-566-3116
http://www.eac.gov
GVogel@eac.gov
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:35 PM

To Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV@EAC, gvogel@eac.gov @EAC
cc Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working groupI

I am working on the snacks. I just ordered the coffee (reg/decaf). Cafe Mozart is faxing over an invoice
and we can pick up a few boxes of cookies from there too.
GAYLIN-Adam said that you had looked into the way of getting reimbursed for paying for the break
foods/coffees that are provided at these meetings? Any ideas?
Thanks,
Elie

Elie L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
cva
i db

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/15/2006 03:28 PM

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

'h;

Subject Re: working group[

I have arranged, for a4anscriptionist to be at . the meeting but I am not sure about the snacks .for the break.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Eileen L. Coilver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[l

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eteen L. Coiiver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working groupL

ink

Elle:
I think our numbe4will be, about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have.a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent. cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elie

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
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1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM =--Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gaylin Vogel/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 03:52 PM
cc Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV@EAC, Eileen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: working group

The contracts for the two consultants on this project do not cover such costs. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/19/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
State laws
•
•
State election offices
Specific states
•
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
•
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III
violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles and
literature review
â
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting

â

Risk-analysis for voting fraud
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How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 11:11 AM

To "Job rebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers[

I have to have a little time to focus on these issues and to check with our Finance Officer. Today and
tomorrow, most of my time is scheduled for the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors meetings. --Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
"Job

"
To psims@eac.gov

05/23/2006 09:17 AM

cc
Subject Re: Payment Vouchers

How did you deal with the issue of mileage v. airline
costs for my travel?
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I signed and submitted your personal services
> payment vouchers this
> morning. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 09:16 AM

To Job Serebrov, Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Payment Vouchers

^+'

^^

I signed and submitted your personal services payment vouchers this morning. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 09:24 AM
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg, I have this all filled out -- would you quickly check before I fax? And I have all my travel receipts
which I will mail to. you. Thanks. T

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation

41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

q

voucher 4-23 --5-20.doc
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/22/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: voucherI

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark added for
the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate submission for the travel
costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or there are any corrections or
clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the voucher for payment of personal
services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar amount and travel dates from this
voucher. --- Peggy

Tova voucher 4-23 --5-20 rev.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc

S.

Subject RE: Date Ranges for Research

January 1, 2001 - January 1, 2006
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16 2006 7:41 A
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Date Ranges for Research

Would you please refresh my memory about the date ranges used for the Nexis article research
and the case law research?. I'm drawing a blank and I don't see it in the summaries. I need it for
this mornings Commissioner briefing. Thanks! - Peggy
----= Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM
CC

dromig@eac.gov

Subject Re: working groupI

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elie

00502

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
05/15/2006 03:19 PM
CC .'

dromig@eac.gov

Subject ft: working groupE

es

Sounds great. It did seem to work just fine for our Asian Language group. Is there going to be a
transcriptionist? If so, has anyone taken care of that?
Did you still want to provide the cookies or snacks, or shall I get that from Cafe Mozart (where I am
planning to get the coffee). I can just buy a few boxes of cookies for the break.
Elle
Elie L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 02:48 PM

To Eileen L. Coliver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Re: working group[)

Elle:
I think our number will be about 21 (with the Working Group members, consultants, possible EAC
Commissioners and staff, and the court reporter). I'll have a better idea of the final list after I brief
Commissioners tomorrow morning. Devon noted that they used only tent cards for the Asian Language
Working Group. That might be sufficient for this group and would cut back on some of the work we have
to do in preparation. --- Peggy

Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV

005033

Eileen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 12:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject working group

Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect for
the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
•

Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!:
Elie

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/15/2006 06:41 PM

To "Craig Donsanto" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

It could be a Berry problem. (I occasionally have that problem with
attachments I try to retrieve through my Blackberry.)
The attachment is a pdf file, but I have access to a Word version that I can
use to insert text in an email tomorrow. I don,t have access to the attachment
from my Berry.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]

005034

Sent: 05/15/2006 04:53 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawye.rscommittee.or.g>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>;-bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathropgage.co
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <kroger
Tte.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;.
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 03:02 PM

To Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV

005035

cc
Subject Replacement Handout for EAC Board

I found some typos in the Status Report. Please replace the one I gave you with the attached. Thanks. --Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

on 04/30/2007 04:21 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/23/2006 08:45 AM
g

•
•

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC BoardsI

I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The audience will
have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and findings. The paper provides
a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to
keep me on track and them interested in the presentation. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, '^
05/26/2006 10:41 AM
cc
Subject RE: Request to interview AUSAs

I still think we should include the recommendations in the report
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2006 9:30 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Fw: Request to interview AUSAs

Below is Craig's response to the request to interview AUSAs. It does not
appear that this avenue is likely because the AUSAs are so busy..
Also, he asked about permission for other folks to attendi the election
crimes training session, and the answer was "no". (I can't even get in, and
I'm a federal employee.). I understand that a good part of the reason is
practical -- they are having enough trouble accommodating the folks that are
required to come.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 05/23/2006 02:49 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; "Voris, Natalie (USAEO)" <Natalie.Voris@usdoj.gov>;
"Hillman, Noel" <Noel.Hillman@usdoj.gov>; "Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject: Request to interview AUSAs
Peg -At the Advisory Board meeting we had last week, your two contractors asked
to interview the over-100 AUSAs who are serving as District Election
Officers in connection with the Fraud study.
This request needs to be addressed to Natalie-Voris of EOUSA per the message
from here that follows.
If the contractors require additional information in connection with the
Fraud Study, and should EOUSA not be able to satisfy their needs n they can
communicate with me on criminal issues and Cameron Quinn on Civil Rights
issues.
I will be here when you arrive later today at the Board of Advisors meeting
when you arrive to talk to us at 4:30.
Ms. Voris' message follows:

Per the USAM, all requests for interviews/surveys/research projects that
involve USAOs must be approved by EOUSA. I am pasting the provision below the contact name needs to be updated. Requests should come to me, as the
Acting Counsel to the Director.
Thanks,
Natalie
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org > @GSAEXTERNAL
05/16/2006 03:50 PM
cc
Subject Re: board of advisers presentationI

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not have the
intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

rN
EP,C Board Status Report.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to se,d me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we ma, be having
email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow. Tova.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/17/2006 03:24 PM
Subject RE: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Thank you, Peg. This is at least more accurate than what I read this morning. Thank you for taking the
time to discuss this with me. I shall see you tomorrow.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2006 3:04 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Status Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
This is what I was working on for the upcoming meetings of the EAC Board of Advisors and EAC

Standards Board. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc
05/17/2006 01:23 PM
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Peggy -- can you call me about this in about an hour?
202-514-1421.
Sent from Dr. Des Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 17 09:56:39 2006
Subject: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards
Board and EAC Board of Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
research project. For the most part, I am using our consultants summaries for
the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter
intimidation actions. It is one of the places in which our consultants had
indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals. I have
reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for
various reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While the Voting
Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of
malfeasance, the Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double
voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process.
Please suggest any changes that you think would further clarify the current
approach. --- Peggy

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 02:13 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research[]

^,,^g034

Shall I call you at about 2:30 PM? -- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/15/2006 05:09 PM
cc

Subject Mileage Rate for POV

Job:
The federal mileage rate for POVs is $.445 per mile (see
http://www. gW. g ov/Portal/gsa/ep/contentVieW_do?programld=9299&chanWl ld=-13224&ooid=10359&cont
entld=9646&pageTypeld=8203&contentType=GSABASIC&programPage=%2Fep%2Fprogram%2FgsaB
asic.jsp&P=MTT). Write down the number on you odometer at the beginning (starting at home) and end of
the trip (when you arrive back home). The difference should be your total mileage, unless you make any
side trips for personal convenience. The mileage for side trips should be deleted from the total. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/24/2006 03:16 PM
cc

Subject Re: presentationE

I'm glad it is over --- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards Board was
much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the research. Its
members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with getting anyone to
prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give Congress and political parties a
better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated
statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at
specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being
cast at the poll) and how the agency will research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with
disabilities (advocates want to pass on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much more on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign finance
crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of newspaper articles, or
were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their State. They made the point
that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number of articles about a specific State or
particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for determining the likelihood that problems will occur
in a given State or the frequency with which certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some
members thought it was at least implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into
prosecutions and/or unsuccessful referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others
want us to "quit throwing away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide
noted our statutory authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --saying that DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to review

and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning, perhaps repeated at
the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly explain how choices were
made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to clearly acknowledge both the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information used in the preliminary research. Finally,
when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may need to discuss the pros and cons of each
approach, what additional information we expect to retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

`f

'

"Tova Wang"
< wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/24/2006 09:14 AM

Subject presentation

0

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

{

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 03:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: presentation

Yikes. It sounds like a lot of work after all. Should we talk over what the report should look like again,
guess when Job gets back? Will you help us write it in a way you think will satisfy? I guess it goes to the
commissioners first anyway. Does this portend anything for phase 2? Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2006 2:16 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: presentation
^(^

I'm glad it is over--- for now. One audience was a lot tougher than the other. The Standards
Board was much more critical of the research than the Board of Advisors.
Of course, the Board of Advisors is the body that wanted EAC to place a high priority on the
research. Its members were interested in sharing personal experiences (including problems with
getting anyone to prosecute) and observations (that we need to expand the research to give
Congress and political parties a better picture of how rare or prevalent are voting fraud and
intimidation, that the HAVA-mandated statewide voter registration lists should help to prevent
fraud, etc.). They also asked if EAC will look at specific opportunities for fraud (using cell phones
in vote buying schemes to photograph the ballot being cast at the poll) and how the agency will
research voter intimidation/suppression involving voters with disabilities (advocates want to pass
on complaints received).
The members of the Standards Board focused much rrnre on the scope of the research and the
completeness and accuracy of the information gleaned. Some wanted to include campaign
finance crimes in the mix; others understood why we did not. Several did not like the use of
newspaper articles, or were defensive about references to the large number of articles about their
State. They made the point that, given the vagaries of the press, EAC should not use the number
of articles about a specific State or. particular vote fraud/intimidation activity as a basis for
determining the likelihood that problems will occur in a given State or the frequency with which
certain activities occur. (I never said that we did, but some members thought it was at least
implied.) Some members want more research on the topic (into prosecutions and/or unsuccessful
referrals made by election officials to law enforcement agencies); others want us to "quit throwing
away tax dollars" and to stop the research altogether. Although my first slide noted our statutory
authority to conduct this study, several members challenged EAC's right to do so --- saying that
DOJ, not EAC, should conduct such research.
The dueling approaches of these boards may give us heartburn when the time comes for them to
review and comment on the draft. We will have to make a strong statement at the beginning,
perhaps repeated at the end, that this is preliminary research. We also may need to thoroughly
explain how choices were made regarding what to look at, who to interview, etc. We may need to
clearly acknowledge both the strengths and weaknesses of the various sources of information
used in the preliminary research. Finally, when reviewing ideas for subsequent research, we may
need to discuss the pros and cons of each approach, what additional information we expect to
retrieve, and, perhaps, the estimated cost.
By the way, I did clarify the polling place fraud bullet. --- Peg

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/24/2006 09:14 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject presentation

1of

How did it go? Were you able to verbally correct that discrepancy we talked about the other day?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 05:08 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

This looks fine otherwise, but I'm not sure I understand why you included the attachments you did. They
are not really representative of what we did for the project as a whole. The summaries are just meant to
supplement the nexis excel charts.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation
I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

005043

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the lateq news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9• Donsanto
J 9ov
@ usdoj.

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

00504 -'

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually.happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that -he or she is going to be charged, that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a's
.subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it. would _be held, in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Job Sere
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:34 AM

To psims@eac.gov,
cc
Subject RE: Corrections

Should we send all of the interview summaries to the people we interviewed for review then?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:30 AM
To: serebrov@sbcglobal.net

Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Corrections

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the
interview summaries. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov'
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 11:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov'
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Corrections[

It wasn't his mistake. I was there at the interview. I just did not have time to review all of the interview
summaries. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Se
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:13 AM

cc
Subject Corrections

I don't think anyone should be given the opportunity
to correct mistakes.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
" b Serebrov"^
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 11:06 AM

cc
Subject Re: Question

OK. Weather is not going to be great in DC Thursday. I
hope that does not delay me.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> We don't need a castle key, but we•have to wait
until the Chairman returns
> to the office tomorrow to confirm availability of
> the parking pass. I
> expect you will be on the road, then. Try calling
> me our toll-free line
> (1-866-747-1471) tomorrow afternoon, say after 2 PM
> EST, so that we can
> talk about this. --- Peg

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/15/2006 09:56 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Question

> Did you find out whether I can use the Chairman's
> parking spot?
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> You will need to submit hotel and parking
receipts.
> You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
> need to submit gas receipts because use of a
> personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
> on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
> you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I
am
> at the office (this afternoon).

U050f7

> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Peg
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 05/12/2006 09:0 PM
To: psims@eac.gov
Subject: Question
Peg:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts,
do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or , how , will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have
to
> retain food receipts.

>>

> > Job
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --

`' a

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:07 AM

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its another
summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm very
embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

OtJ5O'8

votebuyingsummary. doc
--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 05:04 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

What is the information you need when you say:

The consultants jointly selected experts from ???
We chose the interviewees by first coming up with a list of the categories of types of people we
wanted to interview. Then we each filled those categories with a certain number of people,
equally. The ultimate categories were academics, advocates, elections officials, lawyers and
judges.
Is that what you need?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang c©i tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be

D^^Q^9

having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 2 1 2-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret-Sims/EAC/GOV . on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Job Serebrov".
To psiins@eac.gov
05/15/2006 09:28 AM
cc
Subject Re: Fw: New Working Group Member

Excellent!
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Just thught you would like to see the Chairman's
> reaction to the Ginsberg choice, attached.
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: Paul DeGregorio
> Sent: 05/14/2006 12:01 PM
> To: CN=Margaret Sims/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV
> Subject: Re: New Working Group Member
> Ben Ginsberg is one of the most respected election
> law attorneys in the country. Great choice.
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> -----Original Message ----> From: Margaret Sims
> Sent: 05/12/2006 04:04 PM
> To: pdegregorio@eac.gov
> Cc: CN=Amie J. Sherrill/OU=EAC/O=GOV@EAC
> Subject: New Working Group Member

005054

> FYI - The person I mentioned as a replacement for
> David Norcross, who was
> unavailable, could not attend or Voting Fraud-Voter
> Intimidation Working
> Group meeting. Our consultant, Job Serebrov,
> suggested Benjamin Ginsberg,
> who is willing. I'm sorry I could not check with
> you on this beforehand
> --- things happened so fast! --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -----

Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GO
05/15/2006 06:24 PM
ri
^-t^-

To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/ OV@EAC, Devon E.
Romig/EAC/GOV aQEAC
•
Subject. Re: working group-

Hello to all,
I would love to help, but I will not be in the office from today (Monday, May 15th) thru Wednesday, May
17th ------ I'll be back on Thursday morning. When is your meeting taking place? I had e-mailed Adam a
draft of the table tents I did for the APIA working group; perhaps he still has it archived in his Lotus notes
and could forward it to you. All you would have to do then is erase the APIA names and insert the ones for
the new working group. In case he does not have the document I sent him and you need them prior to me
returning to the office ---- in Microsoft Word, open a new document, go under Tools, then labels and
envelopes, choose Labels and then Options -- then choose the correct Avery product number for your tent
cards and click New document -- this will bring a blank template where you can begin to insert the names.
I hope this helps. I can be reached by phone at (610) 780-8551 in case you need my help. Also, the tent
card box usually brings an instruction sheet , it's not the most clear though.
Laiza N. Otero
Research Associate
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Tel. (202) 566-1707
Fax (202) 566-3128
-----Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV wrote: ----To: Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
From: Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Date: 05/15/2006 12:19 P M
cc: Laiza N. Otero/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov@EAC
Subject: working group
Peggy,
In preparation for the logistics of this week's working group, I need to know how many people to expect
for the meeting. Also, if you still need me to make name tags, I will need a list of attendees and the avery
label size.
•

Also, I will need help from Laiza on the table tents, or we can see if she has the time to help with that.
Thanks!
Elle

Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: 202 566-2256
www.eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 Ph9-Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
05/22/2006 04:55 PM
cc
Subject PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

FYI - Attached is a copy of the PowerPoint presentation on the voting fraud-voter intimidation research
project for tomorrow's meetings of the EAC Standards Board (110 state and local election officials) and
the EAC Advisory Board (37 representatives from national associations and government agencies who
play a role in HAVA implementation and from science and technology-related professions appointed by
Congressional members). I used your summaries as the primary source of information for the
presentation. --- Peggy

N

VF-Vl Project Presentation.ppt
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ----

Tamar Nedzar/EAC/GOV
05/18/2006 04:36 PM

To cdonsanto@usdoj.gov,
assistant@sos.in.gov, krogers@sos.state.ga.us,
hearne@lathropgage.com,
bginsberg@pattonboggs.com, Rbauer@perkinscoie.com,
barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org,^
wang@tcf.org
cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Senate and House Conference Reports

All,
As discussed in the meeting today, please find attached the House and Senate Conference Reports
associated with the passage of HAVA. In each document, the word "fraud" is capitalized, bolded, and
highlighted.
1P

35O5

Kind Regards,
Tamar Nedzar
Law Clerk
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-2377
http://www.eac.gov
TNedzar@eac.gov

House Conference Report.doc

9
Senate Conference Report.doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/23/2006 09:23 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards

OK, thanks
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 7:46 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: PowerPoint Presentation to EAC Boards
I know --- I'll have to cover that in my oral presentation, along with some other points. The
audience will have a copy of the paper I put together using Job's and your summaries and
findings. The paper provides a lot more detail. We did not plan to provide a copy of the
PowerPoint presentation, which is just meant to keep me on track and them interested in the
presentation. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/22/2006 03:43 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Is there something separate I should fill out for the travel, or should I just submit a letter? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, May 22, 2006 2:30 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Tova:
Here is your voucher with the pay period dates and signature date updated, and a check mark
added for the travel costs. I've been thinking that it might be better to make a separate
submission for the travel costs. That way, if there are any delays in receiving your receipts, or
there are any corrections or clarifications needed on the travel costs, we won't have to hold up the
voucher for payment of personal services. If you agree, you should delete the check mark, dollar
amount and travel dates from this voucher. --- Peggy
- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
S To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/22/2006 03:58 PM
cc

S

Subject RE: voucher(]

A letter detailing the costs, noting the total reimbursement expected, and attaching your travel receipts is
fine. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 04:34 PM
cc
Subject Re: Monday Teleconference

Thats fine for me. Thanks so much for doing such a great job running the show yesterday. Did

you think it went well?

Also, is there any reason why we cannot talk about our findings with people now? Please let me know. Thanks. Have a great
weekend. Tova

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org,
Date: Fri, 19 May 2006
:59 -0400
Subject: Monday Teleconference

This is just to confirm our Monday, May 22, teleconference at 4:30 PM EST/3:30 PM CST. Attached is a
list of follow-up activities discussed at the working group meeting and recorded on the flip chart. We will
need to flesh these out a bit, perhaps once we have access to the transcript. --- Peggy
Recommendations for Future Research
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â
•
•

Bipartisan observers/poll watchers
To collect data
To deter fraud/intimidation

â
Surveys
State laws
•
•
State election offices
Specific states
•
•
Local election officials
•
Voters (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
State implementation of administrative complaint procedures (applies only to HAVA
•
Title III violations) to ID examples of procedures for other than HAVA Title III complaints
â
Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the Nexis search of news articles
and literature review
â
n
â
•
•
•
•

Reearch absentee balloting process issues
Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
Risk-analysis for voting fraud
Who?
What part of process?
Ease of committing the fraud
Which elections?

â
•
•
•

Analyze
Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
Federal observer reports
Local newspapers

â

Academic statistical research

â
Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance (subject to
confirmation) to identify potential avenues for vote fraud
â

Research State district court actions

â

Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys

â

Explore the concept of election courts

â
Model statutes
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
Utrecht"
"Weinbergdand
To psims @eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM
cc

1305055.
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Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/15/2006 01:56 PM
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter lhtimidationD

Barry:
Would you please take a moment to review the draft definition of election fraud? One of our consultants is
concerned that it does not sufficiently cover violations of the Voting Rights Act that would qualify. Thanks!
--- Peggy

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peggy:
The package came today. Thanks. See you Thursday.
Barry
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 11:27 AM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Your Materials[

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

UQ505S

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re13ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM
"Tova Wang"
-"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@
To psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 03:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: board of advisers presentation

I'll be here for a while, I just wanted to make sure. If you send it to me anytime before 5 I can look at it in
time. If not, I'll try my best to look at it en route tomorrow.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:51 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: board of advisers presentation

I haven't sent it yet. If you need to leave early, you can look at what I have so far, which does not
have the intro or the text regarding the final report. --- Peggy

U1Y 057

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 03:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject board of advisers presentation

Hi Peg, Have you tried to send me the presentation? I haven't gotten it, but I think we may be
having email problems. Let me know. I'd need to look at it today since I'll be tied up tomorrow.
Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Job Se
To "Tova Wang" <wan tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
05/16/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject RE: Corrections

I agree!
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I still think its sufficient for him to raise the
points verbally. All of
the interview summaries reflect what Job and I both
understood the
interviewees to say. This really opens to the door
to people making, as Job
says, "corrections"

> -----Original Message----> From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

005058 ,

>
>
>
>

Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 10:47 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: Corrections

>
>
>
>
>
>

Might not be a bad idea before the final report is
prepared, but I would not
worry about it for Thursday's meeting. I'm only
concerned with the Donsanto
interview summary because he will be attending the
meeting. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -=--

"Job Serebrov"
'f
05/15/2006 09:55 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Question

Ok
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You will need to submit hotel and parking receipts.
You don't need to submit meal receipts. You don't
need to submit gas receipts because use of a
personally owned vehicle (POV) is reimbursed based
on mileage. I think I emailed the mileage rate to
you. If you need it again, I'll look it up when I am
at the office (this afternoon).
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Messag > From: "Job Serebrov"
> Sent: 05/12/2006 09:05 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Question
> Peg:
> Since I am driving to DC, besides hotel receipts, do
> you want me to keep my gas receipts or how will my
> car
> use be compensated? Also, I assume I don't have to
> retain food receipts.
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> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:20 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov

05/15/2006 09:56 AM

cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Great -- thanks so much and apologies for the false alarm.
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:51 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: psims@eac.gov
Subject: RE: I'm sorry

This article is on the CD, it is located in the "Nexis Article Charts" folder.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 09:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: I'm sorry

Thats good. I'm probably just getting crazy, trying to make sure everything is perfect. Devon,
maybe you can check? Otherwise I'll check it when it comes. Thanks. And be well Peg.

Q0^0^0

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 8:23 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang
Subject: Re: I'm sorry
Tova:
I think you did send this --- or is this a revised version of one you
sent earlier? It should be on the CD in the packet you should receive
today.. (Can't check that right now as I am at the clinic.) If I put
anything on the CD that yo u want to highlight at the meeting, let me
know and we'll make copies for those attending.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message-----From: "Tova Wang" [wang@tcf.org]
Sent: 05/15/2006 09:07 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Devon Romig
Subject: I'm sorry

I don't think I sent this to you either. Can we hand it out at the meeting as an addendum? Its
another summary that would have gone in the news article section. I'm usually so organized, I'm
very embarrassed. Too many things! Thanks

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --

"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file

is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; mhearne@lathro gage.com
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
t
<
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <k
s@sos.state.ga.us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscoinmittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;,
vj,phnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyer committee.or.g>;
dTovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>.; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/16/2006 08:43 AM

To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@a GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group -[j
–^-

Here is the content of the email attachment:
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Existing Research Analysis
There are many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad conclusions
from a large array of incidents. There is little research that is truly systematic or
scientific. The most systematic look at fraud is the report written by Lori Minnite. The
most systematic look at voter intimidation is the report by Laughlin McDonald. Books
written about this subject seem to all have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
makes them somewhat less valuable.
Researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of fraud and intimidation
in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a methodological perspective
and would require resources beyond the means . of most social and, political scientists. As
a result, there is much more written on this tbpic by advocacy groups than'"social
scientists. It is hoped that this gap will be filled, in the "second phase" of this EAC
project.
Moreover, reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by their nature, have little
follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has remained in the stage
of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the point of being
investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an independent,
neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter intimidation
by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's frequently cited
book. Again, this is something that it is hoped will be addressed in the "second phase" of
this EAC project by doing follow up research on allegations made in reports, books and
newspaper articles.
Other items of note:
•
There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification requirements.
• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious problem. On
balance, more researchers find it to be less of problem than is commonly described in the
political debate, but some reports say it is a major problem, albeit hard to identify.
•
There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.
•
Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as effective as
it might be.
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•
Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing misinformation,
were a major problem in 2004.
•
Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig 'Donsanto@usdoj.
^ gov
05/15/2006 04:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Peggy -I am currently on train in trasit back from a day in Newark. I tried to
recover your attachment on Blackberry but got a message telling me the "file
is empty."
Can you paste it to an e-mail perhaps?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org <barnwine@lawyerscommittee.org>;
Rbauer@perkinscoie.com <Rbauer@perkinscoie.com>; bginsberg@pattonboggs.com
<bginsberg@pattonboggs.com>; m
m
<mhearne@lathropgage.com>;
krogers@sos.state.ga.us <krogers@sos.state.g us>; assistant@sos.in.gov
<assistant@sos.in.gov>;
CC: jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org <jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org>;
vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org <vjohnson@lawyerscommittee.org>;
dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com <dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com>;
bschuler@lathropgage.com <bschuler@lathropgage.com>; Donsanto, Craig
<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Mon May 15 16:37:48 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

Dear Working Group Members and Participants:
You should receive a packet of information today, either by Federal Express or
hand delivery, concerning Thursday's meeting of the project Working Group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. Attached is an
analysis of the consultants' research into relevant literature and reports.
This summary was not available when we prepared the information packets last
Friday, but may be of interest to you. Our consultants and I look forward to
having a productive discussion with you.
Regards,
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Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/19/2006 02:51 PM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list follows. --- Peggy.

Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
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Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American

005066

Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
. Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective

Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
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Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election officiM. and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive

Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election. observer and .threatening
Forward aW by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/16/2006 03:37 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Your MaterialsE

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims @eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

oa
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

oo5a72.

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsantotusdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

OOJ9?3

Is

ft

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

00507:{

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

f

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.go
05/16/2006 11:03 AM
cc

^.

Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ---"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46

AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject Your Materials

Peg - -

005475

I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased,.we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in. Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those welrought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
–=- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---=
• "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
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Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
'Multiple voting
Dead ..and voting
Election and counting and violation=
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American

I*

Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Election and Asian American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot aril deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote r and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud
Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction

005078.

Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and African American
Ballot security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression
Latino and vote and. suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native Ameri.^an and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive

0M.

Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
.Election judge and intimidation
Electio judge and abusive
Election: judge and, threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>
05/15/2006 05:05 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing
Ballot box and tampering
Ballot box and theft
Ballot box and stealing
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
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From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006.02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [maiIto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries

00 051

represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM

a
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Topsims@eE C.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
(am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

OO^Og2

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution
at the WG meeting. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
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05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour Materials

Is

Is.

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
_
To
Paul
DeGregorio,
Ray
Martinez,
Donetta
Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman

^OJOJ^

cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summa y.doc
- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/16/2006 11:03 AM

To psims@eac.go
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16 2006 9:59 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM -"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Your Materials

OO

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. , Very few federal election
-fraud cases go to trial. Wh y a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it iould be
held in the first instance by myself. But again,. Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
>
cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
05/19/2006 03:17 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Fri May 19 14:51:21 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word Search

Craig;
You asked about the Nexis search terms used by our consultants. The list
follows. --- Peggy.
Election and fraud
Voter and fraud
Vote and fraud
Voter and challenge
Vote and challenge
Election and challenge
Election and irregularity
Election and irregularities
Election and violation
Election and stealing
Ballot box and. tampering
Ballot box and theft
.
Ballot box and stealigg
Election and officers
Election and Sheriff
Miscount and votes
Election and crime
Election and criminal
Vote and crime
Vote and criminal
Double voting
Multiple voting
Dead and voting
Election and counting and violation
Election and counting and error
Vote and counting and violation
Vote and counting and error
Voter and intimidation
Voter and intimidating
Vote and intimidation
Denial and voter and registration
Voter identification
Vote and identification
Voter and racial profiling
Vote and racial profiling
Voter and racial
Vote and racial
Voter and racial and challenge
Vote and racial and challenge
Voter and deny and racial
Vote and deny and racial
Voter and deny and challenge
Vote and deny and challenge
Voter and deny and black
Vote and deny and black
Voter and black and challenge
Vote and black and challenge
Voter and deny and African American
Vote and deny and African American
Voter and African American and challenge
Vote and African American and challenge
Election and black and challenge
Election and African American and challenge
Voter and deny and Hispanic
Voter and deny and Latino
Vote and deny and Hispanic
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Vote and deny and Latino
Voter and Hispanic and challenge
Voter and Latino and challenge
Vote and Hispanic and challenge
Vote and Latino and challenge
Election and Hispanic and challenge
Election and Latino and challenge
Voter and deny and Native American
Vote and deny and Native American
Voter and Native American and challenge
Vote and Native American and challenge
Election and Native American and challenge
Voter and deny and Asian American
.Vote and deny and Asian American
Voter and Asian American and challenge
Vote and Asian American and challenge
Voter and Asian American and
Election and As4an American and challenge
Voter and deny and Indian
Vote and deny and Indian
Voter and Indian and challenge
Vote and Indian and challenge
Election and Indian and challenge
Poll tax
Voting and test
Absentee ballot and deny
Absentee ballot and reject
Absentee ballot and challenge
Vote and challenge
Voter and challenge
Election and challenge
Vote and police
Voter and police
Poll and police
Vote and law enforcement
Voter and law enforcement
Poll and law enforcement
Vote and deceptive practices
Voter and deceptive practices
Election and deceptive practices
Voter and deceive
Voter and false information
Dirty tricks
Vote and felon
Vote and ex-felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law and election and manipulation
Vote and purging
Vote and purge
Registration and removal
Registration and purging
Registration and purge
Vote buying
Vote and noncitizen
Voter and noncitizen
Vote and selective enforcement
Identification and selective
Election and misinformation
Registration and restrictions
Election and administrator and fraud

Election and official and fraud
Provisional ballot and deny
Provisional ballot and denial
Affidavit ballot and deny
Affidavit ballot and denial
Absentee ballot and coerce
Absentee ballot and coercion
Registration and destruction
Voter and deter
Vote and deterrence
Voter and deterrence
Ballot integrity
Ballot security
Ballot security and minority
Ballot security and black
Ballot security and. African American
Ballot, security and Latino
Ballot security and Hispanic
Ballot security and Native American
Ballot security and Indian
Vote and suppression
Minority and vote and suppression
Black and vote and suppression
African American and vote and suppression'
Latino and vote and suppression
Hispanic and vote and suppression
Native American and vote and suppression
Vote and suppress
Minority and vote and suppress
African American and vote and suppress
Latino and vote and suppress
Native American and vote and suppress
Vote and depress
Jim Crow
Literacy test
Voter and harass
Voter and harassment
Vote and mail and fraud
Poll and guards
Election and consent decree
Vote and barrier
Voting and barrier
Voter and barrier
Election and long line
Voter and long line
Poll worker and challenge
Poll worker and intimidate
Poll worker and intimidation
Poll worker and intimidating
Poll worker and threatening
Poll worker and abusive
Election official and challenge
Election official and intimidate
Election official and intimidation
Election official and intimidating
Election official and threatening
Election official and abusive
Poll watcher and challenge
Poll watcher and intimidate
Poll watcher and intimidating
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Poll watcher and intimidation
Poll watcher and abusive
Poll watcher and threatening
Poll inspector and challenge
Poll inspector and intimidate
Poll inspector and intimidating
Poll inspector and intimidation
Poll inspector and abusive
Poll inspector and threatening
Poll judge and challenge
Poll judge and intimidate
Poll judge and intimidating
Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate.
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation.
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/15/2006 05:05 PM
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Election and stealing

Poll judge and intimidation
Poll judge and abusive
Poll judge and threatening
Poll monitor and challenge
Poll monitor and intimidate
Poll monitor and intimidating
Poll monitor and intimidation
Poll monitor and abusive
Poll monitor and threatening
Election judge and challenge
Election judge and intimidate
Election judge and intimidating
Election judge and intimidation
Election judge and abusive
Election judge and threatening
Election monitor and challenge
Election monitor and intimidate
Election monitor and intimidating
Election monitor and intimidation
Election monitor and abusive
Election monitor and threatening
Election observer and challenge
Election observer and intimidate
Election observer and intimidating
Election observer and intimidation
Election observer and abusive
Election observer and threatening
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

e_

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/16/2006 03:37 PM

Subject RE: Your Materials[

OK. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craigonsanto usdoj. ov
@
g'
tg
05/16/2006 03:17 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

o"Sgl

Let me try to do it, Peg. Again what I do not want to see occur is for the LCCR to start attacking us. We
have more in common with them than I had originally assumed, thanks to the write-ups of their interviews.
We need to promote what we have in common not try to score political points. But I will try to correct the
records as long as you will agree you heard what I said the way I know I said it!
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 3:14 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I fully understand. Do you want me to prepare a correction sheet for the Working Group, placing your
second and more important point first, or do you want to handle this verbally at the meeting? -=- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 02:55 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

The first item is not as big a deal as the second one: the processes under which subjects of investigations
come to Jesus is not as important as the overall assessment of our law enforcement achievements. But
stressing the isolated test cases we brought - - and will continue to being - - to deter things like felon
voting, alien voting and double voting, which not mentioning such significant achievements as the five
case PROJECTS mentioned in my last e-mail - - misrepresents what we are doing and the deterrent
message we are trying to communicate.
I appreciate that these two young peopOle may have found themselves in a Brave New World when they
came over here. It showed in their questioning. But the fact that criminal law enforcement is not at all
similar to preventative legal relief (as under the Voting Rights Act) or civil relief (as election contest
litigation) is I guess more of a problem than I at first foresaw. My real concerns is that the civil rights
groups - - with whom we over here have an amazing amount of common grounds - - will take the singling
out of the felon and alien voter cases as evincing a malevolent aggression on their constituencies. That is
not the case. We are only enforcing the law.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 2:47 PM
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To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

I think they are panicking because they are preparing to travel tomorrow and may not have time to submit
a revised version. They also are resisting changes to their interview summaries because the summaries
represent what they think they heard. I was there at the interview and I heard what you said. I'm not sure
that either of them heard everything (including the nuances) because so much of the information was new
to them and it was one of their earlier interviews. I'm sorry I did not catch the defects before the summary
went out.
My first concern is ensuring that the Working Group has the correct information. Then, we can deal with
what version, if any, goes in the final report. Do you want me to excerpt the corrections from your email
and submit them to the Working Group? --- Peggy
^

e

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 01:41 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRE: Your Materials

Sure. But where is the resistance coming from? The notes were not accurate. As you know, I have to be
very concerned about that.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 12:34 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Your Materials

Craig:
I am getting some resistance from my consultants to correcting the summary of the interview prior to the
meeting. Would you mind noting the corrections at the meeting? --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 12:06 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
$

SubjectRE: Your Materials

Thank you, Peg. This stuff is very interesting.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:27 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Your Materials

I have forwarded your message to our consultants and have requested a corrected version for distribution

at the WG meeting. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectYour ;Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent to me and viewed the pieces on the CD.
I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a subject for an
election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that person usually enters into
plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election fraud cases go to trial. When a
subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be held in the first instance by myself. But
again, Peg, that is rare.
Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and double
voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue systematic schemes to
corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of Knott and Pike Counties in
Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in West Virginia, and those we brought in
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New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Paul DeGregorio, Ray Martinez, Donetta Davidson, Gracia
05/15/2006 03:51 PM
Hillman
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, ecortes@eac.gov, Arnie J.
Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC, Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A.
Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Briefing

Dear Commissioners:
Attached is our consultants' analysis of the literature reviewed for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
preliminary research project. It was not included in the information packets delivered to you on Friday,
May 12, because we did not receive it until today. I thought you might be interested in having it. prior to
tomorrow's briefing.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Literature-Report Review Summary.doc
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or 9>
To psims@eac.gov'
05/16/2006 11:03 AM
cc
Subject RE: Your Materials

I think he can just raise these points at the meeting, no? I'm sure many we interviewed would say we
misquoted them on something. This is what both Job and I remember him saying. I think it would be
unfair for him to change/amend his interview without giving the same opportunity to the other interviewees.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 16 2006959 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fw: Your Materials

See corrections from Donsanto at DOJ. We should probably provide corrected versions to the
Working Group. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/16/2006 10:58 AM ----
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/16/2006 10:46 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject Your Materials

Peg - I have read over the materials you sent tome acd viewed the pieces on the CD.
..

I have only one correction:
I did not say that offenders who re3ceive target letters routinely request - - or routinely receive - audiences here at DOJHQ. That is very rare. Instead, what usually happens is that once a
subject for an election fraud investigation is advised that he or she is going to be charged that
person usually enters into plea negotiations and ultimately pleads guilty. Very few federal election
fraud cases go to trial. When a subject does request a HQ interview or a HW hearing, it would be
held in the first instance by myself. But again, Peg, that is rare.

Also, while the occurrences of prosecutions of isolated instances of felons and alien voters and
double voters has increased, we still aggressively and I believe quite successfully pursue
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process, as the cases we brought recently out of
Knott and Pike Counties in Kentucky, those we brought out of Lincoln and Logan Counties in
West Virginia, and those we brought in New Hampshire growing out of the jamming of
getO-out-the-vote phone bank lines attest.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
05/19/2006 03:17 PM

cc "Simmons, Nancy" <Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov>
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project-Nexis Word
Search

Peggy -I was just thinking of you!
Great session yesterday. I really enjoyed it. Robust discussion.
On another subject, Nancy Simmons needs the e-mail address of NASED. Can you
give her both that and the website address for them? Her e-mail is
nancy.simmons@usdoj.gov.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
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Sounds good. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006 4:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Fraud Definition

Tova:
We can certainly discuss this at the Working Group meeting. (The draft
definition had already been sent out by the time I read your message.) There
may be other VRA provisions that should be considered as well, such as the
prohibition on removing the name s of certain registrants, .who were
registered by . federal examiners,. without obtaining prior approval of the
Justice Department.

e

After I received your email, I. asked Barry Weinberg to review the draft
definition and consider if we have left off examples of Voting Rights Act
violations that would qualify as election fraud. Barry, during his 25 years
with DOJ, led aggressive action against attempts to place police at the
polls to intimidate voters, challenges targeting minorities, failure to
provide election materials and assistance in languages other than English
(in covered jurisdictions), etc. His input should prove helpful. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 09:48
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

How about specifying Section 2 and 203 of the VRA?
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf.org
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 1:34 PM
Subject: RE: Fraud Definition

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current
document.) My concern is that there are a number of requirements in the
Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud, when
violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures
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is not treated as election fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

05/12/2006 12:45 PM

To
ms eac. ov,
i

cc
Subject

RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only comment would be that I would like to restore
"failing to follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act" -----Original
Message ----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Fraud Definitiorr

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your
definitions, reformatted the list, removed a reference to the fraud having
to have an actual impact on the election results (because fraud can be
prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to
failing to enforce state laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons
for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if
he accepts our invitation to join the working group. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/17/2006 09:56 AM

To Craig Donsanto
cc
Subject Report on Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research

00099

Craig:
I'm putting the finishing touches on a status report to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of
Advisors on our Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. For the most part, I am using our
consultants summaries for the report, but one bullet under the interview summaries is giving me
heartburn. It is the bullet that references the decrease in DOJ voter intimidation actions. It is one of the
places in which our consultants had indicated that your office is focussing on prosecuting individuals.
have reworded it and would like your feedback on the revision:
Several people indicate - including representatives from DOJ -- that for various reasons, the
Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and suppression cases now, and has
increased its focus on matters such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. While
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division focuses on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the
Election Crimes Branch of the Public Integrity Section has increased prosecutions of individual
instances of felon, alien, and double voting while also maintaining an aggressive pursuit of
systematic schemes to corrupt the electoral process.

9
Please .suggest any changes that-you think would. further clarify the current approach. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM - --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/15/2006 01:09 PM
cc
Subject Re: ThursdayI

No problem. I've got the conference room reserved from Noon to 6 PM, so you can come earlier. --Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
`I,.'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

05/15/2006 11:36 AM

cc
Subject thursday

Is it OK if I come around 12:30 or so to make sure I have all my materials arranged properly for
presentation? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/01/2006 03:04 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Travel Reimbursement

I did not realize that I had to itemize the per diem, so yes, that was an oversight. There was a $5 service
charge. I will forward you the documentation on that. Thanks so much. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailtoisims@eac.gov]
e.
Sent:_ Thursday, June 01, 2006 1:50 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that
you did not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that
you would be eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for
Thursday 5/18, and $48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60,
but the amount you requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does
not show on the receipt. Can you clarify? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Craig C. Donsanto"
<cdonsanto@Y
ahoo.com>
To Peggy sims" <psims@eac.gov>
05/30/2006 11:02 PM
cc
Subject Fwd: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail address

--- "Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.com> wrote:
> Date: Tue, 30 May 2006 19:57:36 -0700 (PDT)
> From: "Craig C. Donsanto" <cdonsanto@yahoo.com>
> Subject: Re: Article to your secondary e-mail
> address
> To: "Elliott, Michael (LA) (IC)"
> <Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi.gov>
> Mike - > As we say back where I come from: this article is
> "wicked pissah"!
> The woman mentioned in this piece towards the end
> has
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> been contracted with the Election Assistance
> Commission to do a study of electoral fraud in the
> US.
> She is my problem, and she doesn't have a clue -> despite the fact that she has had the rare
> opportunity
> to interview me and get stats from me and my
> colleagues on our electoral fraud cases.
> You should be most proud of this article as it
> accurately captures the soul of what you and I are
> trying to do in this very important area of federal
> law enforcement.
> And greetings from Hilton Head, South Carolina - >.

> --- "Elliott, Michael (
) (IC)"'
>.<Michael.Elliott@ic.fbi .g
gov> wrote:
>..

> > Craig,
>>
>>
>>
> > As requested, please find below The Hill article
> on
> > the CF&BF
> > Initiative:

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
http://thehill.com/thehill/export/TheHill/News/Frontpage/052506/news4
> > ml
>>
>>
>>
> > Michael
>>
>>
>>
> > SSA Michael B. Elliott
>>
> > Public Corruption/Governmental Fraud Unit
>>
> > FBIHQ, Room 3975
>>
>>

ht

>>
>>
>>
>>

> Craig C. Donsanto
> cdonsanto@yahoo.com
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> Do You Yahoo!?
> Tired of sparn? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam
> protection around
> http://mail.yahoo.com

Craig C. Donsanto
cdonsanto@yahoo.com
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best sparn protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims AC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or9 >
To psims@eac.gov
06/01/2006 03:04 PM
cc
Subject FW: Expedia travel confirmation - Washington, DC - May 17,
2006 - (Itin# 116272039590)

-----Original Message----From: travel@expedia.com [mailto:travel@expedia.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006 4:55 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Expedia travel confirmation - Washington, DC - May 17, 2006 - (Itin# 116272039590)

Travel Confirmation
Thank you for booking your trip with Expedia.com. View this itinera ry online for the most up-to-date
information. Our interactive demo can show you how easy it is to get information about your itinerary.
Need a hotel or a car or an activity or service in Washington DC? Here are some options we've found for you.
Connecticut Avenue Days Inn$666.00 per night
.Renaissance Mayflower Hotel $459.00 per night
.Comfort Inn Largo/Fed Ex Field 96.00 per night
.Car Rental - Econom y Midsize Full Size
,,Activities & Services - Si g htseeing Dinin g options Ground
transpo rtation Attraction passes

®Search for more hotels
Search for more cars

8Search for more activities & se rv ices
Receive Expedia.com newsletters

Booked items

005103

Thank you for choosing Expedia.com
Don't Just Travel. Travel Right. http://www.expedia.com

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/31/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group Notes

Peggy:
I will not be home from Las Vegas until Saturday. I was given an offer for a career clerking
position with a federal judge and accepted. I will be relocating in December.
Job
psims@eac.gov wrote:
Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
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Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or9>
05/31/2006 01:50 PM

To -psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject RE: Working Group o es

Peg, I'm sorry, but this is really not helpful. Its another outline. I guess we have to wait for the transcript. I
wish now I had taken notes myself! Thanks anyway. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2006 12:31 PM

Tc: wa
Cc
Subject: Re: Working Group Notes
Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week.
This is Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject notes
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Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC
staff? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to.receive our weekly e-mail updates.

r',.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/200704:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/01/2006 02:50 PM

e

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that you did
not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that you would be
eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for Thursday 5/18, and
$48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60, but the amount you
requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does not show on the receipt.
Can you clarify? --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/31/2006 01:30 PM
cc

^

Subject Re: Working Group Notes(

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

R

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

O O 5 I^i

Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212=452-77o4 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/02/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject transcript

Hi Peg,
Do you have an ETA for the transcript? Seems like it should be around now. Thanks and have a great
weekend. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject
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Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/08/2006 09:35 AM
cc
Subject Re:

[j

Is

Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and preparations for today's testimony
before House Admin. We have not yet received the transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

psims@eac.gov
P
^@
9 ov
cc "Job Serebrov"
toTo
Subject

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
'•
06/07/2006 10:08 AM
®
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[.

Tim at Carol reporting said the transcript will be here today or tomorrow.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

005105

202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Have we had any_ word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
y r'
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
To psims@eac.gov
06/09/2006 08:53 AM
cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

Hi Peg,
How do you recommend dealing with this? I have this feeling like he's trying
to create a situation where I will have to write it myself. Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 200642
9.
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.

00510

Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
> could talk then?
> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel
> costs if you had flown to.DC, stayed in our more.
> expensive hotels,. and
>^ received the higher per diem for 3"days (inead of
> 1) . I have, not yet,
> received a response from her and she has been .,out of
> the office much of .
> this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
>
>
>
>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject
Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's recommendations and
> expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> >

>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>

•

>>
>>
>>

> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To:
tcf.org>
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday,
:55 AM
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > >
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
>>
>>
> > > Subject
> > >
Re: Re:
>>>

005111

> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
>> >
> > >
> > >

Q

> > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > something you can email?
> > > And
> > >
> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> few
> > days? Thanks.
> > > ----- Original , Message ----> > > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > > To.: <wang@tcf.org>
> > > Cc:
> > > Sent: T urs ay, June
26,"
9:35 AM
> > > Subject: Re:
>>>
>>>

is

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"
>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

>>.

> > >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
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> > responses from either one of
> > > you
> > >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> > two weeks if we can.
> > Did
> > >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> > >>

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM

<wang@tcf.org>

—"TovaWng
To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel

005113

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41'East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-134

0

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events. .
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,'

06/09/2006 12:49 PM

cc
Subject more gao

Sorry, its 500 pages -- it also includes data on absentee fraud and voter intimidation

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Margaret Sims/EACIGOV
06/12/2006 05:09 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later[`]

-

005114

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

06/12/2006 04:46 PM

Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of the
afternoon. Thanks Peg.: Tova
-----Original Message----^.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

e

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
• ,
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/07/2006 10:01 AM
t+

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group MeetingI

I will call the transcript company and ask them about it.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting
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wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re:Donrence
Tran^

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wan @tcf.org>
Cc:
Sent: Thursday,9:55 AM.
Subject: Re: Transcript &
leconference
>
>
>
>
>

I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an electronic copy. If we
only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email it to the two of you.
How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief teleconference? I
really can't do it before them because of other commitments. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>

06/08/2006 09:42
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc

>
>

Subject
Re: Re:

> How will you be getting it to us? Will it be something you can email?
> And
> can we set up a call for some time in the next few days? Thanks.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To:
> Cc:
> Sent: Thurs ay, June WWi 9:35 AM
> Subject: Re:

.or

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy

>>

wang@tcf.org

>>

06/08/2006 09:15
AM

To
psims@eac.gov

>>

cc
"Job Serebrov"
Subject

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next two weeks if we can. Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/13/2006 10:07 AM

To "Job Serebrov"^psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Transcripts, Etc.

I can't do that time, I'll be at an event in DC.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Tuesday, JuneT37 20 06 8:10 AM

005117

To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/200704:18 PM=
"Tova Wang"
9
9@
06/09/2006 12:09 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov
cc
Subject gao report

This has information on many of our topics, but they also surveyed jurisdictions on voter reg fraud coming
up with a rate of 5%

Elections: The Nation's Evolving Election System as Reflected in
the November 2004 General Election. GAO-06-450, June 6.
http://www.gao.gov/c i-bin/getrpt?GAO-06-450
Highlights - http:I/www.gao.govfhighlightsldO6450high.pdf
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —
Joyce Wilson/EAC/GOV
d.:

06/07/2006 09:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[

005118

I
Not that I know of. Would it have gone to Bryan possibly? Our public meeting transcripts go to him.
Joyce H. Wilson
Staff Assistant
US Election Assistance Commission
202-566-3100 (office)
202-566-3128 (fax)
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
06/09/2006 04:50 PM

To

—MargetSims/EACGOV
"Job

cc

Subject Re: Travel & Transcripts[

Our Financial Officer accepted my arguments. You should receive a travel reimbursement totalling
$1,200.03. GSA will reimburse through electronic funds transfer. I don't usually receive notification when
our consultants are reimbursed.
I still have no transcripts. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job

"

••

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:42 PM

cc

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
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> could talk then?
> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel
> costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> expensive hotels, and
> received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
> 1). I have not yet
> received a response from her and she has been out of
> the office much of
> this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> --- Peggy'
>
> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 Ol:1OPM
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> 5Uflj

> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
> recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>

005120

>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM
To
psims@eac.gov

> >Susec
*
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>.>
>>
>>
>>
> > Can, we make it . 4 est? I have another meeting at
^..
> 3.
> > ----= Original' Message. ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <
c>'
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June9:55 AM
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>> >
>>>
> > >
wang@tcf.org
>> >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > >
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > >
> >> > > Subject
>>>
Re: Re :
>> >
>>>
>> >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >

-

0051_''1

>>>
>>>
> > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > something you can email?
> > > And
> > >
> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next
> few
> > days? Thanks.
> > > ----- Original Message ----> > > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > > To:
* a tcf or >
<wan&@
> > > Cc:
> > > SentThursday, June UZTY
9:35 AM
> > > Subject: Re:
>>>
>>
> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>'» Sorry.. We have been swamped with other .program
> activities and
> >> preparations
> >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> have not yet received the
> >> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
> checked with the court
> >> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
> --- Peggy

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>
>>

> > > Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> >>
`

005122

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on . 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov,'
06/14/2006 10:46 PM
cc

psims
^ @eac.gov

Subject Re: teleconference

Could you do Friday in the morning?
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@"c .org
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>> >> Hi Job,
>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

005122

transcript early next week.
Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

>> >>

>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow`
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70t1i Street - New York, 'lY 10021.
>> >> phone: 212.-452-7704 . fax.: 212-535-7534
>> >>

>> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>>>
>> >

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Job Serebro "
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's

0051?

recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org._
>
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM

.

> To.
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> ubject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wan
j
@tcf
> Cc:
> Sent:
urs ay, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
AM
>>
> psims@eac.gov

> > cc
>
> > Subject
>>

Re: Re :

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
>.something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can. we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > -----Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <
n > > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>

> >>
> >>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

>i
> >> Subject
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>

00512E

>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>

> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> >>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

>..
>
>.

.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 01:56 PM

cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need a cover
note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 05:09 PM

To

"-Inh •

brov"

cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference[

00512`,

What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we could talk then?
Re your question on the mileage, I have approached our Financial Officer with a request that you receive
full reimbursement on the grounds that your actual total travel costs are less than the estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more expensive hotels, and received the higher per diem for 3
days (instead of 1). I have not yet received a response from her and she has been out of the office much
of this week, so I don't know what she decided to do. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov^r
Job Serebrov"
To psims @eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc

06/08/2006 01:14PM

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
>
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

00512 g.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <
Cc:
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>
AM
> psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Re: Re:

> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
>>
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <wang@tcf.org>
> > Cc:
> > Sent:
9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:

>>
>>

005129

> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>

> >>
>.>>.
> psims@eac.}ov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

e.
"Job

>
> >> Subject
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> >>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
4 ^<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
---

005130

06/09/2006 09:20 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Friday, June
, 2006 8:17 AM
To: Tova Wang
Subject: RE: Transcript & Teleconference

Normally I, am not home for lunch.
--- Tova Wang <wang@:tcf.org> wrote:
> What about during a lunch hour?
> -----Original Message----> From: Job Serebrov
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 PM
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peggy:
> I can't predict when I get home but it is between
> 5:30
> and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late
> to
> have a teleconference.
> I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
> and work on my own as well as expanding the
> explanation of the case section.
> Please see what your financial officer did with
> regards to my travel.
> Thank you,
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps
> we
> > could talk then?

>>
> > Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> > our Financial Officer
> > with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> > on the grounds that
> > your actual total travel costs are less than the
> > estimated total travel
Li 00513.1

> > costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> > expensive hotels, and
> > received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead
> of
> > 1). I have not yet
> > received a response from her and she has been out
> of
> > the office much of
> > this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> > --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
>>
> > To
>'' Psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> >

>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peg:

>>
> > I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer
> take
> > time during the work day for telephone
> conferences.
> > As
> > I told you I will need to finish this project
> after
> > daily working hours. I am still getting things
> done
> > from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
> recommendations and
> > expand on mine this weekend.

>>
> > Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> > the
> > mileage portion of my travel voucher?

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
--> Peggy
>
>
>
>

005134

> > > wang@tcf.org
> > > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>>
> > > To
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
>>>
> > > Subject
> > > Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > Can we make it 4 est? . I have another meeting at
> > 3.
•> > > ----- Original Message `g
> .> From: <psi.ms@eac...gov>
> > > To: <wan @tcf.or >
> > > Cc:
,.
> > > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> > > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>>
> > >
> > > >
> > > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive
> an
> > > electronic copy. If we
> > > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> > email
> > > it to the two of you.
> > > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> > brief
> > > teleconference? I
> > > > really can't do it before them because of
> other
> > > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
wang@tcf.org
>>>>
> > > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
> > > >
AM
> > > psims@eac.gov
> > > > cc
>>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re: Re:

005133

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
s

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To:
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 20U 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:

> > > >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other
program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered
today.
> > --- Peggy

> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >>
> > > >>

> > > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > > >>

> > > >>
> > > >>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

message truncated =__

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 11:00 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

sims@eac.gov

Subject nexis

Hi Peg and Job,

005134

q
absentee nexis chart 2FORMAT.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chartFORMAT.xls intimidation and suppressionFORMAT.xls
ft
voter registration fraud nexischartFORMAT.xls I don't know how we might be able to use these but here, finally, are
the super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we include them? Thanks. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/19/2006 01:53 PM
cc
Subject RE: voucher

Thats a first! Thanks -- I'll fax and send. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 12:24 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Looks good to me! --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/19/2006 08:40 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are
we good for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212 -535-7534

-

00513:::

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----wang@tcf.org
06/15/2006 03:30 PM

"
To "Job
Serebrov'

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims eac.gov
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tc .org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?

00513€

>> >>

Thanks.

>> >>

Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>> >>

>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mail.to:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
)>>> weekly e-mail updates..
>> >>

>> >
>> >

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 01:24 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucherL1

Looks good to me! --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 08:40 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are we good
for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

05137

Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 5-21 -- 6-17.doc

#rk

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM-Q
Devon E. Rinig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
06/22/200603 44 PM

•+

cc

wang@tcf.org

Subject Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM
"Carol J. Thomas Reporting"
<carolthomasreporting@cox.
net>
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on Wednesday,
May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
o..
051806.TXT Timothy Brischler, Office Manager,

00513.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 04:28 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

I have been told that GSA expects to make the disbursement next week, probably on or around June 28.
--- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret S!ms/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
--- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9•Donsanto@usdoj.
J 9ov
06/13/2006 08:04 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me:
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 06:21PM

cc

00513

Subject Re: Teleconference

It will need to be early next week. What news of the
transcript?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> teleconference originally scheduled
> for this evening. Is another day this week or early
> nex week good for you
> two.
> Peggy.
>
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

wang@tcf.org
06/22/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

Can I also get an answer on whether we can speak about the project publicly?
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/19/2006 12:19 PM
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: teleconference[

OK. I have marked my calendar for a 7 PM EST/6 PM CST teleconference for this Wednesday. Still no
transcript. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
'`

To "Job Serebrov"

,.sims@eac.gov

06/15/2006 03:30 PM

,;•

cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

>ova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central.. Peg would have to call
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.

at 7

> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message
>> From: "Job Serebrov" <
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the
>> >> transcript early next week.
>> >> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.

>> >> Tova
>> >> Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

005141

>> >>

phone:

fax:

Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.
>> >>

>> >> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.

>> >
>> >
>>
>>

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Diana Scott
06/19/2006 02:28 PM
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Jnb
Serebr
ov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/18/2006 12:31 PM
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM —

..
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Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---wang@tcf.org
06/15/2006 03:30 PM

To "Job Serebrov"

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Message From: "Job Serebrov""
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov" <
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@t .org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>> >> Hi Job,
>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>> >> transcript early next week.
Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >>

&.
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>> >> Thanks.
>> >> Tova
>> >> Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>> >> phone:
fax:
>> >> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

<mailto:j:oin-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

Is

is

>> >
>> >

---

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 01:24 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>Q
a GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: voucherD

Looks good to me! --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/19/2006 08:40 AM

cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are we good
for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

00514_.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Oki,

voucher 5-21 -- 6-17.doc

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --0 a^

r

"

Deyon E. Romig /EAC/GOV

g
To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
ang@tcf.org

06/22/2006 03:44 PM

Subject Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig /EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM —
"Carol J. Thomas Re ortin "
To dromig@eac.gov
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on Wednesday,
May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
oea
051806.TXT Timothy Brischler, Office Manager

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 04:28 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

I have been told that GSA expects to make the disbursement next week, probably on or around June 28.
--- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 0501 PM
•

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
--- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
06/13/2006 08:04 PM

To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me: 202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Job Serebrov"
06/21/2006 06:21 PM

Tosims
<wan g@tcf.org>
g"
P ^ eac.
@ ov,9 "Tova Andrea Wang"
cc
s

fl5:j41

Subject Re: Teleconference
ti.r.

It will need to be early next week. What news of the
transcript?

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
> teleconference originally scheduled
> for this evening. Is another day this week or early
> next week good for you
> two?
>: Peggy
>

e.

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/22/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

Can I also get an answer on whether we can speak about the project publicly?
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:19 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject Re: teleconferences

OK. I have marked my calendar for a 7 PM EST/6 PM CST teleconference for this Wednesday. Still no
transcript. --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To "Job Serebrov"

psims@eac.gov
f^Ir

Ntt{.

1.
f

06/15/2006 03:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: teleconference

fine
----- Original Messa
----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova;
> 5 pm EST . is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Messag
>> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang cf.org>
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >.
>> >>

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

Hi Job,

>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

>>

>> transcript early next week.
>> Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> and distribution of work
>> on the final report and try to finally get it
done.
>> Would it be possible
>> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> the morning, say 8 am your
>> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
your
>> time on Wednesday?
>> Thanks.

>> >>

Tova

>> >> Tova Andrea Wang
>> >> Democracy Fellow
>> >> The Century Foundation
>> >> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021

005148

>> >>

phone: _ fax:

Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.
>> >>

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.
>> >>

>>>
>>>

>

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To Diana Scott
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/18/2006 12:31 PM

cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:12 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: pay/travell1

Your personal services invoice should be paid this week (Thursday or Friday). The payment of travel
costs will take longer. I'll check with Finance to see if we can get an estimated date from GSA. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
16/18/2006 12:31 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -"Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov
To aambrogi@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov, "Donsanto, Craig"
06/20/2006 06:52 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Subject list of state election crimes

Adam, Craig thought you were looking for a list of federal statutes, which are discussed in our election
fraud manual. We don't have lists of state election crimes. Craig suggests that you contact Peggy Sims
at the EAC — she's a wonderful resource, and I'm including her in my reply. Good luck.
Nancy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV

06/19/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement for SerebrovI

Peggy--We sent the request to the Finance Center on 6/13. Finance quotes a 2 week turnaround
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3. 127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To DScott@eac.gov
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/22/2006 10:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang tcf.org>
cc

"Tova Andrea

Subject Re: Teleconference

OK. Next Monday (6-26) at 7 PM EST. I'll call you.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Messag ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 09:34

______n____

00515`j-

To: wang@tcf.org; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Monday at 7 EST is ok with me. What about you Peg?
Job
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

How about Monday at 6:30 or 7 est?
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Tova Andrea Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 6:21 PM
Subject: Re: Teleconference

> It will need to be early next week. What news of
> the
> > transcript?
>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
>> teleconference originally scheduled
>> for this evening. Is another day this week or
early
>> next week good for you
>> two?
>> Peggy

> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> >>
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:30 PM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Fw: The 7th Edition![]

I have a copy of Donsanto's IFES paper, if you need it. We used it as one of the resources for the vote
fraud-voter intimidation research. --- Peggy

005152

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
----- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
• 06/13/2006 08:04 PM
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me:
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----

•

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 12:25 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Anyday anytime except tomorrow is OK by me. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

00515'

Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Teleconference

I am sorry, but I have to postpone the teleconference originally scheduled
for this evening. Is another day this week or early next week good for you
two? Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04I0/2007 04:18 PM --

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
cc

06/22/2006 09:27 PM

Subject Suggestions

RECOMMENDATIONS.doc Peggy:
When Tova sent me her suggestions I made some changes
and additions. Tova later wrote to me and said she
expected me to come up with my own list. Due to time
constraints and at risk of duplication I rather go
with the corrected suggestions.
Job
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

Job SerAhrnv"
To "Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
g"
cc

06/21/2006 06:25 PM

Subject Re: nexis

I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the

00515:

> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang@ c .org>
cc

06/22/2006 10:31 AM

, "Tova Andrea

Subject Re: nexis

Fine by me..
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

^

----- Original Messag
From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 06:25 PM
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: nexis
I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the
> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/20/2006 11:10 AM

cc
Subject question

00515:

Am I correct in assuming that I still cannot discuss the findings of our report? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To •wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gbv
06/30/2006 10:02 PM

cc
Subject Re: Various

For Donsanto to be able to do this, we would need
enough time and money to contact all interviewees and
also permit comment from them. However, in this matter
I am 100% in agreement with Tova.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this
is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so
to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the
record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: < si
v>• "Job Serebrov"

> Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang cf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > That would be great on the contract.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well.
I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
rather important issue,
> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to
talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that
would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in

00515(`

> the office all next week.
>>
> > Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>>
> > Tova
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.go
> > To: "Job Serebrov"
> > Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> > Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> > Subject: Re: Various
>>
>>
> >> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> >> agree the issue is taking up too, much of your
> time..I just wanted you to.
> >> be forwarned that he paragraph has already
> raised red flags in D of and
>>> is.. likely to result in an edit. Enough said
> about that.
>>>
> >> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you
> >> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> >> contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to
> >> incorporate comments received on the report and
> other efforts that fall
> >> within the tasks specified in the current
> contract. We won't get 60
> >> thou, but there might be a little year end money
> we can use to finish
> >> this off properly.
> >> Peg
> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> -----Original b r ow" [
-^^
> >> From:: "Job Serebrov"
> >> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> >> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> >> Subject: Various
> >>
> >> Peg:
> >>
> >> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> >> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> >> reimbursement?
> >>
> >> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> >> agree about what we heard during the interview.
> We
> >> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> >> which we have so little left) and is a minor part

OO515F7

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty
interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not
in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said
and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the
opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews
were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
from
>> other interviws with, • or lectures by , person
>>.interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>>-person. We simply can't afford to single out. 'one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the
paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other
DOJ
>> electoral investigations.

> >>

> >> Job
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>

-----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:47 PM

To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World ReportL

Here it is. --- Peg

LNJ
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

00515:'.

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

06/27/2006 01:12 PM

Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report[)

Peg,
Would you please send me the document regarding this project that was submitted to the Standards Bd?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang c@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/28/2006 04:37 PM
cc
Subject methodology

As you may recall, the working group expressed interest in the risk analysis method. The recent report by
the Brennan Center on voting machines employs this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the attached,
it provides a potential model. I think it might be worth including this as an appendix or footnote in the
methodology section. Please let me know what you think. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ora, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

E
brennan machine report.pdf
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:31 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

00515(-'

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

Serebrov Payment Tracking. ds
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,

`9•

What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.
Tova Andrea Wang

Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Messa e----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

interest in the risk analysis
method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
voting machines employs
this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
attached, it provides a
potential model. I think it might be worth
including this as an appendix or
footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
know what you think.
Tova

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> . 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
>
>phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> ww.tcf.org, for the latest news,.
> analysis, opinions, and events.
>
>
> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

"Job sere
07/02/2006 10:28 AM

To
To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Please Change This

Peggy:
In the transcript, there is one serious mistake that
must be changed immediately. On page 5 it indicates
that I helped review and draft changes to the election
code of Libya. It should be Namibia not Libya. The
reason this is so serious if it stands is that at the
time I reviewed Namibia's Code it was illegal for
Americans to deal with Libya. I need to know that this
has been corrected any ALL parties who have seen the
transcript notified.
Job

005161

9T500
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
> responses from either one of
> > you
> >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> two weeks if we can.
> Did
> >> you getmy recommendations? Thanks.
> >>

> >> Tova
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 01:56 PM

cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need a cover
note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street -New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 05:09 PM

To "Job SP

"

cc —
Subject Re: Transcript & TeleconferenceI

What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we could talk then?
Re your question on the mileage, I have approached our Financial Officer with a request that you receive
full reimbursement on the grounds that your actual total travel costs are less than the estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more expensive hotels, and received the higher per diem for 3
days (instead of 1). I have not yet received a response from her and she has been out of the office much
of this week, so I don't know what she decided to do. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 01:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- . psims@eac.gov wrote:
-0

> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works S for. Job. --> Peggy

> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

005167

>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
> > > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > > something you can email?
> > > > And
> > > >
> > > > can we set up a call.for some time in the next
> > few
> > > days? Thanks.
> > > > ----- Original Message ----> > > > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > > > To: <>
> > > > Cc:
> > > > Sentursday, June r
9:35 AM
> > > > Subject: Re:
>>>>

M

>> >>
> > > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > >> Sorry. We have been swamped with other
program
> > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session.
Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered
today.
> > --- Peggy

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>

> > > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > > >>

> > > >>

06/08/2006 09:15 To

> > > >>

AM

message truncated =__

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM - ---

-'^

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/21/2006 11:00 AM

To "'Job Serebrov
cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject nexis

Hi Peg and Job,

00516'

absentee nexis chart 2FORMAT.xls 'dead voters and multiple voting nexis chartFORMAT.xls intimidation and suppressionFORMAT.x!s

voter registration fraud nexischartFORMAT.xls I don't know how we might be able to use these but here, finally, are
the super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we include them? Thanks. Tova
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/19/2006 01:53 PM

cc
Subject RE: voucher

Thats a first! Thanks -- I'll fax and send. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2006 12:24 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: voucher

Looks good to me! --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/19/2006 08:40 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject voucher

Hi Peg,
Attached is my voucher for the last month -- can you check it quickly before I send it? Also, are
we good for Wednesday at 7? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

00516`::

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 10:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wan @tcf.or >
Cc:
Sent' Thursday, June 0, 2:006.9:55 AM
Subject : Re: Transcript &Teleconference

> I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an electronic copy. If we
> only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email it to the two of you.
> How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief teleconference? I
> really can't do it before them because of other commitments. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

>
>
>

06/08/2006 09:42
AM

>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Re:

> How will you be getting it to us? Will it be something you can email?
> And
> can we set up a call for some time in the next few days? Thanks.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wan @tc
> Cc:^
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> Subject: Re:

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy

>>

wang@tcf.org

>>
>>

06/08/2006 09:15
AM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
"Job Serebrov"

:

Subject

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next two weeks if we can. Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
>> Tova

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ---

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/13/2006 10:07 AM

To "'Job Serebrov"
cc

Sims@eac.gov

Subject RE: Transcripts, Etc.

I can't do that time, I'll be at an event in DC.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 200b o:1ui-j

• 00510`.'

To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on.04/30/2007 04:18 PM -"Tova Wang'
• <wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov'

06/09/2006 12:09 PM

cc
Subject gao report

This has information on many of our topics, but they also surveyed jurisdictions on voter reg fraud coming
up with a rate of 5%

Elections: The Nation's Evolving Election System as Reflected in
the November 2004 General Election. GAO-06-450, June 6.
http://www.gao.gov/c i-bin/getrpt?GAO-06-450
Highlights - http://www.gaogov/highlights/d06450highpdf
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Joyce Wilson/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:58 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[]

00516 E:

_l

I

Not that I know of. Would it have gone to Bryan possibly? Our public meeting transcripts go to him.
Joyce H. Wilson
Staff Assistant
US Election Assistance Commission
202-566-3100 (office)
202-566-3128 (fax)
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
06/09/2006 04:50 PM
cc
Subject Re: Travel & Transcripts[ '
o

Our Financial Officer accepted my arguments. You should receive a travel reimbursement totalling
$1,200.03. GSA will reimburse through electronic funds transfer. I don't usually receive notification when
our consultants are reimbursed.
I still have no transcripts. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job S

"

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006
10:42 PM
Subject
cc Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we

Q

> could talk then?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
our Financial Officer
with a request that you receive full reimbursement
on the grounds that
your actual total travel costs are less than the
estimated total travel
costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
expensive hotels, and
received the higher per diem for 3 days (instead of
1). I have not yet
received a response from her and she has been out of
the office much of
this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
--- Peggy

>

> "Job Serebrov":
> 06/08/2006 01:10 PM
> To

> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's
> recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
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> wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> u sec
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>
> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: 4wan @tcf.org>
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday,
9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>

>

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
>>
> >

>>

wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:42 To
AM

> psims@eac.gov
> > cc

>>

> > Subject
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Re: Re:

005171

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> something you can email?
> > And
> >
> > can we set up a call for some time in the next
few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To:
r >
> > Cc:
> > Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:

> > >.
> > >>

>> >> Sorry. We : have been swamped with other program
>. > activities and
> > >> preparations
> > >> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
> > have not yet received the
> > >> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
> > checked with the court
> > >> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
> > --- Peggy
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

> > >>
> > >>
> > psims@eac.gov
> > >> cc
> > >>
> > Serebrov"
>
>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >> Subject
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>
> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
responses from either one of
> you
>> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
two weeks if we can.
Did
>> you get my recommendations? Thanks.

> > >>

00517

> > >> Tova
> > >>
> > >>
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/3012007 04:18 PM —=^s
wang@tcf°org'
To 'Job Serebrov"
• 06/14/2006.1046 PM
cc

e
P sims@eac. 9ov

Subject Re: teleconference

Could you do Friday in the morning?
----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
To: <wang@tcf.org>; <psims@eac.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: teleconference

> Tova:
> 5 pm EST is 4 pm Central. Peg would have to call at 7
> pm EST to be 6 pm Central.
> Job
> --- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>> Let's try to do that. Peg, you will call us 5 pm
>> EST?
>> ----- Original Message ----n^
>> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tc .org
>> Sent: Wednesday, June 14, 2006 6:29 PM
>> Subject: Re: teleconference

>> > Wednesday next week? It would have to be 6 pm.
>> >
>> > -->> >

Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:

>> >> Hi Job,
>> >> Peg tells me that we should now be getting the

009-17"

transcript early next week.
Regardless, we should talk about the organization
>> >> and distribution of work
>> >> on the final report and try to finally get it
>> done.
>> >> Would it be possible
>> >> for you to do a call before you leave for work in
>> >> the morning, say 8 am your
>> >> time, on Wednesday? If not, could you do 6 pm
>> your
>> >> time on Wednesday?
>> >> Thanks.
>> >>

>> >>

>> >>

Tova

>> >>

Tova Andrea Wang

>> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
>> >> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>> >> analysis, opinions, and events.

>> >>

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
>> >> Click here to receive our
>> >> weekly e-mail updates.

>> >
>> >

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM --"Job Serebrov"
xJ
To sims
eac.
ov,
_
p
@
g wan g@tcf.org
06/08/2006 01:10 PM
cc

----

Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peg:
I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
time during the work day for telephone conferences. As
I told you I will need to finish this project after
daily working hours. I am still getting things done
from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's

0051'7'

recommendations and expand on mine this weekend.
Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled the
mileage portion of my travel voucher?
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --> Peggy

>
>• wang@tcf.org
> 06/08/2006 .10:10 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at 3.
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: <wan
> Cc:
> Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:55 AM
> Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

>>
> > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> electronic copy. If we
> > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and email
> it to the two of you.
> > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a brief
> teleconference? I
> > really can't do it before them because of other
> commitments. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
wang@tcf.org
>>
> >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>
AM
> psims@eac.gov

0051 T

> > cc
>>

>>
Re: Re:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
>: something you can email?
> > And
,
>>
> >.can we set up a call for some time in the next few
> days? Thanks.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: <w
> > Cc:
> > Sent: hursday, June 08, 2006 9:35 AM
> > Subject: Re:
>>
>>
> >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

> >>

wang@tcf.org

> >>

> >>
>>>
> psims@eac.gov
> >> cc
> >>
> Serebrov"
> >
> >> Subject
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:12 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: pay/travelI

Your personal services invoice should be paid this week (Thursday or Friday). The payment of travel
costs will take longer. I'll check with Finance to see if we can get an estimated date from GSA. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov'
,Jo Serebrov"
06/18/2006 12:31 PM

To psims(i eac.gov
cc
Subject pay/travel

Peggy:
I need you to check on Monday to see when I will get
my last invoice paid as well as my travel which was
going to be expedited.
Are we still talking on Wednesday at 7 EST?
Thanks,
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

•'

"Simmons, Nancy"
<Nancy.Simmons@usdoj.gov
06/20/2006 06:52 PM

To aambrogi@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov, "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
Subject list of state election crimes

Adam, Craig thought you were looking for a list of federal statutes, which are discussed in our election
fraud manual. We don't have lists of state election crimes. Craig suggests that you contact Peggy Sims
at the EAC — she's a wonderful resource, and I'm including her in my reply. Good luck.
Nancy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Diana Scott/EAC/GOV

005177

06/19/2006 03:19 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement for Serebrovm

Peggy--We sent the request to the Finance Center on 6/13. Finance quotes a 2 week turnaround.
Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov.

ft

ft
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 02:28 PM

To DScott@eac.gov
cc Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Serebrov

Would it be possible to find out how fast GSA will be able to process the travel reimbursement for Job
Serebrov? --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/22/2006 10:30 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

"Tova Andrea

Subject Re: Teleconference

OK. Next Monday (6-26) at 7 PM EST. I'll call you.
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov" [
Sent: 06/21/2006 09:34 PM
I.

001517Q

To: wang@tcf.org; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: Teleconference
Monday at 7 EST is ok with me. What about you Peg?
Job
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> How about Monday at 6:30 or 7 est?
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov"
> To: <psims@eac.gov>;' ova Andrea Wang"
> <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 6:21 PM
> Subject: Re: Teleconference

> > It will ne^d to be early next: week. What news of
> the
> > transcript?

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> I am sorry, but I have to postpone the
>> teleconference originally scheduled
>> for this evening. Is another day this week or
early
>> next week good for you
>> two?
>> Peggy

> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> >>
> >>
> >>
>>
>>

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/19/2006 12:30 PM

To Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
cc Gavin S. Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson -Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@ EAC
Subject Re: Fw: The 7th Edition!)

I have a copy of Donsanto's IFES paper, if you need it. We used it as one of the resources for the vote
fraud-voter intimidation research. --- Peggy

005179

Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV
06/15/2006 05:01 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: The 7th Edition!

Here's an update from Craig on his Election Crimes book. The last was published in 1995.
--- Forwarded by Bryan Whitener/EAC/GOV on 06/15/2006 08:38 AM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<C%.ig:Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To bwhitener@eac.gov
cc
06/13/2006 08:04 PM
Subject The 7th Edition!

It is written and currently in the Deputy AG's office for policy review.
I have published the two most substantive chapters of the new book as private,
personal papers under the aegis of the International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES), for which I have done a lot of work around the world. I
recommend that you access IFES' website and go to the "Money and Politics"
part of theire exteisive site. I should have two papers available there, one
addressing Abuse of the Franchise (published in connection with work I did
last year in Liberia) and the other involving Federal Campaign Finance Xrime"
done in connection with work in Bosnia.
If you can't find them this way, please call me: 202-514-1421.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To°'
psims@eac.gov, Job Serebrov"
06/21/2006 12:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Teleconference

Anyday anytime except tomorrow is OK by me. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
f

0051: ►±

Sent: Wednesday, June 21, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Tova Andrea Wang; Job Serebrov
Subject: Teleconference

I am sorry, but I have to postpone the teleconference originally scheduled
for this evening. Is another day this week or early next week good for you
two? Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM =----

s

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
06/22/2006 09:27 PM

cc
Subject Suggestions

RECOMMENDATIONS.doc Peggy:
When Tova sent me her suggestions I made some changes
and additions. Tova later wrote to me and said she
expected me to come up with my own list. Due to time
constraints and at risk of duplication I rather go
with the corrected suggestions.
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM ----ov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
cc

06/21/2006 06:25 PM

Subject Re: nexis

I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang . <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the
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> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc

06/22/2006 10:31 AM

Subject Re: nexis

Fine by me
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/21/2006 06:25
To: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: nexis
I have no objection to amending the official
findings/CD to add these.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Hi Peg and Job,
> I don't know how we might be able to use these but
> here, finally, are the
> super-refined versions of the nexis charts. Can we
> include them? Thanks.
> Tova

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/20/2006 11:10 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject question

, "Tova Andrea

Am I correct in assuming that I still cannot discuss the findings of our report? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
„
Is 06/30/2006 10:02 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov

Subject Re: Various

For Donsanto to be able to do this, we would need
enough time and money to contact all interviewees and
also permit comment from them. However, in this matter
I am 100% in agreement with Tova.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this
is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so
to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the
record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <
ms eac ov> • "Job Serebrov"

> Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

> > That would be great on the contract.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well.
I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a
rather important issue,
> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to
talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that
would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in
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> the office all next week.

>>
> > Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.

>>
> > Tova
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To: "Job Serebrov"
> > Cc: "Tova Andrea Wan
wang tc .org>
> > Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> > Subject: Re: Various
>>
>>
> >> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> >> agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> >> Abe forwarned that the paragraph has already '.
> raised red flags in DC of and
> >> is likely to result in an edit.. Enough said
> about that.

> >>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours
and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current
contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money
we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg

> >>
> >> -------------------------> >> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> ----- Original Message ----> >> From: "Job Serebrov"
> >> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
> >> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> >> Subject: Various

> >>
> >> Peg:

> >>
>
>
>
>

>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?

> >>
> >> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> >> agree about what we heard during the interview.
> We
> >> also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> >> which we have so little left) and is a minor part

> of
> >> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> >> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not
> in on
> >> the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> >> we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> >> especially given how long ago the interviews
> were, to
> >> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> >> another sixty hours each we can call all of. our
> >> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> >> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> >> other interviews with, or lectures by per;on
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with. that
> >> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> >> statement in one interview that there is a
> >> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> >> as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> >> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other
> DOJ
> >> electoral investigations.
> >>

> >> Job
> >>
> >>
> >>
>>

--

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:47 PM
cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World Repor

it is. --- Peg

R

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report.doc
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

06/27/2006 01:12 PM

cc
Subject Re: U.S. News & World Report

d

Peg,
Would you please send me the document regarding this project that was submitted to the Standards Bd?
Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov

is

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
06/28/2006 04:37 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject methodology

As you may recall, the working group expressed interest in the risk analysis method. The recent report by
the Brennan Center on voting machines employs this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the attached,
it provides a potential model. I think it might be worth including this as an appendix or footnote in the
methodology section. Please let me know what you think. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site,

www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
brennan machine report.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:31 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy

Serebrov Payment Tracking.xls
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed

't
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> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

S

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tc4.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news;
>analysis, , opinions, and events.

.5

> <mailto:loin-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"Job Serebrov"
07/02/2006 10:28 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Please Change This

Peggy:
In the transcript, there is one serious mistake that
must be changed immediately. On page 5 it indicates
that I helped review and draft changes to the election
code of Libya. It should be Namibia not Libya. The
reason this is so serious if it stands is that at the
time I reviewed Namibia's Code it was illegal for
Americans to deal with Libya. I need to know that this
has been corrected any ALL parties who have seen the
transcript notified.
Job
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 12:12 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject U.S. News & World Report

Jeannie
We suspect that someone from the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group has been
talking to reporters, tipping them off about what we are finding in our preliminary study, and referring them
to our consultants (although the information could have come from anyone on the EAC boards, too):
Apparently, the U.S. News & World Report reporter Who contacted me also contacted both consultants
working on the project.
e;
Based on my recommendation, Tova Wang and, possibly, Job Serebrov, who are on EAC personal
services contracts for our voting fraud and voter intimidation research, will seek further clarification from
you about what they can and cannot say to reporters and in public fora about vote fraud and voter
intimidation and about EAC's research. I have previously advised Tova and Job not to discuss the work
they are doing for us as this is EAC research, the Commissioners have not yet received and accepted the
final report, and the Commission has not approved their speaking about the EAC research.
Tova plans to call you tomorrow (Tuesday, June 27) about the issue. In addition to the reporter's inquiry,
she has been invited to speak on the subject at the summer conference of the National Association of
State Legislatures. She has plenty of knowledge of the subject in her own right (apart from our study), but
is having trouble differentiating between her own work and the work she is doing for us. Please, just let*
me know what you advise her to do.
--- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wangtcf.org>To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/27/2006 12:26 PM

cc

Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 1oo2i
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ors, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Table of Contents.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:27 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: invoicem

Attached is an updated schedule showing 2 more invoice periods. I'll send separate spreadsheets to you
and Job showing what funds and hours have been used and what are available. --- Peggy

FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule. xis

"Tova Wang" <wang@ tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/27/2006 12:48 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Job Serebrov "zk
To_:^ran g@tcf:org, psims@eac.gov
06/30/2006 10:01 PM
v W4irg'• <wang@tcf.org>
cc Tova
Subject Re: Various

OO5I C\D

I would make time to discuss this. I feel that any
edit would be wrong while a comment at the end of the
interview by the Commission would not be. But in this
case, two of us remember it one way and one the other
way..
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
> be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe . Job would be as well. I
> know you don't want to.
> spend.anymore time on thift but I consider it a
> rather important issue, and
> I . think Job does too. I wo.uld'be happy to talk to
> you and Tom and any of
> the commissioners about this further if that would
> be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the
> office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.go >
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang' <wang c .org
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> > Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> > agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> > be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised
> red flags in DC of and
> > is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about
> that.

>>
> > I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and
> > Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> > contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to incorporate
> > comments received on the report and other efforts
> that fall within the
> > tasks specified in the current contract. We won't
> get 60 thou, but there
> > might be a little year end money we can use to
> finish this off properly.
> > Peg
>>

> > -------------------------005:1-

> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Messag ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:

>>
> > I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> > issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> > reimbursement?
>
>
>
>

> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we h̀^ and during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time
(of
> > which we have so little left) and is a minor part
> of
> > one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> > I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> > the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> > we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> > especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> > object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> > another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> > interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> > comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> > other interviews with, or lectures by person
> > interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> > person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> > statement in one interview that there is a
> > disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> > as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> > clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> > electoral investigations.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>
>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --- -
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov"'
Subject Re: outline of final report[:

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of it. I am sure that your product will

be much better than this quickly pulled together thing. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VFVI Status Report doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc

06/27/200612:26 PM

Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Table of Contents.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----f5

"Job Serebr "
06/29/2006 07:58 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Pay

Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac,gov,^
06/29/2006
024
PM
^
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message-----

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang

for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOJ's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (not covered b)kEAC's study); (2)
exploration o new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To

psims@eac.gov

cc "'fob Serebrov'"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Aidrea Wang .
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/29/2006 05:31 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interviews

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOJ's earlier policy was to prosecute organized conspiracies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and resources available. Donsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOJ's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully

provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wangt7
a tcf.org>
"Tova Wang" .
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

46/29/2006 01:24 PM

cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29 2006 12:00 P M
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang

--.
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOD's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
,gggressive pursuit of criminal campaign finance violations (n covered by EAC's study); (2)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter. suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of'U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution .of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'fob Serebrov"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

..
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Tova Andrea Wang
06/30/2006 05:29 PM
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. --Peggy
Wang Payment Tracking.xls
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov'a____________06/30/2006 06:19 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of

' '
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July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 P
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take time off this afternoon to, handle some
issues. Did you get a-n answer as to my travel
reimbursement?

is

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -To psimst7
a eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 07:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has already raised red flags in
DC of and is likely to result in an edit. Enough'
said about that.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
mod to provide for some additional hours and money
to incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall within the, tasks specified
in the current contract. We won't get r&O thou, but
there might be a little year end money we can use to
-finish this. off properly.
Peg

qs

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Job Serebrov" [
> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 P
> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
> Subject: Various

-

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty
interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,.
especially given how long ago the interviews were,
to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments
from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
06/26/2006 04:38 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc dromig@eac.gov,
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting[

0

qs

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

'{

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/23/2006 01:04 PM

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: psimsennv
Cc:
wang@tcf.org
Subject: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
1
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--- Forwarded by Devon E. Romi /EAC/GOV on 2212006 03:44 PM —
"Carol J. Thomas Reporting"
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dear EAC, .,
Attached please note the ASCII file for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
06/27/2006 10:07 PM

cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

06/26/2006 06:52 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

IN
Methodology for Case Review.doc
----

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiry[)

Jeannie:
Here are my responses:
1. When will EA C receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.
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As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
If the reporter has spoken to Secretary Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
research, you may want to note that EAC initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
intimidation in accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:
nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating . methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].
At its 2005 meeting, EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc
Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"'

06/27/2006 01:31 PM

cc

, psims@eac.gov

Subject definition

Is this OK now?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

f

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov'
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.
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Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452 -7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
41

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" ,<wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTEF11AL, Job
06/29/2006 01:00 P(4
Serebrov
cc . twilkey@eac:gov
Subject Re: donsanto interview[

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency.budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOJ's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve
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coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang" <wang@ tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@6ac.gov

06/28/2006 04:4 PM

cc "Job Serebrov"'
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
{
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday: At this point this is late.
Job

---
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas Wilkey
07/03/2006 10:36 AM
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM
wang@tcf.org
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 09:45 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov" <
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
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> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just . wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red 4lags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

>>

>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commiss:ori was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each wei call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the Mview and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
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>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

=--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Magaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

e.
To Bola OIu/EAC/GOV
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM ---To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel Funds[z]

Peggy:
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Job:
I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. -- Peggy
Serebrov Payment Tracking. xis
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:35 AM

04:17 PM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job
<wang@tcf.org>
Subject. Re: Various[=

0

I ova Wang"

Q

Most of the Commissioners and Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to attend the
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences. I'll let Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:42 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" <^^
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.go1
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang c .org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
tasks specified in the current contract.
We won't get 60 thou, but there
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message
From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent:.06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To. psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf..org
Subject: Various

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us.
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.

> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

•,4

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GO
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To wang@tcf.org,

.005211

•

^. A

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EA
Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
. •202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"

ft

To psims@eac.gov
07/06/2006 08:25 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

6

"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@
07/03/2006 12:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

ODS2Z14.

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

®,

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July,
03 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

005215

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed1

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.
amt
Wang Payment Tracking. xis
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 12:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

005216

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contraJs, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
..contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/07/2006 08:06 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:13 AM

cc

005217

®•

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Is

Tova and.Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us know. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To : wangka,tcf.org
Cc:
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

005218

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wano0tcf.org>

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

° psims eac.aov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Messa ----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

005219

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.
>

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"

07/03/2006 11:13 AM
e^.

cc.
Subject Re: Travel Funds[

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:

005220

I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW -Ste
Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EA%C/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV . .
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 12:05 PM
cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[--'

I think it is this one. --- Peggy

In

EAC Boards VF•VI Status Report. doc

Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/G
OV

To Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/11/2006 11:38 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Studyj

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 10:55 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC

cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

0052.21

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, .I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a.chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.

5

and 6, that in his

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins /EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

005222

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1. 225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005 .
(202)566-3100;....
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document

005223

before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
07/11/2006 10:55 AM
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins

005224

General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was1ooking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Lt's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.

005225

I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study
I received avail from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 96 of some draft paper: that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
07/03/2006 11:38 AM
cc
Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology

005226

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

a
Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or9 >
9@

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021.
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>

005227

> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
07/05/2006 02:49 PM

To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
cc
Subject Contwct Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
To wang@tcf.org, psims eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 09:45 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also,

I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.

005228

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>>
>>
>>
>>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.

I am concerned about the number of fours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova. both agree, I'll see if our Contracting' Officer will approve a
contract mod.to.provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
this off properly.
>> Peg

e,.

>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various

>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the . interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.'
>> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:40 PM

To Serebrov
Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology'=

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy
q
Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006

005230

To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what . .you think.
>> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>
> analysis, opinions, and events.
>
> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --- -

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:04 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org> a@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: final report[=

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang a@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
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<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 09:10 AM

cc
Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY loosi
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -"Job Serebrov"
07/03/2006 10:14 PM

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/05/2006 07:19 PM

cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its
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not there. If it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>.
-----Original Message---> From: "Job Serebrov"
> Seint: 07/05/2006 08:13 P4
> To: psims@eac.gov
> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement
> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:30 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org> (?GSAEXTERNAL
a
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours NeededI

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
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"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --"Job Serebrov"
'
Tosims
eac.
p
@ ov,
g wan g@tcf.org
07/09/2006 06:00 PM
cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?
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Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:35 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology[

I've asked Devon to do it. She can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
• <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:18 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Subject: Re: FW: m
y

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: FW: methodology
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It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us
know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang@tcf
Cc:
Sent: Friday, June 30, uue 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C
referenced within the text. The formatting is still a little weird. Can
you work with this,. or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
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> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
>
>. analysis, opinions, and events.

e

>
>
> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.
>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
07/17/2006 10:29 AM
cc "'Job Serebrov"

wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
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have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'job Serebrov'
Subject final report

wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452 -7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc
LJ
APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/20/2006 02:46 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc

00192.1Is

Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher today, signed it, and gave it to Finance. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <w
07/17/2006 12:25 PM

NAL

cc "Job aiww"wang@tcf.org
Serebrov"
Subject RE: final report[

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject RE: final report

ang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the appendices
weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to have more
information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be presented in the same
manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this tonight during our
teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy
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"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"

wang@tcf.org

Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not missing
anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a summary of the
case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not include all of the individual
summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working group and which have not changed.
Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you plan to give to the commissioners, et.al.,
before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks
so much and look forward to talking to you at 7 EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452 -7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List

of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 01:41 PM

To "Tova' Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final report

005240

Here is the list of Working Group members with some information highlighted about each individual. Yes,
you can email me later in the day to let me know if I should call you at home or at work. --- Peggy

Working Group Members 5-12.06.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@
a tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 12:34 PM

cc
Subject RE: final report

Can you send it over? As I recall, it includes bios, right? I'm assuming on the interviewees you think we
should have very short biographical information? Also, Peg, I'm not sure if I'll still be at work at 7 or home.
Is it ok if I email you late in the day as to where I am? My home phone (for only two more weeks!) is
212-362-5223. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 11:26 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: final report

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc ,,,fob Serebrov'
Subject RE: final report

wang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members?
In any case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps
even Devon or someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and
probably shouldn't even be writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to
the list of interviewees, but we can talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
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Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the.
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc ".Job Serebrov'"

wang@tcf.org

Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
07/17/2006 10:36 AM
cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gog]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject final report

ang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
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plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7-16.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret

Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 .PM ---- .

"Tova Wang"
<wan g@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:51 PM

cc
Subject contacting Job

He asks that you call him on his cell, 501-626-0440

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/19/2006 11:23 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher this morning, signed it, and submitted it to Finance. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 05:36 PM

cc
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Subject I'll be in my office:(

212-452-7704

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail update.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GO
V

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/17/2006 10:18 AM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report[`]

That's good.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election. Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005

(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 10:15 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Julie:
I received pieces of the draft final report on voting fraud-voter intimidation this morning. If it is OK with
you, I'll hold it until all I have all of the pieces, so that you can review it as a whole document. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/18/2006 03:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final reportI

I'm sorry I did not get back to you on this yesterday. I reviewed the voucher this morning and found that
only two corrections are needed (coverage dates and # of days worked during the first two weeks). I've
made the corrections in red on the attached copy of your voucher. --- Peggy

Wang voucher 6-18 to 7-15.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:36 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

"Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

ang@tcf.org
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Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7.16.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
07/28/2006 09:30 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Co rtes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Allassume that in light of our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation project, we will have an EAC presence
there?
K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/30/2007 06:33 PM

To eaccon@eac.gov
cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 3

The 3rd batch.
Peg Sims
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

05/03/2006 12:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig .<Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject:: Voting Fraud —Voter Intimidation
Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/03/2006 04:59 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationI

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling conflicts of Working Group
members. There remain two members from whom we have not yet received confirmations of their
schedule (with some, it is like pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Crai9
Donsanto usdoj.
19ov
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive.
Committee, the full. Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors.. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I'will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm tryinn` . to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May..'
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
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We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 0606 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Tuesday at 4 is OK for me.
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang_nae,tcf.org ;
Cc: dromig_(c^eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
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Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip . flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/04/2006 03:13 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[–^-

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To Psims@eac.gov

05/04/2006 02:32 PM

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.--- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay - you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over,,here at 10?
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless. Handheld.

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
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I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thgrsday, May 18?
P eggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:33 AM

To "Job Serebrov"
CC

wangtcfbrg

Subject Re: Working Group-Perez El

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas Code? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
this brings up another issue. How is the county
election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the

00525'a

Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or if
he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
with the most constitutional officers. Practically
that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
situation in Texas.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to
.> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on the Working
> Group. The three of us
> discussed the desirability of having a HI4anic. I
proposed. that I find
> someone from Texas because of that State'.s colorful.
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
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Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psirs@eac.gov
05/31/2006 01:50 PM
cc

Is

Subject RE: Working Group Notes

Peg, I'm sorry, but this is really not helpful. Its another outline. I guess we have to wait for the transcript.
wish now I had taken notes myself! Thanks anyway. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2006 12:31 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc:
Subject: Re: Working Group Notes

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week.
This is Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC
staff? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
V
^

^

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 . PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV.
To Tova Andrea Wang
06/01/2006 02:50 PM
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement

Tova:
In reviewing your travel reimbursement request that arrived in my In box this week, I noticed that you did
not include per diem in your request for payment. Was that an oversight? I calculate that you would be
eligible for a total of $160 in per diem for the trip ( $48 for Wednesday 5/17, $64 for Thursday 5/18, and
$48 for Friday 5/19). Also, the airfare receipt shows a total charge of $288.60, but the amount you
requested for airfare was $293.60. Perhaps there was a service fee that does not show on the receipt.
Can you clarify? --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
05/31/2006 01:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group Notes[')]

Sorry. We have had so much going on, I did not have time to send the attached to you last week. This is
Devon's compilation of notes taken by EAC staff at the working group meeting. --- Peggy

VFVI Meeting Summary.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
05/31/2006 11:26 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
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Subject notes

Hi Peg,
How are you? I was wondering, whatever happened to getting the collective notes of the EAC staff?
Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East .70th Street - New York, NY 1oo21
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/02/2006 04:50 PM

cc
Subject transcript

Hi Peg,
Do you have an ETA for the transcript? Seems like it should be around now. Thanks and have a great
weekend. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----wang@tcf.org
06/08/2006 09:15 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov"
Subject
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Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
06/08/2006 09:35 AM
cc
Subject Re:

[J

e

0

Sorry. We have been swamped with other program activities and preparations for today's testimony
before House Admin. We have not yet received the transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court reporter, who said it will be delivered today. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov

06/08/2006 09:15 AM

cc "Job Serebrov
Subject

Hi, Whats going on? I have not received responses from either one of you in a week. I'd like to wrap this
up in the next two weeks if we can. Did you get my recommendations? Thanks.
Tova

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ---•
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
^' t
06/07/2006 10:08 AM
•o
cc jwilson@eac.go
Subject Re: Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting[

Tim at Carol reporting said the transcript will be here today or tomorrow.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc
Subject Transcript of 5-18-06 Working Group Meeting

Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 08:53 AM

cc
Subject FW: Transcript & Teleconference

Hi Peg,
How do you recommend dealing with this? I have this feeling like he's trying
to create a situation where I will have to write it myself. Thanks. Tova
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 9:42 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference

Peggy:
I can't predict when I get home but it is between 5:30
and 6:30 my time. I know that is generally too late to
have a teleconference.
I plan to review Tova's recommendations this weekend
and work on my own as well as expanding the
explanation of the case section.
Please see what your financial officer did with
regards to my travel.
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Thank you,
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> What time do you arrive home from work? Perhaps we
> could talk then?
>
> Re your question on the mileage, I have approached
> our Financial Officer
> with a request that you receive full reimbursement
> on the grounds that
> your actual total travel costs are less than the
> estimated total travel
> costs if you had flown to DC, stayed in our more
> . expensive . hotels, and
> received the higher perdiem"for 3 days (instead of
> 1) . .I have not yet
>.received a response from her and she has been out of
> the office much of
> this week, so I don't know what she decided to do.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 06/08/2006 01:10
> To
> psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Transcript & Teleconference

> Peg:
> I just arrived home for lunch. I can no longer take
> time during the work day for telephone conferences.
> As
> I told you I will need to finish this project after
> daily working hours. I am still getting things done
> from being out for ten days. I will review Tova's recommendations and
>
> expand on mine this weekend.
> Also, I sent you an e-mail asking how you handled
> the
> mileage portion of my travel voucher?
> Job

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
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> > 4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job.
> --> > Peggy
>>
>>
>>

>>
> > wang@tcf.org
> > 06/08/2006 10:10 AM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
>> Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>.>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Can we make it 4 est? I have another meeting at
> 3.
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: <psims@eac.gov>
> > To:wa*
A
> > Cc:
> > Sentursday, June 087 2006 9:55 AM
> > Subject: Re: Transcript & Teleconference
>>
>>
> > >
> > > I'll see how it comes in. I hope we receive an
> > electronic copy. If we
> > > only receive a hard copy, we can pdf it and
> email
> > it to the two of you.
> > > How about Monday afternoon at 3 PM EST for a
> brief
> > teleconference? I
> > > really can't do it before them because of other
> > commitments. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > >
wang@tcf.org
> > >
> > >
06/08/2006 09:42 To
>>>
AM
> > psims@eac.gov
> > > cc
> > >

>>
> >
>>>
>>>

c
Re: Re:

0052,63

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> >
> > > How will you be getting it to us? Will it be
> > something you can email?
> > > And
> > >
> > > can we set up a call for some time in the next•
> few
> > days? Thanks.
> > > -----.Original Message ----> > > From: <psims@iac.gov>
> >> To:.<wang@tcf.org>
> > > Cc:
>> > Sent: Thursaay7 June
9:35 AM
> > > Subject: Re:
>>>
>>>
> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

>> Sorry. We have been swamped with other program
activities and
>> preparations
>> for today's testimony before House Admin. We
have not yet received the
>> transcript of the Working Group session. Devon
checked with the court
>> reporter, who said it will be delivered today.
--- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >>

wang@tcf.org

> > >>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
psims@eac.gov
>> cc
>>
Serebrov"

06/08/2006 09:15 To
AM

"Job

> > >>___
> > <

> > >> Subject
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> > >> Hi, Whats going on? I have not received
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> > responses from either one of
> > > you
> > >> in a week. I'd like to wrap this up in the next
> > two weeks if we can.
> > Did
> > >> you get my recommendations? Thanks.
> > >>
> > >> Tova
> > >>
> >•>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>.

B

>

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM -"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. --Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

Subject travel

00.5265

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY io021
phone: 22-452-77O4 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
- ---------------------------Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---------

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "'Job Serebrov"'

06/09/2006 12:49 PM

cc
Subject' more gao

Sorry, its 500 pages -- it also includes data on absentee fraud and voter intimidation

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here

to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/12/2006 05:09 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later(=
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How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

06/12/2006 04:46 PM

Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9'and 10 or between 12 .and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of the
afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
®..
-----iginal Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
'
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC.
06/07/2006 10:01 AM
•

cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject Re: Transcript of 5 -18-06 Working Group MeetingI

I will call the transcript company and ask them about it.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/07/2006 09:47 AM

To dromig@eac.gov, jwilson@eac.gov
cc

Subject Transcript of 5 -18-06 Working Group Meeting
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Have we had any word about the transcript for the 5-18-06 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group
meeting? Our consultants each need a copy so that they can draft the final report? If we have it in
electronic form, so much the better. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Diana Scott/ EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
06/09/2006 01:02 PM
cc
Subject Travel Reimbursement for Job Sebrebrov

Peggy;
Regarding his travel for the EAC's May 18 meeting, I would concur with you that we should reimburse Mr.
Serebrov in the amount of $1200.03 for travel related expenses (hotel/mileage/per diem). Since there is a
$577.95 dollar difference in cost (travel via air vs travel via POV), I believe the $1200.03 is more
economically advantageous to the Agency. Attached is your drafted memo.

J obS erebrov$1200.03reimbursement. pdf

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/09/2006 04:45 PM
cc
Subject RE: travel[]

Got It! You should receive a total travel reimbursement of $1,533.02 for that trip. (I could not include the
internet service fee the hotel charged, but everything else counted.) --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
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<wang@tcf.org>

To psims @eac.gov

06/09/2006 04:19 PM

cc

Subject RE: travel

I'll fax it to you if that works. The total is $124.44. Thank you. Have a nice weekend. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006 3:03 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: travel

Send it now. Let me know. how much it is, so that I can include it in the total for reimbursement. -Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/09/2006 01:56 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject travel

Hi again,
I just got the bill from our car service from the trip last month. Can I still send it to you? Do I need
a cover note? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ort?, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
.....
......._..
._
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
06/12/2006 05:11 PM
cc
Subject RE: Will Call Later

Perfect. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 4:09 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
S
Subject: RE: Will Call Later

How about 9:30 AM EST, Wednesday morning (6/14/06)?

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/12/2006 04:46 PM

To psims @eac.gov
cc

Subject RE: Will Call Later

Either between 9 and 10 or between 12 and 1:30 would be ideal, but I should be around most of
the afternoon. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2006 2:39 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Will Call Later

I'll try to call you Wednesday. Is there a time that is best for you? Today has been too hectic.
Tomorrow is primary election day in VA. Still no transcript. I have taken a look at the
recommendations that you sent me, but have not yet heard from Job. --- Peg
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM ----"Tova Wang"
''
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov,
06/05/2006 0430 PM
cc
Subject

005270

:fl

recommendations

Here are my recommendations with the last one now included. Please let me know about the transcript
and when you all want to talk about getting the final report done. Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212- 535 -7534
0 Visit our Web site, www.tcf org, for the latest news, analy§is, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

future suggestions. doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:19 PM --"Job

n
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

•

06/13/2006 09:10 AM

cc
Subject Transcripts, Etc.

Peggy:
Any sign of the transcript? Will the other members of
the working group get a copy? I have had questions
from several about it.
If you want to talk I can do so this Friday at 6 pm
your time.
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:18 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/08/2006 11:07 AM
•

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: Transcript & Teleconference

4 PM EST is fine with me, if it works for Job. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org

•
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---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson /EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 12:12 PM
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson /EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject U.S. News & World Report

Jeannie
We suspect that someone from the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group has been
talking to reporters, tipping them off about what we are finding in our preliminary study, and referring them
to our consultants (although the information could have come from anyone on the EAC boards, too).
Apparently, the U.S. News & World Report reporter who contacted me also contacted both consultants
working on theme project.
Based. on my recommendation, Tova Wang and, possibly, Job Serebrov, who are on EAC personal
services contracts for our voting fraud and voter intimidation research, will seek further clarification from
you about what they can and cannot say to reporters and in public fora about vote fraud and voter
intimidation and about EAC's research. I have previously advised Tova and Job not to discuss the work
they are doing for us as this is EAC research, the Commissioners have not yet received and accepted the
final report, and the Commission has not approved their speaking about the EAC research.
Tova plans to call you tomorrow (Tuesday, June 27) about the issue. In addition to the reporter's inquiry,
she has been invited to speak on the subject at the summer conference of the National Association of
State Legislatures. She has plenty of knowledge of the subject in her own right (apart from our study), but
is having trouble differentiating between her own work and the work she is doing for us. Please, just let
me know what you advise her to do.
--- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Tova Wang"
- "
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims @eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/27/2006 12:26 PM
cc
Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?
Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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n
Table of Contents. doc
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/30/2006 05:27 PM

cc
Subject Re: invoice[)

Attached is an updated schedule showing 2 more invoice periods. I'll send separate spreadsheets to you
and Job showing what funds and hours have been used and what are available. --- Peggy

• FY06 Contracts Invoice Schedule.xls
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@

To psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 12:48 PM

cc
Subject invoice

Hi Peg,
What is the current invoice schedule? Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
V^

06/30/2006 10:01 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various
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I would make time to discuss this. I feel that any
edit would be wrong while a comment at the end of the
interview by the Commission would not be. But in this
case, two of us remember it one way and one the other
way.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will
be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I
know you . don't. want to
stand anymore time on this., but I consider it 4
rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to
you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would
be helpful. I am ,
available by cell over the next four days and in the
office all next week.

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.go
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various
>
> > Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one
> I did attend, but I
> > agree the issue is taking up too much of your
> time. I just wanted you to
> > be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised
> red flags in DC of and
> > is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about
> that.

>>
> > I am concerned about the number of hours left for
> this project. If you and
> > Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting
> Officer will approve a
> > contract mod to provide for some additional hours
> and money to incorporate
> > comments received on the report and other efforts
> that fall within the
> > tasks specified in the current contract. We won't
> get 60 thou, but there
> > might be a little year end money we can use to
> finish this off properly.
> > Peg
>>

> > -------------------------005274

> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:

>>
> > I had to take time off this afternoon to handle
> some
> > issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> > reimbursement?

>>
> > I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> > also agree that this is taking up too much time
> (of
> > which we have so little left) and is a minor part
> of
> > one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> > I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> > the interview and thus do not know what was said
> and
> > we are not giving those interviewed the
> opportunity,
> > especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> > object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give
> us
> > another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> > interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> > comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> > other interviews with, or lectures by person
> > interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> > person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> > statement in one interview that there is a
> > disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the
> paragraph
> > as you do---I remember what was said---the
> paragraph
> > clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> > electoral investigations.

e,m

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/27/2006 04:13 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov"_

Subject Re: outline of final reportE

I'll need to get back to you on this and the definition tomorrow (too many things going on today). In the
meantime, I have attached the written status report that was presented to the EAC Standards Board and
Board of Advisors, because I can't remember if I ever provided the final version to the two of you. The
status report is primarily made up of your preliminary reports, with some intro information provided and a
brief summary of recommendations discussed at the Working Group meeting. This may or may not help
the two of you in preparing the final. You can use any of it, or none of . it. I am sure that your product will
be much better than this quickly pulled together thing. --- Peggy
V
EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report;doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
cc

06/27/2006 12:26 PM

Subject outline of final report

Does this work for you?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Gki

Table of Contents.doc

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

f1

"Job Serebrov"
06/29/2006 07:58 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Pay

005276

Peg:
So far no travel pay. Tova got hers a couple of days
ago. Please call and check. I need it.
Thanks,
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----

°

"Tova Wang"
<wan9@
tcf.or 9>
01:24 PM

To psims@eac.go
cc tvIkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 P
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOJ's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process.. It is part
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of criminal campaign fiance violations (not covered by . EAC's study); (2)
exploration ofp
new avenues to prosecute voter suppression
ppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc ", fob Serebrov"
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:

005278

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452 -7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tc£or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL
06/29/2006 05:31 PM
c
twilkey@eac.gov
'
Subject RE: donsanto interviewD

I don't think anyone disagrees that DOJ's earlier policy was to prosecute organized conspiracies, not
individual violators. This policy was based both on existing law and resources available. Donsanto made
that clear in numerous presentations before election officials, though I doubt he would have highlighted
the resource issue in any of his written reports.
I did not hear Donsanto say that there was a shift in resources and energy away from prosecuting
organized conspiracies in order to pursue prosecutions of individuals. I think we should avoid implying
that this is the case. I understood his statement to address a shift in DOJ resources and energy to support
increased efforts to prosecute election crimes, including the expansion of prosecutions to include
individual incidents. I have not seen, nor do I think Donsanto has ever stated, that there has been a
decrease in the effort to prosecute organized conspiracies to corrupt the process. Yet, adequate
resources continue to be an issue, as Donsanto noted in his interview and at the Working Group meeting
(when referring to having to decide which of two voter suppression cases to prosecute because he didn't
have the resources to do both).
Your reference to policy based on law reminded me that changes in federal law, and an evolution in the
understanding of how to use newer law, also would have affected DOJ's decision to add the prosecution
of individuals for such violations as registering and voting when not a U.S. citizen or when a convicted
felon. Earlier federal law did not directly address voter registration by felons, permitting federal
prosecution in such instances only where it could be shown that the applicant knowingly and willfully
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provided false information as to his or her eligibility to vote. Earlier federal law permitted the prosecution
of noncitizens for registering to vote based on false claims of the U.S. citizenship that each State required
for registering to vote in federal elections, but did not require U.S. citizenship to vote in federal elections.
These laws made federa/ prosecution of noncitizen and felon voter registration and voting much more
challenging. With the implementation of the NVRA in 1995, we began to see federal election law that
could more easily be used for federal prosecution of both voter registration and voting by noncitizens and
convicted felons. And, late in 1996, immigration reform legislation was passed that clearly prohibits
noncitizens from voting in federal elections (without requiring the "knowing and willful" component).
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 01:24 PM

To psims@eac.gov,
0.

cc . twilkey@eac.gov
Subject RE: donsanto interview

Peg, If you review the numerous speeches and writings of Donsanto, including at the BAI training
sessions, you will see that in the past he has frequently said that as a matter of law and policy the
Department generally only pursued organized patterns. I can point you to particular citations if you like.
He clearly said when we interviewed him that there had been a shift in resources and energy. This is in
both of our notes. I don't think this should be an issue of departmental politics.
Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2006 12:00 PM
To: wang@tcf.org;_
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Re: donsanto interview

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written,
because readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC
against DOJ. I suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy
group against DOJ alleging that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even
discourages, the voter participation of minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not
intend to address the merits of that action, which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ
office, I am concerned that some readers would use the sentence that begins with "This change in
direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has
completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing individuals who vote when
ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in
1986.) Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue
everything; so, as the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang
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for the buck --- cases involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State
or local public attorneys. As you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the
prosecution of individuals for double voting or voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S.
citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision prior to the interview, the action is not a
complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to pursue such cases that began
with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange County). In the interview with
you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before pursuing it, and does
not pursue every individual referred for voting violations. (You may remember he noted his
reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate the
individual from his family.)
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development,
is not a complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not
supplant DOJ's continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part.
of a recent expansion of the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more
aggressive pursuit of crimin campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); 4)
exploration of new avenues to prosecute voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank
blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation
and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve coordination with state and local law
enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public announcements before federal
elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto provided information
on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and training
information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
06/28/2006 04:47 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
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Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns,
as you suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the
interview. If Mr. Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to
that effect that could be part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 05:29 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Contract Hours & Payments for Services

Here is the spreadsheet I have for you. Please let me know if you notice any discrepancies. Thanks. ---

Peggy
s^
It

Wang Payment Tracking. xis
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/30/2006 06:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Re: Various

Not yet. The problem is that so many folks seem to be off for a long 4th of
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July weekend.
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:
PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various
Peg:
I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
reimbursement?
I spoke to.Tova'about the Donsinto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Job Serebrov"
Tosims
eac.
@ ov,
p
g wan g@tcf.org
6/30/2006 07:10 PM

cc
Subject Re: Various

Peg:
Its ok with me as long as we finish before the end of
November.
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Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I
did attend, but I agree the issue is taking up too
much of your time. I just wanted you to be forwarned
that the paragraph has already raised red flags in
DC of and is likely to result in an edit. Enough
said about that.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for
this project. If you and Tova both agree, I'll see
if our Contracting Officer will approve a contract
mod to provide for some additional hours and money
to incorporate comments received on the report and
other efforts that fall within the . tasks specified
in the current @ontract. We won't get 60 thou, but
there might be a little year end money we can use to
finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Various

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
> one interview which makes up one of thirty
> interviews.
> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in
> on
> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
> especially given how long ago the interviews were,
> to
> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
> comments. In any case, we can't include comments
> from
> other interviews with, or lectures by person
> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
> statement in one interview that there is a
> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
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> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
> electoral investigations.
> Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
06/26/2006 04:38 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meetingn

I wasn't planning on circulating the transcript to the Commissioners. Most of them probably don't have the
time to go through the whole thing. I will let them know it is available, if they are interested in reviewing it.
--- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To dromig@eac.gov, psims@eac.gov

06/23/2006 01:04 PM

cc
Subject RE: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Wow, there are a lot of errors in this. But at least it gets at the substance. Will this be circulated to the
commissioners?
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006 2:45 PM
To: psims@eac. o
Cc •
wang@tcf.org
Su Sect: Fw: May 18, 2006 Meeting

Good news!!! The transcript is finally here.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
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--- Forwarded by Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV on 06/22/2006 03:44 PM
"Carol J. Thomas Reporting"
06/22/2006 03:24 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc jwilson@eac.gov
Subject May 18, 2006 Meeting

Dea^EAC,
Attached please note the ASCII file foithe Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Meeting taken on
Wednesday, May 18, 2006. Your transcript has been shipped to you.
ASCII file name: 051806.txt
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Timothy Brischler, Office Manager, 703.273.9221
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04130/2007 04:17 PM --

"

Ser

"
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov

06/27/2006 10:07 PM

cc
Subject Re: definition

I am ok with it.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> Is this OK now?
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

"Job Serebrov"
06/26/2006 06:52 PM

To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Methodology for Cases

9

e

Methodology for Case Review.doc

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 04:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: US News & World Report inquiry

Jeannie:
Here are my responses:
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
I anticipate that we will have a draft final report from our consultants in 2-3 weeks, after our consultants
have had time to review the transcript from the project Working Group meeting, which was not available
until last week.
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
First, Commissioners and Commission staff will have to review the preliminary draft. Then a draft will be
submitted to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Advisory Board for review and comment. This second
step is taken in accordance with HAVA §247, which requires EAC to carry out its duties under Title II,
Subtitle C (Studies and Other Activities to Promote Effective Administration of Federal Elections) in
consultation with the Standards Board and the Board of Advisors.
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)
The final report cannot be made public until it has been accepted by the Commissioners. Normally, this
does not happen until the researcher(s) submit a final report that has been revised to address
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary through the review process described above. The time it
takes for the researchers to produce this final report will depend, somewhat, on the number of
clarifications and corrections deemed necessary.
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As the researchers were charged with conducting preliminary background research on voting fraud and
voter intimidation in the U.S., this report will not include recommended best practices. It will summarize
the preliminary research as well as the deliberations of our project Working Group. It also will include
recommendations for future EAC activity related to the development of: (1) methods of identifying,
deterring, and investigating voting fraud and voter intimidation; and (2) nationwide statistics on voting
fraud.
If the reporter has spoken to Secretary Rokita, who maintains that EAC has no authority to conduct this
research, you may want to note that EAC initiated this preliminary research on voting fraud and voter
intimidation in accordance with the Help America Vote Act, (HAVA) §241, which requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues, including the development of:
•
•

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating voting fraud in elections
for Federal office [§241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring; and investigating methods of voter intimidation [§241(b)(7)].

At its 2005 meeting, EAC's Board of Advisors recommended_ that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
Jeannie Layson/EAC/GOV
06/27/2006 02:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov, twilkey@eac.gov
cc
Subject US News & World Report inquiry

Please provide answers to the following questions, posed to me by US News & World Report's Scott
Michels. I need this info by the end of the day to meet his deadline.
1. When will EAC receive the preliminary report on voter intimidation and voting fraud?
2. When we receive the preliminary report, what is the EAC process to formulate a final product that will
be made public?
3. When will we make this research available to the public? What form will it be in? (Best practices, etc.)

Jeannie Layson
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 202-566-3100
www.eac.gov
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"'

06/27/2006 01:31 PM

cc

psims@eac.gov

Subject definition

Is this OK now?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow.
The Century Foundation
41 East both Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

`g

Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Fraud Project Definition-rev 6-27.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

cc "'Job Serebrov'
Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.
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Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212 -452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Is

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To . "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL, Job
06/29/2006 01:00 PM
Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Re: donsanto interviewI

Tova and Job:
All I can do is advise you that I don't think this paragraph will pass by the Commission, as written, because
readers can misinterpret what is being reported and use something published by EAC against DOJ.
suspect that both of you are aware of legal action being taken by an advocacy group against DOJ alleging
that the agency is acting in a manner that fails to protect, and even discourages, the voter participation of
minorities and disadvantaged individuals. Though I do not intend to address the merits of that action,
which focuses on the efforts of more than one DOJ office, I am concerned that some readers would use
the sentence that begins with "This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression ..." as evidence that
DOJ's Election Crimes Branch has completely changed course to focus on aggressively pursuing
individuals who vote when ineligible, many of whom are minorities.
It is true that, for years, the Election Crimes Branch did not pursue individual violators. (I certainly
observed this from the time I became involved in researching election administration matters in 1986.)
Much of the reason for this is that the agency just did not have the resources to pursue everything; so, as
the agency budget permitted, DOJ pursued cases that provided the most bang for the buck --- cases
involving multiple individuals that were not already being pursued by State or local public attorneys. As
you know, DOJ recently expanded its efforts and added the prosecution of individuals for double voting or
voting when ineligible (felony convictions or no U.S. citizenship). Although I did not know of this decision
prior to the interview, the action is not a complete surprise, given the increasing pressure on the agency to
pursue such cases that began with a real squeaker of a 1996 race in California's 46th CD (Orange
County). In the interview with you, Donsanto also stated that the department evaluates each case before
pursuing it, and does not pursue every individual referredfor voting violations. (You may remember he
noted his reluctance to pursue noncitizen voting, which can result in deportation, when it could separate
the individual from his family.)
J
In my opinion, the addition of the prosecution of individuals, while an important new development, is not a
complete change in direction or focus. The pursuit of individual violators does not supplant DOJ's
continuing efforts to pursue organized schemes to corrupt the process. It is part of a recent expansion of
the agency's efforts to combat election crime that includes: (1) more aggressive pursuit of criminal
campaign finance violations (not covered by EAC's study); (2) exploration of new avenues to prosecute
voter suppression schemes (e.g.; the NH phone bank blocking case); (3) better training of U.S. attorneys
and FBI agents in the recognition, investigation and prosecution of election offenses; (4) efforts to improve
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coordination with state and local law enforcement agencies; and (5) press conferences and public
announcements before federal elections to publicize how the public can report election crimes. Donsanto
provided information on much of these efforts either during the interview or by supplying case lists and
training information on the day of the interview.
I hope you will reconsider revising the paragraph at issue.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To

06/28/2006 04:47 PM

psims @eac.gov

^

•_cc "'Job Serebrov"

Subject donsanto interview

Hi Peg,
Job and I have discussed this matter and agree on our response to it.
Presumably the paragraph you are concerned about is the following:
Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and double
voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a pattern or scheme
to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals – those cases went
un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of
the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.
Neither of us thinks this passage says that the Department has stopped pursuing patterns, as you
suggested, and we maintain that this is what Mr. Donsanto said to us in the interview. If Mr.
Donsanto wants to object, perhaps he can write a letter or something to that effect that could be
part of the record.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
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--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Job Serebrov"
'{
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.

e

Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Thomas Wilkey
07/03/2006 10:36 AM
cc
Subject Fw: Various

Further comment from Tova. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 10:36 AM ----wang@tcf.org
To wang@tcf.org, psims eac.gov, "Job Serebrov"
06/30/2006 09:45 PM
cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
> If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
> uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
> to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,

005`19?
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> and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
> of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
> available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various
>
>> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
>> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time.'I just wanted. you to
>>. be forwarned that tie paragraph has already raised red flags in 4C of and
>> is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you
>> and Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
>> contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>>,thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov"
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
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>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Margaret Ssns/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu /EAC/GOV

cg

cc

Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM
..Jnb Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -Bola Olu/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:57 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Travel Funds[

Peggy:
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I am assuming you are referring to the 6/9/06 payment in the amount of $1,200.03. I checked with
Finance and the payout date is today.

Bola Olu
Financial Administrative Specialist
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite - 1100
Washington, DC 20005
P:202-566-3124
F:202/566-3127
http://www.eac.gov/
"Integrity - Treat everyone with the same principle, be loyal to those who are not present"

S

Margaret Sims/ESC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:12 AM

To Bola Olu/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Travel Funds

Can you please find out where GSA is with this reimbursement? Thanks. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:12 AM —
"Job

"
To psims@eac.gov

07/02/2006 09:34 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:51 PM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Payments for Personal Services
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Job:
I may have forgotten to send this summary of payments for personal services to you. If I didn't, here it is
again. --- Peggy
a^tu'
Serebrov Payment Tracking. ds
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 10:35 AM

To wang@tcf.org@GSAEXTERNAL
cc "Job Serebrov"<wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various[-

'Tova Wang"

Most of the Commissioners and Tom will be out of the office for the next two weeks to attend the
IACREOT, NASS, and NASED summer conferences: I'll let Tom know you want to talk with him when
see him at the airport tomorrow. He may decide to call from out of town. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:42 PM

To psims@eac.gov, "Job Serebrov" cc "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Subject Re: Various

That would be great on the contract.
If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want to
spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue, and
I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any of
the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.
Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
Tova
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov
To: "Job Serebrov"
Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
Subject: Re: Various

>
>
>
>

>

Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. Enough said about that.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am concerned about the number of hours left for this project. If you and
Tova both agree, I'll see if our Contracting Officer will approve a
contract mod to provide for some additional hours and money to incorporate
comments received on the report and other efforts that fall within the
tasks specified in the current contract.
We won't get 60 thou, but there
might be a little year end money we can use to finish this off properly.
Peg

> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>
>
>
>
>

----- Original Message ----From: "Job Serebrov"
Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58 PM
TQ^ psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject : .Various

> Peg:
> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
> reimbursement?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
agree about what we heard during the interview. We
also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
the interview and thus do not know what was said and
we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
another sixty hours each we can call all of our
interviewees, give them the review and ask for
comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
other interviews with, or lectures by person
interviewed, outside of our interview with that
person. We simply can't afford to single out one
statement in one interview that there is a
disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph
as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
electoral investigations.

> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM

A

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 01:22 PM

To wang@tcf.org, -

005297.

cc Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Revised Risk Analysis Methodology Brennan Center

Revised-Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doc

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
X02:566.3128 fax
www,eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret. Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007.04:17 PM --=-

s

"Job Serebro "
To psims@eac.gov
07/06/2006 08:25 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
I still have not received the travel funds. This is
causing a large financial problem. I don't know what
is with these people but it is obvious my bank has not
received it and I doubt it was sent. Please find out
what is going on.
Job

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

005298

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc,
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW-Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -----

005299

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 12:46 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[

I thought I emailed an account of your hours used. Just in case I didn't, here it is again.

Wang Payment Tracking. xis

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova.Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@

To psims @eac.gov

07/03/2006 12:19 PM

cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

I think I've already gone over my hours. Let me know when I submit my invoice. If I have, I'll just reduce
them on paper. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:30 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little
later, but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds.
Basically, the sooner we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the
year-end money for this project, before it is taken for something else. We have no guaranties that
funds will be available in the next fiscal year. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to
estimate before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03 2006 10:1 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modilgcontracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
Is
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of'additional hours required to
complete the final. report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/07/2006 08:06 AM

cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peg:
My travel funds finally came in to my bank.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

005301

Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Cc: twilkey@eac.gov
Subject: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM -wang@tcf.org
To psims@eac.gov
07/01/2006 05:30 PM
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodology

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us know. Thanks.
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To: wang_(aitcf.org
Cc:^
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

005302

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wanci(atcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To

psims@eac.gov

cc
Subject FW: methodology.

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

005303

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebroy
07/03/200611 13 AM
cc
Subject Re: Travel Funds[1

I have asked our finance folks to check with GSA. I will let you know when I receive the answer. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov" <serebrov@sbcglobal.net>
ob Serebrov"-.
07/02/2006 09:34 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Travel Funds

Peggy:
Still no travel funds. Please see what you can fund
out on Monday. At this point this is late.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:11 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov
cc twilkey@eac.gov
Subject Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Tova and Job:

005304

I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom determine how
many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services contracts, I'll need an
estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to complete the final report
(taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions and comments submitted by the
Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of Advisors). Please note that we cannot add
any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account for additional hours required to complete the final
report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
-- Forwarded ' Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 12:05 PM
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation StudyD

I think it is this one. --- Peggy

EAC Boards VF-VI Status Report. doe

Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV
Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/G
OV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/11/2006 11:38 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study[^j

Will you please send me a copy of the referenced report?
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 10:55 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>

0053.05

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It.appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview..
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/11/2006 09:26 AM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV©a EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

005306

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(20&) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

.g

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/10/2006 02:29 PM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.
I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who was upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document

005307

before I did.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims%EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
07/11/2006 10:55 AM
cc "Tom Wilkey" <twilkey@eac.gov>
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

It sounds similar to the issues I had with the Donsanto interview. It was a classic example of the
interviewers' interpreting what was said through their own biases.
It also is true that the original interview summaries failed to differentiate between the criminal definition of
intimidation and the consultants use of the term.. The consultats have revised their definition to note that it
goes beyond the legal definition, but we may need to repeat the statement where the DOJ interviews are
referenced.
I have already brought the Donsanto matter to our contractors' attention. When they responded that they
did not think they should redraft that section, I told them that the section will likely be edited. It appears
that we will have to do the same withthe reference to Tanner's interview.
Why don' we discuss this with Tanner (and Donsanto) after we have had a chance to review a
consolidated draft of the final report? We can determine what clarifications or corrections are necessary at
that time.
Peg
Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/11/2006 09:46 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study
His concerns are that there were inaccurate or false statements about DOJ on pages 5 and 6, that in his
words demonstrated a lack of understanding of criminal law.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins

005308

General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/11/2006 09:26 AM

Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Perhaps he was looking at the report that was delivered to the EAC boards. Let's find out what his
concerns are so that we can address them.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 02:34 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

Tanner said he got it from Cameron. And referred specifically to pp. 5 and 6. I don't remember that the
summaries of interviews were laid out that way.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/10/2006 02:29 PM

To Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I have not yet seen a draft final report. My best guess is that Tanner is concerned about the summary of
his interview. I have already had discussions with our consultants about the description of the Donsanto
interview, at which I was present. Wlkey knows that I won't let it go as is. I wasn't at the Tanner interview,
but would be interested in hearing where he thinks the consultants went wrong.
It is possible that, due to my objections re the Donsanto interview, the consultants may have asked
Tanner to review their description of his interview. I won't know for sure until I can contact them.

I gave you and Gavin a folder that included a summary of interviews, etc before the working group
meeting. Also, the report delivered to the boards on this project is in the shared drawer under Research in
Progress-Voting Fraud-Intimidation. That is everything I have at the moment.
Peg

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
From: Juliet E. Thompson-Hodgkins
Sent: 07/10/2006 10:55 AM
To: Margaret Sims
Cc: Thomas Wilkey
Subject: Fraud and Intimidation Study

I received a call from John Tanner today who vas upset with pages 5 and 6 of some draft paper that he
had received regarding our Fraud and Intimidation Study. I am in a very uncomfortable situation in that
have not received a copy of this paper and the Office of General Counsel has not vetted this document
and yet I am being questioned about why there are erroneous statements in this paper. Please provide
me with a copy of this document and please explain to me how John Tanner got a copy of this document
before I did.

"9

Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3100

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon Romig
07/03/2006 11:38 AM
cc
Subject Fw: methodology

Please edit the attached Word document to remove the returns at the end of each line that are not needed,
then send it to Tova and Job. Thanks! --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 07/03/2006 11:37 AM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
06/30/2006 05:25 PM
cc
Subject Re: FW: methodologyI

005310

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy
q
Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt. doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>

005311

> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

07/05/2006 02:49 PM

cc
Subject Contract Hours

Tova:
If you have used up all of your remaining hours, you need to stop work until we have the contract
modification in place that provides for more hours.
Peggy

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:17 PM
wang@tcf.org
06/30/2006 09:45 PM

To wan 9@
tcf.or

P sims eac. ov,
9 "Job Serebrov"

cc
Subject Re: Various

Also, I maintain that a reasonable solution to this is to allow Donsanto
and/or any of the commissioners who desire to do so to provide a statement
that would be included in the report and in the record.
----- Original Message ----From: <wang@tcf.org>
To: <psims@eac.gov>; "Job Serebrov" _______________________
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 9:42 PM
Subject: Re: Various

> That would be great on the contract.
>
>
>
>
>
>

If the interview is "edited" as you put it, I will be very, very
uncomfortable, as I believe Job would be as well. I know you don't want
to spend anymore time on this, but I consider it a rather important issue,
and I think Job does too. I would be happy to talk to you and Tom and any
of the commissioners about this further if that would be helpful. I am
available by cell over the next four days and in the office all next week.

005312

> Thanks for the updated invoice stuff. Happy 4th.
> Tova
> ----- Original Message ----> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Job Serebrov"
> Cc: "Tova Andrea Wang <wang@tcf.org>
> Sent: Friday, June 30, 2006 6:41 PM
> Subject: Re: Various

>> Actually, the Donsanto interview was the only one I did attend, but I
>> agree the issue is taking up too much of your time. I just wanted you to
>> be forwarned that the paragraph has already raised red flags in DC of and
is likely to result in an edit. .Enough said about that..
>> I am concerned about the number of hours left for this projec. If you
`'>> and Tova both age, I'll see , if our . Contracting Officer will approve a
.contract mod to provide for some additional hours and.money to
>> incorporate comments received on the report and other efforts that fall
>> within the tasks specified in the current contract. We won't get 60
>> thou, but there might be a little year end money we can use to finish
>> this off properly.
>> Peg
>> --------------------------

>> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Job Serebrov" [
>> Sent: 06/30/2006 05:58
>> To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
>> Subject: Various
>> Peg:
>> I had to take time off this afternoon to handle some
>> issues. Did you get an answer as to my travel
>> reimbursement?
>> I spoke to Tova about the Donsanto issue. We both
>> agree about what we heard during the interview. We
>> also agree that this is taking up too much time (of
>> which we have so little left) and is a minor part of
>> one interview which makes up one of thirty interviews.
>> I feel the same as Tova, the Commission was not in on
>> the interview and thus do not know what was said and
>> we are not giving those interviewed the opportunity,
>> especially given how long ago the interviews were, to
>> object. Frankly, if the Commission wants to give us
>> another sixty hours each we can call all of our
>> interviewees, give them the review and ask for
>> comments. In any case, we can't include comments from
>> other interviews with, or lectures by person
>> interviewed, outside of our interview with that
>> person. We simply can't afford to single out one
>> statement in one interview that there is a
>> disagreement on. Finally, I don't read the paragraph

005313

>> as you do---I remember what was said---the paragraph
>> clearly does not imply an abandonment of other DOJ
>> electoral investigations.
>> Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Serebrov
cc

07/03/200612:40 PM

Subject Travel Reimbursement

GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made today. --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL

06/30/2006 05:25 PM

cc
Subject Re: FW: methodologyI

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C referenced within the text. The
formatting is still a little weird. Can you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy

ft

Risk Analysis Methodology-Brennan Center excerpt.doc
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

cc
Subject FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov [mailto:serebrov@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, June 28, 2006 5:40 PM

005314

To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs
> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this . as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology. section. Please let me
> know whatftyou think.
> Tova
>
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

^q

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:04 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang a@tcf.org> a@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject Re: final reportI

Once is enough. You don't need to resend. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang a@tcf.org>

"Tova Wang"

005315

<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 09:10 AM

c
Subject final report

Peg, We don't need to re-send you all of the material that we gave you to provide to the working group for
the final report, eg the individual interviews, research summaries, nexis and case charts, right? Thanks.
Happy 4th. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century. Foundation
41 East kith Street - New York, NY ioo2i'
•phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/03/2006 10:14 PM

cc
Subject Hrs

Peg:
It seems to Tova and me that somewhere between 30 and
40 for each of us would be safe (having learned from
not asking for enough hours).
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
07/05/2006 07:19 PM

cc
Subject Re: Travel Reimbursement

No, its Bank of America. I just checked again and its

005316

not there. If it does not appear by morning I will
need you to see what is going on.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> They usually send it electronically. Could your bank
> have failed to post it due to the holiday? Does your
> bank tend to float deposits for a day or two?
> Peggy
> -------------------------> Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

> ----- Original Message
> From: . "Job Serebrov"
>. S4nt:. 07/05/2006 08:13 AM..
> To: psims@e.ac.gov
> Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement

®.

> Peg:
> I checked my account this morning (July 5th) and
> this
> still has not been paid. Did GSA mail it?
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > GSA reports that a pay out of $1,200.03 was made
> > today. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:30 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed[

We'll have to guesstimate. It is likely that we will receive some comments and questions from the
Commissioners and a number of comments from the boards. We could do the modification a little later,
but we have to do it before the end of August to take advantage of year-end funds. Basically, the sooner
we can figure this out, the better chance we have of using some of the year-end money for this project,
before it is taken for something else.. We have no guaranties that funds will be available in the next fiscal
year. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

005317

"Tova Wang"
<wan
tcf.or 9>
9@
07/03/2006 11:13 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Estimated Additional Hours Needed

Doesn't it really depend on what the Commission comes back to us with? Its kind of hard to estimate
before knowing what they're going to want.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:11 AM^
To: wang@tcf.org;
.
Cc:.twilkey@eac.gov..
Subject: Estimated Additional . Hours Needed

Tova and Job:
I don't have the authority to modify contracts, but Tom Wilkey does. In order to help Tom
determine how many additional hours (and dollars) should be added to your personal services
contracts, I'll need an estimate from the two of you for the number of additional hours required to
complete the final report (taking into account revisions that may be needed to address questions
and comments submitted by the Commissioners and the EAC Standards Board and Board of
Advisors). Please note that we cannot add any tasks to the existing contract, but we can account
for additional hours required to complete the final report.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
07/09/2006 06:00 PM
cc
Subject Telephone Conference

Peg:
I need to move our call to next Monday at 7 pm EST.
What is the situation with the extra hours?

005318

Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/03/2006 11:35 AM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology[)

I've asked Devon to do it. She can get it to you faster than I. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
e
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/03/2006 11:18 AM

cc
Subject RE: FW: methodology

The excess returns would be a great start, and then I can do the rest.
Thanks a lot.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2006 10:14 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

Do you just need to have the excess returns removed, or do you think it
needs other clean up as well? --- Peggy

wang@tcf.org
07/01/2006 05:30
PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: FW: methodology

005319.

It would be great if someone there could work on cleaning it up. Let us
know. Thanks.
----- Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To: wan @tcf.org
Cc:
Sent: Friday, uune5:25 PM
Subject: Re: FW: methodology

The attached is the text extracted from pages 8-19 and the Attachment C
referenced within the text. The formatting is, still a little weird. Can
you work with this, or do I need to play with it some more? --- Peggy
^

a

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>

06/29/2006 12:07 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
FW: methodology

Will it be possible for you to extract the excerpt for inclusion in the
report? Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Wednesday, June
To: Tova Wang; psims@eac.gov
Subject: Re: methodology

:40 PM

Agreed
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> As you may recall, the working group expressed
> interest in the risk analysis
> method. The recent report by the Brennan Center on
> voting machines employs

t0 320

> this methodology. If you look at pp. 8-19 of the
> attached, it provides a
> potential model. I think it might be worth
> including this as an appendix or
> footnote in the methodology section. Please let me
> know what you think.
> Tova
> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation
> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.
>
>
>
> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groiundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

07/17/2006 10:29 AM

cc "'Job Serebrov"

wang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final report

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to

005321

have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov
Subject final report

Nang@
a tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.ore, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -• BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/20/2006 02:46 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc

005322

Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher today, signed it, and gave it to Finance. --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
07/17/2006 12:25 PM
cc "Job Serebrov"

iang@tcf.org

Subject RE: final reportL

Yes, I .have the list of Working Group members. =-- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'fob Serebrov"'
Subject RE: final report

wang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members? In any
case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps even Devon or
someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and probably shouldn't even be
writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to the list of interviewees, but we can
talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov)
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the appendices
weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to have more
information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be presented in the same
manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this tonight during our
teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

005323

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc " , Job Serebrov'

wang@tcf.org

Subject final report

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not missing
anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a summary of the
case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not include all of the individual
summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working group and which have not changed.
Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you plan to give to the commissioners, et.al.,
before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks
so much and look forward to talking to you at 7 EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

L W;1
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. List of Experts Interviewed.doc

APPENDIX C -- BRENNAN EXCERPT.doc Existing Literature Reviewed.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 01:41 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: final report D

005324

Here is the list of Working Group members with some information highlighted about each individual. Yes,
you can email me later in the day to let me know if I should call you at home or at work. --- Peggy

Working Group Members 5.12-06.doc

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 12:34 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: final report

Can you send it over? As I recall, it includes bios, right? I'm assuming on the interviewees you think we
should have very short biographical information? Also, Peg, I'm not sure if I'll still be at work at 7 or home.
Is it ok if I email you late in the day as to where I am? My home phone (for only two more weeks!) is
212-362-5223. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 11:26 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: final report

Yes, I have the list of Working Group members. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 10:29 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'
Subject RE: final report

wang@tcf.org

appendices attached, except Peg I think you put together the list of the working group members?
In any case, I can't find one at the moment, but it would be easy enough to put together. Perhaps
even Devon or someone could do that, especially since I don't think I have any hours left, and
probably shouldn't even be writing this email. I don't remember the conversation about adding to
the list of interviewees, but we can talk about that later.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

005325

Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

e
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc "'Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

wang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

005326

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
07/17/2006 10:36 AM
cc
Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'Job Serebrov'"
Subject final report

ang@tcf.org

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you

00532-7-

plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7
EST.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7-16.doc
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----

"Tova Wang•.
<wan
9@tcf.or 9>

To psims@eac.gov
cc

07/17/2006 05:51 PM

Subject contacting Job

He asks that you call him on his cell, 501-626-0440

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow

The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/19/2006 11:23 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc

Subject Voucher

I received your faxed voucher this morning, signed it, and submitted it to Finance. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan
9@tcf.or 9>
07/17/2006 05:36 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc

005328-

Subject I'll be in my office:(

212-452-7704

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

---= Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ---Juliet E.
Thompson-Hodgkins/EAC/GO
V

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

07/17/2006 10:18 AM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report[']

That's good.
Juliet Thompson Hodgkins
General Counsel
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave., NW, Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566 -3100
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
07/17/2006 10:15 AM

To jthompson@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Draft Report

Julie:
I received pieces of the draft final report on voting fraud-voter intimidation this morning. If it is OK with
you, I'll hold it until all I have all of the pieces, so that you can review it as a whole document. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM --

005329

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@ GSAEXTERNAL

07/18/2006 03:46 PM

cc

Subject RE: final report[)

I'm sorry I did not get back to you on this yesterday. I reviewed the voucher this morning and found that
only two corrections are needed (coverage dates and # of days worked during the first two weeks). I've
made the corrections in red on the attached copy of your voucher. --- Peggy

Wang voucher 6-18 to 7-15.doc

"Tova Wang"'<wang@tcf.org>

e

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

Is

To psims@eac.gov
cc

07/17/2006 10:36 AM

Subject RE: final report

Speaking of which, does this look ok to you?
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2006 9:13 AM
To: wang@tcf.org
Cc: 'Job Serebrov'; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: final report

Thanks. I probably won't be able to start getting into this until tomorrow AM. I noticed that the
appendices weren't attached. I think we discussed earlier that the list of interviewees needed to
have more information for the final report, and the list of books and documents should be
presented in the same manner as a bibliography for the final report. We can talk more about this
tonight during our teleconference at 7 PM EST. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
07/17/2006 09:33 AM

To psims@eac.gov
CC

"'fob Serebrov'"
Subject final report

, wang@tcf.org

0053.3Q,.

Hi Peg,
Attached please find drafts of the sections for the final report. Job, please double check I'm not
missing anything or sent the wrong version of anything. I'm very concerned I may have. Is there a
summary of the case review that I should have? Also, as we discussed, the attached does not
include all of the individual summaries and charts which we already gave you for the working
group and which have not changed. Peg, we'll want to see the complete set of the materials you
plan to give to the commissioners, et.al., before you do so. If you could both let me know if all the
formatting is OK, that would be great too. Thanks so much and look forward to talking to you at 7

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates. voucher 6-18 to 7.16.doc

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM

Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV
07/28/2006 09:30 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov, Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC, Edgardo
Co rtes/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Fw: Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Al lassume that in light of our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation project, we will have an EAC presence
there?
K
Karen Lynn-Dyson
Research Manager
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, NW Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

005331

tel:202-566-3123
---- Forwarded by Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV on 07/28/2006 09:27 AM
"Melissa Slemin"
To
maidenberg @knightfdn.org, "'GPM"' <GPM@carnegie.org>,
"'Kristen Engberg"' <KEngberg@JehtFoundation.org>,
"Michael Caudell-Feagan"
<MCaudell-Fea an @pewtrusts.org>, "'Daniel Tokaji
"Charles Stewart III
klynndyson@eac.gov,
Cameron.Quinn@usdoj.gov,

07/27/2006 07:25 PM

cc
Subject Invitation to attend Election Fraud Conference

Please find attached an invitation to attend the Election Fraud Conference
co-sponsored by the Center for Public Policy and Administration at the
University of Utah and the Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project, September
29-30, 2006 in Salt Lake City, UT.
Regards,
Melissa Slemin
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
California Institute of Technology
Voting Technology Project
MC 228-77
1200 E California Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91125
phone: 626.395.4089
fax: 626.405.9841

http: / /votingtechnologyproj ect . org NonPres-memo.pdf
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM ----"Job Serebrov
To wang@tcf.org, psims@eac.gov
07/25/2006 08:27 AM

cc
Subject Re: No teleconference today

There was no telephone conference scheduled yesterday.
If you all remember, due to my current job and
grandchildren situation we were unable to arrange a
teleconference.
--- wang@tcf.org wrote:
> Whats going on? Where are we at? Thanks. Tova
> ----- Original Message -----
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> From: <psims@eac.gov>
> To: "Tova Andrea Wang" <wang@tcf.org>; "Job
> Serebrov"
006 5:14 PM
> Serrt rioncay, July
> Subject: No teleconference today

>>
>>
> > -------------------------> > Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld
>>
>>
>.
>

e
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:16 PM
wang@tcf.org
07/29/2006 03:32 PM

To Undisclosed-Recipient:;
P ient:;
cc
Subject moving to our DC office

Dear friends and colleagues,
As some of you know, I have decided to voluntarily give up many of my voting rights and become a
resident of the District of Columbia. As I will be simply transferring to The Century Foundation's DC office,
my email will remain the same (wane(&-tcf.org). My new work contact information as of August 8 is as
follows:
The Century Foundation
1333 H Street, NW
10th Floor
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 741-6263
look forward to speaking with you and seeing you soon.
Tova Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

To eaccon@eac.gov

04/30/2007 06:33 PM

cc
bcc
Subject Vote Fraud Study-Archived Email Part 3

The 3rd batch.
Peg Sims
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
•

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/03/2006 12:53 PM
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject:%Voting . Fraud-Voter Intimidation

e.

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/03/2006 04:59 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[=]

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling conflicts of Working Group
members. There remain two members from whom we have not yet received confirmations of their
schedule (with some, it is like pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in. --- Peg
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
><Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have ,4AC's public meeting.
lose one ®f my two consultants inJune, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.

Also,.I will

Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:

00 `33a

We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM.-

wang@tcf.org
05/05/2006 06:06 PM

To psims@eac.gov
gov
p^@
c
Re: Working Group

Tuesday at 4 is OK for me.
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gov
To : wang( tcf.org ;
Cc: dromig(a,eac.gov
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)

00,93'17

Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
== Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM —
Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
05/04/2006 03:13 PM
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@ GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationD

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov

To psims@eac.gov

05/04/2006 02:32 PM

cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working , Group members, etc.). --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg
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"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you, are on for May 18th, Can we do it over here-.at 10?
Sent. from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
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I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting.., Are you available he afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:33 AM

To "Job Serebrov"

Fang@t .org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez[
cc

Did you look at the attached excerpts from Texas Code? --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov".
"Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:23 AM

To psims@eac.gov
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-Perez

We have the same set-up here in Arkansas. We hired a
person just like Perez. However, given this, I would
still like to know if he has a party affiliation and
this brings up another issue. How is the county
election commission chosen. In Arkansas it is the

po

i

Chairmen of the Republican and Democrat Parties or if
he/she does not want to serve a person is elected in
his/her stead and a third member picked by the party
with the most constitutional officers. Practically
that has meant that the Democrats have controlled
election commissions in Arkansas since the end of
Reconstruction. This is why I want to know the
situation in Texas.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to
> find a nonpartisan
> local election official to serve on the Working
> Group. The three of us
>•.discussed the desir6*ility of having a Hlspanic. I
> proposed that I find
> someone from Texas because of that State's colorful
> history of voting
> fraud and their innovative approaches to combat it.
> In those Texas
> counties that hire Election Administrators to run
> elections, rather than
> having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for
> voter registration;
> County Clerk for balloting), the Election
> Administrator is hired by the
> County Election Commission and is supposed to
> perform his or her duties in
> a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from
> Texas Election Code
> regarding election administrator hiring and
> restrictions on partisan
> activity.)
> Any experienced Texas election official will be
> familiar with voting fraud
> and voter intimidation schemes used in that State.
> Mr. Perez has over 13
> years experience as a county Election Administrator
> in Texas. You won't
> find many news articles mentioning him because he
> has kept his nose clean.
> (The Texas press, as in many other parts of the
> country, prefers to
> report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
> association of Texas
> election officials and the two largest organizations
> of election officials
> in this country: the International Association of
> Clerks, Recorders,
> Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
> Election Center. He
> is a past President and past Chairman of the
> Legislative Committee for the
> Texas Association of Election Administrators. He
> currently serves on
> IACREOT's Election Officials Committee, which plans
> the educational
> sessions for election officials that are conducted
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election
Center have selected
his submissions on web presentations (IACREOT) and
his professional
practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr.
Perez also has access
to information from other States through his
membership in IACREOT and The
Election Center. He also has a sense of humor,
which you will note if you
access the staff web page on the Guadalupe County
Elections web site and
hear the Mission Impossible theme .. something that
might be useful in the
upcoming meeting.

> Guadalupe Count. is small but growing... In 2004, the
> county had over 65
> thousand registered voters (a number more than
> doubled the number of
> registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's
> population claims
> Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S.
> Census Bureau. The county
> is in south central Texas and is bordered by Comal,
> Hays, Cladwell,
> Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
> the county was
> predominately a farming community; but in recent
> years, many people have
> moved from San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe
> County, preferring to
> live in Guadalupe County and work in Bexar County.
> --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 11:30 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Peggy:
> What political party is Perez with? How political is
> he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political?

0053

> Who
> appointed Perez?
> As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
> anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
> off Tova's list?
> Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret. Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To ' Diana Scott

05/05/06 05:34 PM.

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 10:12 AM
cc
Subject RE: Today's Teleconference

This seems OK, I guess its a less detailed version of what I sent you. I hope you will advise us as to what
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we are supposed to talk about/go over since we have provided the group with everything we've done
ahead of time. I also hope that you will have an answer for me on Wade. It utterly essential that we have
a leader from the civil rights community at the table.
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, Ma 11 2006 9:07 AM
To: wang@tcf.org;
Subject: Today's Te econ erence

I assume that we are still on for today's teleconference at 11 AM EST. I will call you. I have
attached a draft agenda for your review and comment. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To "Tova Wang" <wang@f.org>, psims @eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:36 PM
cc
Subject Re: new working. group representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New Yore Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

> Tova Andrea Wang
> Democracy Fellow
> The Century Foundation

> 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.

> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

—forwarded by Margaret, Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ®---

"Tova Wang..
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.go

05/11/2006 02:12 PM

cc
Subject RE: Literature Summary

It might be an Apple issue
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent• hursda May 11, 2006 1:09 PM
To:
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 12:04 PM

cc
Subject Re: Good News

Peggy:
Rogers contact information is below on my last
message. My uncle is having a complicated procedure
where they are both cementing his spine to shore it up
and testing for a malignant tumor---which they now
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suspect as the cause of the sudden bone problems. If
it is a tumor, the working group session could get
complicated.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> Hope your uncle's surgery goes well.
> I have the Chairman's OK to follow your
> recommendation and replace
> Norcross with Rogers. Do you have contact
> information for Rogers? --> Peggy
e
>.
>
>
> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/04/2006 11:17 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Good News

> I will have a better idea about my uncle's condition
> today after surgery.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

See:
http://www.modrall.com/attorneys/attorney_23.html.
500 Fourth Street NW
P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
(505) 848-1800
Fax: (505) 848-1891
Asst: Carol Casstevens
patrogers@modrall.com

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> Job:
> Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going
to
> talk with the Chairman
> today about substituting Rogers for Norcross. Do
> you have contact
> information for Rogers? --- Peggy

0Q^2.^

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM --"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/05/2006 12:09 PM

Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - thank you. I will be there.
s

e^.

From: psims@eac.gov [ma.ilto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 9:16 AM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

The non-election officials on the Working Group currently include:
• Barry Weinberg, whom you know
• Barbara Arnwine, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (organization associated with
the Voting Rights Project and Election Protection)
• Bob Bauer, Perkins Coie, DC (Democrat attorney)
• Mark "Thor" Hearne, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO (Republican attorney)
I am trying to recruit one other Republican attorney, Patrick Rogers, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and
Sisk, NM, who was recommended by our Republican consultant. He would replace an original member
who is no longer available.
I know that Barbara has associated at conferences and in legislative efforts with Wade Henderson,
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. Also, the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights is listed as on of
many members of the Executive Committee for the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (see
http://www.civiIrights.org/about/iccr/executive_commitee.html).
Does flTfffrmation
tion help? --- Peggy

h^.
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 06:08 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
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Peggy -- they don't have anything to do with the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights do they?
I ask only because the Justice Department is currently engaged in a very
acrimoneous FOIA litigation with LCCR that focuses precisely on our efforts to
combat voter "intimidationm"
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Thu May 04 17:20:39 2006
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project.
I am asking you to attend as Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 03:26 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

005349

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group
for the project. The group is composed of election lawyers, election
officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of whom have an
interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting
fraud and voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an
equal number of folks on each side of the political spectrum, plus some
nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research
(interviews, literature review, case law), we will ask the Working Group to
brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write a report
summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go
to the Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available,
and what priority to assigned to the effort(s).
Your participation in this part of'the process is extremely mportant, so I am
very happy that ` you 'can find time for us that afternoon. I'l1 get an agenda.
and other information to you next week. --- Pegg

Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What
is the agenda? I was not aware that this was anything beyond having your
contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be needing
stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with
me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig

OO5350

Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM
and 5 PM. If you cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate
whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to you with more information
(agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM

005351

To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

•

•

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

005352

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
B

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
i

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/09/2006 11:34 AM
•

cc

4►

Subject Re: May 18 MeetingI

No, but I have left a message for her assistant and I am waiting for her to return my call. I will let you know
as soon as I hear anything.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:19 AM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc
Subject May 18 Meeting

005353

Did Barbara Arnwine's office indicate who they propose to send in her place? --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
Why political party is Perez with? How politicP4 is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or . political? Who
appointed Perez?
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:25 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 10:22 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel[

Peggy,
I will send these names to Adventure Travel (AT) authorizing AT to place the airfare and hotel charges on
our credit card. That is all I do on my end. BUT Devon has to follow up to make all the arrangements with
Marvin Brokaw at AT and whatever else is required as far as support servs. for the meeting is concerned.
I assume this is a separate meeting from the 2 Karen & Brian are having?

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV

005354

To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

CC

Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov

Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting FraudNoter Intimidation research project will
need to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting FraudNoter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----"Job Serebrov"
'{
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must

005355

take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
the kind of bed I need for my back (either pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
• The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously steed, if he
were to die or have an event while . I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no meeting.

9

Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
Job:
Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.
If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be

00535.6

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.

q9

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 ('toll free) or 202-566-3120
(direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac..gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 0l:41Pt
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

005357

Is

> > Job:
>>
> > I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
> > 41/2 hours. We really
> > need to have you here in person if you are to help
> > conduct the Working
> > Group meeting. You should make your travel
> > arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/08/2006 10:14 AM
>>
> > To
ty
> > psims@eac.gov,. wang@tcf.org
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Working Group
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Peggy:
>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>>
> > > Hi, Folks:
> >>
> > > Teleconference
> > > Are both of you available for a teleconference
> > next
> > > Tuesday afternoon at

s

005358
C

> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> > > objections to him. He
> > > is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers.. office, but
g
> >. > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
>>a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due

005359

=== message truncated ===

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/05/2006 10:17 AM

cc
Subject WG Meeting

Peggy:
At this point and unless my uncle dies before May 18,
the only way I will go to DC !s to drive my car; I
will need it in case my uncle dies while I am there.
You will need to get approval for the use of my car
and the two days it will take me to get there and two
days back.
Job

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---

_

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 04:50 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

The Commissioners made this an equal bi-partisan
issue. I am seen as representing the Republican Party.
I now have a responsibility to assure that this ends
up bi-partisan. I have been placed in a position of
dual obligations---both to the contract and to the
Party. I in fact see myself as carrying out what the
Commission wanted to the letter---equal bi-partisan
representation.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Your response suggests that you do not care what the
> Commissioners may
> think about the effort. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 04:

PM

> To
> psims@eac.gov

005360

> cc
> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> Peggy:
> Braden is ok also with me but please don't tell me
> not
> to "stir up" things. I assure you nothing will come
> back to bite me. I.know these people well enought to
> say they will also want a balanced group. In fact,
eg ..
> one..
> of them was very unhappy with Tova's folks.
> Job
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each
> > got to pick three
> > members of the Working Group. The Commission
> > guidance regarding this
> > particular member follows:

>>
> > 4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy
> > sectors - 2 to be chosen by
> > Tova and 2 to be chosen by Job.

>>
> > This issue of allowing a designee relates to
> Tova's
> > pick.

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> As I understand it, we are working on a
replacement
> for Norcross. If
> Ginsberg is not viable, how about Mark Braden, who
> includes public
> integrity in his areas of specialization. I would
> not try and stir up
> other members of the Working Group, if I were you.

> > The effort is likely
> > to come back and bite you.

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

>>

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc

005361

> > Subject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I really don't care if he represents the
> > organization
> > or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
> > because Arnwine was African-American. If you are
> > going
> > to invite him without first having a replacement
> for
> > my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and
> > discuss
> all of this.

.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> > her. He works for her
> > organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
> >
> > To
> > "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> > cc
> >
> >Ubject
> > Re: new working group representative
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I
realize
> he
> > comes from an advocacy group, he is not a
minority
> > attorney and we already have a rep who worked
with
> > DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather
not
> > fill
> > that position since I am one down.
> >
> > --- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> >
> > > is Jon Greenbaum
> > >
> > > Here' s his info in full:
>>>

005362

>> >
>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>

>> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > > 1
> > >
> > > He is the Director of the Voting Rights
Project
> > for
> > > the Lawyers Committee
> > > for Civil Rights. He will be representing
> Barbara
> > > Arnwine, the Executive
> > > . Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> > >
>> > > His contact and mailing.info is:
> > > >
> > > > jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
> > > > 202-662-8315
> > > > 1401 New York Avenue, NW
> > > > Suite 400
> > > > Washington, DC 20005
>> > >

>> > >
>>>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >

> > Tova Andrea Wang
> > Democracy Fellow
> > The Century Foundation
> > 41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
> > phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
>>
> > Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> > www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> > analysis, opinions, and events.
> >

>> > >
>>>>
>>>>
>
>
>
>

<mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > > Click here to receive our
> > > weekly e-mail updates.
> > >

>>
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

> >
> >
>
>
>

005.363

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

- = ---Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

005364

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

005365

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

05/04/2006 02:28 PM

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter IntimidationL

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Dons^anto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/03/2006 05:59 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject

00536f

Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40 . :19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter.Intimidatio

®.

W

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with Cameron Quinn putting together this year's
ballt conference for AUSAs. She send her best!
I am available on 5/18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>

005367

Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter. Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

a

tis

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:41 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition[

I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the WG will have suggestions. I do plan to send packets to
you and Tova containing the same materials being provided to the WG. I haven't sent anything yet
because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for inclusion. (Still waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a very short meeting after the WG disperses, followed
by a teleconference the following Monday afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be out of the
office attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that day. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/12/2006 12:52 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
suggestions. Will you be sending us the same packets
that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with
Tova's response we will need to have a teleconference
on the report once I return to Little Rock. We will
need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

005368

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> combined both of your
> definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> reference to the fraud having
> to have an actual impact on the election results
> (because fraud can be
> prosecuted without proving that it actually changed
> the results of the
> election), and taken out a couple of vague examples
> (e.g.; reference to
> failing to enforce state laws --- because there may
> be legitimate reasons
for. not doing so).
>
a
> I have made contact with Ben'Ginsberg's office and
> am waiting to hear if
> he accepts our invitation to join the working group.
> --- Peggy

e

>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 02:32 PM

To Tova Andrea Wang, Job Serebrov

cc dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group

Hi, Folks:
Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for the
Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, except for hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)

005369

Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you can
tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy

Perez bio 5 5 46.doc
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 03:19 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc

Subject Re: Fraud Definition(

I have placed another call to his office (after one previous call to his assistant and an email to him). I, too,
am concerned about our dwindling chances. --- Peggy
"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.go
05/12/2006 03:06 PM

Subject Re: Fraud Definition

Given the short time period, you may want to give
Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
our chances are of getting Braden.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
> received a "No" from
> Ginsberg. --- Peg

^^53^0

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 02:33 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Sounds good to me.. If not Ginsburg try Braden.
>
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote: -'
>

S

> > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes, the
>> WG will have
> > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you and
> > Tova containing the
> > same materials being provided to the WG. I
> haven't
> > sent anything yet
> > because I was hoping to finalize the WG list for
> > inclusion.
(Still
> > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
>>
> > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > very short meeting after
> > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference the
> > following Monday
> > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll be
> > out of the office
> > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin that
> > day. --- Peggy
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/12/2006 12:52 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Fraud Definition
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> packets
> > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure with

005371

>
>
>
>
>

> Tova's response we will need to have a
> teleconference
> on the report once I return to Little Rock. We
will
> need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.

>>
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Would you please take a look at the attached? I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election results
> > > (because fraud can be
> >.> prosecuted without proving that: it. actually
•> > changed_
> > > the results of the
• > > >.election) , and taken out a couple of vague
> > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
> > >
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
>>>
>>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/26/2006 04:37 PM

To

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org > @GSAEXTERNAL

cc

Subject Re: interview analysis[

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so their
availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

005372

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 11:22 AM

cc °"Job Serebrov"
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to. add to the collection, is a summary overview of the . interviews. Do you have that spreadsheet
you were telling me about reflecting the'tirnes WG participants are available? If so, maybe we can talk
soon? Thanks. Tovw

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

aer,
Interview conclusions .doc

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----wang@tcf.org
05/07/2006 12:33 PM

To sims
eac.9 ov,
P
@
cc
Subject Re: Working Group

The bio for JR Perez tells us very little about him and there is pretty much nothing about him on the web.
Can you tell us more about him and how you decided on him? Thanks. Tova
----- Original Message -----

From: psims@eac.gv
o
To: wang,c tcf.org ;
Cc: dromiggeac.gv
o
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006 2:32 PM
Subject: Working Group
Hi, Folks:

005373

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next Tuesday afternoon at about 4 PM EST? If this does
not work for you, please suggest another date and/or time. I would like to discuss our preparations for
the Working Group meeting.
Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no objections to him. He is
available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat Rogers office, but have not yet received a reply. Job, if
you have any pull with him, you may want to contact him, too.
Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements, including hotel. Travel time cannot be billed to the
contract, exceptfor hours actually worked on the contract (i.e.; reviewing mrials in. preparation for the
meeting, and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include hotel taxes (if you cannot get this rate, we have
covered reasonable rates that are a little higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is $48 on the first and last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per mile
Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a travel authorization for you. I can approve your trip via
email. Afterwords, when you turn in your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline receipt (or mileage
documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground transportation receipts and a copy of any printed itineraries.
Calculate the total travel expenses due you, including applicable per diem. I do not need meal receipts.
Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations for personal reasons are not normally accommodated.
What you can do, however, is to give me a comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel, and per
diem of doing it your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight, ground transportation, hotel, and per diem.
If your way costs less, it should be no problem to cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive, we
may only pay up to the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules apply to me when I travel.) If you
can tell me where, other than DC, you will spend the night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.
Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:27 AM
cc
Subject Re: Court reporterp

Thanks for checking this out for me, Devon. I've asked Tom if there are funds available for this service.
Our consultants were very enthusiastic about the idea. --- Peg
Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV

005374

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/10/2006 09:54 AM

cc
Subject Court reporter

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
.an electronic copy.
I'can also check. around for different prices.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:39 PM
cc dromig@eac.gov, ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

D

Yes. Thanks. Depending on when Commissioner Davidson can spare you, we may need your help
putting materials together for the Working Group (probably next week). We also will have to print name
tags and place cards. If you are a good note-taker, we also will need people to take turns taking notes at
the meeting. --- Peggy
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
Elieen L. Collver/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:26 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Peggy,

005375

Can I help on this working group?
Elle
Elle L.K Collver
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 566-2256
blackberry: (202) 294-9251
www.eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:07 PM

••

To pdegregori8@eac.gov, rmartinez@eac.gov,
. ddavidson@eacgov, ghillman@eac.gov
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov, Gavin S.
Gilmour/EAC/GOV@EAC, Arnie J. Sherrill/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Adam Ambrogi/EAC/GOV@EAC, Elieen L.
Collver/EAC/GOV@EAC, Sheila A. Banks/EAC/GOV@EAC,
bbenavides@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Dear Commissioners:
This is to let you know that the Working Group for our Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation preliminary
research project is scheduled to meet in EAC's large conference room the afternoon of Thursday, May 18.
will provide more information about this meeting to you later.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 10:33 AM

To Job Serebrov
cc
Subject Good News

Job:
Secretary Rokita is available May 18. I'm going to talk with the Chairman today about substituting Rogers
for Norcross. Do you have contact information for Rogers? --- Peggy
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 05:20 PM

To "Donsanto, Craig "
<Craig. Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject

005376

RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation[ J

It is just the Working Group for the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project. I am asking you to attend as
Technical Advisor for the project. --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
05/04/2006 03:26 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Peg - - what is the name of the group?
From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
This meeting is being held to obtain input from our eight-member Working Group for the project. The
group is composed of election lawyers, election officials, and a representative of an advocacy group, all of
whom have an interest and some expertise in the identification and/or prosecution of voting fraud and
voter intimidation. The group was chosen so that we would have an equal number of folks on each side of
the political spectrum, plus some nonpartisan members.
After our consultants review the results of their preliminary research (interviews, literature review, case
law), we will ask the Working Group to brainstorm possible next steps for EAC. Our consultants will write
a report summarizing the proposals that come out of this meeting. The report will go to the
Commissioners, who will decide what they want to do, funds available, and what priority to assigned to the
effort(s).
Your participation in this part of the process is extremely important, so I am very happy that you can find
time for us that afternoon. I'll get an agenda and other information to you next week. --- Peggy

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/04/2006 02:32 PM

Topsims@eac.gov
cc

005377

SubjectRE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay, Peg - - I will mark off the entire afternoon and try to be there. What is the agenda? I was not aware
that this was anything beyond having your contractors spend another session with me. Also, if they will be
needing stats and stuff like that I need to know as I will bring my state-people with me.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 2:28 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Right now, we are planning to meet in EAC's large conference room between 1 PM and 5 PM. If you
cannot be there for the whole afternoon, we will appreciate whatever time you can spare. I'll get back to
you with more information (agenda, list of Working Group members, etc.). --- Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 05:59 PM
Topsims@eac.gov
cc
SubjectRe: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Afternoon of May 18 -- 2:30 okay? How long will they need??

--------------------------

005378

Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 16:59:09 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

I am looking at the afternoon of 5/18 for the meeting, due to scheduling
conflicts of Working Group members. There remain two members from whom we
have not yet received confirmations of their schedule (with some, it is like
pulling teeth), but right now 5/18 still looks like the best day. We may have
to hold the meeting over here to make it easier for Commissioners to drop in.
--- Peg

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 12:53 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Okay -- you are on for May 18th! Can we do it over here at 10?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 12:40:19 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

My problem is that agency staff is booked most of the week of 5/21. Monday
through Wednesday are taken up with meetings of the Standards Board Executive
Committee, the full Standards Board, and the Board of Advisors. Thursday, we
have EAC's public meeting. Also, I will lose one of my two consultants in
June, so I'm trying to wrap up this project (and get the final report from the
consultants) by the end of May.
Say "Hi" to Cameron for me.

005379

"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
05/03/2006 11:56 AM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Hi Peg. I am sitting here with. Cameron Quinn putting together this year's'
ballt conference for AUSAs. E4e send her best!
I am available on 5./18. But I am also going to the Board of Advisors Meeting
the following week. I would rather do this then.
Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed May 03 11:39:50 2006
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Craig:
We are continuing our efforts to hone in on a date for the Working Group
meeting. Are you available the afternoon of Thursday, May 18?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/12/2006 01:34 PM

To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc
Subject RE: Fraud Definition[

Lets raise this issue at the meeting. (I'll add "DRAFT" to the current document.) My concern is that there

005380

are a number of requirements in the Voting Rights Act. Not all of them are considered election fraud,
when violated. For example, failure to preclear changes in election procedures is not treated as election
fraud, though it is actionable. --- Peggy
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.go

05/12/2006 12:45 PM
Subject RE: Fraud Definition

Upon first reading, my only con ment would be that I would like to restore "failing to follow tho
requirements of the Voting Rights Act"
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2006 9:20 AM
To: wang@tcf.org; serebrov@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Fraud Definition

Would you please take a look at the attached? I combined both of your definitions, reformatted
the list, removed a reference to the fraud having to have an actual impact on the election results
(because fraud can be prosecuted without proving that it actually changed the results of the
election), and taken out a couple of vague examples (e.g.; reference to failing to enforce state
laws --- because there may be legitimate reasons for not doing so).
I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office and am waiting to hear if he accepts our invitation
to join the working group. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>@GSAEXTERNAL
04/24/2006 12:13 PM
cc
Subject Re: invoice[

Tova:
The draft voucher looks fine except for two things (one of them is our fault):
(1) it appears that you worked 11 days, rather than 10, during the first two weeks; and
(2) you need to put the total dollar amount owed you ($9,102) somewhere on the form. (Last time you put
it in the box with the total hours worked this period.)
Don't forget to sign and date the voucher. Thanks.
Peggy Sims

005381

Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/24/2006 09:23 AM

cc
Subject. invoice
Is

Hi Peg,
Can you please check this before I fax it? Thanks! And can we talk sometime today?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

voucher 3-2E-4-22.doc

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/04/2006 02:10 PM

To Devon Romig
cc ecortes@eac.gov
Subject Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

Barry Weinberg has confirmed he can attend the afternoon of May 18. He lives in the DC area, so we
won't have to worry about travel. I have contacted Pat Rogers office and left a voice mail for his assistant.
Hopefully, I will hear from them this afternoon. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04/27/2006 09:23 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc

005332

Subject Bob Bauer

We have heard from Bob Bauer regarding his availability, so we don't need to have you pursue the matter.
Thanks for the offer, though. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/09/2006 05:17 PM

cc
Subject perez

I talked, to Adam, and I am OK with JR Perez. I'm'working on the Barbra situation:

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"J

erebr "
To psims@eac.gov

05/10/2006 12:25 PM

cc
Subject Travel

Peggy:
If I am calculating it right and I believe I am, it
would cost around $450 plus my meal allowance in
Virginia and Tenessee (coming and going).
All of this said, I am still a person down and there
is the bed problem.
Job

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ---wang@tcf.org
05/06/2006 08:28 AM

To sims
eac. 9ov
@
P
cc

®05353

To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Help section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:21:42 p.m..iST (GMT-4)
(407805)
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM ----wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 08:51 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: wg

Thats great news. What happens with respect to hotels? Should I make my
own arrangements? I expect Job and I will want to stay the nights of the
17th and 18th. Thanks Pegs. And congratulations.
----- Original Message ----From: <psims@eac.gov>
To: <wang@tcf.org>
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 5:47 PM
Subject: Re: wg

> Tova:
> Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not
> disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's next choice (Pat Rogers) as a
> replacement for Norcross.
> Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be
> unavailable that afternoon and I am scheduled for something else that
> morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you and
> Job
> regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy

>

wang@tcf.org

D0153S4

05/04/2006 05:21
PM

>
>
>

To
psims@eac.gov
cc

>
>

Subject
wg

> Hi Peg,
>
>
>
>
>
>

Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you
know that.I think disinviting members of the working group would be a very
unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the problem of getting
100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I
said, I'm free on Monday. Thanks. Tova

-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
! ii
t

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/02/2006 01:11 PM

M1 i1

To Margaret
Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
9
@
cc
Subject Re: Barbara Arnwine[

Peggy,
I just received an update about Ms. Arnwine's schedule. She is not available on May 9th.
Thanks,
Devon
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/05/2006 10:56 AM

To "Weinberg and Utrecht"
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Ii

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? ---

0.05385

Peg
"Weinberg and Utrecht'
"Weinberg and Utrecht"
To psims@eac.gov
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

•

that would be fine

----- Original Message ----Prom: psims e,eac.gov
To:^
Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you
said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -"priceline.com Customer
Service"

To psims@eac.gov
cc

05/05/2006 09:20 PM
Please respond to
hotel@trans.priceline.com

Subject Travel Plans for Tova Wang
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Responses to this e-mail will not go to a customer service representative.
To contact our customer service team directly, please go to the Hel p section of our website.
This e-mail was sent on 05/05/2006 @ 09:20:48 p.m. AST (GMT-4)
(407605)
- - Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV-on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
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Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
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Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM --Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
04 127/2006 09:13 AM

e

To "Donsanto, Craig"
e
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>@GSAEXTERNAL
cc

.

Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project[

Unfortunately, I have to get the Working Group together before then, so that my consultants can prepare
the final report before June. (In June, I lose one of them to State employment.) In understand about the
crammed schedule. This month and next are chock full.
Peggy
"Donsanto, Craig" <Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov>
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:19 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

How about we meld this wit the EAC Board of Advisors meeting? I just got
taged to be parliamentarian -We could attend to your folks whike I arbitrate a food fight!!!!
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
Are yu available any days in the third week of May?
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Peggy
-------------------------Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

^

s

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report, then let me
know.
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Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM

"Job Ser

n

To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006
03:55 PP
cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes
to purposely and corruptly register voters who either
do not exist, or who are known by the putative
defendant to be ineligible to vote under applicable
state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in
the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt the voting
act of voters who do participate in the voting act to
a limited extent; and, schemes to knowingly prevent
voters qualified voters from voting.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> When I opened the attachment, I still had problems
> with the 4th paragraph.
> Would you please just send me that paragraph within
> the text of your
> email so that I can paste it into the document? --> Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03: 9 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary
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> I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
> opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
paragraph 4? --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov"
05/11/2006 03:47 PM
To
psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject
Re: Literature Summary

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of
> The
> > > Federal Crime of
> > > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is
> > > something wrong in the fourth
> > > paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
> Can
> > > you please send a
> > > replacement fourth paragraph?
You can send it
> in
> > > an email and I will
> > > place it in the document. --- Peggy
>>

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -Donetta L.
Davidson/EAC/GOV

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC

05/04/2006 03:57 PM

cc
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Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

D

Peggy sorry but I am out of town on the 18th of May. Good luck
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:24 PM -"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc

Subject Conference Call

e

^

.Peggy.:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 03:34 PM

To "Job Serebrov"
cc twilkey@eac.gov, jthompson@eac.gov

Subject Re: Conference CallE

Job:
I'm afraid I don't have time to look up the Federal travel regulation. I can refer to GSA Form 87, which is
the Federal travel authorization form that is based on the travel regulations. There are two questions on
this form that would apply to your situation:
• Question 14 asks, "Is the employee making any deviations from the authorized itinerary for personal
convenience, taking any annual leave or using a different mode of transportation for personal
convenience?"
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• Question 17A asks, " Will POV be used for any travel between itinerary points? (If 'Yes" check one
box below and complete item 17B.J' This is followed by one check box with a statement, "Use of POV
is advantageous to the government" and another check box that states, "Use of POV is not
advantageous to the government. Use of POV has been determined to be for personal convenience
and reimbursement limited to constructive cost of common carrier."
Line 17 B is used to note mileage rate. These provisions apply to our Commissioners, our staff, and our
consultants. I understand that everyone has to make allowances for emergencies, but your emergency
has not yet arrived, and may well arrive after the May 18 meeting. Furthermore, personal emergencies
are considered personal matters. The government does not reimburse us for additional travel costs
resulting from our need to address personal matters.
Because you are not a Federal employee and we recognize that airlines do not and hotels may not offer
you government rate, we can reimburse the higher hotel rate so long as your total travel costs under the
current contract do not exceed the total . amount budgeted for travel reimbursement for this contract
($3,500):
Regarding the Working Group meeting, I am pleased that you recognize that convening the Working
Group is a deliverable. You also should recall that the only reason Commission staff is involved in helping
to set up this meeting is that you and Tova told me that the two of you did not have the resources to do it
and that it would be better to have one central coordinator (i.e.; EAC). We have repeatedly talked about
holding the meeting in DC because so many of our working group members are here and because we can
support the meeting at EAC offices and stay within the EAC budget.
The date for the original Working Group meeting was presented by you and Tova to me in your work plan.
As you know, many of the dates in the plan had to slide because the two of you indicated that you needed
more time to complete the preliminary research to be presented at the meeting. Beginning in April, our
teleconferences honed in on possible weeks for the meeting. May 18 is the only day all but Norcross
could attend. Norcross was available only 2 days out of the three weeks we were considering. We are
attempting to fill his slot with the person you recommended, Pat Rogers.
We can discuss any remaining concerns you have regarding the participation of Perez and of Pat Rogers
during this afternoon's teleconference. --- Peggy

"Job Serebrov'
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 03:09 PM

cc
Subject Conference Call

Peggy:
I would like to get this travel issue sorted out
between us before the call at 4pm. While the hotel
probelm is applicable to both Tova and me, the ground
travel is not. In any case, I will want to read the
federal regulation on this before we speak. Please
either send me the regulation that states I must
travel by the least expensive means and that all
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alternative travel cost can not exceed this or give me
the site.
Thanks,
Job

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Job Serebro "
To. psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
05/03/2006 01:48 PM

,,

cc dromig@eac.gc^s+
Subject Re: Working Group Meeting

Peggy:
I expect that since Norcross can't make it either you
will try to get Rogers or cut one of Tova's folks.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job and Tova:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

As of now, the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 appears
to be the best
possible date for the meeting. Norcross is not
available to attend in
person that day (he is available only 2 days during
the first three weeks
of May). We won't have confirmation of the
availability of Secretary
Rokita until tomorrow --- but I am hopeful.

> I'll give you an update tomorrow. Maybe we can
> schedule a teleconference
> on Monday afternoon. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Donsanto, Craig"
<Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov
04/26/2006 09:07 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
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Peg -- I'll have check. I am pretty well clogged next month.
What do you need Peg?
-------------------------Sent from Dr. D's Fabulous BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov <psims@eac.gov>
To: Donsanto, Craig <Craig.Donsanto@crm.usdoj.gov>
Sent: Wed Apr 26 20:30:24 2006
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
Craig:
re yu available any days in the third week
eggy

, May?

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

----- Original Message ----From: "Donsanto, Craig" [Craig.Donsanto@usdoj.gov]
Sent: 04/03/2006 03:16 PM
To: Margaret Sims
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project

Hello Peg!

God willing, I will be here the first two weeks of May.

As for your second question, it is not possible for me to assess the level of
public attribution that would be appropriate without seeing the substantive
stuff in context. I do not foresee a problem. So, I recommend that you get
me a draft text and I will review it to ensure we are not disclosing things we
shouldn't disclose.

From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 3:13 PM
To: Donsanto, Craig
Subject: Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project
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Craig:
I have 2 issues for you today.
First, I am trying to schedule a meeting of the project working group for
EAC's Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation research project. As a technical
advisor on this project, your attendance is particularly important to me.
Would you please look at your schedule and let me know if there are any days
during the first 2 weeks of May that you would NOT be available?
Second, is it OK for our consultants to refer in their report to guidance
provided in the DOJ training materials? I ask this because I understood that
some materials in the materials are considered confidential and we do not want
to violate your confidentiality provisions. If there is a compromis position,
such as having you review that portion of the consultants' report,- then let me
•know.
Thanks!
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Gavin Gilmour
05/09/2006 11:25 AM
cc jthompson@eac.gov
Subject Fw: Working Group-Travel Costs

Can you help me respond to this ... and soon? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:25 AM
Job Sv
"2^
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:58 PM
cc
Subject Re: Working Group-Travel Costs

Peggy:
Please tell the folks there that I am not worried
about a perceived breach of contract. This is a
completely ridiculous statement considering the
contractual requirement that the consultants convene
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the Working Group and not the Commission and it never
specifies where or when this is to take place. All
this to say that while the contract does specify a
Working Group meeting it does not specify that it must
take place on any particular date or in a particular
city. With that said, I have never heard of any
federal travel requirements that would result in a
loss of money because I decided to drive and not fly.
In fact, that is why there is a an amount paid per
mile. So I would like to see the federal regulation
that forces me to take the least expensive transport
and restricts all other ground transport costs to that
figure.
As to hotels, based on Tova's research there are no
rooms for under the $350 range per night. If you .can
find hotels that are less expensive but still carry
•the kind of bed I need for my k-- either,, pillow top
or a number bed) please do.
The issue of my uncle---today I have not had an update
on his condition. But, as I previously stated, if he
were to die or have an event while I was in DC, I
would have to go to NYC meeting or no. meeting.
Finally, neither Tova nor I have been satisfied about
Mr. Perez and I have not been told whether Pat Rogers
will be coming or one of Tova's people will not be.
In the end, I need to see the travel regulation that I
requested above, I would like you to look into hotels
for Tova and me that have the kind of bed I need and I
would like to know about Perez and Rogers. In the mean
time, I should have an update on my uncle by morning.
I would also be happy to talk to Julie about the
issues involved. I will take you up on your offer to
process my travel expenses faster and I do not and
never did expect you to get me a travel advance. I
worked in international development and know what a
headache those are to apply for on the state level.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Folks here are concerned that your failure to show
up in person to help
conduct the meeting would be a breach of contract.
I also am concerned
about the impression that your absence will leave
with the Commissioners
and with the VIPs coming to this meeting.

>
>
>
>
>

If you are concerned about delays in reimbursement
caused by including the
travel expenses in the personal services voucher, I
can always process
your request (with receipts) separately and earlier.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I can have staff
here check to see if we can find hotel rooms at a
more reasonable rate for
you and Tova. (We recognize that you may not be
able to obtain Federal
government rate.) What I cannot do is offer a
travel advance, which is
not permitted for nonfederal employees, or offer to
pay the difference
between normal travel expenses and those incurred
for personal
convenience, when the latter is the higher amount.

> I urge you to make your travel arrangements ASAP.
> Peggy. Sims
> Election Research Specialist
> U.S. Election Assistance Commission
•> 1225 New York A y e, NW -.Ste 1100
> Washington, DC 20005. .
> Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120
> (direct)
> Fax: 202-566-3127
> email: psims@eac.gov

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/08/2006 01:41 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Working Group

>
> Given the information I have Peggy, that is not
> going
> to be financially possible. First, given Tova's info
> about the hotels, it is too much for me to front.
> Two
> to three days in DC would run around $1000 for the
> hotel alone. That does not count the two days on the
> road to get there and two days back. Second, if I
> can't charge the federal per mile allowance for the
> entire trip to DC and back and can only get the
> equivalent of plane fare, I will actually loose
> money.

> I simply do not see how we can do this in person
> given
> the financial restrictions.
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> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Job:

>>
> > I don't think we can put you on teleconference for
> > 41/2 hours. We really
> > need to have you here in person if you are to help
> > conduct the Working
> > Group meeting. You should make your travel
> > arrangements ASAP. --- Peggy
>>
>>
> >..

>>
>>..
.

ig

> > "Job Serebrov"
> > . .05/08/2006 10:1
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> >

To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Working Group

Peggy:

>>
> > 4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
> > financial restrictions that you indicated would be
> > in
> > place for use of my car (I would actually loose
> > money
> > coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
> > time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait
> > for
> > months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle
> > for
> > this working group meeting to take place in
> person.
> > It
> > is looking like the only way it will get done is
> by
> > teleconference. I also share Tova's concern about
> > the
> > unknown nature of Mr. Perez.

>>
> > Job
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
> > > Hi, Folks:
>>>
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> > > Teleconference
> > > Are both of you available for a teleconference
> > next
> > > Tuesday afternoon at
> > > about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
> > > please suggest another
> > > date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
> > > preparations for the
> > > Working Group meeting.
> > >
> > > Working Group Members
> > > We have a very good person to fill the slot for
> > the
> > > nonpartisan local
> > > election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
> > > Administrator for Guadalupe
> > > County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have
> > no
> >.> objections to him. He
> > > is available-on May 18. I have place 2 calls to
> > Pat
> > > Rogers office, but
> > > have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have
> > any
> > > pull with him, you
> > > may want to contact him, too.
> > >
> > > Travel Arrangements
> > > You should make your own travel arrangements,
> > > including hotel. Travel
> > > time cannot be billed to the contract, except
> for
> > > hours actually worked on
> > > the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
> > > preparation for the meeting,
> > > and the like). Current Federal rates follow:
> > >
> > > Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
> > > hotel taxes (if you
> > > cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
> > > rates that are a little
> > > higher)
> > > Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that
> it
> > is
> > > $48 on the first and
> > > last day of travel)
> > > Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445
> per
> > > mile
> > >
> > > Under the new contract, I do not have to fill
> out
>>a
> > > travel authorization
> > > for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> > > Afterwords, when you turn in
> > > your next pay voucher, you can attach the
> airline
> > > receipt (or mileage
> > > documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
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> > > transportation receipts and a
> > > copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> > > total travel expenses due
message truncated =__

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---`'•'

"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov

04/26/2006 05:46 PM

cc
Subject wg

S
Do you want me to call both Bob too?

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.org, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.

Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>

To psims@eac.gov,

05/11/2006 02:10 PM

cc

.

1

Subject RE: Literature Summary

We accidentally left it out when we emailed all the summaries
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
y
Sent:
^/ 11, 2006 1:09 PM

To _
Cc: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Literature Summary

Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The Federal Crime of Election Fraud by Craig
Donsanto. There is something wrong in the fourth paragraph (odd characters and missing text).
Can you please send a replacement fourth paragraph? You can send it in an email and I will
place it in the document. --- Peggy
---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM -"Tova Wang"
ill•'
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<wang@tcf.org>

To "'Job Serebrov"
cc

05/11/2006 03:45 PM

psims@eac.gov

Subject RE: new working group representative

He is representing Barbara Arnwine, and we have already established we are
not disinviting anyone. We still don't know about Ginsburg yet anyway,
right?
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 2:36 PM
To: Tova Wang; psims.@eac.gov.
Cc:
Subject: Re :' new.worcing group representative

I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not fill
that position since I am one down.
--- Tova Wang <wang@tcf.org> wrote:
> is Jon Greenbaum
> Here' s his info in full:
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>1
> He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for
> the Lawyers Committee
> for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> Arnwine, the Executive
> Director of the Lawyers Committee.
> His contact and mailing info is:
>
>
>
>
>

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

>
>
>
>
>

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534

> Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
> www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
> analysis, opinions, and events.
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> <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> Click here to receive our
> weekly e-mail updates.

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:49 PM

cc
Subject Re: Literature Summary

I resent the review as you see at the bottom. When I
opened it and sent it there was no corrupted text.

psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Do you have text to replace the corrupted text in
> paragraph 4? --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:17 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Literature Summary

> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > Tova just sent me the summary you prepared of The
> > Federal Crime of
> > Election Fraud by Craig Donsanto. There is

005404

>
>
>
>
>
>

> something wrong in the fourth
> paragraph (odd characters and missing text). Can
> you please send a
You can send it in
> replacement fourth paragraph?
> an email and I will
> place it in the document. --- Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To J. R. Perez' ~ i

05/05/2006 01:59 PM

cc
Subject Re: Bio for PerezB

Thanks, J.R. Great to have you on board! We will get back to you shortly regarding travel arrangements.
The meeting materials will be sent by Federal Express next week.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
"J. R. Perez"
"J. R. Perez"
05/05/2006 01:23 PM

Lr

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Bio for Perez

a:.
bio 5 5 06.doc
Hi Peggy, it was nice talking with you today and I would be glad to try and
add to the discussion. I am attaching a brief bio and will await your
instructions for the travel arrangements. I look forward to receiving the
current information on panel issues.
J.R. Perez
Elections Administrator
Guadalupe County
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --

005405

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
jn
05/05/2006 12:27 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

Roosevelt St.
Bethesda, MD 20814

5201

301-493-5343

Original Message ----From: psims@eac.gov
To:
Sent: Friday, May 05, 2006xl0:56 AM
Subject: Re:. Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
-----

Barry:
Would you please provide an address to which we can Federal Express materials before the meeting? --Peg

"Weinberg and Utrecht"
05/04/2006 01:34 PM

To psimsCabeac.aov
cc
Subject Re: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation

that would be fine
----- Original Message -----

From: psims ,eac.gov
To:,Sent: Thursday, May 04, 2006 1:08 PM
Subject: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Barry:
It appears that the afternoon of Thursday, May 18 is best for a meeting of the working group. I know you

005406

said you would not be available in the morning that day. If we started at 1 PM, would that be too soon for
you?
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Ste 1100
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: 866-747-1471 (toll free) or 202-566-3120 (direct)
Fax: 202-566-3127
email: psims@eac.gov
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM "Job Serebrov"
To psims @eac.gov
05/12/2006 02:52 PM

cc

Subject Re: Working Group List

is

List a vacancy---to be filled. If we don't hear from
Ginsberg by late afternoon please call Braden.
Job
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Job:
> What do you suggest I do with the list of Working
> Group members. I need
> to get the Fed Ex packages out by the end of the
> day, and have not heard
> back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a
> vacancy, or list Norcross
> with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a
> substitute, we can always
> provide an updated list next Thursday. --- Peggy

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---

•
•

Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 04:43 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc

•

Subject Hotel for Job

Peggy,
A possible hotel suggestion for Job might be the Sheraton College Park in Beltsville, MD. They have
room availability for the nights of the 17th and the 18th for $159.00 a night.

005407

They have what is called the Sheraton Sweet Sleeper Bed. More information at:
http://www.starwoodhotels.com/promotions/promo_landing. html?category=sweet_sleeper
This hotel is a little out of the way but the members of the Asian Language Working Group and others
have stayed there. The hotel does offer a shuttle to and from Reagan airport and the metro.
Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
T
To Devon Romig.
g
05/12/200601:51 PM
cc

Subject Wang & Serebov Fed Ex Info

Devon:
Here is the information you need for the Fed Ex forms for Job and Tova.

II

(Note that the package may be left with the doorman.)

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/02/2006 05:52 PM
cc
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

OK. I'll be out of the office for the next three days, and mostly unavailable on Thursday and Friday as you
know already. Tomorrow you can try me on my cell phone 917-656-7905. I'll try to check email when
can. Thanks Peg. Tova
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 4:41 PM
To: wang@tcf.org

005408

Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

I hope to have a better idea tomorrow, if Rokita's office responds. If not, we'd better have a
teleconference to discuss our options. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/02/2006 05:06 PM

To dromig@eac.gov
cc psims@eac.gov
Subject RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Can you please give me an idea where we are at with all this? I'd like to be able to figure out my
schedule. Thanks -- and thanks for all your assistance on this. Tova
-----Original Message----From: dromig@eac.gov [mailto:dromig@eac.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006 3:54 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: RE: Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

Yes, I have spoken to her assistant several times but today has been the first time that I have ever
spoken to her assistant. We did get the information that we needed. Thanks for your help!
Devon Romig
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite #1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)566-2377
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wan 9@ tcf.or9>
04/26/2006 04:39 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject RE: interview analysis

I think I can help you at least with respect to Barbara. I'll be speaking to her today!
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]

005409

Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2006 3:38 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: interview analysis

Thanks. We are still trying to get through to Bauer and Arnwine. They have not responded, so
their availability is not yet reflected on our spreadsheet. --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
04/26/2006 11:22 AM.

To psims @eac.gov
CC "'Job

Serebrov"
Subject interview analysis

Hi Peg,
Attached, to add to the collection, is a summary overview of the interviews. Do you have that
spreadsheet you were telling me about reflecting the times WG participants are available? If so,
maybe we can talk soon? Thanks. Tova

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212- 452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcforg , for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
04/24/2006 01:49 PM

To psims©eac.gov
cc "Job Serebrov
Subject last of the literature

Hi Peg,

005410

Here is the last summary of existing research. Please let us know how to proceed from here. Thanks.

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East loth Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, www.tcf.or g, for the latest news, analysis, opinions, and events.
Click here to receive our weekly e-mail updates.

Response to the CB Report FINAL.doc

=-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----=
Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV
To wang@tcf.org @GSAEXTERNAL
05/04/2006 05:47 PM
cc
Subject Re: wg(

Tova:
Rokita is available --- so the afternoon of May 18 it is. I will not disinvite anyone. I am trying to get Job's
next choice (Pat Rogers) as a replacement for Norcross.
Monday appears to be out for a teleconference because Job will be unavailable that afternoon and I am
scheduled for something else that morning. I'll check my schedule tomorrow and send a message to you
and Job regarding other possible days and times. --- Peggy
wang@tcf.org
wang@tcf.org
05/04/2006 05:21 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject wg

Hi Peg,
Just wondering if you had any word from Rokita. Also, I wanted to let you know that I think disinviting
members of the working group would be a very unwise and frankly embarrassing way of dealing with the
problem of getting 100% attendance. I'm sure we'll talk before any decisions are made. As I said, I'm free
on Monday. Thanks. Tova
-- Forwarded by Margaret Sims /EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM --"Job Serebrov"
To

005411

psims@eac.gov
05/12/2006 03:22 PM

cc
Subject Re: Fraud Definition

I would give him until Monday morning but I would also
call Braden today and tell him there may be an opening
for him on the WG and find out whether he is free.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I have placed another call to his office (after one
> previous call to his
> assistant 'and an email to him).
I, too, am
> colcerned about our dwindling
> chances. --- Peggy
>.
>

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/12/2006 03:06 PM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Re: Fraud Definition

> Given the short time period, you may want to give
> Ginsberg a deadline. The longer we wait, the poorer
> our chances are of getting Braden.
> --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> > I am reluctant to invite Braden until after I have
> > received a "No" from
> > Ginsberg. --- Peg
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > "Job Serebrov"
> > 05/12/2006 02:33 PM
>>
> > To
> > psims@eac.gov
> > cc
>>
> > Subject
> > Re: Fraud Definition

005412

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
> > Sounds good to me. If not Ginsburg try Braden.

>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:

>>
>
>
>
>
>

> > I will add "DRAFT" to the definition and, yes,
the
> > WG will have
> > suggestions. I do plan to send packets to you
and
>, > > Tova containing the
> > > same materials being provided to the WG. I
>®> haven't
>.> > sent anything yet
> > > because.I was hoping to finalize the WG list-for
> > > inclusion.
(Still
> > > waiting for a response from Ginsberg.)
> > >
> > > Regarding Tova's response, we may want to have a
> > > very short meeting after
> > > the WG disperses, followed by a teleconference
> the
> > > following Monday
> > > afternoon. Tuesday is bad for me because I'll
> be
> > > out of the office
> > > attending a series of EAC meetings that begin
> that
> > > day. --- Peggy
>>>
>>>
>>>
> >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
>>>
>>>

> "Job Serebrov"
05/12/2006 12:52 PM
To
psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org
cc
Subject
Re: Fraud Definition

> >>
>>>
>>>
>>>
> > > This is ok, given the fact that the WG may have
> > > suggestions. Will you be sending us the same
> > packets
> > > that you are sending the WG? Also, I figure
> with
> > > Tova's response we will need to have a
> > > teleconference
> > > on the report once I return to Little Rock. We

005413

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> will
> > need to do it that following Monday or Tuesday.
> >
>>
>>
> > --- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> >
> > > Would you please take a look at the attached?
I
> > > combined both of your
> > > definitions, reformatted the list, removed a
> > > reference to the fraud having
> > > to have an actual impact on the election
results
> > > (because fraud can be
> > > prosecuted without proving that it actually
> > changed
> >•> the results of.the
e^
> > > election),. and taken out a couple of vague
> > examples
> > > (e.g.; reference to
> > > failing to enforce state laws --- because
there
> > may
> > > be legitimate reasons
> > > for not doing so).
> > >
> > > I have made contact with Ben Ginsberg's office
> and
> > > am waiting to hear if
> > > he accepts our invitation to join the working
> > group.
> > > --- Peggy
> > >
> > >
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM

----

"Job Serebrov""
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

005414

Case Summaries.doc Peggy:
Please add this to the packet.
Job
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/10/2006 11:51 AM

cc
Subject Re: Update

The bed is not what I need and Beltsville is a bit far
out.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Why is the hotel suggestion not workable? (I need
> to know as we continue
> our search.) -- Peg

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/10/2006 10:29 AM
> To
> psims@eac.gov
> cc
> Subject
> Update

> Peggy:
> Pat just e-mailed me. He has something he can't move
> on the 18th. So I am now down one person and still
> no
> good hotel situation. Devon's suggestion is not
> workable.
> Job
>

...L.[ro

0054.15

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/11/2006 04:09 PM

To
Cc

wang@tcf.org

Subject Re: new working group representative[

According to the Commissioners, you and Tova each got to pick three members of the Working Group.
The Commission guidance regarding this particular member follows:

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy sectors - 2 to be chosen by Tova and
2 to be chosen by Job.
This issue of . allowing a designee relates to Tova's pick.
As I understand it, we are working on a replacement for Norcross. If Ginsberg is not viable, how about
Mark Braden, who includes public integrity in his areas of specialization. I would not try and stir up other
members of the Working Group, if I were you. The effort is likely to come back and bite you.

"Job Serebrov"
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 03:53 PM

cc
Subject Re: new working group representative

I really don't care if he represents the organization
or not. What mixed race? The entire discussion was
because Arnwine was African-American. If you are going
to invite him without first having a replacement for
my side, I may have to call Thor and Todd and discuss
all of this.
--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> Greenbaum is representing Arnwine, not replacing
> her. He works for her
> organization and is of mixed race. --- Peggy

> "Job Serebrov"
> 05/11/2006 03:36 PM
> To
> "Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>, psims@eac.gov
> cc

005416

^.

>>

— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Thomas R. Wilkey/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:29 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Re: Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting[

q9

Yes. please let Joyce know and she will get someone
Tom

Thomas R. Wilkey
Executive Director
US Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave, NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 566-3109 phone
TWilkey@eac.gov
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 10:26 AM

To twilkey@eac.gov
cc DScott@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Fw: Court Reporter for Working Group Meeting

Tom:
I understand that EAC hired a court reporter for the Asian Language Working Group meeting. I would like
to do the same for the May 18 Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group meeting, but I did not
include funds in my budget for this service. Do we have funds that could be used for this purpose? (See
Devon's cost estimate below.) --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/10/2006 10:18 AM --Devon E. Romig/EAC/GOV
05/10/2006 09:54 AM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc
Subject Court reporter

005418

> Subject
> Re: new working group representative

> I have an objection to Greenbaum. While I realize he
> comes from an advocacy group, he is not a minority
> attorney and we already have a rep who worked with
> DOJ. If it is to be Greenbaum, I would rather not
> fill
>
> that position since I am one down.
> --- Tova Wang <wang@tc. f.org> wrote:.
> > is Jon Greenbaum
>>
> > Here' s his info in full:

>>
http://www.lawyerscommittee.org/2005website/aboutus/staff/staffgreenbaum.htm
>>1
>>
> > He is the Director of the Voting Rights Project
> for
> > the Lawyers Committee
> > for Civil Rights. He will be representing Barbara
> > Arnwine, the Executive
> > Director of the Lawyers Committee.

>>
> > His contact and mailing info is:

>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>>
>>
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
> >
> >
> >

jgreenbaum@lawyerscommittee.org
202-662-8315
1401 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Tova Andrea Wang
Democracy Fellow
The Century Foundation
41 East 70th Street - New York, NY 10021
phone: 212-452-7704 fax: 212-535-7534
Visit our Web site, <http://www.tcf.org/>
www.tcf.org, for the latest news,
analysis, opinions, and events.

>>
>>
>>
> > <mailto:join-tcfmain@mailhost.groundspring.org>
> > Click here to receive our
> > weekly e-mail updates.

>>
>>

005417

Peggy,
I spoke to the people who usually handle the EAC court reporting. They charge $9.00 per page with an
average of 40 pages per hour. This service would cost about $1800.00.
The turn around time for the transcript is 10 to 15 days. The transcripts comes in a bound paper copy and
an electronic copy.

0

I can also check around for different Mices.

Devon Romig
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Ave. NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
202.566.2377 phone
202.566.3128 fax
www.eac.gov
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
"Job Serebrov"
To psims@eac.gov
05/09/2006 10:46 AM

cc
Subject Fwd: RE: Working Group meeting

FYI
--- "Patrick J. Rogers" <patrogers@modrall.com> wrote:
> Subject: RE: Working Group meeting
> Date: Tue, 9 May 2006 07:42:44 -0600
> From: "Patrick J. Rogers"
> To: "Job Serebrov'
> Job---maybe. I will call you and/or Ms. Sims
> tomorrow. Depositions all
> day today. Thanks, Pat
> What's the best number to call you tomorrow?

> Patrick J. Rogers
> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.

005419 ..

>
>
>
>

P.O. Box 2168
Albuquerque, NM 87103-2168
Tel:
505-848-1849
Fax:
505-848-1891

>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Mess
--From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:41 PM
To: Patrick J. Rogers
Subject: Working Group meeting

> Pat:
> The working group meeting for the voter fraud
> project is scheduled for
> May 18th in DC but David Norcross can't attend.
> Could you come? If so,
>.we.need to arrange. travel and a hotel for you.
>
> Regards,
> Job
-------------------------------------------------------------------> Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, P.A.

> THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE
> INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO
> WHICH IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION
> THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
> CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
> APPLICABLE LAW. If the
> reader of this message is not the intended recipient
> or agent
> responsible for delivering the message to the
> intended recipient, you
> are hereby notified that any dissemination or
> copying of this
> communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
> received this
> electronic transmission in error, please delete it
> from your system
> without copying it, and notify the sender by reply
> e-mail or by calling
> 505.848.1800, so that our address record can be
> corrected. Thank you.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ---Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:40 AM

To Serebrov
cc

005420

Subject Fw: Working Group-Perez

This is the original email with the attachment. If you still don't see the attachment on your end, I can
excerpt the content and send it in email text. --- Peggy
— Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:39 AM —
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To "Job Serebrov"
05/09/2006 11:13 AM
cc wang@tcf.org
Subject Re: Working Group-PerezI
e.
As you may recall, the Commissioners directed me to find a nonpartisan local election official to serve on
the Working Group. The three of us discussed the desirability of having a Hispanic. I proposed that I find
someone from Texas because of that State's colorful history of voting fraud and their innovative
approaches to combat it. In those Texas counties that hire Election Administrators to run elections, rather
than having elected officials do so (Tax Assessor for voter registration; County Clerk for balloting), the
Election Administrator is hired by the County Election Commission and is supposed to perform his or her
duties in a nonpartisan manner. (See attached excerpts from Texas Election Code regarding election
administrator hiring and restrictions on partisan activity.)
Any experienced Texas election official will be familiar with voting fraud and voter intimidation schemes
used in that State. Mr. Perez has over 13 years experience as a county Election Administrator in Texas.
You won't find many news articles mentioning him because he has kept his nose clean. (The Texas
press, as in many other parts of the country, prefers to report bad news.) Mr. Perez is plugged into the
association of Texas election officials and the two largest organizations of election officials in this country:
the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers (IACREOT); and The
Election Center. He is a past President and past Chairman of the Legislative Committee for the Texas
Association of Election Administrators. He currently serves on IACREOT's Election Officials Committee,
which plans the educational sessions for election officials that are conducted at that organization's
conferences. His peers in IACREOT and The Election Center have selected his submissions on web
presentations (IACREOT) and his professional practices papers (Election Center) for awards. Mr. Perez
also has access to information from other States through his membership in IACREOT and The Election
Center. He also has a sense of humor, which you will note if you access the staff web page on the
Guadalupe County Elections web site and hear the Mission Impossible theme.. something that might be
useful in the upcoming meeting.
Guadalupe County is small but growing. In 2004, the county had over 65 thousand registered voters (a
number more than doubled the number of registered voters in 1988). A third of the county's population
claims Hispanic or Latino origin, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The county is in south central
Texas and is bordered by Comal, Hays, Cladwell, Gonzales, Wilson, and Bexar counties. In the 1980s,
the county was predominately a farming community; but in recent years, many people have moved from
San Antonio (Bexar County) to Guadalupe County, preferring to live in Guadalupe County and work in
Bexar County.
--- Peggy

tx elec admin-appt-partisan restrictions.doc

005421

"Job Serebrov"

-f?

To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 11:30 PM

cc
Subject Re: Working Group

Peggy:
What political party.is Perez with? How political is
he? Is the position in Texas neutral or political? Who
appointed Perez?,
As to Pat I will contact him but I can't promise.
anything. If Pat can't come, who is getting knocked
off Tova's list?
Job

Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
05/09/2006 11:38 AM

To Tova Andrea Wang
cc
Subject Fw: Case Summaries

Had you seen this? --- Peggy
Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 05/09/2006 11:38 AM
bw ..
"Job
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 09:30 AM

cc
Subject Case Summaries

Case Summaiies.doc Peggy:

Please add this to the packet.
Job
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
f—

"Job Serebrov"

005422

<serebrov@sbcglobal.net>

To psims@eac.gov, wang@tcf.org

05/11/2006 10:16 AM

cc
Subject Re: Today's Teleconference

The teleconference is on. However, I am still one
person down for the meeting and I am not comfortable.
This will have to be discussed since from the start it
was agreed that the WG would be equal and if I lost a
person Tova would have to loose one. Further and most
importantly, I don't yet have a hotel so my attendance
is still up in the air. Finally, the agenda is not
what we. discussed and gives far too much time for
areas that^.can be covered in.a short time. Not listed ®.
are all of the questions that Tova's proposed agenda
had. All in all, it needs to be redone.

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
> I assume that we are still on for today's
> teleconference at 11 AM EST. I
> will call you. I have attached a draft agenda for
> your review and
> comment. --- Peggy

---- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM
Diana Scott/EAC/GOV
05/08/2006 01:52 PM

To Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV@EAC
cc dromig@eac.gov, Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC,
Edgardo Cortes/EAC/GOV@EAC
Subject Re: Working Group Travel `

I have given Adventure Travel the necessary credit card authorization on this. Devon please follow-up
with the reservations etc.

Diana M. Scott
Administrative Officer
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
(202) 566-3100 (office)
(202) 566-3127 (fax)
dscott@eac.gov

Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
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Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To DScott@eac.gov

05/05/2006 05:34 PM

cc Karen Lynn-Dyson/EAC/GOV@EAC, dromig@eac.gov
Subject Working Group Travel

Diana:
The following members of the Working Group for our Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation research project will
need. to make travel arrangements in order to attend an afternoon meeting of the group on May 18 in
Washington, DC:
Mark "Thor" Hearne - St Louis, MO
J.R. Perez - Seguin, TX
The Honorable Todd Rokita - Indianapolis, IN
Kathy Rogers - Atlanta, GA
I may have one additional member from Albuquerque, NM confirmed early next week.
May these people use Adventure Travel to make these arrangements in the same manner as the Asian
Language Working Group? I understand the members of that group made hotel and flight arrangements
through Adventure Travel and that these costs were billed directly to EAC. We did plan for EAC to pay for
the travel of the Voting Fraud/Voter Intimidation Working Group (budgeted under Research). Devon will
prepare their travel authorizations.
Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist
----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:23 PM ----"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/08/2006 10:18 AM
cc
Subject RE: Working Group

I am more than happy to attend in person
-----Original Message----From: Job Serebrov
Sent: Monday, May 08, 2006 9:15 AM
To: psims@eac.gov; wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Working Group
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Peggy:
4:00 eastern on Tuesday is fine however, given the
financial restrictions that you indicated would be in
place for use of my car (I would actually loose money
coming to DC) and given the cost of hotels at this
time (I can't afford to front these costs and wait for
months to be repaid), etc, it would take a miracle for
this working group meeting to take place in person. It
is looking like the only way it will get done is by teleconference. I also
share Tova's concern about the unknown nature of Mr. Perez.
Job

--- psims@eac.gov wrote:
>i, Folks:
>

,rs.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Teleconference
Are both of you available for a teleconference next
Tuesday afternoon at
about 4 PM EST? If this does not work for you,
please suggest another
date and/or time. I would like to discuss our
preparations for the
Working Group meeting.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Working Group Members
We have a very good person to fill the slot for the nonpartisan local
election official: J.R. Perez, Elections
Administrator for Guadalupe
County, TX. Attached is his bio. Hope you have no
objections to him. He
is available on May 18. I have place 2 calls to Pat
Rogers office, but
have not yet received a reply. Job, if you have any
pull with him, you
may want to contact him, too.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Travel Arrangements
You should make your own travel arrangements,
including hotel. Travel
time cannot be billed to the contract, except for
hours actually worked on
the contract (i.e.; reviewing materials in
preparation for the meeting,
and the like). Current Federal rates follow:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum Lodging = $180 per day- does not include
hotel taxes (if you
cannot get this rate, we have covered reasonable
rates that are a little
higher)
Meals & Incidentals = $64 per day (except that it is
$48 on the first and
last day of travel)
Mileage for Personally Owned Vehicle = $ .445 per
mile

> Under the new contract, I do not have to fill out a
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> travel authorization
> for you. I can approve your trip via email.
> Afterwords, when you turn in
> your next pay voucher, you can attach the airline
> receipt (or mileage
> documentation), hotel receipt(s), and ground
> transportation receipts and a
> copy of any printed itineraries. Calculate the
> total travel expenses due
> you, including applicable per diem. I do not need
> meal receipts.
> Job, under Federal travel regulations, deviations
> for personal reasons are
> not normally accommodated. What you can do,
.> however, is to give me a
> comparison of the cost of roundtrip mileage, hotel,
> and.per diem of doing
> it. your way against the cost of a roundtrip flight,
> ground transportation,
> hotel, and per diem. If your way, costs less, it
> should be no problem to
> cover the full cost. If your way is more expensive,
> we may only pay up to
> the amount of traditional travel. (The same rules
> apply to me when I
> travel.) If you can tell me where, other than DC,
> you will spend the
> night, I can check on applicable per diem rates.

IS

> Peggy

--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC /GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --

"Job rebrov"
05/10/2006 03:03 PM

To psims@eac.gov
cc
Subject Option

Peggy:
I may have the only option left but it is a risk time
wise. I could stay at the Baymont in Salem by Roanoke
and then leave early that morning and drive into DC or
to a park and ride (Metro). I would make it before
12:00 barring any unforeseen road issues. However, I
would have to leave to go home right after the
meeting. That would cancel the next day's meeting.
Job
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I need to run to West Little Rock so you can get me on
my cell if you want to talk.

----- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM
Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV
To Job Serebrov
05/12/2006 02:46 PM
cc
Subject Working Group List

S

4

Job:

What do you suggest I do with the list of Working Group members. I need to get the Fed Ex packages out
by the end of the day, and have not heard back from Ginsberg. Do you want me to list a vacancy, or list
Norcross with a note that he cannot attend? If we find a substitute, we can always provide an updated list
next Thursday. --- Peggy
--- Forwarded by Margaret Sims/EAC/GOV on 04/30/2007 04:22 PM --- .
"Tova Wang"
<wang@tcf.org>
To psims@eac.gov
05/11/2006 04:25 PM
cc
Subject RE: Material I may not have included

news article review
-----Original Message----From: psims@eac.gov [mailto:psims@eac.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2006 3:23 PM
To: wang@tcf.org
Subject: Re: Material I may not have included

Would these go under literature review or news article review? --- Peggy

"Tova Wang" <wang@tcf.org>
05/10/2006 11:45

AM

To psims@eac.gov
lromig@eac.gov
Subject Material I may not have included
Cc
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